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Prologue

"Was there a world outside of America?" the muckraker Ray Stannard
Baker tried to recollect his state of mind as an apprentice journalist in
Chicago in the 1890s. "If there was, I knew next to nothing at all about
it-as a reality ... I knew something of European history-the old tyranny
of kings, the absurdity of aristocracy, the futility of feudal wars-out of
which America, the wonderful, had stepped proudly into the enlightenment
of the Bill of Rights and the Declaration of Independence. I was a true
geocentric American."!

In the face of a provincialism this profound, it is hard to resist a know
ing smile. Every serious reader of the past instinctively knows what Baker
had yet to learn: that nations lie enmeshed in each others' history. Even the
most isolated of nation-states is a semipermeable container, washed over by
forces originating far beyond its shores. Even the most powerful act their
part within world systems beyond their full control.

If complicity in world historical forces marks all nations, it especially
marks outpost nations, like the United States, which begin as other nations'
imperial projects. From the earliest European settlements in North Amer
ica forward, the Atlantic functioned for its newcomers less as a barrier than
as a connective lifeline-a seaway for the movement ofpeople, goods, ideas,
and aspirations. A key outpost for European trade and a magnet for Euro
pean capital, the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century United States can-
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not be understood outside the North Atlantic economy of which it was a
part.

Through that trade came human beings, both slave and free, in a world
system that bound the fates of four continents together. World markets in
manufactured and agricultural goods shaped the landscapes of the great
port cities and the interior factory towns; they made and unmade the fate of
the cotton South and the western wheatlands. In a land that elevated Shake
speare, Scott, and Dickens into its literary pantheon, books and authors
circulated through the North Atlantic economy as well, carrying with them
fashion, taste, ideas, and, at times, the seeds of powerful social movements.
The American Revolution had itself been part of a larger shift in politics
that ran from Bogota to Berlin. The antislavery movement, the labor move
ment, the women's movement-these, too, were transnational events. The
web of global interdependencies that binds the fate of the late-twentieth
century United States to markets and aspirations around the globe is new
only in its details; in the broad sense, this has been the permanent condition
of American history.

But if these are facts every historian knows, history writing too often
fails to follow its own best instincts. Tangled in simplistic relationships with
civics education, national historical accounts absorb their surrounding na
tionalism. Focused on questions of national difference, historical scholar
ship bends to the task of specifying each nation's distinctive culture, its
peculiar history, its Sonderweg, its exceptionalism. Since every nation's his
tory is-in fact and by definition-distinct, the move is not without reason.
At its worst, however, the result is to produce histories lopped off at pre
cisely those junctures where the nation-state's permeability might be
brought into view, where the transnational forces do their most important
work. The narrative field too often shrinks back on the nation; the bounda
ries of the nation-state become an analytical cage.2

Social politics is a case in point. Of studies of progressive and New Deal
politics there is no end. On the roots of the impulse to limit the social costs
of aggressive, market capitalism, some of the very best American history
writing has found its focus. As befits a large-order event, large-scale expla
nations have been employed to understand it. Thus the rise of the interven
tionist state in America has been traced to the shock of particularly rapid
industrialization, the thin and distended nature of the mid-nineteenth-cen
tury American state and society, the status anxieties of a declining middle
class, the scientistic ambitions of a new elite of experts and professionals,
the social maternalism of middle-class women, the demands from below of
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farmers and wage workers, and the demands of industrial capitalists at the
top for a more rationalized social order than capitalist competition, by itself,
could create. But an unspoken "geocentrism," as Baker styled it, frames
them all.

Familiar as these explanations are, they leave unstated what every con
temporary who followed these issues knew: that the reconstruction of
American social politics was of a part with movements of politics and ideas
throughout the North Atlantic world that trade and capitalism had tied
together. This was not an abstract realization, slumbering in the recesses of
consciousness. Tap into the debates that swirled through the United States
and industrialized Europe over the problems and miseries of "great city"
life, the insecurities of wage work, the social backwardness of the country
side, or the instabilities of the market itself, and one finds oneself pulled
into an intense, transnational traffic in reform ideas, policies, and legislative
devices. For a moment, London's East End and New York City's Lower
East Side; the "black country" of Pittsburgh, Essen, and Birmingham; and
university debates and chancery discussions in Paris, Washington, London,
and Berlin formed a world of common referents.

Stretching from the 1870s, when the first American students began to
catch wind of the assault on laissez-faire in the late-nineteenth-century
German universities, through the convulsions of the Second World War,
that moment marks off a more distinctive phase in the American past than
history writing has yet fully to grasp. Politics in the previous half century
had marched to a more internalist drummer. The formation of a democratic
nation had been early- and mid-nineteenth-century America's core political
project; from Jackson's era to Lincoln's, Americans with an eye cocked on
the rest of the world had reason to think themselves in the vanguard of a
world democratic movement.

After 1945, when the United States found itself suddenly astride a
global system of its own, the exceptionalist theme returned, full volume. In
the United States of the 1990s, university-based experts on the world's ways
in social politics are more numerous than ever before, but in day-to-day
American political debates, their knowledge of other nations' policies car
ries virtually negligible weight. The strangers abroad are not us; their expe
rience is not usable. In the terms Max Weber once applied to the early
Protestants, the United States is in but not of the world it commands; its
destiny and experience are, by the very nature of things, exceptional. Bill
Clinton's bid for historical greatness-the national health insurance debates
of 1993 and 1994-replayed the postwar, exceptionalist theme. After a per-
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functory nod toward Canada, the Democrats proceeded to set aside the rest
of the world's experience as inapplicable to the special political character of
the United States and to concoct a health insurance system unlike any other
in the world. The Republicans, in return, lambasted their effort for not
being "American" enough.

In comparison, the years between the 1870s and the Second World
War were indeed different. Between the democratic confidence of the early
nineteenth century and the hubris of the late twentieth century, one begins
to discern a moment when American politics was peculiarly open to foreign
models and imported ideas-when the North Atlantic economy formed, for
many strategically placed Americans, a world mart of useful and intensely
interesting experiments. These were years in which city politicians in the
United States could battle the pros and cons of city-owned streetcars on the
basis of Glasgow's experience, when the workings of European social insur
ance systems were grist for highly publicized investigatory commissions,
when certain model cities in England and Germany drew social progres
sives from around the world, when other nations' social politics, in short,
were news.

The making of the Atlantic era in social politics hinged on a new set of
institutional connections with the industrializing nations of Europe. It re
quired new sorts of brokers to span that connection. It required, finally, an
intellectual shift, a sense of complicity within historical forces larger than
the United States: a suspension ofconfidence in the peculiar dispensation of
the United States from the fate of other nations. Against the pitchmen for
made-in-America-only ideas and politics, the cosmopolitan progressives
fought across a hundred fronts. But in their defeats as well as their victories,
in the connections they tried to forge with progressive ideas and move
ments elsewhere and the battles those efforts precipitated, their endeavors
shaped the era more than the conventional wisdom-preoccupied with the
Americanness of American progressive politics-has yet comprehended.

In part, it is these brokers' story I have tried to tell, following a portion of
the threads they themselves spun out across the Atlantic. Like their stories,
this too tacks back and forth across the core domain of nineteenth- and
early-twentieth-century industrial capitalism. Britain and Germany were
the Americans' primary models, and rivals, abroad, but their borrowings
often took them still farther afield. The North Atlantic economy I have
called this broader region, stretching roughly from Berlin to San Francisco.

The result is not comparative history as that term is generally under-
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stood. The crux of comparative history is difference. By masking interde
pendencies between nations, freezing historically contingent processes into
ideal types, and laying across them a grid of social and political charac
teristics, the method of comparison throws a powerful light on differences. 3

No one can work in this field without amassing a debt to the best of this
comparative work. In the end, however, it is the connections between the
industrializing countries of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centu
ries-their vulnerability to the same economic forces, the c~oseness with
which they read each others' experience and policy experiments-that
makes the differences between their policy choices historically interesting.
Robert Kelley's admonition still carries weight: to take seriously "the ap
pearance of similar movements within the several countries, like the out
croppings of common strata, derived from shared intellectual and social
influences."4 Atlantic-era social politics had its origins not in its nation-state
containers, not in a hypothesized "Europe" nor an equally imagined
"America," but in the world between them. There are gains to be made by
starting with connections.

The first aim of these pages, then, is to reconstruct a distinctive era in
the American past, in which American social politics were tied to social
political debates and endeavors in Europe through a web of rivalry and
exchange. Still, it would be foolish to wish to escape the question of differ
ence. Like all polities, America was different. Its state structure differed
from those of its European rivals, its ideology swung to different poles, its
structures of interests were different, its history was distinct. The difficulty
in the face of so overdetermined a list of distinctions lies in specifying what
difference these differences actually made.

The proposals and policies that the cosmopolitan progressives tried to
carry over the Atlantic network form, for these purposes, a laboratory rare
in historical studies. Each imported measure had to be disposed of, from
old-age insurance to subsidized workers' housing, from city planning to
rural reconstruction. Some made the crossing to the United States with
relatively little difficulty. Others sank in mid passage. Still more were trans
formed, their "Americanization" leaving a precise and revealing trace of the
forces and circumstances they had come up against. Follow these processes
through, from foreign model to domestic outcome, and there are surprises
as well as confirmations to be found.

Finally, a prefatory word about ideas in politics.s The central protago
nists of these pages were rarely intellectuals, but they cared passionately
about issues and ideas. To a type of political historian and political scientist,
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that will be enough to set in motion, at the very outset, a certain instinctual
discomfort. Conventional political analysis cleaves hard to what is called
outcomes analysis; its home turf is the legislative process and the heavy
claims of interest and political advantage brought to bear there. This em
phasis is not without ample reason. But the political process is broader than
outcomes. One must also ask how issues get into the political stream itself,
how problems are defined and issues framed.

The conventional wisdom settles too often for a relatively unreflective
functionalism. Be the issue intolerable poverty, chaotic urban transport, or
strangling monopoly, the problem itself is imagined ultimately to drive the
political engine forward. Metastasizing into crisis, it forces itself by its very
urgency onto the political agenda-mediated sometimes through public
opinion, sometimes through interest groups, sometimes through social
movements. Between the moment when the problem wedges its way into
the political arena and the moment when the heavy forces of interests and
politics dispose of it, those with "ideas" have a brief role to play framing
alternatives and solutions. But since in the nature of things the legislative
result is always different and commonly far messier than their design, those
who compete merely with words and proposals are almost always chalked
up among the losers.

But this is not the real world of politics. There, as John Kingdon has
shrewdly observed, ideas and problems, solutions and potential crises, cir
culate remarkably independently through the political stream.6 Generated
from myriad sources, their futures depend on their finding one another. Just
as a political idea becomes politically viable only when it is successfully
attached to a sense of need and urgency, no less do problems become politi
cally significant only when they become attached to politically imaginable
solutions. The framers of solutions do not come into the act at the last
minute. They are present at the moment of creation, transforming a tragic
but incurable condition into a politically solvable problem and, by that very
act, defining the field within which legislators and executives will ultimately
maneuver.

It was this agenda-setting role of ideas that gave political consequence
to the new world of transferable social experience and appropriable policy
models thrown open at the end of the nineteenth century. Americans in the
Progressive Era between the 1890s and the First World War did not swim
in problems-not more so, at any rate, than Americans who lived through
the simultaneous collapse of the economy and the post-Civil War racial
settlement in the 1870s. It would be more accurate to say that they swam in
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a sudden abundance of solutions, a vast number of them brought over
through the Atlantic connection. The existence of a large external stock of
working solutions helped denaturalize the "laws" of economics. It eased
policy makers past many a political impasse. Come back to the New Deal in
the same way, placing it in the stream of transnational models and
influences that converged on it, and it, too, takes on a new and unexpected
character.

These, then, form our central questions: how an era of transatlantic
social politics came into being; how it was sustained; what difference the
web of transnational connections made; how much it shaped political
choices; and how like and different it shows, in retrospect, the United States
to have been from its closest economic counterparts. Attending to events
and processes throughout the north Atlantic economy, to both near and
distant contexts, to politics as well as ideas, these pages comprise an experi
ment in shifting the frames and boundaries of a classic American story.

Like all reframings, its aim is to make difficulties-to make it hard to
view the familiar picture in old, familiar ways. Follow the lines of progres
sive and New Deal social politics as they spill across the nation-state's
boundaries, and one begins to rediscover a largely forgotten world of trans
national borrowings and imitation, adaptation and transformation. In the
transatlantic progressive moment one begins to recover a phase of Ameri
can history and politics we have all but lost.
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Paris, 1900

World ofIron

Every age, even the most calculating and material, needs a symbol, and
Gustave Eiffel, who knew a promotional opportunity when it came his way,
was eager to provide one. A "factory chimney," critics called his tower at its
birth in 1889, "gigantic and hideous." An upended illustration of the princi
ples of railroad bridge design, it defied the scale of the city below it. The tile
roofs of old Paris's neighborhoods, the mansards and boulevards of the
Second Empire, even the great towers of Notre Dame (as the sketches by
Eiffel's engineers pointedly showed) all shrank to Lilliputian dimensions
beside this display of engineering hubris. The Eiffel Tower was an adver
tisement for the tradition-shattering, revolutionary possibilities of indus
trial technology. Little wonder that Paris's artists immediately petitioned to
have it torn down.!

Eiffel's tower had a second purpose as well. Built for the Paris exposi
tion of 1889, it was designed as a giant billboard for a great, temporary
market of the wares of nineteenth-century industrial capitalism. The expo
sition's official purpose was to celebrate the centenary of the French Revo
lution and, in its reflected glory, the still fragile political fortunes of the
Third Republic. In fact, trade-not politics-had dominated every world
exposition since the iron and glass Crystal Palace Exposition in London in
1851, and the Paris exhibition was no exception. Machines and machine-
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made commodities of all sorts, a swarming bazaar of buyers, sellers, and
admirers of the marketable fruits of capital and enterprise all crowded onto
the Champ de Mars beneath the iron frame of Eiffel's tower. Call it a fair or
an exposition universelle, what was constructed in its name was a marketplace:
vendors' stalls, sellers' cries, the haggling of exchanging parties all pushed
to outsized dimensions.

Eleven years later, in 1900, the French convened a still larger fair on the
same site, this time to inventory the century itself. The Eiffel Tower was
repainted a bright yellow for the occasion, its gas jets replaced by hundreds
of new electric lights to keep it abreast of the onward rush of technological
progress. On the fairground itself, a still larger stock of goods-the largest
to be displayed in this fashion anywhere until the world's fairs of the
1930s-was crammed still more tightly into still more numerous galleries.
The 1889 exposition, despite its planners' intentions, had been largely a
French affair. This time both Germany, ostracized in 1889, and the United
States were represented in force, elbowing Britain for exhibition space and
prestige in their race for industrial primacy. In 1889 visitors sated with
machinery had found distraction in the belly dancers in the "Streets of
Cairo" and the manly heroics of Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show; in 1900,
the non-European world spoke more pointedly of markets than of sexuality.
From the elaborate French colonial exhibits to the rolling dioramas of the
"Around the World" illusion on the Champ de Mars, one could not avoid
reminders of the headlong expansion, to a global scale, of the turn-of-the
century market. From workshops throughout the world, greased with the
sweat of distant workers and hauled to Paris over elaborate networks of
steam transport, acre upon acre of goods came to rest in Paris.2

Not all the visitors who thronged the fair in the summer of 1900 would
have been comfortable thinking of the exposition as merely a great depart
ment store, a Macy's of Western civilization. In their own inventory of the
century, not many would have given first rank to the penetration of the
market-the domain of things salable, commodifiable, exchangeable in the
private contract of buyers and sellers-into ever more extensive realms of
social life. Progress, refinement, and civilization demanded their due. It was
in acknowledgment of these sensibilities that the functional iron frames of
the exposition buildings were iced with a nervous froth of colored plaster,
allegorical sculpture, and beaux arts excesses. It was for them that the show
case buildings at the exposition's entrance were given over to art, as if their
marble and oils could ennoble the material core of the century's achieve
ments.
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But in hindsight, the hard, iron frame of the Eiffel Tower was the more
honest symbol of the forces that converged on Paris in 1900. Raised with
such pointed indifference to its surroundings, such prideful disregard for
the past, what did it symbolize if not the tough, self-centered passions of the
merchants, industrialists, engineers, and capital investors whose revolution
in the social and technical modes of production had already left a profound
mark on Western Europe and the United States? With great energy, imagi
nation, and callousness they had turned upside down an older artisan and
peasant economy, pushing back the countervailing forces of state and cus
tom where they had blocked the way. They had served what the century's
economists had called the natural laws, the iron necessities of the market.
They had injected the self-striving individualism, the unsentimental calcu
lation, the primacy of price and profit once concentrated within the limits
of the town marketplace, into vast new domains of economic life. The
goods laid out in such profusion on the Champ de Mars were testimony to
their success.

If the Paris exposition of 1900 summed up the century, there could be
no doubt what its main icon stood for: the sharp, exuberant, often liberat
ing, and (lest we forget) painfully disruptive revolution in human relations
released by the marriage of machine technology to the social ethics of the
marketplace. The world of iron was the domain of industrial capitalism.

Confidence in the age of capital was the fair's official message; the new
order put itself on display and pronounced the results progress. But one
does not need to read far in contemporary impressions of the Paris exposi
tion to catch a note of doubt and worry. Twice within living memory this
overtly stable nexus of markets and trade had unraveled in economic crisis;
in 1900 the nations of the North Atlantic economy were just working their
way back to prosperity from the hard times of the mid-1890s. Still more
fragile was what men and women had learned, with trepidation, to call the
"social peace" between the newly massed forces of labor and capital. On
both sides of the Atlantic-from the wave of strikes in France between 1880
and 1883 to the meteoric rise of the Knights of Labor in the United States
in 1885 and 1886 to the great strikes of London dockworkers and Ruhr
miners in 1889-the 1880s had launched a cycle of worker-employer strife
whose ultimate destination no one could predict.

Henry Adams may have taken a certain pride in his morbidity, but he
was not alone in asking, as he watched the fair's electric generators spinning
noiselessly on their axes, "where in Hell" the new century was going. Pat
rick Geddes, the Scots polymath and city planner, devoted his whole sum-
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mer to Paris, leading schools ofvisitors through the fair, trying to give them
a synoptic understanding of the vast social transformations revealed there.
Friedrich Naumann, struggling to launch a new social progressive party out
of the failures of an older German liberalism, sent a series of newspaper
letters home from Paris in which he worried about the crowding of ever
more rootless folk into the cities and their diminution in the new "mass
life" on display at the fair. Jane Addams, too, found it hard to shake the
recent past from her mind. Drawn to Paris as a delegate to the international
women's congress and a juror for the "social economy" section of the fair,
she found herself haunting the fair's working-class housing displays, hoping
they might show a way out of the violent passions that had engulfed the
Pullman company's model village, and, from there, all of Chicago, in 1894.
To drive all these issues home, the socialist International convened in Paris
in the summer of 1900. But one did not need the socialists to bring the debit
side of the revolution in markets and production to mind. The very organi
zation of the fair invited such thoughts, even as it masked them. 3

In one section of the Paris exposition, indeed, the fair's managers gave vent
to the anxieties that, beneath the surface, bourgeois confidence, permeated
the world of iron. Though the social economy section was easily lost in
what Geddes called this "too vast labyrinth of labyrinths," a great deal of
thought and organization had gone into it. Like Eiffel's tower, its origins
went back to the 1889 exposition. Then, on the Esplanade des Invalides,
French economists and employers had organized a small "social economy"
section, consisting of a low-cost restaurant patronized by workingmen, a
reading room and conference hall, several model cottages of the sort that a
handful of large French employers were beginning to build for their em
ployees' families, a pair of pavilions devoted to profit sharing, and a modest
amount of display space dedicated to public and private efforts to improve
the moral and physical lot of workers. Only tangentially related to the
administrative machinery of the rest of the exposition, far enough removed
from the central exhibition grounds that few visitors ventured there unless
in search of the French military display, the social economy section crossed
the consciousness of most exposition visitors as a mere line at the end of
their Paris guidebooks.4

At the close of the 1889 fair, the social exhibits had been entrusted to a
new Paris institution, the Musee Social. Designed at first simply as a ware
house for the exposition documents, the museum soon grew into a clearing
house for social-economic information of all sorts. Blessed with influential
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business and government patrons and with interests and correspondents
extending over most of industrialized Europe and America, the Musee
Social quickly became one of the most important international nodes for
discussion of the "social question."5

For the 1900 exposition, the Musee Social's organizers determined to
lay on a much more elaborate and centrally placed social economy display.
In the meeting hall of the social economy pavilion they convened a summer
of international conferences on phases of the question sociale. For the pavil
ion's display rooms, they solicited the best examples of practical social ame
lioration the nations of the Atlantic economy could muster. If there were in
the industrialized countries social designs to compensate for the privations
and pains of the market revolution, here one might hope to find their
outlines.

At first glance, the sheer confusion of issues assembled under the social
economy umbrella was all but overwhelming. The French tried to make
order out of the whole by carving it into subsections: apprenticeship and the
protection of child workers, wages and profit sharing, workers' and employ
ers' associations, farm credit, regulation of the conditions of work, workers'
housing, cooperative stores, institutions for the intellectual and moral de
velopment of workers, savings and insurance institutions, hygiene (by
which they meant not only public sanitation but the public battle against
intemperance, slums, and the moral contamination of poverty), poor relief,
and a residual category for whatever public or private initiatives for the
well-being of the citizens were left over.6

Even the Musee Social's spokesmen realized the untidiness of the list.
Social economy was a reflex category. Political economy was the science of
the augmentation of wealth, the French economist Charles Gide wrote in
summing up the exhibit. The field of social economy, by contrast, embraced
every effort-within the constraints of political economy itself-to temper,
socialize, and mutualize the pains of the capitalist transformation. It was the
science of "practical realities and possible amelioration," the science of "so
cial peace." Social economy was, in short, the ambulance wagon of indus
trial capitalism. Its categories were the categories of social wreckage. In
1889 it had stood half outside the fair; in 1900 no one disputed its presence
at the century's summing up, or doubted that the untidy mass of anxieties
raised by the terms "social economy" and "the social question" somehow
cohered.7

To move through the social economy exhibit hall, however, was to
discover how far from unified the social economy experts were on solutions.
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From nation to nation, the shifts in theme were abrupt and arresting. The
Russians brought a temperance exhibit. The Italians displayed the work of
cooperative savings banks. The Belgians emphasized low-cost workers'
housing. Great Britain, its government distracted by the escalating military
hostilities in South Africa, barely mustered an exhibit at all. On one wall of
the British alcove hung a chart illustrating the growth of the consumers'
cooperative movement. On the other hung one of the maps created for
Charles Booth's monumental survey of poverty in London-the class rela
tions of the city outlined, street by street, in bright washes of wealth and
dark masses of poverty.8

In retrospect, Booth's poverty maps seem the most prescient exhibit of
the display. It was the German exhibit, however, that stayed longest in
visitors' minds. Even non-Germans in Paris were compelled to admit that
Germany was the fair's overall victor in the contest of prestige. Germany's
national pavilion boasted the exhibition's tallest tower, next to Eiffel's. The
most impressive industrial exhibit was the Germans'. In deference to
French sensibilities, the Germans had left their huge Krupp cannons and
overt military displays at home, but their imperial ambitions were every
where on exhibit.9

In the social economy building, the Germans ignored the complex
French categories. In the middle of their alcove they mounted instead a
large, gilded obelisk representing the benefits the imperial social insurance
funds had distributed to German workers since their inauguration sixteen
years earlier. Compulsory, state-administered insurance against the risks
of industrial accidents, sickness, and old age was Germany's great social
political invention of the 1880s. The second prong of Bismarck's campaign
to crush the German socialists, state social insurance was Bismarck's device
to win over the loyalty of the urban German masses through the preemp
tive, top-down "socialism" of the state. In a symbolic display of imperial
largesse and power, surrounded by photos of the hospitals and sanitariums
its agencies administered for the welfare of German workers, the state
commanded the German exhibit, without a hint of competition.

The Germans spoke on the subject of the state with peculiar authority
and zeal in 1900. From the imperial art collection in the German national
pavilion to the gilded obelisk in the social economy palace, the German
exhibits radiated the message of government's fostering and protective
hand-over culture, art, labor, and the ravages of economic misfortune.
What better alternative was there to the insecurities and predations of the
market but the massive, countervailing, paternal power of the state?
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To move from the German exhibit to the French, however, was to
realize that the state was only one of the potential counterforces to the sway
of the market. Though the French had taken half the building for them
selves, they mounted no clear visual feature to catch the eye. At first glance
all was a confusion of charts, pamphlets, reports, and documents. Some
three thousand French exhibitors had responded to the call to show off
their social wares: profit-sharing firms, model employers, big businessmen,
philanthropic housing companies, agricultural purchasing cooperatives,
workers' cooperatives, and fraternal clubs of all sorts. The Musee Social
itself was characterized by much the same eclecticism; industrial paternal
ists, social engineers, champions of workers' cooperatives, prominent Radi
cal politicians, conservative social Catholics, and a few independent social
ists all rubbed shoulders there.

The largest room of documents in the French display was devoted to
institutions of insurance and mutual assistance: prevoyance. One found here
no hint of German statism, though there were radical voices in French
politics in 1900 pressing for a state insurance system more or less on Ger
man lines. Rather, the space overflowed with the reports of hundreds of
mutual savings societies and mutual insurance societies, in which a member
might exchange his weekly dues against the accidents of sickness or enfee
bled old age. Although the societes de secours mutuels had been given official
status and modest state subventions in 1898, voluntary mutualism was their
organizing principle. By 1900, almost two million Frenchmen were en
rolled in them, a figure four times the combined membership of the French
labor unions. In a population of 38 million, that left gaping holes in the
coverage the mutual assistance societies offered. But here, in the bazaar of
social policy models on display in Paris, one found a form of public weal
conceived not from the state down but from society outward.

"Solidarity" was the system's keyword. French social politics had been
abuzz with it since the mid-1890s when, as premier, Leon Bourgeois had
propelled it to popularity. It stood, in pointed contrast to "individualism,"
for every voluntary expression of mutual obligation and collective assis
tance. Hence the otherwise inexplicable jumble in the French display of
workers' associations, employers' associations, state-assisted and private as
sociations, provincial sports clubs cheek by jowl with powerful regional
trade associations: syndicats all (as the legal category went), in hopeless con
fusion. For the advocates of solidarism, however, the profusion of associa
tional forms was precisely the point. If the chief social cost of the age of
capital was the shattering of traditional forms of association so as to leave
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the individual isolated and helpless before the forces of the market, then the
needed counterforce was not the state but association itself. 10 To drive the
point home, the exposition's organizers had given the contract for construc
tion of the social economy building to skilled workers' cooperatives, bypass
ing the usual, profit-taking middlemen. Was this not, in miniature, the
surest corrective to the reign ofprice and unchecked competition: to organ
ize the voluntary associational power of society, modestly assisting it with
state funds where necessary, fostering mutualistic social energies in what
ever shape they assumed?

A visitor to the social economy building, moving on with these
thoughts in mind, would not have had an easy time locating the American
exhibit. Despite its economic muscle in 1900, the United States was in
many ways the exposition's stepchild. It had wrangled space in the front row
of national pavilions only through vigorous effort. There, wedged between
competitors, the American commissioners built a plaster building made up
of the usual Greco-Roman architectural borrowings. The interior, however,
they fitted out with American newspapers, typewriters, stenographers for
hire, a telegraph, a money exchange, and a ticker tape-everything an
American businessman on vacation might need. The Americans were the
nouveau riche in Paris in 1900, scrambling hard for status, more eager than
any others for the shoptalk of commerce. The German pavilion radiated
learning, art, and empire. The French dwelt on politics and solidarity. The
American pavilion, behind its classical false front, was about business. 11

In the social economy building, the same national themes recurred.
There, too, the Americans scrambled for place. Squeezed into a tiny,
twenty-seven-foot-square alcove, they crammed into their exhibition space
a larger stock of material than in any display but France's itself. On hinged
boards and ingenious folding cases, they hung out the nation's social wares.
For the center of the room, the New York Tenement House Committee
contributed a model of one of the city's most notorious slum blocks, to
gether with a model of how much more fiercely crowded that block might
become if built up to the density that the city's building code allowed.
Nearby, as proof that a sense of the state was not wholly missing, was a
handsome collection of the bound reports of the state and national bureaus
of labor statistics. In one corner was tucked an exhibit on American Negro
life, including examples of handwork made at the Tuskegee Institute and
W. E. B. Du Bois's statistical display of African Americans' progress in
Georgia since slavery. 12

Arrangements for the largest body of material in the American exhibit,
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however, fell to a fledgling social betterment clearinghouse, the League for
Social Service. Organized two years earlier, it styled itself a general clear
inghouse for information concerning "everything that tends to the social
betterment of humanity." Its moving spirit, William Tolman, was in many
ways typical of those now forgotten figures who shaped the early years of
American social politics. From the position of general agent of the New
York Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor, Tolman had
been drawn into the Reverend Charles Parkhurst's antivice crusade in the
1890s, and from there into Mayor William Strong's reform administration
in New York City, where he had made his particular concern the provision
of public baths ala Berlin and London-no slight matter to a city popula
tion jammed together, more than two thousand persons to a city block,
without benefit of bathrooms. With an eye to the success of the Musee
Social, the League for Social Service reached out for contacts all over the
industrial world. Its board of advisers included Sidney Webb and John
Burns, the two most prominent spokesmen for London's turn-of-the
century experiments in "municipal socialism"; the Irish rural reformer
Horace Plunkett; Jules Siegfried, the moving spirit of the Musee Social; and
Georg Zacher of the German imperial insurance office. Its Social Progress
yearbook assembled social policy ideas from around the world. Tolman
himself amassed one the largest slide collections to be found in early-twen
tieth-century America of European civic and industrial betterment work:
English model towns, Liverpool municipal housing, Glasgow municipal
parks and streetcars, Amsterdam's factory safety museum, London's public
baths. Eclectic and cosmopolitan, the League reflected the fluidity, amateur
hopefulness, and international reach of turn-of-the-century American so
cial reform. 13

For the social economy display, however, Tolman hung the walls with
photos of the work of self-enlightened capitalism. The endeavors of the
nation's model industrial employers were represented there: the Heinz
company's spotless factory workrooms, the Cleveland Hardware company's
employee restaurant, the employee housing constructed by the Westing
house Airbrake firm, and the elaborate employee morale work of the Na
tional Cash Register Company in Dayton, Ohio. In the realm ofprevoyance
the welfare capitalist theme continued; the biggest, most eye-catching dis
plays were those of the Prudential, Metropolitan, and Equitable life insur
ance companies. The normally acute reporter for L'Exposition de Paris never
saw past the life insurance company advertisements; Charles Gide thought
the American exhibit formless. 14 But the message of the American display
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was clearer than Gide sensed: the most promising counterforce to the inju
ries of industrial capitalism was the enlightened conscience of capitalism
itself.

These competing national styles in social economy both framed and
exaggerated the rivalries at stake. Social politics took shape everywhere as
an agglomeration, its elements in still in flux. Even the Germans' paternal
state was fissured with contradictory tendencies. Their emphasis on the
welfare contributions of the empire notwithstanding, less than 10 percent
of the total benefits distributed under the German social insurance laws by
1900 had derived from the empire itself; as for administration, the Germans
had farmed it out to a maze of employers' mutuals, trade union funds, and
self-governing employer-employee associations only a little less compli
cated than those of their rival, France. IS The French, in their turn, may have
raised the principle of mutualism to its highest pitch, but, as all the leading
figures in the Musee Social knew, France cut a very poor showing behind
"individualistic" Britain in its number of cooperatives, mutual aid associa
tions, friendly societies, and workers' associations.

As for welfare capitalism, its claims were everywhere on prominent
display. For all their puffery, the Americans, in fact, had considerably less to
show for it than their European rivals. The French social economy exhibit
was salted with reports of the employee benefit systems of the large French
railways and coal mining enterprises. The Krupp firm had sent a model of
its elaborate employee housing and social facilities at Essen. Among exam
ples of model workers' housing at the fair's annex in the Bois de Vincennes,
the most striking was a replica of the handsome half-timbered houses that
the Lever Company, with a great deal of self-congratulatory advertising,
was erecting for its skilled employees near Liverpool. The outlines of yet
another social-political regime-a private, paternal welfare state, domi
nated by large, socially conscious employers-could hardly be missed in
Paris. These were not yet systems, in short, but tendencies, rival clusters of
ideas that, crisscrossing national boundaries, pressed at every legislative
body's doors.

A visitor trying to grasp the outlines of social economy at the turn of the
century could not ignore, finally, two more rival centers of ideas and social
power, neither affixed to any nation-state. The first of these was the inter
national socialist movement, the second the international women's move
ment. What role working-class-based parties would play in the framing of
social politics was still far from clear in 1900. Where the barriers to socialist
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participation in politics had been most stringently enforced-in Germany,
where the socialists, outlawed until 1890, still faced a mass of special legal
prohibitions, and in Belgium, where male working-class suffrage was only
seven years old in 1900-the socialists had gone a long way to construct
within the shell of the official state an internal social nation of their own.
The socialists' sprawling subcultures of trade unions, cooperative stores,
newspapers, sports and singing societies, restaurants, breweries, bakeries,
women's alliances, and mutual assistance societies of all sorts formed, in the
boast of the Belgian socialist Emile Vandervelde, "a new world [that] is in
the course of creation, on the edge of bourgeois society and in opposition to
it." In this "great economic cooperative" lay the outlines of yet another
response to the age of iron, a more egalitarian and democratic form of
mutualism than the French solidaristes could imagine, brought into being by
the autonomous labor of workers themselves. 16

When it came to issues of legislation, however, the socialists' position
was much more strained and ambivalent. Much of the growth of the social
ist parties at the turn of the century stemmed from their willingness to enter
local and parliamentary politics with an immediatist program of social
political reforms, overlapping at dozens of points the projects of middle
class social reformers. It was to further that immediatist project that Alexan
dre Millerand had consented to join a moderate reformist French govern
ment in 1899, the first socialist to occupy a seat in any modern European
cabinet, and in that capacity to preside over the opening of the exposition
itself. Even so much firmer a socialist as Jean Jaures could imagine in 1903
that the transition to socialism might take place so gradually that it would
be like navigators "aware of having crossed the line of a hemisphere-not
that they have been able to see as they crossed it a cord stretched over the
ocean warning them of their passage, but that little by little they have been
led into a new hemisphere by the progress of their ship."17

But where middle-class social economists accepted the constraints of
political economy, the raison d'etre of socialism was the necessity of recon
structing relations of power and property from the ground up. Short of that,
the turn-of-the-century socialists' stance toward state authority was a mat
ter of deep, inner conflict. At the Paris meeting of the Second International,
anarchists and possibilistes, revolutionary and reform socialists locked them
selves in intense battle once more over the legitimacy of alliance with the
political agencies of the bourgeoisie.

Ambivalence toward the state ran hard, indeed, through all workers'
institutions in the North Atlantic economy. To the embarrassment of the
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organizers of the social economy section of the exposition, most European
labor organizations had declined invitations to participate. The most sig
nificant exception, the American Federation of Labor (AFL), earned its
grand prize in the social economy section as much for showing up as for its
display. Seared by the proliferating court-ordered labor injunctions of the
1890s, the AFL had no more sympathy than its European counterparts with
the notion that workers might confidently rely on legislation for their eco
nomic salvation. Labor and socialist organizations did far more than their
reformist rivals to articulate the injustices of the world of iron. Within the
social policy debates, however, they were to playa complicated role, never
fully certain what they wanted of the state or what measure of justice, in a
pinch, the state could provide. I8

If women did not quite form a nation of their own, they too came into
the debates over social politics with interests and institutions distinct from
those of the middle-class men who dominated social politics' central fo
rums. Unlike the socialists, who held their meetings at a conspicuous dis
tance from the fairgrounds, the international women's congress met in the
heart of the Paris exposition. From the first, the gender line in social reform
was more fluid and permeable than the line between bourgeois social re
form and reform socialism. But the accents and emphases the women's
organizations brought to social politics were, nonetheless, identifiably dif
ferent.

"Women's works and institutions" was the theme of the Paris women's
congress. That did not preclude discussion of equal rights and equal justice,
but the dominant note of the congress was women's social duties-not for
self but for the elevation, protection, and education of others. 19 Women had
long been the principal distributors of charity to the poor in the Anglo
American world. Over the next decade and a half, women reformers in
Europe and the United States would mount successful crusades for the legal
protection of women and child factory workers, minimum wage laws in the
"sweated" women's trades, compensated childbirth leave for working moth
ers, provisions for maternity and infant medical care, milk inspection,
school reform, and special state assistance for poor women heading their
families alone.

Where the dominant stream in social politics took the labor relation
ship as its starting point, social maternalists began with the particular vul
nerabilities of women, children, and families. Where the mainstream of
social policy debate ran toward talk of social peace and economic justice,
women's social policy debates were laced with a rhetoric of needs and
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protection. The two strains were not as distinct as the generation of histori
ans who have helped rediscover the maternalist impulse in social policy
development has sometimes implied. By the early twentieth century, none
theless, observers were beginning to remark on the rise of a new etat ma
ternel. Standing consciously to the side of the nationalist rivalries over social
politics, with an international network second only to the socialists' in ex
tent and efficiency, social maternalists formed yet another organizing pole
around which social politics might gather.20

In 1900 there was, then, no agreement on how an effective counter
force to the world of iron might be constructed. State paternalism, private
paternalism, mutualism, socialism, maternalism: the shorthand phrases led
toward different configurations of power and policies. Any social politics
worthy of the name would have to find some means of integrating the
claims of each: the public authority of the state, the moral force ofvoluntary
association, the economic resources of the industrial capitalists, the demo
cratic self-agency of the workers, and the special needs of society's depend
ents. What one found in Paris was not an answer. In the charts and pam
phlets and photographs crammed into the social economy pavilion what
one found, rather, was one of the key sites and processes through which
answers would be formed.

For amid the vendors' stalls at the Paris exposition, what was this social
economy section, ultimately, but a bazaar of its own kind, a world of choice,
a marketplace for the exchange of social-political schemes both large and
small? If its wares were ideas and experience rather than commodities, it,
too, was nevertheless a place of trade. Around the common, international
knot of worries contemporaries called the "social question," it assembled a
world of competing solutions. It made graphic the point too easily lost in
retrospect: the transnational reach of social politics. Nowhere in the North
Atlantic world was social policy to be made in national isolation. Through
rivalry and exchange, every one of the social policy clusters on display in
Paris had taken shape, and through those processes each would change
not the least for those latecomers to Paris, the Americans.

Explaining Social Politics

Paris in 1900, amid the puffed sleeves and boiled shirts of the bourgeoisie
who thronged the fair, buttoning their inner social fears under outer pride
and confidence: surely this is an unlikely place from which to begin a his-
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torical examination of some of the choices that were to shape American
social politics in its formative years. Better to start, one might well think, in
turn-of-the-century Chicago's packing house district, where the reeking air,
the overcrowded frame dwellings, and the immigrant workforce, recruited
at the lowest wages the labor market would stand, were products of the
same cost calculations that made marketable uses (so the packers boasted)
out of every piece of a pig but its squeal. Better, perhaps, to start in a
Chicago union hall, or jammed in among the angry men at one of the
demonstrations of the unemployed reanimated by every downturn in the
business cycle. Better, perhaps, to start in the boardrooms of one of the
leading welfare capitalists, or the offices of one of the interlocking agencies
they founded to press the distinctive social interests of large-scale capital on
the managers of the state. Better to start with the structure of the state itself,
and the mix of party hacks and bureaucrats who ran it. Still better, perhaps,
to start with a conversation in a tenement in New York City's Hell's
Kitchen section between a poor mother and the charity association's
friendly visitor, or standing in a race-segregated line in a county relief office
in the South.

On each of these sites, in fact, the leading explanations of social politics
have set down their foundations. Because the transnational reframing of the
history ofAmerican social politics incorporates some of the frameworks and
assertions of earlier models while challenging others, it is important to
pause a moment with their claims and their evolution.21

To the earliest historians of social politics, writing close to the archives
of the key agents of social reform, the most important contexts were not
far-flung but immediate. Social politics' key arena was where individual
conscience came up hard against the cruelties, miseries, injustices, and in
efficiencies of modern life. This was a narrative strategy that mirrored the
reformers' own chosen stories. Enlightenment and publicization were the
central acts in social politics. The truly difficult labor, waged inwardly
against the impediments of the reformers' own time- and class-bound
selves, and outwardly against the social drag of indifference and denial, was
to make the immediacies of need and justice plain.22

The social scientists who pioneered the study of comparative social
politics in the decade after World War II had little use for these local,
biographical contexts. Steeped in theories of global process, their frame
work was boldly international. It was also, to a great extent, evolutionary
indeed, all but automatically so. As they watched social spending grow in
both conservative and progressive political regimes in the 1950s and 1960s,
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it seemed to many of the leading postwar social scientists that the logic of
surplus capital accumulation might by itself prove capable of repairing the
social dislocations the capitalist revolutions in production had begun. Given
expanding national incomes, their data seemed to show, social expenditures
for education, welfare, and social services increased. Within the framework
of this convergent, developmental law, neither the hard work of social
muckraking nor, indeed, the contingencies of history and politics seemed
critically essential.23

The assumption of steadily growing social investments was not des
tined to last. As the postwar welfare states came under heavy attack in
Europe and North America in the hard times of the 1970s, the politics in
social politics suddenly moved into central analytical focus. One result was
that class was thrust into the very center of social-political analysis-though
with profoundly mixed results.

For most of those who first put class analyses forward, the central story
in social politics was an infusion of power from the bottom up. Through the
social democratic parties on the European continent, the Labour Party in
Britain, and the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) and the New
Deal left in the United States, the welfare states of the twentieth century
had arisen in a great upwelling of hope and power from below. Where the
working class did not have the capacity to act politically by and for itself, it
had gained its way by forcing concessions from the class in power through
strikes and workplace resistance, through riots and demonstrations, or
through threats to destabilize the balance of parties.24

No sooner had this claim been made, however, than radical critics of
the "social democratic explanation" of social politics turned the class rela
tion in social policy on its head. Social politics does not flow up from the
masses, they countered; more often it is imposed as a set of rescue opera
tions from above. Its terms are those through which the ruling elites buy off
challenge to their rule, distract the working class from autonomous political
mobilization, and forestall a genuine democratization of the social realm. In
Bismarck's Germany, social policy was the work of a Junker-dominated
"feudal" elite, eager for new forms of advantage in its holding action against
the forces of popular democracy. In modern nations that role is given to the
men of big business and capital. Welfare capitalists, whose experiments in
more enlightened wage and workplace policies have put them at a competi
tive disadvantage, are often key actors in this regard. But what calls the tune
is the security of the dominant property regime itself. Both modern and
"feudal" elites employ social policy essentially the same way: steered by the
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class in power, the state moves from one shoring up operation to another,
distracting, neutralizing, pacifying, or preempting so as to sustain the domi
nant structure of power and property.25

Ostensibly, these new emphases on class put politics back at social poli
tics' center. In fact, as skeptics pointed out, the political element was far
weaker in both the critical and social democratic readings of social politics
than it superficially appeared. By reducing the state to an agency of the class
in power, class interpretations of social politics left the political realm with
out important historical consequence of its own. It was at this juncture that
a third cluster of students of the politics of social policy entered the debate,
sympathetic to the left's stress on structures but unconvinced of the captiv
ity of the state to the economic interests arrayed around it. Their initial
assertion of the state's "autonomy" from the class interests arrayed around
it turned out to be a false start. What the advocates of a "state-centered"
approach to social policy began more successfully to contend was that there
was sufficient slippage between class interests and the processes of politics
to make the latter an important arena of social policy formation in its own
right. Reframed more generally as an "institutional-political process" ap
proach to social politics, it is now characterized by close attention to the
structures of politics along several dimensions: the administrative capacities
(and incapacities) of the state, the composition of parties and electorates,
and the structurally embedded legacies of past policy decisions.26

Finally, to those who have looked most closely at social policy from the
recipients' end, yet another theme has seemed paramount. Up close, the
agents of social policy may aid and enable, they may work modest additions
of justice, but they also impose discipline. The very act of separating citi
zens into distinctive social categories-the poor on welfare and the "work
ing" poor receiving merely earned income credits and food stamps, "mi
norities" eligible for affirmative action programs and "majorities" who are
not, persons with "families" and persons who simply live together-serves
to divide and survey the recipients of the state's assistance. So do the rules
social politics winds around all it touches. The disciplining of mind and
body that modern welfare states undertake not only shores up the leading
economic interests of the state, it is claimed. It also enables the reproduc
tion of the dominant social arrangements-be they the nuclear family, the
prevailing sexual conventions, or the dominant structure of aspirations.
Politics as conventionally defined is beside the point; discipline is social
politics' driving motor.27

To each of these claims, strong evidence can be adduced. The sound
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and fury over the interpretation of social politics derives not from grand
theories chasing too little evidence but from an abundance of evidence
chasing theories too narrow to contain it. From Jacob Riis's crusade against
the slums and dives of the barely regulated private housing market in 1890s
New York to Florence Kelley's campaign to tame the conditions of s,veat
shop labor, the rhetoric of enlightenment has done unmistakable work. In
the boom years that followed the Second World War, when parliamentary
coalitions of every stripe proved sympathetic to social welfare needs, a good
many of the teeth seemed to have been drawn from the politics of welfare.
When that era unraveled, there was no mistaking the fact that welfare
policies survived best in states where the parliamentary position of the
working class was strongest. The history of social policy shows equally clear
examples of policies forced into legislation from below (old-age pensions in
Britain in 1908) and from above (workingmen's social insurance in Ger
many between 1883 and 1889). Governments are not only the meeting
place of interests; their capacity for policy execution, their structured ways
of coming to decisions, and the inertia of precedent all play unmistakable
roles in social policy formation. As for the day-to-day discipline of social
policy, no one who has stood in a welfare office line, or visited a free clinic's
emergency room, should doubt its force or pervasiveness.

None of these explanations, then, is without a broad foundation of
truth. But none by itself suffices. Need and exposure do not, by themselves,
cause anything but momentary embarrassment. The automaticity of the
postwar welfare state's growth was an illusion of the social scientists' mod
ernization theories. The convergence of social political regimes, to the
extent it had taken place, was not a historical given; it was brought about
through the hard work of brokers and intermediaries. Nor are class interests
simple determinates of social politics. When social democracy's political
moment finally came, in Britain and Scandinavia after the Second World
War, the labor parties made the most of it; but they acted largely to expand
policies already in place, constructed during a period when working-class
parties had only brief and marginal access to power and deeply ambivalent
feelings about its exercise. Ruling elites were no clearer about their own
interests. For every Bismarck in the 1880s or Gerard Swope in the 1930s,
there were scores of captains of land and industry who resisted, viscerally,
every act of redistributive meddling in the market. If, face to face, social
policy disciplines, those who have looked closely have shown that it is also
resisted, manipulated, and diverted.
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No piece of social politics, in short, can claim a tidy lineage, a mono
causal raison d'etre, or, least of all, tidy effects. The field of social politics is
too large for anyone site of explanation, or single cast of characters, to
command it all. Its processes, too, are multiple: compassion, outrage, expo
sure, publicization, agitation, mobilization, invention, lobbying, pacifica
tion, preemption, calculation, bargaining, compromise, enforcement, ad
ministration, and manipulation.

It is in this regard that one comes back to the projects and ideas on display
in the social economy building in Paris. Within the skein of social politics'
intertwined processes, the social economy exhibit captured only a thread.
But that one was indispensable: the process Hugh Heclo once called that of
"puzzling through" from problem to potential corrective. "Politics," he
writes, "finds its sources not only in power but also in uncertainty," not only
in command but also in "puzzlement." To those who "power" belongs the
field of maneuver, decision, and administration; to those who "puzzle" be
longs the shaping of agendas and alternatives.28

It was persons of the latter sort who most eagerly sought out the confer
ences and displays in the social economy hall in Paris in 1900, and whose
concerns it most clearly revealed. No polity in the North Atlantic economy
could do without them. Some who played the part functioned as policy
drafters: Theodor Lohmann, framer of Bismarck's initial social insurance
proposals; William Beveridge, the major intellectual architect of the post
1945 welfare state in Britain; the Stockholm economists of the 1930s; and
the "brains trusters" who helped shape Franklin Roosevelt's instincts into
New Deal practice. Around them, however, was a still larger field of discus
sion and debate: policy forums mounted at the border between university
expertise and public politics, pressure groups, formal international con
gresses and informal intellectual gatherings, journals of opinion and jour
nals of social practice. This was the field in which was produced the ideas,
alternatives, and solutions that made social politics possible.

The social policy tinkerers and inventors, publicists and policy scaven
gers, policy experts and policy brokers who, in these ways, filled in the void
between social-economic need and social-economic solutions did not make
social politics. Without a firm institutional base either within or outside the
state, they never wielded clear political power. They were disproportion
ately drawn from that part of the middle class made deeply uneasy by the
raw power of industrial capitalism. But uncertainty about their own class
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position was a common fixture of their identity, and the middle class from
which so many of them came proved, over and again, a fickle and unreliable
supporter of the social policies they devised.

Nor were they, for the most part, state functionaries. "State-centered"
analyses of social politics in this period have not adequately fathomed how
indistinct the line between state and society remained throughout most of
Europe and the United States, how thin the apparatus of state management
was, and how reliant it was on temporary and borrowed expertise. Even for
the principal architects of social politics, government service typically
figured as an episode rather than a career. The chief drafters of the Social
Security Act of 1935 came to the New Deal on three- to six-month loans;
William Beveridge wrote his Report while being eased out, not for the first
time, of government employment. Universities gave some of these figures a
firmer niche; it was within university economics departments from Berlin to
Baltimore in the 1870s and 1880s that the core intellectual terms of modern
social politics were forged. But for most of this period, universities were
unreliable shelters for those who strayed too deeply into controversy. From
Charles Booth, a shipping line owner who made himself, via his London
survey, into the world's leading authority on the ecology of urban poverty,
to William Beveridge, who worked out the economics of unemployment
while a settlement house resident at Toynbee Hall, to that consummate pair
of autodidacts, Sidney and Beatrice Webb, a large number of the era's key
figures were self-taught experts working on the intellectual margins of im
perfectly professionalized fields. The transatlantic moment in social politics
was in many ways an age of amateurs.

Persons of this sort did not administer social policy; nowhere did they
control legislative outcomes. Their proposals were never advanced except
to be battered and recast by those who possessed not policy notions but
interests. Yet without their production of proposals, without their intellec
tual work in framing the terms of debate, social politics could not have
transpired. The bourgeois reform projects of the Musee Social, the social
strategies of the German monarchy, the immediate program of the reform
socialists, the agenda of the American New Deal, and the social democratic
welfare states of the 1940s and 1950s were all stocked with their work.
Whether the political muscle to power their ideas into legislation came
from above or below, the programmatic ingredients of late-nineteenth- and
early-twentieth-century social politics were, to an astonishing extent, of
their making.

Beginning, as they did, not with systematic understandings of society or
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politics but with piecemeal solutions and practical social inventions, their
interests were as diffuse as the category "social economy" itself. Their vo
cabulary was full of large, amorphous worries: "the social question," "the
labor question," "the city problem," the problems of "cooperation" and
"community." Their projects spun off in clusters in ways that defy the
categories of a more specialized age. But their energies were not without
order. The cohering elements in their practice, essential to the chapters that
follow, are worth a bit of excavation.

Asked to define so loose an entity as the "social question," a resident of
early-twentieth-century New York City could have done no better than to
point to the nameplates in the lobby of the United Charities Building at the
corner of Twenty-Second Street and Fourth Avenue. Five blocks to the
south lay Union Square, the city's great, volatile gathering point for radical
and working-class politics. The big garment workers' unions were a major
presence there and, by the 1930s, the city's Socialist and Communist Parties
as well. Union Square was the nodal point of the city's annual May Day
parade and the staging ground for the largest Depression-era demonstra
tions of the unemployed. The Charities Building, by contrast, was the city's
meeting point for middle-class social politics.

The institutions that at one time or another were lodged in the United
Charities Building were legion: Florence Kelley's National Consumers'
League; the National Child Labor Committee; the National Housing Asso
ciation; the New York School of Philanthropy; the Commission on the
Church in Social Service of the Federal Council of Churches; the city's two
largest private charitable relief agencies; the Survey magazine, clearing
house for social policy news and debate of every sort; and a library used (as
Franklin Roosevelt's secretary of labor remembered) by "everybody who
was in social work." When these agencies outgrew their quarters, few
moved more than a few blocks away. Two doors down from the United
Charities Building, in 1905, was William Tolman's Institute of Social Serv
ice. A block to the north were the offices of the American Association for
Labor Legislation. Less than a block to the east was the headquarters of the
Russell Sage Foundation, with its funds and fingers in pies ranging from
public health and tuberculosis prevention to child labor and the promotion
of city playgrounds, urban social surveys, low-interest pawnshops, the con
dition of women's wage labor, tenement house regulation, folk schools for
Appalachian mountaineers, the making of a regional plan for greater New
York, and the construction of a model suburb at Forest Hills Gardens on
Long Island. New York City's nexus of interlocking persons, funds, and
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issues was particularly extensive, but in the corresponding circles in Chi
cago, Madison, Frankfurt, Berlin, London, and Paris the basic picture was
much the same.29

In the face of such earnest, eclectic endeavor, historians have too often been
tempted to simplify: to see in late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century
social politics, struggling to be born, the welfare state regimes of the second
half of the century. The impulse is wrong, however, and must be resisted.
None of these players held the "welfare state" as an end goal. The "statism"
of the welfare state, as we have seen, was no foregone conclusion. Like the
French solidaristes, many of social politics' most active proponents imagined
the state accomplishing its social purposes best by subsidizing the voluntary
institutions of society: labor unions, cooperative associations, and mutual
assistance societies of many sorts. "Subsidarist" systems, we shall call them,
and they carried a heavy social-political burden throughout late-nine
teenth- and early-twentieth-century Europe. Even when the shapers of
social politics put their faith in direct government action, they were as often
to imagine local governments as welfare's key agents as to reserve that role
for the nation-state itself.

Just as the term "state" misrepresents, so, more subtly, does the term
"welfare." For most of this period, overtones of employer or state paternal
ism severely limited the word. The National Civic Federation's Welfare
Department occupied itself in the early years of the century with employer
provided factory lunch rooms, rest rooms, personnel bureaus, and safety
devices; the contemporary German Central Office for Workers' Welfare
Institutions (Centralstelle fur Arbeiterwohlfahrtseinrichtigungen) culti
vated precisely the same terrain. Though one can find many isolated out
croppings, the term "welfare state" did not come into currency until the end
of the 1940s, as a new term in the Republican Party's attack on the rem
nants of the New Deal, from which it was passed on to British opponents of
the Labour government's reforms, only to be accepted finally, in an act of
linguistic defiance, by the British Labour Party itself in 1949-1950. In
Germany, even now, the analogous term is not Wohlfahrtsstaat but Sozial
staat. The "welfare state" was not the articulated goal of its framers, but a
label trailing the fact. 30

The point is larger than a linguistic one. To clamp the preoccupations
of the current welfare state regimes on the past is to narrow and distort it. In
modern usage, the welfare state is, at bottom, a social insurance state, secur
ing a measure of security against old age and sickness to its citizens. Simul-
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taneously it is a poor relief state (particularly in American usage), grudg
ingly doling out relief for those who have fallen through the welfare state's
security provisions into "welfare" itself. But social insurance was only a
small part of a social-political agenda that sprawled, so full of open choices,
across a dozen subclasses in Paris in 1900. The German Verein fur Soz
ialpolitik, whose 143 volumes of social investigation between 1873 and 1914
form as detailed a map as we possess of the terrain of "social politics" before
the First World War, studied everything from strikes and labor unions to
housing and city administration, usury and credit, agricultural conditions,
trade, and taxation. 3! In the United States, pursuit of the agenda of social
politics will lead us to the ownership of streetcars, city planning, the risks of
wage labor, wartime state "socialism," labor politics, the social reconstruc
tion of the countryside, and the quest for "modern" housing. We will find
out what social politics meant only by following the interlocking and inter
secting concerns of those who engaged in it.

Still, as eclectic as these lists appear, they were not formless. However
baggy the participants' key terms-economie sociale, the "social problem,"
Sozialpolitik-they too had bounds and meanings. Those who worked
within them rarely wanted radically to change the underlying system of
property; that was what Gide wanted to make clear by nestling social econ
omy within the field of political economy proper. They groped, rather,
toward what they tended to see as a middle course between the rocks of
cutthroat economic individualism and the shoals of an all-coercive statism.
They lived in a world of commodities and markets: highly visible markets of
stalls and pushcart peddlers, crowded hiring halls, and roads lined with rural
laborers waiting to see if their labor would sell that day. The progressive
architects of social politics had no notion that markets could be done away
with-or that the world would be the better if one tried.

But not everything belonged in the market. This was the thread that,
ultimately, wove their endeavors together. Whether it was the child labor
crusaders' insistence that young children be extracted from the industrial
labor market, the economists' campaign to municipalize certain "natural
monopolies," the city planners' attempt to mitigate the claims of price over
the uses of urban land, the housing reformers' conviction that the working
poor would never be adequately sheltered through the unchecked play of
the urban land and building markets, the agricultural reformers' struggle to
socialize the atomized conditions of rural exchange, or the social insurance
experts' effort to mitigate the risks of commodified labor-in one way or
another the projects returned to a common theme. Against the onward rush
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of commodification, the advocates or social politics tried to hold certain
elements out of the market's processes, indeed to roll back those parts of the
market whose social costs had proved too high. The word G0sta Esping
Andersen has invented in another context for them-"de-commodifica
tion"-was not in their vocabulary, but it comes closer than the "welfare
state" to their core concerns. 32 Around this thread, more than another, they
wound the tacit logic of their schemes.

The de-commodification thread in social politics distinguishes it from
the goals of another group-no less eager than social economy's partisans
to employ the economic potential of the state-that saw the state funda
mentally as a tool for business's promotion. Promotionalists with their eye
on economic development were legion on both sides of the Atlantic. Pro
tective tariff duties were their most important nineteenth-century construc
tion, but one could find them wherever investment and trade made a sprin
kling of tax revenues, special legal privileges, or economic stimulus
attractive. Contemporary analysts, focusing on state presence more than
state purposes, have sometimes confused the two projects. At times, indeed,
the ambitions merged, as in the high-tariff, social protectionism of aJoseph
Chamberlain or Theodore Roosevelt or the "commercial" Keynesianism of
the post-World War II era. But the goals of the two projects were quite
distinct. Promotionalism's aim was to thicken and expand markets. The
goal of social politics was to control and constrain them.

None of this, finally, was played out in national isolation. Like the
aspirations on display in Paris in 1900, social-political arguments and pro
posals in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries slid over national
boundaries. The acute hunger of the era's social reformers for international
information was impossible to miss. The Labor Bureau's representative to
the Paris exposition, W. F. Willoughby, spent his summer seeking out his
French and German counterparts at the fair's international gatherings and
filling in endless schedules of information. Others filled doctoral disserta
tions, journal articles, and popular books with descriptions of foreign social
welfare programs or experimented with graphic means to display to the
public the world's steps toward the social question's solution. One could
find their work at the Musee Social, at Harvard University's Social Museum
(the ultimate resting place for the German state insurance display), in Edin
burgh (where Geddes was perfecting the technique of the urban exposition),
in Frankfurt (where a social museum and library, modeled on the Paris
archetype, was soon to be established), or in Dresden (where the first major
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exposition devoted to modern city problems was held in 1903). In Madison,
Wisconsin, John R. Commons's seminar room was soon circled by a mas
sive chart of all the world's labor legislation-a visual reminder of the
transatlantic reform network. 33

Sustained by books, pamphlets, and travel, that network fluctuated in
its strength and density between the 1870s and the 1940s, but through it
flowed a vast amount of borrowing and debate. The currents ran in all
directions, between the European nations as well as far beyond them. The
term social policy "diffusion," by which these processes of exchange are
sometimes characterized, imprisoned in a metaphor of space rather than of
persons and politics, is far too bloodless too capture the phenomenon at
work. 34 Through these international channels came not only models ripe
for imitation but also arguments, rivalries, competition, and debate.

Nothing, to be sure, came through the transnational networks of debate
and connection unaltered. Like others who worked within these networks,
the Americans amended everything they reached to appropriate. Nor could
it have been otherwise. From settlement houses to zoning ordinances, labor
legislation to farm cooperatives, city-owned transit systems to federal old
age insurance, every imported idea and scheme was, by necessity, multiply
transformed: first in consequence of the American progressives' difficulty in
grasping what lay behind a veil of cultural distance and potential mispercep
tion; second as they trimmed their borrowings so as to fit their sense of
American conditions and distinctiveness; and finally transformed once
more as each half-borrowed scheme was bent and reshaped by the distinc
tive pressures of American political circumstances that came to bear on it.
Our quarry is not identities but processes, not essences but geneses: an arc
of transformations that was, for a moment, central to the formation of
choices and politics.

This, then, is the importance of the mass of documents gathered in the
shadow of the Eiffel Tower-so eclectic, outwardly confused, and interna
tional. From these and similar wells of proposals, American social progres
sives were to draw not only much of the distinctive language of social
politics but also a disproportionate amount of their own social-political
agenda. Their politics was full of borrowings. The processes of importation
and adaptation, rejection and transformation so central to the Atlantic-wide
reckoning with the new world of commodities profoundly shaped their own
practice as well. The Americans were latecomers at Paris, outsiders looking
in. But lateness imparted no immunity from the choices so graphically
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displayed there. How an alternative to the world of iron could be erected,
strong enough to serve as an effective counterforce to the destructive ex
cesses of market capitalism yet open enough that it could engage the demo
cratic, voluntaristic energies of a people-that would also be theirs to puzzle
through.
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The Atlantic World

Landscapes

Two phenomena of the late nineteenth century made the North Atlantic
progressive connection possible. The first was the rapidly convergent eco
nomic development of the key nations of the North Atlantic basin. Across
the older, intricately varied political and cultural checkerwork of Europe
and North America began to appear, in thicker and thicker concentrations,
economic institutions instantly recognizable from one end of the North
Atlantic region to the other. Nothing was more important for sustained
trade in social policies than this dramatic expansion of the social landscapes
of industrial capitalism. In a world of nation-states, economic forces were
particularly aggressive trespassers and powerful centralizers of experience.

The second phenomenon was less tangible and more fragile than the
first, but to the emerging transnational social-political networks it was no
less fundamental. This was a new understanding of common histories and
vulnerabilities. The new landscapes of fact and the intertwined landscapes
of mind had equally indispensable parts to play in the Atlantic progressive
connection. For social policies to be borrowable across political boundaries,
there must be not only a foundation of common economic and social expe
rience but also a recognition of underlying kinship. The polities in question
must be seen to face similar needs and problems, to move within shared
historic frames, and to strive toward a commonly imagined future. Related-
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ness is the core assumption. Where there is only comparison or culturally
imagined difference there can be envy or pride in abundance, but there can
be no sustained trade in social policy.

Neither of these two convergent tendencies was unopposed during the
era of Atlantic social politics. Nationalism was a powerful, convulsive force
in late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century life. The social landscapes
of industrial capitalism, for all their common features, were riven with
economic disparities. But enough of the real and imagined distance between
the nation-states shrank in this era to make a trade in social policy possible.
To the opening phase of the Americans' entry into the new networks of
international exchange we will return more closely in chapter three, focus
ing on the currents of transatlantic economic debate in the 1870s and 1880s.
But to begin examining the North Atlantic progressive connection we will
do best to begin with its structures-with the reconfigurations in imagina
tion, economics, and politics through which a new form of transnational
politics came into being.

From the moment the first Europeans arrived in the North American con
tinent, Europe had occupied a central, ineradicable place in their political
imaginations, but the terms of the relationship had not always been ones of
connection. From the American Revolution into the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, the figures of speech that dominated the Atlantic rela
tionship had been, to the contrary, starkly oppositional. Europe was the Old
World, the continent of decadence and decay. America was new: the conti
nent of rebirth, site of a new historical dispensation. "We have a new mould
for our society, cast on principles different from any tried before," Mark
Hopkins of Williams College put the mid-nineteenth-century orthodoxy.
The oppositions loomed larger than life, too massive and heavily polarized
to make European political experience usable.!

There were several ways to conceive the point. In the dominant, "re
publican" understanding of the relationship between European and Ameri
can politics, the tyrannies of the Old World were pitted against the freedom
of the New World. When seen through this lens, the ancien regime's kings
and aristocrats, its standing armies and standing churches, became the
European continent's very essence. Through their monopoly on govern
ance, the aristocracies seemed to have hung the state's apparatus on the
peoples of Europe like massive millstones. Overtaxed, overgoverned, rent
racked, and impoverished, the European nations groaned under the double
weight of political and economic parasitism.

The genius of New World liberty, in contrast, had been to set the
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people's will and welfare on top. Constitutional government, democratiza
tion of office holding and suffrage, and abolition of inherited privilege
down to the final, nation-wrenching overthrow of the despotism of slavery:
in these Americans imagined that the torch of liberty had been passed
westward to the New World republic. In these, the exceptionalist historical
promise of America was engraved. When one was in this republican mood,
the ocean filled the mind like a moat.]. Hector St. ] ohn de Crevecoeur had
set the tone in his description of the American promise in 1782: "No aristo
cratical families, no courts, no kings, no bishops, no ecclesiastical dominion,
no invisible power giving to a few a very visible one; no great manufacturers
employing thousands, no great refinements of luxury" but, in their place,
"new laws, a new mode of living, a new social system."2

No nation so conceived in antonyms could, in point of fact, be very
effectively emancipated from its polar opposite. The republican under
standing of America depended utterly on its contrast with an imaged
Europe. Those who thought within this frame sometimes imagined the
United States as an island ofworld historical immunities, insulated from the
Old World's fate and historical processes. At other times they gave the
relationship a messianic turn in which the torch of liberty would ultimately
return from the New World to an outworn Europe. Either way, New and
Old Worlds were locked in their mutually reinforcing differences.

The republican image of Europe was not made wholly out of wish and
illusion. One of the marks of an observant American traveler in rural
Europe before the First World War was curiosity as to who owned it. The
answer could not but stiffen the Americans' patriotic sentiments. One quar
ter of England and Wales in 1873 was held by only 360 owners; in the same
year 350 landowners possessed fully two-thirds of all the land in Scotland.3

From landed bases like these, the old aristocracies retained a powerful lien
on politics and the state. Nowhere in late-nineteenth-century Europe,
France and Switzerland excepted, did universal male suffrage rule, as it did
in theory (and, in practice, for white males) in the United States. At one
extreme was Belgium where, until a general strike finally forced the govern
ment's hand in 1893, less than a tenth of the adult male population was
eligible to vote; even after the reforms of the 1890s, a system of plural votes
for property holders and university graduates permitted the wealthiest third
of the nation to outvote all the rest in parliamentary elections. Not far
behind Belgium in its suffrage restrictions was Sweden, where on the eve of
suffrage reform in 1909 barely a third of all adult men met the property
tests for Riksdag elections.4

In Germany, where Reichstag elections were open to universal male
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suffrage, local and state elections were hedged in by such extremely high
barriers that the Social Democratic Party in 1900, although it could count
on a quarter of the popular Reichstag election vote, had yet successfully to
elect a single delegate to the Prussian legislature. The most casual visitor to
imperial Germany could not miss the massive political presence of the
Junkers in the army, the higher ranks of government administration, the
Prussian legislature, and the Reichstag. Victorian England was much more
effectively democratized than Germany, but even in 1890, in the wake of
three major suffrage reform acts, residence and property exclusions still
kept four out of every ten adult males off the voting lists. Despite a century
of rising bourgeois fortunes, almost half the seats in the turn-of-the-century
British cabinet were still occupied by landed aristocrats. 5

Democratic radicals in nineteenth-century Europe honed these same
points of contrast and helped publicize the American promise. John
Bright's image of the United States mirrored his dream for his own, eman
cipated England: "A free church, a free school, free land, a free vote, and a
free career for the child of the humblest born in the land." Henry George's
electrifying speaking tours of Britain in the 1880s, which drew crowds to
hear the political and economic curse of land monopoly excoriated in an
American accent, tangibly affirmed the New World's radical promise. Even
Marxian socialists like the English Social Democratic Federation's H. M.
Hyndman (who toured the United States in 1880) or the German Social
Democratic Party's Wilhelm Liebknecht (who followed in 1886) came back
impressed by the success of the American democratic experiment. James
Bryce summed up the recurrent theme: "America has in some respects
anticipated European nations. She is walking before them along a path
which they may probably follow. She carries behind her ... a lamp whose
light helps those who come after her more than it always does herself."6

But if the image of their democratic future in the west riveted the
imaginations of European democrats in the 1870s and 1880s, it was the
Americans who polished the image to perfection. When in the middle years
of the century, buoyed by curiosity, cheap steamship travel, and new re
serves of disposable wealth, middle- and upper-class American tourists be
gan to descend on Europe, their responses fell quickly into the waiting
formulas. Pilgrims in search of proof of their own distinctiveness, Ameri
cans in mid-nineteenth-century Europe came back amply sated.

A case in point was Gilbert Haven's grand tour of 1862. A New Eng
land Methodist and abolitionist, Haven spent nine months abroad, pro
gressing slowly from England via France and Germany to the Holy Land.
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Like many others of his day and class, Haven designed his itinerary in
homage to the books he had read and the authors he admired. From the
English Lake District (bathed in Wordsworth's aura), his path led him to
Scotland (full of Walter Scott and Robert Burns references), Coventry (for
its Shakespeareana), London (which he recognized through Samuel
Johnson's pages), Paris, Waterloo (for Wellington and Napoleon), and on
through the Rhine country to Luther's Wittenberg, which he reached,
fittingly, on Christmas Eve. But though Haven tried to keep his mind on
the literary references, he could not. The cottages of the common English
rural folk "without books or papers, or a multitude of things that have long
ceased to be luxuries to our people," herded together in tortuously com
pacted clusters on the edges of the landlords' vast enclosures, which the
common folk would never own-all this swam in Haven's imagination like
a landscape out of an antislavery free-soil tract. "I felt as never before the
unspeakable superiority of America," he wrote within a day of his arrival in
England. Even in the Lake District, he stopped to inquire into tenant farm
rents, which he thought appallingly high. "No one can conceive who has
not seen it, the state of the masses of England," he wrote just before making
his Channel crossing; "the social oppression is enormous."7

But the Continent was worse. In England, Haven had warmed to the
debates over suffrage expansion; he yearned for John Bright to lead a great
democratic movement committed to universal, American-style suffrage. To
cross over to Napoleon Ill's France was to descend into open despotism.
He was shocked at the sight of women engaged in hard manual labor. Even
Paris did not restore his equilibrium. The city's new boulevards, built at
such vast expense, seemed to Haven but a new architectural version of
Vanity Fair. The emperor, he was certain, could not last: this was "royalty
petting and riding the tiger of democracy which it cannot tame." On Haven
went into the realm of "the second of our continental despots," Prussia,
slipping through the gambling dens of Wiesbaden ("hell itself," he called
them, though he had not been able to resist a confirming look) to Luther's
city, where Haven's patriotism, his Protestantism, and his democratic radi
calism spilled out in one last effusion. The Old World was doomed. Ulti
mately "the two revelations," Protestantism and democracy, "will reign
together over Europe and the world. Luther and America will, under God,
make all things new."8

The formulas of the republican encounter with Europe were a lesson in
patriotism. The polarities already fixed in the mind's eye of the American
travelers bent their attention toward evidence of backwardness and poverty:
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the wooden clogs of the peasants, the dark country bread, the women toil
ing in the fields. They brought into relief the pretenses of the European
monarchs: the pageants and parades, the imperial profiles Theodore Child
thought ridiculously ubiquitous in late 1880s Germany, stamped on pocket
handkerchiefs, embroidered on sofa cushions, carved on tobacco pipe
bowls. The standing armies, so unfamiliar to Americans, were a constant
affront. They "hang on the nations," George Calvert reported from
Heidelberg in 1852, like "a monstrous idleness, a universal polluting scab."
"My Berlin was a city of army officers, faultless in uniform and arrogant,"
W. E. B. Du Bois recalled of his student days in the 1890s: "a city of almost
daily pageants, that pranced and caroled through the Brandenburg Gate
and brought the world to a sudden salute before William, by the Grace of
God. Everywhere there were soldiers, soldiers, soldiers."9

Emperors and soldiers were but the outer marks, these Americans
thought, of a general, overbearing state power. "There the State is always
the central figure," the secretary of the Connecticut Board of Education
warned American students contemplating a European university education
in the early 1870s. "There is always near you, or rather over you, the out
stretched arm of resistless power." The function of the grandiose state was
to repress, demoralize, and impoverish the people. Underneath the "spe
cious proofs of princely munificence and of regal sympathy with the popular
wants," he cautioned, there always ran the same desire: "to develop the
loyalty of the masses, if not to repress thought and paralyze efforts for
liberty. "10

Into the twentieth century, the contrast between New World democ
racy and Old World tyranny continued to shape American travelers' reports
of Europe. Ray Stannard Baker, on assignment for McClure's in Germany in
1900, was sure that no workman in the "civilized" world would trade places
with the German laborer, condemned to coarse bread and low wages, taxed
to support a huge and costly army, and harassed by a "cloud of officials,
great and small." A decade later Booker T. Washington set off for Europe,
taking as his guide and ghostwriter Robert E. Park, who had spent four
years as a student in turn-of-the-century Germany. Park introduced Wash
ington to European socialists, labor unionists, and social reformers; to
gether they were taken on a tour of the achievements of London "municipal
socialism" by John Burns, the labor radical of the 1880s who now sat in the
British cabinet; they left the well-beaten tourist paths for the villages of
Bohemia, Poland, and southern Italy to see the African-Americans' newest
immigrant competitors at their source. But nothing dimmed the promise of
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American exceptionalism for Washington. "He was an American," Park
confided later, "and thought everything in America surpassed anything in
Europe. He just wanted to get the dirt on them that was all, to discover for
himself that the man farthest down in Europe had nothing on the man
farthest down in the U.S."11

From a Europe so conceived, there was nothing to be learned. The
American Federation of Labor's Samuel Gompers, returning to the Eng
land of his boyhood for a summer's tour in 1909, reiterated the point. "The
Old World is not our world. Its social problems, its economic philosophies,
its current political questions are not linked up with America ... In the
procession [of nations], America is the first."12

By the last decades of the nineteenth century these reassuring republican
contrasts had begun to jostle more and more frequently in American minds
with a rival, "aesthetic" framing of the Old World-New World relation
ship, whose keys were no longer oppression and liberty but culture, custom,
and time. Against the slow, organic forces of Old World growth, they set
the New World's raw, competitive unfinishedness. The new juxtapositions
carried more unsettling political consequences than the old. But they, too,
were couched in polarities of time and culture that made a common social
political ground between the continents extremely difficult to find.

It was the customs of the grand tour that most forcefully encouraged
the aesthetic mood. Seeking out an imagined premodern and apolitical
Europe, middle- and upper-class Americans traveling through Europe in
the late nineteenth century fell quickly into the terms packaged for them in
their commercial guidebooks. Above all, the grand tour was a lesson in time
and antiquity. Here was a continent not only dotted with antiquities but also
seeming itself to be a museum, where nature and artifice blended into a
seamless, "organic" whole. Where republican tourists saw Europe as await
ing a democratic awakening, aesthetic Europe was as changeless and com
plete as a painting. "There looks as if there was nothing remaining to be
done," William Willoughby wrote home from England in 1891. Lincoln
Steffens filed the same report from Hamburg: "Everything is completed,
finished, squared off,-no rough edges, no dirt and no tearing down." To
some Americans, the time-wornness of Europe breathed despair and pessi
mism, a "deep sadness," as E. A. Ross put it, in contrast to the "rank corn
and cotton optimism of the West." But the Europe the aesthetic tourist
yearned to see was stable and old, as smoothly worn as the old cathedral
stones themselves. 13
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Like the republican vision of Europe, the image of Europe's organic
antiquity was in the mind's eye before the American travelers actually saw
it. Frederick Law Olmsted, who set out on a tramp through rural England
in 1850, was only five miles from Liverpool when he found what he longed
to see. "There we were right in the midst of it! rrhe country-and such a
country!-green, dripping, glistening, gorgeous! We stood dumb-stricken
by its loveliness." He continued, "A stone house interrupts our view in
front; the road winds round it, between it and another; turns again, and
there on our left is the church-the old ivy-covered, brown stone village
church, with the yew-tree-we knew it at once, and the heaped-up, green,
old English courtyard." He wrote again the next day: "Such a scene I had
never looked upon before, and yet it was in all its parts as familiar to me as
my native valley. Land of our poets! Home of our fathers! Dear old mother
England! it would be strange if I were not affected at meeting thee at last
face to face."14

Literary tropes like these helped bridge some of the imagined distance
between New and Old Worlds. In cultivating their literary affinities with
Europe, late-nineteenth-century Americans gained what some of them
hungered desperately for: a deeper past and a relationship (as a young Ala
bama tourist put it in 1891) to "a greater whole." Tourists on the aesthetic
grand tour moved through Europe with their noses in the leather volumes
of a late-Victorian library. In Scotland during her first trip to Europe in the
1880s, Jane Addams was reading Scott; in Italy, Ruskin; in Germany, Car
lyle. "I am no longer an American ghost," the young Carey Thomas wrote
home from England in 1881. "I have claimed my heritage-my castles and
ruins, abbeys and cathedral towns and thatched cottages, my lakes, the
homes of my poets, my dramatic landscapes, my English mists, my purple
heather."15

But even as consciousness of common cultural traditions joined the
continents in the minds of late-nineteenth-century Americans, the contrast
between new and old, raw and settled, forced them all the farther apart.
Conventional American tourists abroad had no interest in reminders of the
United States, still less in the forces of economic change disrupting the
stability of their imagined Europe. Even Olmsted, sharp observer that he
was, did not let the complaints of the English farmers he talked with disturb
his romantic mood. John Frey of the Molders Union looked in on the slums
of London's Whitechapel district, but he spared his readers the details of
the big English manufacturing towns, on the grounds that all industrial
towns looked alike. One sought out rural England ("unmitigated England,"
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Henry James called it) in preference to commercial London, the ruins of
the Rhine valley in preference to raw and pushy Berlin, cathedrals (as ripe as
rindy old cheese, wrote Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr.) in preference to par
liaments. May Kenny, a young Georgia woman on the grand tour in the
mid-1890s, spent her time in Paris being swept down the boulevards by
carriage from one historic site to another: the Opera, Notre Dame, the
Bastille, the Pantheon. Some of her party ascended the Eiffel Tower, but
she refused, in fear that its modernity would break the city's spell. 16

Such an encounter with Europe throbbed with none of the messianic
sense ofworld historical change that had gripped Gilbert Haven at Witten
berg. Politically, there was no missing in the aesthetic reappraisal of Europe
a sharp deflation of the democratic ideal. The aesthetic travelers let the
huddled cottages assume a patina of quaintness and transformed the uni
forms of the soldiers into a brilliant wash of color. "For English reforms,"
Henry Adams wrote half mockingly of himself on his return to London,
"Adams cared nothing." "He resented change. He would have kept the
Pope in the Vatican and the Queen at Windsor Castle as historical monu
ments. He did not care to Americanize Europe. The Bastille or the Ghetto
was a curiosity worth a great deal of money, if preserved; and so was a
Bishop; so was Napoleon III. The tourist was the great conservative who
hated novelty and adored dirt." Where in the early 1870s the anthropolo
gist Lewis Henry Morgan could not think of the Arc de Triomphe except as
a monument to despotism, a generation later John Frey thought it part of
the handsomest streetscape in the world. Visiting Napoleon's tomb, Frey
gave not a whisper of censure. The stages of historical progress, once
marked so clearly by constitutionalism, suffrage expansion, and the aboli
tion of slavery, fell into confusion. 17

Such half-articulated doubts about the older democratic certainties
were no mere quirk of the grand tour. Across a broad front in both the
United States and fin de siecle Europe, those who once had once thought
the formal structures of democracy sufficient were not as confident as they
had been a quarter century before. Suffrage and constitutionalism, the lib
erties of trade and person: as a political program bare and alone, these had
lost much of their earlier luster. By the end of the century, European radi
cals, stung by the rapid consolidation of American trusts and monopolies,
by the eruption of popular protest in the land of formal democratic promise,
and by the unnerving stench ofAmerican political corruption, had begun to
recant their earlier admiration for the United States. "A quarter of a century
ago the American republic was the guiding star of advanced English politi-
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cal thought, [but] it is not so now," William Clarke, the most favorably
inclined of the early Fabians toward the United States, wrote in the mid
1890s. Of one thing Clarke was now sure, that "a mere theoretic democ
racy, unaccompanied by any social changes, was a delusion and a snare."
The image of a democratic showcase in the west faded for European radi
cals. Worrying about the immigrant voter question and backpedaling hard
on African-American suffrage, many Americans, too, joined the general
retreat from the mid-nineteenth-century democratic verities. 18

But if this rereading of Europe in organic rather than republican terms
could not be separated from dissolution of confidence in formal constitu
tional democracy, it would be wrong to see in it only conservative and
nostalgic political implications. For what was the middle-class American
tourists' hunger for an imagined, preindustrial Old World stability except
an act of recoil against the disordered, violent camping expedition that was
the United States? Europe was "organic" and harmonious, the United
States "anarchic"; through the one ran common customs, through the other
unrelieved competitive individualism. Pushing out the older political an
titheses, the dualities seated themselves at the very core of the aesthetic
image of Europe.

By the end of the century, European progressives were turning the
same polarities back on the United States itself. In the reports of reform
minded European visitors to the United States, the dirtiness of turn-of-the
century American cities was an insistent theme-a metaphor for govern
mental inadequacy and social atomization. Charles Booth's Chicago was a
mass of wet mud and rubbish, old boilers and drainpipes dumped every
where. Samuel Barnett of Toynbee Hall thought Boston more refuse-filled
and pocked with more unsanitary houses than Whitechapel itself. Ramsay
MacDonald, who toured the United States as a young journalist looking for
book material in 1897, thought Chicago "like a demented creature, harum
scarum, filthy from top to toe." "There is no order, no prevision, no com
mon and universal plan," H. G. Wells admonished. I9

These were the swift impressions of travelers. Arthur Shadwell, how
ever, a particularly observant English physician, had traversed the heart of
industrial Europe gathering materials for a comparative study of industrial
societies by the time he reached the United States in 1903. In New York
City he found himself constantly reminded of "wretched little towns in the
south of Europe." The "leading notes" of the city's architecture, he wrote,
were "anarchy, shabbiness, personal ostentation and public indifference." In
industry, too, atop a "huge volcano" of labor-employer conflict, Shadwell
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reported, "it's all hurry-scurry work. Let her go! Give her hell! That's the
word." Germany was thorough in its industrial methods, Britain self
satisfied. The dominant characteristics of the United States, by contrast,
were "enterprise, audacity, push, restlessness, eagerness for novelty, inven
tiveness, emulation, and cupidity."20

Most of the European critics thought they knew why. Their United
States was a country on the run, too busy with its private affairs to bother
knitting its pieces together, tossing its cast-off goods wherever they might
land, scamping public life in its drive to release individual energy. There
was no larger sense of the whole to govern its ceaseless, anarchic energies.
The United States, Barnett thought, was a society "with the protection of
government removed." Its people had "no conception of the state as an
entity, no idea of America as a whole, no national consciousness." Ramsay
MacDonald concluded that "no one can conscientiously set the country
down as much more than a money making and imitative nation, vitiated by
an atomic conception of democratic liberty and equality." John Burns reit
erated the theme: the promise of America was "circumscribed and impeded
by the undue exaltation of the Unit over the Aggregate, of the Individual as
against the Community, of the Monopoly as against the State." Terrific
private ingenuity and overwhelming public disorder, runaway individual
enterprise and aggregate chaos-this was the impression of progressive
European travelers. Old World cultivation of the common life confronted
the harum-scarum individualism of the New. The contrast with "organic"
Europe was polar.21

In its emphasis on the social and the cooperative, then, the aesthetic
framing of the Atlantic contrast was not without its social-political poten
tial. But for the moment both the republican and aesthetic polarities acted
as powerful restraints on any considerable social-political traffic from the
Old World to the New. Within the republican framing of the Atlantic
relationship, the European nations could only follow in the footsteps of
American precedent. Within the aesthetic frame, the contrast between
New and Old Worlds sank deep into unmovable strata of culture. So long as
Europe and the United States remained arrayed in polar opposition, stuck
at opposite ends of imagined time, social-political borrowing ran up against
mental barriers too formidable to surmount.

The exaggerated Europes so dear to the Americans' image of them
selves were not politically usable. The imagined landscapes that drew
American tourists to Europe served ultimately to force the continents'
imagined histories down radically separate tracks. For the transatlantic ex-
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change in social politics to come into being, a significant number ofAmeri
cans would have to find their way past the imagined landscapes of New and
Old. They would have to begin to see the United States and Europe not as
oceans and aeons apart but as washed over by a common, contemporaneous
sea of change and disruption.

Outside the polarities of the nineteenth-century grand tour, beyond the ken
of both the republican and the aesthetic tourists, engines of convergence
were, in fact, hard at work. On both sides of the Atlantic a new world of coal
and iron, factory towns and sprawling urban agglomerations, accumulated
capital, massed wage labor, and new forms of misery was swiftly coming into
being. Late-nineteenth-century Essen, Manchester, Lille, and Pittsburgh
were not merely similar phenomena, not merely parallel independent de
velopments. They were all part of the furiously expanding world market
that was to cart its wares, in such profusion, to Paris in 1900.

The birthplace of this new world was Britain. From the late eighteenth
century forward, with consequences that had all but swept away the social
landscape of Scott and Wordsworth by the time late-nineteenth-century
American tourists set out to look for it, the forces of industrial capitalism
had turned the old agrarian economy upside down. The mills, machinery,
and steam pumps of the new economic order were still strange and revolu
tionary when they burst into William Blake's consciousness in 1790s Lon
don, their "cogs tyrannic/Moving by compulsion each other." By the last
third of the next century, the output of Britain's mines and factories be
strode the world. In 1870, the United Kingdom produced almost a third of
the world's manufactured goods. Britain's mines produced two and a half
times as much coal in 1870 as its nearest rival and almost four times as much
iron ore; in cotton spindles, Britain's lead was almost five to one.22

Figures of this kind deeply interested contemporaries; by nationalizing
the processes at work, they turned the statistics of industrial production into
markers of national prestige. The nations of the North Atlantic economy
vied for markets with fierce intensity, manipulating trade and tariff policies
or grabbing for captive colonial markets in an effort to leapfrog past each
other in industrial primacy. Still, to focus on the nation-state is to distort
the fundamental forces at work. Slipping across national borders with the
fluidity of quicksilver, investment capital and management and production
techniques diffused through the avenues of North Atlantic trade. By the late
nineteenth century, what struck those who traversed the industrial regions
of the Old and New Worlds was not their difference but their extraordinary
sameness.
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Physically, the most important common linkage was coal. Not all the
world's industrial regions sat above or close by massive coal deposits in the
nineteenth century, but most did. Coal was the critical natural resource of
the industrial revolution. Essential to the steam energy that powered the
century, indispensable to the production of iron and steel, coal power
hauled the goods, drove the machinery, cooked the food, heated the grates,
and wreathed in soot the cities of Europe and America. Heavy and expen
sive to transport, it drew investors, enterprises, workers, and cities to it. The
coal regions were furnaces not only of production but also of labor-capital
conflict-home to the largest labor unions of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries and early sites everywhere of state economic action.

Of the four major manufacturing regions of nineteenth-century Brit
ain, three (the fourth was London) lay atop a landscape of coal. The most
important was the great textile mill and factory agglomeration of northern
England. In 1901 more than a third of Britain's "great cities" of more than
100,000 persons were to be found there, within a forty-mile radius ofMan
chester. This was the heart of industrial England, a Dickensian world that
tourists skirted as they would a leper colony. A second, almost as massive,
concentration of mills and factories stretched across southern Scotland,
from Glasgow to Dundee, this one, too, resting atop coal and iron deposits.
It was said that coming up the River Clyde in the 1880s, one could hear the
din of shipwrights' hammers before one actually saw Glasgow, shipbuilder
to the nations, a capital-rich and slum-ridden hub of world trade. Britain's
third major industrial region encircled Birmingham in the English mid
lands; the "black country," it was called, from the glare and slag of its forges.
Coketown, Dickens called the new industrial city in derision. But there
were Coketowns everywhere.23

They stretched through Belgium and northern France, across a broad
seam of mineral deposits from Lille to Liege, copies in every essential
regard of their English progenitors. Belgium's mines, factories, and densely
packed industrial towns made it the most intensely industrialized nation of
continental Europe-a region of strenuously overcrowded workers' dwell
ings, low wages, intensive child labor, and startlingly high illiteracy rates.
Across the French border, the social landscape resumed without a break.
The northern departments were the heart of industrial France, the source
of most of its coal and cotton textiles, site of many of its large, paternalistic
industrial enterprises, cockpit of the radical French labor movement, and,
by the century's end, a stronghold of working-class socialism.24

1"'0 the east, the common landscape resurfaced in the lower Rhineland
and the Ruhr. Capital investment came late to the Ruhr, but nowhere in
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Europe between 1870 and the First World War did industrialization ad
vance at a more furious pace. By the turn of the century the Ruhr and its
surrounding ring of industrial cities-the silk-weaving center of Krefeld,
Dusseldorf with its machinery works, Barmen and Elberfeld with their
budding chemical industries, the coal and iron center of Dortmund, and
Krupp-dominated Essen-boasted the continent's largest, most intense
concentration of heavy industry. Between 1890 and 1900, German steel
production, the heart of it in the Ruhr, vaulted ahead of Britain's and soon
helped nose Germany past Britain in shares ofworld manufacturing output.
Germany's headlong industrial expansion did not depend entirely on the
enterprises of the lower Rhineland. Adding their weight were Silesia, with
its coal and iron industries; Alsace-Lorraine; and Saxony, another Belgium
of coal mines, textile mills, fiercely overcrowded housing, and (as Paul
Gohre found out in the 1890s) stubbornly resentful workers. Mid-nine
teenth-century American tourists had found Germany a primitive, comfort
less backwater. By 1900 the industrial regions of Germany were in the teeth
of an economic transformation swifter even than that of the United States
itself.25

On the western rim of the Atlantic, tied into the same nexus of trade,
primed by infusions of British capital and wholesale borrowings of British
technology, the same forces ran. The existence of easily accessible water
power, to be sure, gave the older industrial regions of the United States a
peculiarly bucolic feel. Arthur Shadwell in 1903 thought the textile mill
regions of New England, to his surprise, "rather pretty and tame." By the
second half of the nineteenth century, however, the "Europeanization" of
the industrial landscape was well under way. Pennsylvania, with its massive
coal deposits, was the nation's economic heartland. The country's two most
important manufacturing cities, New York and Philadelphia, drew on
Pennsylvania mines for their swelling energy needs; the Pittsburgh district
was the American Ruhr. In the Middle West, the Illinois coal fields fed
another massive industrial concentration, stretching from Pittsburgh and
Cleveland on the east to Milwaukee and Chicago on the west. Samuel
Barnett, traversing the United States from west to east in 1890-1891,
thought reaching Chicago like coming home to Manchester, with its
densely packed factories and shouting advertisements. Pittsburgh reminded
Beatrice Webb of a cross between backward Italy and her own English
Black Country. Arthur Shadwell, too, thought Pittsburgh the familiar
thing: "hell with the lid off," just like Essen and Sheffield only more SO.26

Nor was there any missing the ferocious acceleration of industrial capi-
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talism's advance. The United States had caught up to Britain in steel pro
duction by 1880 and in coal production by 1900. In the production of ships
and textiles, Britain remained unchallenged, but in the Anglo-German
American race for overall manufacturing output, the primacy of the Ameri
cans was a settled fact by the century's end. Alarm at the American penetra
tion of customary European markets fed a steady press diet. The
"Americanization" of the world, European journalists called it. It would be
fairer to think of it as the Europeanization of America. Better still, to think
of it as the manifestation of market processes that sprawled everywhere
across the boundary lines neatly marked by statesmen and diplomats. 27

Coketown was the first defining element of the new world industrial capi
talism made. The second was what contemporaries called, with both expan
sive pride and sweeping nervousness, the "great city." Great cities were not
as novel as the new factory towns. Nodal points of trade and capital accu
mulation, they had played a critical role in the economy of early modern
Europe. London had a population of more than a million in 1800, Paris
500,000, Vienna 250,000. But the multiplication of big urban centers in the
last decade of the nineteenth century was, nonetheless, a startling phe
nomenon. From Andrew Mearns's The Bitter Cry ofOutcast London to Jacob
Riis's How the Other Half Lives to the strident German outcry against the
Grossstadt, the growth of the metropolis played hard on the consciousness
of turn-of-the-century social reformers throughout the North Atlantic
economy.28

Of the proliferation of great cities-not mere towns but cities of
100,000 persons or more-the facts left no doubt. In 1871 there were eight
cities in the German empire of more than 100,000 persons, accounting in
total for about 5 percent of the German Empire's population. Forty years
later there were forty-eight Grossstiidte, one of which, Berlin, had passed the
million mark; two in ten Germans now lived in one. There were fifteen
great cities in France and forty-one in Britain and Ireland, including the
giant of them all, London, swollen now to a population of 7 million. In the
United States, where there had been fourteen great cities in 1870, there
were fifty in 1910. Notwithstanding the massive, diluting effects of the
agrarian West and South, the United States in 1890 was already as urban
ized as Belgium, as measured by the percentage of its population in cities of
more than 20,000. Of the seven Millionenstiidte in the North Atlantic econ
omy in 1890, three were located in the United States.29

Some of these great cities were heavy-industry complexes. The more
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common pattern was woven out of trade, finance, and small-scale manufac
turing. London's East End, New York's Lower East Side, and their coun
terparts throughout the North Atlantic economy were centers of produc
tion as well as poverty, crowded hives of low-wage, irregular work for the
great cities' swelling populations. From their inner commercial cores of
banks and fashionable shopping districts, the great cities spread out through
their dock districts, warehouses, and rail yards, on into a seemingly endless
sea of sweatshops and small factories, corner stores and pawnshops, slums
and cheap working-class housing, all in great unplanned confusion.

Where the industrial regions were an object lesson in vertically arrayed
power, the great cities were an object lesson in contrast and motion. One
must imagine nineteenth-century cities not as units but as a congeries of
neighborhoods; to walk through them was to pass through a seemingly
endless regress of social contradictions. Concentrations of enormous wealth
lay hard by concentrations of abject poverty, splendid carriage parks by
whiskey alleys, handsome shopping thoroughfares for the bourgeoisie by
acres of pawn shops, pushcarts, and secondhand stores for the masses. The
polarities of wealth were not new, but their visible concentration cheek by
jowl in a stark urban chiaroscuro, joined only by the thin and impersonal
relationships of wages and markets, was novel and, to many observers, un
nerving.

The great cities' contrasts in fortune were one of their characteristic
marks; another was the ceaseless motion of property and populations. The
great cities were inherently unstable not only at the ever-receding point
where they bled into the countryside but at their core as well, as land values
and property uses shifted with the whims of markets and fashion. Contrib
uting to this instability was the astonishing tide of persons who poured
yearly into the cities, scrambling for place and shelter in an environment
that never had enough to go around. Berlin, Vienna, Glasgow, and New
York all presented particularly acute cases of housing famine, but no great
city in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries could be said to have
adequately solved the problem of housing supply. Transportation and pub
lic health issues also pressed hard on urban authorities as they struggled to
rationalize the crazy quilt of private water contractors, night-soil haulers,
and horsecar lines that sprang up to meet the new urban needs. It is little
wonder that the great cities should have absorbed so much of the political
energy and imagination of turn-of-the-century progressives. Nowhere else
was the clash between private property rights and public needs more tangi
bly and urgently displayed.
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Well into the twentieth century, to be sure, the urban and industrial
regions of Europe and the United States remained grimy, crowded islands
in an agricultural sea. The townscapes of industrial capitalism broke sud
denly out of the surrounding agrarian background. England, where the
economic revolution had had longest to work, was a partial exception. By
1900, only 12 percent of the United Kingdom's working population still
drew its livelihood from farming. Even in intensely industrialized Belgium
at the same moment, a quarter of the labor force still worked in agriculture;
in Germany it was a third, and in France and the United States, a little over
40 percent.30 Beyond the core regions of industrial development stretched
the broad, agrarian expanse-the Junker-dominated rye fields of Prussia
and Poland; the estates of the Austro-Hungarian empire; the peasant plots
of southern Europe, Ireland, and Scandinavia; the cotton fields of the deep
South; and the endlessly receding plains of the trans-Mississippi West
where well over half the turn-of-the-century working population was still
engaged in agriculture.

But the countryside was no more immune to the market revolution
than the cities. Foreign grain began to pour into Europe in the late 1860s
and 1870s-from Canada, Russia, and (most importantly) the United
States-with devastating consequences for agricultural stability. In Ireland
these pressures fanned long-standing tensions over religion and land
ownership into outright tenant revolt. And if resistance was common, flight
was universal. The extreme case was Sweden, where 20 percent of the
population emigrated between 1860 and 1910. Everywhere rural depopula
tion proceeded at a startling rate as the countryside emptied itself into the
cities, leaving contemporaries struggling to find new crop mixes and mar
keting structures for the farm population that remained behind. 3!

By the last quarter of the nineteenth century, there were, in conse
quence, uprooted peasants throughout the North Atlantic economy. The
cities of the United States received them in particularly massive numbers,
but Europe, beneath the tourists' preoccupation with stasis and custom, was
hardly less in flux. In England by the century's end, scarcely more than a
quarter of the people lived in the county in which they had been born; in
Berlin in 1890, four out of every five male workers between the ages of
thirty and sixty had been born outside the city. There were migrants every
where: transient Irish in English factory towns, Polish miners in the Scot
tish collieries, Spanish miners in the coal works of southern France, Italian
textile mill operatives in the factory towns of Belgium and the Lorraine, and
country folks in every city. Of Liverpool's family heads in the 1870s, a
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quarter were Irish-born. In the German Ruhr, over a quarter of the miners
spoke Polish in 1890; in the Ruhr town of Gelsenkirchen, a third of the
city's schoolchildren did SO.32

Among the most visible consequences of these interlocked changes in
markets and labor was a tremendous outpouring of new goods. Real wages
rose in the North Atlantic economy over the long course of the late nine
teenth and early twentieth centuries. So did the opportunities for educa
tion, the supply of books and reading matter, the range of consumable
pleasures, and the avenues of mobility. Even before the spread of the auto
mobile and household electricity, the stock of goods purchasable by com
mon folk-from gas lighting to ready-made clothing, from a nickelodeon
ticket to a tram ride to the countryside-expanded with virtually miraculous
speed. Wherever the tide of cheap factory-made goods and foreign grain
broke apart the old peasant and artisanal economies of agrarian society, the
collision released intense human energies. Were it not that "improvement"
seemed so firmly written in the material history of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, the progressive confidence that society, too, could be
improved can hardly be imagined.

But if the economic revolutions of the nineteenth century brought a
flood of new goods into being, there could be no denying that they also
brought new forms of misery. By a Benthamite calculus, it is not clear that
the overall deficit of pain over pleasure increased, but the market revolu
tions powerfully reshaped both the experience and the consciousness of
economic misery. The pains of rural life had been harsh and recurrent: crop
failures, pestilence, disease, accident, childbirth. However these were
shaped or intensified by social arrangements of property, taxation, or mano
rial power, they wore a certain air of naturalness and (hence) inevitability.
The pains of industrial capitalism were less predictable, and their human
face was less easily disguised. Both mobility and vulnerability increased with
the growing commodification of labor. Without the safety of peasant plot,
kin, and custom, the collapse of earning capacity in the new wage-labor
market could be breathtakingly swift. Early investigators of the urban work
ing class were fascinated with the thin line between competence and misery,
and the extent to which men and women found themselves so capriciously
pushed from one to the other. In these new forms of misery, the hand of
human callousness, or calculation, or stupidity, or cheapness loomed at least
as large as fate itself. An industrial accident, a landlord's eviction notice, a
boss's intransigence over wages: these were all patently social events. Being
matters of power and politics, it was hardly surprising that some men and
women thought they must have social and political solutions.
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The hand of conscious human action was no less manifest in the pains
of great city life and-as the Populists' outcry against bank and railroad
power showed-in the countryside as well. Thomas Haskell has argued that
in the late nineteenth century, the causes of social problems seemed to
recede, drifting away from the identifiable. 33 But over the long haul, it is
fairer to say the reverse. As custom receded before the onward march of
commodification, the role of human agency became more and more evi
dent. An entire vocabulary sprang up around the term "social"-"social
economics," "social politics," the "social problem," the "social question"
all in testimony to the growing consciousness of the socially constructed
nature of market capitalism. Pain was old, but the pains of the wage-labor
market and of great city life were different than before, and less easily
accepted under the old formulas.

Finally, one need not romanticize the countryside to point out that the
new world of industrial capitalism was shaken by far more overt conflict
than the old. Bread riots, urban mobbings, and peasant uprisings had been a
common enough feature of preindustrial societies. But whether or not mid
dle-class progressives were right in calling the new age one of outright
"industrial warfare," there is no doubt that social classes faced each other
more frequently and over more deeply institutionalized hostility than be
fore. Strikes were the most unnerving sign of the new order; bitter and
violently fought on both sides, they grew in scope as the era proceeded,
pulling the state more and more deeply into the role of policeman, negotia
tor, or military suppressor. But strikes were not external to the new regime
of market relations; like the wage bargain itself, of which they were a part,
strikes were institutionally essential to it. So was the incentive on both sides
toward collective discipline and organization, whether through a united
labor front or a solid cartel of employers. Where private rights ended and
public rights began in this simmering conflict between organized labor and
organized capital was an item of perpetual debate. When Charles Gide
described the field of social economy as the problem of "social peace,"
however, both noun and adjective carried heavy freight.

Coketown and Grossstadt, material improvements and mounting inse
curities: to stress the common lineaments of this new social order is not to
deny the national peculiarities within it. In all essential regards, nonethe
less, Europe and its economic frontier in the west moved through these
upheavals as a single, complex unit. On both sides of the Atlantic, the
outlines of this world, its modal landscapes and its key sources of discontent
and conflict, were increasingly recognizable. It was a different Europe than
the guidebooks let on, and a different United States than the keepers of a
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special American destiny wanted to admit. Underneath the political and
aesthetic contrasts, there was neither Old nor New World but a common,
economy-driven new-world-in-the-making.

Progressive Politics

The new Atlantic economy of the late nineteenth century was to encourage
a new Atlantic-wide politics. From its first stirrings in the 1890s, the new
social politics was to emerge as a powerful political force by the 1910s, with
representatives in every capital in the North Atlantic world. Even the
Americans, so distant from the chief centers of policy and intellectual inno
vation, were to be drawn in.

Those who forged the new social politics in the generation before the
First World War never shared a common name. Some of them never found
a consistent referential language even for themselves. William Beveridge
referred to himself variously as a "Tory democrat," a "Labour imperialist,"
"very nearly" a socialist, and a Liberal. Frederic C. Howe, the American
municipal reformer, called himself a single-taxer, a "liberal," a "reformer,"
and a "radical." Between national political cultures, the confusion of terms
was even more pronounced. In France the pioneers of social politics styled
themselves radicals, solidaristes, economic interventionistes, or simply propo
nents of la riforme sociale. In England they went under the name of "new
Liberals," "new radicals," Christian socialists, Fabians, or "collectivists." In
Germany, a dozen rival socio-political parties and pressure groups con
structed themselves around permutations of the core term, sozial. 34

One comes close to a common denominator, however, with "progres
sive." As a political designation it was English before it was American, born
in the heated municipal politics of 1890s London before crossing to the
United States in the first decade of the new century. By 1910, in the Pro
gressive People's Party (Fortschrittliche Volkspartei) of Friedrich Nau
mann, Lujo Brentano, and other younger reform intellectuals, the term
"progressive" had acquired social-political overtones in Germany as well. 35

It was central to the self-identity of the proponents of social politics to think
of themselves as committed less to an abstract principle than to a distinctive
place at history's leading edge, where the effects of the revolutions in pro
duction and exchange cut most sharply.

Radicals and reformers before them had imagined themselves at work
at the cutting edge of history, of course, but they had not located the
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economy as the key sector of change. Since the great eighteenth-century
revolutions, their core project had been to restrain not the processes of
commodification but the concentrated powers of the monarchical state.
The mechanics of political authority had been their particular genius: writ
ten constitutions and self-limiting governments to tie the hands of potential
despots, parliamentary autonomy and popular prerogatives, expanded suf
frage and more straightforward representation, broader civil immunities
and explicit bills of rights.

Into the last quarter of the nineteenth century, these projects still
framed party politics and political culture. France in 1870, with Napo
leon Ill's empire in default after an ill-contrived test of military will with
Prussia, was just beginning its third, still profoundly uncertain, trial of
republicanism. Modern Germany, brand new in 1871, hammered together
by the same Prussian armies that had toppled Napoleon III from his throne,
was absorbed in constitution making and nation-state building. In Britain in
1870, where William Gladstone was beginning his second year as prime
minister, the agenda of liberal politics had been stable for a quarter of a
century: political democratization, free trade, Irish rights, and freedom of
religious dissent. In the United States in 1870, where radicals and reformers
were still absorbed in the aftershocks of secession and civil war, the political
reconstitution of the nation and the terms on which liberty was to be
offered to the former slaves overshadowed every other political consid
eration.36

The progressives of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
were not indifferent to these issues. In countries where the principle of
parliamentary majoritarianism had not yet been secured (as in pre-World
War I Sweden), where the suffrage was constrained by particularly high
property qualifications (as in the states and cities of Germany), or where the
landed aristocrats still possessed a formal veto over popular majorities (as in
England before David Lloyd George forced the House of Lords to give way
in the budget crisis of 1909 to 1911), the agendas of old and new reform
politics could hardly be unscrambled.

But whether the shapers of the new social politics sustained the old
democratic radicalism or (more commonly) borrowed selectively from it,
hedging the rest round with second thoughts and qualifications, they shared
a conviction that a politics focused on the redivision of state power could no
longer suffice. As the authority that had once been the prerogative of courts
and kings and the landowning nobility passed to the possessors of capital
and captains of industry, as the key sources of power and pain became
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economic and social, the grand legal-political dismantling projects of the
radical past faded before the need to rethink the purposes of society and the
state. This was what H. G. Wells, writing from the United States in 1906,
meant when he insisted that there was more political promise to be found in
the ambitious metropolitan park system being laid out in Boston, or in the
dynamos at Niagara that were just beginning to generate public power for
the province of Ontario, than in Washington, D.C., where the "national
government lies marooned, twisted up into knots, bound with safe-guards,
and altogether impotently stranded." This was what progressives every
where meant when they claimed that the mere negation of power was not
enough. The focus of politics turned from constitutions to administration,
from the consequences of aristocratic privilege to the contexts of everyday
life. "The politics of the future," Britain's Joseph Chamberlain put the
point as early as 1883, "are social politics."37

Piece by piece, through persistent individual and collective effort, a
good deal of social-political work had by then already been done. Public
limits on the conditions of mine and factory work-together with one of
the key inventions of modern social politics, a paid public inspectorate to
enforce them-went back in England to the early nineteenth century; limits
on the rights of English property owners to rent and build as they willed for
human habitation were the work of the sanitary politics of the 1840s. The
local German insurance funds (Kassen) on which Bismarck's system would
build long antedated the empire; encouragement of the societes mutuels had
been a pet project of Napoleon III. Many of the key institutions of progres
sive politics, in short, were old. But not until the century's end did the big
party- and coalition-forming issues of politics, framed by the great eight
eenth-century revolutions, begin to shift toward the new axes.

The first major ruptures in the prevailing political frame proceeded oppor
tunistically, in quick, untheoretic seizures of crises and opportunities. Bis
marck, who had a visceral dislike for state interference in private wage
contracts, backed crabwise into his social insurance program of the 1880s
setting the sanctity of a factory master's economic "household" aside for the
prospect of disarming the outlawed socialists and rewedding the loyalties of
the German working class to the state and emperor. Gladstone's Irish land
reform act of 1881, abrogating contracts, removing the question of fair rent
to a special state commission, and pledging state aid for a buyout of English
landlords, was a similar singularity, an emergency breach of Liberal princi
ples in an attempt to calm the seething anger of Irish tenants and drive the
vexing Irish question, at last, out of politics.
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By the 1890s, however, signs of broader, more lasting political realign
ments could be seen across the North Atlantic economy and in its outposts
in Australia and New Zealand. The progressive movements of that dec
ade-Wilhelm II's flirtation with a "social monarchy," the emergent social
radicalism in France, the Liberal-labor alliance in New Zealand, and the
progressive urban coalitions in Britain and the United States-differed
sharply in their origins. In Germany, the "new course" of the early 1890s
was the fruit of monarchical ambition. Cutting himself free from the aging
Bismarck, who was no longer willing to preside over further social-political
experimentation, the young new emperor set out on a path of social politics
from above: gathering a corps of reformist state administrators into the
Prussian chanceries, pressing on the Reichstag an agenda of industrial safety
and regulatory legislation, lending his favor to the organization of a social
gospel movement within the established Protestant church, intervening
personally in the Ruhr miners' strike of 1889, and convening the first
Europe-wide intergovernmental conference on uniform labor standards. In
France, in contrast, the social politics of the 1890s grew out of middle-class,
republican antecedents. Leon Bourgeois was its most prominent symbol, a
leading Radical politician and cabinet member, philosopher of solidarite,
prime mover in the Alliance d'Hygiene Sociale, and an honorary president
of the Musee Social. To the long-standing republican absorption in anti
clerical and constitutional politics, his Radical government of 1895-96
added for the first time an ambitious social agenda: regulation of factory
employment, progressive income taxation, and public old-age pensions. 38

In New Zealand between 1891 and 1906 a Liberal-labor alliance drew
on still different ingredients. Capitalizing on the long-simmering tension
between large landowners, with their sprawling sheep estates, and a land
and job-hungry urban working class, the government pushed through a
sweeping program of progressive land taxes, public land leases for small
holders, comprehensive factory regulation, stigma-free old-age pensions for
the (morally respectable) poor, suffrage for adult women, and, for organized
labor, a compulsory arbitration law-the first anywhere of its sort-extract
ing deadlocked wage contests from the market and placing them in the
hands of specially delegated judges.39

New Zealand was the showcase of progressive politics in the 1890s. To
Jane Addams's friend and political ally Henry Demarest Lloyd, who trav
eled halfway round the world to see it, New Zealand was "the political brain
of the modern world"-the world's" 'experiment station' of advanced legis
lation." Sidney Webb in 1898, shaking off his dismay at constitutionally
deadlocked politics in the United States, was equally enthusiastic: "Instead
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of the nominal English Constitution of 1789, you have here a genuine
Democracy, the people really getting what it wishes to get."40

Personal disappointments exaggerated the contrast, for in both Lloyd's
United States and Webb's England the new progressive forces were already
at work in city politics. In London between 1889 and 1907, a Progressive
alliance of Liberals, labor unionists, and Fabians dramatically broadened
the city's range of public services. In Glasgow, Boston, Detroit, and else
where in the 1890s, parallel reform coalitions locked horns with corporate
streetcar and utility monopolies in a rehearsal of the techniques and politi
cal style that were soon to overflow onto the national political stage.

By the first decade of the twentieth century there was no party system
within the North Atlantic economy that had not been profoundly shaken by
the new social politics. In Britain, the Liberal government of 1906-1914
embarked on a flurry of legislation that, a quarter century later, still stuck in
Franklin Roosevelt's mind for its daring. For the aged poor, it inaugurated
an old-age pension system borrowed from New Zealand; for the crippling
economic effects of sickness, a program of compulsory wage-earners' health
insurance borrowed from Germany; for the most exploited ofworkers, a set
of Australian-style wage boards empowered to establish legal minimum
wages; for the sake of fiscal justice, progressive land and income taxes; for
the unemployed, a German-style network of state-run employment offices;
and, for workers in trades of particularly uneven labor demand, an untried
experiment in pooling the risks of unemployment through state-adminis
tered insurance. The Radical coalitions that governed France between 1899
and 1914, though their failures were greater, proposed no less: progressive
income taxation, public medical assistance to the elderly poor, a legally fixed
maximum working day, tax subsidies for trade union unemployment
benefits, public mediation of labor disputes, and-in a policy reversal that
hinted at the international volatility of the new social politics-German
modeled, compulsory, old-age insurance. In timing and content, the pre
war progressive movement in American politics fit, as fragment to whole,
into this broader North Atlantic pattern.41

On both sides of the Atlantic, politicians rode the new issues to power
and popularity: David Lloyd George and the young Winston Churchill in
Britain, Georges Clemenceau in France, Theodore Roosevelt and Woo
drow Wilson in the United States. Parties and pressure groups drew up
sweeping social programs. For the rest of the twentieth century, although
parties split and polarized over the new issues, no politics could be divorced
from social politics.
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Participants in these events knew their own affinities. On his European
tour of 1911, Theodore Roosevelt talked with Wilhelm II of diplomacy,
industrial progress, and systems of state old-age and accident insurance; in
England he was eager to talk with the "new Liberal" David Lloyd George
and with the former labor firebrand among the London Progressives, John
Burns. A year later, seeking to snatch a victory of sorts from the American
Progressive Party's electoral disappointments, Medill McCormick pro
posed that the party send himself, Roosevelt, Gifford Pinchot, George W.
Perkins, and a handful of others on a trip to England, Belgium, Germany,
and Switzerland "and fill the newspapers with the stuff. Meet Briand, Lloyd
George, Winston Churchill, right through, but a cut to the right of the
Socialists." The Kansas progressive William Allen White put the same
sentiment in more radical terms: "We were parts, one of another, in the
United States and Europe. Something was welding us into one social and
economic whole with local political variations. It was Stubbs in Kansas,
Jaures in Paris, the Social Democrats in Germany, the Socialists in Belgium,
and I should say the whole people in Holland, fighting a common cause."42

The progressives' success in remaking the agenda of politics was no
guarantee that their solutions would prevail. Everywhere the new policies
proceeded in fits and starts, in opportunities seized and opportunities closed
off again. Wilhelm II's new course of 1890 was exhausted by 1894; a second
wave of social-political legislation in Germany, begun in 1905 was spent by
1911. The British "new Liberals" had depleted most of their political capital
well before the First World War. Leon Bourgeois's government of 1895 fell
within a year; the reform ambitions of Clemenceau's government of 1906
were quickly consumed in a cascade of labor strikes.

The fragility of prewar progressive politics was partly the result of a
plurality of parties competing for the same terrain. In France, social politics
was by definition coalition politics, always fragile. In the prewar United
States, neither of the major parties successfully cornered the market in
progressive issues. In Britain as late as 1905, the Webbs were still busy
"permeating" the Conservative Party, certain it was the more promising
vehicle than the Liberal Party for their collectivist ambitions. In Germany,
where the Social Democratic Party and socialist labor unions remained
beyond the pale of imperial legitimacy-tightly policed, their members
excluded from all but the most minor administrative offices-social politics
at the national level ran fitfully, on one leg alone, as reformers gained the
emperor's ear and then lost it to others. Everywhere, the new politics made
similar enemies. Property owners' and tax payers' associations, employers'
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interest groups, and chambers of commerce multiplied apace. Court chal
lenges tied the French contributory old-age insurance act in knots after
1910; in the United States, the judiciary was notorious as a graveyard for
social-political initiatives. The new politics, in short, hardly thrust out the
old. But between 1890 and 1914 reform politics was reconstituted in a new
key and language.

The new politics was framed not only by the age's economic transfor
mations but also by what progressives everywhere, with nervous delicacy,
called the "labor question." The rise ofmass working-class organization was
a key feature of the times, and, like the new forms of capital, its reach was
international. From the American Knights of Labor organizers canvassing
for recruits in the English midlands in the 1880s to the British and Ameri
can fraternal delegates trading places at their respective annual labor union
gatherings to the work ofMarx's successors at the Second Socialist Interna
tional, there was no missing the sharply conscious international edge to
labor politics. The German and Swedish Social Democratic Parties, the
French and Belgian Parties Ouvriers, the English Social Democratic Fed
eration, the American Socialist Labor Party, and the Second International
itself were all founded between 1875 and 1889. A quarter of a century later,
socialist parties constituted a major political challenge everywhere in the
North Atlantic economy. In the United States, the socialists polled almost a
million votes in 1912. In France in the last election before the First World
War, one in six popular votes went to the socialists; in Germany, one in
three. Even the hinterlands were not immune. In Sweden the socialist share
of the popular vote went from near zero to 30 percent between 1900 and
1914; in Denmark it jumped from 14 percent to 29 percent. Only in Britain
and its Australasian outposts were the socialists marginalized from politics
before the First World War, and that was in no small part because Labour
Parties had preempted the potential political space. "It was the sudden
international emergence of mass labour and socialist movements in and
after the 1880s which seemed to place numerous governments and ruling
classes in essentially the same predicaments," Eric Hobsbawm writes with
some exaggeration. But the point was not lost on contemporaries.43

Beneath the growth of socialist and labor organizations lay a still more
widespread, less organized set of resentments, more worrisome in some
ways to middle-class progressives in their inchoateness and volatility.
Strikes and lockouts, bitterly and often violently fought on both sides, were
their most visible manifestation. From the 1880s forward these erupted on a
scale unknown before. The Knights of Labor's nationwide eight-hour-day
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strike of 1886 and the London dockworkers' and Ruhr miners' strikes of
1889 were harbingers of the massive disputes to come. Strike waves shook
France and the United States in the early 1890s; the United States, France,
and Germany between 1903 and 1906; and virtually all the industrialized
societies between 1910 and 1913.44 These, in turn, were fuel for labor union
recruiting. Union rolls in Germany between the early 1890s and the First
World War mushroomed from less than 300,000 to 2.5 million; in Britain,
from 1.6 to 4.1 million; in France from 140,000 to over a million; in the
United States from 400,000 (in 1897, when reliable estimates begin) to 2.6
million.45

In the face of these challenges, governments swung between military
repression and the "soft embrace" of social-political concession. Yearning as
they did for "social peace," it is not surprising that progressives swung with
much the same ambivalence. Institutions of labor-capital mediation cap
tured a good deal of progressive attention, from New Zealand-style com
pulsory arbitration to the personal intervention of a Roosevelt or Lloyd
George in labor disputes to the network of industrial courts, conciliation
bureaus, and legally mandated works committees elaborated slowly in post
1890 Germany. When mediation failed, however, progressive governments
(as those ofWilson, Lloyd George, and Clemenceau were all to show) could
respond as harshly as conservative ones.

It was within all these fields of force-the rapid intensification of market
relations, the swelling great city populations, and the rising working-class
resentments from below-that the new social politics took shape. The com
mon social landscapes of industrial capitalism helped to knit its national
strands together; so did deep, commonly shared anxieties. The internation
alization of capital and labor were its preconditions. But progressive politics
in the North Atlantic economy possessed its own international dynamics
and institutions, and in the reconfiguring of social politics on a trans
national frame, these were no less essential.

Within Europe itself, one of the most striking signs of the new transna
tional social politics was the phenomenon of legislation passed from one
nation to another, sometimes despite acute distrust and rivalry. An early
example was British-modeled factory legislation, which began to turn up in
France, Germany, and elsewhere in the 1870s. A generation later, borrow
ings of this sort formed a crazy quilt of transnational influences and appro
priations. Danish old-age pensions were imported (via New Zealand) to
Britain, British industrial liability codes to France, and French subsidarism
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to Denmark, Holland, and Scandinavia, even as more radical French pro
gressives turned to German-style compulsory state insurance. The noisiest
of these appropriations was the British National Insurance Act of 1911,
which was cheered on by Lloyd George less than three years before the war
as outstripping Germany at its own social-political game.

Beneath and enabling these events lay a web of less prominent connec
tions. One was the international conference of like-minded reformers,
whether expert or amateur. Accelerated by the Paris expositions, conference
organizing was one of the most striking products of the era. By the eve of
the First World War, there were regularly convening international confer
ences on labor legislation, the welfare and protection of children, social
insurance, unemployment, housing, garden cities and city planning, public
baths, prisons, and the public and private relief of poverty; there were also
regularly convening international conferences of factory inspectors, con
sumers' league organizers, city officials, trade unionists, and feminists. Each
of these sustained an ongoing administrative structure, and their big, verba
tim, published proceedings were essential to a well-equipped social library.46

Another conduit was the public or private inspection visit. England was
an early magnet. Since the middle of the nineteenth century, England's
freely operating agencies of working-class associationalism (labor unions,
cooperatives, and friendly societies) and its broadly institutionalized collec
tive bargaining-all anomalies in mid-nineteenth-century Europe-had
drawn the attention of continental reformers. German progressives, hoping
to deflect the German labor movement from revolutionary socialism, were
particularly eager visitors, coming themselves and sponsoring tours of Ger
man workingmen. Other Germans came to see, and be inspired by, the new
English garden cities, the municipal work of the London Progressives, or
the English settlement house movement.47

By the turn of the century, a countercurrent of curiosity about Ger
many was flowing as hard in the other direction, as British progressives
struggled to unravel the relationship between Germany's social policy and
its striking commercial success. British manufacturers, restless under the
regime of free trade, sent workers' commissions ("tariff trippers," their
detractors called them) to study labor and social conditions in protectionist
Germany. Others set out to investigate the social efficiency of German
cities, the work of the imperial labor statistics bureau and the social insur
ance system, or the techniques of German trade and technical education.48

Other lines of investigation spread farther afield. British agricultural re
formers studied Denmark, and Danish reformers Ireland. The investiga-
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tions of the Verein fur Sozialpolitik had a cosmopolitan reach; the Musee
Social sent investigators across the world.49

In every one of the industrializing countries, finally, there were influen
tial publicists with a keen interest in another nation's social policy. Eased
out of the New Zealand labor ministry in 1896, William Pember Reeves,
the principal architect of the New Zealand labor reforms of the 1890s,
ended up in London where, quickly absorbed into Fabian circles, he lec
tured widely on New Zealand social policy. German social-political net
works were stocked with admirers of English social policy, from Max
Hirsch, founder of the Hirsch-Duncker labor union movement on the lines
that had inspired him in England in the 1860s, to Hermann Schulze
Delitzsch, the English cooperatives' admirer and a key figure in the Ger
man credit cooperative movement, to Lujo Brentano, the leading labor
relations expert in the Verein fur Sozialpolitik. On the reformist edge of
German social democracy, Eduard Bernstein and Hugo Lindemann had
both been deeply drawn into the enthusiasms of the London Progressives in
the 1890s.50

A striking example of the cosmopolitan type was Britain's William
Dawson. Sent to Germany as an economic journalist in the 1880s, he had
found his way (as did many contemporary Americans) into Adolph Wag
ner's economics lectures in Berlin, where, with a convert's eagerness, he
caught the early stirrings of German social politics. His first two books on
Germany (on Lassalle and Bismarck, respectively) were embarrassingly ef
fusive; his attempt to found a British journal dedicated to German-style
"state socialism" failed in the early 1890s. But after these false starts,
Dawson found his groove in more straightforward reportage. Between 1891
and 1914 he authored nine more books on Germany, translating its social
political developments into closely written, admiring, and influential de
scription. Mter 1908 a new concern over the growth of "force worship" in
contemporary Germany sobered his tone, but no one in Britain knew its
social politics more intimately than he. When David Lloyd George needed
an expert on German social insurance, Dawson was recruited for the task;
he ended his career as principal clerk for the National Health Insurance
Commission for England.51

Within the shifting, eclectic social-political currents of the day, the
single-mindedness of Dawson's absorption with Germany was unusual. But
at a lesser intensity his type was critical to the emergent progressive politics.
Superimposed on the convergent economic and social forces of the age,
brokers of international social politics like Dawson added to the network of
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ideas, ambitions, and information that made the progressive political con
nections possible. With their libraries of borrowable, adaptable social
political models and projects, they helped create a new hunger for knowl
edge of foreign political experience. That hunger, in turn, made experts out
of amateurs like Dawson, and gave them sympathetic allies within the chan
ceries and publication outlets outside them. With these resources, they
helped construct the international patterns of admiration, appropriation,
rivalry, publicity, and exchange that left so distinct a mark on the new social
politics.

That cosmopolitan imprint hardly made politics across the nation
states the same. The convergent tendencies of social politics played them
selves out against deep structural differences in state organization and an
ever-present, potentially explosive, nationalism. The progressive intellec
tual accomplishment was more modest: by infusing the political imagina
tion with the convergent economic forces of the age, it drew politics across
the world of iron, for the moment, into a common frame.

Coming from so far, the Americans had no automatic access to the net
works and discussions taking shape in Europe. The distance that held them
at arms length was, as we have seen, both physical and cultural: the practical
difficulties of travel, and the oceanic dichotomies within their own minds
between New World politics and Old. Slowly, however, Americans began
to find their way across the barriers of both space and mind.

An early channel was through university study abroad. From a trickle in
the mid 1870s to a broad, institutionally established stream in the 1890s, a
generation of American students of economics and social science made
their way to Germany for graduate study. They passed the itineraries of
their Wanderjahre from hand to hand until these hardened into formula: a
semester in Johannes Conrad's economics seminar in Halle, a research
paper with the Verein fur Sozialpolitik's leading figure, Gustav Schmoller,
and, almost always, the lectures of Adolph Wagner in Berlin, where the
theoretical and ethical fallacies of classical economics were laid out with
passionate argument.

A more modest early node of contact was created within the Bureau of
Labor. Founded as a sop to the labor vote in 1885, the bureau soon emerged
as the key social investigative agency in Washington. Its first international
inquiries turned on the question of comparative standards of living, to
which it tended (as did parallel inquiries elsewhere) to give the answers that
home-country pride demanded. But the bureau's inquiries quickly broad-
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ened. In its Bulletin one can read closely written, detailed accounts of the
workings of Dutch poor relief; British agencies of labor conciliation;
French and German company welfare policies; British city-owned public
utilities; and pawnbroking, public baths, workmen's compensation legisla
tion, child labor legislation, and factory legislation across the nations of
Europe. In 1911, when the Germans recodified their social insurance legis
lation and the British enacted their National Insurance Act, the bureau
printed both documents in full. 52

Some of this work of translating and transcribing was murderously dull.
Before the end of the century, when parallel bureaus of labor statistics
began to be organized in Europe, the American desire for information
could be sated only by delivering the bureau's questionnaires personally to
as many foreign government officials, labor union secretaries, and employ
ers as would take the time to fill them out. W. F. Willoughby, the bureau's
senior agent abroad in 1900, yearned for nothing more deeply than to
shuffle the tediousness of this work off on his younger colleague and board
the next ship home. But careers and expertise were made in the experience.
Willoughby parlayed his painstakingly obtained information into the first
comprehensive American book on social insurance and the beginnings of a
university teaching career. John Graham Brooks, the first president of the
National Consumers' League, made his initial trip to Europe in the 1880s
to investigate German accident insurance for the Bureau of Labor. E. R. L.
Gould, founder of New York City's largest philanthropic housing company,
got his start with a bureau-sponsored investigation of European public and
philanthropic housing. Perhaps the most famous of the bureau's investiga
tors was Walter Weyl, cofounder of the New Republic, who began his career
as a social-political writer investigating the conditions of European railroad
employment. 53

An international link of a different kind ran through the social gospel
movement. In every corner of the North Atlantic economy, from the early
Fabian Society to the German Evangelical Social Congress to the well
placed sprinkling of Protestants in the Musee Social, progressive politics
was intricately entangled with social Protestantism. W. T. Stead, who made
his mark as a social evangelist and journalist on both sides of the Atlantic,
was a prominent figure in the Atlantic social gospel network. Another was
the Christian socialist W. D. P. Bliss, sponsor of the first American edition
of the Fabian Essays and Tolman's collaborator at the League for Social
Service. Ties between the American and German social gospel movements
were never as close as those between the United States and Britain, but
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when the University of Chicago's Charles Henderson set out to report on
the stirrings of German social Protestantism in the 1890s, the American
Journal ofSociology made space for his reports. 54

The settlement house movement was one of transatlantic social Protes
tantism's most striking productions. Here the innovators were English.
From the opening ofToynbee Hall in Whitechapel at the edge of London's
East End in 1884, Samuel Barnett's institution was a magnet for American
visitors. Jane Addams made visits in 1887, 1888, and 1889. Stanton Coit,
whose Neighborhood Guild in the Lower East Side beat Hull House by
three years as the first American settlement, had apprenticed as a Toynbee
Hall resident. Richard Ely and Margaret Dreier (cofounder of the English
modeled Women's Trade Union League) signed Toynbee Hall's visitors'
book in 1889; Gifford Pinchot, set his name down in 1890, one of forty-two
American visitors that year. Robert Woods (of Andover House, Boston),
Vida Scudder (of the College Settlement in New York), Charles Zueblin (of
the Northwestern University Settlement in Chicago), George Hodges (of
Kingsley House, Pittsburgh), and Cornelia Foster Bradford (of Whittier
House in Jersey City) all visited Toynbee Hall before setting out institu
tionally on their own.55

Inevitably, American and English settlement house developments di
verged. Rooted in a woman's college network unknown in England, the
American movement was much more quickly and deeply feminized than its
English model. Sharing neither the Oxford cultural pretensions ofToynbee
Hall (with its fine arts exhibits and reading rooms wreathed in pipe smoke)
nor its residents' easy, Oxbridge-greased access to government policy mak
ing, the American settlement houses were more alert to issues of family,
immigrants, and neighborhoods. But the social investigations that from the
outset kept the American settlements from becoming mere charity outposts
were a direct offshoot of the London original. And the American settle
ment house residents worked extremely hard to sustain the English connec
tion. Hull House, Greenwich House, and Lillian Wald's Henry Street Set
tlement all functioned as hostelries for an astonishingly broad list of
sojourning English progressives. Through Henry Street came, among oth
ers, Graham Wallas (the first man to take up residence there), Patrick
Geddes, Mary Macarthur and Margaret Bondfield of the Women's Trade
Union League, and the early Labour Party's Keir Hardie and Ramsay
MacDonald. At Hull House, an irresistible way station for reformers from
abroad, Jane Addams read Henrietta Barnett's letters aloud at dinner time.
In the Chicago stockyard district's University Settlement in the late 1920s,
Mary McDowell reserved a permanent place on her desk for Beatrice
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Webb's autobiography; at the Chicago Commons, Graham Taylor kept
Charles Booth's photograph in a prominent spot in the library.56

Sometimes the social Protestant connection yielded less expected re
sults. Robert A. Woods was a young student at Andover Seminary in the
late 1880s when William J. Tucker, an early social gospel teacher, picked
him out to work up the subject of "social economy." Dispatching him first
to New York City to investigate the relationship between socialism and
trade unionism, Tucker then sent him on to England in 1890, where he
settled into Toynbee Hall for a six-month stay. Barnett introduced him to
the leading social gospel figures and charity experts: Charles Booth; Charles
Loch of the Charity Organization Society; W. T. Stead, deep in plans for
land colonies for the London poor; and Andrew Mearns, author of The
Bitter Cry ofOutcast London. But the socialists soon interested Woods more
than the philanthropists, and the labor movement soon interested him most
of all. William Clarke pulled Woods into the discussions of the Fabian
Society, then only six years old, joined him on a tour of the northern
English factory towns, and helped nurse his growing interest in the new
industrial trade unionism. In London, Woods sought out the borough
workingmen's clubs and the infant socialist movement. Above all the "new
unionism" of unskilled London workers, still fresh from the great dock
workers' victory of 1889, inspired him. He thought the dockers' John Burns
"a splendid fellow"; Burns's collaborator, Tom Mann, was "one of the finest
figures in English life to-day." Woods's English Social Movements, summariz
ing these discoveries and enthusiasms in 1891, was one of the first descrip
tions of the "social democracy" stirring beneath the outward complaisance
of late-Victorian England.57

Woods's lessons at the Fabian Society's hands were to form a type, an
event that repetition made expected, even formulaic. Possessed of enor
mous skills of self-publicity, the Fabians formed something of a transatlan
tic network of their own. A striking number of them made the crossing
themselves in the 1890s. Sidney and Beatrice Webb traversed the United
States from New York to San Francisco in 1898, hunting up, among others,
Albert Shaw, E. R. L. Gould, John Graham Brooks (by now "an old ac
quaintance"), the Bureau of Labor's Carroll Wright, Theodore Roosevelt,
Woodrow Wilson (still at Princeton), and Jane Addams. In that same dec
ade, Graham Wallas, Ramsay MacDonald, William Clarke, Enid Stacy,
Percy Alden, Percival Chubb, and John W. Martin all made lecture trips to
the United States.58

The Webbs, stunned by the "infantile" character of American politics,
never repeated the event, but other Fabians forged lasting transatlantic
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connections. William Clarke became a close friend of Henry D. Lloyd and
a regular contributor to Edwin Mead's New England Magazine. Graham
Wallas kept in correspondence with a score of Americans and eventually
became a member of the New Republic's inner circle. A few prominent Fabi
ans emigrated to the United States and, together with W. D. P. Bliss, organ
ized a short-lived American Fabian League in New York in the mid-1890s.
A handful of American progressives joined the main London society itself,
among them Frances Willard of the Women's Christian Temperance
Union, the feminist Charlotte Perkins Gilman, William English Walling, a
key figure in the formation of the Women's Trade Union League and the
early National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and the
settlement house movement's Charles Zueblin. But membership was never
as important to the Fabians as simple attention. Working their American
connections hard, they soon made an afternoon tea and conversation with
the Webbs as fixed a goal for American progressives traveling in Europe as
the cathedral towns were for the aesthetes. 59

Yet another, gradually enlarging node of connection ran through the
international conferences. Americans had cut only a minor figure in the
French-dominated social economy conferences held in Paris in 1889 and
1900. Of the 1,639 members of the International Congress on Public Assis
tance and Private Charity in 1900, only 23 were Americans. At the Interna
tional Congress for Labor Legislation, which met that same exposition
summer, Willoughby of the Bureau of Labor and Harvard's John Cum
mings constituted the entire American presence. Over the next years, how
ever, the American presence grew. Ten Americans were reported as attend
ing the International Congress on Unemployment in Paris in 1910; 28
turned up in Vienna that same summer for the International Housing Con
gress. The International Social Insurance Congress would have held its
meeting in New York in 1915 (the first international gathering of its sort in
the United States) had the First World War not intervened.60

Journals of liberal and progressive opinion formed another channel of
social-political knowledge and exchange. European letters had long been a
familiar genre; it was a rare American with a yen for writing who could not
find an outlet for his or her travel impressions in the local newspaper.
Prominent political travelers like William Jennings Bryan set out with a
journalistic contract in their pocket, returning home to bundle up their
dispatches for book publication.61 Increasingly the genre of travel impres
sions was joined by specially commissioned investigative pieces. Albert
Shaw's Review of Reviews, an American offshoot of W. T. Stead's British
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journal of the same name, was an early, active conduit for news of European
social politics. The aptly titled World's Work was another. So were the social
gospel-linked Outlook (which recruited Mansfield House's Percy Alden and
the "new Liberal" Robert Donald to write its British news), the Chau
tauquan (which was running a series entitled "Social Progress in Europe" by
1904-1905), and the social-work journal, the Survey.

The muckraking press had its cosmopolitan curiosities. McClure's sent
Ray Stannard Baker to Germany to see what he could find in 1900. Its rival,
Everybody's Magazine, sent Charles E. Russell around the world in 1905 in
search of the most important examples of social advance. Under the title,
"Soldiers of the Common Good," Russell filed articles on the municipaliza
tion work of the London County Council ("plain, bold, unqualified social
ism," he reported approvingly), Swiss direct democracy, German state rail
roads, the Australian Labor Party, and most enthusiastically of all, the new
New Zealand ("this practical Utopia of the South Seas"). Some journals
made a specialty of interest in progressive currents abroad. Benjamin O.
Flower's radical Arena was filled with reports from what he called our "for
eign experiment stations abroad." The New Republic was launched with a
sense of political kinship with the British Nation and shared with it a great
number of common writers. 62

Although curiosity and optimism fueled most of this work, some of the
best of it flowed from defeat. Henry D. Lloyd and Frederic C. Howe, the
two most able and prolific of the cosmopolitan reform journalists, turned to
the task out of a sense of frustration and impasse at home. Lloyd had begun
his career as a Chicago editorial writer of conventional economic opinions
until the hard times of the 1870s jolted him out of accustomed tracks. He
wrote an angry book on labor relations in the Illinois coal fields, made a
national name for himself with an indictment of the monopoly practices of
Standard Oil, and plunged deeply into Populist and labor politics. By 1896,
however, shaken by the degeneration of Populism into mere free-silver
politics, Lloyd had had enough. "I am weary of shoveling filth," he wrote a
friend. "I think I have done my share ... I want to begin laying a few blocks
for a better social structure." He would be neither theorist nor muckraker
but collector-a "salad" maker (as he was soon to put it) of "all the good
ideas of Europe and Australasia." "The Utopias have been all written," he
wrote in describing his new political faith two years later:

What is especially wanted at this point of our development is a focusing
into view of all the different things that are being done of, by, and for the
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people in different parts of the world and in different provinces of effort. If
the American people could be roused to the point of naturalising all the
reforms that have been successfully instituted ... in town government,
national socialism, and in the voluntary field of co-operation, we should
have a very nearly ideal Utopia, right here and now.

It was in this mood that he set off to investigate constructive social politics
abroad: the cooperative movement in Britain and on the Continent, social
politics and compulsory arbitration in New Zealand, and direct democracy
in Switzerland, leaving behind a book on each by the time of his death in
1903.63

In similar fashion, Frederic C. Howe, who succeeded Lloyd as the
leading interpreter of progressive Europe to American audiences, came to
his calling when mayor Tom L. Johnson's reform coalition in Cleveland, in
which Howe had played a leading part, stumbled in 1909. Adrift, he too set
out to discover more successful stories elsewhere. Like Lloyd, Howe turned
the world into a kind of lending library of practical, tested reform notions.
"I had dreams of social democracy," he remembered long afterward. "What
we needed were facts. I would assemble the achievements of Germany,
England, Switzerland, and Denmark, and present them as a demonstration
of constructive democracy, of the kind of a society we might have if we but
saw the state as an agency of service."64

By the decade before the First World War, these gathering streams of
interest in European social politics were joined by especially commissioned
investigations. The National Civic Federation, entering into the heated
debate over American municipal streetcar politics in 1906, dispatched a
commission of fifteen experts to observe municipal ownership at work in
England and Scotland. During the American debate over industrial acci
dent legislation between 1910 and 1913, the American Federation of Labor,
the National Association of Manufacturers, and several state governments
all organized rival commissions to sort through the experience of Britain
and Germany for the lessons they might hold for the United States.
Spurred on by the municipal reform crusade, a team of investigators from
the Bureau of Municipal Research spent four to five months in Frankfurt
gleaning the secrets of efficient municipal administration in 1912. The next
summer at least four institutionally sponsored investigations in Europe
were under way: George Price's study of European factory inspection
methods for the New York garment trades' Joint Board of Sanitary Control;
Raymond Fosdick's investigation of European police methods for the
Rockefeller-financed Bureau of Social Hygiene; yet another investigation of
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European social insurance, this one by Katharine Coman for the Progres
sive Party's information service; and the inquiries of the mammoth, 120
some-person moving caravan of the American Commission on Agricultural
Cooperation and Rural Credit in Europe. Some of the American expedi
tions amounted to little more than publicly sponsored junkets. But Howe
and his friend Lincoln Steffens thought the endeavor important enough to
shepherd a party of eighty businessmen through Europe in 1911 on a visit
arranged by the Boston Chamber of Commerce.65

By the eve of the First World War, socially concerned Americans could
travel to Europe on one of several specially packaged tours. A City College
professor of sociology offered a summer study tour for social workers in
1911, including visits to the London settlement houses, the English garden
cities, Belgian cooperatives, and Paris child nurseries. The International
Civic Bureau's European municipal tour of 1912 boasted an arrangements
committee headed by Howe. The largest of the prewar sociological grand
tours, the Institute of Educational Travel's "Civic and Social Tour" of 1914,
planned an excursion of sixty-five days in Europe, guided by three econom
ics professors, the secretary of the City Club of New York, and the execu
tive secretary of the English Garden Cities and Town Planning Association.
The itinerary included a labor arbitration court and the Imperial Insurance
Office in Berlin; vocational schools in Munich; cooperatives in Copenhagen
and Brussels; municipal housing in Amsterdam, Liverpool, and VIm; the
Paris and Frankfurt social museums; model workers' housing at the Krupp
and Cadbury works; a Belgian reformatory colony for vagrants; an English
Salvation Army colony of the unemployed; the children's hospital in
Dusseldorf; public milk stations for mothers of infants in Paris, public baths
in London, and public pawnshops in Brussels, all interspersed with confer
ences on city planning, housing, syndicalism, trade unionism, and social
insurance. Tucked in amid this social earnestness were a handful of art
galleries and a morning at Shakespeare's Stratford-upon-Avon.66

We Americans are "Losing Our Scorn for 'Abroad,'" the editors of the
Nation wrote in summing up these trends in the summer of 1914. "Plainly,
we are moving away from the attitude that no Old World idea need apply
for employment here."67

Weave as it did the interests and experiences of American and European
progressives together, bind them as it did in a common understanding of
the forces at work on both sides of the Atlantic, this evolving web of con
nections could not erase two enduring peculiarities of the transatlantic pro-
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gressive relationship. The first was the asymmetry of the exchange. The
second was the mediating effects of travel.

That American progressives should have found themselves drawing so
much more heavily on the experience and ideas of their European counter
parts than Europeans did on theirs was no historical given. In the transat
lantic radical world of the 1880s, the biggest splash of all had been made by
the American radical economist Henry George. His influence on Aus
tralasian labor politics was formative; his five tours of Great Britain and
Ireland in the 1880s took the islands by storm. The Fabian Society was
jolted out of its initial gauzy spiritualism by George's lectures on land
monopoly. In the mid-1880s, as George and his labor allies seemed to be
closing in on electoral victory in New York City, even Marx's London circle
was sure that the initiative had passed to the Americans. Invited by the
German immigrant Socialist Labor Party in 1886 to spread the doctrines of
Marxian orthodoxy in the United States, Marx's son-in-law, Edward Avel
ing, came back instead to lecture London audiences on George's example of
a big-tent labor party. When Sidney Webb wrote in 1889 that "the present
English popular Socialist movement may be said to date entirely from the
circulation here ofProgress and Poverty," it was only a modest exaggeration.68

Radical and progressive Europeans continued to make American pil
grimages in the decades to come and to carry social political ideas and
innovations back home from the United States. Through the 1920s, the
Fabian Society's What to Read? tracts were stocked with American as well as
British titles.69 American progressive experiments in probation and juvenile
court justice, public parks and playgrounds, bureaus of labor statistics,
women's suffrage, and, above all, public primary education had a lasting
impact on European progressives. Politically, the promise of American
style democracy could still inspire, as the chanting crowds that mobbed
Woodrow Wilson's arrival in Europe in late 1918 so dramatically showed.

Lay this list alongside the list of initiatives moving in the other direc
tion, however, and there is no missing the stark trade imbalance on the
American side. From settlement houses to zoning ordinances, labor legisla
tion to farm cooperatives, city-owned transit systems to social insurance,
the list of social-political experiments drawn westward from the European
nations to the United States outstrips by severalfold the corresponding
movement in the opposite direction. The transatlantic progressive connec
tion was no one-way street, but in the period from 1870 to 1940 nothing
defined it for American participants more than its massive asymmetry.

One of the painful signs of this imbalance was a marked contraction of
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European progressive interest in American politics. Where American at
tention to British progressive politics was "coherent and continuous," Ken
neth Morgan writes of this period, the influences in the other direction
were "intermittent and partial at best."7o The Marxian disillusionment with
American politics is well known. The Webbs' came early. Both were driven
hard by theory.

Alfred Zimmern's seven-month pilgrimage in search of progressive
America in 1911 and 1912 was more telling and more poignant. Fresh from
studying civic republicanism in ancient Athens, Zimmern arrived in the
United States fired with ideals of civic political culture, both ancient and
modern. He worked hard to locate the centers of political vitality in the
New World. In New York he looked in at the United Charities Building,
hunted up the city's leading socialists, lunched with Theodore Roosevelt,
and attended a mass meeting of protest and remembrance for the 146 gar
ment workers who, locked in the Triangle Shirtwaist Company's loft, had
been killed in a factory fire. He observed an election and poked his head
into a Lower East Side public school where immigrant children saluting the
flag "really made me feel that America was a land of freedom." "The East
Side is in a way a terrible slum, but it is different from an English slum
because the people there are vigorous, hopeful, and happy," he wrote. After
a swing through the South, where he tried to hunt up W. E. B. Du Bois, he
made his way to Madison, Wisconsin. "The State has been practically gov
erned by the University," he wrote eagerly. "Broadly speaking ... the eco
nomics students here are lawmakers ... and every question is threshed out
in class before it is threshed out by the legislature." With]ohn Commons at
the university ("a sort of American Sidney Webb," Zimmern thought him)
and Charles McCarthy at the Legislative Reference Library in the state
house, a true science of politics seemed to have been put into effect.7!

"Lots of new ideas," Zimmern wrote his sister, "which may be applied
at home." But from there on, progressive America unraveled for him. The
more he talked with Americans, the thinner his confidence wore. The raw,
unmitigated capitalism of Chicago unnerved him. The U.S. Steel Corpora
tion's model city, Gary, Indiana, seemed to him a monstrous "fortress." Six
months after he began, he wrote home: "I have long ago given up looking at
America as the land of progress. The only question left in my mind is how
many years it's behind England. I think it's somewhere in the eighties and
not going our pace at that."72

By the time Zimmern picked it up, the metaphor of American behind
handedness was already a hardened trope among European progressives.
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Sometimes it was used as a general rhetoric of dismissal, as when E. R.
Pease of the Fabian Society concluded, on reading John Graham Brooks's
latest account of labor relations in the United States, that "in the things that
pertain to man as a social and intellectual being, America is decades, if not
centuries, behind us." Sometimes it was employed more precisely. Thus in
labor legislation the British Labourite J. R. Clynes put the United States
twenty years behind Britain in 1909; in trade union development, fifteen
years. Either way, it was hard for Americans to miss the sense abroad that
politically and socially the United States exhibited a case of arrested na
tional development. 73

The cumulative weight of judgments like these could not but reinforce
the Americans' sense of outsiderness, their place as junior partners in the
Atlantic exchange. To that sense of marginality, the second enduring factor
of the Atlantic progressive exchange added its weight. That was the physical
distance of the American participants from the new social-political net
work's centers. The Americans had been latecomers at the Paris exposition
in 1900, scrambling for place and information. It was inherent in the geog
raphy of their relationship that the Americans were repeatedly to encounter
European social politics, letters of introduction in hand, as if on a brief
surveying expedition into a distant land.

Coming from so far, the Americans rarely saw things in the building
stage. The word "finished" runs through their accounts like a thread. They
came in search of practical accomplishments, from a polity that often
seemed to them full of rag ends and unfinished business. The emphasis on
the built rather than the process of building often obscured the politics of
European social policy making. Few of the American progressives in Ger
many had a fully adequate sense of the terrific political tensions within
Wilhelmine Germany-or, later, within Weimar politics. They made an
idol of John Burns long after Burns had diminished to an old, played-out
volcano. The experience of coming to social-political Europe as foragers for
tested, usable devices led them to emphasize the advantages of the devices
they were keen to bring back, rather than the sorts of coalitions responsible
for putting them in place. It accentuated their tendency to think of politics
in terms of invention and rational design-a conception that set them up,
more than once, for cruel disappointment.

The fact that they came from so far, and were continually surprised
at what they found, likewise encouraged in the American social travel
ers' minds the sense of behindhandedness that was already so striking a
feature of European progressive assessments of the United States. Late-
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nineteenth-century American travelers in Europe, as we have seen, had
tended toward metaphors not of lag but of dichotomy. American students in
late-nineteenth-century Germany sketched the German nation as Janus
faced: both modern and reactionary. Henry Lloyd never quite settled the
balance between humility and hubris. "We have much to learn from
Europe," he wrote Frank Parsons in a patriotic moment, "but we are going
to reciprocate by teaching them more reform in some coming quarter of an
hour than they ever guessed in all their history."74

In seizing the metaphor of lag, however, a certain number ofAmericans
began to find, at last, a route past the polar types and exaggerations that had
dominated the language of Atlantic contrast. By the decade before the First
World War, the new terms had settled deep in the rhetoric and self
consciousness of many American progressives. "Shall we always ... 'stand
by the roadside and see the procession go by?'" Wisconsin's Charles
McCarthy wrote after his own first pilgrimage to progressive Europe.
"Shall we always hear the returning travelers' tales of the improvements
throughout the world with a provincial and smug spirit and be foolish
enough to believe that we can learn nothing, while right in our midst are
problems which have confronted every nation at some time in its history?"
The relationship of New and Old Worlds metamorphosed into a long-dis
tance race down the ways of progress. The United States was not worlds
apart in time or space from the leading nations of Europe. A laggard, "more
and more a camp follower among the great peoples of the earth" (as a writer
in Arena put it), it was simply behindJ5

Given the density of connections and influences joining social politics
throughout the North Atlantic economy, given the multiple faces of the
"social question" and the avenues of approach to it, the notion that the
world's polities might be imagined as a long line of runners, strung out, one
behind another, in a footrace toward progress, was every bit as strained and
artificial as the rival metaphors it supplanted. It was inherent in the rapidity
with which social-political devices and ambitions had begun to circulate
that the particular mix of ingredients was everywhere unstable. Rivals di
verged down separate lines of endeavor and leapfrogged past each other.

But the image of a race helped point progress in a clear direction and
gave American progressives an added sense of urgency. "The greatest na
tion on earth slowly crawls into the rear of the humanitarian procession,"
Charles Henderson charged in a comparison of American and European
methods in child welfare. Frederic Howe's Ohio ally Brand Whitlock ech
oed the formula: while the "new" Old World was learning democracy, "the
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old new world was and is paltering and hesitating over municipal problems
which Europe solved a generation ago." A delegate to the International
Association for Labor Legislation meeting in Zurich in 1912 admitted that
it had been "a little trying to the nerves of an American to see that the
United States is put in a category with rather backward countries." But the
sense of being emissaries from a backward land clarified the Americans'
task; theirs was to catch up with the "progressive" nations of the world, to
borrow, adapt, and bend the work of others to the circumstances of the
United States.76

The metaphor of laggards and leaders also helped to shield American
progressives from the charges of political utopianism their antagonists were
poised to hurl at them. It made their idealism hard-headed and practical.
"Many persons think that the progressive movement proposes to usher in
the millennium by legislation," Benjamin De Witt wrote in 1915. "Nothing
could be farther from the minds of the men and women who call themselves
progressive. What they propose to do is to bring the United States abreast
of Germany and other European countries in the matter of remediallegisla
tion." To catch up to the "civilized" nations of the world was a running
progressive theme. Seconding Theodore Roosevelt's nomination at the
Progressive Party convention of 1912, Jane Addams made the point official:
"The new party has become the American exponent of a world-wide move
ment toward juster social conditions, a movement which the United States,
lagging behind other great nations, has been unaccountably slow to embody
in political action." If the rhetoric left its users vulnerable to the accusation
that their schemes were un-American, unsuited to the special political gen
ius of the United States, it had its countervailing advantages. Cosmopolitan
American progressives took the gulf between Old World and New World
political cultures and labored to transform it into a lag in time, a gap to be
overcome.77

Strained as these refigurings of the Atlantic relationship were, they were not
wholly wrong. They were not wrong in their depiction of American society
as raw with antagonisms, desperately in need of new agencies of control and
coherence. Nor were they wrong in their insistence on the common eco
nomic and social forces beneath the societies the world markets were mak
ing, or the political possibilities of piggybacking on other nations' social
political experiences. Even the theme of lag, though in their frustration
American progressives sometimes exaggerated it, held a grain of truth. Pio
neering in political democracy, the Americans had let the economics of
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marketplace capitalism run their course, and now they found the attention
of their one-time European admirers elsewhere-on the social tasks of
democracy.

"We are no longer the sole guardians of the Ark of the Covenant,"
Walter Weyl opened his The New Democracy in 1912. "Europe does not
learn at our feet the facile lessons of democracy ... Foreign observers de
scribe our institutions with a galling lack of enthusiasm." He added: "To
day the tables are turned. America no longer teaches democracy to an
expectant world, but herself goes to school to Europe and Australia ... Our
students of political and industrial democracy repair to the antipodes, to
England, Belgium, France, to semi-feudal Germany ... Why has the tor
toise Europe outdistanced the hare?"78

That sentiment-that momentary emancipation from the "geocentric
ity" around them-was one of the American progressives' key achieve
ments. Nations that lag are nations that can connect. Underneath the na
tionalism of the age, the suspicion that the world might have passed the
Americans by was, in its own right, a heroic accomplishment. It shaped
American politics through the New Deal in far more ways than historians
have yet fathomed. Against the inward-turning counterforces, these nag
ging doubts about the self-sufficiency of American politics could hardly be
expected to win an easy victory. Even in the realm of the imagination, there
were no clear-cut triumphs. But over the oceanic distance between New
World and Old, American progressives began slowly to discern-where
kings and cathedrals had once dominated the imaginative landscape-mod
els and allies, reservoirs of potentially usable experience, the unexpected
outlines of a progressive Europe.
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Twilight of Laissez-Faire

Natural Acts and Social Desires

The first line of extended American contact with European social politics
was distinctly an affair of the mind. It ran not through parties or parlia
ments, through investigative commissions or Fabian Society contacts, but
through the seminars and lecture halls of late-nineteenth-century Ger
many. Its characteristic mark was a language of economic values: a quarrel
with the ethical core of the new world of iron that its partisans called a
quarrel with laissez-faire.

Like so many later threads of the Atlantic progressive connection, the
German university connection began modestly, even haphazardly. None
theless, between the mid-1870s, when the first Americans began to find
their way to Germany for postgraduate education in economics, and the
student migration's peak in the late 1890s, a generation of young progres
sive intellectuals found themselves endeavoring to work out their political
and economic commitments in a foreign tongue, in the shadow of an im
mensely broad and active state, and in a political culture steeped in quarrel
over the self-acting, self-regulating market. Coming home to build and staff
many of the key agencies of American progressive reform, they left the
marks of their German encounter across a broad spectrum of social-politi
cal endeavor.

The first institutional link to be built to the new social politics in
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Europe, the German university connection was, by the same token, the first
to be disavowed. Reentering a cauldron of academic and political contro
versy in the United States, the young, German-trained American progres
sive intellectuals of the 1870s and 1880s slowly learned the advantages of
selective memory. Ducking the smears of un-Americanism hurled their
way, they came to insist that their social politics was a pure, native product.
Their ideas came out of the prairies of Illinois and "the free air of the
Mississippi Valley," Richard T. Ely wrote for his generation-though, in his
case, the point was particularly disingenuous; they sprang from no foreign
source but directly from the traditions and economic realities of America
itself.! Whatever impulse there might have been for deeper reflection was
snuffed out by revulsion at Germany's precipitation of war in 1914. Their
volumes of closely penned student lecture notes-Schmoller on National
iikonomie, Treitschke on politics, Wagner on FinanzwissenschaJt, Gneist on
Prussian constitutional and administrative law-were left to sink slowly into
archival dust.2

But the German university connection had, in truth, lasting historical
consequences-not only for the sleepy American colleges that it trans
formed but also for transatlantic social politics itself. It knocked the provin
cial blinkers off a cadre ofyoung Americans and gave them a lasting sense of
participation in an international movement of intellectual and political re
form. It fired them with policy-making ambitions and new, borrowed mod
els of public influence. Above all, the German university connection formed
the context in which a generation of young progressive intellectuals were to
work their way past the most formidable intellectual obstacle to social poli
tics throughout the North Atlantic economy: the structure of ideas that
proclaimed the folly-still more, the unnaturalness-of the very effort.

"Laissez-faire" was the critics' name for that system of ideas. "English
economics" was the German phrase for it, with a nod to how profoundly its
prestige depended on Britain's rise to world economic domination in the
middle years of the nineteenth century. It did not mean, as it was often later
said, a state that served merely as an idle night watchman. Even at the high
tide of the laissez-faire economists' influence in 1850s and 1860s, the Brit
ish state had its hand in an extensive array of matters, not only military and
imperial but social and economic as well. Britain's legal limitations on the
work ofwomen and children, its mine and factory inspectorates, its sanitary
regulations, and its provisions for assistance to the poor were, for all their
glaring inadequacies, more extensively developed at the middle of the nine
teenth century than anywhere else in the North Atlantic economy. The
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maxim at the heart of classical economic liberalism-that the sphere of
individual liberty ran as far as, but no farther than, the point at which it
collided with someone else's liberty-was, in practice, capable of sustaining
a state watchman of considerable vigor. 3

But if historians bent on finding an era of perfect governmental quies
cence have failed to locate it, the age of laissez-faire was no mere retrospec
tive construction of its critics. Whatever else laissez-faire meant, it meant
devolving primary responsibility for economic well-being from politics to
markets, from considerations of state to myriad private desires. This was the
kernel of Adam Smith's argument that national wealth was more surely
promoted by private exchanges than by the inherently bungled operations
of the mercantilist state. This was why repeal of British protective duties on
grain in 1846, pitched as a battle between "free" and artificially adminis
tered trade, loomed so large in the symbolic history of laissez-faire. The
"classical" economists did a great deal more than simply shift the mantle of
prestige from public authority to private competition, from the state to the
self-interested labors of traders, manufacturers, and entrepreneurs. But
there can be no doubt that classical economics lent a special privilege to the
activities, and the sphere of action, of those who organized the competitive
markets in goods and labor.

The work of private ambition and desire was not simply more efficient
than the efforts of the state; more fundamental still was the insistence that
actions of private trade and bargaining were more "natural." Like the devo
lution of economic responsibilities from state to trader and entrepreneur,
the point was far-reaching. It facilitated a shift in the rhetoric of economics
from the language of policy to the language of scientific law. Still more, it
elevated the haggling, fractious competition of economic action into a
higher abstraction, the market, stripped it of its relationship to other social
activities, and reimagined it as a special realm of natural, autonomous, and
automatically self-regulating processes. Within the sphere of production
and trade, forces of equilibrium were continually at work; it was only from
"outside" that the self-acting forces of individual desire were at risk of
derangement.

The naturalness of private, self-interested economic action was a con
viction open to endless variation. One heard it in Adam Smith's case for a
"system of natural liberty." One heard it in William Pitt's concern in 1795
that state action could only "impede" and "derange" the processes by which
prices, wages, and trade "always find their own level." Ninety years later,
when John Graham Brooks pasted into his scrapbook a jibe at his social
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economy lectures, that it was "Nature," not the sentimental desires of la
borers or reformers, that "has got to be consulted first" in economic ques
tions, the point had lost none of its force. 4

None of the propagandists of laissez-faire took the nature-artifice dis
tinction to exclude every form of state or social regulation. John Stuart
Mill's assertion that he did "not know of any single practical rule [of politi
cal economy] that must be applicable in all cases" could equally well have
been made by Smith himself. The force of classical economics was more
subtle than its dogmas-those "simple tales, by aid of which an intelligent
governess might make clear to the children nestling around her where lies
economic truth," as Alfred Marshall would deride them. It drew up not so
much a rule as a circle of special privilege around the behaviors of the
market. Within was the realm of nature and "freedom of the trade"; outside
lay politics and society. External forces might regulate, intervene, or inter
fere, sometimes beneficially, more often simply to impede the production of
wealth. Either way, within the intellectual system of laissez-faire, the action
came as an intrusion into the special sphere of economic processes. Laissez
faire was not about absolutes but about the burden of proof, and it stacked
that burden massively against state economic action. Even John Stuart Mill,
for all his flexibility of mind, never abandoned the essential point: "Laisser-
jaire, in short, should be the general practice: every departure from it,
unless required by some great good, is a certain evil."s

Had the principle of the self-acting economy rested on its logic alone, it
would have been formidable enough. It was buttressed, however, by an
ethos of the freely acting self, whose force ran deep in the moral culture of
the nineteenth-century bourgeoisie. If the freely chosen act was the moral
act, then the realm of "free" trade and exchange held more than economic
utility; it was the realm of moral growth. The point moralized the hard,
sometimes fatalistic lessons of classical economics and wrapped its suspicion
of the state in an ethical embrace. It set self-help and self-reliance on one
side of the moral scale; the smothering "tutelage" and infantilizing "leading
strings" of the "intervening" state on the other. Economic "paternalism"
did not merely bungle its practical tasks; it inhibited the moral growth of
those whose hands it held. Collective political action and individual moral
action tended toward a zero-sum pair. The worth of private market actions
was elevated from economic law to social ethos.

All this that the term "laissez-faire" bundled together-a wide-ranging
suspicion of the clumsiness of state action, a subtle denaturalization of eco
nomic actors other than the private self, and an intellectual reconstitution
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of the jostling, cry-filled, early-modern marketplace from an arena of suspi
cion to an arena of self-equilibrating, moral freedom-constituted an intel
lectual system of no mean force and consequence. Buoyed by the miracle of
British economic growth, it spread as far as British goods and prestige
would carry it.

As a cultural outpost of Britain, the United States received the new eco
nomic lessons early and forcefully. Across the mid-nineteenth-century At
lantic, from cultural metropolis to cultural province, packaged in textbook,
didactic story, sermon, syllogism, and political maxim, whole libraries of
simplified summations of British economic science moved. No more than
their British counterparts did nineteenth-century Americans swallow whole
the practical corollaries of laissez-faire. With the great British revolution in
trade policy, nineteenth-century American Congresses refused to fall into
step. From 1816 onward the protective tariff was a fixture of American
trade policy and a point of firm (though fiercely contested) conviction for
the manufacturers whose markets it sheltered. In the first half of the cen
tury, when investment capital in the United States was scarce, state funds
and credit guarantees underwrote a great deal of early investment in canals
and railroads. Nineteenth-century American economics was an economics
of underdevelopment. There was rarely a moment when entrepreneurs did
not look, with an eager eye, on the state as a promotional partner.6

Popular understandings of political economy were still more compli
cated. Even at the height of the classical economists' transatlantic prestige,
the economic presence of the state in American state and local statute
books, as William Novak has recently reemphasized, never disappeared.
The mid-nineteenth-century law record is filled with nuisance laws, trade
licensing statutes, fire regulations, measures to protect against commercial
fraud and extortion, measures to regulate noxious trades, and measures to
promote public morals. Some of this economic legislation was old, rem
nants of the broad economic and licensing powers of the well-governed
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century state before the classical economists'
dismantling project had gotten under way. Other parts were new, like the
slowly thickening corpus of state and municipal public health legislation.
Many of these measures carried tangible costs for property owners; others
functioned primarily as symbolic legislation, fitfully enforced, if indeed they
were written so as to be effectively enforced at all. Like legislation every
where in the North Atlantic economy, American legislation swung fitfully
back and forth between general welfare considerations and the new, self-
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limiting ideology of the "naturally" working market. The clearest test of the
power of the laissez-faire ethos lay not in the statute-book exceptions but
in the realm of conviction-in the rendering of public economic action as
an "intervention" in the realm of "natural" economic law and economic
"freedom."7

To these convictions, the peculiar organization of nineteenth-century
American intellectual life lent important reinforcement. Nowhere else in
the North Atlantic economy did the denominational college hold so large a
sway, with its governing boards of clergymen and business donors, its peda
gogical reliance on quizzes, recitations, and the laborious cramming of text
book material, and its philosophical commitment to the comprehensive
logic of knowledge, spiraling up to the college president's own capstone
course in moral philosophy.

One consequence was a structural commitment to the simplified and
the out of date. At Harvard and Columbia, where Edmund]ames and Rich
ard Ely learned economics in the mid-1870s, the subject was still taught
from Millicent Fawcett's Political Economy for Beginners, intended (as she
herself wrote) for "boys' and girls' schools." Within the American econom
ics professoriate of the early 1870s, one could find clergymen, editors,
moral philosophers, and men of affairs, but, except for Yale's Francis A.
Walker, hardly one whose scholarly contribution had gone significantly
beyond textbook repackaging of British economic authority. Beyond the
colleges, where debate was wider, a journalist-entrepreneur like Henry C.
Carey could try to work tariff protectionism into a more comprehensive
social economics. But the collegiate system gave Carey no students and no
institutional base.8

It was for all these reasons that, even in a nation that set aside free trade
as an English luxury, that lavished subsidies on railroads and war veterans,
that carved out scores of crucial exceptions from the rule of laissez-faire, the
creed itself took hold in the middle years of the nineteenth century and
flourished. Albert Shaw, who knew something of practical as well as univer
sity economics in the 1880s, was certain that "the so-called English political
economy [had] no such doctrinaire devotees in the mother country as in
America" and no such syllogism-wracked literature. Francis Walker's judg
ment is the most memorable: "While Laissez-Faire was asserted, in great
breadth, in England," none of the English economists held it "with such
strictness as was given to it in the United States. Here it was not made the
test of economic orthodoxy, merely. It was used to decide whether a man
were an economist at a11."9
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The same economic doctrines moved into continental Europe in the
same era. In France, their embrace was swift and enthusiastic; conservatives,
social Catholics, and a small cluster of maverick "social economists" har
bored their doubts, but in the intellectual academy and the mainstream
reviews, the "optimistic" school, as Charles Gide was to call it, swept eco
nomic thinking before it. 10 In Germany, where resistance was considerably
stiffer, Adam Smith's ideas could be heard in the universities as early as the
1790s. The great liberalizing reforms of the early-nineteenth-century Prus
sian state bureaucracy-dismantlement of the guilds' monopolies on trade
and dissolution of the peasants' ties to the land-drew authority from the
British example. But it was in the years between 1848 and 1866, in what
James Sheehan calls "the great age of free trade and freedom of enterprise"
in Germany, that the precepts of British political economy penetrated most
deeply-into the liberal parties, the universities, and elements of the state
bureaucracy. All this went hand in hand with an intense interest in the
English institutions of voluntary self-help and bourgeois habit formation:
friendly societies, workingmen's associations, and cooperative enterprises.
Even the young Gustav Schmoller, who was to spearhead the attack on
English economics in the 1870s, was still certain of the imported orthodox
ies in 1864. "Self-help and self-responsibility," he professed in his first
published contribution to the "labor question," "are the only cures for our
time."l!

But precisely because laissez-faire came to the German states over more
sharply contrasting policy traditions than elsewhere in Europe or North
America, the reaction against it was strongest and swiftest there. As early as
1840, Friedrich List had tried to demonstrate that British-style free trade
could only widen the gap between advanced nations and developing nations
like Germany, or the United States, where List had spent eight years in
exile. Elaborated on over the next generation, List's attempt to unmask the
economic interests veiled behind the English economists' doctrine of natu
rallaw formed a rallying point for German opposition. Laissez-faire was no
natural, universal science, it was objected. It was the ideology of British
export manufacturers: "Manchester economics," a cotton spinners' creed.

The revolt of the younger German economists was tangled from the
beginning in a yearning for a distinctive German course through the up
heavals of industrial capitalism. By 1872, Manchestertum's critics had formed
a rival economic organization of their own, the Verein fur Sozialpolitik,
stocked with younger economics professors and pledged to combat the
"tyranny" of the English economic doctrines. "We are convinced that the
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unchecked reign of partially antagonistic and unequal individual interests
cannot guarantee the common welfare," the Verein's founding call read.
State intervention was not an emergency makeshift, not a necessary evil, but
"fulfillment of one of the highest tasks of our time and nation."12

The insurgent economists did not carry everything before them. They
had barely been organized before they were smeared with a polemical nick
name: Kathedersozialisten, "professorial socialists." By 1874, the rising star
among Prussian historians, Heinrich von Treitschke, had added his pecu
liarly strident voice to the attack, charging Manchestertum's critics with
piping the tune for the revolutionary socialism of the masses. In Berlin the
next year, young Henry Farnam's eye was caught by a bookstore window
display that laid out Treitschke's attack, "Socialism and Its Patrons," side by
side with Schmoller's response. From the moment the first American eco
nomics students set foot in Germany in the mid-1870s, even before the
official break with the era of free trade in 1878 to 1881-when Bismarck
turned to protectionism, outlawed the socialists, cleared the British-leaning
officials out of the bureaucracy, and set his course toward the state social
insurance legislation of the 1880s-economic discussion in Germany was
roiled as no other in Europe in furious debate, with laissez-faire at its
polemical center. 13

The 1870s were, indeed, a decade of doubts and strain among econo
mists throughout the North Atlantic economy. In France in the late 1870s,
the institutionalization of economics as a regular part of university law
faculties unexpectedly brought onto the scene a corps of young, legally
trained economists, far less indebted than their journalist predecessors to
the laissez-faire orthodoxies. Most of the French-language publicists of the
new school, with their ear cocked toward Germany, were institutionally still
on the margins. Emile de Laveleye taught at Liege in the 1870s and Gide at
provincial Montpellier, but even the Paris law faculty included a prominent
and controversial economic interventioniste by the decade's end. 14

In Britain, a quieter retreat from the certainties of classical economics
had begun still earlier. Without the institutional reconfiguration that took
place in 1870s France or the sense of social crisis so vivid in 1870s Germany,
British economic revisionism had little of the polemical ferocity of its conti
nental cousins. Still, no acute reader of the intellectual signs of the times,
from]. E. Cairnes's and Stanley]evons's first published dissents of the early
1870s through Arnold Toynbee's ethically charged lectures on the indus
trial revolution in 1881-82, could miss the fact that classical economics was
awash in considerable doubt in its native land. The evolving editions of
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John Stuart Mill's Principles of Political Economy, with their accumulating
qualifications, told the same story. IS

In this context of international disenchantment, the rigidities of text
book economics in the United States could hardly have been long sustained.
There, too, the economic reverses and violent labor disputes of the 1870s
pressed hard on the certainties of classical economics. Through the Nation's
intermittent jibes at the Kathedersozialisten, through the pages of the British
reviews, or the revisionism of their own Francis Walker, American econom
ics students in the 1870s could not but sense reverberations of the intellec
tual turmoil across the Atlantic. 16 The strains of industrial capitalism's head
long development in America were not to be denied. In the twilight of
laissez-faire, they could not have remained at high noon.

As it was, however, the transition in economic ideas ran through chan
nels as international as late-nineteenth-century economic life itself. First
made in the outwash of British political economy, nineteenth-century
American economics was remade via a sharp German detour. From a cul
ture saturated with simplified redactions of the laissez-faire creed, a genera
tion of American students found themselves unexpectedly shunted into the
nation where, above all others in Europe, classical economics lay most
heavily under siege. From a polity distinctly weak in state administrative
structures and controls, they found themselves spectators of the most wide
reaching state culture in Europe. In its contrasts and initial disorientations,
in the sensation it provoked of stepping suddenly out of the political-intel
lectual backwaters into a modern city of the mind, the experience set the
mold for the social-political travelers who would follow. To be transported
suddenly out of the "neat, clean syllogisms" of American textbook econom
ics into a sea of controversies was at once exhilarating and troubling. 17 The
encounter could not but set off a messy eruption of heterodox ideas, neither
German nor native, but born out of the meeting of the two.

No one consciously designed the German university connection in eco
nomics or, still less, anticipated its importance. Several of those who were to
exert the widest influence on American economics landed in Germany with
other subjects altogether on their mind. Richard T. Ely intended to follow a
course of philosophical study when he arrived in Halle in 1877. Only on
discovering that his chosen philosopher had retired was he steered by an
other young American in Halle, Simon Patten, into Johannes Conrad's
economics seminar. Patten, for that matter, had also arrived with philo
sophical ambitions before being pulled into Conrad's circle by yet another
young American in Halle, Edmund J. James. I8
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Even at the height of the connection, the German universities never
monopolized American study abroad. In the 1890s Charles Beard made his
way to Oxford to be swept up in that university's distinctive brand of Chris
tian social economics. Others sought out, after 1895, the new, Fabian
founded London School of Economics; Edith Abbott, arriving just in time
to hear the Webbs begin their campaign to "break up" the English poor law,
was among them. Still others found their way to the Sorbonne or the Ecole
libre des sciences politiques in Paris. 19 But the German universities pos
sessed powerful structural attractions. Unlike the warren of closed, gentry
dominated, and expensive colleges that made up Oxford and Cambridge,
the German universities were open, public institutions. Unlike the French
universities, absorbed in the professional production of lawyers, physicians,
and lycee instructors, the intellectual reach of the German universities was as
broad as nineteenth-century scholarship itself. So cheap were their fees that
in 1889 it was estimated that the cost of a year in Germany, transatlantic
travel included, was fully a third less than a year's study at Cornell, Harvard,
orJohns Hopkins. In philosophy, history, philology, and theology the inter
national fame of German scholarship had attracted American students since
the early years of the century. Into these preexisting tracks and advantages
the first American economics students fell in the 1870s.20

Once established, the alumni of the German connection worked hard
to sustain the system they knew. From the University of Pennsylvania's
Wharton School of Finance and Economy, EdmundJ.James sent a stream
of graduate students back to Conrad's seminar in Halle where, by the early
1890s, ten to fifteen Americans were regularly to be found. James helped fill
the Wharton School faculty with German-trained economists: Simon Pat
ten, Roland P. Falkner, Samuel M. Lindsay, Leo S. Rowe, Henry R. Seager,
Emory R.Johnson, and Joseph F.Johnson. Columbia was another center of
German-trained economists, and it, too, regularly sent graduate students to
Germany to cap their economics studies.21

American students in late-nineteenth-century Germany quickly con
structed subcultures of their own for the exchange of aid and advice. Sent to
Halle by James and Patten in 1891, Samuel McCune Lindsay, timid and
uncertain about his plans, found lodging with EmoryJohnson, who had just
arrived from Ely's seminar at Johns Hopkins. Another Johns Hopkins stu
dent, Henry Seager, nursed Lindsay through his first illness and urged him
on toward the University ofVienna. When Lindsay undertook an extended
study tour through Italy he traveled with Leo Rowe, a Wharton student like
himself. In Berlin where, sooner or later, the vast majority ended up, Mary
Kingsbury in 1895 and 1896 found herself in the middle of a circle of
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American students that included Walter Weyl (who would be one of the
cofounders of the New Republic), Emily Greene Balch (later a professor of
economics at Wellesley and a prominent figure in the international
women's networks), Robert A. Woods (now of the South End Settlement in
Boston), and Franklin H. Dixon (soon to become a Dartmouth professor
and expert on railway legislation).22

Women like Balch and Kingsbury were rare in the German university
connection. Not until 1890 were women admitted, even as auditors, into
the Prussian universities. Before then the handful of American women who
sought out a German postgraduate education struggled to make special
arrangements in the more open universities of southern Germany or, like
Florence Kelley or M. Carey Thomas, gave up Germany for Zurich, where
a woman could earn a degree. Years after the fact Alice Hamilton still
remembered the ordeal her sister underwent at the University ofMunich in
the mid-1890s. Unable to agree on how properly to segregate her, the
faculty finally landed on the expedient of seating her at the lecturer's right
hand, where she faced, with intense, daily embarrassment, a sea of male
German faces. Alice Hamilton herself remembered being run into the gut
ters by male German students, marching, arms linked, down the sidewalk.
The main international contacts for progressive women were to run
through channels farther from Germany: the Toynbee Hall connection, the
international women's suffrage movement, or the broad network of inter
national women's conferences.23

If the German university connection was a largely male experience, for
those young men interested in social questions in the late nineteenth cen
tury, Germany was an intellectual mecca and a key station on an increas
ingly well-traveled career path. By the end of the 1890s the numbers of
Americans in German economics courses had begun to diminish as the cost
of a German education rose against the cost of study at the new American
graduate schools, as the German universities grew more crowded and more
nationalistic, and as the German revolt in economics grew less novel. But
not before a major transfer of ambitions and ideas had been accomplished.
Of the initial 6 officers of the American Economic Association in 1885, 5
had studied in Germany; of its first 26 presidents, at least 20 had done so. In
1906, when Yale's Henry Farnam polled what he took to be the 116 leading
economists and sociologists in the United States and Canada, 59 had spent
a student year or more in Germany.24

The backgrounds of the Americans were predictable-northern-state
Protestants were the modal type, many of them sliding into academic ca-
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reers after false starts toward the ministry-but not so uniform as to pre
clude a wide range of reactions to their years of study. Germany itself,
shifting under the American students' feet, was hardly the same from the
beginning of the student migration to the end. But despite the diversity and
change, certain patterns endured.

The most personal reaction was a sense of release: "a certain joyous
expansion," as Ely remembered it. The phrase reappears over and again in
the surviving memoirs-an unexpected note for a society historians have
characterized as among the stiffest in late-nineteenth-century Europe. The
rigidities of German Biirgertum were not lost on the Americans. The rituals
of university enrollment seemed a ridiculous exercise in bureaucratic for
mality. To M. Carey Thomas, Germany was a strange culture of too little
soap, exaggerated manners, and ludicrous emperor worship. But despite the
soldiers, the bureaucrats, the boorish maleness of the students, and the
Verbotens, Germany was liberating nonetheless. 25

In part the sense of liberation came-as it would to progressive travel
ers long afterward-from leaving the familiar behind. W. E. B. Du Bois,
who fell in love across the racial bar, felt particularly profoundly the release
from "those iron bands that bound me at home." Others felt the fetters of
culture slip in different ways. The letters Samuel McCune Lindsay and his
parents exchanged boil over with controversy over the beer hall question,
Lindsay's increasing readiness to spend money on concert and theater tick
ets, and, above all, his announcement that his family's teetotalism was not
worth the price of social isolation. Mother, father, and sister were dis
patched across the Atlantic to chaperon him through the moral tempta
tions of Europe. He, in turn, struggled to convert them to a less "narrow"
form of family life, less constrained by the dogmas of the Sunday School
Times. 26

If escape from piety and prejudice figured prominently in incidents like
these, there was a deeper, more political aspect to the Americans' sense of
release: a quality they began to call "sociability." Like parched souls, Ameri
can students in late-nineteenth-century Germany sought out the public
leisure of the German bourgeoisie: the concert halls and outdoor musicals,
the parks, the strange and alluring atmosphere of the open-air beer gardens.
"They are a social animal truly and far more so than the Americans," Lin
coln Steffens wrote. Others, pasting their scrapbooks full of concert tickets,
tacitly echoed the conclusion. It was not simply the Germans' capacity for
enjoyment but the publicness and sociality of their leisure, in comparison
with the more private patterns the Americans knew, that astonished.27
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Indeed, the "social idea" struck the American students at every turn.
Like their surprise at a culture of public enjoyment, this, too, would become
a recurrent trope among American progressive travelers in Europe. In Ger
many the thread of the social seemed to ascend unbroken from the open-air
concerts through the university lecture halls up to the very state itself. Even
philosophy concentrators wrote with a sense of nervous, excited discovery
about a wholly new class of social problems that pressed on their conscious
ness in Germany. Germany taught Americans "a more serious conception
of the interlacing interests of Society," Garrett Droppers remembered long
afterward.28

Some of this sociological instruction was the work of the Social Demo
crats. None of the late-nineteenth-century American students had seen a
broad-based working-class socialist movement before; in one way or an
other, many them endeavored to take its measure. Henry C. Adams, who
reached Berlin in the fall of 1878, just as debate over an official ban on
socialist political activity was cresting, read as much of the socialists' litera
ture as he could acquire, locking the pamphlets in his trunk lest the maid
servant report his purchases to the police. Mary Kingsbury not only read
Kant and frequented the opera but also sought out Liebknecht's oratory; at
the end of her stay she and Emily Balch set off for London to observe the
International Socialist Trade Union Congress and hear Jean Jaures, Sidney
and Beatrice Webb, and Keir Hardie speak. Where the line against Social
Democratic Party adherents was rigidly enforced in university appoint
ments, however, the German professors were perforce not Social Demo
crats, and neither were their American students. With the relaxation of the
antisocialist laws, Johannes Conrad sent Samuel Lindsay to observe a Social
Democratic Party convention, but he took care to assure himself that Lind
say not been intellectually infected. Du Bois moved around the edges of the
German socialist movement, but it was the Verein fur Sozialpolitik he
joined, not the Social Democratic Party. Only Florence Kelley, who found
herself in a circle of emigre Russian and German radicals in Zurich, actually
threw in her lot with working-class socialism.29

Far more important to American students than the Social Democrats
were the social ambitions of the late-nineteenth-century German state.
"German logic, which never stops until the very last consequences are
drawn," Du Bois concluded in the 1890s, "has ... gone from political to
social unity-from the idea of the State as the great military guardian of the
physical boundaries, to the idea of the State as the guardian and leader of
the social and industrial interests of the people." It was not working-class
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pressure that had reshaped state policy, he thought, but the reverse: the
German workers were socialist "because the German professors have
preached socialism, German popular leaders have deified it, and the Ger
man state has practiced it, until all German reform movements take on a
more or less socialistic form." The careful distinctions the American stu
dents brought with them between state and society, between spheres of
public and private action, blurred. As for the animus against state interven
tion to which Americans were accustomed, the German polity seemed to
have no trace of it at all. The state seemed to pervade everything, without
regard to the lines defended, like so many crucial barricades, at home. One
saw it in the new state railroads and state insurance schemes, the soldiers in
the streets, the clean, publicly swept city streets, the bureaucrats and regula
tions, and the policeman seated in full, conspicuous view at every labor
union gathering and political meeting to ward off insult to the emperor.30

Finally, there were the professors. Their polemics against English eco
nomics eventually wore thin on the Americans' ears. But being public ser
vants themselves, engaged in the construction of an economics with the
"social" and the state explicitly brought back in, the professors cut a power
ful figure in late-nineteenth-century Germany. Emancipated from the rou
tines of American college pedagogy, they seemed to the Americans to be
endowed with astonishing public authority. They lectured not only to uni
versity degree candidates. Their special weekly lectures, open to all, where
they gave their views on public questions of the day, were highly visible
public events, especially in Berlin. The leading German professors served in
the upper houses of the state diets, where the universities had special repre
sentation. Their seminars, way stations to higher government service, were
heavily salted with lawyers and state officials. They managed their own
(often contentious) journals, pursued research, wrangled publicly over pub
lic issues, grasped hard for political influence, and stocked the government
bureaus with loyal students. American college professors, with their easy
access to editorial columns and reviews, had not been without authority of
their own, but to students fresh from the narrow pieties of the late-nine
teenth-century American colleges, the German professors' public status
seemed astonishingly firm and deep.31

The Americans burnished the contrast in academic cultures, on their part,
through the teachers they sought out. Lujo Brentano, the most English of
the central figures in the Verein fur Sozialpolitik, attracted few American
economics students. Max Weber, despite a good deal of crossover into the
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sister social sciences, attracted none at all; institutionally insecure and pre
occupied with different questions than the furor over laissez-faire, he cut no
recognizable figure whatever in their consciousness. In the Germany within
Germany that the American students made for themselves, the central
figures were the men of Berlin who, between them, fanned the quarrel with
laissez-faire most publicly: Adolph Wagner and, after 1882, Gustav
Schmoller. The one was a theorist full of ethical furor, the other a man of
history and piecemeal reform. In their contrasting ways, however, each
preached an economics in which the state was inextricably implicit: a social
instrument no less natural, or dispensable, or external to economic life, or
inherently prone to derange and bungle than the market itself. In Farnam's
poll, no other German teachers came close in remembered influence. 32

The one who cut the broadest swath, personally and intellectually, was
Wagner. Though marginalized by historians, who have consigned him to
that politically and conceptually disquieting space where right and left can
no longer easily be distinguished, his figure loomed for the Americans
largest of all. "One of the great economists of his age," Ely would still
remark of him in the 1930s. Wagner's stormy intellectual life bore witness
to the transformative social force of capital in 1860s and 1870s Germany.
He had begun his academic career at the Handelsakademie in Vienna
where, as he remembered it, twin columns to Columbus and Adam Smith
had presided over the institution and the spirit of its instruction. Wagner's
own teaching followed the mold. In his first encounter with working-class
socialism in a public meeting in Freiburg in 1869, he took the offensive by
introducing a set of preemptive resolutions endorsing self-help, the sanctity
of private property, and the principle of the limited state. 33

From this beginning, however, he found he could not let the socialists'
critique go. Moving to Berlin in 1870, into a city swelling with new wealth
and real estate speculators, exacerbated his discontent. "One thing is unmis
takable," he wrote his brother within a month: "everything turns on a
reform of the idea of property." By the fall of 1872 he was lecturing to four
hundred students a week on the labor question, going "pretty broadly,
criticizing the basic juridical principles of our economic order: personal
freedom, private property." "Read some Marx, Lassalle, even Bebel," he
urged his brother. Whatever else the socialists had done, they had "com
pletely broken up the fog of pink-tinted optimism, with which the domi
nant British school in economics had for so long shrouded every evil."34

By 1873 Wagner was certain that 95 percent of social democratic the
ory was correct; but rather than be a Social Democrat, he emerged from his
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intense reckoning with Marx a peculiar kind ofTory socialist. His "Address
on the Social Question," given in 1871, was an impassioned plea for the
voluntary restriction of egoism and self-interest on the part of the rich. The
ethical, prophetic element remained a dominant note in Wagner's teaching;
it reminded English observers of Ruskin in a "gruffer, harsher tone." Gar
rett Droppers, who arrived in Berlin from Harvard in 1888, remembered
being struck with the "thinness" of American economic teaching in com
parison to what Wagner offered. "German teaching inspires more fervor
gives one somewhat a spiritual sense of the true destiny of man." In Berlin,
Droppers had found economics "more saturated with the spirit of social
helpfulness, a higher sense of the dignity and functions of the State, an
enthusiasm for the welfare of society. It was to me a new experience and I
have never forgotten or lost it."35

What distinguished Wagner as an economist, however, was not simply
his scorn for self-interest as the mainspring of economics, nor his rage at the
myth of the natural harmonies of free competition, nor even his contention,
rare among the Kathedersozialisten, that the legal privileges of property had
to be rethought, down to their social core. It was the extent to which
Wagner looked to state absorption of economic activity as the key to the
remoralization of economic life. By the 1880s he was urging the extension
of state enterprise into railroads, canals, banking, insurance, utilities, min
ing, and housing. To drive the land speculators out of the cities, he urged
the public assumption of all urban land titles. To counter capitalism's ten
dency to grind wages to subsistence minima, he urged a legal limit on
profits and an openly redistributive tax policy. "State socialism," he was
calling it by the 1880s. Its goal, without the "craziness" and "criminality" of
revolutionary socialism, was to lead the economy "more and more out of
private into public organizational forms."36

To the textbook notion that the German reaction to classical econom
ics was dominated by historical methods, Wagner's career is an important
corrective. Like Marx and David Ricardo, from whom he drew so freely,
Wagner taught economics as a science. Ultimately it gelled into an eco
nomic law that bore his name. A precise inversion of classical economists'
project of state dismantlement, it held that the advance of civilization meant
an automatic, ever widening range of state control and enterprise.

Had Wagner succeeded, as he dearly wished to, in catching the em
peror's private ear, he might have made a career as a court economist.
Failing that, he plunged into agitational politics. From the Verein fur So
zialpolitik, whose caution soon disgusted him, he veered first into the
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Christian-Social Workers' Party, Adolf Stoecker's effort to mobilize a mass
political movement on prochurch, proemperor, anticapitalist, and anti
Semitic foundations. In the brief springtime of the "social monarchy" after
1890, he played a leading role in organizing the Evangelical Social Con
gress. Though Wagner ended up in the Junkers' Conservative Party, he was
never a Junker primitivist. He dismissed Bismarck's antisocialist legislation
as "pitiable," and he defended workers' claims to a far higher share of the
national income. In the 1890s he barely escaped unseating after bringing
the case for miners' bargaining rights into the Ruhr, where the coal masters
would have none of it. His blend of ethical seriousness and demagoguery,
his hatred of the plutocracy and insistence on the "social" idea, defy easy
pigeonholing. But a version of market-substituting, income-redistributing
social politics could not be missed in his teaching. He was the model of the
professor immersed in agitational politics: the economist as secular
preacher of the coming "social" age. 37

Gustav Schmoller was, in contrast, a man of exquisitely judicious bear
ing. His dissent from the economics of "individual egoism," no less deep
than Wagner's, grew not out of Marx but out of history. Against the search
for a timeless science, with which Adam Smith's successors had saddled
economics, he defended the need to think historically, contextually, and
empirically about economic policy. No one played a larger part in driving
home to American students the historical relativity of all economic doc
trines. Through the academic journal he edited and the papers that flowed
from his seminar, historical economics became virtually synonymous with
Schmoller's name. 38

History, however, did not provide Schmoller with his lasting fulcrum.
As an instrument with which to unhinge the concept of the market's time
less "naturalness," historical economics posed a powerful critique to the
classical doctrines. But not even Schmoller could make history a viable
intellectual substitute for economic theory. By the 1890s, sensing the his
torical school was becoming swamped in ever-expanding, formless empiri
cal results, the brightest American students were already seeking out
Schmoller's rival marginalists in Vienna instead. 39

Schmoller's lasting influence was, like Wagner's, as a man of the state.
But where Wagner was Kathedersozialismus' public preacher, Schmoller was
its model policy consultant. Within a year of his call from Strasbourg to the
University of Berlin in 1882, he had formed a small Political Science Soci
ety of Berlin professors and highly placed government officials to discuss
current legislation: a model of the arts of academic permeation. He turned
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his close ties to the Prussian Ministry of Education into a position as the
most powerful "professor-maker" in late-nin.eteenth-century Germany; by
the turn of the century, despite the emperor's efforts to dilute Schmoller's
influence, economics chairs and government offices throughout Germany
were filled with his pupils.40

Of all the institutions Schmoller dominated, the Verein fur Sozialpoli
tik was the most important. The idea for the Verein was born at a meeting
under Schmoller's roof. It was Schmoller who was asked to deliver the
opening address at Eisenach in 1872; from 1890 until his death in 1917 he
chaired the association and, despite the grumblings of some of the younger
members, virtually embodied it. Like Schmoller, the Verein played its cards
with both skill and caution. From the first, it attracted virtually all the
bright younger German economists, together with a sizable number of
highly placed civil servants, journalists, civic-minded men of affairs, and a
handful of enlightened employers. After the collapse of the Economic Con
gress in 1885, the Verein served as the only professional economics associa
tion in late-nineteenth-century Germany. But it was not merely a profes
sional association. From its beginning as the organizational rallying point
for laissez-faire's critics, its purpose was policy influence.41

In its search for means, the Verein tacked with time and occasions. For
the first several years the annual meetings consisted of forums designed to
bring the views of employers, professors, and journalists to bear on the
"most urgent phases of the social question." The meetings culminated in
general debate and a straw vote on the issues of the day, which was widely
reported in the press. Bismarck's sudden policy reversals after 1878 threw
the Verein into confusion. After a disastrously divisive debate on Bismarck's
new tariff proposals in 1879, the straw polls were abolished. Abandoning
the labor question for safer issues of agricultural policy in the 1880s, the
Verein let Bismarck's social insurance legislation go by with only feeble
debate. Reemboldened in the 1890s, the Verein experimented with summer
vacation courses in social economics for state officials, university students,
and clergymen. A more enduring mode of influence came through its
monographic investigations. By the late 1880s, following an agenda set by
the Verein's governing circle of academic economists, the association had
become a factory of social fact-finding and was cautiously and professionally
building the empirical rationale for the socially active state, while leaving
mobilization of public opinion to other organizations.42

The Verein's most successful sphere, however, was permeation of the
debates among the higher, policy-making state officials. Figures like Frank-
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furt's mayor Franz Adickes, the Prussian finance minister Johannes Miquel,
Freiherr von Berlepsch, the Prussian minister of commerce during the
"new course" of the early 1890s, and Ernst Engel, director of the Prussian
Statistical Bureau, were welcomed into the association's ranks. Through its
selection of issues for investigation and debate, the Verein's leadership bid
to set the terms for practical social policy formulation.

The result was a deeply cautious course, disputed from within and
attacked from without. Even in its early years, the Verein had not thought it
prudent to invite workers' representatives to its panels on the labor ques
tion. By setting social policy apart in a realm separate from constitutional
policy, the Verein evaded the issues of democratization that were pressing
hard on the German constitutional structures. Even within its chosen
sphere, the Verein's weight was never a match for that of the larger, tangible
interests bearing down on imperial politics. The German reform econo
mists, caught between their state status and the obligation to uphold the
state that came with it, proud of their state influence yet fearful that they
might lose influence altogether by showing the least hint of disloyalty, were
considerably less powerful figures than the Americans took them to be.
Nonetheless, decades before the equivalent would appear in Britain or the
United States, they had created what was to be one of the critical institu
tions of progressive social politics: an institutional nexus of professors and
state officials, academic learning and practical policy making.

Over this fusion of university expertise and the bureaucratic state,
Schmoller presided with deep conviction. Born into a family of civil ser
vants, he imbibed from birth the traditions and self-image of the higher
state bureaucracy. Over the dark and bloody ground of competition and
egoism, he thought the servants of the state had stood apart from selfish
interests-as protectors of the masses from the class domination of the
wealthy, as the "one neutral element in the class conflict." If Schmoller's
resulting conclusions were narrower than Wagner's, they were, in the Ger
man imperial context, ambitious enough. Against the resistance of Bismarck
and the German industrialists, he was a persistent champion of workers'
protective legislation. When the trust question came to a head in German
politics, his suggestion was to carve out a place for representatives of the
state on the boards of the largest cartels and to impose on them a heavy
excess-profits tax. Where Wagner proposed to subsume large sectors of the
market into state administration and to force, through taxation, a measure
of income redistribution, Schmoller saw the state in juridical, bureaucratic
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terms, as a neutral arbiter, limiting and redressing the injuries of the market,
"standing above egotistical class interests" and setting their limits.43

In seeking out these men and these arguments, the American students in
Germany could not fail to have their economic certainties temporarily
shaken. The experience of relinquishing, often painfully, what E. Benjamin
Andrews called "the absoluteness of theory" pervades their memories.
From Schmoller they all absorbed a lesson in the historicity of economic
dogmas. Emily Balch and Edmund J. James returned home to teach Wag
ner's law of the ever-widening social functions of the state. Others remem
bered, years later, Wagner's moral "earnestness" and his stress on the "so
cial idea."44

And yet, like Germany itself, the Berlin economists were troubling
teachers. Their nationalist barbs at Anglo-American culture, their dismissal
of the United States as the land of consummate interest politics, and their
"contempt of everything American," as one student remembered it, dis
turbed their American students.45 Most troubling of all was their scorn for
democracy and their uncritical public reverence for the authority of the
emperor and the state. In the first flush of excitement at the pageantry of
state power, American students sometimes gave in to a borrowed patriot
ism. Du Bois came home to declare that "if there ever existed a race of
divinely appointed kings," he was sure it was the Hohenzollerns. Samuel
Lindsay's first deliberate act in Germany, on hearing martial music in a
Hamburg beer garden, was to leap up on a table, wave his hat, and yell with
the others. Few of the American students did not harbor their own doubts
about abstract democracy. Ely thought Berlin's restrictions on the munici
pal suffrage would be a boon for New York City.46

But most of the American students were repelled by Bismarck's iron
hand and by the show of military uniforms in the streets, the Reichstag, and
the court entourage. James thought Bismarck had done Germany a "great
wrong" in retarding the growth of self-government. E. R. A. Seligman
thought the antisocialist campaign had reduced the nation "almost into the
condition of vassals." The best any of the American students would say of
Bismarck's social insurance scheme in the 1880s was Ely's comment that it
was intensely "interesting." English-speaking persons, John H. Gray
warned in 1890, did not understand how closely linked the social insurance
proposals were to the regime's measures of repression.47

In one way or another, finally, all Americans studying in Germany
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brushed up against the excesses of state power. It "made the blood of the
American and English students boil" to see police recorders take up their
posts at political meetings, Mary Kingsbury remembered. "I did not find it
pleasant to be obliged to show a passport before a hotel proprietor would be
willing to assign me a room," Henry C. Adams wrote with barely sup
pressed fury long afterward: "It was a disagreeable necessity imposed upon
me that I should look into each morning's paper under the list of books
verboten, to see which ones in my possession next should be put under lock
and key."48

Germany did not inspire imitation. The struggle to isolate, both con
ceptually and practically, the usable from the false threads-a task that was
to bedevil every progressive traveler in Europe-was a fixture of the trans
atlantic progressive connection from the first. Rather, their German years
set the Americans, sometimes furiously, to thinking. The most complete
diary of a German sojourn is the one Henry C. Adams kept in Berlin in
1878-79, and its pages squirm with convictions in flux. Adams was no inno
cent abroad in the late 1870s. From Grinnell College he had gone on to
study at Andover Theological Seminary and the new Johns Hopkins Uni
versity. He had heard Francis Walker lecture on economics and studied the
tramp labor problem himself in the hard times of the mid-1870s. He al
ready possessed a Hopkins Ph.D. by the time he arrived in Wagner's semi
nar in Berlin.49

Nothing in Adams's preparation, however, prefigured the sharp, agi
tated economic questioning that erupts in the diary entries from his first
months in Berlin. He threw himself into study of the socialist question,
confessing that his work there "has given me a foothold again on Political
Economy." He worried over the issue of "laissez-faire." He set to work on a
scheme to limit individual accumulation, though he could not follow all its
implications through to his satisfaction. "The problem is to restrict free
competition, but how?" he wondered. A week after his first Christmas
abroad, Adams's vocation was muddled, his religious ideas in tumult, and
his mood agitated.

I only know that English economy has served ... and is serving as an
opiate to the consciences ofmen who are trampling their fellow man in the
dust. The slavery question is not yet worked out. If it was right for Christ
to take the cloak away which covered the sins of men, it is right for me to
do the same for that which makes mere men think their own acts of
injustice are not their acts but the outworking of laws beyond human
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control. Nothing in the economic world is beyond the control of men and
men must waken up to the controlling of these laws.

The piety, idealism, and ethical turmoil, Adams had brought with him. The
mark of the German encounter was their displacement into the frame and
language of Manchestertum's German critics: laissez-faire, the system of
"free competition," "English economy."50

Germany disturbed; that was its essence. Simon Patten came home
eager to "help in the transformation of American civilization from an Eng
lish to a German basis." Adams, in a burst of patriotic fervor, pledged
himself "to work that [America] may never come to be like Europe."51
Among persons who entered with so many mixed feelings into such agitated
waters, one should look for no simple transfer of ideas or aspirations. The
Americans moved not into a school of economic thought but into a society
that heaved with debate over the social question. But the spectacle of a
nation playing so fast and loose with the truisms of laissez-faire, whose
lecture halls rang with denunciations of the textbook laws of economics,
could not fail to jolt the Americans who saw it. Their German sojourn
loosed the young Americans from ethical rigidities; it offered them new
models for an academic career; it unhinged the intellectual edifice of lais
sez-faire, if not beyond reconstruction then beyond uncritical reiteration.
As in all journeys, however, the baggage ultimately had to be brought home.

Professing Economics

The first act of the German-trained American students, as they began to
take up professorships of their own in the 1880s, was a rush to re-create the
forms of academic life into which they had been initiated abroad. Into the
curricula they shoved the defining marks of German university scholarship:
lecture, seminar, research paper, monograph, scholarly journal, graduate
education, and the Ph.D. degree. From Germany, too, they brought back
identifiable marks of content. They began to sprinkle the catalog offerings
with new courses-social politics, social economics, public finance (Wag
ner's special province), the problems of labor and capital-and ventilated
the old textbook pedagogy with new readings. In his introductory courses,
Ely assigned Walker and Laveleye; for advanced students in economics
(who would find German "indispensable," he warned) he recommended
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Wagner, Schmoller, Knies, Roscher, and Gustav Schonberg's new, collec
tively compiled Handbook of Political Economy ("one of the best economic
treatises-if not the best-ever written," Ely called it). In his first years of
teaching, Henry C. Adams led students through a history of economics
running from the mercantilists and classical English economists, through
the "Revolt against English Political Economy," to the "newest Germany
economy."52

J. Franklin Jameson, who heard Ely lecture in the early 1880s, com
plained acerbically that Ely "fought his man of straw, the a priori economist
over again, and demolished him much as usual." Ely's was "a narrow little
mind," Jameson thought, "steeped in German prejudices." But the latter
charge missed the mark. Of so many mixed minds about Germany, none of
Ely's cohort came back Germanophiles. Only a handful kept up lasting
German connections or sustained a serious interest in the development of
German politics. Rather, they came back with ideals (which occasionally, in
a referential kind of shorthand, they conflated with Germany itself) and,
still more, a sense of enlistment in an international movement in ideas. Ely
assigned students to report on the latest controversies in the (London)
Economist and the (Paris) Journal des economistes as well as the Preussische
Jahrbiicher and Conrads Jahrbiicher fUr Nationaliikonomie. The book review
columns of the academic journals Ely's cohort launched breathed the same
cosmopolitan atmosphere. In the Political Science Quarterly, which served as
the combined outlet for Columbia University's political science and eco
nomics faculties, almost half the books reviewed between its founding in
1886 and 1890 were foreign language titles, about evenly split between
French and German, with a smattering of Italian as well. Whatever else it
did, the German university experience radically broadened the Americans'
intellectual culture.53

Mere curricular and classroom influence, however, was not their goal;
what the intellectual leaders among the German-trained economists
wanted was a social politics of their own. Those in the cohort of American
students whom the German assault on laissez-faire had taken most by sur
prise came back in the late 1870s and early 1880s with not only massive
doubts about laissez-faire but also sweeping, still inchoate visions of radical
change. Albion Small taught students his "abomination of laissez-faire."
"This younger political economy," Ely wrote in 1884, "no longer permits
[economic] science to be used as a tool in the hands of the greedy and the
avaricious for keeping down and oppressing the laboring classes. It does not
acknowledge laissez-faire as an excuse for doing nothing while people starve,
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nor allow the all-sufficiency of competition as a plea for grinding the poor."
The difficulty lay in finding a program and a public platform.54

How deeply that first cohort yearned for popular influence and author
ity comparable to that they had seen in their teachers abroad can hardly be
exaggerated. They threw themselves into university extension course lec
tures on the problems of the day: the labor question, Henry George's theo
ries, labor legislation, monopolies, and socialism. They wrote for popular
outlets. Several reached out for labor union contacts. By the middle of the
decade, Ely, the boldest of his generation, was deep into studies ofworking
class socialist and labor movements, producing alarmingly sympathetic
pieces of scholarship, as his critics saw them. Read a labor paper, he urged
Americans of conscience in 1886, the year the Knights of Labor mush
roomed into a major social movement, join a labor union, "put your shoul
der to the wheel, help them to move their load." Within a year EdmundJ.
James, whose prudence normally far outran Ely's, had signed on as the
"labor reform" editor of Joseph Cook's intense, shortlived social gospel
magazine, Our Day. When George E. McNeill's Knights of Labor-spon
sored The Labor Movement: The Problem otTo-day was published in 1887, the
opening three historical chapters on the social upheavals of the industrial
revolution and the efficacy of labor organization were written by James
the only academic voice in a chorus of labor and radical opinion. Adams,
too, made labor contacts. These actions were not precisely the equivalent of
Adolph Wagner's plunge into working-class politics in Berlin, but in their
ethico-economic intensity and political incaution, they were very close.55

The content of their alternative to laissez-faire was harder to pin down
than the intensity of the young, German-trained economists' anger and
their hunger for the broadest possible influence. Whatever else, they would
not be top-down statists; their German and American experiences both
reinforced the point. Rather, through the mid-1880s, the most prominent
of them labored to promote a transformation of values deep and thorough
enough to hollow out the system of competitive and individualistic eco
nomics at its ethical core. Ely, Adams, and Seligman all took up the coop
erative idea-not as an exercise in self-help but as an alternative to the
commodification of labor. Seligman, whose wealthy German-Jewish family
connections gave him the most cosmopolitan background of the group,
moved from a thesis on the medieval guilds to an intensely admiring study
of the prophets of English Christian cooperative socialism. Ely plunged
into correspondence with the leading British cooperators and set his stu
dents to investigating cooperation's traditions and possibilities in the
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United States. His own French and German Socialism in Modern Times, pub
lished in 1883, ended not with the Kathedersozialisten but, like Seligman's
work, with the Christian socialist program of Kingsley and Maurice. S6

Adams was no less keenly interested in means of superseding the exist
ing wage system. By 1884 he thought he had found an answer in the notion
of vesting workers with "proprietary" rights in the firms whose labor they
supplied-perhaps through some form of enforceable job tenure, perhaps
through a combination of comanagement and profit-sharing devices.
Whatever the details, it would be "a forerunner, I sometimes hope, of a
reform in property and social rights that will forbid this old world to know
itself."s7

"Socialism" the insurgent economists began to call this general trans
valuation of values in the 1880s. The usage was a British borrowing, not a
Marxian one. Particularly where social Christianity intersected with Oxford
Idealism, the term "socialism" could be heard in that decade in all sorts of
unexpected British quarters. One found it in Mill's reconsiderations on
"socialism" in 1879, in Samuel Barnett's program of social reforms pack
aged as "practicable socialism" in 1883, in Joseph Chamberlain's readiness
to call "every kindly act of legislation" a kind of "socialism." Most famous
was the reported (and never quite denied) concession of Gladstone's chief
lieutenant in the House of Commons in the late 1880s: "We are all socialists
now."S8

A certain deliberate vagueness inhered in all these progressive uses of
the term "socialism," an indefiniteness that drew from the well of displaced
religious sentiments that young insurgent American economists knew so
well. Their socialism was not class centered or state centered but, at heart,
ethical. "Socialism" was the antonym of competitive individualism: an ex
tension of the "social" idea that had struck them abroad. Socialism meant
revolt against the "each one for himself" doctrine in economics, Ely ex
plained. It meant, Seligman wrote, a wider scope for the "forces which tend
to weld society together, [and] to render the idea of self subservient to that
of the common weal."S9

Through this intellectual route the German-trained economists made
their way back, in the end, to the role of legislation and the state. They had
absorbed too much history to imagine that the state stood radically apart
from society. Seizing a phrase from Wagner, Ely had begun to argue by
1884 that the state was simply another form of cooperative association: a
"compulsory cooperative community" with no less ethical and spiritual
force behind it than the church or the family. James, whose German sympa-
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thies merged with high-tariff family tradition, was ready to declare the state
"one of the most important, if not, indeed, the most important factor in the
economic evolution of society itself." Even Adams, more suspicious of state
power than the others, wrote: "Whether 'state,' or 'nation,' or 'society,' the
fundamental thought is the same. The thing itself brought to view is an
organic growth, and not a mechanical arrangement." The state was not an
arrangement apart from society-an unnatural, extraneous, intervening
force. Ely put it most directly: government "is the agency through which we
must work. "60

In 1885 and 1886 this tumult of German-triggered, American-exacerbated
heresies and aspirations came to a head in a context that insured it would
produce far more than ripples in a collegiate teapot. The immediate event
was a startling rise in labor organization; heartened by a series of unusually
successful strikes in 1884 and 1885, recruits by the hundreds of thousands
began to pour into the Knights of Labor in the first sustained, national labor
drive in the nation's history. In the legislatures, the issue of monopoly
power was rising to a head. Compounding the tumult was Henry George, at
the high point of his influence in 1886. Publicly and privately all the
younger economists sparred with George's simplified and radicalized re
casting of classical economics-by which the full blame for economic mis
ery was made to fall on the villainy of rent-even as they envied George's
ability to win masses of converts.61

The organizational vehicle the German-trained economists devised was
an American version of the Verein fur Sozialpolitik: the American Eco
nomic Association. The initial impetus for the project came fromJames and
Patten. As students, both men had heard Johannes Conrad lecture on the
Verein's work and urge its example on his American listeners. In 1884, after
a second trip to Germany, James did his best to comply. From the title of
the draft James and Patten circulated for a "Society for the Study of Na
tional Economy," with its transparent anglicization of the standard German
term for economics, Nationaliikonomie, to its statement of positions on the
leading issues of the day, drawn up so that it should have "as definite a
program as the Verein fur Sozialpolitik," there was no missing the bor
rowed German model or ambition.62

Canvassing all the newly returned German university economics stu
dents for recruits, Ely and Seligman called an organizational meeting in
September 1885, at which the problem of a common platform was sub
jected to intense discussion. Adams, James, and Ely all worried lest the
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association brand them with the Kathedersozialisten label or appear to com
mit them to dismissing English economics in toto. Adams was not alone in
insisting that "the German view of social relations," in which all relations
culminated in the state, was not theirs. Ely's suggestion that they place on
record their agreement that "the doctrine of laissez-faire is unsafe in politics
and unsound in morals" was stronger language than the majority was ready
to accept. 63

But from the opening line of the platform-"We regard the state as an
agency whose positive assistance is one of the indispensable conditions of
human progress"-no one could doubt the association's determination to
be a rallying point for the critics of laissez-faire. Even had we not Ely's
private statement that "the idea of the A.E.A. is to accomplish in America
what the Verein fur Socialpolitik has done in Germany" or the echoes of
Schmoller at Eisenach in Ely's opening address, the association's eagerness
for lay members of influence and weight, its assignment of topics for inves
tigation, and its initial determination to produce policy proposals for debate
all signaled its intimate links to the German quarrel with Manchestertum.
When the association reached out for honorary members in 1887, Lavel
eye, Wagner, Knies, and Roscher were among the first to be embraced.64

Sensing the controversy in the winds, the editors of the journal Science
asked James to arrange a series of articles explaining the insurgency in
economics. Seligman wrote the opening piece, on economic method, in
which he insisted on the historical relativity of all economic doctrines, the
"absolute right of property" included. James defended the central impor
tance of the state, not as an accidental or external economic factor but as
"the 'great silent partner' in every business enterprise." Ely heralded the
new ethical element in economics. ("Open your Mill, your Schonberg, your
Wagner, your economic magazines, and you readily discern that the course
of economic thought is largely, perhaps mainly, directed to what ought to
be.") Adams wrote on the relationship between law and property. Colum
bia's Richmond Mayo Smith, who had learned his economics in Berlin and
Heidelberg in the mid-1870s, concluded with a defense of statistical and
empirical method.65

Theirs was not a simple offshoot of German economics, the writers all
insisted. But no one could miss the new, cosmopolitan threads woven
through their revolt; Schmoller's historical method, Knies's and Wagner's
ethical vision, a whiff (through James) of Wagner's law of ever-increasing
state functions, a hint (through Adams and Seligman) of Wagner's call to
rethink the conventions of property ownership down to the core.
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The established economics professors erupted in anger. Yale's Arthur
T. Hadley, no simple advocate of laissez-faire, who confessed to having
learned a thing or two in Wagner's seminar in his time, retorted that no one
could dismiss, by mere will, "the rigidity of economic laws." "The danger of
believing that economic laws can be interfered with by human effort is ten
times greater than the danger of an extreme belief in laissez-faire." The
point of economics, Hadley insisted, was the discovery of the inexorable
limits of human will-that bad currency drives out good, or that reckless
marriages and too many children meant starvation wages. Political econ
omy "says to the legislator, 'Thus far shalt thou go, and no farther.' It does
not say, 'Such and such legislation will produce the best results'; but it says
'Beyond certain limits, all legislation fails.' "66 The insurgents responded
with the point on which, like a fulcrum, all the rest turned: that to accept
economics as a system of immutable laws of nature was to give in to fatalism
and despair.

The Science exchange of 1886 brought together most of the elements of
the new insurgency in economics: contestation over the root metaphors of
classical economics, the younger economists' eagerness for the public arena
and the public ear, their moral seriousness, their deep and angry quarrel
with "laissez-faire," and their tense and intricate relations with their Ger
man teachers. Elsewhere Adams in that year was writing of an "overthrow
of the wages system"-a sea change in economic relations whose result "will
constitute a social revolution"; James was mocking "the old song about the
supreme sacredness of private property"; and Seligman was writing of the
chasm between the haves and the have-nots as the "paramount question of
political economy to-day." The English academic debate over economic
doctrines in the mid-1880s, more isolated from German influences, was in
comparison merely a polite tea party. Strung somewhere between econom
ics and exhortation, the young insurgents of the American Economic Asso
ciation were in full cry against the notion of the naturally working market. 67

For this level of revolt, the American colleges and universities of the
1880s were not prepared to be a nursery. The margin of freedom in the
United States was not narrower than that in imperial Germany, with its
rigid bars against Social Democratic influence. But in the United States,
where the insurgency in economic doctrines ran up against a structure of
university finances and authority dominated by businessmen donors, the
room for maneuver was, in its own way, extremely narrow. In late-nine
teenth-century Germany the established forces drew their most heavily
defended line at insult to the state; in the United States the more critical
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line was insult to property. Property was no small matter anywhere in the
North Atlantic economy, to be sure, as evidenced by the presence of the
Saar's leading coal and iron magnate at the polemical head of the attack on
the Kathedersozialisten in the 1890s. But in the United States, where state
structures were so much weaker and the business class monopolized posi
tions of status without serious competition from a landed aristocracy, the
American critics of laissez-faire were far more isolated and vulnerable. The
status of the German professors was not the Americans' to take, despite the
trappings of research and scholarship they had labored so hard to set in
place.

In part, the fragility of the American insurgents' circumstances was, like
so many of the contrasts in the North Atlantic economy, the product of
institutional timing. In Germany, the state and its universities were older
than industrial capitalism, and their authority predated it. In the United
States, where everything was new-the nature of the post-Civil War state,
class relations, capital organization, and labor organization~questions of
property redistribution cut closer to the bone. In a polity where so much of
the infrastructure of public life (libraries, parks, church edifices, and univer
sities) came as gifts from wealthy businessmen, the authority wielded by the
German professoriate could not be easily transferred. That was what the
University ofMichigan presidentJames B. Angell meant when he reminded
Henry C. Adams that the range of academic freedom permissible in Ger
many could not possibly be expected in the United States. Not only were
ideas differently arranged in the United States than in Germany-so was
power.68

Adams was one of the first to discover this for himself. Not yet having
obtained a secure faculty berth, his teaching was split in 1886 between
half-time positions at the University of Michigan and Cornell. From the
outset of the latter appointment, Cornell's acting president had worried
that Adams lacked the "realism that comes from conversation with ... any
one of a hundred New York bankers." When in the spring of 1886, in
response to Adams's request for a permanent Michigan appointment, Presi
dent Angell asked for a formal statement ofAdams's views on private prop
erty, inheritance, and "state socialism," Adams had responded boldly: "The
final right of control over all productive agencies lies with society, and a
proprietor should always be regarded as an agent who manages for a princi
pal. The question, therefore, as to how far men should be permitted to
control productive agents as though they had a final right in them, is wholly
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a question of expediency, that can be answered only by experiment and the
common sense of men. "69

In August, however, Adams made the mistake of mounting the same
critique of the "sacredness" of property (together with some sympathetic
remarks on the recent Knights of Labor rail strike) at a public gathering at
Cornell's engineering school, with one of the university's principal benefac
tors on the speakers' platform. The presiding faculty member, R. H. Thur
ston, sprang to the rebuttal. Those at the top of economic enterprises as
wide-reaching as the rail corporations "are always the strong, brave, far
seeing, wise, and prudent, the enterprising and energetic," he declared.
They could brook no dictation by strikers or anarchists who had lost out in
the competitive struggle. To protest against the prevailing rate ofwages was
futile, for it was not men who set these conditions, it was the "all-compel
ling law" of nature, trade, and God.70

All the economic pieties of the day came tumbling out of Thurston's
long, extemporaneous response. The Cornell trustees, concluding that
Adams's ideas were "subversive of the social order," contented themselves
with terminating his appointment. Desperate to hold on to his Michigan
appointment, Adams sent Angell an abject retraction of his past eight years'
work, professing that his ideas had been unhinged ever since he had first
come upon socialist arguments in Berlin. In a last fling of self-respect, he
could not resist suggesting that Angell himself take a look at Toynbee's The
Industrial Revolution. But by then his humiliation had been accomplished.71

Adams's treatment was a painful lesson for the German-trained econo
mists in the special circumstances of economic debate in late-nineteenth
century America. The 1890s were littered with similar academic heresy
cases; most involved economists, and, as Mary Furner has shown, the trus
tees rarely lost. Even James, who rose to the pinnacle of the Wharton
School's faculty leadership and salary structure, was eventually forced out
by a new provost, himself a major university donor. Still young and scram
bling hard for secure positions in the 1880s, the German-trained econo
mists struggled to reconstruct their social politics on less vulnerable lines.
Reluctantly, the American Economic Association let overt policy formula
tion go. After both James's committee on transportation and Adams's com
mittee on public finance failed to agree on policy proposals, the association
jettisoned its standing committees on public questions. Where the Verein
fur Sozialpolitik found its niche in selecting a few of the leading social
economic controversies of the day for intensive empirical investigation and
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debate, the American association meetings soon relapsed into a miscellany
of scattered, individual contributions. By 1888, desperate for the strength of
numbers, the association had already quietly abandoned its statement of
principles.72

Rhetorically, too, the German-trained economists beat a retreat from
the prophetic language of the 1880s-part Wagner, part Ruskin, part social
gospel Protestantism. The fundamental nature of the wage relationship,
which had preoccupied Adams, Ely, and Seligman in the early 1880s, was
eased out of the sphere of professional economic discourse. Talk of appro
priating the language of "socialism" from the socialists vanished like morn
ing mist. With outlets to the popular magazines and a core of loyal students,
Ely hung on longer than the rest. Forced out of the secretaryship of the
American Economic Association in 1892 when he proposed holding the
association's annual meeting at the great camp meeting of Methodist ear
nestness at Chautauqua, he moved through a succession of social gospel
alternatives to the AEA. But when burned in his own academic heresy trial
in 1894, even Ely beat a retreat.

The reverses of the decade were not so severe as to dissolve the dream
of effecting-beyond any piecemeal work of policy recommendation
deeper changes in economic values. On both sides of the Atlantic, visions of
moderating and reconstructing the individualism of the day were integral to
the progressive project. Whether the notion of the "social" was dressed in
the language of solidarism or Fabianism or the German professors' "ethi
cal" economics, all progressives took for granted that its antithesis was not
this or that specific arrangement of law or custom but an ethos of private
desires. Progressive politics would always run on the dual tracks of the
prophetic and the particular. But as the dream of a cooperative community,
ascending all the way to the socially active state, foundered in the class
tensions of the 1880s, the first generation to have learned its economics in
the context of the German quarrel with laissez-faire scrambled for less
vulnerable ground. As they worked their way, painfully, toward more care
fully defined measures and less vulnerable positions, Schmoller's model
came, out of Wagner's shadow, into its own.

The first of the insurgent economists' precautionary measures took them
back to their own most worried knot in the German connection: the prob
lem of delimiting the reach of the state. Between their own social politics
and the open-ended state language of their German teachers, they could
not avoid the necessity of building a firmer, safer wall. As it turned out, it
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was Adams who had already supplied it in a paper delivered five months
before his world fell in upon him. Although Ely's talk of the "God-given"
agency of the state had never been his, Adams had, in his own way, been
trying to slip around the conceptual lines between artificial and natural
economic actors that divided the state from the realm of economic "free
dom." Now in "Principles That Should Control the Interference of the
States in Industries," Adams came back to the laissez-faire economists'
rhetoric of lines and distinctions.

Of the state's legitimate realms of action, Adams emphasized two. The
first were measures that set a floor beneath the "plane of competitive ac
tion," lest market dynamics drive the ethical level down to that of the most
unscrupulous competitors; factory legislation, it had been called in England
since the beginning of the century. The second involved enterprises that
were "from their very nature monopolies"-in which the costs of creating a
rival, duplicate facility gave so disadvantageous a return to late investors
that competition inevitably failed. Railroads were an obvious example of a
"natural monopoly" of this sort; city utilities were another. In realms like
these, where the market inherently failed, Adams thought some form of
public control inescapable-whether through public franchises, price regu
lation, the establishment of a competitive state enterprise, or creation of an
outright publicly owned monopoly. 73

The keepers of the decade's economy orthodoxies were not assuaged.
"The views which underlie modern socialism are here put in their strongest
shape, with a moderation which makes them all the more insidious," the
Independent's reviewer protested of Adams's essay. But the German-trained
economists seized on Adams's distinctions with alacrity; between noninter
ference and the vortex of the German state, it gave them a theoretical point
on which to stand. Adams himself had been far less clear about its practical
consequences, even before adding, prior to letting the paper go to the
American Economic Association for publication, a nervous declaration that
the entire argument sprang wholly out of the "individualistic" point of
view. 74 Seligman, seizing (for the moment) the cautious end of the Adams's
essay, urged that Adams's work was "proof of the fact that abandonment of
laissez faire does not connote socialism or anything materially approaching
socialism." Ely chose the more radical moral in Adams's argument; within a
year of absorbing Adams's natural monopoly argument, he was calling for
public assumption of railroads, telegraphs, streetcar lines, and city electric,
gas-, and waterworks-if not immediately, at least slowly and inexorably.
James, deep in a fight to prevent Philadelphia's municipal gasworks from
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being auctioned off to private interests, readily absorbed the same point.
The urban utility fights of the next two decades, critically important water
sheds in the genesis of popular progressive politics, were all tightly wound
around the "natural monopoly" argument. Still later, the New Deal's Fair
Labor Standards Act and the Tennessee Valley Authority still remained
within the ambit of Adams's concerns.75

If Adams's essay helped to frame and focus the insurgents' views of the
state, however, there remained the problem of constructing a firmer strate
gic base than the prophetic, political pulpits of the 1880s. In this pinch,
Schmoller's more cautious model of expert influence grew in attractiveness.
When James again took up the project of an American Verein fur So
zialpolitik in 1889, his design was this time more faithful to the original.
The purpose of his new, ambitiously named American Academy of Political
and Social Science was, like the Verein's, not outright policy formation but
debate. Following an agenda set by its faculty organizers, it brought profes
sors and Philadelphia men of affairs under a common roof for discussion of
topical public issues. From the first, the academy's models were rarely far
from sight. The early numbers of its Annals found room for long, translated
extracts from Schmoller, Gustav Cohn, Achille Loria in Siena, Eugen
Bohm-Bawerk in Vienna, and Paul de Rousiers in Paris. Leo Rowe reported
on the meetings of the Societe d'economie sociale, Willoughby on the
Musee Social, Robert C. Brooks on the German cities' congress, and John
Gray on the meetings of the Verein itself. In one regular department, Leo
Rowe kept track of the newest international ideas in city government re
form; Samuel Lindsay did the same for general social-reform news.76 In
1902, under the editorship of yet another alumnus of the German univer
sity connection, EmoryJohnson, the Annals finally found its lasting format,
a variation of the scheme the Verein fur Sozialpolitik's Schriften had used in
the 1870s. Each issue brought a symposium of expert opinion to bear on a
pressing, policy issue of the day: municipal ownership and franchises, indus
trial conciliation and arbitration, housing, child labor, business regulation,
penology, trade and tariffs.

Expert policy counsel, in fact, turned out to be the ground on which
laissez-faire's professorial critics regrouped and refashioned a position of
influence. By the end of the century, the students of the first German
trained economists were working hard to establish new forms of authority
by colonizing the social space between university professorships and expert
government service. Their efforts came to define a central structural ele
ment of American progressive politics. Emory Johnson himself took his
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Berlin-burnished expertise in transportation policy to a lectureship at the
Wharton School and a seat on the Isthmanian Canal Commission. His
colleague Roland Falkner served as staff statistician to the Senate Finance
Committee during its tariff deliberations of the early 1890s. Adna F. Weber
went from graduate study in Berlin to deputy directorship of the New York
Bureau of Labor Statistics, which soon developed into something of a clear
inghouse for European social policy ideas. The model career in this regard
was B. Henry Meyer's. Meyer had studied with Schmoller and Wagner in
Berlin in 1894-1895, imbibing from Wagner an idea of expanded state
functions and from Schmoller an animus against deductive economic the
ory. On his return, he turned his knowledge of the Prussian railway system
into a professorship at the University of Wisconsin, a major role in drafting
Wisconsin's railroad commission bill, the commission's first chairmanship,
and, from 1911 to 1939, a seat on the federal Interstate Commerce Com
mission. 77

In time the generation of the 1880s, too, learned the new roles. Selig
man became the country's leading expert on progressive taxation-though
not, he emphasized, on Wagner's explicitly redistributionist principles.
Adams, while quietly teaching classes in labor organization and social and
industrial reforms, found his niche of policy influence, at last, as chief statis
tician of the new Interstate Commerce Commission, where he carefully
advanced the case for technically competent oversight of rates and working
conditions. Even Ely, after his brush with the University of Wisconsin
regents in 1894, learned the arts of inside, expert policy permeation, im
mersing himself in issues of land economics.78

So familiar did this route to influence become that in time the transi
tion from exhortation to expert, university-based authority came to seem
like a natural progression. Inherent in the social processes of professionali
zation, it seemed to need no explanation. But this system of authority, too,
was half borrowed, a conjunction of domestic politics and the transatlantic
progressive connection. Nothing compelled reliance on university faculty
for policy-making expertise. Nothing, for that matter, compelled political
reliance on experts at all. The apparatus of the British state was not in the
hands of experts but of Oxford and Cambridge amateurs. The London
ministries drew their senior civil service and policy-making staff from gen
eral education courses and privileged backgrounds, sorting the candidates
through a system of competitive examinations to which policy expertise
was, by design, irrelevant. Among those who cracked this mold, well
connected, freelance intellectuals were considerably more common than
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university dons. The same was true of membership on the royal commis
sions of inquiry.79

The model of requiring training in economics or public law for higher
civil service positions, like the practice of professors tacking back and forth
between lecture hall and government panel, was German, founded on the
peculiarly tight connections between the German universities and the Ger
man state. The public inquiry commission was one of its modal forms.
University economists were fixtures on state commissions; even a figure as
relatively marginal as Max Weber in the 1890s was appointed to the Bun
desrat's inquiry commission on stock and commodity exchanges.8o

The German-trained American economists of the 1890s brought this
example back and labored, with considerable effect, to graft it onto to the
more diffuse structures of American state power. From the Senate inquiry
into the relations between labor and capital, which was run essentially out
of Senator Henry Blair's back pocket in 1883, to the Industrial Commission
of 1898 to 1902, with its massive stack of expert-prepared reports, to the
Commission on Industrial Relations of 1912 to 1915, with John R. Com
mons of the University of Wisconsin as one of its key members and a
full-time staff of social economists in its service, the development of the
modern public investigative commission encapsulates the rise of the profes
sor to the status of expert policy adviser. The advisory boards of the new
social policy pressure groups-the American Association for Labor Legisla
tion, the National Consumers' League, and the National Child Labor
Committee, all stocked with graduates of the German university ex
change-told the same story. In 1908, at the high point of the Progressive
era collaboration between university-based experts and progressive state
administration, forty-one University of Wisconsin faculty members occu
pied seats on at least one official state commission. Within a year after a
change of administration in 1914, the professors had been cleaned out to
the last appointee. Still, infiltration of the state apparatus proved a surer
road toward influence than the public, prophetic ambitions of the Adams's
generation.81

Out of their first exposure to the superheated German assault on Man
chester economics, in short, American veterans of the German university
connection began to find for themselves a measure of power and an institu
tional place for their new sense of the state. Piece by piece they began to
help fashion the elements of an American social politics. By the end of the
century they had done a great deal to ease economic discourse past the
moral-economic syllogisms of their youth. If they had not erased the privi-
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leged "naturalness" of the market, they had done a vast amount to natural
ize the agencies of public action and control. The great controversy be
tween the classical and historical schools, Adna F. Weber was sure by the
turn of the century, had "long since settled itself" in eclectic blends and
compromises. The bright lines between state and economy dissolved into
expedient and practical considerations-hotly contested still, but stripped
of an earlier generation's metaphysics. 82

But of all the consequences of the events that, undesigned, had shunted
a generation of young, politically ambitious intellectuals through the uni
versities of late-nineteenth-century Germany, the most important was the
most obvious: it impressed a lasting intellectual cosmopolitanism on those
who passed through it. It made them conscious citizens of a Euro-American
world of social-political endeavor.

The German university connection opened the transatlantic "moment" in
American social politics. Into the American context its alumni brought a
sense of enormous release from the tightly bounded intellectual worlds of
their youth-not the least the tightly, syllogistically packaged intellectual
paradigms of laissez-faire. They brought back new political ambitions and
models of authority. They brought back an acute sense of a missing "social"
strand in American politics and a new sense, as unnerving as it was attrac
tive, of the social possibilities of the state. Their paths, together with the
paths of those they taught and influenced, will crisscross all the later chap
ters of this story.

But as their experience showed, the Atlantic connection was to be no
simple diffusion of ideas, no abstract transit of intellectual categories, no
peaceful pleasure cruise. The tense and troubled reckoning of the German
trained Americans with what they heard and saw abroad, and the collision
of their new social politics with economic structures at home, were built
into the dynamics at work. In a world of nations, transatlantic social politics
was, from the outset, full of traps and dangers. The exhilaration and the
strains that were to endure in transatlantic social politics were both com
pacted in its opening moment.
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The Self-Owned City

The Collectivism ofUrban Life

The struggle over economic doctrines that began in the 1880s first came to
a political head in the "great cities" of the 1890s. So accustomed are modern
readers to thinking of nation-states as the key actors in social politics that
the point is worth pausing over. Yet where the rhetoric of "urban crisis" in
late-twentieth-century America reverberates with despair, a century ago the
city stood at the vital center of transatlantic progressive imaginations. If
conscious public action can rescue today's cities from the juggernaut of
social and economic forces bearing down on them, it is now commonly said,
it will take the will and resources of the national government to make it
happen. But to an earlier generation of urban progressives on both sides of
the Atlantic, the formula was just the reverse. If the nation was to be re
formed, it would be by first seizing the social possibilities of the cities.

The urban "moment" in the history of American progressive politics,
sliced thin enough to be sandwiched between the Populist revolt and Theo
dore Roosevelt's reformation of the presidency, has not gone unnoticed.
But its international dynamics and dimensions have barely begun to be
reckoned with. Whether for Fabians in 1890s London, left liberals in 1890s
Frankfurt, or progressives in Cleveland and Chicago, the great cities
formed key sites of social-political mobilization, experiment, and contro
versy. To shape urban social politics, there was no system builder to rival a
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Henry George or an Adolph Wagner. Its theory, though not lacking for
publicists, remained inchoate and implicit. Its common coins were the
mundane, material utilities of urban life: water, streets, trolley cars, public
baths, gasworks, and housing. But in battles over who should control these
goods and services, in dreams ofliberating the city from predatory commer
cial interests into its own social consciousness, the transatlantic revolt
against laissez-faire was put to its first common test.

The links between the great cities and social politics were many. Where
the primary business of nation-states was with armies and empires, public
welfare lay in the domain of local government. Poor relief was located
there, as were most of the systems of mutual assistance and support. To
their inherited political responsibilities, moreover, the great cities brought
considerable resources. Young, ambitious social-political reformers made
their way to London, Paris, Chicago, Berlin, or New York, drawn by the
same force that drew peasants, politicians, entrepreneurs, and artisans to the
cities. The social settlements took root there; the universities (Oxford and
Cambridge excepted) were urban creatures. Most of those who staffed the
progressive pressure groups and public agencies on both sides of the Atlan
tic were, perforce, city dwellers. The popular press and the big agencies of
working-class mobilization were headquartered there as well-potential al
lies, should the middle-class reformers need or want them.

Most important, the great cities' very structure incorporated some of
the key problematics of progressive politics. Social fragmentation was the
first and most obvious of these. Not even in the grimmest coal districts were
the class divisions of industrial capitalism more visibly set out for view.
"What is true of London, is true ofManchester, Birmingham, Leeds, is true
of all great towns," Friedrich Engels wrote in 1844. "Everywhere barbarous
indifference, hard egotism on the one hand, and nameless misery on the
other, everywhere social warfare, every man's house in a state of siege,
everywhere reciprocal plundering under the protection of the law."! The
charge exaggerated, but there could no be doubt that the great cities put the
competitive, fragmented face of industrial capitalism on particularly intense
display. Vertically the great cities disaggregated into interests and classes;
horizontally they split into agglomerations of sharply differentiated neigh
borhoods. One moved between them as through a series of sudden scene
changes, as if the backdrops and stage furniture were suddenly whirled away
and contrasting sets dropped incongruously in their place. The great cities
were distended collections of contrasting subcities: a financial district here,
mansion district there, tenderloin sections, factory towns, a concentration
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of warehouses and department stores, middle-class suburbs, and vast work
ing-class regions subdivided by turn into neighborhood and ethnic territo
ries. Mid-nineteenth-century London and Paris had not even a facade of
local self-government to hold the whole together, lest the class conflicts of
the city once more spark a tinderbox of revolution.

Most unnerving of all was the massing of the cities' working poor. Into
the cheapest housing districts flowed those among the tide of displaced
rural folk who, failing to find a secure foothold in the city's factories, offices,
or warehouses, ended up in the great urban market for irregular, unskilled
labor. They turned New York City's Five Points district in the shadow of
City Hall, London's Whitechapel in the sprawling East End, and the inner
courtyards of tenement Berlin into turn-of-the-century metaphors for
wretchedness. The writer Jack London, arriving in England in 1902, had no
idea where the East End was to be found, but he knew he had to see it, just
as progressive Europeans in New York City knew they had to see the
plutocratic palaces of upper Fifth Avenue. Amassed capital and concen
trated poverty, gluttonous displays of wealth and abject misery: the city
concentrated both in what urban writers delicately called the "sunshine and
shadow" of urban life.2

And yet, though a place of fractures and fragments, the city was at the
same time an enormous collectivity. On that point, Engels missed the mark.
If quiet, daily warfare was inextricable from great city life, so, no less, were
its systems of interdependence. Brought into the city through far-flung
markets in goods and labor, sorted into neighborhoods by markets in land
and shelter, sustained by armies of shopkeepers, peddlers, teamsters, and
middlemen, city dwellers lived in a web of mutual dependency that was at
once extraordinarily powerful and barely visible. Nowhere outside the great
cities did the necessities of shelter and sustenance hinge as fully on invisible
suppliers. The "private city," as Sam Bass Warner calls it, creature of a
myriad private decisions, was, in fact, a vast network of mutually dependent
relations. 3

Despite itself, the formless capitalist collectivism of the city forced collec
tive considerations into political consciousness. The most pressing of the
great cities' urgencies was health. Much of the history of social politics'
formation might, indeed, be written as the story of the battle for a concept
of public health, rooted not only in personal discipline and hygiene but also
in the social environments of labor and shelter. To the traditional health
risks of old age, childbirth, and accident, the cities added the risks of con-
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centrated, interdependent living-much of it, like water-borne microbes,
invisible to the amateur eye. It was the great, shocking sanitary investiga
tions spearheaded by Edwin Chadwick in Britain in the 1840s that first
pinpointed the ecological causes of urban disease and showed the far-reach
ing public consequences of a polluted well, an alleyway of standing sewage,
or the airless warrens of an inner courtyard. By the private calculus of their
owners, none was worth the costs of improvement. The sanitary investiga
tions thus offered not only a medical lesson in the health risks of concen
trated populations; they also offered an economic lesson in the hidden
social injuries of self-regarding commercial acts.4

In Britain first, then elsewhere, propelled by sanitary science, cholera
epidemics, and a mounting fear of the moral contagion of the "slum,"
nineteenth-century political authorities began to move toward tighter regu
lation of the private city through more systematic bylaws and building
codes, sanitary ordinances, and dwelling inspections. More momentously,
city authorities began to move toward the provision of goods that had
hitherto been accepted as in the domain of private supply. Water was the
first. When the sanitary movement began in Britain in the 1840s, water
works throughout the North Atlantic economy were virtually all private,
profit-making undertakings. Under the prod of epidemic and contagion,
however, city governments began to invest more and more heavily in public
systems of water supply. From simple piping operations, the cities' expand
ing populations pushed city governments on to the construction of widely
flung systems of reservoirs, aqueducts, mains, and filtration plants. By the
end of the century, water supply had grown into an immense public eco
nomic undertaking. While the average capitalization of Britain's fifty larg
est industrial firms in 1905 was 4.4 million pounds, Birmingham's water
system was capitalized at close to 8 million pounds and London's new
Metropolitan Water Board at almost 47 million pounds.5 Even by the spar
est, night-watchman conception of public safety, the interdependencies of
great city living could be an engine of collectivism on a startling scale.

But if a city could and should sell water to ensure the adequacy and
purity that private water companies failed to maintain, what else should it
supply? Should it light its streets for the safety of its inhabitants, build parks
and playgrounds for their bodily health and recuperation, build schools and
libraries to protect against popular ignorance, rebellion, and misrule?
Should it own the city's cemeteries and slaughterhouses to guard their
neighbors' health? Should it own public baths, when, as Jane Addams
claimed in 1892, there were not more than three bathtubs within the one-
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third square mile surrounding Hull House? Or milk pasteurization stations
and milk depots, to make sure infants' milk was not watered? Or hospitals
and outpatient dispensaries?6 Should it sweep the streets and cart away the
city's daily mass of refuse? Should it condemn dwellings unfit for habita
tion, and, once these were pulled down, erect new, decently built, sanitarily
sound housing in their place? Should it construct streetcar lines to allow its
unhealthily concentrated populations, jammed by necessity within walking
distance of their place of work, to disperse to healthier, suburban areas?
What should a city regulate? What should it trust to the market's incen
tives? What should it franchise? What should it own and operate? The
unplanned collectivism of city life forced all these issues, unhinged older
assumptions, and blurred the lines between private and public obligations.

"Functional expansion" of city governments' tasks is the sociological
term for the phenomenon, but this figure of speech should not mislead.
Wherever municipal authorities turned, their added tasks brought them
directly into conflict with established private entrepreneurs. None of the
new domains of municipal supply was unoccupied. Mid-nineteenth-century
cities swarmed with commercial water suppliers, carters, private refuse
haulers, landlords and property investors, sellers of watered milk, jerry
builders, streetcar companies, street sweeping contractors, franchise hold
ers of all sorts, and purchasable city officials who, in selling the city's com
mercial possibilities, collaborated in its commodification. Even sewage
brought cities up against a swarm of commercial operators large and small
who dealt for profit in the city's excrement: cesspool drainers, sewage farm
ers, n1anure dealers, or the nightly army of women who, for a pittance,
toted the contents ofwell-to-do Berliners' chamber pots to the River Spree.
Municipalization, even of the most menial necessities of urban living, en
tailed no simple expansion of services. When cities assumed the tasks of
supply, they cut into the business of private suppliers.

Municipalization meant, in short, a diminution of the market, a trans
formation of goods from private to public. On the one side lay goods and
services priced by market rules and open to private entrepreneurial initia
tive; on the other, public goods, socially priced if directly priced at all. In
time, the middle ground was to be filled by an array of hybrids that blurred
the early distinction: quasi-private goods, commercially initiated but pub
licly regulated, or quasi-public goods, publicly specified but commercially
supplied. But for turn-of-the-century urban progressives, the choice of
what lay in and outside the market's realm was stark and politically momen
tous. Though their opponents sometimes branded them "collectivists," the
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progressives did not collectivize great city life. That was the accomplish
ment of the city's market makers in goods and labor, its entrepreneurs and
(by the century's end) its monopolists. The progressives' project was differ
ent: to try to realize the implicit collectivism of the city on conscious and
public lines.

Broad powers were not new to the cities of the Atlantic world. The social
and economic competence of medieval and early modern cities had been
large and untheoretical. Municipal corporations lodged the sick and pro
vided for the poor; owned markets, docks, and common land; regulated
prices and wages; warded the streets; and meted out justice. Into the mod
ern era, remnants of these powers endured in an occasional public market,
city hospital, poor farm, or city stone quarry. But challenged from without
by the centralizing appetites of the nation-states, and hollowed out from
within by demands for an ever-widening sphere for entrepreneurial liberty,
the economic functions of cities slowly shrank down to a much more lim
ited compass.

In the middle third of the nineteenth century, at the height of urban
privatization, the range of municipal action varied considerably across the
North Atlantic economy, but the trend of policies and ideas was general.
When the great cities' needs for water, sanitation, light, and transportation
began to outrun the competence of traditional household technologies,
those who took up the slack everywhere were private venture capitalists.
Water, when it did not come from private wells in the private-utility city,
flowed through the pipes of commercial suppliers; garbage and refuse col
lection was the terrain of small entrepreneurs; gas for street lighting was
purchased from private gasworks; electricity, when it entered the cities from
the Edison and Siemens patent factories in the 1880s, was big business from
the very outset; transportation was the work of myriad commercial carters
and porters, cab and omnibus drivers, streetcar and steam railroad compa
nies.7

Between urban consumers and the cities' commercial suppliers, how
ever, friction was endemic. Growing at every edge, cities were eager for
technological improvements and expanded services. Having sunk their
capital into a piping system or a horse-drawn street railway line, private
investors in city services wanted above all to nurse their existing invest
ments for all the return they would yield. Private water suppliers, reluctant
to undertake expensive investments in reservoirs, aqueducts, or cleaner
water sources, clashed repeatedly with city councils over the adequacy and
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quality of supply. London, where as late as 1899 the city's private water
companies treated the city to regular summer water famines, was a particu
larly notorious example.8 City councils and private gas companies quarreled
over prices and revenues. In a scenario replayed from Toronto and New
York to Glasgow, Munich, and Cologne, city councils and the private hold
ers of streetcar franchises locked horns over the commercial companies'
unwillingness to extend lines and service beyond the city's dense, inner
core, where returns on invested capital were highest.

Nothing promoted capital's productivity more effectively than a mo
nopoly position. To secure a monopoly, private utility investors moved with
a daring that their reluctance to invest in expensive technological improve
ments belied. Where the scale of investment was particularly high, as in gas
and streetcar systems, investors labored with special zeal to forestall the
organization of rival enterprises-purchasing and pocketing franchises they
had no intention of fulfilling, setting one of government's several hands
against the other, bribing public officials, or simply buying up competitors
faster than advocates of competition could create a market. In these regards,
the adjective "natural" in the "natural monopoly" arguments of the insur
gent economists was misleading. Commercial utility companies made their
monopolies with all the financial and political resources at their disposal and
reaped from them profits as handsome as the late nineteenth century of
fered. 9

Structural conflicts over prices, profits, and supply formed one part of
the background to late-nineteenth-century utility politics; the other was the
deeply set aversion of urban property owners to increased taxation. So long
as the city was understood as an unnatural tax incubus-an expense to be
minimized in the budgets of its private, individual constituents-pressures
toward public parsimony were built into urban politics. Everywhere pro
posals for new public investments met contest and delay. The foremost
sanitarian of the era, Edwin Chadwick, was in perpetual political trouble in
his own England; his landmark Public Health Act of 1848 operated for only
six years before Chadwick's critics crippled it with amendments and exiled
Chadwick, for good, from public office. Between 1873, when cholera,
sweeping through Hamburg, made clear the inadequacy of that city's water
supply, and 1890, when the city council finally agreed to invest in water
filtration technology, lay, as Richard Evans has shown, years of bureaucratic
footdragging and the dogged resistance of the city's Property Owners Asso
ciation. The private-utility city was sustained not only by the interests of its
commercial suppliers but also by a powerful, tax-averse ideology. 10
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The first breaks in this pattern came with water and sewage. Spurred by
the pioneering English sanitarians, English municipal authorities took the
lead in the 1850s in the conversion of water from a private to a public good,
gradually buying out their commercial waterworks and investing in new
systems of city-administered supply. By 1879, almost half of England's ur
ban sanitary areas were supplied with public water; by 1903, on the eve of
London's conversion to public water supply, public investments in water
supply outweighed private investment almost two to one. II In themselves,
water mains for city fountains and hydrants did not put water directly into
the dwellings of most urban folk. Public bathhouses for the working class
came closer. Made a permissible expense for English cities in an act of 1846,
there were thirteen municipal bathhouses in London eight years later; by
the 1890s, the biggest of them boasted laundries, cafes, and public lecture
halls in addition to shower baths and swimming pools.I2

But more plentiful and cleaner city water did not, paradoxically, pro
duce more health. As water poured into cesspools, vaults, and privies, col
lecting in pools and the overtaxed creeks and ravines that passed for sewers,
the undrained, overwatered late-nineteenth-century city became its own
environmental hazard. On the heels of public water then came, against
taxpayer resistance, still greater investments in drains and sewers-not only
sewers to flush the cities' streets of slops and horse droppings (like the big,
tourist-visited sewers of Napoleon Ill's Paris) but also, through one of
Chadwick's technological breakthroughs, water-flushed sanitary sewage
systems that, linked to household "water closets," slowly began to drive the
night-soil haulers and cesspool emptiers out of business. 13

The chain of interlinked events that led from public water to public
sewerage investments, and then (when drains still did not bring health) to
even more distant water supplies and new filtration techniques, was one of
several paths down which ambitious city governments found themselves
propelled toward wider spheres of action. Some of the linkages were tech
nological, as in the ever-moving front of the battle with waterborne disease.
Some were organizational and financial, as administrative competence ac
quired in a city waterworks or city gas lighting plant tempted city councils
to look outward to new sources of action or revenue. Another dynamic of
expanding supply flew on the wings of metaphor, as the sanitary battle
against the epidemiological miasma of the undrained city metamorphosed
into a campaign against the moral and social "miasma" of the city's slums
and cheap lodging districts. 14 Histrionic often enough, and cruel to those
shoved aside in the slum clearance campaigns or hustled out into the night
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by tenement inspectors ticketing for overcrowded sleeping rooms, the cam
paign against the slums and "rookeries" represented, nonetheless, the be
ginnings of a broader conception of urban social costs. Once the boundaries
of the city enterprise began to move outward, all these factors formed
powerful accelerators.

The most celebrated late-nineteenth-century illustration of municipal en
terprise was Joseph Chamberlain's Birmingham. Almost none of the steps
the English city took in the 1870s was in itself new. It was Chamberlain's
grasp of the potential interrelations between the new fields of municipal
enterprise, his zeal to do everything at once, and the shrewdness of his
public investments that made Birmingham a byword for late-nineteenth
century civic activism. Wreathed in the smoke of its factories and work
shops, as popular prints of the period depict it, Birmingham was hardly a
model city when Chamberlain assumed the mayor's seat in 1873. Its death
rate was said to be the highest of any great city on the island, its commer
cially piped water was inadequately supplied, its sewers were badly over
taxed, and its city council, frightened by the impending cost of repairs, was
hunkered down on the maxim of public frugality. IS

Chamberlain, a machined-goods manufacturer accustomed to larger
spheres of action than the small businessmen and shopkeepers who had
long dominated Birmingham's city council, proposed to break the impasse
over sewage, health, and taxes by pushing the city into direct utility supply.
Birmingham's commercial gas suppliers, who had been fattening on the
easy terms of their franchise, were his first target. Within a year, the city
had bought them out and was plowing the profits from its commercial gas
sales into civic improvements. From that beginning, the rest quickly fol
lowed. With the income secured from the municipalization of gas supply,
the city purchased and expanded Birmingham's waterworks and began to
invest in overdue sewage and sanitary improvements. Seizing on an act
permitting public condemnation of unsanitary dwellings, Chamberlain led
the city into an ambitious reconstruction of city land values. Forty-three
acres of cheap housing near the city's core were torn down, their residents
scattered, and a brassy new commercial street was run through in their
place, paid for by profits on the resale of abutting land to commercial
building investors. By 1890, Chamberlain himself having moved on to na
tional politics, Birmingham boasted not only of its public gas revenues and
the air of prosperity on the new Corporation Street, but also of new public
baths, a public art school and art museum, a new set of city parks, model
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sewers and a new city sewage farm, and one of Britain's most expensive city
halls, wreathed in mosaics and allegorical statuary: a monument to Birming
ham's commercial "civicism."16

Aggressive, commercial civic-mindedness was the hallmark of Birming
ham's municipal revival, and it went together with a quiet ratcheting up
ward of power in the city. By the end of the 1870s the tax-conscious shop
keepers had lost their hold on Birmingham's city council to wealthier men
like Chamberlain himself, accustomed to bolder capital investments. Manu
facturers stocked the city's gas and improvements committees where they
kept a sharp eye on the city's commercial advantages. Where there were no
clear civic profits to be made, their interest fell off sharply. Against Birming
ham's block upon block of "back-to-back" working-class housing, the city
council made little headway; as late as 1900, almost a quarter of the city's
dwellings were still without sanitary sewer connections. Little wonder,
then, that the radical economist R. H. Tawney should dismiss Chamber
lain-style "municipal trading" (as municipal assumption of income-produc
ing activities was officially known) as a project by and for its business back
ers: "Clearly there are no germs of a revolution here."17

But in a less dramatic key, there were. Chamberlain himself bragged
that the city had broken out of "pedantic adherence to the supposedly fixed
principles of political economy" that set off, in rigid opposition, the realm
of market action and the boundaries of legitimate public work. 18 From a
kind of limited watch-and-ward association of the city's property holders,
the city had been transformed into a major economic enterprise. Birming
ham's citizen-capitalists had hardly set out to alter class relations in the city;
the slums, which regrouped beyond Corporation Street, endured. Birming
ham's political lesson worked on a different plane: that a city might itself
successfully extract public returns from the markets its presence created.

By the turn of the century one could find Birminghams, in this sense,
across most of the North Atlantic economy. The great exception was
France, where cities, kept under extremely tight rein by state officials and
without the independent capacity to contract debts, were all but precluded
from experiments in municipal ownership. But in England, Scotland, and
Germany, the decades on either side of the turn of the century were marked
by an extraordinary efflorescence of municipal enterprises. 19

By the nineties Birmingham's lead in municipal undertakings had been
usurped by Glasgow, the great, gray, ship- and machinery-making eco
nomic capital of industrial Scotland. Public health called the tune in Glas
gow more than public profits. After repeated quarrels with commercial gas
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suppliers over adequacy of service, the city had municipalized the city's gas
supply in 1869, five years before Birmingham; where Birmingham's city
council kept gas charges high and poured the profits into the city treasury,
Glasgow cut gas prices in half and loaned out free gas stoves to ease the
city's pall of coal smoke and encourage more hygienic cooking. Heir to the
appallingly overcrowded, dark, stone tenements that were urban Scotland's
curse, Glasgow city authorities not only tore down slum housing but also (in
a move Birmingham's city councillors resisted) began to build public re
placement housing in its stead. When electricity-generating and telephonic
technology came to Scotland, the city embarked on the municipal supply of
both.20

It was streetcars, however, that made Glasgow's municipal ambitions
world famous. Although several cities in Britain owned their own underly
ing track system, no other city of comparable size had undertaken a city
owned street railway system. In 1894, out of patience with the private
franchiser's refusal to expand service beyond Glasgow's profitable inner
core and determined to find means to disperse its overcrowded inner-city
population, the city undertook to run the cars itself. The private franchiser,
retreating to omnibuses, and the city streetcar committee ran in head-to
head competition for months, until the private company retired in defeat.

German cities, although they were more broadly empowered than Eng
lish or Scottish cities, had begun the nineteenth century far behind them
with regard to public health. Berlin was notoriously filthy; as late as 1872,
Chadwick was certain that you could identify traveling Berliners by the
distinctive stench clinging to their clothing. Hamburg excepted, modern
water and sewer works did not come to the major German cities until the
1870s. Over the next decades, however, municipal investments in water,
sanitation, and gas supply began to rise sharply throughout the German
empire-fueled by new commercial and industrial wealth and intercity ri
valry. By 1889, half the gasworks in the German empire were municipally
owned; a decade later, encouraged by these results, German cities were
moving aggressively into the purchase of electrical power plants at a pace
unmatched in Europe.21 In the areas where commercial companies held the
field (as in the streetcars) German city officials began driving harder and
more precise bargains. The agreement the Berlin authorities reached with
the city's franchised streetcar operator in the late 1890s prescribed not only
payment of a percentage of the gross passenger receipts to the city and
technical improvements at the city's direction but also maximum hours for
streetcar employees, maximum fares, and the provision of special, cheap,
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wage earners' tickets.22 Visitors to turn-of-the-century Berlin marveled at
the transformation of the technically deficient and "execrably" dirty city of
the past into a model of public cleanliness and efficiency-the home ''par
excellence" of "the modern application of sanitary science to public adminis
tration," as the American Monthly Review ofReviews put it.23

As in Britain, however, the showcase cities were the smaller ones, far
ther away from the complex pressures of court and imperial politics. What
Birmingham and Glasgow were to the United Kingdom, Frankfurt and
Dusseldorf were to Germany. Under Mayor Franz Adickes between 1891
and 1912, Frankfurt embarked on a construction program of broad new
streets and parks; a modern sewage plant and incinerator; city baths, lavato
ries, and swimming pools; and a new civic university set on a new, Vienna
style Ringstrasse. On the city's eastern rim, it launched an ambitious reve
nue-producing city harbor on the Main, surrounded by a city-platted
district of factories and workers' housing. It established a city-run employ
ment bureau that was widely imitated in Germany. It bought out its street
car franchisers, expanded service with cheap fares for wage earners, and
constructed a city-owned electrical plant to facilitate electrification of the
system. To ease the housing pressures on the old city, it undertook an
aggressive suburban annexation policy, extended city loans to philanthropic
associations for the construction of peripheral low-cost housing along the
new city streetcar lines, and developed the first city zoning ordinance in
Germany. Dusseldorf was a close rival, with its big, scientifically planned,
city-owned harbor; city mortgage and savings banks; labor exchange and
arbitration courts; and city-owned pawn shops, hospitals and sanitaria,
cemeteries, slaughterhouse, public reading rooms, theater, and symphony
orchestra. Frederic Howe, who studied the city closely, was sure that
Dusseldorf "owns more things and does more things for its people" than
any city in the world.24

"Municipal socialism," Chamberlain called the phenomenon approv
ingly in 1891, when the term "socialism" carried its broadest meaning in the
English-speaking world. If this was socialism, however, it was the socialism
of the business classes. Virtually everywhere, as in Birmingham, the lead in
the expansion of city enterprises was taken by local businessmen. Though
labor union officials were not uncommon on British city councils, uncon
tested elections, very long tenure in office, and long, unpaid, midday meet
ings all severely limited the influence even of the labor aristocracy of skill
and property. Glasgow's city council did not seat its first bloc of labor
representatives until 1898. A small minority in a structure that went a long
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way toward isolating British city governments from popular politics, labor
councillors never called the tune for prewar municipal "socialism."25

As for the working-class electorate, Albert Shaw's conclusion in the mid
1890s that "the slums do not vote" in Britain was not precisely true. The
Fabian Society's Graham Wallas, running for the London school board in
1894, was deeply chagrined in the pollings' last hour to see the kinds ofvot
ers his canvassers had roped in, men and women "with broken straw hats, pal
lid faces, and untidy hair, ... dazed and bewildered, having been snatched
away in carriages or motors from the making of match-boxes, or button
holes, or cheap furniture, or from the public house, or, since it was a Satur
day evening, from bed. Most of them seemed to be trying, in the unfamiliar
surroundings, to be sure of the name for which, as they had been reminded
at the door, they were to vote." But hemmed in by residency restrictions
and the requirement that one's taxes be paid up at election time, the slums
did not vote in great numbers. Experts thought the cumulative effect of
such restrictions was to eliminate between 25 percent and 40 percent of
adult men from the cities' suffrage rolls. Politically the cities belonged to
the business classes, their new public economic enterprises included.26

In Germany, the structures of exclusion stood still higher and firmer.
Municipal suffrage requirements varied from state to state in imperial Ger
many, but in none did city politics approach even the imperfect state of
British municipal democratization. The key was a set of extremely high
property hurdles. In Hamburg in 1904, only 29 percent of the those eligible
to vote in Reichstag elections had the necessary property to vote for the
local city council; in Frankfurt by 1914, even after inflation had eroded the
property bar, no more than 50 percent qualified. Throughout the Prussian
heart of the empire, half the seats on city councils were reserved for house
owners. Compounding the matter in Prussia was a three-class voting rule in
municipal elections. Structuring of the electorate under the three-class sys
tem began with the division of the tax roll into three parts. Starting from
the highest tax contributor and moving downward, those who together paid
the first third of the city's taxes were grouped in the first class of city voters;
those who paid the second third belonged to the second class, the rest to the
third class. To each class went the right to elect one-third of the city coun
cil. The result was an extraordinary concentration of plutocratic power at
the top, and a highly effective barrier to popular pressure from the bottom.
In Berlin, first- and second-class voters together constituted just 3 percent
of the city electorate. In Essen in the early 1890s, Albert Shaw watched the
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one first-class voter to appear at the polls single-handedly elect a third of
the city counci1.27

Despite these odds, the Social Democrats made considerable inroads
into German city politics in the decade before the First World War. In
Frankfurt in 1912 they held one-third of the city council seats, and in Berlin
they had almost as large a share. Structurally, however, there were powerful
limits to their influence on policy. By the last quarter of the nineteenth
century, German city administration rested in the hands of an extraordinar
ily strong, professional bureaucracy. University trained, life-tenured Ober
biirgermeister, like Dusseldorf's Wilhelm Marx and Frankfurt's Franz
Adickes, who had worked their up from a public law or economics degree
through directorships of city departments, magistracies, and mayors' seats
in smaller towns, played a leading role in German city politics-a buffer
against sheer wealth and sheer numbers alike. As for the extracouncil com
mittees charged with oversight of poor relief, education, and the like, their
seats went overwhelmingly to business and professional men. German cit
ies, in short, were in the hands of persons very like the businessmen who
dominated British city governments-though with a stronger technical and
administrative element.28

The great cities' working-class dwellers were of a deeply mixed mind about
business-style municipal trading. Years of mistrust accumulated between
city authorities and the cities' laboring folk did not incline local working
class majorities to fall unthinkingly into step with the cities' new projects.
For most city dwellers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
as Hamish Fraser writes of Glasgow, city government was a stern and dis
tant presence.

The local state was the police, which in a city like Glasgow had, because of
largely Highland recruitment, some of the characteristics of an alien, oc
cupying force. The local state was the magistrate in the burgh courts
handing out sentences to the drunk and disorderly, to the vagrant, to the
dilatory ratepayer, and issuing warrants for the evictions of tenants. The
local state was the sanitary officials raiding the ticketed houses between
midnight and five in the morning in a hopeless effort to curb overcrowding
or reprimanding tenants for failing to keep clean the common stairs and
closets ... The local state was the new town hall, undoubtedly magnificent
but on land gained at the cost of clearing the homes of the poor. The local
state was the parochial board which treated the poor, in need or in sick-
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ness, with a parsimonious disregard for basic needs ... The local state was
the belt-happy teacher or the truancy officer of the school board that made
education compulsory but not free. None of these manifestations of urban
authority was likely to endear it to the many of the working class.29

To this general animus, Marxian socialists added still greater mistrust.
Compared with the grand project of appropriating the means of production
from the bourgeoisie, seizure of a waterworks here or a sewer line there
could not but seem pitifully inadequate. Not until 1893 did the German
Social Democratic Party drop its ban on party participation in city elec
tions. The next decade brought a flurry of intense debate over municipal
issues within the party, culminating in 1904 in a program of municipal
demands; but its centerpiece was not utility politics but democratization
and more equitable taxation. Once elected to city councils, socialists pushed
hardest for traditional labor issues: model working conditions for city em
ployees, work relief for the unemployed, labor courts to adjudicate wage
earners' grievances, and more generous relief for the poor.30 In France,
where the elections of 1896 swept socialist majorities into some 150 munici
pal councils, the goals ofworking-class socialism came closer to home: work
relief for the out-of-work, funds for the assistance of striking workers' fami
lies, homes for workers injured in the course of their trade, more generous
and less humiliating assistance to the poor, and school meals and day nurs
eries for poor children. This was a politics of the cooperative, social family
rather than the politics of public enterprise.31 Between the businessmen's
"municipal trading" and the workers' "municipal socialism" stretched a
chasm in expectations.

But the idea of the city's owning its own infrastructure, extending out
ward its goods and even its heavy-handed services, was protean enough in
its political implications that it was not surprising that the lines of class
should on occasion blur. The amorphousness of the municipalization idea
and the anticommercial animus within its business ethos gave municipal
ownership an appeal broad enough to cross the normally segmented
boundaries of city life. In this lay the significance of London "Progressiv
ism"-during its heyday in the 1890s the most closely watched experiment
in municipal politics in the North Atlantic economy.

European's largest urban agglomeration, late-nineteenth-century Lon
don was, politically, hardly a city at all. Lacking any effective citywide
government until 1889, public authority devolved on a maze of subdivided
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and overlapping bodies. London's police force was directed by the central
government's Home Office; responsibility for streets and local sanitation
was parceled out to local vestry boards; large-scale public works was the
business of an appointed Metropolitan Board of Works. 32 London's com
mercial interests profited heavily from this fragmentation of public author
ity. London was one of the last of the great cities in Britain, almost thirty
years after Birmingham, to take water supply into its own hands. In the city
of 1889, the key utilities-transport, gas, electricity, and water-were all
private undertakings.

When, in that year, Parliament authorized the formation of London's
first citywide, elected governing body-the London County Council
(LCC)-long-buried political ambitions rose quickly to the surface. The
council's Progressive majority was essentially a Liberal Party association
under another name; more than half the Progressive council members were
business and professional men. But the Progressive councillors also in
cluded a handful of women and, by 1892, a radical backbench of socialists
and workingmen. At the labor minority's head was John Burns, leader of the
London dockers' great strike victory of 1889, who had burst into London
politics only a few years before, haranguing crowds of unemployed workers
under a flaming red flag. The Fabian Society, still new and casting about for
a program and political venue, sent a half dozen members to the council in
1892, including Sidney Webb. 33

Determined to follow in the steps of the northern municipalizers, the
Progressive majority quickly voted to municipalize London's water supply,
gasworks, electric supply, docks, and streetcars. Mimicking Birmingham
with its Corporation Street, the council cut its own brand-new commercial
street through a region of cheap shops and houses at Kingsway. Where the
Metropolitan Board of Works had razed slums, leaving the resettlement to
private builders and philanthropic housing associations, the council built
and leased some of the most innovative working-class housing in prewar
Europe. It built pocket parks in the city's working-class boroughs, complete
with bandstands and free concerts for the moral elevation and uplift of the
people-staging 1,200 summer concerts in the 1907 season alone. It in
vested in trade and technical education. Its staff inspected everything from
music hall lyrics to smoke nuisances. Parliament, which never lifted its
thumb far from London's administration, stymied the Progressives' ambi
tions for gas, electricity, and dock management, and shunted water supply
off to an independent public body. But by 1905 there were city-operated
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tramcars buzzing down London's streets and city steam ferries-their
"LCC" logo painted so boldly that no one could mistake it-plying the
Thames.

For Burns and the labor minority, the LCC's crowning achievement
was to organize its own public works force, bypassing the "rings" of small
contractors who had traditionally bid, often in collusion, on city work.
Burns had chosen a seat the Drainage Committee in 1889 on the grounds
that it employed more city workers than any other. When the decision to
circumvent the construction contractors was made, he thought it "the big
gest thing yet done for Collectivism." With as many as 3,000 city construc
tion employees at work, Burns's was no idle notion; together with a small
army of clerks, inspectors, transport workers, and schoolteachers, they
made the LCC the city's single largest employer at the turn of the century.34

Where Burns pushed the issue of labor standards, the Fabians extended
the municipalization idea to a still broader array of goods and services. One
by one, they added to the list of candidates for municipalization: city-owned
bakeries and slaughterhouses; municipally issued fire insurance; and out
right municipalization of milk distribution, markets, hospitals, and the liq
uor trade. 35 Around municipal trading, the LCC radicals wove a utopian
aura of possibilities. With Sidney Webb talking of providing streetcars as
free as public libraries, with]ohn Burns proposing to organize the docks as
a great labor collective and to drive the sweatshops out of business with
municipal clothing factories, and with radicals hinting of widening the
sphere of public enterprise, from the city outward, until the economy itself
should be socialized, the crowded political tent of municipal ownership had
grown broad indeed.

The municipal trading idea could not be radicalized indefinitely, how
ever, without accumulating formidable enemies. By 1900, after a decade of
London Progressivism, opponents were beginning to find the means of
conservative counterorganization. The antimunicipalization revolt took a
multitude of organizational forms-the Association for the Protection of
Property Owners, the Middle Class Defence Association, the Liberty and
Property Defence League-and had a wealth of financial resources, not the
least of which was heavy support from the commercial electric utility com
panies. Together these groups engineered parliamentary investigations of
municipal trading in 1900 and 1903. Pointing with alarm to the rising tax
rates and debt levels in the nation's cities, they seized on every loose thread
in the talk of "municipal socialism" and did their best to split off the small
propertied, middle-class ratepayer from the municipal trading alliance. 36
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Class was the conservatives' card. "Ratepayers! It's Your Money "WE
Want," a cartoon municipal socialist declared in a Conservative election
poster in 1907. With his stubby, working-class finger thrust out toward the
public, jaw unshaved, and top hat askew, the figure was the conservatives'
very image of labor-based soak-the-middle-class politics. Sidney Webb had
satirized the conservative view years before:

The Individualist City Councillor will walk along the municipal pavement,
lit by municipal gas and cleansed by municipal brooms with municipal
water, and seeing by the municipal clock in the municipal market, that he
is too early to meet his children coming from the municipal school hard by
the county lunatic asylum and municipal hospital, will use the national
telegraph system to tell them not to walk through the municipal park but
to come by the municipal tramway, to meet him in the municipal reading
room, by the municipal art gallery, museum and library, where he intends
to consult some of the national publications in order prepare his next
speech in the municipal town-hall ... "Socialism, sir," he will say, "don't
waste the time of a practical man by your fantastic absurdities. Self-help,
sir, individual self-help, that's what's made our city what it is."

In 1907, the foes of municipal trading swept the Progressives out of LCC
control. With great fanfare, their Conservative successors abolished direct
public construction work, brought the contractors back in to bid on city
construction jobs, and sold off the steam ferries. 37

Like most administrative revolutions, the revolution in municipal serv
ices fell short of its ambitions. London's patchwork of public and private
operations endured; not until the 1940s would the city's gasworks finally fall
into public hands. The politics of municipal supply was always to hang on
relatively narrow balances. But for the all the controversies and reverses, a
major shift in the supply of city services had been accomplished. By the eve
of the First World War, more than 80 percent of the water sold in the
United Kingdom, some 60 percent of the electricity, and 37 percent of the
gas was municipally supplied; 80 percent of streetcar riders rode on city
owned tramways. In Germany the trend toward municipal utility supply
was equally unmistakable. In 1908 and 1909, when the controversy over
municipal trading was at its height in the United States, Frederic Howe
surveyed the extent of municipal operations in the fifty largest cities in
Germany and Great Britain.38 Some of those that reported possessing gas or
electricity plants produced power only for their own street lighting or
streetcars; some owned their streetcar systems but leased them out to pri
vate operators. But the results were telling, nonetheless:
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Cities owning their own: No. in Germany No. in Great Britain

Water supply 48 39

Gas supply 50 21

Electricity supply 42 44

Streetcars 23 42

Public baths 48 49

Markets 50 44

Slaughterhouses 43 23

Investing boldly in public works, urban business-class progressives had
engineered a major shift in the line between city and private enterprise.
They had established for turn-of-the-century cities a new set of collective
tasks, which, spinning out from concerns with public health, defied deter
minate limits. Long before the "welfare state" was more than a cloud on the
sky of the nation-state, they began to elaborate a network of locally admin
istered public services and socially priced goods. They had, however tenta
tively, experimented with cross-class political alliances. To American pro
gressives, their work could not but be a goad and a model.

Cities on a Hill

Swept up in the common forces of the North Atlantic economy, the cities of
the United States had been no exception to the larger urban patterns of the
nineteenth century. There, too, the city's public, administrative core was
surrounded by a broad periphery of contract, franchise, and purchase; there,
too, the boundary between public and commercial supply was contested and
constantly moving. As economic actors, American city governments had
considerable historical experience. With a booster's zeal for the assets that
might alchemize a country crossroads into another Cincinnati or Chicago,
nineteenth-century American city governments had invested heavily, often
well past the point of financial prudence, in transportation facilities-not
only in public roads and bridges but in commercial and mixed public-pri
vate transportation ventures as well. In Georgia between 1831 and 1860,
half the capital for railroad investment came from local and state govern
ments; Pennsylvania local governments in the 1840s and 1850s sank some
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fourteen million dollars in railroad company stocks, Philadelphia itself in
vesting almost ten million dollars. Cincinnati owned outright a city rail line
to its southern markets. 39

In the wake of the depression of the 1870s, when the bottom fell out of
many of these investments, several states moved to erect higher hurdles to
local debt contraction, but none put an iron ring around a city's range of
potential action. American municipal reformers may have envied the rela
tive fiscal autonomy of German cities, but their own constitutional capacity
was far broader than that of French city governments. To the close and
continuing authority of the English central authorities over local policy
decisions and investments, or the Prussian monopolization of local police
powers in the hands of central state administrators, there were no American
counterparts.

Neither tradition nor legal capacity precluded movement, in step with
European cities, into the new urban technologies. Following the British
lead, late-nineteenth-century American cities invested heavily in public
water and sewer facilities. Of the thirty-eight great cities in turn-of-the
century America, all but eight owned their own waterworks-a fraction
little different from Britain's. All but two-Baltimore, which still limped
along with cesspools, and New Orleans, where the city sewers were a pri
vate, commercial business-possessed modern, publicly constructed sew
ers.40

Beyond water and sewer operations, national patterns in public invest
ment began to diverge more sharply. European visitors to the United States
cursed the wretched state ofAmerican city streets. Mile upon mile they ran,
through mires of mud and refuse and sinkholes of rotting wooden paving
blocks-though in fairness to the urban governments authorities that strug
gled to grade and pave and clean the streets of each day's new mountain of
manure and garbage, it must be acknowledged that there were many more
miles of urban streets in the United States than in the more compactly
settled cities of Europe. In other public investments, however, American
cities led the world. Into public schools, overcrowded and understaffed
though they often were, late-nineteenth-century American cities poured
huge resources ofwealth. Parks, beginning with the laying out of New York
City's Central Park in the late 1850s, were yet another public triumph in
the United States; they drew a stream of European admirers, the London
County Council's parks committee's chair among them. By the end of the
century, American cities were aggressively buying up large rings of sur
rounding parkland-carriage parks, to be sure, green, urban lungs far more
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heavily used by the better off than the poor, but a major investment in
public amenities nonetheless. Public city playgrounds were an American
social invention. When the municipalization movement began to gather
steam in Europe, then, American cities were no strangers to large-scale
undertakings.41

From the first, there were Americans who followed the growth abroad of
city-owned services with closely informed interest. Many were veterans of
the German university connection. Richard Ely, interested since his student
years in German municipal administration, came back from a swing
through urban Germany and Britain in the late 1880s to advocate a wide
ranging program of municipal services. Joining European practice with
Henry C. Adams's "natural" monopoly arguments, Ely was soon calling for
outright municipalization of city utilities across a very broad front. 42 In
Philadelphia in the mid-1880s, Edmund J. James, armed with the balance
sheet of German and British municipal gas operations, had thrown himself
into the fight to wrest the city's gasworks back into direct public manage
ment. Later, as streetcars came into the eye of American urban politics,
James fired off from Paris and Berlin a barrage of model franchise arrange
ments.43

The first American systematically to cultivate the Atlantic connection
in progressive municipal politics, though he himself had not studied in
Germany, was one of Ely's students, Albert Shaw. Coming as a young Iowa
journalist to graduate study at Johns Hopkins in the early 1880s, Shaw had
been assigned by Ely to write about communitarian socialism and, later,
midwestern cooperatives. From Baltimore he returned to the Midwest and
the day-to-day politics of franchise, sanitation, and city governance as an
editorial writer for the Minneapolis Tribune. Out of patience with the "lais
sez-faire bugbear," as he derided it, he signed on with the American Eco
nomic Association as an early lay member. When one of his undergraduate
teachers, Jesse Macy, urged Shaw to join him on a ramble through Britain,
"to go through the country notebook in hand and take a sort of photograph
of the present political and social conditions of England," he had demurred.
But a year later, in 1888, pulled by the tide that tugged at all of Ely's pupils,
he set off on his own sociological tour of Britain and the Continent. The
trip introduced Shaw to the British journalist and reformer William T.
Stead, who within two years tapped Shaw to become editor of an American
edition of Stead's Review ofReviews and, in that capacity, despite the strains
between the flamboyant Stead and his much more cautious American part-
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ner, to serve as a conduit between British and American reform journalism.
In the shorter run, Shaw came back fired with the enthusiasms of a munici
pal reformer. Three more trips ensued in quick succession, followed by a
stream of newspaper and magazine pieces that culminated in 1895 in his
two-volume Municipal Government in Great Britain and Municipal Govern
ment in Continental Europe. 44

Shaw approached European cities with the instincts of a public health
reformer, an enormous appetite for facts, and a certain 'willingness to sus
pend his doubts. "It is a flattering picture that I draw," he wrote to Stead on
the eve of his books' publication; "but I hold solidly to the doctrine that my
task in all these matters is not to find out the faults of foreign people and
foreign systems, but to find out their merits in order that we may profit by
their wisdom and be stimulated by their good performances."45 In the clas
sic questions of municipal political science-the checks and balances of
power, the limits and distribution of responsibilities, all the questions of
constitutional political mechanics that since Madison's day had occupied so
much of American political attention-Shaw was not fundamentally inter
ested. For its businesslike straightforwardness and simplicity, British town
governance, in which committees of elected councillors ran the city with a
minimum of internal structural checks and balances, struck his sympathy
strongly. But the "mechanism of municipal government is a secondary mat
ter." Altogether too much attention in the United States, Shaw objected,
"has been devoted to the structure and mechanism, and, so far as the cities
are concerned, they keep changing it perpetually. They are forever over
hauling, repairing, or reconstructing the house, without seeming to have
many attractive or inspiring uses for which they are eager to make the house
ready."46

Where the American cities tied themselves in knots of theory, most
European cities lived straightforwardly in the realm of praxis. In the most
practical, businesslike way, "without either accepting or rejecting any the
ory as to the proper functions of the state or the municipal corporation,"
Shaw wrote approvingly, picking the Chamberlainite language out of the
air, European cities were adding function upon function for their citizens'
well-being. Whether it was the new Ringstrasse in Vienna, the great sewers
in Paris, municipal gas and streetcars in Glasgow, slum clearance and re
housing in London, sanitary science in Berlin, or the broad attentiveness of
German cities to the general welfare, their "municipal collectivism" turned
straightforwardly on the "welfare" of their citizens and the tasks of "munici
pal housekeeping."47
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It was essential to the parallels Shaw was intent on driving home that
city conditions on both sides of the Atlantic were "similar in all their essen
tial characteristics." The best in Europe, notwithstanding the aesthetic
tourists' fascination with the past, was new.

Fifty years ago [in England] there were no underground sewers; there
were no public water supplies; there was no street lighting worthy of the
name; there were no street railways nor other systems of municipal transit
beyond a few omnibuses and carriages; there were no well-paved streets;
there was no system of street cleansing; there were no municipal arrange
ments for domestic scavenging or the disposition of the waste accumula
tions of overcrowded towns; there were no building regulations which
protected the working classes against overcrowding under horribly unsani
tary conditions; there were no measures for the prevention of the spread of
epidemic diseases; there were no public fire departments; there was no
public system of education; there was no municipal control of the liquor
traffic or of other evils which are now subject to strict municipal supervi
sion and control; there were practically no such things as municipal parks
or playgrounds; there were, of course, no public libraries and reading
rooms; infinitely farther from any man's conception were free public baths
or municipal laundries for the tenement districts-or anyone of a dozen
other kinds of municipal provision for the health, comfort, and protection
of urban populations that are now made a part of the marvelously ex
panded municipal activity of great and prosperous British communities.

The key to the success of the European cities was their possession of pre
cisely the traits Americans so often imagined as peculiarly their own: practi
cality, efficiency, ambition, modernity.48

Shaw's resolution of urban political science into pure action did not
land on altogether sympathetic ears. Since the floodgates had been thrown
open to adult male suffrage in the 1820s and 1830s, generations of "good
government" urban reformers had struggled to check, balance, dilute, or
negate the potential for popular abuses of power in the American city. The
editors of the Century, though they gave Shaw a prominent forum in the
early 1890s, never fully understood his point. Fighting hard for civil service
reform, they construed Shaw to mean that the secret to the success of a
government like Glasgow's was its exclusion of the floating voters and its
delegation of city affairs to the businesslike management of businessmen.
Harry Pratt Judson, reviewing Shaw's Municipal Government in Great Brit
ain, concluded that the gulf between British business-class rule and Ameri
can popular governance was so vast as to vitiate any comparison at all: "The
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question whether it is or not good policy for the community to undertake
further duties for the general welfare, is simply not a question at all under
existing [American] conditions. It is a waste of time to discuss it." Corrup
tion, the stink of Tammany Hall and of a hundred lesser party machines,
dogged discussions of municipal functions in the United States from the
beginning.49

But Shaw's articles and books, published just as the European munici
palization movement was heating up, their data still novel and arresting,
enjoyed far more influence than normally falls to the work of a young
writer. Moving to New York City, where a businessmen's project for a
city-financed Manhattan subway was gathering force, Shaw's reports gained
an eager hearing. When the subway question was put to a citywide vote in
1894, Shaw's retelling of Glasgow's story in the press and in the uptown
reform clubs, together with the downtown organizational work of the set
tlement houses, single-taxers, and labor unions, brought one of municipal
transit ownership's earliest American victories. 50

Others in the same pinch formed a ready audience for Shaw's European
reportage. Detroit's mayor Hazen Pingree, deep in a fight with the city's
streetcar franchisers over fares and service in the early 1890s, soaked up
Shaw's reports. So, under similar circumstances, did San Francisco's mayor
James D. Phelan. When in 1893 the University ofWisconsin chose munici
pal ownership of city utilities as the subject of its annual student debate, the
winning, municipal ownership side stocked its brief heavily with quotations
from Adams, James, Ely-and Shaw. Ely himself put the case for municipal
utility ownership succinctly in 1890: "Read Dr. Shaw ... on Glasgow."51

Shaw's books formed one of several nodes of connection between European
and American municipal progressives in the 1890s. Another was to be
found in Boston under Josiah Quincy's mayorship from 1895 to 1900.
Young and politically ambitious, wealthy enough to have traveled widely in
Europe, Quincy was an early admirer of English factory legislation and
English municipal administration. Elected as a "silk-stocking" Democrat,
he plunged his administration into a broad program of city services con
sciously modeled on European precedents. Like the London Progressives,
he experimented with the direct employment of city labor, bypassing sub
contractors to raise the standards of labor on city work. Like the Glasgow
municipalizers, he tangled with the city's gas and streetcar companies.
Quincy's heart, however, lay in cultivating the city's social and recreational
possibilities, in an effort to recreate the sociability that since the first stu-
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dent encounters with Germany had struck Americans so strongly in
Europe. Taking as his special adviser Robert Woods, whose English Social
Movements, full of the early stirrings of London Progressivism, had come
out only four years earlier, Quincy built public baths and swimming pools,
gymnasia, parks, and playgrounds throughout Boston. He arranged, Euro
pean style, for free civic concerts and art exhibits. 52

All this made Quincy, in Shaw's eyes, the "foremost" practical expert in
municipal administration in America at the end of the century. The London
Progressives, too, took Quincy as one of their own. The Fabian John Mar
tin thought Quincy's Boston the nearest thing to what Birmingham had
been in the 1870s and Glasgow in the early 1890s. Sidney and Beatrice
Webb, touring the United States in 1898 with an acerbic dislike of most of
the Americans they met and contempt for the "infantile" complexity of
American municipal administration, thought Quincy's work among the
best to be found in America. When Quincy left office in 1900 after a falling
out with his city council over rising city debts and contractors' complaints
against direct city employment, he returned the Webbs' compliment by
undertaking a lecturing stint at the Fabians' new London School of Eco
nomics. 53

A larger node of European-influenced municipal ambitions was to be
found in turn-of-the-century New York City. A half dozen London Pro
gressives, including John Burns himself, turned up there on lecture tours in
the 1890s, eager to tout London's experience. Percival Chubb of the origi
nal Fabian group lectured back to back with Albert Shaw on "The Lessons
of London" in 1894; John Martin, soon to emigrate to the city as director of
the League for Political Education, gave a five-part lecture series on the
London example in 1898-99. William Tolman, then general agent of the
Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor, was a city presence,
with his bulging boxes of lantern slides from Glasgow, London, and Paris
and his fingers in a broad array of political and reform pies. In 1891 the
association had constructed a "People's Bath" on the Lower East Side,
where landlords packed in tenants so thickly that only 2 in 100 families in
the blocks surveyed by Bureau of Labor investigators possessed a bathroom;
and Tolman had come away from the work inspired with a passion for
English-style city baths.54 Most forceful of all was William Randolph
Hearst, who bought his way into the city's newspaper market in 1895.
Sensing well before the muckraking magazines a future in monopoly bash
ing, he soon set his EveningJournal's headlines ablaze with denunciations of
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the city's utility franchisers, praise for the advantages of municipal owner
ship, and illustration of Glasgow's and Birmingham's success at it. 55

With its party machines and often flagrant municipal corruption, New
York City in the 1890s was no stranger to sporadic eruptions of "good
government" reform. Businessmen were municipal reform politics' stock
promoters, normally speaking in the language of financial retrenchment,
nonpartisanship, moral vigilance, and (as in the case of the Tilden commis
sion of 1875 to 1877, which recommended limiting the suffrage in great
cities to substantial property holders) deep antipathy to democratic politics.
It had been the political boss's role to think of the city as a democratic
bundle of services: a business enterprise of goods to be provided, charities to
be bestowed, and profits to be reaped. Through the nineties the opposing,
good-government formulas held. William Strong and Seth Low, the Citi
zens' Union mayors who cracked Tammany's lock on the office in the year
1895 to 1897 and again in 1901 to 1903, respectively, were men of wealth
and culture, dedicated to cheaper, more honest, and more efficient city
management.

But encouraged by the transatlantic comparisons, there rose a steadily
mounting counterpressure toward a more "positive," European-style pro
gram. The Strong administration clamped down hard on Sunday liquor
sales, but it also, less expectedly, poured new money into school construc
tion, cleaner streets, and-thanks to Tolman's work on a special mayor's
committee-public baths modeled on London's example.56 Convinced that
a "civic renaissance" was in the making, the businessman-dominated Re
form Club launched a new journal in 1897, Municipal Affairs, which
plunged quickly into discussions of public art, public health, city tax reform,
housing, municipal utility ownership, and "municipal socialism" itself-all
illustrated with abundant European examples. For its December 1898 num
ber, the editor, Milo Maltbie, surveyed the Atlantic urban world from San
Francisco to Budapest to prove the universal trend toward expanding mu
nicipal "functions. "57

When the Citizens' Union regrouped for the 1897 mayoral election, its
program included not only public baths and lavatories but also a new city
lodging house for the homeless; more small parks, schools, and recreational
river piers; and tighter franchises for the city utilities. It was hardly a pro
gram to cause ripples in London, but it moved the New York Times to
complain of municipalization "fads that the half baked have picked up from
Prof. ELY and other Socialistic writers." Four years later, the reformers had
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added an eight-hour day on all city contracts, a "judicious increase" in direct
employment on city works, and city ownership of water, electric, and gas
supplies: a program as "enlightened and progressive," they pointedly
claimed, as that of Paris, London, Berlin, Glasgow, or Birmingham. Up
town in the campaign of 1901, Seth Low's handlers talked of corruption,
prostitution, and financial retrenchment. Campaigning downtown for
working-class votes, they talked of the London County Council's city-built
housing for the working class, sewage farms as in Berlin, public bathing
houses as in Gottingen, city savings banks and pawnshops as everywhere in
urban Germany, municipal gas and electric plants, perhaps even London's
pay tea and cocoa machines heated by municipal street lamps. 58

The cocoa machines never materialized, nor did the public housing,
nor the municipal pawn shops. But Low swallowed his objections to mu
nicipal utility ownership enough to petition the legislature for the city's
right to build a lighting plant for its own streets and public buildings and,
even as he cut taxes, poured new money into public schools. Not until the
La Guardia administration would the uptown program of efficient city
management and the downtown program of expanded public services fuse.
But by the end of the nineties, as in Chamberlain's Birmingham two dec
ades earlier, the program of "good government" reform had begun to find a
new key.

Elsewhere, battles along the corrupt and contested rim of city franchise
and purchase worked similar effects with less obvious foreign mediation. In
Detroit between 1890 and 1897 Hazen Pingree, a Chamberlain-like figure
who had been drafted from his shoe manufacturing company by local busi
nessmen to run as a Republican candidate for mayor, crusaded to reclaim
the city's streets, in quick step, from the shoddy contractors who had laid
them out, then from the toll-road companies that charged for them, and
finally from the commercial streetcar companies that tore them up and
profited on their use. Two years of contesting with the streetcar franchisers
over improvements and rates turned Pingree into the country's most out
spoken mayoral advocate of municipal utility ownership. In Toledo, manu
facturer Samuel M. Jones, as mayor, pushed hard against a resistant city
council for city-owned gas and electric plants. In Cleveland, yet a third
businessman-reformer, Mayor Tom Johnson, a streetcar monopolist him
self before a reading of George's Progress and Poverty knocked his intellec
tual props out from under him, plunged aggressively into utility politics
between 1901 and 1909. His successor, Newton Baker, expanded the city's
electric lighting plant, sold city ice cream in the city parks, ran two munici-
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pal dance halls, and marketed low-cost fish caught from a Park Department
tugboat. 59

If municipal progressive politics in the Midwest owed less to European
examples than did urban progressives in New York or Boston, however, the
transatlantic affinities were not lost on the midwestern municipalizers.
Johnson made a pilgrimage to Glasgow before his death in 1910. Brand
Whitlock, Jones's successor in Toledo, did the same in 1912, eager to see
"the most wonderfully governed city, that is, from our standpoint of democ
racy, in the English speaking world." We are "paltering and hesitating over
municipal problems which Europe solved a generation ago," Whitlock
fumed. But "we are so cocky over here that we won't learn anything from
the experience."6o

The man who best linked all these impulses together was one of Tom
Johnson's key political allies, Frederic C. Howe. As a Johns Hopkins stu
dent, Howe had come under Ely's influence and, still more, the spell of
Albert Shaw, whom Ely had brought to Johns Hopkins in the fall of 1889 to
lecture on European cities. Shaw's pictures of cities, "cities that owned
things and did things for people," Howe later recalled, fired his first politi
cal enthusiasms. He set off to see them himself in the spring and summer of
1891, attending lectures at the University of Berlin and soaking up what he
could of European political culture. Moving on to New York City, doctor
ate in hand, Howe turned to journalism for a while, enrolled in a law school,
and briefly joined a civic crusade to put the city's saloons under the watch
and ward of upright citizens like himself. 61

Abandoning New York City for a Cleveland law career, Howe could
not let social issues go. He moved into a settlement house and joined the
Cleveland Charity Organization Society as a trustee and "friendly visitor,"
bringing advice and sympathy to the city's poor, only to conclude from his
efforts that charity was a futile business. He became caught up in a proposal
for a Cleveland civic center along the grand, formal lines of Baron Hauss
mann's Paris; he became secretary of the businessmen's Municipal Associa
tion, fighting corruption in streetcar franchises. On the basis of his civic
center vision and his commitment to civil service reform, he won election to
the Cleveland City Council in 1901. Pulled between political ambitions and
visions of apolitical, civic unity, Howe groped his way toward an urban
politics with the confusions and ambivalence typical of turn-of-the-century
middle-class civic reform.

His real political awakening, he later claimed, came through the single
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tax idea. Entering Cleveland politics at the beginning of Tom Johnson's
mayoral administration, Howe discovered in Johnson a reformer of an alto
gether different type than he had known before: an expansive and magnetic
personality, a streetcar capitalist who had turned on his own kind, and,
above all, a disciple of Henry George. Single-taxers like Johnson were far
from rare in the municipal ownership ranks. The Fabians had drunk deeply
of George's idea of the "unearned increment," absorbing far more from
George than they had from Marx. Whatever the simplicities of George's
idea of rent, his indictment of those who fattened on wealth they did not
create themselves-from the rising price of land in a thriving city or the
swelling value of a streetcar franchise in an economically enterprising
town-carried considerable moral-economic power. Where Henry C.
Adams's "natural monopoly" argument narrowed the sphere of legitimate
public intervention to a precise, technically determinable core of enter
prises, George's vision was ethically broader and more readily grasped.
Recapturing the socially created value of the city's streets and franchises
meant confiscating the franchisers' unearned profit; practically, it meant
municipalization. Through this logical chain, the municipal ownership
movement was to be heavily stocked with single-taxers. Brand Whitlock,
the muckraker Lincoln Steffens, and Tom Johnson were Henry George
disciples, and so-through Johnson-was Howe.

For most of the next decade Howe and Johnson fought the streetcar
franchise fight in Cleveland, first in a pitched battle for cheaper fares and
then-when the streetcar companies resisted-in a long, ultimately failing
campaign for municipal ownership. The crusade both clarified Howe's poli
tics and reawakened the pictures Shaw had implanted years before. In 1905
he arranged for a commission from the u.S. Bureau of Labor to study
municipal ownership in Europe, hunting down Sidney Webb and tramping
through London's working-class wards with John Burns. In 1909 he was in
Europe again. The next year, after Johnson's death, Howe moved to New
York City to launch a career as a writer on municipal issues with a special
eye on Europe. The upshot by 1915 was five books and a sheaf of well
placed magazine articles, all designed to bring progressive urban Europe to
American consciousness.62

"There is a yeast in Europe, not unlike that of the French Revolution,"
Howe was sure. Following the now well-traveled route to Glasgow, Bir
mingham, and London, Howe looked for it first in Britain. The British City,
a book he dedicated to Johnson, glowed with praise for British municipal
trading. But viewed through the disenchantments of his single-tax contacts,
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Howe's Britain was a good deal less attractive than Shaw's had been. Howe
hated the House of Lords and the land-based hierarchy it represented.
"Great Britain is a land speculators' paradise," he cautioned, a nation of
tenants under the thumb of a reactionary landlord class. Even his admira
tion for British-style municipal trading dimmed as the movement lost mo
mentum to the ratepayers' counterassault. "The British city thinks through
its purse," Howe wrote with some disillusionment in 1913; its eye was
always on the tax rate. 63

By 1910 Howe's affections had turned to the German cities. There, he
wrote, one found not merely cities victorious over the utility interests that
had broken and defeated Tom Johnson, but "organic" cities, possessed of
"communal self-consciousness." American cities were a mere "accident, a
railway, water, or industrial accident." The German city, in contrast, was an
"organized, living thing with a big and far-seeing programme." With no
artificial limit to its activities, it touched its citizens' weal in "countless"
ways. In praising German municipal life, Howe did not mean, any more
than Shaw had meant, to single out its political structures. Neither the
British nor the German cities relied on the rigid civil service rules Howe
himself had once thought the key to municipal honesty. Suffrage exclu
sion-common throughout European-did not distinguish progressive
European cities from reactionary ones. The answer to municipal corruption
did not lie in political structure at all. "We think of forms; they, of activi
ties." Obsessed with constitutional forms, he wrote, the Americans had
managed only to "adjust everything for dead-lock, for delay, for conflict."64

It was the scope ofmunicipal undertakings-civic activity in itself-that
was the key. Grant a city home rule, let it begin to do big things, and it
would attract to its service big, farsighted men no longer willing to leave
urban politics to the petty grafters and bosses. The private city would never
be anything but a plaything of private interests, but let a city's activities
begin to touch its citizens' lives at a multitude of points, and there would
arise a new civic loyalty, a "city sense," a new collective sensibility.

In hindsight it is easy to puncture the illusory elements in Howe's
images of European cities, shining on a hill of hope and longing. In Ger
many, in particular, where Howe had fewer inside informants, his visual
sense of the city led him to mistake organic city architecture for an organic
civic life. The politics running hard just under the surface of German urban
administration he barely acknowledged. Staggered, like Shaw, by the activi
ties of European cities, he missed the checks on their autonomy, differently
constituted than in the United States but in their own way no less powerful.
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He did not take it as his task to pry into the question of precisely whom the
European cities' activities served. In Germany, city businessmen "do not
legislate in the interests of their class, as they do in America," he wrote, with
far more willingness to suspend critical judgment than he should have had;
"that is one of the anomalies of Germany, for I know of no other country in
the world in which this is true."65 By its nature the transatlantic progressive
connection ran toward ideal types and polarities. Yearning so hard for an
antithesis to exaggerated American individualism, the participants' chances
for misperception were, from the beginning, enormous.

The problem affected every intermediary-Eduard Bernstein in 1890s
London as much Howe in Berlin twenty years later. From the barest facts
upward, everything was necessarily filtered through screens of conviction
and expectation. Sylvester Baxter of the Boston public parks movement
thought Berlin a "most thoroughly republican city." Ely claimed German
cities were "republican with an aristocratic tendency." Robert Brooks, on a
Cornell University traveling fellowship in Germany in 1899, wrote back, in
disgust at wishful thinking of Baxter's sort, that German city governments
were elitist and politicized to the core. Many of those who first saw Glasgow
through Albert Shaw's eyes were not prepared for the gloomy stone city
they themselves found. Brand Whitlock, coming to see a form of civic life
that "had existed in my mind only as theory, or as the tales of wonders from
afar," found himself shaken by Glasgow's unexpected poverty. The city's
slums-"stairs, damp and greasy, the evil odor of poverty everywhere, ...
and squalor, hopelessness, despair all about"-appalled him.66

What riveted the attention of most American admirers of European
city life, however, were the absences: "No offensive bill boards; no heaps of
offal and rubbish, no long stretches of untidy vacancy held for speculation
in the midst of the city; no tumble-down tenements; no ragged, inebriate
pedestrians," the National Municipal League's president William D.
Foulke wrote of Frankfurt in 1911.67 No wretchedly paved streets and
packed streetcars, no corrupt city bosses, no waste, no lawlessness, no anar
chy. The "not"s multiplied as the European cities took shape in reverse of
the American cities to which the reformers could not avoid contrasting
them. Everything played into these judgments, from the width and paving
of the streets and the comparative hideousness of the advertisements to the
political convictions of the observers. The reflections and mirrors, the inner
eye always focused on America while the outer eye saw Europe: all of this
affected judgments.

But admirers of European civic life like Howe were not politically na-
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ive. Howe knew the difference between the Junkers and the forces expand
ing, as he put it, like molten lava below the crust-even if, for his purposes,
he chose to elide party divisions as unimportant. He was under no illusion
that the European cities moving rapidly into new realms of provision and
collective enterprise were democratic in the American understanding of the
term. The word portraits of handsome city baths and well-run municipal
streetcars in which writers like Howe invested so much were more than
travelogue prose. They were part of a struggle to socialize the language of
democracy-to balance its rhetoric of rights and privileges with a new
rhetoric of services, outcomes, and results. In their stress on cities that did
things, they tried to forge a language of democratic, civic action rather than
mere democratic forms. The German city, Howe admitted, in almost the
same words Boston's Josiah Quincy had used sixteen years earlier, was not
democratic in its administrative structure; but it was "democratic, even
socialistic, in its services."68

If Howe was less naive about politics than he later chose to portray
himself, neither was his talk of redemption through a new "city sense" so
gauzy as to preclude its employment by others struggling to unlock the
same political riddles. His language reappeared again and again among
municipal progressives. "Our cities are to be saved by the development of
the collective idea," Samuel M. Jones argued. Leo S. Rowe echoed the
point: The need of the hour was a new civic "loyalty," a more public con
ception of civic life than the private American metropolis fostered. Glas
gow's streetcars, London's steam ferries, Frankfurt's public parks and
pawnshops, all melded into a vision of an organic polity in which the eco
nomic divisions of capitalism were reintegrated by new forms of public
enterprise and consciousness. Unlike the nation, the city was small enough,
and tangible enough, to carry such a vision. The dream of the self-owned
city-of cities ambitious enough to operate their own public services, keep
ing their own goose of civic-generated profits, drawing the love and loyalty
of their citizens with the profusion of things they did-was a dream of no
mean power. 69

One did not have to go to Europe, of course, to be caught up in the
municipalizers' vision. So long as cities owned or provided anything, from
the simplest police functions outward, it took neither theory nor transatlan
tic consciousness to imagine adding, piecemeal, to the sphere of municipal
goods and functions. Like many political ideas, municipal ownership was a
concept one could reach from a wide variety of starting places-a program
capable of repeated invention and multiple simultaneous discovery.70 What
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the European precedents did was to give American urban progressives a set
of working, practical examples. Without the European connection, the vi
sion of the self-owned city debouched into abstract economic arguments.
"Experience, experience, experience, has been the sine qua non" of British
municipal socialism, not theory, Milo Maltbie wrote in 1900. The impor
tance of Europe lay in the possibility that on its borrowed, accumulated
experience the Americans could leapfrog over economic abstractions, over
the problem of defining, with surveyors' precision, the boundary of the
public sphere, and seize on praxis itself. It was this that made Birmingham,
Glasgow, London, Frankfurt, or Berlin, in Howe's words, an "experiment
station for us all. "71

Among advanced urban progressives in the early-twentieth-century
United States, it is hard to exaggerate the ambitions bound up in these
half-imported visions of cities free of their swarms of contractors, grafters,
entrepreneurs, and franchisers, of cities conscious of their own administra
tion and directing their own fate. Or to exaggerate their sense of affinity
with events across the Atlantic. That the American issue might be thought
to turn, even for a moment, on the experience of Glasgow streetcars-this
was the primary event. "You know that one of the best governed cities in the
world is the great Scotch city of Glasgow," Woodrow Wilson casually told a
crowd in Fall River, Massachusetts, in the campaign of 1912. "They are
'way ahead of us," Lincoln Steffens wrote of the European municipalizers.
"Liberals and radicals all of them, they are in harness and down to the
details."72 The American municipal progressives' challenge was to see what
could be done with their transatlantic enthusiasms where the political struc
tures, whose importance they minimized, were so differently organized.

The test came with streetcars, and it brought an unsettling outcome. That
locus, it is clear in hindsight, mattered more than it appeared at the time.
Had the municipal ownership movement gathered force in the United
States a decade or two earlier, gas supply, with its easy city profits, might
have been the axis on which the public ownership issue turned, as it was in
Britain and Germany. Later, in the 1920s and 1930s, the key fights were to
be over regional distribution of electrical power.

Both gas and electricity were contested ground in the Progressive years
as well. The first was a basic consumer good in the gas-lit city of the early
twentieth century; its pricing was a perennially controversial issue. Charles
Evans Hughes and Louis Brandeis were both catapulted into politics by
crusades to drive down the charges of vastly overcapitalized urban gas mo-
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nopolies. But experience with municipal gasworks in the 1870s and 1880s
had been meager. Philadelphia, which had undertaken municipal gas opera
tion in 1887, the only late-nineteenth-century American city of any size to
have done so, had leased its gasworks back to a private operating firm by
1897 amid a cacophony of charges that the one operator had been as cor
rupt and unsatisfactory as the other.73 By the first decade of the twentieth
century, with competition from electricity threatening to erode the easy
revenues of municipal gas operation, city councils were wary of new invest
ments in a potentially declining technology. The moment Chamberlain had
seized in Birmingham had passed, and the Americans had missed it. As for
electricity, its moment was yet to come. Municipal electric power plants to
light the city's streets and office buildings were a not uncommon invest
ment, but so long as household electricity was a luxury of the well-to-do,
electricity supply would support no broad municipal political base.

Streetcars, just entering a phase of extraordinary expansion in the
1890s, were a different matter. Streetcars were potentially everyone's utility.
The urban dwellers' automobile in the pre-auto city, they were the key
determinant of a city's spatial growth, the wage earners' means of escape for
a Sunday's outing, and perhaps even the means to a modest house in the
suburbs, if streetcar prices could be driven low enough. On transit issues the
fiercest battles of early-twentieth-century urban politics were to be waged;
on them the sharpest hopes of the European-inspired municipal reformers
were to be pinned.

Nowhere in the late-nineteenth-century American city had the imbal
ance between private market forces and public direction been clearer than
in transit politics. Hungry for services, cities had granted transit franchises
with a free hand and little reflection; when franchisers failed to provide
adequate service, city councils simply franchised more competitors. Chi
cago city authorities issued licenses to ninety-eight streetcar enterprises
between 1884 and 1895, most them paper enterprises constructed purely
for their speculative value. The results were crazy quilts of horse-drawn and
cable-powered streetcar lines, few of which returned any revenue to their
city, in a system whose benefit was its costlessness to urban taxpayers and
whose drawback was its chaotic planlessness and wretched service.74

By the mid-1880s, some cities had begun to drive harder bargains with
their streetcar companies, imposing a maximum fare, a tax on gross receipts,
or a tax on the cars run. But in the main, few restrictions governed the
granting of franchises. Capitalization was at the whim of the private inves
tors, who watered their stock with the zeal of desert farmers. Franchises
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were typically long-term; as late as 1899 one-third of the nation's extant
transportation franchises were grants in perpetuity. Public supervision of
operations was unknown. Route planning was left to private initiative and
competition; in the resulting free-for-all of competing lines all trying to put
the maximum number of cars into service on the most lucrative routes,
streetcar "blockades" piled up to gridlock downtown Boston and the Chi
cago Loop, as angry rival drivers jostled for place on the jointly used tracks.

What upset this system in the 1890s was capital and electrification. Out
of the transit chaos of the 1880s they made order-indeed, monopolies. In
Milwaukee between 1890 and 1893, a syndicate headed by Henry Villard
reduced the city's streetcar operators from six to one, a consolidated utility
corporation that, for good measure, absorbed all the city's electric power
production facilities as well. Tom Johnson, not yet converted to reform
politics, had put together a unified streetcar monopoly in Detroit by 1897.
Charles Yerkes did the same for streetcars running north and west of Chi
cago's Loop. The last remaining independent streetcar line operating in
Manhattan was gobbled up in 1900 by the city's new traction syndicate. In
the twenty largest American cities in 1902, according to historian ·Charles
Cheape, there were transit monopolies in all but four. 75

In part the wave of streetcar consolidations reflected the underlying
economic trends of the late 1890s. The same combination of aggressive
financial capital and depression-weakened operators that created monopo
lies in tinplate, bicycles, farm machinery, and steel made utility monopolies
as well. The new frequency of the word "consolidated" in utility company
titles told a part of the tale: New York City's Consolidated Gas Company;
Baltimore's Consolidated Gas, Electric Light and Power Company; Chi
cago's Consolidated Traction Company. Electrification compounded these
market forces by suddenly ratcheting up the capital required for effective
competition. Between 1888, when the first electric-powered streetcar sys
tem was put into operation, and 1900, when the transition from horse and
cable to electric power was virtually complete, electricity revolutionized
both operations and finance. It pushed streetcar systems out beyond the
cities' edges, where the real money was to be made by purchasing cheap
land ahead of the companies' closely held expansion plans and selling off
building lots in the new trolley-served suburbs at enormous profit. Elec
trification brought service to far more passengers. It squeezed out competi
tion. Together the interlocked technical and financial transformations of
the 1890s put powerful weight behind the economists' notion that, in city
utilities, only monopolies could ultimately survive.
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The monopoly position of the new streetcar enterprises, the unprece
dented scale of their finances and profits, their dependence on city fran
chises for the use of the public streets, and their day-to-day entanglement in
politics and influence peddling ensured that the ambitions of the streetcar
financiers would collide with those of the new urban reformers. Pushed by
the arrogance of the streetcar companies and by public demand, reform
mayors tangled with the traction companies over standards of safety and
service, more adequate returns to the city treasury, labor practices, and fares
cheap enough to democratize city transit. Not even Pingree, crusading for
cheap three-cent fares in Detroit, initially imagined municipal streetcar
ownership as anything other than a negotiating point in the struggle for
advantage over the traction monopolists; municipal streetcar operation was
a threat of last resort. 76 As the number of working European examples
multiplied, however, the abstract bargaining chip soon became a practical
demand.

An early test came in New York City. In the early 1890s a broad politi
cal coalition of city groups, frustrated with the inadequacies of the city's
transportation system and the failure of private capital investors to come
forward with workable expansion proposals, succeeded in establishing a
public transit commission authorized to layout, finance, and own a city
subway-though not to build or operate it. The city's Chamber of Com
merce took the lead, stocking the commission with its own merchant
citizens, but the proposal also found support in the city's labor unions and
settlement houses. A citywide referendum on the issue in 1894 passed by a
vote of almost three to one.77 Laid out by the Rapid Transit Commission's
chief engineer on designs honed by an inspection tour of the best London
and Paris had to offer, twenty-one miles of publicly owned subway, second
in size only to London's private underground rail system, were in operation
by 1904. But city ownership of the underlying track did not turn out the
same results in the United States as it had in Europe. Within a year the
lessee had swallowed up its only potential rival, Manhattan's consolidated
streetcar holding company. Possessed of a near perfect, publicly financed
monopoly over rapid transit on the island of Manhattan, and spurning the
commission's proposals for further expansion, the company proceeded to
draw in, in the words of its head, August Belmont, "remarkable" profits.78

In Chicago, where the rapacity of the traction capitalists was bolder
still, urban progressives did not tarry with halfway notions of ownership.
Charles Yerkes, the man Theodore Dreiser took as the type for his lead
character in The Financier, was the precipitating figure. In 1897, with Chi-
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cago traction franchises soon to expire, he had tried to ease a bill through
the Illinois legislature that at a stroke would have extended all utility fran
chises in the state for 100 years. Public outcry scotched Yerkes's plan, but
not his substitute measure, which raised the permissible franchise length in
Illinois from twenty to fifty years. Before Yerkes's act was repealed, a gang
of Chicago councilmen, seeing a pot of gold for themselves in the act, had
organized a dummy electric utility company, granted it a fifty-year fran
chise, and cheerfully sold out the privilege to other investors, to their own
considerable profit.79 Profit was, indeed, the name of the utility business in
Chicago. In the 1890s the city's two principal streetcar companies had paid
out 27 percent to 29 percent of their gross receipts in dividends.80 Yerkes,
having bled the assets of his operating companies into his various holding
and construction firms, soon bowed out of Chicago, but not before his
chicanery and monopoly ambitions had pushed Glasgow's example of sim
ple, straightforward, city streetcar operation into the eye of city politics.

Elected mayor on a straight-out "Immediate Municipal Ownership"
platform in 1905, Edward Dunne seized the point the machine politicians
(who knew a familiar and profitable system when they had one) had been
reluctant to endorse. A well-to-do Irish-American lawyer, a friend ofJane
Addams (whom he appointed to the city school board) and Clarence Dar
row (whom he made his transit policy adviser), Dunne knew a good deal
about European civic politics. He had traveled to Europe to see municipal
ownership in action in 1900, and he routinely filled his speeches with the
facts and figures of its success. His campaign won endorsement from the
city's labor federation, the city's Hearst-owned papers, and many of the
city's advanced progressives. On Tom Johnson's advice, he brought the
general manager of the Glasgow municipal streetcar system to Chicago to
lay his blessings on the construction of a new system of low-cost city
operated streetcar lines. Three successive referenda on the issue between
1904 and 1906 yielded substantial majorities for the municipal ownership
side, though the last one fell short of the two-thirds majority constitution
ally required to actually put the idea into motion.81

The years in which Dunne's municipal ownership movement crested in
Chicago, 1905 and 1906, were pivotal for the national movement as well.
William]ennings Bryan, the Democratic Party's perennial presidential can
didate, came back from a round-the-world trip enthusiastic about the idea
of municipal ownership. The Hearst newspaper chain, riding high on its
working-class sympathies and its savage exposure of monopoly power,
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pushed the cause with all its formidable strength. In New York City, Hearst
himself chose 1905 in which to run for mayor on a broad municipal owner
ship ticket. With a tide of working-class support, Hearst's Municipal Own
ership League came within an eyelash of winning the election; had the
Tammany machine not counted the ballots, it almost certainly would have
prevailed. In Cleveland, Tom Johnson was struggling to organize a low
cost, people's streetcar line to compete with the city's private, monopoly
operators. In the face of these events, municipal ownership's opponents
redoubled their efforts to stem what an alarmed critic called the "great
socialistic agitation [now] upon US."82

All of this coincided with the apogee of muckraking journalism and
found reinforcement in it. McClure's Magazine and its competitors were
awash in stories of urban graft and corruption, in a race to bring to light the
hidden alliances between businessmen seeking favors and government
officials selling them that Lincoln Steffens popularized, in grafters' slang, as
"boodle."83 Historians have begun to call this form of popular, progressive
city politics "civic populism," and, as in London in the 1890s, public utility
ownership was at its very core.

In these circumstances, it was only to be expected that an array of
halfway compromises would be hastily thrown against the municipal own
ership tide. The inquiry commission was one of these. By September 1905,
the National Civic Federation had organized what was to be a repeated
Progressive-era construction, a fact-finding commission, assigned to comb
both sides of the Atlantic for experience and information. The National
Civic Federation's strategy of carefully balancing the membership of its
Commission on Public Ownership between private utility company execu
tives and outspoken proponents of municipal ownership, like Ely's students
Edward Bemis and John R. Commons, ensured against surprises. Com
mons thought the commission's tour through a sea of English teas and
formal presentations in the summer of 1906 a waste of time, and he jumped
ship to spend a week on his own, closeted with the Glasgow street railways
committee. But in an argument about domestic policy formation that
turned so fundamentally on experience abroad, the commissioners took
their work with considerably seriousness.84

To the acute disappointment of Commons and others, the commis
sion's effort to compare the costs and returns of public and private utility
operation failed, a victim not only of the inability of the commission's
members to agree on the meaning of the immense amount of British data it
gathered, but, still more, of the refusal of American utility firms to open
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their books to comparative inspection. But the recommendations of the
commission's majority, published in 1907, were not unfavorable to munici
pal ownership. The commission took no sides on the wisdom of municipal
ownership in any city's particular circumstances. But, with three of its four
utility company executives in dissent, the commission did insist that the
competitive principle by itself had signally failed in the city utility business,
and it recommended that cities be legally free to embark on municipal
ownership if their voters so chose.85

The more effective compromises were structural. Louis Brandeis
touted a sliding-scale scheme, borrowed from the terms of London's gas
franchise, linking permissible utility company dividends to reductions in
utility rates. Others pressed for tighter franchise terms. But the most im
portant effect of the municipal ownership furor was to resuscitate the regu
latory commission device and shove it into the political breach. Adopted to
deal with railroad rate complaints in both late-nineteenth-century Britain
and the United States, regulatory commissions had languished in America
with court-crippled powers and very little effect. In the circumstances, how
ever, the familiarity of the idea counted for more than its effectiveness; and
its ability to be quickly adapted to the new turn of events counted for more
than either.86

Policy "inertia" or "path dependency," political scientists call the phe
nomenon. In fact, what occurred between 1905 and 1907 was that a policy
device of proven impotence, revived under the pressures for quick and
decisive action, jumped its accustomed path to become suddenly an answer
to a far broader array of problems than ever imagined before. In 1906,
under fierce pressures to respond to railroad amalgamation, Congress had
tried to breathe new life into the moribund Interstate Commerce Commis
sion. The year before, Wisconsin's Robert La Follette had tried to make
good on his promise to tame the state railroad corporations through the
same device. Now in 1907 in the face of the transit crisis, La Follette asked
John Commons to draft a measure extending at a stroke the oversight of the
Railroad Commission to all the utility corporations operating in the state:
water, electricity, gas, telephones, railroads, and streetcars. When Charles
Evans Hughes, edging out Hearst in the New York governor's race in 1906,
cast about for a way quickly to defuse Hearst's municipal ownership issue,
he found his answer in the Wisconsin scheme: a small, statewide, expert
staffed public utilities commission, empowered to approve rates, oversee
capital offerings, and set minimum standards of safety and service. Insti
tuted in Wisconsin and New York in 1907, the utilities commission idea
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quickly swept the state houses; by the end of 1914 all but three states had
jumped on the legislative bandwagon.87

Not the least of the political assets of the commission idea was that the
utility companies so quickly saw its advantages. Commission regulation
promised simultaneously to defuse the drive for municipal utility ownership
and to extract franchise bargaining from the superheated political corridors
of city hall to a more distant, safer, state venue. In Illinois in 1913, among
the principal bankrollers of the successful drive for a state public utilities
commission was the electric utility monopolist Samuel Insull. The National
Electric Light Association touted the idea among its constituent companies
as giving them "the greatest freedom from local and political influences." In
Alabama, after a new Birmingham city charter in 1911 mandated a voters'
referendum on all newly opened franchise questions, the utility corpora
tions scrambled quickly to get a public utilities commission act through the
legislature; a key portion of the supplementary statute of 1920 was drafted
by the Birmingham Railway, Light, and Power Company's chief attorney. 88

Where the central issues in utility politics could be framed as moral
issues of profiteering and malfeasance (as the muckrakers were wont to
frame them), however, the regulatory commission idea had an appeal that
extended far beyond the directly affected interests. The promise of the idea
was multiple: private ownership softened by public oversight; reasonable,
guaranteed returns for investors; and publicly mandated standards of serv
ice for customers. By 1912 the Washington state supreme court had con
cluded that the idea had "solved" the problem ofpublic utilities; it had given
the public "every advantage of ownership without assuming its burdens."89

Resuscitated by the chain of events that had begun in Glasgow, the
regulatory commission solution deflected the municipal ownership cam
paign; it interrupted its momentum, preempted a good deal of its political
capital, and scattered some of its key allies, but it did not extinguish it.
Commons, who wrote a public ownership clause into the Wisconsin bill,
never thought the commission device more than a halfway measure. In
Chicago and New York, the new commissions soon came under intense
attack for their toothlessness and their usurpation of local policy-making
authority. Some of the initial appointees to the regulatory commissions
the Reform Club's Milo Maltbie in New York among them-gave full
return on the promise of public-spirited expertise, but the rapidity with
which party hacks and former utility company executives began to show up
as utility commission appointees quickly made it clear that the public utili
ties problem had not really been solved at all. The issue still agitated the
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mayors' conventions. On the Progressive Party's left wing, there were
figures passionately committed to the municipal ownership idea-including
Harold Ickes, who would later serve as public works "czar" in Franklin
Roosevelt's cabinet. A Public Ownership League of America, with Frederic
Howe, Edward Dunne, and Jane Addams among its vice presidents, busied
itself with agitational work.90

The materials of streetcar "civic populism," in short, still lay at hand.
Charles Beard in 1912 thought the municipal ownership movement had
never been stronger, with San Francisco's inauguration in that year of a
short, city-owned streetcar line in competition with private operators; with
the Cleveland voters' endorsement of a city plant for the general distribu
tion of electricity, and Ontario cities doing just that across the border; with
a socialist administration in Milwaukee talking (like the London radicals) of
direct city public work and (like French municipal socialists) of free medical
service for the poor. In Detroit in 1922, Pingree's successors bought out the
city's private streetcar lines. Three years later, New York reformers, with
Governor Al Smith's blessing, began construction of a new subway line to
be operated directly by the city. The Independent line, the city named it:
independent of the traction monopolies.91

Still, measured against the British and German parallels, the outcome
of the long, earnest fight for municipal utility ownership in pre-World War
I America could not but be disappointing. Of the sixty-nine "great cities" in
the United States in the mid-1920s, all but nine owned their own water
works. Nearly three quarters owned public markets. But only four-De
troit, San Francisco, Seattle, and New York-owned or operated their own
transit lines. Only three "great cities"-Omaha, Richmond, and Duluth
maintained municipal gasworks. Nine operated electrical lighting or power
plants. Of the total streetcar trackage in the country, public operators ran
less than 2 percent of it; public power plants generated barely 5 percent of
the nation's total electric power output; public gasworks produced only 1
percent of the nation's supply. In comparison with Britain and Germany,
which had set the pace, it was an embarrassingly meager showing.92

So intense the dream and the efforts to realize it; so many Atlantic parallels
and so strong a sense of transatlantic affinity. Why did it come to so much
less than the American municipal progressives had anticipated?

Timing and scale hold part of the answer. Starting late on the munici
palization project, American urban progressives began with streetcars. But
to start, without the benefit of accumulated administrative experience, with
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electrified streetcar systems was to begin at the top of a steep pyramid of
difficulty. After a decade of electrification, turn-of-the-century urban tran
sit systems dwarfed in scale and complexity city water- or gasworks; this was
especially true in the United States, where transit companies' earlier elec
trification and their investments in outlying development land (a practice
disallowed elsewhere) made them far larger than their European counter
parts. Chicago's streetcar system, as critics of Edward Dunne's reliance on
Glasgow's experience were quick to emphasize, was the largest in the world.
Even Boston, with a population a little more than half that of Glasgow at
the turn of the century, was served by three times the amount of Glasgow's
track, over which twice the number of Glasgow's daily passengers were
hauled each day.93 Systems as large as these would have been extremely
expensive for cities to purchase at the cost of their physical property alone;
at the wildly overcapitalized values their companies claimed, the debt load
their purchase entailed threatened to swamp city budgets altogether. Se
quence mattered. Having missed the moment of most advantageous gas
municipalization, American cities began farther up the hill of administrative
difficulty; missing out on streetcar municipalization, they laid up still fur
ther liabilities.

Other hindrances flowed from the law. No blanket prohibition, as in
France, kept American cities from the development of municipally owned
enterprises. Most courts and legislatures, after a sharp, brief legal tussle,
soon agreed that services dependent on the use of city streets or dependent
on city-issued franchises were services that city governments themselves
could directly undertake. Constitutional limits on the levels of debt that
cities could contract posed a more significant barrier, though these proved
amendable, particularly for "productive" enterprises promising a profit on
the city's investment. It was not the law's rigidity but the double front on
which the system of constitutional adjudication required the reformers to
campaign that exacted the largest costs in resources and energy. Where
everything, down to the finest details of a purchase agreement or a regula
tory measure, went through the political system twice-first through the
processes of government as normally conceived, and then, all over again,
through the courts, where the property rights of investors were certain of a
particularly solicitous hearing-the American system guaranteed greater
delays and obstacles than progressives faced abroad.94

But the primary obstacle on which the municipal ownership movement
faltered was the one on which Edward Dunne's attempt to take advantage
of Glasgow's prestige and experience stumbled: corruption. The general
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manager of the Glasgow municipal streetcar system, whom Dunne brought
with great fanfare to lay his blessings on a new city-owned streetcar system
for Chicago, left no doubt of his dismay at the shoddy service and outdated
equipment the city's private transport companies supplied. But taken aback
at the stench of political corruption hovering over Chicago, he was unwill
ing to recommend municipalization except as an extreme resort.95 Acutely
embarrassed at the collapse of the expected endorsement, Dunne pocketed
the report. But suppression of the report did not suppress the underlying
issue. To city property owners' concerns over rates and taxes, to the resent
ments of those small businessmen who flourished on the city's margin of
contract-to all those forces on which the Progressives' opponents had
capitalized in London-corruption added a burden so large as to tip the
balance. Tweed's looting of the New York treasury, the appetites of the
so-called gray wolves on the Chicago city council, the quieter but no less
systematic corruption of Philadelphia's Republican machine-these formed
the background chorus to the municipal ownership debate. Indeed, they
overwhelmed it.

The ability ofurban party machines to sell off the city's privileges, piece
by lucrative piece, was an old story by the turn of the century when the
muckrakers got hold of it. Already a generation of elite and middle-class
good-government reformers had struggled to correct it. Measures to limit
and control the prerogatives of popularly elected officials were their stock in
trade, many of them drawn from European precedents: civil service com
missions along English lines (though in England, city governments were
outside civil service rules), state supervisory commissions modeled on the
British Local Government Board, professional city managers in imitation of
the German Oberburgermeister, or European-style suffrage restrictions to
return the city to its property holders.96

The good-government reformers were not entirely wrong in assuming
that the incompletely democratized British and German cities were more
honestly governed than their own. On scandals, to be sure, the Americans
had no exclusive patent; one had helped bring down the London County
Council's predecessor, the Metropolitan Board of Works, in 1889. When it
came to city corruption, "Englishmen are not in the position of throwing
many stones," the British investigator Arthur Shadwell cautioned in 1906.
Saloon keepers, real estate dealers, landlords, and contractors-all with
licenses and favors to earn-were a common fixture on British municipal
councils; men with interests at stake in city policies were not shy about
privatizing representative politics.97 Nonetheless, urban corruption in late
nineteenth-century Britain and Germany was quieter, more polite, more
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often an exchange of favors and advantages than hard cash. And less demo
cratic. In this, too, timing carried deep and pervasive consequences. Where
modern systems of urban government came into place before the democra
tization of urban politics-as was patently true in the German case and
largely true of the English and Scottish cases as well-the situation was
fundamentally different than in the United States. There the early rise of a
white, male democracy created a system more porous to those who saw city
office as a field for private profits and more inclined to treat public positions
as a short-term investment, whose profits were to be taken as quickly as
possible.

It was the experience of democratized corruption that ultimately made
the expert regulatory commission idea so attractive-beyond its handiness
and familiarity, beyond the utility companies' sub-rosa promotion of it,
beyond the dynamics of a legislative fad. Even after the experts had been
pushed out and the utilities had learned to cozy up so close to the regulators
that it was not always easy to tell them apart, the aura of commission
impartiality remained. The promise of the commission idea, in the words of
the University of Wisconsin's B. Henry Meyer, was "to take the utilities out
of politics" through agencies of control that yoked the objectivity of science
and the neutrality of the law.98 Conversely it was the specter of another
Tweed or "gashouse ring," with access to cash flows and payroll-padding
opportunities on a scale undreamed of before, that was the most potent
weapon of municipal ownership's opponents. As long as the issue before the
Chicago voters turned on dissatisfaction with private streetcar manage
ment, observers pointed out, Dunne's municipal ownership crusade had
swept the city. The more real the possibility of outright public streetcar
operation appeared, however, the more the doubts grew, and the narrower
Dunne's majorities became.

In the face of the corruption issue, some of municipal ownership's
academic champions quietly began to decamp. At the American Economic
Association's discussion of utility issues in December 1905, only Howe and
the Reform Club's Milo Maltbie gave the municipal ownership program a
clear endorsement. Albert Shaw took shelter in evasion. "We are in a seeth
ing process of experiment from one end of the country to the other," he
reported; he wished every experiment well but would endorse none. Ely,
who had carried the torch for public ownership for so long, had already
crossed over to join the movement's critics. Ely's detractors chalked up his
change of mind to the influence of the new corporate sponsors of his re
search; he himself worried about the issues of corruption and administrative
capacity.99 As for the civic-minded businessmen who were, in the European
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context, municipal ownership's core constituency, their alarm at the pros
pect of the city's infrastructure falling into the hands of party hacks and
bosses was intense indeed. Under these circumstances it was no wonder that
respectable, middle-class sentiment came down on the side of halfway
measures: public ownership of streetcar track but not of the cars themselves,
sliding-scale pricing formulas, or private enterprise under regulatory com
mission oversight.

Measured against these fears and experiences, the eagerness of a Howe,
a Dunne, or a Johnson not to tarry with civil service reform but to start by
expanding the range of public goods and city enterprises could not but draw
charges of naIvete. Howe's insistence that cities that engaged in bigger
affairs would automatically draw bigger, more substantial, and more honest
men into city administration to manage them had, in the American context,
a certain air of unreality-whatever the case in Birmingham and Glasgow.
The appeal to a renewed "city sense" springing out of civic enterprise itself
left the municipalizers' project vulnerable to charges of soft-headedness
their reams of comparative cost data and stories of German municipal
efficiency notwithstanding.

In fact, the answer the municipal ownership advocates gave to the problem
of corruption was not as naive as it appeared. Though public discussion of
corruption tended to blur distinctions in a miasma of general rottenness,
the structures of corruption are complex and varied. In turn-of-the-century
American cities, they took at least two distinct forms: corruption at the
periphery and corruption in the ranks.

Corruption at the periphery occurs where governments and private
suppliers meet. That line, where governments give out economic opportu
nities to private bidders through contracts, sales, or franchises, has always
been extraordinarily fertile ground for the dishonestly won advantage. Cor
ruption at the periphery occurs in the form of bribery, rebating, extortion,
and payoffs. The usual good of exchange is simple cash, though employ
ment of friends or political endorsements can be exchanged as well. As in
the case of the twenty-two aldermen who (as Charles Edward Russell told
the story) sold their votes on a lucrative, lower Broadway streetcar franchise
in 1884 for a cool $20,000 apiece, those purchased are those who possess
votes or influence. loo But the primary beneficiaries of corruption at the
periphery are the purchasers: businessmen who see a crooked way to a good
deal.

Corruption in the ranks, by contrast, takes place within a city govern
ment's own workforce, to the benefit of the bosses and politicians and those
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indebted to them. Occasionally corruption in the ranks involves outright
embezzlement, though this rarely goes uncaught. Its more normal forms
are padded payrolls, nepotism and spoilsmanship in hiring, and inefficient
work. Sometimes cash is exchanged. Bribery was a common enough way
into a city job at the turn of the century; compulsory contributions from city
job holders were the standard means by which party campaign chests were
filled. But other goods are exchanged as frequently, or more so, than cash:
jobs, easy work, or block voting on election day. Some nations tried to
address this last issue by imposing suffrage restrictions on public employees.
In Germany, employees of the state railroads were disenfranchised outright.
In Victoria, Australia, government employees were excluded from regular
elections and given instead independent parliamentary representation-for
the more open pleading of their interests. 101

The relationship between corruption at the core and corruption at the
periphery, however, is more complicated than these devices reveal. The
paradox in urban corruption is that shrinkage of one of these two opportu
nities for corruption expands the other. Diminish the things a city owns and
manages and you reduce the potential for corruption in the ranks-but only
at the expense of expanding the opportunities for corruption along a swol
len periphery of private supply.

Both kinds of corruption were endemic in American cities. City politi
cal machines did not hesitate to exploit the expansion of city services for
their pound of patronage. City waterworks and sanitation departments,
police forces and fire departments, health inspectorates and public bath
departments were all used-often blatantly-as patronage favors and en
gines of political loyalty. If Lincoln Steffens and his fellow muckrakers were
right, however, the rankest and most costly corruption in turn-of-the
century American cities took place at the periphery. Where aggressive pri
vate capital and city officials interested in capitalizing on their offices met,
the opportunities for corruption were truly prodigious-as the Yerkes affair,
and scores like it, demonstrated. Municipal ownership advocates like Howe
and Steffens were not wrong in thinking that corruption along the franchise
periphery was the greater of the city's evils. But in the context of the muck
rakers' personalization of urban politics and their editors' eagerness for a
circulation booster as effective as the exposure of a flamboyantly venal party
boss, the municipalizers' argumentative task was not an easy one. Fear of
yet more corruption in the open, porous, democratized American city kept
the domain ofAmerican city activities small-and allowed the ripest oppor
tunities for corruption to grow all the larger.

Was the crux of the matter then porosity itself? Did the early democra-
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tization of politics and office holding in the American city-despite its
imperfections, despite its strenuously defended barriers of race and gen
der-make the transition to an urban social politics all the harder? None of
the municipal progressives put the matter that way to themselves. That
their ambitions might have faltered on a matter of historically mislayered
developments was a conclusion they resisted. The self-owned city in their
minds was democracy's realization. From the formal shell of an arithmetical
democracy, they saw cities evolving into living organs of democratic func
tions. That was the direction of history's arrow: from passivity to action,
from forms to services, from unconscious to conscious realization of the
underlying interdependencies of urban life. It was what Shaw meant when
he stressed municipal "housekeeping"; it was at the heart ofHowe's admira
tion for cities that did things-boldly, collectively, publicly, with an expecta
tion of common returns. Democracy found its upshot not in a remote
regulatory commission, not even in an election, but in the everyday running
of Glasgow's streetcars and London's ferries.

American municipal progressives rarely admitted that the broad range
of services they admired in European cities might have been dependent on
the European city elites' success in staving off formal democracy so long.
But the very strenuousness of their assertion of kinship between the two
democracies-the democracy of form and the democracy of act-suggested
that they knew the moral of European civic enterprise was double-edged.
Was the European experience proof that more ambitious city endeavors
would foster a more honest civic spirit? Or, to the contrary, did the transat
lantic contrasts in political structure only underline the folly of embarking,
in the political context of the United States, on European-style municipal
trading? Did the democratization of office in the American cities preclude
the democratization of services? Was the way to the self-owned city to be
barred by the least anticipated of obstacles, that a polity could democratize
too early, that it could hollow out and privatize the agencies of the state too
powerfully?

The quarrels and controversies of 1905 to 1907 answered none of these
quandaries conclusively. The municipalizers had not missed their mark by a
large margin. The vision of the self-owned city, extending experimentally
outward into new realms of public goods and public supply, still hung in the
balance on the eve of the First World War. Propelled by the electric power
controversies of the 1920s, it would resurface again, powerfully, in the
political imagination of the New Dealers.
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Malleability was intrinsic to the municipal ownership idea. It was a
device which could be used by public health reformers, by civic business
men like those whom Shaw and Howe wooed so hard, and, on still other
occasions, by the cities' big, popular, working-class majorities. Like so many
progressive projects, municipalization was a piecemeal reform, weak in the
ory. Recognizing the de facto collectivism of city life, it represented not an
overthrow of the market but a selective encroachment on that part of it
whose public character seemed most evident-even to the utility corpora
tions that were busily absorbing the term "public service" into their titles.

Municipalization was the first important Atlantic-wide progressive
project. In borrowed experience and transnational example, in a shared
language of germs and sewage, gas prices and streetcar fares, municipalizers
across the North Atlantic economy began to construct a modest, alternative
social economy to that of the thoroughly commercial city. But as the furor
over streetcars and corruption showed, the municipalization movement was
also a political lesson in the dramatic importance of timing, and of the
cumulative effects of small differences. In the transition from democratic
forms to democratic functions that the progressives so longed to achieve,
both of these factors were, in the end, to matter profoundly.
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Civic Ambitions

Private Property, Public Designs

The city of the progressives' political imagination was at once verb and
image: an expression of intense, public activity and a picture in the mind.
Frederic Howe could still remember, years later, his "architectonic vision of
what a city might be ... It was a unit, a thing with a mind, with a conscious
purpose, seeing far in advance of the present and taking precautions for the
future." From his first exposure to Albert Shaw's lectures atJohns Hopkins,
he wrote, "I studied cities as one might study art; I was interested in curbs,
in sewers, in sky-lines."l

Art and sewers: one stumbles momentarily over the juxtaposition, hunt
ing for one's bearings among categories time has pried apart. It was central
to the progressive temperament, however, to see social politics in terms of
form as well as function. That the core values of a society should be written
in its street designs and public buildings, its shelters and its cityscapes, was a
conviction deep in progressive culture on both sides of the Atlantic. The
cities in the mind's eye of progressives materialized in civic centers and
zoning maps as fully as in public waterworks and streetcars. "Beauty" was
their passion, Howe remembered. But it was not beauty that fired their
passions per se as much as the possibility of conscious design: of impressing
publicly chosen order on the city's immense, diffuse market in land, loca
tion, and building style. From the first stirring of the city planning idea,
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through the community building projects of New Dealers and European
social democrats, the vision of communities that not only owned their basic
infrastructure but also shaped their own design was a powerful presence in
progressive social politics. The Atlantic connection that energized the one
also energized the other.

In some ways, the progressives' absorption in city forms was a function
of travel. With so little time to lose, the visitor's eye is a reader of forms and
surfaces. Like thousands of pilgrims on the aesthetic grand tour before
them, trying to decipher inner worlds of culture in the outer signs of art, the
progressives were eager students of forms. It was a rare American progres
sive in Europe who did not dwell hungrily on facades and streetscapes as if
the secrets of each nation's political culture could be discerned in them.
The extraordinary breadth of Berlin's streets and the assiduousness with
which the city authorities maintained their cleanliness spoke in exaggerated
tones to the Americans of German efficiency and civic consciousness. Vi
enna was its monumental Ringstrasse, just as Paris was its boulevards, and
New York its strange, towered skyline. Each city had its distinctive building
patterns to be read: the solid phalanx of four- and five-story tenements
pressed out to the very edges of Berlin; the mile upon mile of narrow streets
and speculator-built housing in England, welded to the framework of the
sanitary bylaws; the high, stone tenements of urban Scotland; the triple
decker frame houses elbowing their neighbors for space in Boston; the
tenement canyons of New York.

Europeans read American cities with equal avidity. H. G. Wells
thought Manhattan's skyscrapers the mark of a city in the grip of "soulless
gigantic forces." Charles Booth, to the contrary, thought they spoke to the
continent's magnificent energy. As progressives throughout the Atlantic
economy rummaged more and more actively through each others' experi
ences and inventions, there were visitors everywhere, eagerly reading city
forms for their underlying social meaning.2

Contradictory though the results might be, these efforts were hardly
foolish. The surfaces sometimes misled-nowhere more acutely than in
Berlin, where the slums, elsewhere on open display, were secreted away
within the inner warrens of the city blocks. But to the extent that a city's
forms and buildings, streetscapes and skylines, parks and dwellings, exposed
the outlines of the underlying forces of land and shelter in the city, the eye
did not mislead. The row house of a Birmingham working-class family,
twelve feet wide, with a narrow strip of lot behind it, high fenced and too
dark for living things to grow, was different from a small, free-standing
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Chicago frame house straggling along a muddy street, strong with the smell
of cheap, unseasoned wood. And each was different, in turn, from an alley
dwelling in Washington, or a share of an airshaft in a Manhattan tenement,
or a tightly cramped two-room, kitchen-and-Stube apartment in Berlin.
The insistent, endless rectilinearity of the streets of Manhattan, Chicago,
and a thousand lesser American places was different from the grand allees of
Paris or the crooked warrens of a German city's inner core. And each of
these differences reflected different mixtures of property, law, and politics.

All three of these elements profoundly shaped the city's outer form.
The underlying ownership of landed property and building capital might be
diffuse or tightly concentrated. The legal underpinnings of the urban land
market might be geared to quick and easy property exchange or to intricate
Chinese boxes of tenantry. The public interest in the city's spatial growth
might be consciously expressed or abdicated to the market's myriad deter
minants of price and advantage. More than architecture, it was these ele
ments of the market-or, in M. ]. Daunton's more precise terms, of the
reigning "property culture"-that gave cities their basic form. 3

Whatever else a city in the North Atlantic economy might be, it was
everywhere a great, churning, legally sustained market in land and shelter.
In the imagination, real property may speak of stability, but nowhere else
did real property change hands faster, or partake so deeply of commodifica
tion, than in the turn-of-the-century capitalist city. With its swelling, mo
bile populations, the great city was an enormously successful engine for real
estate speculation. Parceled and priced for sale, leased for rent, or held for
the quick, quixotic turn in use patterns that might suddenly multiply its
value, land was a marketable commodity. So, for all the same reasons, was
shelter. From the prevailing heights and densities of buildings to the city
street patterns, the modal dwelling space for a wage earner's family, or the
vacant lots that-left bare by speculators looking for the main chance-lent
a distinctive gap-toothed appearance to American cities, the rights and
power of property lay open to be read in the city's form.

Even to imagine that this confluence of private forces might be
"planned" was to make a political claim audacious in its moment. Upon that
ambition a striking number of progressives converged. Milo Maltbie, a
central player in the New York City streetcar battles, took his first official
city position as secretary to a commission to investigate European city
design. Frederic Howe was a lifetime enthusiast of city planning. His close
friend Lincoln Steffens was toying in 1909 with "the biggest piece ofwork I
ever attempted"-the establishment of a "new calling, that of city manager
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or municipal architect." Florence Kelley, whose National Consumers'
League was at the forefront of the fight for better labor conditions for
working women, helped organize one of the first city planning exhibits in
the United States. The Survey, collector of so many social-political ideals,
opened its pages from the start to the city planning idea. The Russell Sage
Foundation, the financial mainstay of social welfare causes in the period just
before the First World War, poured almost half its endowment into the
building of a model suburb along English lines, Forest Hills Gardens, on
Long Island.4

These same concerns with city space, shelter, and design agitated every
nation in the North Atlantic economy. From the first international congress
on workers' housing, convened on the Paris exposition grounds in 1889,
housing congresses were a regular international event. The showplaces of
pre-World War I city planning drew social reformers like magnets: Port
Sunlight, Bournville, Letchworth, and Hampstead in England; Frankfurt,
Ulm, Hellerau, and the Krupp settlements in Essen in Germany. So did the
most ambitious of the international city planning exhibits and congresses,
the largest of which drew some two thousand persons to Vienna in 1910.
Through these forums, social and legislative devices circulated with ex
traordinary speed: model housing designs and model housing legislation,
street layout and zoning schemes, schemes for the control of land specula
tion, and devices to shape the development of outlying land.5

This network was already largely formed by the time the Americans
entered it in the decade before the First World War. Once again they were
latecomers. Partly as a result, partly because they could never wholly drive
the aesthetics of the grand tour, with its landscapes of seamless unity, from
the image of Europe in their mind, the disorder of their own cities, when
seen afresh in transatlantic context, was often acutely embarrassing. A com
mercial "accident," Howe called the typical American city, in a progressive
trope of many variations; one found in it "no sense of unity, of permanence,
of the rights of the whole community." Walter Weyl, fresh from a tour of
the new garden cities of England, echoed the point: what was the American
city, but a "jumble ... left to the clash of egotistical interests?"-an "over
grown, anarchic" Babylon. It was not necessary, Leo S. Rowe protested,
"that the city should be a monotonous succession of narrow and depressing
thoroughfares, that every available space should be covered with flaring
signs, that at every street corner there should be a saloon, and that every
individual should be permitted to give free range to his fancy in the erection
of dwellings."6
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In fact, turn-of-the-century London flared with as many advertise
ments as New York. The street facades in Wilhelmine Berlin, overbearing
in ornament and bourgeois pride, were no less pushy, in their own way, than
the smokestacks of Chicago. The capitalist city manifested everywhere its
family resemblances. But the Americans were not wrong in thinking the
forces of commodification ran particularly hard and particularly unchecked
in their own cities. Seeing Paris, or even London, in the context of their
quarrel with the privatized city, American progressives could not but notice
the points of contrast. They took the European experiments in city plan
ning as evidence of social design, of a market steered and directed toward
public ends. "Planning," a key word in 1930s social politics, was brought
into the American political vocabulary, via Europe, through the city plan
ning idea. Stiidtebau (literally, "city building") had been its original name.
Rebaptized in Britain as "town planning," it stood for a network of controls
over land and building, the addition of a visible, public hand to the invisible
one of price and market transactions. It promised a new collective control
over city design and destiny; it promised new standards of shelter. It prom
ised to put brick and mortar on the civic reformers' "city sense." "We are
beginning to see the city as a conscious, living organism which the architect
and engineer, ... the administrator and the dreamer, can build and plan for
the comfort, convenience, and happiness of people," Howe wrote. "In a big
way, city planning is the first conscious recognition of the unity of society."7

With these visions and ambitions in mind, American progressives were
an eager conduit for European notions of collective city design. One by
one, across the Atlantic progressive network, they brought home a kit of
planning tools, some to lie unused; others to be eagerly taken up; and still
others to be transformed. The marks of these importations are still visible
on the American urban landscape-in the borrowed classicism of public
buildings erected with so much civic zeal in the mid-1890s and afterward; in
urban parkways, like Philadelphia's Fairmount (now Benjamin Franklin)
Parkway, cut according to the pattern of Baron Haussmann's Paris; in zon
ing ordinances imported from Germany that flourished, in altered form,
like starlings in a new land. Hunt assiduously enough, and you can find a
dozen frame houses still standing in Lowell, Massachusetts, the fruits of the
first movement for publicly assisted housing in the United States, con
structed out of pieces of English garden city design, New Zealand prece
dents, and home-grown labor politics.

The progressives' ambitions-salted away for the opportunities the war
and the Depression would give them-ran farther still. No other planners
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in the North Atlantic economy devised bolder civic blueprints than the
Americans between the 1890s and the eve of the First World War; nowhere
else was the planning of cities pushed with such evangelical zeal. The self
conscious city, owning its essential services, steering the play of forces in the
urban land market, its eye on the shelter needs of its inhabitants, its pride
vested in its civic builclings and public spaces-for a moment, all this
seemed of a piece to advanced progressives on both sides of the Atlantic.

Every modern urban agglomeration has some degree of planning, if only in
the orderly management of a platting and real estate registry. Where
unified landownership and a desire for political advertisement conjoined
in Penn's Philadelphia, L'Enfant's District of Columbia, or any of the urban
showplaces of princely power in early modern Europe-the designs might
be elaborate indeed. In the United States, however, the plan that had
eclipsed them all by the midnineteenth century was the grid. New York
City's rectilinear street plan of 1811, pushed through the East River
marshes up to the very top ofManhattan, with calculated indifference to the
terrain, established the model. Along this open-ended grid, it was left to
private investors, speculative builders, buyers, and improvers to erect what
ever they hoped the future might ratify or the market would bear. Planning
boards and zoning ordinances were unknown; before the 1880s not even
building codes inhibited individual prerogative in filling in the grid's blank
spaces. Laid out in the surveyor's office with a ruler, grid planning facili
tated maximum speed and efficiency in land sales. As the British town
planner Raymond Unwin observed, the grid fit cities where land uses were
in perpetual flux, where a residential street one day might be commercial
block or a warehouse district the next.8

The grid was, in all these ways, the physical analogue of the laissez-faire
economy: a legal and social contrivance for maximizing opportunities for
exchange that easily turned "natural" in the mind. The grid was quick; it
facilitated without controlling; it was the perfect plan for the capitalist city.
It gave nineteenth-century American cities a form more definite and more
transparent of their underlying economies than the older, accretive shapes
of their European counterparts. But it was not public design except at the
most elementary level. Outside of rarities like Olmsted's Central Park in
New York, it generated cities strong in private spaces but weak in public
ones. Neither practically nor symbolically did it satisfy the progressives'
gathering vision of the city as a collective household. Just as the impulse
toward civic unity drew American progressives to Glasgow's streetcars and
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London's ferry boats, that impulse drew others to the tools of urban design
being forged in the great cities of Europe.

Their first stop was Paris. As a model of a modern great city harnessed
to a centralized design, no late-nineteenth-century city outshone it. "The
handsomest city on the earth," Lewis Henry Morgan called Paris in 1871;
"it makes a prodigious impression upon a stranger." It was not old Paris
Morgan had in mind, its crowded, jumbled streets interrupted here and
there with arenas for royal display, but the new one that had been laid so
boldly over the fabric of the early city. In the middle decades of the nine
teenth century, under the prodding of Napoleon III and the direction of
Georges Haussmann, Paris had been reconstructed with an audacity, ex
pense, and lavishness of public symbolism unmatched anywhere in the
North Atlantic economy.9

Haussmann, to whom the practical work of rebuilding Paris fell, was a
versatile planner for whom the city was never simply its street pattern. As
Paris's prefect, he oversaw the construction of miles of new sewers and the
completion of an aqueduct system capable of finally emancipating the city's
water supply from the Seine. But the heart of Second Empire Paris was in
its streets. Between 1853 and 1869 Haussmann oversaw the cutting of a
dozen broad new avenues through the jumbled street pattern of old Paris.
Virtually all the medieval buildings on the lIe de la Cite were torn down but
Notre Dame itself, and replaced with massive government structures. The
Place de l'Etoile was elaborated with diagonal avenues that converged with
geometrical obsession on that symbol of Napoleonic ambitions, the Arc de
Triomphe.

Where he had a choice, Haussmann preferred cutting new streets to
widening existing ones. The cost of purchasing inner lots was less than the
cost of acquiring existing street frontage. More important, in the newly
platted avenues Haussmann and Napoleon III found a tabula rasa for the
new street vistas that were to give Second Empire Paris its distinctive char
acter. To ensure that investors in the newly created street frontage lots
contributed to the public spaces on display, Haussmann imposed both a
uniform cornice height and common horizontal window and balcony lines.
The results were block-long street facades that tugged the eye toward the
vista's culminating point in a public square or monument.

The grand diagonal avenues with which Haussmann labored to central
ize Paris were extravagantly expensive. State loans and subventions paid for
a portion of the work, but the more extensive potential resource, as Hauss
mann quickly realized, was the land market itself. By buying lots cheap,
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driving the new streets through, and selling the new building lots dear, he
created something akin to a perpetual motion machine for urban public
works. If the scheme had expediency to commend it, it had a certain justice
as well. Who better to finance the public expense of street building than
those who suddenly found themselves in possession of parcels of land ideal
for the construction of expensive shops and luxury apartments?

The boom in land values in Haussmannized Paris was a textbook exam
ple of socially generated price advantage: the "unearned increment," in the
terms Henry George made current. In recouping it, Haussmann was as
sisted by a condemnation act that permitted city authorities to condemn
more land than actually needed for the street cutting itself. "Excess con
demnation," as the technique was later named in the United States, empow
ered Paris authorities to condemn and purchase a swath of land a building
lot deep along the newly planned streets and sell it (with strict architectural
controls) to private bidders at whatever the market would bear, using the
returns to finance the improvement itself. Not even excess condemnation,
however, was as plump a goose as Haussmann needed; by 1870, his budget
spiraling out of control, he had become too great a liability for Napoleon III
to bear. But not before the combination of public compulsion and private,
speculative investment had constructed the century's single most powerful
physical representation of the planned, recentralized city.

The messages to be read in the new streets of Paris were from the
outset multivalent. The new city was clearly more efficient than the old.
The new diagonal avenues greatly eased the flow of traffic and the distribu
tion of goods. If the new streets promised trade, however, they also prom
ised pacification. Not by chance were so many of the street cuttings concen
trated in the old radical, working-class sections of Paris, where the
barricades had gone up so often before; nor was it by chance that Hauss
mann set down barracks along the most strategically placed of them for the
better deployment of city troops. "The man on horseback," Lewis Mum
ford wrote with no love of Haussmann's Paris, "had taken possession of the
city."loThe new streets merged the city and the parade ground; they created
an environment for display, for marching soldiers, for whirling carriages.
They were an engine of massive population displacement, above all for the
city's laboring poor. They were a public works project on a monumental
scale, drawing construction workers to the capital in such large numbers
that conservatives feared their presence would undo all the regime's social
palliatives.

Within these deeply mixed messages, Paris's visitors struggled to dis-
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cern the city's core meaning. Mid-nineteenth-century American travelers,
as we have seen, often shivered in recoil from Haussmann's work. To Albert
Shaw in the mid-1890s, on the other hand, Paris was the most inspiring city
on the continent, dedicated to teaching "the world a lesson of order, system,
and logic, of emancipation and iconoclasm." Brand Whitlock, who was
smitten by Haussmann's work in 1912, marveled at Haussmann's triumph
over "the hideous anarchy and accident" that oppressed American cities. 11

Haussmann's city had intruded deeply into the urban land market in the
name-however false and imperial-of the public weal. That much was
visible to the eye. The question the city was to raise in all those who fell in
love with it was how a comparable harmony of design, an equivalent control
of the land and building markets, could be contrived without an empire's
autocracy and pretense.

Given the multivalence of Haussmann's work, it is not surprising that each
nation in the North Atlantic economy borrowed from it a different thread.
Berlin's authorities seized on its monumental possibilities. From James Ho
brecht's extension plan of 1862 onward, a neobaroque capital to rival Paris
grew up around the older inner city, its extravagantly broad streets, monu
mental squares, and diagonal avenues quickly built up with ranks of specula
tor-built apartments. A different sort of Haussmannization came to Britain,
this one focused on slums and sanitation. On the pattern of Birmingham's
Corporation Street, British city authorities cored out poor and working
class neighborhoods for new commercial streets, recouping the cost
through excess condemnation and resale of the new building lots. In Lon
don between 1872 and 1884 alone, a small city of the poor (as many as
20,000 persons, in Gareth StedmanJones's estimate) was displaced by street
clearances. Like the poor in Haussmann's Paris, they spilled over into adja
cent neighborhoods, quickly overloading their capacity, to form moving
slums of quicksilver fluidity. While German authorities focused on street
design at the moving edge of city development, English city councils fo
cused on demolition in the inner core. When Haussmann's Paris finally
came to the United States and cut across the land-office grids, it was to take
on still different meanings. 12

The first elements of Paris-inspired city aesthetics arrived in American
cities in the late 1880s in bits and pieces: columns, statuary, triumphal
arches, and other fragments of the grand tour brought home for domestica
tion. Between 1888 and 1901, given the task of improving Frederick Law
Olmsted's informal Prospect Park in Brooklyn, the architectural firm of
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McKim, Mead, and White rebuilt it with classical colonnades, centrally
focused vistas, and a triumphal arch topped with horses and winged riders
straight out of Paris and Berlin. Charles Mulford Robinson, sent by Har
per's magazine in 1899 to gather material on European methods of urban
beautification, came back to promote investment in European-style public
squares and streetscapes, fountains and public sculpture, artistically
wrought lampposts and ornamented street signs-and on that undis
guisedly imitative aesthetic, to build a career as one of the most successful
city planning consultants in the country. 13

The triumph of Europe-inspired civic architecture was the famous
"White City" constructed for the Chicago world's fair of 1893. Daniel
Burnham, the Chicago architect who orchestrated the White City project,
had yet to see Europe outside of picture books. He let the fair's prestigious
East Coast architectural firms set the aesthetic agenda. With Paris on their
minds, they gathered their central buildings in a court of honor explicitly
reminiscent of the Paris exposition of 1889, pledged themselves to architec
tural harmony, a common cornice line and a common white exterior, and
constructed one of the most compelling icons of the turn of the century.I4

A fair is only a fair; the temporary plaster facades erected in Chicago
came down as quickly as they had gone up. But they left behind-in their
centrally organized vistas, their clustered public buildings, and their star
tling unity of style-an aesthetic language for the civic unity that turn-of
the-century civic progressives valued so dearly. When in 1901 the architec
tural profession persuaded the federal government to take the design of
Washington, D.C., in hand, to exhume L'Enfant's plan of 1791 from layers
of subsequent commercial development, railroad invasion, and shifts in
taste, the task was given to the principals of the Chicago fair. One of Burn
ham's first acts as chair of the consulting committee was to suggest a tour
through Europe. If there was anything incongruous in the ensuing spectacle
of an official American commission charged with the design of the nation's
chief civic symbol jaunting through the great capitals of Europe, photo
graphing everything and poring over the map of Washington, D.C., to
debate where and how the appropriated elements could be successfully
transplanted, contemporaries no longer noticed it. IS

Of all Burnham's city designs, his Washington plan was the only one to
be substantially realized, but his commercial city designs, where he had no
underlying classical pattern to build on, were more revealing and impor
tant. Brought by Tom Johnson to Cleveland to find some architectural
means of refocusing the tremendous centrifugal private energies of the
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capitalist city, Burnham proposed razing a commercially faltering water
front section just northeast of the city's business core and building it over
with a vast court of neoclassical public buildings-courthouse, library, city
hall, federal office building, public auditorium, and unified railroad passen
ger station-in a design half borrowed from the Place de la Concorde, half
from the White City's central courtyard. Frederic Howe, who rallied
Cleveland's civic-minded businessmen to the project, remembered it years
later as an inspiring, tactile representation of progressive "city sense." The
streetcar fight was the Cleveland progressives' central battle, he wrote at the
time, but it was the civic center project "that has brought all classes most
closely together." Commissioned on the strength of his Cleveland work to
draw up a general plan for San Francisco in 1905, Burnham proposed to
join parks and scenic boulevards with a Cleveland-style monumental civic
center, this time set at the focal point of a network of grand, new diagonal
avenues whose Parisian derivation was pronounced and unmistakable. 16

Grandest of all the city plans was Burnham's 1909 plan for the rebuild
ing of his own Chicago. No city had been more thoroughly shaped by its
commercial enterprises. Chicago's downtown Loop, which Burnham's ar
chitectural firm had helped pack with steel-frame commercial buildings,
was caught in a noose of elevated tracks and encircling rail yards. The
Chicago River was a promoters' jumble of coal and rail yards, docks, der
ricks, and small factories. Beyond the Loop to the south and west were
miles of speculator-built working-class housing, unpaved streets, factories,
packing plants, steel mills, and yet more rail yards. Burnham took on the
map of Chicago as if every piece of it were moldable by conscious design.
He proposed to push the rail yards back into the suburbs, fill in the railroad
overrun lakeshore with miles of parkland and lagoon, and embellish the
resulting Grant Park with museums and libraries. For the Loop he pro
posed ambitious street widenings, and for the rest of the city a new set of
diagonal arteries cut through the grid and surrounded by a ring road where
old fortifications might have been, had Chicago been Paris or Vienna on a
colossal scale. At the focal point of this forcefully centralized street system,
on cheap land in the immigrant-populated west side within a block and a
half of]ane Addams's Hull House, he drew in a civic center, a version of the
central building at the Chicago fair, pumped up with a dome that (by one of
the plan's renderings) was to stand some thirty stories above street level. 17

Trying to read the symbolic meanings in Burnham's Chicago plan leads
one as quickly as Haussmann's Paris designs into deeply mixed messages.
On the one hand, Burnham's scheme was that of a metropolis radically at
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odds with the commercial, hog-butchering, steel-driving city at the hub of
the nation's rail network. His drawings shifted the center of the city bodily
out of the commercial Loop and turned the eye from commerce to civics. In
a city that had exploited its natural resources to the hilt for the sake of
profit, Burnham proposed to repossess virtually the entire lakefront as pub
lic space. He overlaid the grid street pattern, which had allowed Chicago's
real estate operators to expand their business unhindered across the prairie,
with diagonal boulevards that funneled, with a centripetal symmetry more
insistent than Haussmann had ever dreamed of, into a government center.
The Brobdingnagian size of the center's dome derived from the need to
establish a symbol of civics big enough to overshadow the skyscrapers of the
city's commercial core. Burnham's artist accentuated the point, not entirely
for drawing's ease, by rendering the Chicago skyline as a single homogene
ous plane of roofs pierced by the immense dome of the civic center. In a city
noisome with political corruption, the grandest building of them all-the
St. Peter's of the new Chicago-was to be the city hall.

If an anticommercial strain was deep in this visionary representation of
civic virtue, the circumstances of the plan were anything but anticommer
cial. Unlike the case in Cleveland, where Burnham had been appointed an
official city adviser, the Chicago city plan was the property of the private
Commercial Club, which financed and publicized it. Burnham, in the lan
guage of an architect accustomed to selling taste to clients, emphasized the
intricate link between beauty, tourism, and commerce. His business backers
needed little coaxing. With the right plan, they wrote, "Chicago is destined
to become the center of the modern world." To push for realization of
Burnham's scheme, they hired a public relations man (the "Chief of all
Pushers," they boasted) who, together with a committee of 328 "leading
citizens," blanketed the city with publicity. The Chicago Plan Commission
prepared a two-reel promotional movie, a $15,000 slide show, a school
textbook (which was required eighth-grade reading in the city schools from
1912 into the early 1920s), and a model sermon for ministers. To every
property owner and substantial rent payer it distributed a pamphlet outlin
ing the plan's advantages. The mere possession of a plan was an extraordi
nary commercial coup, a brilliant advertisement for the city and its future. IS

Amid these ambivalent messages with regard to commerce, Burnham
himself chose to stress the essentials of "order" and "unity," the need to see
the city "as an organic whole." The civic center, "the keystone of the arch"
of the entire plan, was to be "a monument to the spirit of civic unity."19
Unity inspired civic progressives like Johnson and Howe to their own
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dreams of prairie Parises, in the hope that a rearrangement of the city
streets and common spaces might spur a renaissance of public consciousness
and public life. Their yearnings endowed their transatlantic models with a
coherence well beyond what they possessed in fact. Haussmann never pub
lished a comprehensive plan for Paris, in deference, perhaps, to the hornets'
nest of opposition he had already stirred up. Most British city councils,
working piecemeal from project to project, never had an overarching plan
at all. In progressive America, in contrast, city plans multiplied like toad
stools. Between 1907 and 1916, over one hundred cities made or commis
sioned "comprehensive" plans, including half the nation's fifty largest cit
ies.20 In their very act of discovery and embrace, the Americans centralized
what they appropriated.

In grasping for stakes so high, it is not surprising that the Paris-inspired
city planners realized only a tiny fraction of their paper schemes. Few of the
new city planning commissions had more than admonitory, advisory pow
ers; the city plan, American style, was an aspirational document, not a legal
one. In Cleveland's civic center and Chicago's Grant Park one can still see
on display the progressive vision of public city spaces. But almost none of
the Paris-inspired diagonal avenues laid out over the real property grid got
beyond the drawing boards. New York's planning commission of 1904 to
1907 devoted itself to an unworkable scheme of etoiles and monumental
bridge approaches, almost all ofwhich were stillborn.21 The same fate befell
the civic focal point of Burnham's Chicago plan. The spot where the civic
center's massive dome was to have been reared, abandoned by investors
who saw the commercial future of the city beckoning north of the river, is
now the site of a sprawling interstate highway interchange.

The problem of realizing the comprehensive city plans so boldly put
forward in the first two decades of the century lay not simply in the sym
bolic conflict between the civic and the commercial city. It also lay in
finding the legal and financial means to inject Haussmann-style interven
tion into the fabric of property rights in urban America. It was telling in this
regard that the last chapter of Burnham's Chicago plan should have been
given over to a long discussion of the problems of implementation, ap
pended by a Chicago lawyer.

From the Paris and Birmingham examples, the obvious device was ex
cess condemnation and recoupment of costs through the sale of improved
building lots. Philadelphia's ferociously expensive Fairmount Parkway proj
ect was begun in this way. But for the most part, state courts refused to
uphold excess condemnation statutes against the challenge that they consti-
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tuted a compulsory taking of property from one set of owners for the
benefit of others. Financing major street cuttings out of general revenues
would have meant running up against the same debt limits that bedeviled
the municipal ownership forces. Even had these been broken through, tax
financing risked political resistance from voters who lived far from the
improved districts, and who were unlikely to miss the fact that the primary
beneficiaries of their boulevard taxes would be those who bet most shrewdly
in the land market. In Reading, Pennsylvania, in 1910, a working-class
majority rejected a businessmen's city plan on precisely these grounds. For
the purchase of park lands, American states had discovered how to stretch
the system of special assessments by which abutting property owners were
taxed for street improvements. By creating special tax districts encompass
ing whole neighborhoods that were held to benefit from the construction of
the parks, Kansas City financed virtually the entire cost of a ring of new
carriage parks between 1900 and 1915. But the benefits of street cutting and
public squares were hard to displace onto an assessment district larger than
that of the abutting owners, who could hardly be expected to have their
property sliced up and to pay for the loss at the same time. In the contest
between property rights and planning, the odds were loaded differently in
the United States than in Paris. The city that had been mortgaged to
private land investments was not, in practice, easily remade as a symbol of
civic unity.22

It is just as well that so few of the Haussmann-inspired designs came to
fruition. With their excessive centralizing tendencies, their etoiles and con
verging diagonals destined to be overwhelmed by automobile traffic, they
were better symbols of their backers' hunger for civic unity than mecha
nisms that could achieve it. Burnham-style city planning was architecture
for the eye, obsessed with symmetry and symbolism. It barely touched the
private city of vested property rights and speculative land investments. In
deed, it was the promise that planning would redound to every property
owner's benefit in heightened values that helped draw businessmen to the
Haussmann-derived schemes. But the unabashedly European aesthetic of
Burnham-style city planning-its vestment of business boosterism and pro
gressive hunger for civic unity in a Parisian design that, not long before, had
seemed an affront to republican principles-was a sign of how quickly the
Atlantic divide was now being spanned.

Beyond the city-beautiful movement's beloved Paris, there were under
standings of city planning that cut much more deeply into the underlying
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markets in land and shelter than Burnham's-or even Haussmann's. In
these developments German cities led the way. In part, their inventiveness
derived from the special intensity with which land and housing pressures
bore down on late-nineteenth-century urban Germany. Unlike American
cities, which sprawled raggedly at every rim, German cities piled up their
populations like moated camps. Beyond their historic walls, some German
cities were ringed by tiny peasant plots, morseled over the generations,
difficult to consolidate into parcels salable for building purposes. Others,
Berlin being the most notorious in this regard, were girdled by the holdings
of large speculative land companies, which had everything to gain by hold
ing up the price of outlying land until it could be economically developed to
the full five-story limit of the city building ordinance. Combined with ur
ban growth rates higher than anywhere else in late-nineteenth-century
Europe, these barriers to expansion put extraordinary pressure on land and
housing prices in urban Germany.23

The results were city densities unmatched anywhere else in the North
Atlantic economy. In London just before the First World War an average of
eight persons lived in every residential building; in Philadelphia the figure
was five; in Chicago, nine; in tenement-filled Manhattan, twenty. For the
thirty-three major German cities, the median number of persons per resi
dential building was twenty-one. If these were the outward signs of cities
built to their borders with walkup apartment buildings-Mietskasernen, or
"rental barracks," their German critics called them-the inner experience
was one of fierce competition for air and space. In Hamburg in 1905, almost
half the city population was housed in dwelling units of two or fewer rooms
each. In much more fortunately situated Frankfurt, about a third of the
city's population was so housed. In Berlin, where the overcrowding was
fiercest, three quarters of the population-adults, children, and lodgers
were crammed into such dwellings.24 Given these circumstances, it is little
wonder that the question of adequate working-class housing had played so
central a role in German debates over the social question since Adolph
Wagner and others had taken it up in the 1870s.

Had need alone sufficed to politicize urban land and housing issues, the
center of the reform movement would have been in Berlin. "The most
compact city in Europe," the British planner Patrick Abercrombie called
Berlin in 1914: "as she grows she does not struggle out with small roads and
peddling suburban houses, but slowly pushes her wide town streets and
colossal tenement blocks over the open country, turning it at one stroke
into a full-blown city."25 American visitors, puzzled by the apparent absence
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of American- and British-style spatial segregation, by a system that
crammed middle class and poor together in massive apartment blocks-the
affluent in flats lining the avenues, the less well off in the back courtyards,
the poor under the eaves and in the darkest inner rooms-sometimes had
difficulty sensing the intensity of the population and economic forces at
work in the German capital. In contrast to London's easily visible poor,
"poverty is guarded in Berlin, secret, hidden" reported Madge Jenison, one
of the few Americans bold enough to tunnel into the inner warrens of the
Mietskasernen to find it.26 But nowhere in Europe were densities higher. On
the eve of the First World War, the number of persons per inhabited build
ing in Berlin was seventy-six, three and a half times the comparable figure
for Manhattan. Aggressive policing had by then closed many of the cellar
and attic dwellings of the 1870s. But by the official standard of overcrowd
ing-which it took more than four persons per heatable room to exceed
some 600,000 Berliners were said to live in overfilled dwellings in 1912.27

If a future modeled on Berlin haunted German progressives, the prime
laboratories for land and building policy were smaller, less fiercely pres
sured German cities, where the progressive policy groups had more room
to maneuver. Some of those drawn to urban land issues were Kathedersozial
isten like Wagner, or Schmoller's student Rudolf Eberstadt; others were
German single-taxers, organized by the mid-1880s into a League for Land
Reform; still others, like Albert Siidekum and Hugo Lindemann, were key
figures in the German municipal socialist movement. Among the move
ment for urban land and housing reform's most important figures, finally,
were the centrist mayors who, with public health liabilities on their mind,
were simultaneously nudging their municipalities into new realms of public
goods and supply.28

Such a broad and amorphous coalition rallied, by necessity, to a grab
bag of measures: tighter official inspection for sanitary standards and over
crowding, reform of tenant-landlord law, and (as we shall see) expansion of
the supply of cheap, sound, working-class housing. It was the noose of
speculative outlying land values, however, that shaped the boldest measures.
The clearest way out of the shelter dilemma, as many saw it, was for cities to
preempt the market in undeveloped suburban land, link it to the urban job
market by the new, electrified city streetcar systems, and promote its devel
opment for low-density and low-cost housing. This was a vision of the city
diffused across the landscape-more "natural" in its form than the tene
ment city, which, as many Germans saw it, flourished only in an artificial
hothouse of legal and economic contingencies. German land reformers
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envied the English small house, the attached dwelling with its tiny garden
plot, the profligate space of the rowhouse suburb.29 By the early twentieth
century they had developed a new set of planning techniques and market
interventions to try to realize that vision. 30

The most straightforward of the new tools was municipal land pur
chase. German cities, which had been net sellers of land in the earlier part
of the century, began to buy back large amounts of undeveloped land within
and outside their borders to direct urban development. Encouraged by a
Prussian decree on the housing question in 1901, the purchase of extensive
municipal land reserves ahead of the speculative developers soon acquired
considerable momentum. The leader in this movement was VIm, which by
1911 owned an astonishing 80 percent of the land within its limits, some of
which it had begun to develop with small single-family houses for sale to its
inhabitants (with the city reserving the right to repurchase). Frankfurt,
which owned slightly more than half its underlying land in 1906, extended
long-term leases to building societies pledged to the construction of low
cost workers' housing on the city's rim.31

Where a maze of peasant plots cut up the surrounding land into slivers
unusable for building, even commercial developers could be thwarted by
the resistance a handful of landowners waiting until the price rose extrava
gantly enough for their liking. The solution promoted by Frankfurt's Franz
Adickes empowered city officials to buyout recalcitrant landowners at judi
cially assessed prices when the majority of their neighbors were willing to
sell, combine the plots into usable building parcels, and sell the replatted
land. Blocked in the Prussian legislature, which whittled Adickes's bill down
to a special act for Frankfurt, this power to expropriate the most stubborn of
small plot owners had more symbolic than practical weight. But as a state
ment of the collective rights of the city vis-a-vis the speculative rights of
landowners, Lex Adickes (as it was known) deserved the wide publicity it
received. 32

More generally applicable was a tax on speculative land values. Popular
ized by Adolph Wagner, promoted by the German single-taxers, and en
couraged by the animus against speculation that ran particularly hard in
late-nineteenth-century German political culture, the idea quickly gained
momentum after the turn of the century. Frankfurt in 1904 and Cologne in
1905 were the first cities to levy progressive taxes on land transfers through
measures designed to collect up to a quarter of the unearned increment in
price inflation and (as Adickes saw it) to undercut the barrier of land specu
lation on the city's rim. By 1911, when the empire itself undertook a two-
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year trial of a capital gains tax on urban land, more than 650 German
municipalities, eager for new revenue sources and happy to let the tax
incidence fall on speculative land profits, had followed suit. 33

The final tool in this kit ofnew German measures was zoning. The idea
of establishing distinctive building regulations for different districts of a city
had not been unknown in late-nineteenth-century Germany. The typical
beneficiaries were urban Germany's wealthiest citizens, for whom the
building codes often laid out a distinct, class-segregated villa preserve, pro
tected by special building-height limits from the outward march of the
multistory tenement. The onion-skin model of the city, tapering in popula
tion density as one moved outward from the inner medieval warrens
through the Mietskasernen districts to the low-density rim, had its clear
attractions for the German bourgeoisie, many of whom were eager to es
cape the tradition of mixed-class living. Frankfurt's zoning ordinance of
1891, the first to cover an entire city with zones of differentiated building
regulations, included such villa preserves. Adickes, its prime mover, de
fended the zoning act differently, however, and not disingenuously, as a
means to limit the price expectations of outlying landowners. By enforcing
lower densities at the city's rim, Frankfurt's city council hoped to encourage
cheaper and more cheaply priced suburban construction. To reinforce the
point, Frankfurt's zoning ordinance set aside outlying zones for low-density
workers' housing; Berlin's zoning ordinance, adopted the next year, did the
same.34

As an elaboration of the city's building code, zoning had legal teeth and
practical consequences far beyond the paper aspirations of American city
plans. At its most ambitious, zoning was a device to map out in advance of
the price system the shape of the city's development: steering industrial
development into districts convenient to rail yards and harbors; reserving
zones for cheap, small, workers' houses convenient to jobs and transport;
overlaying the dreams of speculative landowners with publicly articulated
design.

None of the new measures dramatically altered the land and shelter
relations in Wilhelmine Germany. Blocked from aggressive annexation and
land purchase policies by imperial officials who hated the socialist majority
in their own capital, Berlin remained locked in its fiercely overcrowded
stone forms. The efforts of housing reformers to obtain passage of a Ger
many-wide housing law shattered against the resistance of the household
ers' and property owners' lobbies. Though symbolically important, the un
earned increment tax never amounted to more than a trickle within the
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prewar German cities' revenue streams; in Berlin in 1910, less than 4 per
cent of the city's revenues derived from it. Even in his own Frankfurt,
Adickes's interventions in the land market triggered strenuous opposition
from the property owners' associations. 35 Still, limited as the planning
measures were, the German interventions into the workings of the urban
land market had created a set of potentially borrowable tools with which to
try to build cities different from both the privatized metropolis and Hauss
mann's parade ground on the Seine.

In Britain, city planning ambitions initially took a quite different direction
than in turn-of-the-century Germany. Outside Scotland, where high land
prices and low wages allowed the multistory tenement to flourish, British
cities were built to a lower, broader scale. Where German cities pushed
their multistory Mietskasernen out to the edge of the developed land, the
outer rim of British cities distended in a sprawling expanse of two-story row
houses set on narrow, relentlessly uniform streets and attenuated lots, all
rigidly cut, after 1877, to the sanitary minimums of the Local Government
Board's model bylaws. To offset the sameness and repetition, one block of
houses might sprout bow windows, another mock-Tudor timbers set in
plaster, another imitation Swiss scrollwork on the overhanging eaves, Tif
fany glass windows, pseudo-Grecian wooden pillars, fancy ridges of colored
roof tile, or gaily painted trim-in a riot of builders' handbook styles des
perately seeking to establish a sense of place through marketable facades.
The shape of urban England, a compromise between custom and inventive
ness, legal rigidity and private investment calculations, was not the free
result of market choices. But neither, by the same token, was it planned.36

The first of those to try their hand at designs shaped to visions larger
than public health minima were paternalistic manufacturers. At Port Sun
light outside Liverpool in 1888, soap manufacturer William Lever laid the
groundwork for a much-photographed company village of half-timbered,
heavily ornamented, clustered dwellings. More sober was the employees'
village George Cadbury built in the shadow of his Bournville cocoa works,
where streets of plain-fronted double and quadruple houses converged on
the schools, stores, and Quaker meetinghouse that Cadbury set in the
town's central green. Vision played no small role in these designs, helped by
the manufacturers' outright ownership of the land to be developed. But not
the less advantageous were the advertising possibilities of the picturesque
company village and the usefulness of attractive housing in retaining the
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skilled labor elite that employers needed. 37 Analogues to these British com
pany villages were to be found throughout the North Atlantic economy: in
Essen, where Krupp-sponsored Margarethenhohe was the high-water mark
ofprewar German workers' housing design; in Pullman, Illinois; or Vander
grift, Pennsylvania-all joined by a highly self-conscious exchange of tech
niques and designs.

Economically and socially bolder was Ebenezer Howard's pioneer gar
den city at Letchworth. Launched in 1903, with backing from some of
Britain's leading model employers, Letchworth was an experiment in single
tax economics, comprehensive town planning, and an environment more
attractive than either isolated country living or the pressures of great city
life. A utopian socialist of the cooperative commonwealth stripe, Howard
was particularly concerned to capture the new town's unearned increment
for its collective use. Raymond Unwin, Letchworth's principal architect,
was a Fabian socialist inspired by the aesthetics of German medieval towns.
A hybrid of planning, vision, and its own speculative ambitions (one of the
first sights to greet visitors disembarking at Letchworth's rail platform was
the venture's land office, flags flying), the town Howard and Unwin col
laborated to construct gained instant international recognition as a model
of progressive design in both form and economics. Letchworth's develop
ment, Walter Weyl observed,

is not the rank and noxious growth of wild cities, stretching out fortui
tously in miles of jerry-built houses towards the cheaper land or the more
necessitous land-owner ... It is not the modern factory town, with a tow
ering smoke-stack for a capital, surrounded by drab quadrangles of mo
notonous houses ... It is not structureless, not unpremeditated. It is not a
city at once congested and dispersed, with unsightly bald spaces sur
rounded by hoardings, and with workshops, saloons and residences hud
dled promiscuously.

The garden city was the city planned, "an organic, a synthetic city."38
In 1905 Toynbee Hall's Henrietta Barnett recruited Unwin for a paral

lel experiment in mixed-class suburban design on the London rim. With his
Hampstead Garden Suburb, Unwin created a stunning village of meander
ing streets borrowed from the little towns of southern Germany, with
squares and cul-de-sacs curving in on themselves to create neighborhood
spaces, and subtle architectural disguises for the village's underlying class
differentiations. Among prewar urban reformers in Europe and America,
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the English ventures in philanthropic village design-Hampstead, Letch
worth, Bournville, and Port Sunlight-were among the most widely known
visual icons of the day: blueprints for the resocialized city. 39

If these tiny islands in the sea of speculator-built housing were to be
come less rare, however, broader public powers would be needed. It was at
this juncture that British progressives awoke to the city planning techniques
coming out of Germany. The initial work of publicizing the new German
planning measures fell to a wealthy, well-traveled Manchester urban re
former, Thomas Horsfall. His The Improvement of the Dwellings and Sur
roundings of the People: The Example of Germany, published in 1904, was
hardly a book at all but a sack stuffed with translated German reports and
statutes. Prodded by John Nettlefold, chairman of the Birmingham city
council's housing committee, that city quickly dispatched a delegation to
investigate German planning at the source. Nettlefold himself soon steered
a bill into Parliament that would have empowered British municipal
authorities to purchase cheap outlying land ahead of the developers (as the
Germans could), plan it in coordination with transportation systems, and
lease much of it (on the Frankfurt model) to limited-divided building socie
ties.40

Blocked at the Local Government Board, Nettlefold's proposal was
transmuted from a land purchase scheme to a set of planning powers. Un
der the provisions of the planning section of the Housing and Town Plan
ning Act of 1909, English local authorities still could not engage in general
land purchases, but they were authorized to develop detailed development
plans for specific, unbuilt areas about to experience intensive development
and, with the approval of the Local Government Board, to enforce those
plans with the power of law. Only a handful of cities, Nettlefold's Birming
ham in the lead, had filed extension plans by the outbreak of the First
World War. British town planning authorities could work only piecemeal,
on designated portions of the urban rim. But there they could layout streets
and reserve public spaces (setting the cost against the abutting property
owners), cluster neighborhoods, establish industrial and commercial dis
tricts, and specify (ahead of development) density limits and, in special
cases, even lot lines. Thomas Adams, who went from the manager's office at
Letchworth to the new post of town planning adviser at the Local Govern
ment Board, exaggerated when he tried to convince Americans that the
town planning act had done everything needed.41 But in its breach of cus
tomary land ownership rights and prerogatives, in its vesting of an element
of foresight in the city itself, the act had done a good deal.
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By the time Burnham's Chicago plan was completed, European city
planners had, in short, constructed a set of legal and administrative tools
that cut sharply into urban land and property structures. Between the Ger
man architects of Stiidtebau and the British garden city designers there was
already a vigorous interchange of techniques and visions. Haussmann's
techniques, as we have seen, were world famous. The meetings of the Con
gres international des habitations it bon marchi drew reformers from across
Europe and the United States. That American progressives, coming from
city land markets as volatile as any in the North Atlantic economy, would be
caught up in these debates and ambitions was, by now, a given. Hoping to
gain a measure of control over city design, some of them would reach out
eagerly for the new international kit of techniques. What was less certain in
1909-though the Chicago plan's legal consultant was perhaps better
placed than most to have predicted it-was whether these efforts would be
enough to move city planning in America from its symbolic and visual
agenda to deeper social purposes. That, in turn, would depend on which of
the imported tools could survive the Atlantic crossing with its edge intact.

"City Planning in Justice to the Working Population"

Absorbed in their borrowed streetscapes and civic centers and the economic
ambitions of their business patrons, the leading architects in the American
city-beautiful movement barely noticed, at first, the new directions city
planning had taken in Europe. The work of injecting a deeper social politics
into city design fell, instead, to a circle of social workers and settlement
house residents in that cauldron of overbuilding, lower Manhattan. Like
their German counterparts, their primary interest was not in symbols but in
land values and shelter, particularly as they bore down on the cities' working
class.

The animating figure in this group was Florence Kelley, who had
moved from Chicago's Hull House to New York City in 1899 to head the
staff of the National Consumers' League. Following her investigations of
women's working conditions into the factories and garment lofts of lower
Manhattan, Kelley was appalled at the fierce overcrowding of the working
class sections of New York, the closely packed tenement districts still for
eign to Chicago, and the new, dark urban canyons. By 1907 she had gath
ered a set of like-minded coworkers into a Committee on Congestion of
Population in New York: Lillian Wald of the Henry Street Settlement;
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Edward T. Devine of the New York Charity Organization Society; John
Martin, the emigre municipal socialist; Paul Kellogg of the Survey; George
Ford, a young architect and Greenwich House resident; Mary Kingsbury
Simkhovitch of the Greenwich House settlement, who was to carry all these
concerns into the public housing movement of the 1930s; and, soon,
Frederic Howe. Within a year they had hired as executive secretary Ben
jamin Marsh, whose experience included a stint in Simon Patten's courses
at the University of Pennsylvania, an investigation of begging and vagrancy
in Europe and America, a Greenwich House residency, and strong single
tax convictions.42

The Congestion Committee immediately dispatched Marsh to Europe
to attend the International Housing Congress in London in the summer of
1907 and to glean policy suggestions where he could. Marsh came back with
rafts of material drawn from Horsfall and Nettlefold and an enthusiasm for
what he unembarrassedly called the "foreign system of city planning." In
the spring of 1908, Marsh and the committee mounted a consciousness
raising "congestion exhibit" in Manhattan. Its eye-catching pieces were
representations of the overcrowded city: a life-size tableau of a tenement
sweat shop, its twelve-by-twelve foot floor covered at night with mattresses
and sleeping workers; a three-dimensional map ofManhattan and Brooklyn
population densities; slum photos; charts of death and disease rates; dia
grams documenting the concentration of Manhattan land ownership; and a
pair of cubes, specially prepared by Marsh, showing the increase in Manhat
tan land values since the 1620s. If American conditions held center stage,
however, on the walls the committee hung hints of the way out: plans and
photos of Bournville and Port Sunlight, Frankfurt and Cologne's zoning
maps, and photos of a cooperative working-class apartment house in Berlin.
The borrowed solutions did not make the congestion problem seem more
intense, but in making it potentially solvable, in snatching the problem of
the overfilled city away from the status of mere fate or nature, the borrowed
measures made congestion politica1.43

The next summer Marsh was off to gather material in Europe again, the
fruits of which he turned into a book, An Introduction to City Planning
(1909), the first clear description of German city planning measures to
reach American readers. In the spring of 1909, the committee organized yet
another exhibit, this time in Washington, D.C., showered the United States
Senate with German city planning materials, and convened the nation's first
conference on city planning problems.44

Pressed by Marsh and the Congestion Committee, by Howe at the
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People's Institute in New York, and by European missionaries of the new
city planning techniques, the Americans' learning curve was steep. Ray
mond Unwin, Thomas Adams, Henry Vivien, and E. G. Culpin from the
British garden city movement, Albert Siidekum of Kommunale Praxis, and
Werner Hegemann, organizer of the Berlin city planning exposition of
1910, all undertook American lecture tours between 1910 and 1913 to
popularize the social-political aspects of city planning. When the journal
Charities and the Commons ran a symposium of expert commentary on city
planning in 1908, edited by Charles Robinson and heavy with civic center
enthusiasms and Paris illustrations, Marsh's "City Planning injustice to the
Working Population," with its radical economic concerns and its strange kit
bag of German property controls, stuck out like a rude voice at an aesthetes'
tea party. Six years later, when the Annals ofthe American Academy ofPolitical
and Social Science convened a parallel symposium, the English and German
techniques were common rhetorical coin.45

The open questions were of ends and means. To the Congestion Com
mittee, the overriding imperative was to ease the forces crowding wage
earners and their families ever more closely into lower Manhattan's tene
ments at ever higher aggregate rents. That meant breaking up the concen
tration of factories and sweatshops on the lower tip of the island and dis
persing industry in smaller nodes across the city. Florence Kelley thought
the sharpest tool for the purpose was municipal land purchase, to allow
planners to fashion districts for industry and low-density workers' housing
at the city rim. By 1910, she and Mary Simkhovitch were deep into a still
more ambitious scheme-this one closer to Howard's ideas than
Adickes's-to counter the population tide flowing into Manhattan with a
statewide program of industrial decentralization, dispersed model towns,
and rural economic revitalization.46

Others in the Congestion Committee circle pressed for occupancy laws
along British and German lines, limiting the number of persons a given
tenement volume could hold. John Martin thought the key to population
dispersal lay in the development of public rapid transit, with European-style
cheap fares for wage earners. The Russell Sage Foundation, worried that
suburban land development would only exacerbate the problem without
higher design standards than the whim of speculative ambition, found its
key in the British garden city. In 1910, with architect Grosvenor Atterbury
playing Raymond Unwin's role, the foundation began construction of a
model suburb along the Long Island Railroad, the streets of which, curving
gently upward from its Unwinesque village gate, left no doubt about its
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Hampstead origins. Amid the anarchic play of economic forces in the sub
urban land market, Forest Hills Gardens was to be, in Atterbury's words, an
oasis of social and aesthetic "collectivism."47 Benjamin Marsh's answer lay
in taxing land values to capture the landlord's unearned increment, better
and cheaper transportation, and zoning as German cities had practiced it.48

By 1912, Marsh's refusal to bend his increasingly single-minded commit
ment to land taxation had cost him his Congestion Committee position and
his place in the city planning movement that his German reports had done
so much to inaugurate. The other schemes withered, but zoning endured.

Indeed, where the other German and British importations faltered,
zoning thrived in the United States-but only with political help from
sources quite different from the Congestion Committee. For Marsh and
Kelley, zoning's promise lay in factory dispersal. By 1910, with that in mind,
the Congestion Committee had successfully maneuvered a fairly faithful
copy of German zoning practices through the New York legislature (though
not past Governor Hughes's veto), setting aside special areas for dispersed
factory development along the city's transportation arteries and limiting the
outward march of the five-story tenement.

But like every policy import, once extracted from its original economic
and political setting, zoning proved an enormously malleable device, open
to a multitude of purposes and possessors. When the Congestion Commit
tee's zoning proposal failed, those who came to its rescue were New Yorkers
of a very different political stripe: merchants in the city's upscale Fifth
Avenue district, whose primary goal was to keep the garment shops, which
were creeping up Fifth Avenue as manufacturers tried to obtain cheaper
access to their merchant buyers, in the lower parts of the island, where they
belonged. Broadcasting tales of their prime customers being shouldered off
Fifth Avenue's sidewalks by crowds of immigrant garment workers on their
lunch break, the merchants' association struck on the idea of establishing a
special zone in which the height for new buildings would be set high
enough for a proper retail shop but too low to be economical for rent to
garment manufacturers. When this project stalled, the Fifth Avenue mer
chants took a simpler and more effective path, boycotting goods made
within the zone they now unilaterally declared off-limits for garment manu
facture, and persuading the city's major lenders to refuse loans for garment
loft construction in the area. But the pushing and hauling among zoning's
potential appropriators had already begun.49

The group that finally effected the nation's first German-derived zon-
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ing law, in 1916, was different still: a set of civic-minded New York busi
nessmen and lawyers associated with the City Club. For them the key issue
was not population density in lower Manhattan, or Fifth Avenue's crowded
sidewalks, but the onward march of office skyscrapers. Having finally over
come the transit monopoly's resistance to the extension of the city's subway
system, the City Club group feared the capacity of the new lines would be
quickly consumed (and the city's heavy construction subsidy wasted) if
Manhattan landowners were not prevented from immediately crowding the
island's core with still larger office buildings. In this pinch, the German idea
of differential building limits, thrown into the debate by Marsh and the
Fifth Avenue merchants, had an obvious attraction. Edward Bassett of the
new utilities regulatory commission for New York, who remembered being
"taken off my feet" by the Dusseldorf city planning exhibit in 1908, was
appointed chair of a special city commission on the heights of city buildings.
George B. Ford of the Congestion Committee was the commission's secre
tary. Frank B. Williams, chair of the City Club's city planning committee,
was appointed European investigator. Dispatched to Germany, Williams
returned with a sheaf of detailed zoning ordinance maps and specifications,
grist for yet another public exhibition of American and European planning
techniques, mounted in the fall of 1913.50

Supported by a city reform administration and a state enabling act, and
worked out in detail by yet another city commission, the resulting zoning
ordinance of 1916 was a milestone for those who had helped bring the
techniques of Stiidtebau to the United States. The first comprehensive zon
ing plan in the country, New York City's was no mere paper plan, like
Burnham's for Chicago, nor was it a limited British-style extension scheme.
It covered the entire city, German-style, with a map of differentiated use
and building districts. But having been drawn with the help of lawyers
hypersensitive to the property rights of city landowners, the resulting
scheme rested its hand on property's developmental possibilities with ex
traordinary delicacy. Fearing challenge in the courts, the drafters con
structed a set of building volume limits capacious enough to have accom
modated virtually every existing large building in Manhattan-and hence
(as the commission was at pains to make clear) virtually every downtown
property owner's imaginable anticipated return. With modest architectural
ingenuity, developers soon found ways to push the height of new Manhat
tan skyscrapers far beyond the seventeen to twenty stories the commission
had thought the "economic limit" for tall buildings under the zoning act.
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Though the City Club group talked boldly of the end of the skyscraper age,
their delicately drafted ordinance barely touched on speculative downtown
values at all. 51

Where the 1916 act's teeth were sharper was in its second innovation:
the establishment of outlying districts exclusively for residential use. This
was not the German model, but Williams, for one, had no love for the
pattern of mixed stores and residences typical of even the villa sections of
German cities. The legal precedents for exclusive residential zoning were
already in place in the courts, set there through successful California drives
to clean certain "nuisances" out of residential districts, by which California
voters meant, in the first instance and with explicitly racial intent, Chinese
owned shops and laundries. With a flourish of photos depicting factories
"invading" residential blocks, advertisement-covered stores "invading"
brownstone rows, and apartment houses "invading" neighborhoods of sin
gle-family houses, the New York City commission's final report brought
the Congestion Committee's campaign for a city zoning law to a successful
culmination-but only by inverting its underlying purposes. To give the
"invasion" image effect, the New York State zoning law vested the power to
initiate an exclusive residential district not in the city, but in each street's
existing property owners. Zoning's mission was no longer to disperse over
crowded, overfactoried lower Manhattan so that its working population
could breathe. Zoning's task was to keep lower Manhattan in its place. 52

Transformations of this sort were not peculiar to the United States.
Throughout the North Atlantic economy the new land-use planning de
vices, hedged with timidity and qualifications, had struck an exceedingly
cautious, fragile balance between public power and private property rights.
Everywhere the compromisers struggled with a common consideration:
how to restrain the land and shelter markets from generating the most
socially costly of their potential outcomes without, in the process, crippling
their underlying energy. Zoning's possibilities were not yet closed in 1916.
But as it came through its first American test, there was no mistaking the
tilting of the borrowed device toward property's prerogatives. Frank B.
Williams in 1916 was sure that zoning's prime selling point was that it
would not merely stabilize but augment land values. By the 1920s, the tenet
that every property owner came out a winner from a well-designed zoning
plan was a fixed part of zoning's orthodoxy.53

The Atlantic crossing, in short, remade zoning. A device invented to
curb property's speculative advantages, it flourished in the United States as
a realtor's asset. Extracted from the rest of Stiidtebau's tools, zoning in
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America was for property's promotion. "As for zoning," one of its critics
lamented in 1920, when the u.s. Commerce Department's big push for the
adoption of zoning ordinances was barely under way:

it has risen, or fallen, from a means toward city beautification to the posi
tion of chief stabilizer of real estate values. Its present most insistent advo
cate is the real estate mortgage broker, who would like to lift his securities
into the realm of comparative safety-of-principle enjoyed by preferred
industrials. A long way, all this, from the half head, half heart crusade
against the slum, with which housing reform began.54

A long way, indeed, from visions of exerting conscious direction over devel
opment on the city's rim. A long way from Letchworth's "organic" form or
the model working-class housing at Bournville. Longer still from the notion
that the tools of Stiidtebau might finally free urban dwellers from the vise of
overcrowded, shoddy, and unsanitary dwellings, and the grip of the land
speculator.

The missing ingredient, of course, was housing. Visions of boulevards and
Haussmannized streetscapes crossed the Atlantic to merge with native
boosterism. The idea of the zoning map struck a multitude of chords. For
paper plans, elastic categories, advertisements for growth, the Americans
had a marked weakness. But when it came to the bottom line of the urban
land question, the provision of shelter, their resistance to public means ran
deep.

To be sure, none of the nations in the North Atlantic economy injected
public funds into the provision of shelter without marked reluctance. The
instinct of urban reformers everywhere was to leave housing to private
initiative. Defenders of the market's automatic operation put their faith in
the invisible hand of profit. Those with a more realistic sense of the
difficulty of constructing housing cheap enough for the urban working
class, yet at a margin tempting enough for private investors, looked instead
to limited-profit private undertakings: quasi-philanthropic housing compa
nies willing to build cheap sanitary housing at limited profit, or cooperative
associations of workers themselves.

The most important site of housing philanthropy was London. Since
the middle of the century, capital investors content with 5 percent returns
on their investments and a margin on their conscience had dotted London
with model dwellings for the working class. At least thirty model housing
companies were at work in London in the late nineteenth century-one of
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the biggest of them, the Peabody Trust, the midcentury benefaction of an
American businessman. When slum clearance began in earnest in Britain in
the last quarter of the century, local authorities took it for granted that the
limited-dividend housing companies would shoulder the rehousing work
purchasing sections of the condemned and cleared land from the city
authorities and rebuilding it with low-cost, sanitary tenements.

By the end of the century the philanthropic housing companies' efforts
were an inescapable presence in the London landscape: high, alien-looking
apartment blocks built, for economy's sake, on a tenement scale that broad
cast their institutional character, their renters hedged round by stringent
behavioral qualifications and requirements. C. F. G. Masterman ridiculed
the most stringently economical of them, the Peabody buildings, as "block
dwellings of the style known as the Later Desolate." Yet even the Peabody's
fierce economies of construction were no match for the accumulating need.
The London authorities, required at the outset to compensate owners ac
cording to the rent their old jammed and unhealthy dwellings had pulled in,
found themselves unable to sell the cleared tracts to the limited-dividend
housing companies except at massive losses; few of the philanthropic hous
ing companies, in turn, succeeded in rebuilding at rents that the evicted
even had they not been long dispersed elsewhere-could have afforded.
Even the provision of low-cost government loans did not make up the
difference. Some 123,000 persons lived in the dwellings of the London
limited-dividend housing companies in 1905; still, building had not kept
pace with the combination of clearances and population growth in working
class London. 55

It was the accumulating crisis over slums, slum clearance, and rehousing
that accounted for the resulting anomaly: that late-nineteenth-century Brit
ain, where the tenets of classical economics still had considerable political
purchase, should have been the first nation in the North Atlantic economy
to shift from market and quasi-market housing to outright public construc
tion. After twenty years of clearance work and little success in finding inves
tors willing to construct low-cost replacement housing, Glasgow's city
council backed into the expedient of municipal replacement housing in
1889. A year later, the Housing of the Working Classes Act extended to
local authorities the power to borrow from the Public Works Board for the
construction of wage earners' housing. In Birmingham, despite a particu
larly vicious heritage of cheap, back-to-back housing, Nettlefold and his
fellow councilors effectively resisted this last phase of municipal trading.
But other cities used the legislation aggressively; before the First World
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War, municipal authorities in Liverpool and Glasgow each built more than
two thousand units of low-cost housing.56

The showplace of municipal housing was London. Between 1889 and
1907, the Progressive-dominated London County Council gave municipal
housing a utopian spin and energy all its own. The first of the London
County Council projects-loose clusters of five- and six-story apartment
blocks, far taller than their surroundings-did not depart radically from the
philanthropic housing companies' patterns, though the LCC architects
equipped them with more generous inner space, a more generous architec
tural imagination, and sometimes grouped them around a school, play
ground, bandstand, or small common green. Frustrated by the intractable
economics of slum rebuilding, however, the LCC Progressives began to
turn their ambitions to cheaper land on London's suburban rim. At Tooting
to the south and Tottenham to the north, along lines of the newly munici
palized tram system, they began the more audacious experiment of munici
pally built suburban workers' housing. Constructed as conventional, narrow
row houses on narrow bylaw streets, the suburban projects had none of the
institutional character that the economies of multistory building imposed
on the innercity projects. What gave away their public character was the
LCC architects' insistence on more generous standards of amenities and
inner space, and the long horizontal lines-still striking when one comes on
them-with which, in defiance of the speculative builders' pseudoindividu
alizing style, they tried to bind the units together in clusters and neighbor
hood solidarities.57

London's suburban projects were built too well, they cut too close to
the potential market share of private builders, and they returned too little to
the pockets of slum property owners to be universally popular. When the
Conservatives gained ascendance on the council in 1907, they put an end to
the suburban projects and turned back to the Sisyphean labors of slum
clearance. Nevertheless, by the eve of the war public authorities in greater
London had added some 15,000 housing units to the city's stock of low-cost
housing. 58

Municipal housing by itself did not solve the riddle of providing decent
shelter where incomes were indecently low. The dwellings built under the
Housing of the Working Classes Act were for the skilled and the steadily
employed, not for the truly poor. All together, less than 5 percent of the
housing built in England between 1890 and 1914 was local government
housing; even in Glasgow, the new municipal houses amounted to barely 1
percent of the whole. 59 Most working-class families in early-twentieth-
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century Britain, like working-class families elsewhere, lived in other peo
ple's cast-off, crowded housing. But however contested the issues remained
on the eve of the war, British authorities had added the provision of decent
working-class housing to the list of a city's social tasks.

Less aggressive in slum clearance campaigns than Britain, cities else
where in Europe followed a different course toward housing policy. Since
the late 1880s it had been clear everywhere that the markets and the philan
thropists, alone or in concert, were no match for the great cities' need for
cheap housing. In Germany the Verein fur Sozialpolitik took up the hous
ing question for investigation in 1885 and 1886; the Societe fran~aise des
habitations abon marche dated from 1889. Their answer was not public
housing, however, as in Britain, but a marriage of public funds and volun
tary endeavor.

Belgium (in 1889) and France (in 1894) took the lead at the national
level with the establishment of state banks to extend cheap public loans to
noncommercial builders of sound workers' housing. In France, the Musee
Social's Jules Siegfried was the measure's prime mover. In the minds of its
promoters, the so-called loi Siegfried represented a carefully drawn middle
way between illusions of market competence and the "path of State social
ism" (as Siegfried himself put it), down which the British seemed to have
blundered with their housing act of 1890. Like so many aspects of "subsi
darist" social policy, the French act was stronger in principle than in execu
tion. Local authorities dragged their feet until the subsidies were substan
tially raised. But the French scheme, widely imitated, quickly became
orthodoxy at the international housing congresses.60

In Germany, despite the empire's exaggerated reputation for centraliza
tion and efficiency, no coherent policy akin to the French statute of 1894
was adopted. The turning point came, rather, in 1890, when a provision
slipped quietly through the Reichstag enabling managers of the state's new
regional social insurance funds to invest at their discretion in nonprofit and
limited-profit working-class building associations. These rapidly accumu
lating public reserves, made available at a percentage point or so below the
market rate, quickly became an engine, unmatched elsewhere, of public
investment in nonmarket housing. By the late 1890s one could see the act's
fruits in new sorts of model tenements built around large, open courtyards
and equipped with playgrounds, reading rooms and meeting halls, kinder
gartens, libraries, and laundry rooms-the ingredients, however strong the
paternal hand, of community.61

Many of the recipients of the subsidized housing credits in Germany
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were British-style limited dividend companies that drew on the conscience
of accomplished accumulation. Others, given the peculiar closeness of state
and society in Germany, were hard to distinguish from politically insulated
public authorities. The most aggressive and successful of the limited divi
dend associations, Frankfurt's Aktienbaugesellschaft fur kleine Wohnun
gen, had been founded by mayor and Verein fur Sozialpolitik member
Johannes Miquel. Granted extensive city credits and leases on cheap city
land especially purchased for the purpose along its new streetcar corridors,
the association and its sister organizations had constructed an astonishing
7.2 percent of the city's total housing stock by the eve of the First World
War.62

Still larger were the German cooperative building societies that flour
ished under the post-1890 housing subsidies, some socialist or trade union
in origin, others the product of philanthropic initiative. Unlike the artisans'
building cooperatives in Britain organized to finance private house con
struction, the German building co-ops pooled the small weekly dues of a
large number ofworking-class members, invested the funds in the construc
tion of cooperative tenements, and rewarded members with a chance at an
apartment. By 1914 the co-ops had built some 21,000 housing units in
Germany, almost as many as British public authorities had constructed over
the same period.63

As in France and Britain, the German results were terrifically uneven.
Efforts to enact an empirewide housing standards law failed to breach the
resistance of the Prussian authorities, leaving a patchwork of weak inspec
tion powers. In the Rhineland, where labor pressure was particularly strong
and social Catholicism gave that pressure a certain leverage with the busi
ness classes, the regional insurance boards invested up to half their funds in
working-class housing. Berlin's regional insurance board, under the grip of
the property holders' associations and the real estate lobby, invested only 7
percent. Dusseldorf experimented with direct municipal housing, British
style; Ulm and Frankfurt, with land purchases for low-cost housing. The
vast majority of German cities, on the other hand, did neither.64 As in
Britain, publicly assisted housing was for skilled workers and the lower
middle class; the poor had to make do elsewhere. Nowhere in Europe did
progressives call the housing problem solved. But one way or another in the
generation after 1890, housing had entered the field of social politics.

All these European housing endeavors were closely followed by American
progressives. The limited-dividend housing company came early to the
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United States as a conscious British importation. Most major northeastern
cities boasted one or more philanthropic housing company by the turn of
the century, though none-not even in New York City, the movement's
center-approached the scale of the London enterprises. Housing surveys,
limited slum clearance powers, and housing construction codes all success
fully made the Atlantic crossing. The new measures for public housing
investment were closely watched as well. The French law of 1894 had vocal
American backers. Dozens of American investigators trooped through the
London municipal housing projects, the favored ones with John Burns him
self as their guide; the city's working-class housing developments quickly
became an obligatory way station on the sociological grand tour. Still other
American progressives turned up at the international housing congresses
held in Paris (1900), Dusseldorf (1902), London (1907), and Vienna
(1910).65

The most elaborate of the American investigations was a study tour of
the newest British housing work, organized by the National Housing Asso
ciation in the summer of 1914. Modeled in miniature on the National Civic
Federation's municipal ownership commission of 1906, the seven-person
committee, headed by the association's field secretary, John Ihlder, spent
two weeks inquiring into every aspect of British housing, public and private.
At Letchworth, Ebenezer Howard lectured them on garden city principles.
In London they sought out John Burns, Thomas Adams, Sidney Webb,
Raymond Unwin, al1d the leading figures in the London County Council's
architectural office. They toured the East End slums, the Peabody build
ings, the LCC projects in the East End and on the London rim, Hamp
stead, and the first showpiece of London extension planning under the 1909
act. In Birmingham, Liverpool, and Manchester they followed much the
same itinerary: slums, "normal" houses, the new public and private im
provements, conversations with ordinary tenants, and interviews with the
leading housing and planning figures.

Ihlder, who assiduously took notes on rents, costs, and tenant composi
tion, was impressed with much ofwhat he saw. British slums were not as bad
as the worst of American housing, he concluded, despite the "mean, mo
notonous streets," the "fearful land overcrowding," and the ubiquitous
high-fenced backyard. Sanitary regulations, in place longer than in the
United States, had more effectively accomplished their work. He approved
of the broad powers of condemnation vested in British local governments.
He liked what he saw of the pioneering efforts undertaken under the 1909
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town planning act, though not as well as the broader, less discretionary
work of zoning. But from the first, Ihlder's mind was on the question of
finances. Letchworth was pretty, he quickly concluded, but by strict ac
counting principles it was a philanthropic project that did not pay. By the
time he reached Manchester, he had concluded that municipal housing did
not pay either. Virtually all the model housing was beyond the reach of the
ordinary wage earner. Where it was not was the result of public subsidy:
transfer payments disguised as reform. The "great question," Ihlder wrote
on his return, was whether British cities were "not laying up trouble for the
future in letting dwellings at less than an economic rent." Beyond that line,
and that preoccupation, he refused to gO.66

Like other Americans before and after them, the members of the Na
tional Housing Association party tended to find what they thought they
would find and miss what failed to fit their preconceptions. Patrick Geddes,
the Scots polymath and city planner, took Ihlder on a tour of the old city of
Dublin, trying to get him to see the virtues of the organic medieval city,
buried under later capitalist land overcrowding. But Ihlder could not see the
old closes and crooked, narrow courts other than with the eye of a horrified
sanitation inspector. Emily Dinwiddie, supervisor ofTrinity Church's tene
ments in New York City, came back sure that the Peabody Trust's private
tenant management-like her own-was far superior to municipal housing
management. Edward Bassett, who joined the party for a while, thought the
best thing in London was its cheap transportation system and its efforts
toward zoning. The group's final report commended the 1909 town plan
ning act, cities' slum clearance powers, and philanthropic housing. But the
garden cities, they concluded, did not serve the working class. Thomas
Adams's concern with land speculation drew in them no responding chord.
As for municipal housing, they decided, it was not for America.67

The skeptical verdict of the National Housing Association delegation
could not have come as a surprise. Its parent organization was a single-note
reform lobby; finding that note early, it worked strenuously to keep other
tunes from confusing the housing question. The New York State Tenement
House Law of 1901 had been the association's crowning triumph-a bor
rowed, tightened, and overdue variant of English building regulations that
outlawed the worst of prevailing building practices (rooms without win
dows, toilet pits in the yards) and, more consequentially, ratcheted up the
standards of sanitary design for all new apartment construction. Regulation
of new construction was the key: careful investigation of existing condi-
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tions, stringent building laws, and ceaseless effort to ensure their enforce
ment. "Don't let your city become a city of tenements," ran the catechism
of the National Housing Association in 1910:

Don't build a model tenement until you have secured a model housing law ...

Don't permit the growth of new slums. Prevention is better than cure ...

Don't tolerate cellar dwellings ...

Don't permit houses unfit for human habitation to be occupied ...

Don't tolerate the lodger evil ...

Don't urge the municipal ownership and operation of tenement houses ...

Don't confuse the fields of public and private effort.68

Lawrence Veiller, the abrasive, self-confident charity worker behind
the "don'ts," who (with Russell Sage Foundation support) had constructed
the National Housing Association, was not averse to all European imports
in the housing field. His own Tenement House Law owed a deep and
conscious debt to the English sanitarians. A forceful presence at city plan
ning meetings, he signed on to zoning early; the section of the New York
state act authorizing cities to ban multifamily apartments from their limits
was Veiller's work. He was a frequent traveler in Europe and a faithful
attendant at the international housing congresses, though he stubbornly
resisted their conclusions. The exceptionalist theme in Veiller's arguments
grew only stronger with the challenges ofyoung claimants to his leadership:
"In housing reform we need especially to beware of importations from
across the sea ... not because they are from across the sea, but because the
conditions which exist in the old-world countries are so totally different
from those which prevail in America." In the end, Veiller's hatred of the
tenement brooked no distractions from the main point: the policing of the
building industry. Model housing, changes in taxation, or improvements in
transportation belonged, he argued, to the "post-graduate" phase of the
housing problem. Faced with impure milk, one did not exhaust one's re
sources in establishing a model dairy; one weeded the rotten milk out of the
milk supply. The former was the task of private resources; the latter task,
alone, was within the public sphere.69

All this might have been beside the point had it not been for the way in
which Veiller's crusade against the tenement house, as the first strong
claimant in the field of progressive housing reform, limited the intellectual
and organizational space that remained for others. This phenomenon of
preemption had its analogues on both sides of the Atlantic. Seizing leader-
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ship of the British town planning movement early, the small, talented circle
Howard and Unwin gathered around them dominated planning policy in
Britain for decades, from the opening years of the century through the
Labour Party's Letchworth-inspired New Towns program of the 1940s.
Coming first on the housing reform scene in France, the solidaristes held
reform to subsidarist principles well after France's rivals had given them up
as ineffective. "Styles" in national reform policy, these are sometimes called,
though the phenomenon is made out of much fiercer competition for intel
lectual and financial resources than "custom" or "taste" implies. Coming
early and aggressively into the housing question, Veiller's circle and its
animosity to state housing support had long-term consequences.

This was still more the case because the bottom line to which Ihlder
came back over and over in Britain-that housing at rents below cost
worked an economic and moral injury-was widely shared in American
progressive circles. The Philadelphia housing reformer Carol Aronovici, by
1914 a convert to the continental European innovations in housing, was
one of Veiller's sharpest critics. But after a look at the expensive architec
tural quaintness of Port Sunlight, he, too, could not resist concluding that
"in American terms" the crucial question to be asked of British housing
work was, "Does it pay?" "The garden city movement must be translated
into terms of return on investment, if it is to become world-wide and re
main faithful to its spirit of practical democracy."7o

That investments must pay; that public investments, in particular,
should not become a cover for mere transfer payments-all this lay deep in
the fabric of progressive assumptions. Gas and streetcar municipalizers
talked of capturing profits for the public weal, not of social subsidies. Parks
and city plans were sold on the grounds that they enhanced everyone's
property. Zoning advocates made the same claim. In the United States
more than elsewhere, progressive politics was nested within the surround
ing capitalist frame.

Against these institutional and social forces, countervoices were few.
The model housing companies were, for the most part, fearful of public
subsidies. Benjamin Marsh, with his eye, as always, on land values, wrote off
municipal housing as a mere wage depressant. Settlement house workers,
keen on opening up inner-city "lungs" for air and light with pocket parks
and playgrounds, resisted inner-city rebuilding.

As for the city planners, they quickly cut themselves off from the hous
ing question altogether. Charles M. Robinson's admission in the early years
of the craze for city plans, that housing was a "sociological" issue occupying
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a sphere altogether different than that of civic art, was a sensitive finger in
the wind. The National Conference on City Planning, born in the Conges
tion Committee's 1909 city planning exhibit in Washington, had dropped
the housing question out of its debates altogether by its fourth meeting in
1912, as traffic, transportation, streets, and civic aesthetics crowded shelter
to the margins. The "interrelation of housing and town planning ... is not
at all understood in America," George B. Ford objected in 1910 in a paper
on the relationship of the "social" to the "architectural" in city planning.
Raymond Unwin and Thomas Adams, attending the National Conference
on City Planning the next year, complained that the architects and land
scape designers drawn into the city planning profession in America had
made no start at all on housing matters. But they spoke out to no avail.
Beyond Massachusetts, where a labor-sponsored provision in the state's city
planning statute of 1913 required local authorities to look especially to the
"proper housing of the people," only the rare city plan included even a
cursory investigation of housing needs. Zoning flourished precisely as it
shed all connections to the promotion of working-class housing. Planning
was public; housing in the United States was a private matter.71

In the circumstances, the social politics of shelter made only tiny inroads in
the decade before the First World War. In 1908 a President's Homes Com
mission appointed to investigate the housing problem in the District of
Columbia recommended the extension of public credits (as in Europe) to
nonmarket builders of working-class housing. Headed by a director of the
city's leading limited-dividend housing company, whose work had recently
come to a halt for lack of capital funds, the recommendation carried institu
tional weight, but nothing came of it. Though it was extensively discussed,
the subsidarist principle in housing did not make the Atlantic crossing to
pre-World War I America.72

A more sustained campaign was waged in Massachusetts, with the sup
port of the state's labor organizations. The Homestead Commission, cre
ated by an act of the state legislature in 1911 to investigate means of assist
ing "mechanics, factory employees, laborers, and others" to acquire small
houses in the suburbs, might have been expected to talk its way to inconclu
sion-as its predecessor had done two years before. Under the influence of
the transnational housing debates, however, and the prodding of its secre
tary, Henry Sterling, a key figure in the state labor movement, it moved into
much more decisive action. The Homestead Commission's name harked
back to frontier land policies, but the substance of its discussions was Euro-
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pean and Australasian housing policy, of which Sterling was an eager stu
dent. "Nowhere in the world has the problem of providing homes for
workingmen been solved by the private initiative of landowners and build
ers alone," Sterling had concluded by 1913. "No country is relying entirely
on private capital-whether employed in the ordinary way for profit, or in
the semi-philanthropic method of some of the garden villages, or in co
operative enterprises-to solve the problem of housing the people." Cling
ing to that illusion, Sterling charged, left the United States far "behind
other leading civilized nations. "73

When the commission's proposal to use unclaimed funds in the state's
savings banks for the building of working-class housing failed to clear the
courts, Sterling helped obtain a constitutional amendment allowing for
direct state housing construction. Despite the commission's dissenting
member's worry that it was "opposed to the natural law of supply and
demand and of trade," a fifty-house demonstration project was under way
on the outskirts of Lowell's mill district by 1917. Its designer, Arthur
Comey, was a young Harvard graduate and an admirer of the English coop
erative housing experiments at Letchworth, Ealing, and Hampstead.
Comey envisioned a planned community of houses with playgrounds, com
munity buildings, gardens, and a social center, all set on streets curved in
the best city-planning style and cooperatively owned to reap the unearned
increment in land inflation to the community's benefit. Comey's coopera
tive ownership idea lost out to Sterling's preference for a New Zealand
style individual purchase program. The crippling blow to the commission's
work, however, was the skyrocketing inflation brought on by the war. In
1919, with costs rising faster than the available capital and with Sterling's
interests deflected by war labor work, the state pulled out of the housing
business, leaving behind a dozen frame houses on an orphaned elbow of a
street. 74

In socialist Milwaukee, the prewar agitation in favor of European-style
housing experiments bore its most substantial fruit. With the city as a major
stockholder, a Garden Homes Corporation was established in 1920 to de
velop a tract of inexpensive suburban homes for working-class families. The
financial method was borrowed from Germany, and the cooperative owner
ship scheme was appropriated from Britain, both picked up by the city
housing commission's chair on a six-months study tour in 1911. Werner
Hegemann of the Berlin and Dusseldorf cities expositions helped layout
the site. Its street names honored its ancestry: Hampstead, Letchworth,
Bournville, and Port Sunlight Way. By the 1920s, however, Milwaukee
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socialism's crest had passed. Two years after they moved in, the Garden
Homes cotenants voted to terminate the development's cooperative fea
tures and sell off the houses to their individual occupants.75

That was the sum total of municipally assisted housing in early-twenti
eth-century America: Lowell's twelve houses and a hundred odd more in
Milwaukee. In Cleveland, a prewar housing assistance initiative fizzled
without any result at all. In Britain, by contrast, public authorities had built
almost 24,000 units by 1914; in Berlin the total constructed by publicly
assisted, noncommercial associations came to 11,000, and in Frankfurt to
5,500; even Paris, with its much more limited public investments, claimed
2,500 units. Edith Elmer Wood, whose lessons in the politics of shelter
began in 1913 with her discovery of the President's Homes Commission
report on European housing policies, remembered with some bitterness the
prevailing mood: "Municipal housing or municipal slum clearance, or any
form of government aid (including loans at cost) were taboo and anathema.
They were un-American. They were something pertaining to the effete
monarchies of Europe. It was extremely bad form even to mention them."76

Their noses pressed against the glass of other nations' experience, Ameri
can civic progressives brought home, one by one, devices for more deliber
ate, conscious city building: the distinctive outlines of Second Empire Paris,
the tools of Stiidtebau, even the British and continental European experi
ments in the social politics of shelter. In the decade before the First World
War, the learning had gone on extremely quickly and the optimism was
intense. Coming late to the discussions and techniques being generated
abroad did not discourage the American civic progressives; it gave them the
chance to stand on the shoulders of the "civilized" world's experience. Even
crusty Lawrence Veiller was sure that the slum "is now doomed." With the
successful transit of zoning from Germany to the United States, he wrote in
1916, "we are going to revolutionize conditions in a generation."77

But the Atlantic progressive connection functioned as a highly selective
membrane, strikingly permeable in some areas, all but impenetrable in oth
ers. Proposals passed across its boundaries as if through a complicated array
of grids and filters. Precedents were not merely exchanged; they were sifted,
winnowed, extracted from context, blocked, transformed, and exaggerated.
Monumental street plans and zoning made it through to prewar America;
public assistance for cheap, decent housing did not. What silent, selective
machinery was at work?

The simplest answer, misleading in its very obviousness, is need.
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American cities, the argument goes, sites of enormous, rapid shifts in land
use and value, needed the coherence of a zoning map and improved street
design. Ugly in their utilitarian devotion to business enterprise, and lacking
the counterweight of royal and aristocratic wealth, American cities also
sorely needed the parks and ornaments that planners prescribed. Blessed
with a housing industry more quickly responsive to population pressures
than was the case in other countries, the United States simply did not need
public investment in housing.

This functionalist argument has a beguiling appeal, but as a historical
explanation it collapses almost immediately. Pressures on German housing
were considerably less intense in 1890, when the German housing reform
movement finally began to gain practical force, than they had been in the
frantic Griinderjahre of the 1870s, when squatters camped at Berlin's gates.
British urban death rates were lower in the 1890s, when the cry for housing
reform rose to a peak, than they had been a half century earlier. Standards of
urban housing were demonstrably worse in the United States in 1910 than
in 1930, when a European-style publicly assisted housing movement finally
got under way. Need, to make the obvious point, is subjective, political,
time-dependent, and cultural. 78

Measured against contemporary standards in housing, American condi
tions were certainly grim enough to have encouraged more active interven
tion into the land and shelter markets. The horror case was New York City
where the multistory tenement, the object of housing reformers' ire every
where in the North Atlantic economy, had its base. New York's tenement
houses-crammed together like packing boxes in the Lower East Side, and
now spilling over into Brooklyn and the Bronx; dark and airless save what
little ventilation seeped down through the narrow light shafts; jammed with
family members and the extra lodgers needed to carry the rent-were as bad
as any housing in the North Atlantic community. Werner Hegemann, who
knew Berlin intimately and hated its tenements, thought lower Manhattan
contained "the worst conditions the world has ever seen." Comparing Lon
don's slums with Manhattan's, John Ihlder was sure Manhattan's were by
far the more scandalous.79

New York City, to be sure, was in a class by itself. Its aggregate ratio of
persons to inhabited structures was twenty to one in 1900. In Chicago, by
contrast, the ratio was only nine to one, and in most American cities it was
less than seven. Beyond greater New York City and its New Jersey suburbs,
beyond Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, and the major cities of New Eng
land, the rented, single-family, detached, double or row house was the
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American norm. Working-class housing was less cramped in the United
States, as a rule, than in Britain, and vastly less so than in Germany. In terms
of the amenities of toilets and baths, it was considerably better.8o

But the limited reach of the New York-style tenement block did not
guarantee housing elsewhere of the sort turn-of-the-century Americans
thought decent. Jane Addams's Chicago was a wilderness of mud, overflow
ing cesspools, and cheap frame buildings. Washington's back-alley slums
were a bitter contrast to the new monumental pretensions of the capital.
When, in the wake of the New York Charity Organization Society's Tene
ment House Exhibit in 1900, the idea of housing surveys spread, citizens'
groups rushed to write similar exposes of housing conditions in other
American cities.81 Housing in the United States was bad enough to spur a
vigorous movement of exposure and alarm. What that nerve, when
touched, did not do was integrate housing provision into a public design.

If need was not the secret engine, sorting out the successful from the
unsuccessful imports in the Atlantic exchange, neither can any other single
factor be made to play that role. Where a historical problem is big enough
to matter, causation is invariably multiple, the factors intertwined and inter
dependent.

In the American case, where accustomed rights of property were so
sharply at stake, interests and ideology played heavily into the selectivity of
the exchange. So did the now familiar issues of timing, inertia, precedent,
and preemption. So also did the social configuration of capital. Where
noblesse oblige ran far behind the impulses of accumulation and display,
there were policy consequences. Like their counterparts elsewhere, Ameri
can industrialists were willing enough to invest in company housing, espe
cially where the remote location of their plants or the need for especially
skilled workers emphasized the benefits. But general funds for philan
thropic housing were, relative to national wealth, acutely scarce in the
United States. There was no lobby for limited-profit housing in the United
States comparable to the Societe franc;aise des habitations abon marche, no
limited-dividend housing company on the scale of Frankfurt's Aktien
baugesellschaft rur kleine Wohnungen. The Garden City Association of
America, founded contemporaneously with its German and French coun
terparts by a combination of social gospel ministers, city planners, and
investors in Long Island land and railroad stock, evaporated in the financial
panic of 1907; the Russell Sage Foundation's Forest Hills Gardens project,
a victim of the same inflationary pressure that sabotaged the Massachusetts
state experiment in Lowell, ended at a substantial 10ss.82 As for pressures
from below, they fractured all too quickly in the ethnically and racially
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divided cities of the United States. On issues of streetcars and industrial
accident compensation, labor organizations could be mobilized. But for
most working-class Americans, housing remained lodged on the private
side of the unspoken public-private divide.

The impact of none of these factors, however, should be exaggerated.
Where the majority of urban families in the United States (as in Europe)
rented their shelter from someone else, the ideology ofprivate property was
far less widely diffused than it would be a half century later. Landlords had
no extensive political assets-certainly not in comparison with the utility
monopolies. Organized labor's preoccupations were elsewhere, closer to
the point of production. But when put to a vote in 1915, Massachusetts's
constitutional amendment authorizing state credits for housing swept the
electorate three to one.83

European progressives put their finger on a different spot: the peculi
arities of the law in the United States. "The practically cast-iron Constitu
tion," Thomas Adams called it, and it hemmed in American urban reform
ers in ways no progressives elsewhere experienced.84 In city utility affairs,
the courts' insistence on having the final word in valuation decisions had
been an obstacle, though not a decisive one, to the municipalizers' ambi
tions. Where the issues cut closer to private property's prerogatives, how
ever, the courts moved into the field in ways that left their mark over all the
issues of land, shelter, and urban design. Excess condemnation, aesthetic
restrictions ala Haussmann's Paris, German-style acquisition of public land
on the city's rim, British-style extension planning, and (not the least) invest
ment of public funds in housing all collided with constitutional law in the
early-twentieth century United States. Of all the filtering machinery at
work, the law's force was particularly unmistakable.

In the sorting house of the law, two governing principles stood out. The
first was that property could be taken out of private hands by government
agencies only with full compensation and only for a genuinely "public use."
The second was that any simple transfer of property from one citizen to
another was, on the face of it, beyond the legitimate powers of government.
In practice both principles were as porous as they were, in theory, simple.
They did not so much preclude legislation as filter it through grids of
principles, politics, and assumptions of political economy. In contrast to
Germany, where cities' rights to compel unwilling owners to sell their land
were quite narrowly confined, the American courts came early to the con
clusion that not only did public streets and public buildings satisfy the
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"public use" criteria but so did extensive carriage parks, and they allowed
cities to condemn and tax as they chose in order to support them. Tax levies
for public supply of water, gas, streetcars, and electricity were likewise rela
tively easily folded into the "public use" doctrine.85

The rule against redistributionist legislation was, in practice, still more
flexibly executed, though its porosity was less often acknowledged. Most of
what governments do under their taxing and spending powers is, in one way
or another, to take property from some citizens and, for reasons judged to
be just (or at least expedient), give it to others. The pensioning of northern
Civil War veterans (with what seemed to its critics extravagant largesse) and
the steep tariff protection accorded domestic manufacturers-the twin
linchpins of late-nineteenth-century Republican Party policy-were opera
tions of this sort. So were poor relief and railroad company subsidies. And
so, in principle, was any form of use, density, or building-volume zoning
that allowed the owner of property A a more lucrative set of possible em
ployments for his property than the owner of property B, who might be
equally worthy but whose land happened to lie in a different section of the
city.

If the public use and antiredistributionist doctrines gave early-twenti
eth-century courts grounds to block legislation that violated their sensitivity
to real property owners' rights and immunities, the doctrine of govern
ments' overriding power to preserve the public health and safety gave the
courts grounds virtually as generous for reversal. The "police powers" doc
trine, as it was called, was the counterweight to strict property rights adjudi
cation. As the legal expression of the interdependencies of city health and
living conditions, the police powers were as deeply in flux in the early
twentieth century as public policy itself.86

Whichever card the judges chose to deal out of their stack of mutually
contradictory principles, their decisions were not final. Most legal judg
ments stopped at the highest state courts-not so far from the sphere of
politics as to be beyond overriding by state constitutional amendment.
Constitutional law was not a "cast-iron" restraint but an extra hurdle, not a
simple barricade to reform (though in their frustration the progressives
frequently saw it that way) so much as a highly self-conscious sorting appa
ratus. It let some pieces of legislation through, vetoed others, encumbered
still others with fatal costs and qualifications, and shaped every piece of
imagined legislation according to predictions of the justices' action.

In this context, excess condemnation was the first of the imported city
planning measures to come before the bar, and the first to shatter. The fiscal
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engine of Haussmann's Paris and of city street recentralization throughout
Europe, the technique hinged on a city's right to condemn more land than
a new street would actually use, recouping the street-making cost from the
sale of the replatted sites. To Paris-inspired city planners, no legal power
was more essential than this. Of the staggering $24 million cost of the
London County Council's Kingsway project, as the story was told and
retold in American city planning circles, $20 million had come back to
public hands from the rise in abutting land values. As early as 1903, a special
committee of the Massachusetts legislature was in France and Britain gath
ering information on excess condemnation law and practice. Hypercau
tiously the legislature responded with a statute so narrowly fashioned as to
be virtually without effect, limiting excess condemnation powers to rem
nant lots too small for building purposes. When the legislature attempted
to expand the act, the state supreme court disallowed it on the grounds that
the state's eminent domain powers could not be used to take from unwilling
owners property that would ultimately end up again in private hands-re
gardless of the benefits the city might gain in more handsome streetscapes,
improved traffic patterns, or commercial revival. Over the next decade, the
city planning movement's lawyers struggled to devise excess condemnation
statutes more acceptable to the courts. The National Municipal League
published a model statute. A special New York City committee on taxation,
with E. R. A. Seligman, Frederic Howe, and Delos Wilcox among its mem
bers, recommended another. But even with the help of state constitutional
amendments, at the end of the 1920s the resulting schemes were so hedged
with limitations as to make excess condemnation a virtual dead letter.87

Haussmannization's second legal leg, aesthetic regulation, came more
quickly and decisively to the same fate. It had not been its boulevards per se
that had given Paris its Second Empire style; the enforcement of a common
building height and aesthetic line on the investors who rebuilt in the wake
of Haussmann's engineers was what had created the order, the sense of a
coherent city whole, that bowled over Americans in Paris. But in the
United States, the courts were clear, the public had no overriding power to
impose its sense of taste and beauty on property owners-not without pay
ing owners the difference between what they might have built and what the
planners wanted. On the outdoor advertisement issue that preoccupied so
many city planners, the courts likewise held with the property owners.
Advertising, the courts admitted, might be offensive to good taste; scream
ing for attention at the edges of a city park or square, it might even diminish
the city's investment in public space. But to claim that it did tangible injury
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to the public weal was to indulge (as a New York court in 1909 put it) in a
judgment purely "aesthetic" and "sentimental." The British Advertisement
Regulation Act of 1907 could not be propelled across the Atlantic. In the
face of these court-imposed compensation costs, all the "push" of Burn
ham's businessman backers could hardly dent the pattern of the private
city.88

On the margins of city growth, to which the more "sociological" of the
planners looked so hopefully, the courts loaded equally crippling encum
brances on the transatlantic policy borrowings. No court allowed cities to
engaged in general land purchases ahead of private speculators on the Ger
man model that Florence Kelley had thought so promising. Cities might
accept general grants of land given to them, but the power to spend tax
revenues for the creation of a land bank for future but not yet specified uses
could not get past the public use doctrine.89

The regulatory powers of the British town planning act of 1909 seemed
to the American city planning movement's lawyers more closely within
reach. The details of the act generated vigorous discussion among city
planners, but here, too, the courts were firm that private compensation
came before most public ends. The issue came to a head in its simplest
form, in a quarrel over street platting. No power was more fundamental on
the urban rim than the power to layout streets in advance of actually
building them, and no court in the United States begrudged it to cities. The
catch came when an owner of outlying property decided, for private pur
poses, to build across the path of a projected street. Every court outside of
Pennsylvania held that the building could not later be condemned for street
making without the owner's being paid in full for its value. In a contest
between a tangible building and a paper street (which might always be
altered or indeed never built, tying up for years an owner's use of his
property), the courts' verdict went to property. Blocked from imitating
either the German or the British approaches to control of undeveloped
land, American city planners found an alternative device in the power to
register subdivision plans. But their power to disapprove-a reactive one, in
any event-carried, through the 1920s, little practical consequence. In the
absence of legal authority to say what should go where on the unbuilt urban
rim, the city planning commissions that spread so rapidly after 1907 were all
but toothless enterprises.90

As for housing, the courts both bent and resisted. Where the question
turned directly on sanitary nuisances, the courts were willing to coerce
property owners into line without mandated compensation. They accepted
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Veiller's crusade against the airless tenement room and the common yard
toilet as a legitimate extension of the police powers. When in 1904 the New
York City real estate owners brought forward Katie Moeschen, the hard
pressed owner (so they said) of a twenty-family tenement building, to chal
lenge the right of the city to require installation of indoor water closets
without compensating poor owners like Moeschen for the cost it inflicted,
the New York courts threw out the claim. California's gathering movement
toward exclusion of "nuisances" (brickyards, dance halls, and, not the least,
Chinese laundrymen) from special residential districts was upheld by the
same police powers. But when it came to compensation for property judged
so unsanitary as to require destruction, the courts returned to property's
claims. In Britain, frustration at the costs of slum clearance and outrage at
the ability of slum property owners to turn a profit by so badly ruining their
property that the public health authorities were left with no choice but to
buy it out from them, drove the lawmakers to whittle away at the level of
allowable compensation. By 1890, though practice lagged behind, the letter
of the law allowed owners of buildings incapable of being made fit for
habitation no more than the value of the lot and any salvageable building
materials. In the United States, by contrast, the courts were far more reluc
tant to set landlords' claims aside.91

As for publicly funded housing, only state constitutional amendments
could reverse the courts' objections. To tax some frugal, temperate, indus
trious wage earners so that some others-perhaps not so frugal or industri
ous-could live in better housing, was simply to redistribute wealth among
the state's citizenry, the Massachusetts court had decided in 1912. Enjoy
able only by the persons who lived in it, not accessible by the public (like a
park or city street), housing was in most court jurisdictions through the
1920s not a taxable, public use at all but a private matter. 92

Of all the imported city planning devices, only zoning successfully
squeezed through the courts. Encouraged at the Commerce Department
and eagerly embraced by local real estate interests, more than four hundred
cities had enacted zoning ordinances by 1925 (more than double the num
ber with comprehensive city plans) and over nine hundred had done so by
1930. That it should have been zoning that slipped through the law's grid of
property defenses remains, years later, something of a surprise. Zoning
discriminated between holders of similar property. For public benefits as
distant and as intangible as many of the public uses that littered the court
room floors, zoning was capable of taking a considerable bite out of a
speculative landowner's imagined profits. Opposing lawyers condemned it
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as an "arbitrary" interference in the natural flow of land investment, vague
and whimsical in its underlying principles, reflective merely of the "mo
mentary taste" of zoning boards and city officials. Even Veiller, one of
residential use zoning's strongest partisans, thought zoning on "very shaky"
constitutional ground in 1917. Then, beginning with the Massachusetts
supreme court in 1920, the courts suddenly began to uphold sweeping
zoning regulations: residential use districts that barred every form of com
mercial enterprise, that excluded apartment houses, that regulated the
placement of garages on one's private lot, that set down at a stroke the legal
structure of the modern, class-segregated bedroom suburb.93

The u.s. Supreme Court decision that in 1926 ratified this legal change
of mind was so laconically expressed as to preclude reading the justices'
mind. The district court had held for the plaintiff's property rights, accept
ing the plaintiff's claim that, having bought property with an eye to indus
trial development, imposition of a residential use restriction had tangibly
injured its value. The brief the Supreme Court tacitly accepted, presented
by the principal author of the Commerce Department's model zoning act,
said almost nothing about public purposes-and still less about speculative
property rights or democratically determined design. Frederic Howe's city
that "thought" through its planning decisions was hardly in evidence. Re
furbishing the metaphors of "invasion," it focused on the impending
"blight," destabilization, demoralization, and depreciating values that the
plaintiff's industrial development might bring. The right to defend one's
property from the injury of neighboring property owners was old, estab
lished law. Zoning ensured nothing more or less. It slipped through the
sorting machinery of the law wearing the guise not of a public power but a
private one.94

The justices' fears for property's accustomed rights were no mere illu
sion. The new techniques of city planning hardly threatened property itself;
like other progressive inventions, they worked on the market economy's
edges and margins. But there the shears of ambition were sharp enough. As
one of those enrolled under the city planning movement's banner put it at a
Boston conference in 1910: "Slums, unsanitary dwellings, lack of parks and
playgrounds, absence of needed recreation facilities, the lack of a compre
hensive and rational system of rapid transit, the blighting of the landscape
with factories or atrocious advertising"-all these were inexplicable except
in terms of the "insane individualism" of American municipalities and "the
failure of the citizens to assert their ownership of the City."95 If only in the
play of competing metaphors of "ownership," the courts saw an intensely
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serious contest; they had no intention of being sideline or dispassionate
players.

To Europeans, the spectacle seemed quite extraordinary. The weight of
judicial decision making in the formation of public policy in the United
States was a constant source of dismay. Beatrice Webb thought the greatest
gift to the Americans would be "an occasional Sidney Webb to invent ways
of dodging their silly constitutions." It was standard among British progres
sives to contrast the turn-of-the-century United States, where politics
seemed to have come to a standstill in the rust and friction of its constitu
tional machinery, with the frontier inventiveness of the nations of Aus
tralasia, which were engaged in policy experiments "with perfect disregard
for precedent and authority." H. G. Wells came away from Washington,
D.C., sure that the Americans possessed "the feeblest, least accessible, and
most inefficient central government of any civilized nation in the world
west of Russia"-"marooned, twisted into knots, bound with safe-guards,
and altogether impotently stranded" by its constitutional limitations.
"America is pure eighteenth century," Well's wrote. "They took the eco
nomic conventions that were modern and progressive at the end of the
eighteenth century and stamped them into the Constitution as if they
meant to stamp them there for all time."96

Wells was wrong on the theme of anachronism. Aggressive constitu
tional adjudication, far more intensely exercised in the early twentieth cen
tury than ever before, was as new as progressive politics itself. And structur
ally aggressive court review was far closer to the practices of their own
polities than European progressives recognized. In British and German
cities, as the progressives themselves knew, property was loaded with special
political assets. Municipal government functioned in large part as prop
erty's special organ-there for the competing ambitions of large and small
property owners, for long- and short-run property interests, to work out
their compromises. Urban politics in Europe gave ownership a special vote.
In the more open, democratic politics of the late-nineteenth-century
United States, where the formal legislative prerogatives of property had
been abandoned, the courts moved to narrow the difference between the
United States and Europe. They became for the United States what the
three-class voting system was for Prussia and ratepayers' suffrage was for
Britain. In a nation of tenanted cities, the courts in the United States
formed a special house for property-the more rigid and doctrinaire for
being merely its agent and representative.

In these circumstances, it was no wonder that the American city plan-
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ning movement should have been so peculiarly weighted down with law
yers. Or that from Marsh (on the radical side) to Veiller (on the conserva
tive), it found itself compressed so tightly by the prerogatives of property in
the law. Outwardly the most peculiarly American of political institutions,
but playing the most "European" of political roles, the courts squeezed and
narrowed visions of the organic city down to those that rubbed least on the
interests of real property owners.

In the unexpected exigencies of the First World War, and again in the
Depression of the 1930s, the legal dikes would partially give way. Laid up
against the future, the prewar visions of more consciously ordered cities
remained, more generous in their symbols of public life, less possessed by
private property. It was no accident that found Raymond Unwin lobbying
in 1930s Washington for a public housing program, or Edith Wood (two
books on European housing politics behind her) putting her hand to that
program's creation. In the meantime, the transatlantic exchange had done a
small but decisive measure of work. If the results were terrifically uneven,
unevenness characterized the politics of urban form and shelter in every
prewar nation. Even in America, there was no missing the underlying fam
ily resemblance.

In Burnham's Chicago on the eve of the First World War, a new Grant
Park was in the making, a sliver of formal Parisian design on a strip of
waterfront reclaimed from a railroad freightyard. Behind it the city itself
pushed outward in a maze of private designs, subdividers' notions of profit
and beauty, developer-built streets and speculative housing, streetcar com
pany investments, lucky and unlucky guesses on the motions of the land
market, and ambitious paper plans. Which of these would prevail would
depend on politics, on the future of the Atlantic progressive exchange, and,
not the least, on how distinctly the judges would continue to construe the
claims of profit and property of which, in the United States, they had
become such peculiarly solicitous arbiters.



The Sociological Grand Tour. The genre of the social and civic tour was already
twenty years old by the time this notice appeared in the Survey in December 1931.
(Survey 66 [1931]: 69)
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Civicism on Display. A late-nineteenth-century artist's depiction ofJoseph
Chamberlain's Birmingham, England, shows the new city hall and civic art gallery
in the center, the neo-Roman city concert hall, and the Gothic spire of the Cham
berlain Memorial. The city's new Corporation Street is beyond the city hall, ob
scured in this print by the smoke of great city industrial prosperity. (Author's
collection)
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Municipal "Socialism"
(a) A celebration of the running of the first electrified streetcar on the city

owned lines in Manchester, England, in 1901. (Local Studies Unit, Manchester
Central Library, Manchester, England)

(b) The "Municipal Improvement Trolley Car" in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
in 1901. The city reformers' campaign for modern water and sewer facilities and
riverfront parks and playgrounds was spearheaded by Mira Lloyd Dock, who had
spent the summer of 1899 in intensive study of parks, civic improvements, and
public forestry methods in England and Germany. (Charles Zueblin, A Decade of
Civic Development, 1905)
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The Beaux Arts City
(a) Brooklyn, 1903. On the left is the entry column to Prospect Park, in the

rear at right the Soldiers and Sailors Monument constructed between 1892 and
1898 on Grand Army Plaza. In this homage to Civil War nationalism, the monu
ment's base was copied from Paris, the horses and winged riders from Berlin's
Brandenburg Gate. (Museum of the City of New York)
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(b) Brooklyn Bridge Plaza, as proposed by the New York City Improvement
Commission of 1907. This superimposition of a Paris etoile on Brooklyn's street
grid was never actually built, but construction of Philadelphia's still grander,
Haussmann-derived street cutting project, Fairmount Parkway, had just begun.
(New York City Improvement Commission, Report, 1907)
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The City Commercial and the City Beautiful

(a-opposite page, top) A section from the Poole Brothers' panoramic view
of Chicago's business district, 1898. This was the commercial city as its late
nineteenth-century business boosters imagined it, its design mortgaged to private
investments in river docks and barges, streetcars, elevated trains, commercial
office buildings, and railroad freight yards. (Geography and Map Division, Library
of Congress)

(b-opposite page, bottom) Chicago re-envisioned as a European capital in
Daniel Burnham's plan of 1909. Grant Park is in the foreground; the diagonal
boulevards that Burnham proposed to cut across the city's street grid converge on
the site of his imagined civic center. (Commercial Club of Chicago, The Plan of
Chicago [1909], courtesy Princeton Architectural Press)

(c-above) An artist's rendering of the Chicago Civic Center, from the Chi
cago Plan of 1909. In its colossal scale and beaux arts design, this was the visual
manifestation of the turn-of-the-century progressives' dream of the public city,
re-centered and re-socialized. (Commercial Club of Chicago, The Plan ofChicago
[1909], courtesy Princeton Architectural Press)
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The Philanthropic Tenement
(a) Philanthropic housing in Brooklyn, as photographed byJacob Riis in the

1890s. Riverside Tenement carried over many of its design elements from Lon
don's philanthropic housing companies. (Museum of the City of New York)

(b) London County Council working-class housing. Constructed between
1902 and 1905, the Bourne Estate was designed to house Londoners displaced by
the Kingsway street-cutting project. (London Metropolitan Archives)

The high cost ofurban land left its mark on the height and scale of every effort to
raise the standards of inner-city housing. But the mutual exchange of designs and
aspirations is equally unmistakable, particularly in the efforts to bring light and ven
tilation' common space, playgrounds, and public amenities to working-class shelter.
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The Wage Earners' Risks

Workingmen's Insurance

In the debates over social politics, sprawling as they did from factory legis
lation to monopoly power, from public health to transit politics, from city
plans to city housing, the absence of a central place for poverty cannot but
come as a surprise to modern readers. Today in the United States, social
political controversy spirals down relentlessly on poverty and public assis
tance for the poor. The emotional center of contemporary social politics is
"welfare," but it is a concept of welfare narrower than any known in the
past. "Welfare" in modern America means not the common weal but poor
relief; the "welfare state" is the modern poor-law state.

In fact, none of the so-called welfare states constructed before the last
third of the twentieth century was focused on the poor. From Bismarck's to
Beveridge's, their target population was the working class, those who
worked with their hands for wages, not the destitute with no work at all.
The distinctive concern of the North Atlantic economy's progressives was
not to patch and mend the lives of the poor: it was the struggle to find
effective means to keep those who were not abjectly poor, who still pos
sessed work and wages, from being precipitated into poverty's abyss.

This is not to deny the presence of poverty in the progressive imagina
tion. At the Paris exposition of 1889, the social economy section had in
cluded no special place for poverty or poor relief-though there had been
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categories devoted to the workers' wages, mutual assistance associations,
work accidents, and the economic intervention of the state. In 1900, how
ever, a new subsection on "public charities" was added. Smaller than the
class devoted to prevoyance, more than five hundred exhibitors nevertheless
competed in it; that summer's meeting of the International Congress on
Public Assistance and Private Charity drew more than one thousand per
sons to its discussions.! FromJacob Riis in New York City to Charles Booth
in London, every nation in the North Atlantic economy had its sociological
investigators of the modern, great city's poor. But poverty, bare and alone,
was not the issue. To limit the socially self-destructive effects of morally
unhindered capitalism, to extract from those markets the tasks they had
demonstrably bungled, to counterbalance the markets' atomizing social ef
fects with a countercalculus of the public weal: these were the tasks of social
politics. Poverty was but a thread in the social question's tangles.

Far more pressing in the debates of the day was the condition of labor.
And that was not only because the working class was so much larger than
the abjectly poor and its political loyalties much more vital to the nation
states, and not only because the standing warfare between capital and labor
was so much more dramatic a threat to the social peace than the more
muted, simmering resentments of the truly poor. It was also because the
poor formed in the progressives' mind virtually another country.

No one, to be sure, could miss the nation of the poor. Where the country
side tended to mask its poverty, the great cities concentrated it, flaunting
economic misery even as they cordoned it off. The two nations theme was a
commonplace in a dozen different languages: upper crust and netherworld,
obscenely rich and desperately poor.

Like all nations, these two had, in truth, many points of intersection.
Beggars occupied one of them-a conspicuous sight in virtually every great
city. Organized philanthropy occupied a second and larger juncture. From
hospital outpatient departments (the medical recourse everywhere of the
very poor) to endowed medical dispensaries, soup kitchens and homeless
shelters, creches, homes for abandoned children or fallen women, charity
schools, provident loan banks, parish poor funds, and private relief bureaus,
the scope of philanthropic activities was considerable in turn-of-the
century cities.2

For the poorest, finally, there was public relief. In France, where the
Catholic church and its charities, still established and semipublic, assumed
the primary burden of charitable relief, maintenance of public bureaux de
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bienfaisance did not become obligatory for local governments until the mid
18905.3 Virtually everywhere else in the North Atlantic economy, however,
the public's responsibility to keep the poor from outright starvation was
fixed in the law. Public, tax-supported poor relief was old, not new-rooted
in conceptions of collective welfare that stretched deep into the preindus
trial past.

Public poor relief was most highly developed in England. Out of the
Elizabethan structure of tax-supported parish poor relief had emerged by
the middle of the nineteenth century an elaborate, secularized system of
local poor law authorities and institutions. Mandated to keep the poor from
outright starvation while spending as frugally as possible, poor-law boards
operated through a complicated system of deterrents and entitlements. To
those with a particularly strong moral claim on relief, the boards could offer
straightforward relief in money or in kind-"out of [the] doors" of the
poorhouse, it was called. To the rest, they offered a choice between the
workhouse and no relief at all. Grim and dreaded as the workhouses were,
they collected a wide variety of the very poor: families in temporary distress,
old men (or, more rarely, women) without the props of family support,
alcoholics on the skids, dependent family members put in by exhausted
relatives. There were 123,000 "indoor paupers" living in workhouses in
England and Wales in 1850, together with another 886,000 "outdoor" re
cipients of public poor relief-amounting in all to almost 6 percent of the
total population. Designed to deter the poor from asking for relief, but
constrained to support those who did, it was a morally complicated and
expensive system, and its tax burden helped give poor relief politics in
Britain an intensity matched nowhere else.4

The legal structure of English poor relief crossed early to the United
States, where it was absorbed into state law and local practice. In the United
States, even more than in England, poor relief was a system full of holes,
made wider as the poor were pushed and drained from the countryside into
the cities. Conceived as a system of local supports for a village's own native
poor, the legal structure made few concessions for the transient poor that
the more extended and volatile labor markets called forth. Local poor-law
authorities in the United States often exhausted themselves in struggles to
displace responsibility for poor relief onto other communities, packing off
their unwanted poor to the localities they had left. But inadequate as the
system was, the principle of responsibility for the most helpless of the poor
was legally fixed and older by far than the new social politics of the trans
atlantic progressive connection. 5
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In France public responsibility for the poor gradually expanded in the
late nineteenth century, as radicals claimed for the state a portion of the
charitable territory of the Church; virtually everywhere else, however, pub
lic responsibility for the poor contracted. As the massing of the poor in the
cities accelerated-immigrants and strangers all, far from village supports
and as the economization of social relations proceeded, the impulse of pub
lic authorities to whittle down the cost of poor relief intensified. Local
authorities moved, sometimes with dramatic speed, toward higher deter
rents to application, stricter restrictions on public funds, and tighter forms
of behavioral control. An early, much imitated step in more systematic
scrutiny of the poor was taken in the industrial town of Elberfeld in the
German Rhineland in 1853. After previous unsuccessful attempts at econo
mization, Elberfeld's city authorities decided to entrust distribution of the
city's poor relief funds to 150 unpaid, respectable burghers, each charged
with watch and ward over the poor in his immediate neighborhood. The
Elberfeld system, as it became known, spread rapidly through Germany in
the 1870s and 1880s, thanks to its reputation for reducing poor relief costs.
Berlin alone boasted more than two thousand unpaid "honorary" poor re
lievers who made regular rounds of home visits.6

From Germany the Elberfeld system spread to England and the United
States under the banner of "charity organization." The first charity organi
zation society was founded in London in 1869; its first American offshoot
was started in Buffalo in 1877, by a former volunteer for the parent London
society. Recruiting women, not men, as "friendly visitors" to the poor, the
personnel of the American and English charity organization societies were
not (as in Germany) public authorities, nor did they distribute public relief
funds. They took it as their mission to control and systematize private
charity by establishing between (sentimental) givers and (perhaps unwor
thy) recipients a systematic scrutiny of each individual case. The second
plank in the charity organization program, however, was public and politi
cal: to remove public authorities from the business of home-based "out
door" poor relief altogether.

The charity reformers' campaign to confine public poor relief to poor
house inmates did not fully succeed in either England or America. In Eng
land, the elderly poor retained an important hold on the sympathy of poor
law boards, But the results were nevertheless dramatic enough. Between
1870 and 1878, the percentage of recipients of public poor relief in the
population of England and Wales was reduced by more than one-third,
almost all of it through cutbacks in "outdoor" public relief. In the United
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States, advocates of "scientific charity" succeeded in many instances in cut
ting off outdoor relief altogether. The city of Brooklyn gave home-based
assistance to 38,170 persons in 1870; in 1880, it gave none. Philadelphia by
1879 could make the same boast. Of the twenty-one American cities with
populations over 200,000 in 1900, the charity organization society leaders
reported with pride, ten gave "practically no public out-relief" and two
more gave "very little. "7

More generous, if fitful, reserves of public obligation remained. In the
depression years of the 1890s, American city officials cooperated in the
advertisement of special, privately raised relief funds, opened the police
stations to the homeless in winter, or (less often) endeavored to shrink the
ranks of the unemployed through emergency public works projects. Where
urban political mores had not yet fallen to the charity reformers' campaigns,
cities still distributed fuel or food from public funds to a fraction of the
poor.8

But the older traditions of public sympathy and obligation were clearly
fraying under the new preoccupations with public efficiency and private
demoralization. The idea that misguided generosity only multiplied de
mand was a central tenet of the charity organization societies. It was a
maxim most progressives shared as well. The Webbs believed it implicitly.
In the treatment of poverty "the moral factor is the supreme issue," they
were sure: the "demoralization of character and the slackening of personal
effort that result from the unnecessary spreading of indiscriminate, uncon
ditional and gratuitous provision."9 Deterrents and inspections were both
mobilized to these tasks. To ensure that the poor not assume that relief
came to them by right, most countries made elimination from the voting
rolls a condition of public poor relief. The poor were not beyond the sym
pathies of a generous poor-law board, an emergency relief committee, or
local socialist majorities (as in France after 1896). But to most middle-class
social reformers, including most of those groping toward new forms of
social policy, the poor were citizens of a distant country, socially and psychi
cally apart from the nation the transatlantic progressives had in mind.

It should come as no surprise, then, that progressive imaginations so
often ran toward schemes of isolating the poor-siphoning them off into
some better, more tightly controlled environment, where they could be
reformed and the city relieved of their disturbing presence. There is a
remarkable passage in the first volume of Charles Booth's Life and Labour of
the People in London, just following his first statistical attempt to estimate the
size and character of the city's poor. The heart of the matter, for Booth, was
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not the loafers and semicriminals at the bottom of London's class structure
(Class A, he called them); effective curtailment of almsgiving would, he
thought, eliminate them. Nor did the key issue lie with the working poor
(Class C), hanging on to poorly paid but fairly regular jobs. It was the class
in between, the surplus labor reserve of London, never regularly employed,
that formed the problem. Why not, Booth suggested, take them all
11 percent of East London's population, by Booth's calculation-enroll
them as wards of the state, transport them in family units to wherever land
and supplies were cheap, and set them to work in a segregated state econ
omy, a kind of giant, diversified poor farm? This was "socialism," Booth
admitted, though no more socialistic in theory than the English Poor Law
itself. "In taking charge of the lives of the incapable, State Socialism finds its
proper work." The best of those in Class B would work their way out; the
rest would be drained from the city as one would drain a great swamp in a
reclamation system of human dikes and channels. 10

Booth's paper vision (which he soon left behind) was current enough
for others to put into practical measures. In Germany, where suppression of
beggary and the "work-shy" was carried on with a particular severity, social
reformers established a network of some two dozen voluntary rural labor
colonies for the isolation and moral regeneration of the poor. Holland, too,
had a network of both voluntary and penal farm colonies, which, though
they failed to make a dent in urban poverty, siphoned off a fraction of the
village poor into a regime of strictly supervised farm labor and (for those
who stuck it out) sponsored homesteads. 11 With a fanfare all its own, the
Salvation Army brought a similar scheme to Britain, where the idea of
exporting the city's poor to the countryside mixed with imperial notions of
dispersing them throughout the empire. In the sharp unemployment crisis
of 1903 to 1905, even the British left threw its weight behind the labor
colony idea. George Lansbury, the "wild young man" on London's central
body for the unemployed, as William Beveridge remembered him, who
helped subvert the legal restrictions on outdoor poor relief in one of East
London's key working-class districts, urged rural colonization of the poor
with missionary intensity. Sidney and Beatrice Webb, skeptical of the grow
ing talk of state-administered out-of-work insurance in 1909, countered
with a version of Booth's proposal: a labor colony, systematically engi
neered for behavioral reformation, to drain off the city's excess labor re
serve. 12

Political amorphousness was not the least of the labor colony idea's
assets. Lansbury imagined labor colonies of the unemployed as the germ of
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a new form of cooperative social life. The Webbs' anti-utopian imagina
tions ran toward discipline, through a spartan regime of labor, gymnastics,
drill, plain alcohol-free meals, and technical education. At the farthest ex
treme from Lansbury was the largest labor colony of them all, Belgium's
vast Merxplas colony. A state penal colony, it housed more than five thou
sand beggars, vagrants, and petty criminals in 1910 in a complex of work
shops, farms, and dormitories laid out with military precision on 3,000 acres
of the land in northern Belgium. Here, as elsewhere, work was the essential
regime, but without hope of redemption. By 1910, the Merxplas authorities
had concluded that the class consigned to it was beyond reformation, and
they had turned to a policy of simple isolation. Cut off from alcohol and
women (for here, as elsewhere, labor colony inmates were overwhelmingly
male), removed from the handouts of falsely sentimental givers or tax
supported relief, removed from the means of reproduction, the vagrant
poor would slowly disappear. Merxplas was an extreme case. But what gave
all the competing labor colony schemes weight was the logic of isolating the
poor: for quarantine, for environmental and behavioral reform, or for
political regeneration. 13

American progressives fell in with these intellectual currents as readily
as their European counterparts. Harvard's pioneer teacher of social prob
lems, Francis G. Peabody, sought out both the Dutch and German labor
colonies in the 1890s and found much to praise. So did John Graham
Brooks. The principle of the Dutch penal colonies, Peabody admitted in
1894, was "socialism," but it was a socialism "that goes far beyond the
familiar talk of socialism"-a socialism not of claims against the state, but of
the state's claims on the individual to be "in some way and degree, by his
mind or his hands or both, a contributor to the great welfare." If state labor
colonies were "socialism, let us make the most of it," Peabody wrote. "It is
also the hope of stable civilization and the secret of judicious charity."14

Indeed it was a reform socialist and lawyer, Edmond Kelly, who came
closest to effectively realizing the poor colony idea in the United States.
After having his interest in isolating the vagrant, tramping, begging poor
piqued by the British Departmental Committee on Vagrancy's report on
continental labor colonies in 1906, Kelly had visited the Merxplas complex,
but it was the smaller, Swiss farm colonies that caught his imagination.
Enlisting the support of both Alfred E. Smith and the charity reform estab
lishment, he successfully pushed an act through the New York state assem
bly in 1911 modeled on the Swiss example. Cut out of the state's appropria
tions bill, Kelly's labor colony for the vagrant poor never came to be. But
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evenJane Addams in 1913 was certain that penal farm colonies were "in line
with the development in all other philanthropy" and integral to any serious
assault on unemployment. IS

The very poor were another nation: outsiders, to one degree or an
other, in the social reformers' imaginations. Social politics did not start with
them. Even the line of debate that eventuated in social insurance did not
begin with consideration of the poor. The crucial class in that debate was
the working class, suspended above Booth's poverty line by fragile eco
nomic threads. As progressives saw it, their task was not to abolish poverty
but to diminish the likelihood that the many standing at poverty's brink
would be pushed in by an ill turn of fortune. Social insurance-working
men's insurance, as it was called at its birth-was as distinctly for the work
ing class as the workhouse, the labor colony, and the bourgeois friendly
visitors were for the nation of the poor.

Poverty policies turned on the effective administration of relief. At the
heart of the social insurance idea was a different and more modern concept:
risk. It turned on the possibility of spreading the quixotic turns of fate over
broader, public communities. Social insurance was not a program of isola
tion. Like the market society whose rents and injuries it endeavored to
repair, social insurance's keys were complicity and interdependence.

Insurance against the risks of labor was not, in the first instance, an inven
tion of the state but of workers themselves. Throughout the North Atlantic
economy, miners and factory workers, shop mates, tavern mates, and neigh
bors banded together to mutualize the economic risks endemic to wage
labor. Sickness, accident, joblessness, the enfeeblement of old age, or the
death of a wage earner: these were the workers' primary risks in labor
markets without sick pay, accident compensation, pension funds, or, for
most wage earners, the barest margin of job security. Their terror lay in the
way in which each of these events could, without warning, snip a family's
income like a thread. Unexpected and catastrophic, these life-course disas
ters were to wage earners what fire risk was to the uninsured merchant. It
was little wonder that workers tried to cushion themselves from fate with a
multitude of pools and mutual associations.

The most primitive forms ofworkers' mutual insurance clubs were hard
to distinguish from lotteries or betting pools. Work mates would contribute
to a common fund at the year's start from which death or sick payments
could be drawn, the surplus (if any) to be divided up among the rest at the
year's end. "Slate clubs" they were called in Britain, after the slates that
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hung on pub walls, chalked with the members' accounts. The number of
local clubs of this sort-tied to a saloon, a church, or a workplace-is lost
beyond counting. Unstable and actuarially unsound, a cross between a gam
bling club and a mutual assistance fraternity, they were ubiquitous through
out the domain of wage labor.

Into local associations of this sort, larger interests intruded. On the
Continent, the key player was the state. In Germany, where bits and pieces
of guild mutualism had outlasted the dismantling efforts of the economic
liberals, quasi-public workers' welfare institutions survived in a number of
archaic forms. In the mines, a focus of special state interest everywhere in
continental Europe, traditional miners' Knappschaften, which had been al
lowed to decay as an impediment to free trade, were revived by a Prussian
act of 1854, this time as legally defined, compulsory benefits funds, pooling
miners' and employers' contributions into jointly administered provident
funds against mining accidents, sickness, or death. Outside the notoriously
high-risk enterprise of mining, compulsory benefits funds were much rarer.
Side by side with a maze of journeymen's, trade, and fraternal associations,
however, locally administered Hilfskassen endured, quasi-public benefits
funds that collected workers' voluntary contributions against the risk of
sickness. The Prussian act of 1845, which cut the last legal props from
beneath the artisan guilds, simultaneously gave municipalities the power to
make Kassen membership compulsory for certain classes of workers. Rela
tively few industrial workers were covered under this provision, but the
possibility kept the line between private risk and the public weal fluid and
indistinct in Germany.16

In France, societes de secours mutuels had a quasi-official character of a
different sort than the German Kassen. Reorganized in an act of 1852, these
local societies were required to register with the state, enlist local notables
in their leadership, and, in return for a state-guaranteed rate of interest,
deposit most of their assets in a central, state-administered fund. The bour
geois patrons recruited as honorary members under the act contributed
heavily to the societies' prestige and income. After 1898 so did public,
tax-levied subsidies, as the state itself increasingly absorbed the burdens of
patronage. To this mix, in a gesture of imperial social politics, Napoleon III
added special state banks to which citizens could turn for disability insur
ance and old age annuities at favorable rates. 17

In Britain the most aggressive players in the field of working-class mu
tualism were not the agencies of the state but fraternal and commercial
entrepreneurs. Franchising out the actuarial security of mass membership,
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national organizations absorbed local risk pools into more highly organized
networks of membership, ritual, and support. There were almost 24,000
friendly societies (as mutual assistance associations were officially called)
registered by the state in Britain and Ireland in 1900. Of their 5 million
members, however, one-third belonged to the four largest affiliated socie
ties. Sickness insurance was their stock-in-trade: sick pay to help tide mem
bers over during days lost from work and the services of a doctor under
contract to the society. Dues in the friendly societies were steep enough to
put them out of the reach of most common laborers, but among skilled
workers friendly society membership was a key source of security and re
spect. 18

More aggressive still were the commercial insurance companies. In
Germany and France, insurance companies catering to the working class
were slow to develop. In Britain, on the other hand, the so-called collecting
societies, mail-order associations such as the Royal Liver or the Royal Lon
don, which traded in benefits pure and simple without any pretense of local
management, had surpassed their noncommercial rivals in membership by
the turn of the century. They, in turn, could barely hold a candle to the
outright commercial insurance companies specializing in cheap policies for
the masses. "Industrial insurance" companies they were called, named for
their targeted market among the industrial wage-earning classes. On pay
days, armies of their agents fanned across working-class neighborhoods to
collect the weekly penny premiums. "With a bowler hat on the back of his
head, a straight-steel pen behind his ear, and a bottle of Stephen's Blue
Black Ink in his waistcoat pocket," as Bentley B. Gilbert describes him, the
insurance collector was a fixture in working-class neighborhoods, and the
instantly recognizable butt of music hall satire. Critics charged-with rea
son-that only a pitifully small fraction of the sums collected came back in
benefits. Trading in death policies that rarely exceeded $100 in value, com
mercial insurance for the masses was not life insurance but burial insurance:
a hedge against the humiliations of a pauper's interment. All these limita
tions notwithstanding, the industrial insurance companies grew vigorously
in the soil of working-class insecurity. They claimed 20 million policies on
their books by 1900, in addition to the six million policies held by the
collecting societies. 19

One must imagine, then, the North Atlantic economy as crisscrossed
with benefits pools and insurance institutions: regulated and unregulated,
commercial and fraternal, actuarially primitive or highly systematized. The
resulting system was both a fixture of everyday life and inadequate to it,
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far-flung and full of holes. No other organizations set down deeper roots in
the working class. In Britain, where the labor unions claimed three million
members in 1911, the officially registered friendly societies (exclusive of the
collecting societies and the industrial insurance companies) claimed six mil
lion-the memberships, to be sure, multiple and overlapping. In aggregate
that meant one registered friendly society membership for every eight per
sons, adult and child alike. In France at the time, the four million adult
members claimed by the societes de secours mutuels amounted to one person in
ten in the total population.20

In the United States, in the absence of even the most rudimentary
official registration, the magnitude and economic importance of workers'
mutual assistance propels one quickly into guesswork. Clearly the system
was extensive, considerably more so than the surviving small town Odd
Fellows' or Woodmen's meeting hall, paint peeling and roof askew, begins
to hint. Every working-class neighborhood possessed its clubs and lodges.
In the steel town of Homestead, Pennsylvania, in 1908, Margaret Byington
counted notices for fifty fraternal society meetings within a single week. In
Chicago's Italian neighborhoods, the parades of the mutual benefit socie
ties, accompanied by banners and fife and drum, were a regular Sunday
event, the members "celebrating their achievement in having surrounded
themselves by at least a thin wall of protection against disaster," as Jane
Addams put it. W. E. B. Du Bois estimated fraternal and mutual aid associa
tion membership among black Philadelphians in the 1890s at a third of the
city's black adult male population. In Michigan City, Indiana, an industrial
city of 15,000 persons at the turn of the century, there were twenty-six
fraternal lodges, almost all of them wage-earner dominated, not counting
the parish-based Catholic and Lutheran mutual aid societies. In Manhat
tan's Lower East Side, a hive of mutualism, there were almost two thou
sand.21

More precise estimates of membership are considerably more hazard
ous. In 1891, the Connecticut Bureau of Labor Statistics counted 386 mu
tual benefit societies in the state, enrolling 127,000 persons-a density (in
the heart of the industrial Northeast) of one membership to every six state
residents, slightly higher than the one in seven ratio Seebohm Rowntree
found in York, England, eight years later. By the early part of the twentieth
century, estimates ran higher still. In California in 1915 the fraternal asso
ciations-from the Native Sons of the Golden West and the Improved
Order of Red Men to the Orden der Hermanns Sohne and the B'nai
B'rith-counted a member for every five inhabitants of the state. In Massa-
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chusetts in 1914 the fraternal associations claimed a member for nearly
every two state residents. Constructed in this way, the figures clearly exag
gerated the mutual assistance societies' presence in working-class life. Cut
the membership figures by half-the fraction most contemporary experts
agreed reflected the proportion recruited from outside the working class;
discount them by half again to correct for the multiple memberships with
which men doubled or tripled their chances against fate. Still, what remains
is a structure of working-class mutual assistance associations clearly compa
rable to that of contemporary Europe.22

Where the institutions of mutual assistance in the United States were
weak was not in numbers but in their social and political fragmentation. In
Britain and in the France the friendly societies and mutual assistance socie
ties played a vigorous public part in the social policy debates; in Germany,
the Kassen and the voluntary Vereine formed the axis on which Bismarck's
social policy was compelled to turn. The quiescence of their American
counterparts, in contrast, is striking. With the exception of the Fraternal
Order of the Eagles' drive for publicly financed old-age pensions in the
1920s, the best established of the fraternal lodges retreated from public
policy behind veils of status-enhancing ritual. As for the smaller parish-,
workplace-, or neighborhood-based lodges, sick clubs, and funeral pools,
there the internal divisions of the immigrant working class took a heavy toll.
The most effective organizing bases for workers' risk pooling in America
language, creed, race, and ethnic distinction-splintered in the very act of
mutualizing. On these ethnically and racially fragmented foundations, no
public policy was going to be easily erected.

Under the circumstances, the American branches of the "industrial
insurance" industry grew luxuriantly. By 1911 they had 24.7 million policies
in force in the United States, three times the fraternal associations' com
bined membership and virtually the monetary equivalent of the contempo
rary German state insurance system.23 Voluntary institutions of working
class mutualism spread as well, wherever work and wages were insecure. But
uncounted and politically invisible, unrecognized by public registration and
unsupported by the state, without a corps of bourgeois patrons, and inter
nally fragmented, the voluntary associations did not thicken as nodes of
public policy formation or administration in the United States.

On neither side of the Atlantic did the institutions of voluntary risk
hedging insure participants against more than a fraction of the calamities
working-class families knew the future held in store. Sick pay and (espe
cially in the United States) funeral costs were the most common benefits.
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With steeper dues, some mutual assistance associations provided the serv
ices of a contract doctor or, more rarely, survivors' insurance. Beyond this
core the covered risks diminished dramatically. Only the best organized of
the skilled workers' unions provided benefits against unemployment. Ex
cept for employees of a few of the largest corporations, retirement pensions
were a luxury for the business class.

Gender narrowed these limitations still more sharply. Nowhere did the
risks covered by the mutual assistance societies include those that women
workers might have added to the list: pregnancy, childbirth, and the de
mands of infant care, all capable of snuffing out a woman's wage-earning
power overnight. Workingmen's insurance was insurance for male wage
earners. The fraternal associations reinforced the point by playing as hard
on rituals of male solidarity as on insurance features; the slate clubs had
their home in the male preserve of the pubs. Only as the targets of the
insurance collectors' weekly visits did women playa significant role in the
structure of voluntary insurance. Women, for whom wage earning typically
occupied a relatively brief, compressed fraction of their work lives, patched
together systems of mutual support in less formally defined ways, differ
ently structured than the men's combination of social club and betting pool.
Neither the institutions of voluntary risk pooling nor the state systems that
in time complemented them were, on the whole, for them.24

Circumscribed but ubiquitous, insurance was a fact of working-class
life. A ragged system for the best paid of skilled wage workers, its effective
ness eroded sharply as one descended the wage gradient. It was not for
women. Nowhere did it purchase a true safety net: real insurance that "the
thin wall of protection against disaster" would not crumble around a work
ing-class family, leaving it dependent on the generosity of private charity or
subject to the poor law's rigors. Tattered cloak that it was, however, every
day mutualism was a living demonstration of the ways in which the most
acute of wage earners' calamities might be hedged with the law of averages.

The birthplace of something different-social insurance, it was being called
by American observers by 1910-was Germany. Social insurance departed
from voluntary mutuality in two critical ways, both of which pushed out
ward the boundaries of risk and complicity. The first, and most important,
was that it compelled employers into the wage workers' risk pools. Where
work consumed all but a thin margin of wage workers' lives, accidents,
sickness, old-age enfeeblement, and loss of employment were not merely
the workers' risks; they were industry's responsibility as well. Social insur-
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ance socialized the concept of industrial risk, reconceiving the strains of
industrial work as charges against those who held the power to set its con
ditions.

Social insurance's second innovation was to make the risk pools com
pulsory for wage earners as well. This was in part to solidify the actuarially
unstable, constantly reformulated voluntary associations, in part to extend
their provisions deeper into the ranks of ordinary wage earners, and, most
of all, to lessen the pressure on the relief agencies from those who kept
tumbling through the voluntary system's rents and holes. Workers' risk
pools began as a kind of solidaristic gambling match with fate. In social
insurance a more public theme emerges: the just distribution among wage
earners, employers, and the tax-shouldering public of the social costs gener
ated by private wage bargains.

Relatively little of this was clear when the problem of workers' insur
ance began to be debated in late-nineteenth-century Germany. No one,
least of all Bismarck, envisioned the state as the giant insurance company it
came to be. From its birth in Germany in the 1880s to its unexpected
appropriation by the British Liberal government in 1911 and its adoption
still later by the New Dealers, social insurance's history was that of a series
of impasses and improvisations.

In Germany, the nodes on which these improvisations grew were the
Kassen and the Knappschaften. In theory binding on masters and journeymen
alike, they kept a model of compulsory risk pooling alive in mid-nine
teenth-century Germany. When the "labor question" came to a head in the
economic collapse of the mid-1870s, with beggars and tramps at every city
gate, it is not surprising that the idea of reinvigorating the Kassen should
have attracted many of the critics of Manchestertum. The Verein fur Sozial
politik debated the issue at length in 1874. Only a minority, however,
Adolph Wagner among them, lobbied for compulsory, public Kassen. The
majority preferred to require wage earners to insure themselves against the
risks of catastrophic income loss, leaving them free to do so through what
ever pooling associations they chose. Years later, Gustav Schmoller still
thought the compulsory legislation of the 1880s too precipitous; Lujo Bren
tano opposed it at the time altogether. But it was clear as early as the 1870s
that some combination of public compulsion with the Kassen's institutional
form was within the reach of social policy.25

None of this initial policy-framing labor was Bismarck's work, as the
standard accounts regularly misconstrue it. When, as chancellor of the new
German empire, he turned his attention from foreign to domestic policy in
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the mid-1870s, insurance was barely on his agenda. His published memoirs
omitted the famous social insurance legislation of the 1880s altogether.
Obsessed by the rising socialist vote, the key issue for Bismarck was not
labor's risks but working-class political loyalty, which he forced to a crisis by
suppressing virtually all socialist activity in 1878. With the urgency of a
full-blown legitimacy crisis, however, that act precipitated a search for poli
cies with which to buy back the affections of the working class for the
established social order and the state.26

Bismarck's instincts went not to insurance but to imperial provision. To
the idea of wage earners' contributions to the state benefit funds he was
never sympathetic: "If the worker must pay, the effect on him is lost."
Industrial accident provision, as he first imagined it, would have been paid
for entirely by employers and the Reich itself. He vetoed his chief social
policy adviser's suggestion that private insurance companies be permitted to
underwrite employers' accident liability risks on the grounds that it would
intrude profit and commerce into a realm of social provision he hoped to
carve out for the empire. Socialism from below was to be countered by
social provision from above, the creation of a gift relationship that would
convince radicalism's potential recruits that the most powerful agency for
their welfare was the empire itself.27

It was the Reichstag's refusal to accept the taxes Bismarck's initial pro
posals entailed that, in the deliberately precipitated crisis, produced some
thing else: a trio of compulsory insurance acts. The first to pass the Reichs
tag, the sickness insurance law of 1883, co-opted and extended the existing
Hilfskassen by making membership in an approved sickness fund compul
sory for certain classes of industrial wage workers and adding compulsory
employer taxes to the funds' resources. The accident insurance law of 1884
supplanted the existing liability laws with a legally fixed scale of compensa
tory payments for industrial accidents, administered through a network of
compulsory, quasi-public, employers' mutual associations. The last of the
three workers' insurance acts was a compulsory old-age and invalidity insur
ance act, which pooled workers' dues, employers' levies, and token imperial
subsidies into a pension fund for disabled wage earners and for long-term
wage earners who survived beyond the age of seventy. Only here did Bis
marck succeed in forcing the principle closest to his heart past the objec
tions of his advisers and the resistance of the Reichstag. Even so, of the
aggregate funds collected by the compulsory insurance institutions by 1903,
only 7 percent had come from the state itself; 47 percent had been paid in
through employer taxes, 46 percent by wage workers themselves.28
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Born in compromise, in a collision of Bismarck's will and Reichstag
resistance, social insurance began in an untidy confusion of inertia and
improvisation. The sickness insurance act of 1883 entrusted sick benefits to
a bewilderingly complex array of established and newly constructed Kassen,
most of them financed at a ratio of two to one by wage earners and their
employers. By 1909 there were more than 23,000 of them providing sick
pay and medical treatment through contracted doctors, none with precisely
the same benefits. The costs of industrial accident insurance, on the other
hand, were set wholly on employers and administered through quasi-public
employers' pools. Yet a third administrative apparatus was specially created
for the old-age insurance funds, where employers' and workers' contribu
tions were this time matched one to one.

Administratively splintered and incomplete, the German system never
theless grew, adding on classes of the population beyond the industrial
wage-earner core of the 1880s. The sickness insurance law had doubled at a
stroke the number of German workers enrolled in registered mutual assis
tance societies to about 40 percent of all wage earners; by 1914, now ex
tended to include farm and domestic labor, virtually all German wage earn
ers were covered by the sickness and accident insurance legislation. Salaried
workers were added to the insurance system in 1911-with a separate ad
ministrative apparatus and especially advantageous benefits. Sickness
benefits for wage earners' family dependents were common in many of the
Kassen by the turn of the century; survivors' benefits for orphans and for
widows unable to work were added in 1911.

A preemptive strike against working-class socialism that its critics called
the epitome of socialism itself, the German system was not only administra
tively confused but also contradictory in its tendencies. Parsimony was a
prominent element. From the beginning, support levels were set deliber
ately low. Sick pay covered on average no more than 50 to 60 percent of a
workers' regular wage. In the case of work accidents, employer-financed
compensation payments did not begin until a worker had already lost thir
teen weeks of work, and then compensation payments were made at the
discretion of appeals boards, whose judgments ran heavily in employers'
favor. Retirement on old-age insurance payments was, by design, out of the
question. Contributions under the old-age insurance act were collected
from all, but mandated to be paid out only to those who had contributed for
a full thirty years, in a system that was never extensive and never popular
among the German working class.29

These restrictions, all designed to sustain the normal goad of hunger to
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work, went hand in hand, however, with other, unpredicted generosities.
Under the incentives of the accident insurance system, German employers
invested in safety devices and regulations at a rate matched by employers
nowhere else in the North Atlantic economy. In need of investment outlets,
administrators of the accumulating insurance reserves had begun by the
century's end to pour resources into public amenities-hospitals, sanitari
ums, public baths, water and sewer systems, and low-cost housing-in ways
that left a profound mark on German society.

Power relations within the workers' insurance system were similarly
Janus-faced. Designed to buttress the centralized state, the German insur
ance acts devolved authority onto an untidy mass of subsidiary bodies. So
cial Democrats had opposed the legislation of the 1880s, intended as it was
to bury working-class radicalism under the largesse of the paternally com
passionate state. But in the provision of the sickness insurance act that
allotted wage earners (in accordance with their contributions ratio) two
thirds of the votes in the sickness insurance funds' administration, the so
cialists soon found an organizational base second only to the labor unions.
Socialist majorities controlled many of the largest urban sickness funds by
the turn of the century, to the distress of the doctors they employed and of
imperial officials. By then Social Democratic deputies in the Reichstag were
beginning regularly to cast their votes in the social insurance system's favor;
when it was threatened with dismantlement from the right in the late 1920s,
they embraced it as if it had been, all along, their own.30

To the last of the workers' principal risks, that of unemployment, Ger
man state insurance officials never devised a workable solution. In default of
imperial legislation-which stalled on cost considerations after 1906
unemployment relief was left to the cities to provide as they chose. By 1910
most major German cities had established public labor exchanges: city-sub
sidized hiring halls to which out-of-work employees could repair to try to
find advertised employment. Borrowing from Belgian and French exam
ples, a number of German cities experimented with city subsidies for trade
union out-of-work funds, in an effort to ease the seasonal demands on the
agencies of relief.31

The key element in the German departure of the 1880s had not been
French-style subvention of this sort, however, but the principle of compul
sion. Welfare states on the German model, whatever else they did, would
henceforth sort their citizens into risk pools, extract special taxes from
them, and pool those with equivalent taxes on the employers, who held the
cards in the determination of working conditions. They would socialize a
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portion of the risks of labor, not so that the abjectly poor could be assisted,
but to make it less likely that the expected hazards of a working life would
push the regularly employed wage earner either into the arms of political
radicalism or onto the tax-financed rolls for poor relief.

In politics, as in fashion, novelty is never a guarantee of imitation. Coincid
ing with the heating up of international debate over the "social question,"
the German innovations of 1883 to 1889 were assured a broad hearing. At
international gatherings over the next two decades, social insurance's Ger
man architects lobbied hard for converts. But with the exception of neigh
boring Austria, none fell quickly in line. Outside the local customs, state
ambitions, and legitimacy crisis in which it had been born, compulsory
wage earners' risk insurance was no simple institution to transplant. Intel
lectually it had powerful competitors, as the social-political rivalry on dis
play in Paris in 1900 made clear. The propaganda efforts of the German
imperial insurance office notwithstanding, there was not much reason at the
turn of the century to expect that the practice of compulsory social insur
ance would soon break out of its central European birthplace.

Of the rival systems for dealing with the risks of labor, the most obvious
was tighter supervision of the workplaces whose hazards and intensity, long
hours, unguarded machinery, and air clogged with lint or coal dust were the
cause of so many of the workers' risks to begin with. This was the course
Germans to Bismarck's left preferred to the ambulance-chasing efforts of
workingmen's insurance. At the first international congress on labor legisla
tion, assembled in Berlin in 1890 in the brief springtime of political reform
following Bismarck's ouster, labor protection standards dominated the
agenda; through the First World War, they absorbed a vast amount of
reform energy throughout the North Atlantic economy. Labor protection
legislation was everywhere, to be sure, exceedingly difficult work. Employ
ers' resistance to publicly prescribed working standards and intrusive fac
tory inspections was strong, and each step was doggedly resisted. 32 Still
more strenuously resisted was the idea of a legal minimum wage below
which a day's labor returned not a living but only a deficit on a workers'
physical vitality. In 1900 minimum wage statues applicable to certain
"sweated" trades were to be found only in two provinces ofAustralia, where
fear that Asian ,yorkers would otherwise drive out Euro-Australian workers
had played an essential part in their enactment. Politically difficult as all
these measures might be to achieve, however, their logic had an effective
straightforwardness.
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A third alternative was neither to insure nor prevent but, rather, to
foster the existing systems of mutual insurance, preserving their voluntary
character but deepening their impact through public subsidies. The leading
late-nineteenth-century example of this joining of tax funds to collective
self-help was France, where local sickness insurance societies, employer
pension funds, and, after 1905, national trade union out-of-work funds were
all subsidized in this way. Relatively simple to administer and relatively
unchallenging to existing interests and organizations, elevated to a general
principle by Catholic and Protestant social progressives, "subsidarist" sys
tems like these spread rapidly across continental Europe. In Sweden, Den
mark, Belgium, Italy, and Switzerland, voluntary sickness funds drew state
subventions on the French model; in Belgium, Norway, and Denmark, and
in many of the leading cities of Germany, Switzerland, and Italy, trade
union out-of-work funds did so as well.

Policies of publicly subsidized but not publicly compelled mutualism
did not pretend to weave a safety net below every laborer. By design the
improvident-and, in practice, the unskilled and ill-paid-fell through the
system's yawning fissures. The issue of comprehensiveness had begun to
rattle confidence in subsidarist principles by the early years of the twentieth
century. In France, advanced progressives were full of second thoughts with
regard to state compulsion. By 1901 even Leon Bourgeois had signed on to
the principle of compulsory, state-administered insurance against the pov
erty of old age-a kind of German annex, as it were, to the home-grown
institutions and solidarist ethos of mutualite. French progressives finally set
an old-age insurance act to that effect on the statute books in 1910, but it
was deeply unpopular with workers. Gutted by the courts, which refused to
uphold the principle of compulsory wage reductions, it was an embarrassing
political failure. Subsidarist social politics was shot through with practical
gaps and extravagant ethical expectations. But it was not, on its face, any less
coherent than the jerry-built structures of German compulsion. On the eve
of the First World War, no other system was more widespread. 33

Finally, challenging all of these schemes was the notion of simple public
grants to citizens whose need was not of their own making. This line of
reasoning did not begin with the notion of risk. On the part of the working
class and the poor, it began with a sense of right; on the part of the middle
class and the state officialdom, it began with certain embarrassments in the
administration of the poor laws. As poor-law authorities tightened up su
pervision and control of the poor toward the end of the century, there grew
out of the very intensity of their efforts a countermovement to extract
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certain classes of public assistance recipients, less to be blamed for their
straits than the rest, and set off for them a less demeaning system of sup
port. In Britain, with this in mind, the sick poor had been allowed to use the
medical services of the poor-law unions after 1885 without forfeiting their
voting rights. In France, a web of special provisions reached out toward the
sick and disabled poor; another offered poor mothers and infants free pre
natal and obstetrical care, partial compensation for lost wages during state
mandated maternity leave, and subsidies for large families, in what
amounted to the most highly developed "maternal" welfare state in the
North Atlantic economy before the First World War. 34

Most troubling of all, however, were the elderly poor, enfeebled by a
lifetime ofwork and skidding downward, through no fault of their own, into
more menial, less regular work and steadily diminishing pay. The era's most
widely observed experiment in special provisions for the aged poor was
Denmark's. By an act of 1891, local Danish authorities were empowered to
grant nondisqualifying relief to elderly poor petitioners who had, until
then, lived decent, morally inoffensive lives. In practice the act created a
separate system of modest, noncontributory, old-age "pensions" for those
who were needy, sober, and had kept themselves off the poor relief rolls the
ten years previously. New Zealand adopted a similarly constructed old-age
pension system for the respectable (and non-Asiatic) poor seven years later.
Yearly character examinations before a local justice were required, but
Henry D. Lloyd, who recorded one such New Zealand old-age pension
examination in detail in 1900, thought only one in ten applicants was re
jected, most commonly for family desertion or frequent drunkenness. Pen
sions and relief "without the [politically disqualifying] effects of the poor
law" were not wholly free from the intrusiveness of public relief. Demand
ing no contribution from their recipients-other than a lifetime of hard
work-they were not in the least a form of insurance. But in isolating old
age, infirmity, motherhood, or sickness as special categories, as circum
stances not fully within a person's control, these provisions tacitly acknowl
edged what working-class families had known all along by experience: the
unwilled risks of labor. 35

Here, then, were four rival means to address the abyss under every
wage earner's feet: compulsory state-administered social insurance, legally
stipulated minima of wages or workplace conditions, publicly subsidized
schemes of voluntary mutualism, and pensions for the blameless poor. In
competition with each other or in combinations, with differing backers and
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constituencies, they swirled through the international policy gatherings, the
pages of the leading reviews, and the parliaments.

It was in Britain, between 1906 and 1911, that the choice between these
policies came most clearly to a head. The Liberal government of those years
was to Britain what the Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson admin
istrations, rolled into one, were to the United States. Coming into office
with little preformed program except a fragile yet politically indispensable
alliance with labor, a fear that Britain was falling behind in the race for
national social "efficiency," and a sense that the heritage of Gladstonian
Liberalism had been played out, the "new Liberals" became eager policy
borrowers, scavengers across the boundaries of national political cultures.
Between 1906 and 1911 they brought into Britain minimum wage legisla
tion, old-age pensions, public employment exchanges, school meals for the
children of the poor, medical attention for schoolchildren, and progressive
land and income taxation-all with considerable show of their foreign
precedents. In the end, against all predictions, they imported German
modeled social insurance as wel1. 36

Of the social issues that pressed on the new government, old-age pov
erty touched the broadest nerve. With one out of every five persons over
age sixty-five in turn-of-the-century England and Wales receiving poor
relief, the political potential of the issue could hardly be missed. 37 Ever
sensitive to the winds of politics, Joseph Chamberlain had engineered the
appointment of a Royal Commission on the Aged Poor in 1893, on which
he urged a system modeled on Louis Napoleon's innovation of 1850: tax
subsidized old-age annuities purchasable through the post office.

The more dramatic proposal came from another member of the Royal
Commission, Charles Booth: universal, tax-financed payments of five shil
lings a week to every British citizen over sixty-five, regardless of means,
excluding only those who had recently drawn on poor relief. Booth's pro
posal was a product of the peculiar mixture of iconoclasm and moralism
familiar from his labor colony scheme. As he first announced his idea in
1891, it was not to soften the poor law but to tighten it up so as to eliminate
home-based "outdoor" poor relief altogether. If one took the aged off the
relief rolls, eliminating over a third of the poor law's recipients at a stroke,
one would not only drastically reduce the size of the poor law machinery; by
eliminating those with the strongest hold on public sympathy, Booth ar
gued, one would also prune the categories of the poor down to its bottom
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residue of misfits, inebriates, beggars, and the weak of character-fit for
either institutional confinement or abandonment to their fate. Booth's pro
posal to unlink old-age pensions from income tests derived from no com
mitment to old-age support as a right; its rationale lay, rather, in his dislike
of state intrusion and his hatred of the shamming he was sure all means or
morals tests promoted.38

However idiosyncratically Booth had broached it, the idea of universal
five-shilling-a-week old-age pensions quickly drew a powerful tide of sup
port. By 1902 the trade unions, the cooperatives, a number of influential
progressives (Toynbee Hall's Samuel Barnett and Bournville's George
Cadbury among them) had signed on. So had the friendly societies, torn
between fear of losing some of their domain to the state and the financial
pinch they had begun to feel from the rising numbers of the elderly drawing
on their medical benefits. When the Liberal government entered office in
1906, proposals for universal noncontributory old-age pensions rolled out
of the back benches with the aspirations of working-class Britain behind
them.

"It is time we did something that appealed straight to the people,"
David Lloyd George wrote apropos old-age pensions. Fiscal considerations,
however, dictated something more complicated. Seizing on the Danish and
New Zealand precedents, the government deflected Booth's universal old
age pension idea into their more circumscribed mold: tax-financed, non
contributory pensions for the poor who could pass a test of character and
were over age seventy. The result, in historian Pat Thane's words, was a
system "for the very old, the very poor, and the very respectable." In this
form, with only the charity organization societies in opposition, the act
easily slipped through Parliament in 1908.39

Most remarkable in the old-age pension debates was the almost univer
sal dismissal of the German alternative of compulsory old-age insurance. For
all its severe limitations, the British old-age pension act was, to be sure,
considerably more generous than the German scheme of 1889. Granting
pensions to persons rather than to wage earners, the British act did not
discriminate (as the German did) between the work careers typical of men
and women. Under the British scheme, old-age benefits were higher than
under the German, they came without payments by the recipient, and from
the first they reached at least three times as many persons.40 But even as a
point of reference the German system had barely entered the British de
bates. An isolated member of Parliament gave favorable mention to the
social insurance principle, only to have Charles Masterman, speaking for
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the government, reject it as "a system of regulation and a system of regi
mentation ... utterly alien to the tradition of this country." Prime Minister
Herbert Asquith sustained the point. Built on "the pillars of inquisition and
compulsion," compulsory social insurance was "altogether inadmissable" in
England.41

This was not the first time British policy makers had dismissed the
precedents of German social insurance. During the British debates over
accident liability legislation in the late 1890s, though all sides had mined the
reports of the German state insurance office for data on accident costs and
incidence, no influential British political figure had taken the idea of Ger
man-style state-administered accident insurance seriously. The British re
sponse to the unemployment distress of 1903 to 1905 was an act authorizing
local committees to establish emergency public works and a flurry of inter
est in labor colonies. The contemporary German debate over the possibili
ties of insuring against unemployment barely touched British ears at all.

And yet by 1911 the government had pushed through a social insurance
program that was as bold (Lloyd George insisted), as comprehensive, and
more generous than Germany's itself. Among the factors that conspired to
produce this reversal on the principle of compulsory social insurance, not
the least was the transnational progressive network. Worked hard by busi
ness admirers of German tariff policy, given urgency by newspaper alarm
over German economic and imperial competition, the project of uncover
ing the secrets of German social progress suddenly acquired political
weight.42

William Beveridge was one of the new policy intellectuals for whom
these events momentarily gave an entry. He had gone from Oxford to
Toynbee Hall as subwarden in 1903, with the ambition of developing "an
authoritative opinion on the problems of city life." Samuel Barnett, shaken
by demonstrations among the East End unemployed, pushed Beveridge
toward the formation of more sensible, "nonphilanthropic" policies of re
lief, and Beveridge, eager for the assignment, soon found himself at the
center of policy debate as a member of the central London emergency
unemployment board. From that experience, and from Charles Booth's
studies of London dock labor and Percy Alden's reports on the operation of
the German municipal labor exchanges, Beveridge quickly concluded that
the key to reducing unemployment was to shrink the number of underem
ployed workers the markets kept in reserve. A system of efficient, state
administered labor exchanges was his device. In August 1907, Beveridge
visited Germany for himself, coming back not only with his labor exchange
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idea more firmly fixed but with a new, less anticipated respect for the Ger
man institutions of social insurance as well. Unlike the "free gift" of a
pension, Beveridge wrote, the German scheme "sets up the State as a com
prehensive organism to which the individual belongs and in which he, un
der compulsion if need be, plays his part." Old-age pensions, Beveridge
objected, were a throwback to the day of the ladies bountiful; it was in
insurance that one found a principle in harmony with the "growing com
plexity and interdependence of industriallife."43

More immediately influential than Beveridge's German discoveries was
Lloyd George's whirlwind visit to Germany as chancellor of the exchequer
right after the passage of the old-age pensions act in the summer of 1908. A
day's visit to the Imperial Insurance Office in Berlin could not have done
much more than reinforce an inchoate vision of German efficiency. But
Lloyd George's praise of the "elaborate and wonderful machinery" of Ger
man relief and insurance, offered in an interview the day of his return, went
considerably deeper than polite rhetoric. At the same time, partly under
Beveridge's influence, the new thirty-four-year-old president of the Board
of Trade, Winston Churchill, had begun to tout something like the Ger
man commitment to "social organization" as the key to the Liberal Party's
political future. "Underneath, though not in substitution for, the immense
disjointed fabric of social safeguards and insurance which has grown up by
itself in England there must be spread-at a lower IeveI-a sort of German
ized network of State intervention and regulation," Churchill wrote Her
bert Asquith in March 1908. By the end of that year, Churchill's program
had swollen to include labor exchanges, a greatly expanded public works
program, poor-law reform, closer state railroad control, extended compul
sory education-and compulsory unemployment and sickness insurance. "I
say," he urged the prime minister, "thrust a big slice of Bismarckianism over
the whole underside of our industrial system, and await the consequences,
whatever they may be, with a good conscience."44

Political ambition, an eagerness for new ideas and dramatic gestures, an
interest in Germany whetted by rivalry and ambition-to these factors must
be added the one Bismarck's opponents had emphasized. Social insurance,
with its employers' and beneficiaries' taxes, was far cheaper than straight
out public provision of work or relief. When the ambitions of the govern
ment came up against the Gordian knot of finances in 1908-1909, the
intrusive machinery of social insurance began to seem far less important
than its fiscal advantages. Many of the civil servant experts were not enthu-
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siastic. But in the impasse over revenues the cabinet reversed itself, reaching
out for exogenous policy proposals, even from alien Germany.

By late 1908 Lloyd George was committed to some form of sickness
insurance. Pressed by a renewed employment crisis and the radicals' "work
for all" demand, the cabinet soon endorsed the untried notion ofunemploy
ment insurance as well. The next year saw the successful passage of a labor
exchanges act, drafted at the Board of Trade by William Beveridge. When
Lloyd George introduced the government bill for compulsory wage earn
ers' sickness and unemployment insurance, he dismissed his advisers' sug
gestion to shorten the speech by omitting its references to Germany. "I
would rather get up and tell them what the rates are to the employer and
employed in Germany, and that my scheme does not charge so much, and
does more, and then sit down without having made a speech, than leave that
out."45

Different contexts, different outcomes. Harassed though he was by
political antagonists, Bismarck had faced no concerted opposition from ex
isting insurance institutions. The German institutions ofvoluntary mutual
ism were local; the German commercial insurance industry was in its in
fancy in the 1880s. Neither of these was the case in early-twentieth-century
Britain. Lloyd George took it for granted that sickness insurance would
have to co-opt the friendly societies rather than supplant them. The initial
drafts of the sickness insurance section of the National Insurance Act as
sumed that employer, employee, and state contributions would be depos
ited into the benefits fund of the friendly society or trade union of the
worker's choice. Distrust of state inroads into their business, however, and
fear of being saddled with unwanted members made the friendly societies
reluctant and difficult recruits to the scheme.46

Into this breach, the industrial insurance companies moved with alac
rity. The commercial insurance companies succeeded in eliminating statu
tory provision for widows' and orphans' benefits, which would have directly
competed with their own business. More important, they managed to mod
ify the act-originally drafted to limit the administration of sickness insur
ance only to nonprofit, democratically managed associations-so as to allow
the commercial companies to spin off their own nonprofit adjuncts for the
purpose. The advantage to the companies, of course, was a foot in the door
for the sale of burial insurance, and the commercial insurance industry
pushed its way in with all the resources at its disposal. Within a year and a
half of the British act's passage, 40 percent of those registered under the act
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were in the insurance companies' and collecting societies' satellite associa
tions and another 23 percent were in friendly societies without local
branches, managed by central offices or by the agents themselves.47

In the territorial combat between interest groups, doctors were not to
be left out. Fully half the general practitioners in Britain worked under a
friendly society contract on the eve of the National Insurance Act, chafing
at the contractual terms of their livelihood. They lobbied successfully to
strip the approved societies of the power to contract directly with doctors,
instead allowing beneficiaries to choose their own physician from a panel
approved by local health committees, which the doctors hoped to dominate.
The unemployment section of the National Insurance Act also bent,
though less dramatically, to the structure of established interests. Unem
ployment insurance coverage was limited, for the most part, to wage earners
in seven highly cyclical trades. Alongside the insurance provisions of the
bill, labor unions got a modest subvention to their general out-of-work
funds, balanced against subventions for employers in the covered trades
who managed to lessen the fluctuations in their labor needs.

As in Germany, in short, compulsory social insurance constructed at a
stroke a vast new field of competition into which the existing interests
political and commercial-rushed to shoulder their way. The irony was that
in Germany, the institutions of compulsory sickness insurance soon formed
an island of social democracy within a heavy-handed imperial state; in much
more fully democratized Britain, the field of compulsory sickness insurance
quickly became the playing field of top-heavy, economic interests.

The British compromises did not please everyone. The Trades Union
Congress was sharply split, its left wing opposed to any scheme of compul
sory insurance that bit into workers' wages. By 1913 the Labour Party was
calling for repeal of the sickness insurance section of the act and its reestab
lishment on a noncontributory basis. The Webbs excoriated what Beatrice
Webb called "Lloyd George's rotten scheme of sickness insurance" on the
grounds that it patched but did not prevent. Their rival program was much
more thoroughgoing: an expanded public health service to nip environmen
tally borne diseases at the source, a national wage minimum, countercyclical
public works expenses, and, for the residue of poverty that remained, a
regimen of training establishments, labor colonies, discipline, and enforced
temperance. Even Lloyd George wrote in a memorandum in 1911: "Insur
ance necessarily a temporary expedient. At no distant date hope State will
acknowledge full responsibility in the matter of making provision for sick
ness breakdown and unemployment."48
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The National Insurance Act of 1911 was not a product, like the Old
Age Pensions Act, of long-brewing ferment from below; it entailed no
seismic shift in political culture. Born at the top of the policy-making appa
ratus, it was the product of a particular conjuncture of ideas, ambitions,
impasses, and opportunities. Nonetheless it represented a small but impor
tant shift in thinking about the risks of labor. Beatrice Webb, who had not
assisted in Booth's London surveys of the poor without feeling its lasting
effects, worried about the moral impact of the law's "unconditional" and
"automatic" benefits. Winston Churchill's response to this moral objection
spoke the new rhetoric of industrial risk: "I do not like mixing up moralities
and mathematics." Exemplary character had never given a wage earner a
guarantee against the whimsical turns of the labor market. The point of the
act was to build a "new foundation of averages" in place of "the old founda
tion of chance."49

What the British National Insurance Act showed, even more, was that
at a moment of political impasse, when social ambitions ran ahead of tradi
tional institutional means, the policy makers and legislators could be in
duced to look beyond local traditions, with results that the entrenched
interest groups could bend, even deform, but not wholly resist. In the
British reversal on social insurance, the policy rivalry and exchange within
the North Atlantic economy had borne dramatic fruit. But if in Britain, why
not in the United States?

Fields ofInterest

In the United States there was no shortage of interest in all the foreign
experiments in mitigating the risks of wage labor. Workers' protective stat
utes were a particular case in point. Americans had already borrowed a good
many British measures of this sort, and a fair amount of existing legisla
tion-however longer in symbolism it was than in enforcement-was al
ready to be found in the statute books. With the rapid elaboration of labor
protective statutes in Europe in the 1890s, however, the American states
had not kept pace. On this point those who knew both sides of the North
Atlantic economy were of a common mind. France had adopted major new
pieces of factory legislation in 1892 and 1900, Germany in 1891 in the wake
of Bismarck's dismissal, and Britain in 1901. In comparison, Arthur Shad
well in 1903 thought the Americans barely had an effective factory legisla
tion system at all. John Graham Brooks echoed this judgment the same
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year: "In no country of the first rank is this legislation so weak as in the
United States." Regionally spotty and ineffectually enforced, workplace
regulation was a hook with which the parties often fished for working-class
votes; but to those who knew what was being done in Europe, turn-of
the-century American workers' lives seemed barely touched by protective
legislation.50

In the vantage of this legislative lag, one of the key pressure groups in
the Atlantic progressive connection, the American Association for Labor
Legislation (AALL), set down its foundations. The league's parent organi
zation, the International Association for Labor Legislation, had been
founded by leading French, Belgian, and German social economists in 1900
to press for uniform labor protection statutes. Limitation of night work for
women factory laborers and elimination of phosphorus poisoning in indus
try were its first two projects. A German affiliate, the Gesellschaft fur So
zialreform, was founded in 1901, with Gustav Schmoller, Adolph Wagner,
and Lujo Brentano signatories to its organizing call. There were soon paral
lel national affiliates in France and Britain and a small central office in
Geneva.

In 1905 two of Schmoller's former students, Yale's Henry Farnam and
the New York Bureau of Labor Statistics' Adna F. Weber, took advantage of
the American Economic Association's annual meeting to organize an
American "section" of the international association. Richard T. Ely was
named the organization's president and John R. Commons its first execu
tive secretary; from the beginning, the board of the AALL was stocked with
German-trained progressive economists. The association took its initial
work as "mainly educational": above all, dissemination of all English
language version of the international association's Bulletin. A veritable
"manual of progressive legislation," the executive committee called it; some
of this legislation was "so far ahead of anything that we have done in this
country, that it should receive very wide notice." When the AALL moved
into active lobbying, its first campaign, for tighter safety standards in the
deadly phosphorus-tip match industry, flowed straight out of the politics of
lag and the mother association's precedents. 51

More political and, for the moment, more effective than the AALL's
professors in the fight for tighter factory legislation was a circle of women
gathered around Florence Kelley at the National Consumers' League. The
Consumers' League had also begun as a European import, though in this
case the American offshoot soon outshone its London parent. The Ameri
can association began life as a kind of genteel boycott association among
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New York City women alarmed at the wages and desperately long hours of
women department store clerks. By the time Florence Kelley was recruited
as its executive secretary in 1899, the league had already branched out into a
crusade to raise labor standards in the women's undergarment trade by
affixing its "white label" to goods made in shops that met its standards for
wages, work hours, and safety. For its honorific posts, it drew heavily on
veterans of the German academic connection: John Graham Brooks, Rich
ard Ely, Samuel M. Lindsay, Henry C. Adams, Charles R. Henderson, and
E. R. A. Seligman, among others. But its organizational energy came from
its women: Maud Nathan, a prominent figure in international women's
circles; Greenwich House's Mary Kingsbury Simkhovitch; the sisters
Pauline and Josephine Goldmark; and Florence Kelley.52

Before leaving Chicago for New York, Kelley had crossed swords with
legislators and courts as Illinois's first chief factory inspector, and she
helped propel the league from consumer pressure tactics to political action.
By 1902, the league had spun off a separate lobbying agency to press the
child labor issue, with Lindsay as its first executive secretary. Recruiting the
Goldmarks' brother-in-law Louis D. Brandeis in the effort, the league un
dertook a carefully orchestrated legal defense campaign on behalf of state
statutes limiting the maximum number of hours women wage earners could
be compelled to work. 53

In contrast to the American Association for Labor Legislation, the
National Consumers' League did not wear its international connections on
its sleeve. The league's core rhetoric was the rhetoric of exposure and
muckraking. Its investigators poked their noses into airless sweatshops and
steam-saturated laundries, canneries, and the city street trades. They col
lected masses of data on women's wages, budgets, health, employment, and
living standards. But the league's international consciousness was never far
from view. Reversing the dominant currents in the transatlantic progressive
connection, the league soon began to spin off European sister organizations
of its own; by 1910 there were league-inspired affiliates in France, Belgium,
Germany, and Switzerland.54

A still more striking sign of the league's international reach was to be
found in the "sociological" briefs prepared under Josephine Goldmark's
direction for the league's hours-of-Iabor cases. Hardly sociological in any
modern sense of the term, the briefs assembled no clear experimental evi
dence and mounted no very coherent argument. Their giveaway was in
their running title: "The World's Experience upon Which Legislation
Limiting the Hours of Labor for Women Is Based." Growing in size from
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the Muller v. Oregon brief's hundred-page supplement in 1908 to the thou
sand pages appended to the Bunting v. Oregon brief of 1915, the ever
expanding supplement amounted to a great rummaging through the world's
literature on health, fatigue, and working-hours legislation, as if the con
tents of a great cosmopolitan bank of file drawers had been tipped bodily
into a legal argument.55

In the case of the legislation Kelley herself ultimately thought the most
fundamental-minimum wage legislation-the league's international ap
propriations were direct and unabashed. News of the Australian experiment
in wage minima made its way to the United States through several conduits.
Some heard it through the special reports of the U.S. Bureau of Labor;
others, like John A. Ryan, through social Catholic circles, or from the
Australian journalist Alice Henry, who, coming to the United States in 1906
for a lecture tour on a broad array of women's issues, stayed on as the
National Women's Trade Union League's editor and staff expert on the
Australian labor experiments.56 Kelley herself was converted to the idea at
the international consumers' league congress in Geneva in 1908, where
representatives of the British National Anti-Sweating League, on the verge
of the parliamentary victory that was to bring Australian-style minimum
wage legislation to Britain in 1909, pressed the measure vigorously on the
delegates. 57

The model minimum wage bill the Consumers' League staff drafted
the next year set no across-the-board wage minimum as American legisla
tion after 1938 would do. Rather, faithful to its Australian and British ante
cedents, it authorized the appointment of special wage boards in those
"sweated" trades where employers were suspected to have driven wages
below the minimum necessary for health and physical survival. Each wage
board's task was to undertake a systematic investigation of wages, profits,
and labor in its targeted industry; should it conclude that redress was neces
sary, it could prescribe a legal wage minimum. Kelley, drawn to the bill's
provision for the systematic taking of workers' testimony, saw it not only as
an economic safeguard but also as an embryonic form of workers' repre
sentation in industry.

The cumulative impact of these interlinked campaigns for wage and
workplace regulation was profound. Between the Consumers' League's vic
tory in Muller v. Oregon in 1908, which cleared the constitutional way for
legislation restricting the hours of women wage earners, and the American
entry into the First World War, thirty-nine states enacted women's working
hours legislation, nineteen of them for the first time. The stack of new child
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labor statutes enacted in the same period-thirty in 1911 alone, culminat
ing in a federal child labor law in 1916-was still larger. The minimum
wage movement ran afoul of much more formidable resistance in the
courts, despite a Consumers' League brief crammed with Australasian and
British data; but not before nine states had signed on to variations of the
league's model bill in a rush in 1912 and 1913.58

In the United States as in Europe, the campaign for protective labor
legislation was a curious amalgam of efforts, on the one hand, to eliminate
certain of the most dangerous risks of the workplace and, on the other,
leaving the dangers in place, to make sure that only adult men were exposed
to them. From the beginnings of the protective labor legislation movement,
the assumption that women and child workers belonged in a separate, par
ticularly helpless category of workers had been central. But. where in
Europe men were gradually drawn into the protective tent erected for
women workers, in the United States gender proved a formidable constitu
tional sticking point. The American minimum wage statutes that, in con
trast to both their British and Australian precedents, and to Kelley's per
sonal distress, cut adult men out of coverage altogether were a striking case
in point. 59 So was the difficulty the league encountered in its efforts to
extend the precedent of its hours-of-Iabor cases beyond women wage earn
ers. Skewing everything toward women's and children's special vulnerabili
ties and, hence, their special claims under the police powers' protection,
constitutional politics pressed gender into the very core of workers' protec
tive legislation in the United States.

A parallel feminization of European precedents marked the transit to
the United States of yet another policy device: public pensions for the
blameless poor. Nothing hinted at this outcome when, in response to Brit
ish debates over the treatment of the elderly poor, the old-age pension issue
began to be discussed seriously in the United States soon after the turn of
the century. Strenuously resisted by the charities establishment, which
thought indiscriminate pensions, without case-by-case scrutiny and man
agement, were profoundly misguided, the movement for old-age pensions
gathered its strongest support, as in Britain, from the labor movement. Put
on the ballot in a half dozen Massachusetts cities and towns in 1915, the
proposal drew overwhelming majorities; in the mill town of Lawrence and
among Brockton shoeworkers, the vote ran four to one in its favor. But on
the official commissions, the idea barely made any headway at all.60

In the debate over pensions for the elderly poor, an occasional voice
raised the specter of recent experience with pensions for Union veterans of
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the Civil War. A camel that, having gotten its nose in the tent of congres
sional politics, quickly threatened to fill the tent with its whole self, the
veterans' pensions precedent was in no good repute in the early twentieth
century, as Theda Skocpol has reemphasized. A relatively modest system of
disability pensions for wounded Union Army soldiers had been thrown
open after 1890 to virtually every surviving Union veteran, at an expense
over almost ten times the military pension system in contemporary, soldier
saturated C;ermany.61

But most of the state commissions convened to consider the issue of
old-age poverty mustered objections they thought considerably more press
ing than the veterans' pension precedent. Far more important were the
constitutional difficulties of easing blanket grants to the elderly poor past
the "public purpose" doctrine in state constitutional law (a chancy matter,
Frank C;oodnow thought, as the Pennsylvania courts would show in the
1920s), the mechanisms of finance, and, above all, the perceived threat to
the morals of the poor should relief come, even to the elderly, without its
tithe of humiliation. Not until 1917, with a flourish of quotations from
David Lloyd C;eorge and Sidney Webb, did a prominent state commission
(the third to convene on the subject in Massachusetts) endorse the principle
of noncontributory old-age pensions-and then only to fail to agree on an
equitable means of finance. The Massachusetts Commission on Old Age of
1910 had dismissed the idea as "unwise" and "un-American," a blow to
individual initiative that would "strike directly at [the] mainspring of social
progress." It was only in the 1920s-and in numbers only after the crash of
1929-that states began cautiously to place a few of the elderly poor in the
category of public pensioners.62

In the United States, blamelessness was to be affixed elsewhere: not to
the poverty of old age but to the poverty of widowed motherhood. At the
same moment that an American movement for old-age pensions was grind
ing to a political standstill, a maternalized version of the idea of extracting
the most virtuous of the poor from the severities of the poor law swept
through the American state legislatures. The "mothers' pension" move
ment, as it was called, turned on the economic crisis of widowhood and, as
Skocpol and others have shown, the political muscle of middle-class, pro
gressive women. The resulting state acts empowered counties to establish a
separate, nondemeaning category of grants for widowed or deserted wives
with children who passed means and morals tests. Lobbied hard by
women's groups, legislatures in every state but nine put mothers' pension
statutes on their books between 1911 and 1919.63 Despite the foot-dragging
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and blatant racial discrimination of county authorities who kept the pro
grams far smaller than the effective need, the acts helped carve out a special
category of the blameless poor. In contrast to France, where fears of popu
lation decline gave maternalist social policy a civic and political spin, the
guiding tropes of the mothers' pension movement were sentiment and
women's weakness. Pitched in a rhetoric of maternal duty and family integ
rity, the statutes possessed a cultural logic powerful enough, for the mo
ment, to knock the counterrhetoric of self-reliance off its feet. The moth
ers' pension acts acknowledged, in terms British policy makers were just
beginning seriously to discuss, the special economic risks of a woman's life
course. By the First World War, leading British feminists were working
hard to introduce the principles of the American mothers' pension acts into
British social legislation.64

In all these ways, the currents of contemporary debate over wages, risks,
and welfare swept through the United States. Flowing back on occasion to
influence European social policy development, they left a broad legislative
trail in their wake. Factory legislation, minimum wage statutes, and pen
sions for the blameless poor, contained by gender boundaries though they
were, were all absorbed into the American polity. The tougher issue was
social insurance.

On this subject, too, the demand for knowledge was quick to form.
Carroll D. Wright, U.S. commissioner of labor and ex officio the United
States' correspondent to most of the international congresses on workers'
welfare in the 1880s and 1890s, organized the first investigations. In 1891
he commissioned]ohn Graham Brooks, already a seasoned European inves
tigator, to gather materials for a special report on German compulsory
social insurance. A Europe wide report on workingmen's insurance fol
lowed in 1898 by William F. Willoughby ofWright's staff. Under Wright's
successor, a team of investigators fanned out over Europe and the United
States to gather materials for a still more comprehensive investigation of
workers' insurance, this one filling three bulging volumes with statutes and
data.65

But the authors of the first investigations came back with no brief for
German-style compulsory insurance. Brooks, who cautiously balanced the
German achievements in safety and workers' health against the unpopular
ity of the recently instituted old-age insurance act, made no recommenda
tions. Willoughby much preferred what he saw in France. The French
societes de secours mutuels, with their enlisted local notables and public subsi-
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dies, were too foreign to recommend their imitation in the United States,
but a state old-age insurance bank seemed to Willoughby a useful and
importable device. A variant of the idea won the endorsement of Louis
Brandeis and others in the wake of the life insurance company scandals of
1905. After several years of agitation, Wisconsin progressives actually es
tablished a state life insurance fund in 1911, though without agents or
advertisement it did not find many takers.66

Compulsory insurance, however, was another matter. Without compul
sion, the principles of social insurance were unattainable. With it, in the
minds of most of the Americans active in the early policy debates, the
project was politically inadmissible. Willoughby dismissed compulsory so
cial insurance as resting "upon principles of state action foreign to Ameri
can thought." Farnam insisted on the fundamental distinction between la
bor protection legislation, on the one hand, and devices for outright
economic redistribution, on the other, among which compulsory social in
surance, he was sure, was properly numbered. The blue-ribbon United
States Industrial Commission of 1898 to 1902, which took the entire terrain
of labor-capital relations as its field, simply did not discuss it.67

Among the scattered voices in the United States more favorable to
German-style social insurance, the most active, ironically enough, were
those of the socialists. When, in late 1908, the chair of the Minnesota
Employees' Compensation Commission wrote to the leaders of organized
labor requesting information on workingmen's insurance, it was the Social
ist Party's Eugene Debs who steered him to the standard German works.
The Socialist Party's national platform had included a social insurance
plank since its organization in 1900. In 1916, though the Progressive Party
had by then stolen the Socialists' social insurance agenda, it was the Lower
East Side's Socialist congressman, Meyer London, who forced the first
congressional hearing on a national program of unemployment, sickness,
and old-age insurance. The historical irony was hard to escape. Social insur
ance, the crowning achievement of Bismarck's antisocialist project of the
1880s, its wage checkoffs still deeply controversial among European wage
earners, was reframed in America as a socialist demand.68

The most prominent figure in the socialists' appropriation of social
insurance was a physician-turned-statistician, Isaac Rubinow. The son of a
wealthy textile merchant who had been forced out of Russia in 1893, Rubi
now had been introduced to Lower East Side distress as a young doctor in
the late 1890s. When, after a year or two of practice, he heard E. R. A.
Seligman lecture on German compulsory workmen's insurance, the idea
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stuck. Indeed, for the next two decades it became, Rubinow's passion. Be
tween 1904 and 1919, while supporting himself as a government and insur
ance company statistician, Rubinow amassed a reputation as the most
knowledgeable expert on compulsory social insurance in the United States.
He codirected the Bureau of Labor's exhaustive study of European social
insurance in 1908 to 1911, authored the most important book on the sub
ject to be published before the New Deal, helped shape the American
Medical Association's brief opening toward state health insurance in 1916-
1917 as secretary of the AMA's social insurance committee, and served as
the principal expert adviser to the California Social Insurance Commission,
whose campaign for state health insurance, of all the pre-1920 social insur
ance efforts, came closest to victory.69

Rubinow was all the while a socialist, and, in the ironies of intrasocialist
politics, a trenchant critic of mere reformism. Where others often packaged
social insurance as merely a complicated scheme for compulsory savings,
Rubinow took no pains to deny the element of income redistribution. "It is
useless ... to deny that social insurance is class legislation." It was a "social
guarantee" against the special mishaps of wage labor, "a social provision for
the inevitable future poverty of the laborer," given by that part of society
capable of covering its own risks by private means to the larger part of
society, which was not.70

As befitted terrain marked since Bismarck's day by incongruous alli
ances, Rubinow's counterpart in academic circles was a figure of a very
different sort. Charles R. Henderson had served almost twenty years as a
Baptist minister before being brought to Rockefeller's new University of
Chicago in 1892 as its chaplain and (incidentally) professor of ecclesiastical
sociology. Henderson had held orthodox charity organization society views
on poverty before moving to Chicago; but a restless intellect and a ceaseless
civic do-goodism, so unembarrassedly worn that it made his university col
leagues wince, was to move him far from.that starting point. Between the
late 1890s and his death in 1915 he served at one time or another as presi
dent of the international prison reform association, the National Confer
ence of Charities and Corrections, and the Chicago United Charities; as a
member of the Chicago Vice Commission; and as secretary of the Mayor's
Commission on Unemployment-all the while an energetic collector of
European reform ideas.71

A year's leave to complete his Ph.D. degree in Germany in the mid
1890s introduced Henderson to German social economics. "The Germans
are far in advance of us in what they call 'social politics,' a term which
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Americans find difficult even to understand," he was soon certain. Social
insurance was but a thread in social politics' skein, but by 1906 Henderson
was in vigorous pursuit of it. At the request of the German Imperial Insur
ance Office, he wrote an early account ofworkingmen's voluntary insurance
in the United States. From his German travels, he reported on methods of
poor relief, child welfare, and, most forcefully of all, social insurance. Un
like Rubinow, Henderson was no Marxist; in another context Henderson
would have been a solidariste or a Kathedersozialist. His idea of social insur
ance culminated in "cooperation" and "national solidarity" rather than Ru
binow's class justice. What united the two was a certain social idealism, a
deep intellectual restlessness, and Germany. 72

Despite the work by such pioneers as Rubinow and Henderson, most
Americans remained unconvinced by the social insurance idea. The Ameri
can labor unions, like most of their counterparts elsewhere, were deeply
opposed to any added levies on workers' wages. French workers in 1910 had
sabotaged the government's compulsory old-age insurance measure on pre
cisely those grounds by refusing to purchase the required insurance stamps.
The social policy experts were skeptical. The National Conference of
Charities and Corrections, the nation's leading collection of experts on
poverty and social welfare, appointed a committee to study workingmen's
insurance in 1902. But when the committee finally reported back, four years
later, it found itself unable to agree on anything but empty phrases.
Florence Kelley spoke up for German-style compulsory insurance; John
Graham Brooks, with sensibilities far closer to the majority, cautioned that
the idea needed far more testing. In 1907, in an effort to energize the
American Association for Labor Legislation, Henry Rogers Seager outlined
a comprehensive social legislation program that began with the risks of
labor: accidents, illness, invalidity and old age, premature death, and unem
ployment. But for none of them did he recommend compulsory insurance.
English-style old-age pensions, French-style subsidies for sickness-insur
ance clubs, state supplements to trade union unemployment benefit
funds-Seager thought all these were more promising than the German
alternative.73

The socialists were too weak, the unions were opposed to wage deduc
tions, and the professors were too profoundly ambivalent to kindle much
excitement for social insurance. The consumers' leagues and women's clubs
were too aware of the inadequacy of the insurance principle to the risks of
women's work lives, their time spent as wage laborers being too brief and at
wages too low to accumulate significant benefits.74 Those who specialized in
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the treatment of the poor, while less adamantly opposed to contributory
social insurance than to straight-out public "pensions," were too deeply
preoccupied with discriminating between real and feigned needs-in all
that was to become professional casework-to be much interested.

Nothing in this mix of hesitations foreshadowed the intense American
debates over social insurance that took place between 1911 and 1919. As in
Britain, it would take a sense of crisis, a social problem beyond the reach of
traditional policy expedients, to send a motley collection of persons, swal
lowing their doubts about German statism, scurrying for alternatives. In
Britain the trigger had been the Liberal Party's need for an affordable
opening to the left. In the United States the trigger event was the crisis of
the injured worker.

Like most crises, the work accident crisis was not new when it burst into the
headlines in the first decade of the twentieth century. Though statistics on
industrial accidents do not predate the crisis years, there is no doubt that the
tale they told of machinery, speed, callousness, and profit was an old one.
Made public at the height of muckraking, in a political climate already
steeped in anger at corporate arrogance and corruption, the industrial acci
dent statistics made a deep impression-as well they might have. In pre
World War I America, the investigations revealed, one-tenth of all railroad
workers were injured on the job each year. In mining, iron and steel making,
logging, and the machinery-driven trades, the risks were no better. 75

The problem was endemic to all the industrial economies. Work acci
dents had been the first of the risks of labor to arouse Bismarck's concern; in
Britain, Joseph Chamberlain, sensing the political potential in the work
injury issue, had led the movement for industrial liability reform in the
1890s. But the figures left little doubt that workplace deaths and injuries in
the United States proceeded at a pace unmatched elsewhere. The accident
rate on American railroads at the turn of the century was five times that in
either Britain or Germany; in the coal mines, the fatal accident rate was
more than two and a half times the British figure and half again as large as
the Prussian.76 Some of the difference was due to the larger proportion of
immigrants in the American industrial workforce; through the babble of
tongues in American mines and factories, the tricks for survival were not
always translated quickly enough to save a greenhorn's skin. But turn-of
the-century observers of the unprotected machinery, the rudimentary
safety measures, the absence of any legal definition of dangerous trades, the
indifference to industrial diseases, and the callous attitudes of employers
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toward their workforce thought they saw a peculiar harshness in American
industrial capitalism. "Too much safety appliance robs the ... employee of
a responsibility which he ought to learn to bear," the Wall Street Journal
editorialized, as if in confirmation, in 1910.77

Accidents, however, did not make the industrial accident crisis. The
precipitant of the crisis was a breakdown in the legal machinery of compen
sation. Of compensation, to be sure, there had not been much. The legal
defenses protecting employers from workers' injury suits still gave employ
ers a considerable immunity in the state courts, as they had for half a
century. For an accident caused by a fellow worker (who failed to do his part
in the intense, dangerous work of tapping a blast furnace, for example)
employers had no legal obligation in courts where the "fellow servant"
principle still applied. Nor were employers liable for injury to a worker who
knew (and hence could be assumed to have factored into his wage bargain)
the risks of the job, or who himself contributed even a piece of the responsi
bility.

The problem was that as each of these legal escape clauses became
increasingly remote from the realities of industrial work, juries and legisla
tures became increasingly reluctant to accept them. Only a fraction of in
jured workers or their families received compensation of any sort from their
employers in the first years of the twentieth century. In the Pittsburgh steel
mills in 1906 and 1907, 25 percent of the families of workers killed on the
job received no compensation whatever; another 32 percent received
awards of not more than $100, burial money only. Action in the courts was
expensive and risky. Only 15 out of every 100 accidents were brought to
claim in the courts in Illinois, out of which 7 judgments ran in the employ
ers' favor. But if this was a system radically stacked against the injured, the
escalating number of cases and-still more-the generous judgments juries
had begun to award to a lucky few put extraordinary strain on both the
courts and the companies. In the state ofWashington in 1910, half the state
courts' time was spent on work-injury cases. To meet the rising costs in
legal fees and awards, employers' accident insurance premiums had tripled
since 1905.78

Here, then, was a crisis that pressed hard on no single interest but on a
multitude of interests-an impasse designed for innovation, even if the
scramble for solutions made odd alliances and bedfellows. Some of the
railroad corporations had addressed the issue by establishing company relief
departments. Financed almost entirely with wage deductions, and requiring
a waiver of the worker's right to court action as a condition of eligibility,
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company relief funds extracted an extremely high price for the meager
compensation they provided.79 For their part, the labor unions pressed hard
for elimination of the employers' common-law defenses.

The more radical idea was to charge the full cost of work accident
compensation against employers as a legally mandated cost of business,
substituting prescribed compensation awards for the expensive, hit-or-miss
system of litigation. This was the scheme Joseph Chamberlain had champi
oned in Britain in the 1890s. His Workmen's Compensation Act of 1897
applied the principle of publicly fixed compensation schedules only to a few
of the most dangerous trades, but broader variants soon spread to France,
Denmark, and Italy. As late as 1902, Adna Weber had despaired of the
"almost complete ignorance" of the principle in the United States, but
already there was a stock of precedents lying in reserve against the Ameri
can need for them.80

It was fitting that the most forceful early champion of workmen's com
pensation legislation in the United States was Theodore Roosevelt, so like
Chamberlain in his politics of national efficiency, his tribunate style, and his
agenda of Tory social reform. By mid-1907, a year after Britain's new Lib
eral government had expanded Chamberlain's act to cover virtually all wage
earners, President Roosevelt had made the workmen's compensation prin
ciple his own. "It is humiliating that at European international congresses
on accidents the United States should be singled out as the most belated
among the nations in respect of employers' liability legislation," he declared
in his annual message of 1908.81

By the end of that year the Russell Sage Foundation, the big-business
dominated National Civic Federation, and the newspapers were all sud
denly deep in discussion of the merits of workmen's compensation. The
unions were initially resistant, fearful of losing the right of suit, but with the
exception of the railroad brotherhoods, whose success before the courts had
been unusually good, they soon shifted their struggle from one of principle
to practical details. Employers seized on the compensation idea, partly in
hopes of escaping the escalating expenses of litigation, partly in hopes of
pulling the teeth of union organization by attending to one of labor's deep
est grievances. Pressed from so many sides, the legislatures joined the cause.
The first carefully drafted workmen's compensation law was enacted in
New York in 1910; by 1913, twenty-one more states had jumped on the
legislative bandwagon.82

A legislative pace this fast could be produced only by a good deal of
imitation. It was the discovery of a ready-made solution with a history of
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success behind it that made the rapid multiplication of workmen's compen
sation acts possible. In this context the English precedents were indispensa
ble. The New York Commission on Employers' Liability, with Henry
Seager and Crystal Eastman, the Pittsburgh Survey's work accident expert,
among its members, built its recommendations on the British act of 1897.
So did the National Civic Federation, which saturated the state legislatures
with copies of its model bill early in 1911.83

The British workmen's compensation act was not social insurance, as
Chamberlain had been at pains to make clear. Like the German act of 1884,
the British act imposed the costs of accident compensation wholly on em
ployers. But where the German act had gathered employers into compul
sory, quasi-public mutual associations to spread the risks of the trade and
encourage industrial safety measures, the British statute mandated the pool
ing of neither risks nor funds. It left firms free to hedge their compensation
obligations however they chose: through private casualty insurance compa
nies, through voluntary employers' mutual associations, or through their
own reserve funds. Statutorily fixed accident compensation and social insur
ance were two distinct and separable principles.

Given the rapid course of the debates and the multitude of constituen
cies to please, however, it was not surprising that some Americans should
have looked past the British example to Germany, and in so doing come to a
new assessment of the social insurance legacy of the 1880s. The Russell
Sage Foundation, sensing the issue in the winds in 1908, tapped the man
ager of the United Hebrew Charities in New York City, Lee K. Frankel, to
go over the ground earlier explored by Brooks and Willoughby. Frankel, in
turn, recruited a New York City actuary and Social Reform Club member,
Miles M. Dawson, who had once drafted an English-model workmen's
compensation bill for the New York state legislature. After a summer in
spection tour in Europe and participation in the International Congress on
Social Insurance in Rome, where the French and Italian delegates were
deep in second thoughts on the merits of subsidarism, both men came back
touched with admiration for the German system. The elaborate safety and
preventive work of the employers' mutuals, in particular, seemed to them
beyond comparison. Before their report was completed, Frankel was hired
away by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. But Dawson, that
"crazy actuary," as the National Civic Federation's executive secretary was
to call him in fury, remained an insistent defender of the German system
and, buttressed by experience on the staff of Charles Evans Hughes's inves
tigation of life insurance fraud in 1905 and 1906, an outspoken critic of
commercial industrial accident insurance firms. 84
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The other leading American advocate of German-style compulsory ac
cident insurance in the early debates was the representative of the state
employers' federation on the Minnesota Employees' Compensation Com
mission, George M. Gillette-though for wholly different reasons than
Dawson. What attracted Gillette to the German scheme was his impression
that employees contributed to the accident insurance fund. In principle
Gillette was wrong, but in practice, given the requirement that injured
German workers had to exhaust their sickness benefits before coming onto
the accident insurance system's books, he was not entirely mistaken. The
National Association of Manufacturers, far to the right of the National
Civic Federation, dispatched two of its leading figures to Germany in 1910,
where they were feted by the Imperial Insurance Office's officials, plied
with information, and came to Gillette's conclusion. They quickly put the
weight of the manufacturers' association behind their own version of the
German model: compulsory industrial accident insurance, jointly funded by
employer and wage-earner levies.85

German industrial accident insurance was not simply whatever one said
it was. But in the fluid politics of borrowing, the mix of appropriators was
striking. From the Survey on the left to the National Association of Manu
facturers on the right, a disparate chorus of voices had begun to praise the
superiority of the German solution.

As the issues moved from pamphlets into statutes, the axis on which the
contests turned was not to be the question of workers' contributions, for
which the legislatures showed little appetite. The key issue was who would
be allowed to occupy the field of enterprise that the new workmen's com
pensation statutes were constructing. To ensure a meaningful system of
compensation, someone would have to guarantee that even small employers
could stand the potential cost that a ruinous accident might entail. With a
keen eye for the advantage of publicly made markets, the commercial casu
alty insurance companies were eager for the job, but in many regards their
track record was not encouraging. Experience under the British acts had
shown that the casualty insurance companies were far less inclined to de
fend their profit margins by encouraging accident reduction measures in
the workplace (as the German employers' mutuals did) than by contesting
compensation claims in the courts. Overhead and commission costs were
high. Where workmen's compensation statutes made insurance coverage
mandatory, the commercial insurance companies showed no compunction
in taking the premiums of their captive clientele as high as the market
would bear.86

Among progressives uneasy with privatization of the workmen's com-
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pensation insurance field, the German scheme of compulsory employers'
mutuals did not make much headway; only in Massachusetts did a drafting
commission take it seriously. The more straightforward alternative was the
establishment of state-administered employers' insurance-in the form
either of a state monopoly, on the lines Norwegian appropriators of the
German scheme had pioneered in 1895, or a competitive public insurance
office, as in New Zealand after 1900. On these borrowed templates, the first
American public industrial accident insurance funds were quickly con
structed. Ohio and Washington had systems in place by 1911. Two years
later the Ohio fund was made compulsory for most employers. The act,
drafted by the state mineworkers' union president, William Green, drew
not only labor's backing but also virtually unanimous support from the
state's industrial employers, who had watched New York insurance compa
nies jack up rates two- to fivefold on the passage of that state's British-style
workmen's compensation act in 1910.87

In California between 1911 and 1913, the state industrial accident com
mission took it upon itself to steer through the legislature a public insurance
fund-"borrowed" from New Zealand, the commission's chair later re
ported, but "dressed in garments better suited for the industrial and politi
cal situation in California." In New York in 1913, labor's representatives
lost a fight to establish a state monopoly industrial accident insurance fund,
though not before insurance company agents and negligence lawyers, de
scending eight hundred strong on Albany, had been galvanized into preven
tive action.88

All told, of the twenty-two states enacting workmen's compensation
laws between 1910 and 1913, one third established either compulsory state
funds or (as in the compromise that finally quelled the contest in New York)
elective state funds designed to compete with private underwriters. After
1913, heroic counterpressure from the insurance companies turned back
the tide. By 1919, when the creation of new state funds ceased, private
companies had staked out 60 percent of the workmen's compensation insur
ance market, the state funds 22 percent, employers' mutuals the rest. But in
the rupture in everyday alliances and ideas produced by the work injury
battle, social insurance had found its American entry point.89

In this chain of crises, impasses, borrowings, and improvisations the core
event was the speed with which minds were changing. During the initial
New York State deliberations on workmen's compensation in 1909, Crystal
Eastman thought the labor representatives "did not know what we were
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talking about." When the first workmen's compensation commissions con
vened in 1909 and 1910, though hunger for even elementary information
about the European systems was keen, interest in German-modeled
schemes of public, compulsory social insurance was but a hand against the
sky.90 The workmen's compensation debates introduced Americans to the
idea of public insurance against wage earners' risks; it kindled in a motley
and surprisingly large number of Americans an interest in the German
imperial insurance system. When in the middle of these controversies the
British National Insurance Act burst on the scene in the summer of 1911, it
broadened and accelerated a process already in motion.

Louis Brandeis was a particularly sensitive barometer for the Atlantic
reach of Lloyd George's proposals. In 1908 Brandeis had still been thinking
of individual old-age annuities, cheaply purchased through savings banks, as
the most important project in the social welfare field. When in June 1911
he addressed the National Conference of Charities and Corrections, how
ever, it was to call for "comprehensive" social insurance against sickness,
accident, invalidity, unemployment, and old age. This was "the road to
social efficiency," he urged, the "same path" along which Germany, France,
and now England were hastening. Within a year, Theodore Roosevelt had
joined the cause. His Progressive Party wrote the promise of comprehen
sive social insurance, "adapted to American use," into its 1912 platform.91

The most striking example of the flux of ideas, however, was to be
found in the American Association for Labor Legislation. Given its early
focus on industrial health and diseases, the AALL had been quickly drawn
into the workmen's injury debates. The issue dominated its meetings from
1908 through 1912, but prevention was the core motif, not compensation
or insurance. When (in what proved an aberrant court decision) the New
York Court of Appeals invalidated the state's 1910 workmen's compensa
tion statute, the New York State Federation of Labor took the lead in
pressing for a constitutional amendment broad enough to legitimate not
only workmen's compensation legislation but tax-financed old-age pen
sions, invalidity insurance, and sickness insurance as well. Henry Rogers
Seager, his mind changed by the British act of 1911, signed on. "I think we
can be certain this country is going to follow the countries of Europe," he
was sure. "It is in the air." But the AALL itself preferred a narrower, more
cautious strategy.92

Not until early 1913, buffeted by the amendment controversy, did the
association finally appoint a committee on social insurance with Seager,
Charles Henderson, Isaac Rubinow, and Miles Dawson among its mem-
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bers. At its conference that summer, billed as the First National Conference
on Social Insurance, speakers canvassed the suddenly expanding field of
issues: state funds versus private carriers for workmen's compensation risks,
pensions versus contributory insurance in the support of old age, sickness
insurance, unemployment insurance, and mothers' pensions. Within an
other year, recasting its agenda around this new core, the AALL had re
made itself as the most active and important social insurance lobby in the
United States.93

Under Henderson's prodding and the savage impact of the recession of
1913 to 1915, the association turned first to the issue of unemployment. As
ready-made answers, the British labor exchanges act of 1909 and unemploy
ment insurance scheme of 1911 quickly became the beginning and end of
expert American opinion on unemploynlent. By 1914 the AALL had en
dorsed a program of public employment exchanges, countercyclical public
works programs, inducements to employers to regularize their hiring pat
terns, and unemployment insurance-virtually a mirror of the British
scheme-and was stoking the issue with conferences and publicity. The
New York City Mayor's Committee on Unemployment endorsed the pro
gram at Seager's urging in early 1916. By the end of that year, William M.
Leiserson, who had left John Commons's seminars for a career in labor
economics, was certain that the basic frame of an unemployment policy was
so clear on both sides of the Atlantic as to be no longer worth discussing.94

By 1915, however, with Henderson's death, the AALL had rechanneled
its priorities toward health insurance and was working hard to propel a
model sick pay and health benefits bill through the state houses. Actuarially,
sickness posed a far easier problem to address than the unpredictable oscil
lations of employment. Unlike unemployment insurance, which had yet to
be put to an extended practical test, health insurance had more than a
quarter century's experience behind it. Unlike public old-age support, on
which insurance and pension principles split the experts down the middle,
the conversion of the British to German-style compulsory health insurance
had created a workable consensus on means and principles.

John B. Andrews, another former Commons student and now the
AALL's executive secretary, described the AALL's model health insurance
bill as a blend of "the best possible points of the British and German sys
tems." In fact, as drafted by Rubinow, Seager, and Joseph Chamberlain of
the New York Legislative Drafting Fund, it was mostly German. Its essen
tial elements were sick pay and medical treatment for low-income wage
earners and their dependents. A modest benefit against the costs of child-
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birth was included, despite Florence Kelley's fear that it might encourage
husbands to cash it in by getting their wives pregnant. On the assumption
that work-related strains and diseases were the primary cause of wage earn
ers' ill health, the benefits were to be half financed from employers' contri
butions, half from contributions of the employees, with the administration
of each local fund to be jointly controlled by both, as in Germany. The
boldest American departure was provision of a funeral benefit-a direct
assault on the territory of the industrial insurance companies-which was
included in a bid to convince wage earners that with the sum they pressed
into the insurance collector's hand each week they could buy their burial
benefits and sickness insurance toO.95

Launched in late 1915, the AALL-sponsored health insurance cam
paign grew with extraordinary speed over the course of the succeeding
months. In 1916 and 1917, health insurance bills were introduced in eight
een state legislatures. Two special state commissions reported on health
insurance in 1917; the Massachusetts commission's members split evenly
over the AALL proposal, the California commission endorsed a variant that
absorbed the fraternal associations and unions, British-style, into adminis
tration of the benefits. A dozen national unions and state labor federations
signed on to the principle of compulsory wage earners' health insurance.
The state doctors' associations and the American Medical Association's
committee on social insurance concentrated not on opposing state medical
insurance but, as in Britain, on cutting the doctors into the proposed insur
ance administration.96

The AALL, the organization at the center of all these campaigns, was
never large. At its peak in 1914, it counted some 3,600 members. Not until
1910 did it find the funds to send its own delegates to the parent meetings
of the International Association for Labor Legislation in Europe; two years
earlier, the association had had to co-opt Florence Kelley and Maud
Nathan, already on their way to the international consumers' league con
gress. Heavily stocked with academic economists, its key board members
virtually an alumni reunion from the German university connection, the
AALL had had virtually no experience in politics before being drawn into
the brawl over workmen's compensation in New York in 1912 and 1913.
Unlike its French and German counterparts, it drew in no prominent po
litical figures to play the part of Alexandre Millerand in the French section
of the Association internationale pour la protection legale des travailleurs or
the former Prussian commerce minister Freiherr von Berlepsch in the Ge
sellschaft fur Sozialreform. Though it boasted a sprinkling of labor union
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leaders among its honorary vice presidents, to the broad, institutional labor
union affiliations of the German association there was no American paral
lel.97

In the face of these compounded disadvantages, the AALL made its
power out of other nations' precedents. The model bill was the association's
primary political tool, all the more powerful in an era when social-political
legislation was still new and initiative in its drafting was still extragovern
mental business. In the earliest stages of debate over social insurance, in a
field stocked with amateurs and weak in information, with unions, employ
ers' federations, and government investigators all scrambling to make sense
of the experience of social insurance abroad, the AALL capitalized on the
politics of borrowed knowledge for all it was worth.

In fact, from the first tentative discussions of workmen's compensation
in 1907 to the eve of American entry into the First World War, the move
ment of ideas was momentous. In late 1916 the California Social Insurance
Commission polled the members of the American Economic Association
and the social workers' National Conference of Charities and Corrections
on the new issues. Although only a fifth of the members replied, two-thirds
of those who did endorsed compulsory social insurance for the United
States, with health insurance as the first step. The Survey now published a
regular department devoteq to social insurance news. Edward T. Devine,
the most influential charity organization figure of the day, had thought
social insurance unnecessary in 1909. By 1913 he was talking of the justice
of imposing on industry through social insurance "the full cost of its prod
uct, the cost in human lives and in physical vigor."98

The new turn of the debate, the new political viability of discussions of
social insurance, the fluent converse about European systems of labor ex
changes and sick benefits, the eagerness of a political breeze tester like
Theodore Roosevelt to ride the winds of Lloyd George-style politics, and
the shift of mind on the issue of compulsion all marked a dramatic change in
opinion since the National Conference of Charities and Corrections' in
conclusive discussions of 1902. Local dynamics drove hard in this change:
the scrappy and inadequate systems ofAmerican working-class security, the
peculiarly callous operations of industrial capitalism in the United States,
and the new tribunate style of Theodore Roosevelt's presidency. But with
out the Atlantic connection, the event would have been inconceivable.

Remarkable as the intellectual and political transformation was, however, it
did not bring social insurance to the United States-at least, for the mo-
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ment. By the end of 1913 the counterlobbying of the casualty insurance
companies had drained the momentum from the movement for state work
men's compensation insurance funds. The short campaign for unemploy
ment policies modeled on the British acts of 1909 and 1911 sputtered out
with war-induced prosperity. Unemployment insurance, distrusted by or
ganized labor and nowhere tested by extensive experience, did not success
fully tempt any state legislature. Compulsory old-age insurance was stalled
without a Charles Booth or David Lloyd George to break the deadlock.
Health insurance came closest to fruition. It still hung in the balance at the
American entry into the war in the spring of 1917. Rubinow, not without
reason, was sure that its success was only a matter of time. But in an era of
quick legislative fads, where workmen's compensation acts, mothers' pen
sion statutes, and labor regulation acts had passed in the course of months
from state to state, there was no missing the fact that social insurance had
met considerably deeper resistance.

Social policy historians, wanting more than prewar legislatures gave,
have come back repeatedly to the limits of the first American social insur
ance campaign, hunting through its failures for structures and materials
distinctive to the United States. The premise-positing a general "Euro
pean" success and American failure-is much more rickety than is usually
acknowledged. Social insurance was only one of the many, competing meas
ures circulating within the North Atlantic economy at the outbreak of the
war in 1914. In Belgium, Italy, Denmark, Canada, New Zealand, and Aus
tralia there were social policy initiatives in abundance but none that yet had
the distinctive characteristics of social insurance. Sweden's first experiment
in social insurance, a broadly written old-age insurance statute, was a year
old at the outbreak of the war; in France, with the collapse of the 1910
old-age insurance act, the experiment in a German-inspired course in social
policy lay in a shambles. Britain's system, born in a wholly unanticipated
conjuncture of events, had barely been set in practical motion. Within this
web of connections and contingencies, the American difference was not so
much categorical (a markedly weak state, an ideology peculiarly skewed
against considerations of collective welfare and the like) as it was a matter of
common ingredients stacked in a different order (as in the case of city
politics), or mixed in different proportions (as in the legal-political powers
of property).

Of the exceptionalist explanations, least satisfying are the arguments
that posit a special "American idea" inhibitive to the adoption of social
insurance.99 Not that ideology failed to matter. In the United States, as
elsewhere, social insurance was fought with every ounce of ideological en-
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ergy at its opponents' disposal. Social insurance was "un-American"; it was
"paternalism run mad"; it was a new form of "wage slavery"; it was a "hole
in the dike" protecting individual freedom "from the mad waters of social
ism." The British act of 1911 threatened "to destroy the virile elements of
the English character," the National Civic Federation investigators con
cluded in 1914; it warred upon "manly sentiments," it entailed "an insidious
undermining of working-class honor."loo

But there was nothing in the American debates that had not figured in
the equally polarized rhetorical contests in Germany in the 1880s and in
Britain after 1908. That social insurance was "paternalistic"; that the hand
of compulsion, even when it mandated a virtuous act such as savings, emp
tied that act of its moral element; that assurance of benefits without regard
to individual fault and circumstance, no matter how modest the guarantee,
could only weaken character; that public intervention in the realm of risk
prevention could come only at the expense of family responsibility and
solidarity; that the cost of compulsory insurance schemes in terms of the
regimentation they exacted was not worth the candle-all these arguments,
though they were often packaged as "the American point of view," had
fallen as quickly from the tongues of Bismarck's opponents and from Lloyd
George's. Not even the "made in Germany" charge was a liability peculiar
to American social insurance proponents, given its currency among social
insurance's critics in Britain and France.

To all these arguments there was an answer that resonated everywhere
in the North Atlantic economy. "Vast industrial nations are pitted against
one another in a struggle for existence that has not ceased to be terrific
because it happens now to be carried on thru [sic] commercial operations
instead of thru bloodshed," the Independent wrote in endorsing the British
social insurance departure of 1911. "Such nations must bring and keep their
working populations up to a standard efficiency or go to the wall." One
might call the program one of "social efficiency," as Brandeis did, or "na
tional solidarity," like Henderson; "social organisation" or "national
efficiency," like Churchill and Beveridge; or "solidarism," like the French
progressives. Its mark was a concern with national vigor, with efficient
development of human resources, with conservation of "the human wreck
age," as Theodore Roosevelt put it, "which a scrap-heap system of industri
alism" had brought about. This was the hard, calculating side of the social
insurance argument. There was a soft side, too, in the hope that social
insurance might be a step toward the hoped-for, never-realized reign of
"social peace." From both vantage points, the abstract moral individualism
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of an earlier era, the "fetishism of self help," as Rubinow called it, could
seem thin and narrow indeed. Those who would try to measure the relative
ideological weight of these arguments in the countries through which the
social insurance debates swirled with their borrowed terms and common
polarities have an impossible job cut out for them. lOl

That is not to dismiss the force of ideology, only to begin to specify
where it carried distinctive force in the United States. The most obvious
place was in the timing of the social insurance campaign and the war. In
1911 Lloyd George could still refer to Germany in terms of rivalry and
respect. Theodore Roosevelt's campaign speeches in 1912 were larded with
the same sentiments. These strains of envy and admiration did not, as we
shall see, wholly evaporate in the war. But in politics, where nothing matters
like timing, the window between the American discovery of German-style
social insurance in 1911 and 1912 and the outbreak of the war in the sum
mer of 1914 was extremely small. Health insurance, in which the German
influences were undisguised, was particularly vulnerable. Within months of
the framing of the AALL's model health insurance bill late in 1915, "made
in Germany" charges were being thrown against it like hand grenades. After
the U.S. declaration of war in 1917, one could not raise the issue of health
insurance without opponents conjuring up a spiked helmet in rebuttal. lo2

The very explicitness of the American borrowings, the theme of backward
ness that social insurance proponents favored, their arguments from preex
isting European experience, all became potential liabilities after 1917.

Ideology also counted for a good deal within the inner circles of the
American Federation of Labor. Distrust of state intervention in the wage
bargain still ran deep there, sustained by too many strike-breaking court
injunctions and an enduring Victorian faith in working-class "manliness."
Samuel Gompers, the AFL's perpetual president, had been an early recruit
to the workmen's compensation movement. But compulsory insurance
schemes for wage earners, with their tax on the wage earners' incomes, their
restrictions on a worker's choice, their machinery of registration and regu
lation, and the "unmanning" they implied, were anathema to Gompers and
his allies in the AFL's tight leadership cadre. Never comfortably allied with
the professor-dominated American Association for Labor Legislation,
Gompers resigned his honorary AALL vice presidency in 1915. The next
year he crashed Meyer London's hearings on workingmen's insurance to
bait London and Rubinow as socialists and denounce social insurance itself
as having been incubated in a socialist hatchery.lo3

Gompers no more spoke for organized labor as a whole than did the
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state labor federations, which took the lead in setting social insurance be
fore the legislatures. In these mixed and ambivalent feelings toward com
pulsory social insurance, there was nothing distinctive about labor organiza
tions in the United States. Nowhere in the North Atlantic economy before
1914 were labor organizations either the authors of social insurance
schemes or a significant political force in their adoption. If the unions
eventually signed on to measures that had their origins in chancellery
offices or middle-class reform associations, it was never without resistance
and objection. The principle of wage earners' levies-indispensable to the
social insurance concept-was uniformly resisted by the labor organiza
tions. State unemployment insurance was particularly unpopular, distrusted
as a means of forcing skilled workers to accept unskilled work and feared as
a strike-breaking instrument. Old-age insurance, extracting levies for an old
age a worker might never see, had been fertile ground for resentment from
the outset in 1889. In Germany and in Britain, social insurance took shape
expressly as an antidote to labor's own, distinctly different, social-political
program: noncontributory old-age pensions, labor union recognition, and
public works for the unemployed.

Still, nowhere outside the United States did the nominal chieftain of
the leading national labor federation cozy up as closely as Gompers did on
the social insurance issue to big-business barons of the sort who dominated
the National Civic Federation, or with such a show of ideological convic
tion. To those trying to read the political tides, like Woodrow Wilson, with
his accumulating political debts to labor, the intellectual rigidities of the
AFL's small leadership circle carried peculiarly heavy consequences.

If timing and position made a critical difference in the ideological de
bates, there was also a more submerged difference that involved immigrants
and race. Establishment of the minimum benefits standards integral to so
cial insurance required agreement that uniform minimum standards could,
in fact, be set. To many of those who were vying to shape the policy and
politics of early-twentieth-century America, this was not so clear. The Na
tional Civic Federation's committee on foreign inquiry worried aloud how
an American insurance system could possibly be designed where "there are
three distinct levels of poverty-the level of the white native born, that of
the immigrants, and that of the colored race-each associated with its own
level of wages, opportunity, and industrial education. Could any national
insurance Act possibly be adapted to these incongruous social elements?"
P. T. Sherman, the National Civic Federation's leading authority on indus
trial accident liability, took it for granted that workmen's compensation
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benefits should be lower for immigrant wage earners than for citizens, by
perhaps as much as half. Common benefits standards carried no mean social
implications in the racially divided South; in California, with its un
quenched anti-Chinese and anti-Japanese sentiments; or in northern indus
trial cities, with their immigrant "racial" types-all ofwhich were inhibitory
to action. 104

In these precisely locatable ways, ideological materials common throughout
the North Atlantic economy were given a distinctive spin in the United
States. But the most important difference lay elsewhere: in the constituted
field of interests. Whether in Bismarck's Germany, Lloyd George's Britain,
or the progressives' United States, the niches social insurance's proponents
sought to occupy were nowhere empty. From the most haphazard of slate
clubs upward, they were already filled with claimants. As time went on,
those who occupied these positions grew better and better organized, ex
tracted deeper and deeper concessions, and resisted incursions more and
more effectively.

The drafters of the German statutes of the 1880s-working in a context
of a politically radical but weakly organized labor movement, employer
interests without highly developed organizational expression, Kassen with
out political clout, and an insurance industry in its infancy-had advantages
that were never to be repeated. It was not the strength of the German state
per se, extemporizing an administrative structure out of a motley collection
of quasi-public agencies, that fundamentally accounted for social insur
ance's success as much as it was the small scale and fragmentation of the
preexisting occupants.

Lloyd George, in contrast, faced a much more intensely developed field
of interests: a highly organized and politically effective labor movement, a
self-conscious medical profession, and an insurance field deeply stocked
with claimants, profit making and fraternal alike, all defensive of their ter
rain. It was these differences that forced co-optation of the doctors, the
friendly societies, and, ultimately, the industrial insurance companies into
the administration of health insurance in 1911, just as they encouraged
co-optation of labor unions into the administration of unemployment in
surance. Coming into being after a good deal of the territory had been
colonized by other bodies, the British insurance measure absorbed the ear
lier organizations into its structures.

In the United States the array of established interests was different once
more: labor was relatively weak and internally divided, the voluntary insur-
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ance fraternities were so timid as to be politically invisible, the doctors were
more independent, big business was much more effectively organized, and
the commercial insurance companies were extraordinarily skillful and ag
gressive. The differences were not total; they had to do not with the pres
ence or absence of any single factor but with the general constitution of the
terrain in which the proponents of social insurance proposed to establish a
public presence. Still, nothing, in the end, mattered more than this.

Business to begin with. Bismarck and Lloyd George had both drawn on
the support of individual, paternalistic employers, unafraid of blurring the
lines between private and state paternalism. Neither had faced a nationally
organized employers' federation. In Britain, the Employers' Parliamentary
Association was formed in the immediate aftermath of the National Insur
ance Act of 1911, precisely to remedy the limited business influence the
act's drafting had revealed. The British equivalents of the National Associa
tion of Manufacturers and the National Civic Federation in the United
States-the British Manufacturers' Association and the Federation of Brit
ish Industries-were not formed until the First World War. In the United
States, on the other hand, employers' political organizations preceded the
social insurance debates, and they played their hand strongly within them.
The National Civic Federation, committed to a strategy of social peace and
a measure of union cooperation, made workmen's compensation legislation
one of its prime causes and signal victories. But further down that line the
federation was unwilling to go. The federation was deeply opposed to the
state workmen's compensation insurance funds. As for social insurance gen
erally, the federation's staff had concluded by 1912 that the idea was "very
dangerous." The labor-business delegation it sent in 1914 to investigate the
new British health insurance system reported it bankrupt, both fiscally and
morally; against a parallel experiment in the United States, the federation
was a powerful and prominent campaigner. IDS

It is tempting to suppose that big business mounted its opposition to
ward off public interference in tasks it had assumed itself. But that was
hardly the case. Company health plans offered meager protection in the
United States before 1917, and employer-established old-age pensions were
so rare that in a survey of Massachusetts employers, only 4 firms out of 362
provided them. But terrain may be as vigorously held prospectively, as by a
land speculator waiting for the opportune moment to build, as it may be
held actually. Employee benefits systems did not amount to much in the
pre-World War I United States, but they were enough to make employers
deeply jealous of rival claimants to the field. lo6
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Like employers, doctors occupied a place in the field of interests that
was different in the United States than elsewhere. In Germany, the late
nineteenth-century professionalization of medicine developed within the
structures of an established public health insurance system; contract Kassen
work was expected and indispensable to a beginning doctor's livelihood. In
turn-of-the-century Britain, contract work for a friendly society was almost
as deep a fixture in British doctors' lives. This did not neutralize the doc
tors' aggressiveness in negotiations over the National Insurance Act any
more than it prevented doctors' strikes over Kassen regulations in Wil
helmine Germany. In both countries, however, doctors' politics, framed
within the experience of contract work, focused on leveraging administra
tive authority out of the expanding state. In the United States, in contrast,
independent, proprietary medical practice was the rule and contract medi
cine was rare. By 1917 locally organized doctors, rebelling against the medi
cal association leadership's bid for authority within an impending health
insurance system, had stampeded into furious opposition to contract work,
and to public contracts in particular. Here too, under the "made in Ger
many" charges, lay a field of enterprise to protect. 107

Of all the lobbyists, however, there was no mistaking the preeminence
of the commercial insurance companies. With their army of agents in every
city and town, they lobbied with every force at their command to claim each
new legally constructed insurance territory. It was they who pried open the
Massachusetts workmen's compensation system for private insurance com
panies in 1911, against the recommendation of the state commission.
Ohio's enactment of a state monopoly workmen's compensation fund in
1913 set the industry back on its heels for a moment, but its response was to
ensure that no other leading industrial state should stray down the Ohio
path. The Workmen's Compensation Publicity Bureau, an industry lobby
ing group, blanketed policy makers with arguments against state insurance
funds between 1913 and 1929. The Insurance Economics Society ofAmer
ica did the same after 1916, in opposition to the AALL's health insurance
campaign. While business interests were spread over a multitude of issues
and doctors were initially divided, the insurance companies spoke with con
centrated voice and fervor.

Insurance company hostility to the social insurance cause, was, to be
sure, exacerbated by the reciprocal enmity of the reformers themselves.
Tarred by revelations of financial chicanery in the life insurance industry in
1905, by the casualty insurance companies' obstructionist role in the work
men's compensation debates, and by exposure of the "industrial insurance"
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companies' staggering overhead costs, the insurance companies were in no
good repute among progressive reformers. Under the circumstances, the
AALL had no sympathy with the compromise that had cut the commercial
insurance companies into health insurance legislation in Britain. The cheap
funeral benefit the AALL incorporated into its model health insurance bill
was explicitly designed to undercut the commercial companies' working
class business. When the Great Eastern Casualty Company told its agents
that the New York health insurance bill of 1916 spelled "the end of all
Insurance Companies and Agents and to you personally the complete
wrecking of the business and connections you have spent a lifetime building
and the loss ofyour bread and butter," this was hyperbole, but within it was
also a kernel of truth. lo8

Outright opposition was not, however, the insurance industry's only
tactical response. Two companies, the Metropolitan and the Prudential,
dominated the sale of mass "industrial" insurance policies in early-twenti
eth-century America; together they claimed some 80 percent of the mar
ket. I09 The larger of them, the Metropolitan, with more than ten million
policies in force in 1910, had not amassed its terrain without keeping a
sharp eye out for competitors. Only when the number of policyholders had
doubled (to a staggering total of one Metropolitan policy for every five
persons in the country), the company warned its agents, would they feel safe
from the threat of state insurance. In the meantime, the Metropolitan set
about to preempt the field. In 1909 it hired away Lee Frankel, still in the
midst of his investigation of European wage earners' insurance for the
Russell Sage Foundation, to manage its new "welfare department" and to
prove social insurance superfluous.

The company's announcement that it was now finished with profit
motivation, that with Frankel's appointment it had plunged "into the cur
rent of the world's thought" was largely puffery. But Frankel did lead the
Metropolitan aggressively into territory the insurance industry until then
had ignored. Under his guidance the company distributed millions of public
health pamphlets: on tuberculosis prevention, on child health, even A Day
in the Life ofa Fly, which its agents handed to their client housewives along
with a free fly swatter. In cooperation with Lillian Wald of the Henry Street
Settlement, it contracted visiting nurse services for its policyholders in cases
where, at the agent's discretion, health services seemed a prudent invest
ment against an early death and a premature cashing in of a policy. More
slowly, the company began experimenting with employers' group insurance
policies-group life insurance to begin with, followed, more hesitantly, by
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group health insurance policies. Through it all Frankel remained an am
biguous public figure, opposed on practical grounds to state social insurance
ventures but unwilling to condemn them in principle. Frederick Hoffman
of the Prudential, who had axes to sharpen of his own, thought him "ex
ceedingly dangerous, ... still what he has always been-a social reformer,
and not an insurance man." A less critical observer might have said that
Frankel represented the preemptive energies of welfare capitalism at their
most humane and vigorous. IIO

Where the Metropolitan took the high road of preemptive action,
Hoffman's Prudential took the low road of obstruction. In that develop
ment Hoffman himself was a complex and intriguing figure. From selling
industrial insurance policies in working-class neighborhoods in and around
Boston, he had moved to a Virginia insurance agency in the early 1890s. A
man steeped in the racial "science" of the day, Hoffman nonetheless had the
wit to sense a virtually untapped life insurance market in black southerners,
ignored by the big commercial companies as actuarial unknowns. Hoffman
threw himself into the problem of constructing serviceable mortality tables,
scouring graveyards for life expectancy data. His work caught the eye of the
president of the Prudential, John F. Dryden, who soon took Hoffman on as
investigative statistician, intellectual in residence, adviser to the president,
and the Prudential's ambassador to the academic world. Hoffman was an
active member of the American Economic Association, the National Con
ference of Charities and Corrections, the American Public Health Associa
tion, the International Tuberculosis Association, the National Civic Fed
eration, and, as a matter of course, the AALL. When the AALL appointed
him to its Committee on Social Insurance in 1913, he crowed that it was he
who had been chosen, not Frankel. I11

But Hoffman was too much an "insurance man" to see in social insur
ance anything but a market competitor. His first exposure to the social
insurance debates had come in 1900, when the Prudential sent him to Paris
to install the company's prize-winning display at the exposition, and he kept
a pessimistic eye thereafter on the "danger" signals he saw abroad. The
incorporation of the insurance companies into the British health insurance
system he thought inherently unstable. Sooner or later the government
would tack a funeral benefit onto its health insurance scheme-a few pen
nies a week would do it-and that would be the death of the high-overhead
industrial insurance business. Germany in 1912 seemed to him alive with
schemes for public burial services and burial insurance, which he had no
doubt could undercut his company's policies with vastly cheaper rates. In
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weekly letters, he bombarded his chiefwith proposals for preemptive action
along the Metropolitan's lines: extension of the company into the unplowed
field of commercial health insurance, employment of company doctors for
policyholders' treatment, investment of company funds in low-cost hous
ing-anything to shore up the public reputation of the company against the
"menace" on the march abroad. 112

The role the Prudential cut out for Hoffman, however, was not
Frankel's. On the AALL social insurance committee, he became the com
pany's mole. The workmen's compensation issue found him not far from
the center ofAALL opinion; casualty insurance was not part of the Pruden
tial's business, and he made no brief for it in the workmen's compensation
debates. On legislation against women's night work or hazardous working
conditions, he and the association were fully in accord. But the first mur
murs of interest in health insurance were a different matter. "My own
position is, of course, one of absolute neutrality," he wrote Dryden after the
first meeting of the AALL's social insurance committee, "but of sufficient
tolerance so as not to give offense and arouse the suspicion that I am too
strongly influenced by my connection with The Prudential." Outmaneu
vering Dawson and Rubinow (the most "dangerous" men on the commit
tee, he thought), Hoffman took credit for blocking the drafting of any
resolutions at the AALL's social insurance conference in 1913. During the
framing of the association's model health insurance bill, he dragged his feet,
obstructed, pressed in vain for company initiatives in the medical insurance
field, and informed his employers-more and more certain that public
health insurance was "distinctly pernicious and a menace to our inter
ests."113

Then in 1916, with the Prudential's blessing, he resigned from the
committee to take the company's fight into the open. A blizzard of publica
tions and news releases followed, denying the need for health insurance in
the United States in a flourish of comparative health and mortality tables,
denouncing the AALL's publicity work as an "outrageous fabric of false
hood," debunking the British insurance act, dismissing the European prece
dents as proof only that you can "flim-flam anybody if you have been to
Germany." The Prudential saturated the state capitals with his pamphlets.
John R. Commons, in frustration, protested that all the anti-health insur-
ance literature "originated from one source: all of the ammunition, all of the
facts and statistics that you may come across, no matter who gives them to
you will be found to go back to the Prudential Insurance Co. of America,
and to Mr. Frederick L. Hoffman."114
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Had the war not intervened with its made-for-order arguments against
German borrowings, had President Wilson played a Rooseveltian part, as
some in his administration urged, Hoffman's endeavors might have turned
out differently. Had the fraternal associations and the mutual benefit socie
ties, above all, been made of stronger, less divided stuff; had they tried, as in
Britain, to ally themselves with the state to squeeze out their commercial
rivals or, as in France, to operate as subsidiary agents of the state, the
industrial insurance companies might have had more competition. Indus
trial insurance was no more strongly developed in the United States than in
Britain; the ties between sister firms in London and New York were inti
mate. But in the putative homeland of voluntary associations, the weakness
of the mutual benefit associations was striking, and their fragmented and
timid occupation of their terrain gave the industrial insurance companies
enormous advantages. As it was, between the Metropolitan's high road and
the Prudential's low one, between the rank-and-file doctors' revolt, busi
ness resistance, and the insurance agents' mobilization, the advocates of
social insurance could not prevail. Not, at least for the moment.

The configuration of interests is never fixed. Technological change and
shifts in markets and in public policy create and destroy fields of enterprise.
With each refiguring of the terrain the scramble for occupancy is renewed.
Shall it be a field for profit or for noncommercial activity, for large business
or small, nation-state or local government, private bodies or public ones?
Laggard nations have certain advantages in these choices: the condition of
being behindhand shifts much of the cost of experiment and mistake onto
the early players. By the time the latecomers arrive, the positions are
clearer, the techniques prepackaged and refined, the experience of others
appropriatable. That is what allows laggards, in certain circumstances, to
leapfrog over their competitors by cashing in on the advantages of delay.
The ability of nineteenth-century American and German manufacturers to
surpass their British rivals by pouring borrowed techniques into newer
plants is a case in point. In the realm of social politics, the British ability to
borrow from Danish and German experience so as to leapfrog past Ger
many in social welfare provision in the years 1908 to 1911 is another. Late
blooming competitiveness, as Lloyd George demonstrated, is a position of
no mean strength.

But if laggard nations have striking advantages, the risk of delay is the
risk ofprecluded options. When the moment of choice arrives, the territory
of action may already have been preempted. The fences may already be in
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the ground, and the occupants-no matter how well or poorly they are
performing their tasks-may be extremely difficult to move. If the Lloyd
George government could plan with a boldness beyond Bismarck's ken, it
was, by the same dynamic, required to compromise more heavily with al
ready entrenched interests. In the United States, where the social insurance
movement's experts capitalized on their behindhandedness by scouring
Europe for its lessons and inspiration, the field was too thick with claimants
for proponents of social insurance to make easy headway at all. In the realm
of city services and the urban land and shelter markets, where commercial
utility suppliers and real estate investors had colonized the terrain aggres
sively and early, much the same had been true. The disadvantage ofpolitical
behindhandedness is that when the issue finally gets on the agenda ofpoliti
cal choice, the moment for effective decision may already have passed.

In the decade before World War I, one could not miss the extraordinar
ily rapid broadening of the social-political agenda in the United States.
Ambitions had changed more than legislation, however, and legislation
more than the array of interests itself. Incorporation ofworkmen's compen
sation acts into the polity had not been an effective wedge for either British
or German-style social insurance. Once the crisis over work accidents and
employers' liability had been resolved, the rest remained much as it had
been before: the poor a distant country, the wage earners' risks only mar
ginally smaller, the safety net between working-class families and outright
poverty still full of gaping holes. The liabilities of behindhandedness
seemed destined to outrun its advantages-unless the war should change
the field of interests; unless the war should make the United States still
more like Europe.
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War Collectivism

Europe, 1914

In the summer of 1913 Paul Kellogg of the Survey was hunting, as usual, for
contributors and ideas. Under his management the Survey had evolved in a
decade from a house organ of the charity organization movement to a
general clearinghouse of progressive social reforms, extending its coverage
into more and more corners of the growing social policy agenda, from labor
legislation and social insurance to slums and city planning. But this time
Kellogg was thinking not thematically but geographically. He wrote to a
dozen important figures in the transatlantic progressive connection-from
John Burns, to Hampstead's and Toynbee Hall's Henrietta Barnett, the
"new Liberal" economist J. A. Hobson, the Irish land reformer Horace
Plunkett, the socialist Keir Hardie, and the ubiquitous Sidney Webb-so
liciting contributions to the magazine for the coming year. To all of them
he extended the same invitation: to give Americans "their 'marching orders'
from the older civilization to the new; things to forfend against, things to
strive for." 1

In many ways the gesture encapsulated the transatlantic moment in
American social politics: its cosmopolitanism, its optimism, its sense of the
United States as at the margins of an international conversation hard to
hear but important to understand. "Foraging on the frontier," Kellogg
called for his style of social welfare journalism, and his hunting ground was
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unabashedly transatlantic. He himselfwas proof of the power of the Atlantic
progressive connection to transform even a provincial midwesterner. He
had grown up in Kalamazoo, Michigan, where his father had failed in the
lumber business and he himself had failed to sustain a lasting passion for
small-city newspaper work. Coming east to study at Columbia University
and the New York Summer School of Philanthropy in 1901, he had listened
to E. R. A. Seligman, FrankJ. Goodnow, and Samuel M. Lindsay (German
university students all), to Lee Frankel of the United Hebrew Charities, and
to the New York Charity Organization Society's Edward T. Devine, who
hired Kellogg as his journal's assistant editor. The Russell Sage Foundation,
down the hall from the Survey's office, tapped Kellogg in 1907 to direct the
first American analogue to Charles Booth's London work, the Pittsburgh
social survey.2

A year later Kellogg was in Europe, trying to sort out the significance of
the material his team of investigators had found in Pittsburgh. Joining up
with Pauline Goldmark of the National Consumers' League staff and Ben
jamin Marsh, who was busy collecting materials for the New York City
Congestion Committee, Kellogg sought out interviews with John Burns
and Samuel Barnett, looked in at Letchworth, inspected one of the model
cooperative tenements in Berlin, and tried to puzzle through the contrast
between the massive paternalism of Krupp-dominated Essen and the reck
less methods of Pittsburgh, where the toll of maimed and crippled workers
was for the first time being systematically counted by the Pittsburgh Sur
vey's staff. Pulled from his Michigan roots into an international arena of
reform, by 1913 Kellogg was, in short, a citizen of the progressive world,
with as keen a sense as any for whatever was forward looking and new. 3

And yet twelve months before Europe dissolved into war, Kellogg
seemed to have had not the least presentiment of the collapse. The Old
World, he wrote, marched ahead of the new. None of Kellogg's European
contacts, to be sure, had had a much clearer reading of the future. "War fell
upon us late in the summer of 1914 as a terrible surprise," J. A. Hobson was
to write in retrospect. "Hardly anybody had believed in its coming."4 No
one at the time had missed the intensifying national rivalries, the furious
armaments race, or the increasingly belligerent tone of international diplo
macy. But competition, as so openly displayed in Paris in 1900, had not
precluded ever more active appropriations of each others' social-political
inventions. Rivalry was inherent in transatlantic politics, energizing the
international flow of strategies and ideas. More than two hundred interna
tional conferences of every sort were scheduled for 1914.5 Up to and be-
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yond the very eve of the war declarations, the contacts that Americans had
cultivated in Europe were still deep in their prewar plans and ambitions.
Hobson had good reason to call the war "the surprise of 1914."

The summer of 1914, in fact, found American progressives strung out
all over Europe, foraging for what many of them hoped would be their
future. The National Housing Association's study group sailed for England
in July 1914. The Chicago Railway Terminal Commission, with Burnham's
unfinished agenda in mind, dispatched an immense delegation to Europe to
investigate integrated city rail facilities. Walter Lippmann was in England
that same summer, drumming up contributors to the new progressive jour
nal, the New Republic. A National Civic Federation committee to investigate
European schemes of health insurance was in England, poised to cross over
to Germany in early August. The most ambitious delegation of them all, the
Civic and Social Tour of the Institute of Educational Travel, was making its
way across progressive Europe on a sixty-eight-day itinerary that covered
everything from German social insurance to Frankfurt zoning, the Merx
plas tramp colony, the Musee Social, the London County Council's munici
pal trams and housing experiments, and the English garden cities. "Munici
pal and Social Science in the best governed communities of the Old World
is half a century ahead of American practice," the tour's promotional bro
chure began. "In every line of practical economics, sociology and civic art,
Europe has something to teach us." To emphasize the point, Charles Booth
was in the United States in the summer of 1914, discussing minimum wage
boards over lunch with Theodore Roosevelt. 6

Throughout this social politics of motion, throughout the American
civic and social tour organizers' nervous sense of backwardness, their eclec
tic interests, and their peddlerlike notion of filling their pack with social
policies and mechanisms, as if they could be carried from one context to
another, runs a common theme. From the American university students'
delight at European "sociability" through each piecemeal effort to decom
modify a streetcar line here or a laborers' risk there, the goals of most of
those in the Atlantic progressive network were elements of a stronger col
lective life: "solidarity," a "civic sense," "society."

Of all the Americans looking for these ingredients in Europe in the
summer of 1914, the most interesting was Randolph Bourne-in part be
cause he began with social politics so far from his mind. More an aesthete
than a progressive on the eve of the war, Bourne's war writing, which was to
mark him as one of the most talented and passionate writers on the progres
sive left, was still in his future. When he was awarded Columbia Univer-
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sity's annual Gilder Traveling Fellowship in 1913, there was no reason to
think he would end up, like a well-shepherded member of the Institute of
Educational Travel's tour, reporting to the fellowship's trustees on the "ex
traordinary" municipal slaughterhouse in Dresden or the "miracle of scien
tific resource and economy" to be seen in the municipal garbage disposal
works at Furth.7

Civic ideals were not altogether absent from Bourne's consciousness.
Earlier that year he had published a study of class relations in the New
Jersey suburb of his youth: a passive, immigrant working class at the bot
tom, as Bourne saw it, a ruling class watching hawkishly for its economic
interests at the top, and his own middle class squeezed in between. A mini
ature of America itself, its leading characteristic was its "un-social-minded
ness"-its utter lack of "community" sentiment. But Bourne had not pro
posed a comparative study of community structures to the Gilder
committee. His friend Van Wyck Brooks, in England in 1914, recalled that
"half the Harvard I had known turned up sooner or later in Piccadilly
Circus." For Bourne, too, the grand tour held its appeal.8

Baedeker in hand and aesthetic sentiments foremost, Bourne began
with a whirlwind tour through the Continent's art galleries and cathedrals.
In Paris he interrupted his tour long enough to buy a copy of Jaures's
L'Humanite, but the self-consciously radical gesture barely slowed the pace
of his aesthetic pilgrimage. Crossing to England, he sought out a Welsh
author, whose books he knew, for what promised to be a winter's discussion
of Freud, until his host sent him packing for London.

In London Bourne's political tone picked up, but it was not an admiring
one. "We get a very much idealized picture of England from sentimentalists
like F. C. Howe with their picture of England advancing to State Socialism
by rapid strides," he grumbled in his letters. The England he himself saw
was suffocating in unctuousness. Toynbee Hall, with its Oxford pretenses
set prissily in the slums, "is one of the most marvelous demonstrations of
the futility of the English mind that I know." Sidney Webb he thought a
study in gradualist complaisance, discoursing "with the patient air of a man
expounding arithmetic to backward children"; he was sure that subterra
nean corruption could be found all through Webb's vaunted municipal
ownership ventures. The English women's suffrage movement electrified
him, but virtually nothing else did. The Liberal Party's social program
seemed to have spent its energy and coherence, the Fabians to hobble along
in half steps, the middle class to be oblivious to the class warfare exploding
around it. "England is one succession of fearful strikes, and our fond theory
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of the triumph of orderly trade-unionism slowly levering the working class
to a position of comfort and influence is daily knocked into a cocked hat ...
We might be in 1813 instead of 1913 ... It is difficult to see that capitalism
has been one whit weakened by all the struggle."9

Paris, in contrast, delighted him, in part perhaps because, having little
conversational French at first, he engaged Paris through his eyes rather
than through an earful of Webbsian social arithmetic. He made the ac
quaintance of a "sociological English woman" who took him to lectures,
model tenements, and garden suburbs. He fell in love. He sought out the
picturesque vestiges of pre-Haussmannized Paris. Io

But it was the social architecture of village Europe that pulled hardest
on Bourne's imagination. He was later to write of Hampstead's collective
physical presence, its "overlapping and culminating roofs" sweeping down
to the surrounding heath like "the entering wedge of a new civilization"
"an experimental laboratory ... in cooperative living." He saw the same
threads in Europe's surviving medieval villages. To stand in an old market
place, with its town and hall and church tower, was to receive "an over
whelming sense of social cohesion; this place is not merely a spot where
produce is bought and sold, but the centre of a community, with a tenacious
interwoven life of its own, ministering to all its members and sufficient unto
itself." The streets themselves testified "to some deep-seated social sensi
tiveness to communal beauty and civil design."II

Others had said as much without sensing the progressive possibilities in
the phrases. By the time Bourne reached Germany in]uly 1914, however,
the social cohesion of the imagined past and the political community of the
imaginable future had merged in Bourne's mind into a full-blown social
politics. With rumors of war in his ears, he raced through modern and
medieval Germany-the old cities of Rothenburg and Nordlingen, the new
workingmen's garden suburbs, VIm's municipal housing, the Nuremberg
public baths-with his eye on civic forms. He was headed for Norway and
Sweden, "where they have so many advanced social laws and institutions,"
and then to the International Socialist Congress in Vienna in August. He
was still in Berlin when war was announced, and he dashed for a night train
for the border. I2

Bourne's brief immersion in Germany left him with deeply divided
reactions. He hated the militarism, materialism, and pushiness of imperial
Germany. "There is something in the soul of the people which I can't make
articulate, but which I know I don't like," he wrote from Dresden. Although
he admired the boldness of the newest German architecture and professed
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himself "enthusiastic about their municipal science," he would be happy, he
wrote his mother, if he never saw Germany again. And yet within a year
Bourne was contrasting the flowering of "social" and "public" forms in
Germany with the "ragtag chaos" of America. Measured against the "cha
otic savagery" of the United States-the "endless chaos of straggling towns
which seemed not so much towns as disgorged fragments of communi
ties"-German cities were "models of civic art and design." They were
"undemocratic in political form, yet ultrademocratic in policy and spirit,"
giving their citizens "what they really wanted, far more truly than our
democracies seem to be able to secure." To explain the German cities'
secret, Bourne fell back on Frederic Howe's term of an inner "social
sense."13

Into 1915, against his editors' growing impatience, Bourne kept up the
contrast between "our individualistic democracy, which we have proved in
America leads only to plutocracy," and "a genuine social democracy" like
Germany's. "The German really seems to believe that the diffused beauty
and welfare of the community is superior to any individual interest or con
sideration," he argued. "Where except in Germany does one find ... that
diffused prosperity, that absence of slum districts, that neatness of town,
village and countryside, as if some great, invisible, communal hand were
continually repairing, cleansing, and garnishing?" Where else did the
"Great State," as H. G. Wells had championed it, come so close to realiza
tion?14

Bourne admitted that the Great State, as the Germans had realized it,
had its harsh and ruthless aspects. Within another two years, having seen
the hand of the American war state come down with brutal force on those
who did not fall in line, Bourne would turn his whole energy to a critique of
state power. But for the moment Bourne was not so much talking about
politics, or even about Germany, as about ideals. It was not merely German
municipal efficiency or medieval beauty out of which he built, in his mind's
eye, his polar antitype across the Rhine. It was, still more, his longing for a
social system that had found its way out of the snare of private imperatives.
Unlike Howe, Bourne was not sure one could get the civic sense without
the militarism and nationalism of Wilhelmine Germany. More tough
minded than the Civic and Social Tour's organizers, he was much less
certain than they that one could take any single piece of social machinery
out of its cultural frame. He did not want to import Germany to the United
States, even in selective bits and pieces. He wanted, rather, to hold up his
imagined medieval towns and his mentally constructed Germany as affronts
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and embarrassments to his own frowzy, antisocial political culture. Before
they attacked the Germans' version of the community ideal, let his country
men invent something better.

In retrospect, Bourne was to write, his travels in 1914 had been like the
"toddlings of an innocent child about the edge of a volcano's crater." He
had seen what "an innocent mind might see and feel in Europe, this year of
last breathless hush before the explosion."15 He had also felt the force that
drew so many American progressives into the Atlantic connection, both
before and after 1914. In the landscape of coherence they half saw and half
imagined, unity was the key: a common, public sense, with institutions and
visual forms matched to it. None of the Americans anticipated that they,
too, caught up in the European explosion, would slip over the crater's rim
and get their own fill of unity.

When the lava burst forth in August 1914, most American progressives
experienced the war's onset with acute bewilderment and dismay. None of
the events had been expected, least of all the utter breakdown of interna
tional mediation and the galvanizing nationalism that swept over Berlin,
London, Vienna, and Paris. Their attention to the deep layers of history
had misled them, the editors of the New Republic concluded a year later. "We
studied comparative government, we knew the outlines of the labor move
ments and the extension of suffrage in the various countries ... We persist
ently thought of democracy, universal suffrage, equal rights, sociallegisla
tion as benevolent diseases which were spreading through one after another
of the nations of Europe." Economic and social forces propelled the march
of history, not the atavistic forces of nationalism. "We preferred only to see
the nations strung along a straight line of democratic progress and straining
all in the same direction."16

To watch the nations in the very vanguard of social politics descend
into war was acutely wrenching for American progressives. "The wheels of
the clock have so completely stopped in Europe, and this civilization that I
have been admiring so much seems so palpably about to be torn to shreds
that I do not even want to think about Europe until the war is over and life
is running again," Bourne wrote at the end of August. The progressive
journalist Ray Stannard Baker confided in his notebook that "since this war
began, it seems to me I've been more unsettled in my own mind than ever
before in my life. Every solid thing seems to have gone into the melting
pot."17

In the furious opening months of the war, the collapse of the progres-
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sive social agenda seemed at first absolute and universal. "Who is talking in
England today about national insurance, woman suffrage, or the breaking
of the land monopoly?" John Haynes Holmes asked in the Survey a month
after the invasion of Belgium. "Where is the campaign for franchise reform
in Germany? Who cares about co-operation in Belgium, or syndicalism in
France, or socialism anywhere? ... Who in these United States is thinking
at this moment of recreation centers, improved housing, or the minimum
wage? Who is going to fight the battle for widows' pensions, push the
campaign against child labor, or study exhaustively the problem of unem
ployment?" Who, in short, "cares a fig about the social movement?"18

In the face of this dismay, American progressives scrambled to figure
out how they had misread the signs of history. As in most moments of
intellectual crisis, the imperative was not to shift the foundations of their
understanding but to rearrange the least number of pieces necessary to
contain the one that had exploded in their faces. The simplest intellectual
strategy was to divide Germany into two cohabiting nations, progressive
and reactionary. The line had been common enough in the prewar writings
of Howe and others. The progressives' Germany had always been described
as a liberal, urban-based node inside an atavistic, Junker-ridden, Prussian
dominated empire. The progressive admirers of German civic life had not
been wrong about the promise of that inner Germany, many now con
cluded. But they had tragically misjudged its ability to crack its encasing
political shell. In the progressive reviews there was a rush to blame the war
on the "medievalism" of the Junkers, the European monarchs, and the "war
lords."19

The conceptual dilemma fell particularly hard on the German-trained
American professors. For many, the "two Germanys" argument provided
an escape from dismay. But the apparently ferocious unity of the German
people made this line difficult to hold. The failure of the German socialists
and progressives to oppose the war, the efflorescence of military symbols,
and the unity of resolve and purpose that filtered through the firsthand
reports all complicated the effort to bifurcate Germany into its modern and
atavistic parts. More painful still was the open letter of October 1914 signed
by some one hundred leading German intellectuals, justifying the Belgian
invasion and insisting that the causes of sword and mind, German military
fortunes and German intellectual culture, were indivisibly the same. Its
signers included Gustav Schmoller, Johannes Conrad, Friedrich Naumann,
even Lujo Brentano-the cream of the German university establishment.2o

Where admiration for Germany ran strongest, the result was a deeply
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painful reckoning with this betrayal of the teachers. Two years into the war,
Simon Patten was still struggling to find defenses for a Germanophile's
faith. "The new German philosophy" had been "religion with me," Patten
professed; over against the "English" ideal of self-interest, it taught the
values of social activity and the "social pulse." Henry Farnam, who had been
poised to take up an exchange professorship in Berlin, wrote in agony that
his German friends must be "under the influence of a terrible obsession."
Albion Small, who spread his private despair over a convoluted twenty
eight-page lead editorial in the American Journal ofSociology in September
1917, could only conclude that the cliche of a Germany gone mad was not a
figure of speech but a medical certainty. As American public opinion closed
ranks against Germany, few of the German-trained professors held out as
long as Small or Patten. Ely, in a much more agile about-face, had been
beating the drums of war preparation for months. But the progressive jour
nalists' groping for psychological explanations in the opening months of the
war, as they professed their bewilderment at the "madhouse" in Europe, the
eruption of "unreason," and the atavistic reversion to savagery, betrayed the
same dynamics.21

Still other American progressives gradually worked their way toward
economic explanations for the war. Frederic Howe, whose catalog of Ger
man social advances, Socialized Germany, published in the fall of 1915,
seemed to speak to reviewers in the archaic language of a vanished epoch,
had by 1916 pinned the madness, single-tax style, on economic privilege.22

But none of these explanations satisfactorily answered the enigma of the
war-the two Germanys argument because the evidence was against it, the
insanity argument because it was itself psychologically so clearly tormented,
the economic explanation because few of the progressives had an economic
understanding of the path to war deep enough to sustain the case.

Ultimately what rescued the progressives from their confusion was not
an answer to the riddle of the war's origins. It was an evasion of the question
through hope: a growing sense that the war might not have derailed the
progressive course of history, however terrible the detour through which it
was whirling its passengers. Some of this was reflexive optimism of the sort
that came with the progressive territory. Even Bourne in September 1914
was writing in a rare Panglossian moment that "while the clock of the world
has stopped, we can learn many useful things, and at least look forward to
the momentous readjustment." But the sense that the war might bring
about some of the goals that peace had failed to effect was not made only
out of naIvete. As the Germans' ability to sustain the massive war mobiliza-
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tion of August 1914 was stretched out over months, long beyond the pre
dictions of its own general staff, as the German war economy continued to
crank out the massive material needs of a war lavish in its demand for shells,
fuel, arms, and soldiers, there were those who thought there was, once
more, a German lesson to be learned.

Theodore Roosevelt, at the head of the American military preparedness
campaign in 1916, could not resist professing that "this country has more to
learn from Germany than from any other nation-and this as regards fealty
to non-utilitarian ideals, no less than as regards the essentials of social and
industrial efficiency, of that species of socialized governmental action which
is absolutely necessary for individual protection and general well-being un
der the conditions of modern industrialism." The most strenuous defense of
Germany along these lines came from Pearson's Magazine, through the
influence of the maverick socialist Alan Benson. "Bet your bottom dollar
that German efficiency is not founded on the 'every man for himself' idea,"
Benson wrote. "Germany has gone further in accepting and applying the
doctrine of socialism ... than has any other nation." The proof was not to
be hunted up in Marx; it was patent in Germany's military success.23

In the early months of the war it was equally common to attribute
England's faltering war machinery to precisely the opposite traits: to habits
too individualistic and an economy too deeply hobbled by its laissez-faire
past. As the months wore on, however, England, too, was recast as social
ized by the imperatives of the war. Much of this was the work of English
progressives who deluged their American correspondents with the sorts of
reports they wanted themselves to believe and the Americans wanted to
hear. The New Republic was a particularly important outlet for this stream of
reportage, stocked as it was with English correspondents, including ]. A.
Hobson, H. G. Wells, Graham Wallas, Harold Laski, Norman Angell, and
Alfred Zimmern. In the New Republic's first year of publication, 1914-15,
Charles Forcey has estimated that more than a quarter of its contributed
pieces came through its British connections. None of these contributors
gave an uncritical account of British war mobilization, but as reports filtered
through of the efforts to rationalize the wartime labor market and mobilize
industrial production, the impression of a sea change in British social policy,
far more radical even than the legislation of 1906 to 1911, began to take
hold. British social workers heralded the "intense unity" that had swept
over Britain since the outbreak of the war. "England really being disci
plined!" the American journalist Ray Stannard Baker wrote in August 1915.
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"At a single stroke a condition has been created beyond the dreams of
socialism for many years to come."24

Not all progressives were reassured that the war's social lining was real-or,
if it was real, that it was worth the awful, unceasing carnage. Progressive
women were much more often skeptical of the notion of the socializing
effects of the war than their male counterparts, so often desperately eager
for a visit to the front. Alice Hamilton, in Germany on a futile peace
mission in 1915, wrote of her shock at seeing Albert Siidekum, the socialist
civic reformer whom she had met at Hull House two years before, in the
uniform of a German army officer. Madeleine Doty, traveling on the same
errand, saw Europe as a continent of cripples. Black-clad widows in mourn
ing, an "unceasing" parade of gray ambulances, cities bereft of young men,
and, in Berlin, the antiwar socialists in furtive, fearful meetings: this, not
social unity, was what impressed her.25

Socialist intellectuals had their own quite different reasons to be skepti
cal of the talk of the "war socialism" transforming Europe. They had long
insisted on the chasm separating "socialism" from "state socialism": the
difference between a system in which ownership lodged in the masses and
one in which crucial parts of the economic structure merely lodged in the
state. At the juncture where socialist and progressive ideas met, however,
even these distinctions tended to melt in the heat of the war.

William English Walling's peculiarly strained reckoning with the
growing talk of "war socialism" was a case in point. Enlisting in the Socialist
Party in 1910 after participating in a decade of progressive causes, Walling
had become a particularly vigilant defender of the difference between real
and bogus collectivism. Against every scheme of socialist reformism-the
Milwaukeans' dreams of a socialist city, the Fabian schemes of municipal
ownership, the cooperative commonwealth of the Belgian socialists-he
had raised the "state socialism" charge. The proper phrase for Germany,
Walling retorted to Howe, was not "socialized" but "governmentalized"
or, more accurately still, "class-organized" through a Junker-dominated
state. Control was the key. To think that public ownership in a capitalist
state entailed any essential change so long as capital remained in the saddle
was "stupid."26

But in the unexpected transformations of the war, the line between
socialism and state socialism began to blur for Walling. In 1914 he had
published a more orthodox account of state socialism, setting it in a se-
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quence of historical stages from capitalism to "socialism proper," each an
"absolutely indispensable preparation" for its successor. The question now
for socialists was whether the wartime economic mobilization represented
an advance or a retreat along that historical line. Through 1915 and 1916,
as the patriotism that was to bring him into strident collision with his own
party grew, Walling edged toward greater and greater optimism about "war
socialism." "Mere nationalization," he warned was not socialism. He wor
ried that war was being used as a club to hammer the labor movement. By
1918, however, Walling was arguing that the war had bettered the chances
of a truly democratic collectivism by "100 or perhaps 1,000 percent."27

If a maverick socialist like Walling could set aside the distinction be
tween state socialism and the real thing, the progressives found the passage
to war collectivism still easier. In early 1915 the New Republic's editors were
still cautioning their readers that the "landslide into collectivism" abroad
was merely a rush into "state socialism"-an autocratic sham of socialism
"without any of its reality." "Collectivism introduced by command is a very
different thing from the collectivism of a radical democracy." Still, in the
contrast between the war-fostered social organization of the European war
powers and what the New Republic's editors were characterizing by the fall of
1915 as "our present method of foozling with unemployment, sickness, age,
and infancy," it was hard to resist the conclusion that war collectivism was
good enough.28

Slowly the notion of laggardness was revived, the arrow of history
restraightened. How much longer would the United States "hang back in
the nineteenth-century industrial chaos?" the New Republic's editors com
plained in late 1916. "As compared with the other great states of the world,"
Walter Lippmann wrote in a New Republic editorial in March 1917,

the United States to-day is in point of organization one of the most back
ward and intellectually the most timid. Whatever else the war has done, it
has at least taught England and Germany and Canada and France that
large-scale operations can be planned and executed, that modern nations
must think in very large sums of money, that the old scruples and dogmas
of legalism and laissez-faire are old men's bogeys ... In their severest trials
the progressive nations have discovered that the old unorganized, com
petitive profiteering is unsound and wasteful ... But the United States
trundles along without nationalized railroads or shipping, its mineral re
sources unsocialized, its water power exploited, its fundamental industries
whipped into competition, its food distribution a muddle, its educational
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system starved, its labor half organized, badly organized, and unrecog
nized in the structure of society.29

Christopher Lasch has characterized the prewar progressives as circling
restlessly around the centers of power, distressed by inaction, psychologi
cally incapable of the neutralist stance that the war might well have en
tailed. 30 But the flame around which they flew, mothlike, was not power in
and of itself; it was the example of the war-socialized nations of Europe.
Woodrow Wilson did not offer American progressives simply an idealistic
set of war aims in 1917. He offered them, after years of frustrating political
labor, an experiment in the possibilities of the war-collectivized state.

Many of the leading progressives seized the offer in a mood that shim
mered with hope. "We stand at the threshold of a collectivism which is
greater than any as yet planned by a socialist party," Walter Lippmann
wrote within a month of the American declaration ofwar. "Private property
... has already lost its sanctity," John Dewey declared in the New York
World. The progressive journalist William Allen White gloated that same
summer that "the back of the profit system is broken." This sense of mo
mentous change was essential to the progressives' understanding of the war.
The war represented a historical passage; none of the industrial nations
would revert to their prewar individualism when the crisis had passed,
Howe had written as early as 1915.31

This reading of European events, this faith in the social possibilities of
the war, required many progressives temporarily to set aside their decen
tralist instincts. Their fascination with the city, the community, or the pub
licly strengthened institutions of mutuality was momentarily swept aside by
the notion of the nation-state itself hitched to the common good. There
were progressives who balked at the leap and were left in painful isolation.
By the fall of 1917, Bourne had seen enough to write bitterly of the "rivet
ing of a semi-military State-socialism on the country."32 The problem of
democratic control would soon come back, heightened by the war experi
ence, and send certain of the progressives hunting for a firmer democratic
basis-this one bottomed not on classless notions of civic unity but on a
British-style alliance with the working class. To both capture and democra
tize the machinery of war collectivism-that was the progressive hope and
challenge.

For the moment, however, the advent of wartime social controls was
momentous enough. Neva Deardoff of the Philadelphia Bureau of Munici-
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pal Research attended the social science associations' annual meetings in
December 1917. Through them all, she reported in triumph, ran a common
theme: "Laissez-Faire is dead! Long live social control!"33

Across the Atlantic world, the wartime transformation in political economy
was, indeed, far-reaching. Everywhere old rules were set at odds, warring
social parties brought into state-sponsored harness, the market drastically
narrowed, and the realm of things public dramatically swollen. The point
sometimes made, however, that war is public welfare's best friend and prime
historical promoter, will not stand examination.34 It was not war in and of
itself but the economization of the struggle that mattered. Had victory been
as swift as in the Franco-Prussian War, whose outcome the German war
planners had hoped to replicate, the conflict would barely have left a mark
on social politics at all. As the forces bogged down, it was the transforma
tion of a war of mobility into a war of production and materiel that made
the difference. By the fall 1914, the French army command was calling for
the production of 100,000 artillery shells a day; by early 1918, with the
troops still mired in the trenches, the army was demanding 278,000 a day.
The extravagant production needs of the war forced the belligerent govern
ments deeper and deeper into economic controls, the organization of goods
and labor, and, finally-to hold the production machinery in gear-social
amelioration. 35

The organization of supply came first. German states had been buying
up their railroad systems since the military utility of state ownership had
become clear in 1870. In Britain and France the privately owned rail sys
tems were placed under government management within days of the war's
declaration. Coal, food, and shipping were also sooner or later brought
within state control as the planners wrestled with the problem of allocation.
A command economy of one sort or another evolved in the critical war
goods sectors, quickly in Germany, more hesitantly in Britain and France,
to ensure the inflow of raw materials and the priority of war production.
None of the nation-states had a bureaucracy in place equipped for the task.
In the absence of an existing state apparatus, businessmen flocked to Berlin,
Paris, London, and Washington to staff the war economic corporations and
war production boards, to command themselves through state authority.
The systems of economic control, jerry-built at the war's outbreak, were
often considerably less efficient than the facade of war systematization ac
knowledged. Within the war economy councils, the businessmen-bureau
crats bargained with as keen an eye for their own interests as they had ever
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displayed in the market. Everywhere, despite the wartime excess profit
taxes, the war suppliers' profits soared. The economic controls, even the
temporary nationalization of mines and railroads, left the bedrock struc
tures of ownership, investment, and profit intact. But in none of the bellig
erent nations did the conviction long survive that markets alone could be
counted on for the efficiency, concentration of purpose, and production
that the emergency required.

Organizing labor proved a much more difficult matter than the organi
zation of supply. A peace pact with the labor organizations was clearly
essential if war production was to be sustained. Germany and France relied
on informal social contracts-Burgfrieden, union sacree-forged in the first
rush of war patriotism. In Britain, after shortfalls in munitions production
reached crisis proportions in early 1915, the government won not only a
formal no-strike pledge for the war's duration but a rollback in union work
rules. In the United States, a pact with the American Federation of Labor
was sealed at the very outset.

Although the price for labor peace varied, everywhere it included for
mal recognition of labor's place in the basic organizational fabric of the war
nations in a way unimaginable before 1914. In France, the wartime coali
tion brought socialists into the government in late 1914 for the first time
since the Millerand controversy. In Britain, by the next spring, organized
labor had gained its first formal foothold in the cabinet and institutional
representation on the major war industry boards. In the United States, the
AFL's Samuel Gompers-archcritic of governmental paternalism-was
given a seat at the pinnacle of an elaborate organizational chart of advisory
and management bodies, most of which had at least token labor repre
sentation. By the summer of 1917, with Gompers ensconced in the Advi
sory Commission of the Council of National Defense, with socialist Albert
Thomas directing French war production, and with the Labour Party's
Arthur Henderson seated in the new five-member British war cabinet, out
wardly the political transformation was startling indeed. Even in Germany,
where the socialists were not invited into the cabinet until the last days of
the war, in a desperate move to soften the conditions of peace, the socialist
unions were quietly incorporated de facto into the agencies of labor admin
istration.

The symbolism of a seat at the table was one face of the war labor
policies; the other was a rapid elaboration of institutions of labor bargaining
and mediation. The war made wage disputes public and publicly arbitrable
as never before. In Britain, where union-management bargaining had been
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widely accepted before the war, government arbitration of the process in
creased dramatically after 1915. Where labor organization was weak or
cumbersome, the government threw its authority behind the organization
of joint employer-employee works councils-Whitley Councils, they were
called-to streamline the existing grievance machinery, to arrest the devo
lution of authority into the hands of radical union shop stewards, and, above
all, to promote closer point-of-production cooperation. In the United
States, where formal union recognition had been much rarer than in Brit
ain, the government was soon mandating labor-management negotiations
throughout the war industries, if not with unions, then with shop commit
tees or company employees' associations. In Germany, where collective
bargaining had been weakest of all, both government and industry ulti
mately gave in to labor demands for elected works committees, a concession
to trade unionism in all but the name.

The problem of sustaining the labor peace was that it was inherently
unstable. As wartime inflation eroded wages, as the insatiable demand for
soldiers shortened the labor supply and heightened the power of those left
on the production lines, the need for pacification was continuous. To try to
control and rationalize the flow of manpower, the German government had
turned to an outright labor draft by the end 1916. In Britain an equally
unpopular system of "leaving certificates," designed to dampen labor turn
over in the war industries, drew from the same imperatives. Partly in de
fense against these and other wartime controls, partly because of labor's
newly protected status, union membership swelled during the war. In Ger
many, where the armies drained a particularly large fraction of the work
force to the front, union membership grew only 14 percent between 1913
and the end of 1918. In Britain it rose by half, in the United States (between
1916 and the end of 1918) by a quarter. In France by the war's end, mem
bership in the Confederation Generale du Travail had reached almost twice
its prewar level. Strikes, which had virtually evaporated in the first months
of the war, resumed in 1915; in France, Germany, and Britain they reached
crisis proportions by 191 7. All this made the terms of industrial peace
unstable and in need of constant renegotiation.36

Repression was an obvious choice. Where workplace restlessness
crossed into radical politics, whether among timber workers in the Ameri
can Northwest or among Scots machinists on the Clyde, governments did
not hesitate to use the emergency powers they had seized for themselves at
the war's outset. In France, the socialist ministers walked out of the govern
ing coalition in the war's third year as the union sacree broke under the
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pressures of the conflict. But elsewhere, to hold the early war unity to
gether, concessions that had been strongly resisted in peacetime began to be
thrown into the breach of the fragile labor peace. Minimum-wage and
maximum-hours orders spread by government fiat. The unpopularly high
age of eligibility for the state old-age insurance system in Germany was
lowered from seventy to sixty-five. More dramatic still was the kaiser's
announcement, in the midst of the German strike upheaval of 1917, that
the three-class Prussian voting system, one of the very foundation stones of
prewar German politics, would be up for renegotiation at the war's end.

The same dynamic that put German political relations on the bargain
ing table also promoted political concessions to women as they moved in
large numbers into wartime production jobs. In Britain the suffrage act of
1918, which finally opened the suffrage to all adult males, extended the vote
to more than one-third of all adult women as well. In the United States,
Woodrow Wilson's endorsement of the women's suffrage amendment
drew on the same war dynamics. In the war's unexpectedly drawn out and
unstable circumstances, the governments' focus on production was capable
of extraordinary work. 37

Not the least, the war brought the progressives out of the contested
margins of social politics to staff the proliferating social agencies of the war
state. In 1914 John Haynes Holmes had despaired that it would be "years"
before the voice of the social worker would again be heard in the land.38 In
fact, the social workers were everywhere recruited to shore up the social
peace. The welfare section of the British Munitions Ministry under See
bohm Rowntree was stocked with social progressives. Even the Prussian
war ministry in the early years of the war recruited its labor experts from the
Gesellschaft fur Sozialreform.

In the United States, the social progressives were brought en masse into
government and quasi-government service. The army's need for experts on
hygiene, morale, and welfare absorbed many of them. Others were re
cruited as labor relations experts, mediators, industrial welfare specialists, or
labor standards constructors. Much of the National Consumers' League
staffwas drafted to oversee the treatment of the new wartime women work
ers. Hull House's Grace Abbott directed the War Labor Policies Board's
enforcement of the wartime child labor code. Josephine Goldmark served
the Council of National Defense as an expert on fatigue; her sister Pauline
Goldmark was tapped to be manager of the Railroad Administration's spe
cial section for women workers. Florence Kelley herself sat on the War
Department's Board of Control of Labor Standards. The Russell Sage
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Foundation's Mary Van Kleeck became head of the Labor Department's
Women in Industry division. Henry Seager signed on as secretary to the
Shipbuilding Labor Adjustment Board. Lee Frankel and the u.S. Chil
dren's Bureau's Julia Lathrop joined forces in drafting the government's
war-risk insurance act-a voluntary federal soldiers' and sailors' life and
disability insurance program, designed in deliberate contrast to the Civil
War pension system and widely heralded as a breakthrough for the princi
ple of social insurance. 39

In this ramifying network of social and economic concessions and con
trols, the question of who controlled the wartime collectivism could not be
wholly suppressed. That markets would not suffice for the war emergency
was clear, but where economic power was now to lodge varied from nation
to nation. In Germany the army, fearful of letting policy issues loose in the
Reichstag, ultimately gathered most of the critical authority to itself. In
Britain the state authorities carved out an unusually large autonomous do
main; the Munitions Ministry's vast, Lloyd George-constructed empire of
directly owned and managed machinery and munitions works was without
parallel elsewhere. In France and the United States, direction of the war
economy devolved most heavily on business itself, either through commit
tees of executives on emergency loan or through the war-encouraged car
tels. What R. H. Tawney later wrote of the British war economy was true
everywhere: "for all its magnitude and complexity, it was almost entirely an
improvisation." That fact glued the wartime economic administrations, to a
very great extent, to the preexisting structures of economics, ownership,
and power.40

But if the mix of state, army, and business elements differed between
the war collectivist economies, the family resemblances were far the more
striking. Their common features were not simply an automatic response to
the war's needs; even in the midst of war, their likenesses were built on a
sifting and borrowing each other's designs. In the early, bungled months of
the war, the British press trumpeted the German model of sweeping eco
nomic mobilization. Keenly interested in German organization, David
Lloyd George, moving from the Munitions Ministry to the prime minis
ter's office in late 1916, brought a great deal of it to bear in a flurry of
centralizing reforms: emergency coal nationalization, a new Food Ministry,
extension of shipping controls, and a slimmed-down war cabinet. The
British, in turn, pressured the French war economy managers into tighter
controls.
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Coming latest into the war and capitalizing heavily on the advantages of
their laggardness, the Americans moved into the grooves and precedents of
the other belligerents with extraordinary speed. The British had resisted
conscription until sixteen months into the war; the United States had a
conscription act in place within six weeks. Aware of the chaos that had
resulted from the British experiment with voluntary cooperation among
shippers, the Wilson government embarked on construction of a state
owned emergency shipping fleet even before the war declaration. Where
the British war government waited ten months before formally inviting
labor in, Gompers's place had been set for months when the war began. In
railroads, the Americans hesitated almost nine months, until the bottle
necks became acute, before creating a British-style Railroad Administra
tion; the National War Labor Board's arbitration machinery was not fully
mobilized until the war was a year old. But the basic structures of the war
economy-the War Industries Board, the Shipping Board, the emergency
Food and Fuel Administrations, emergency war taxes, and the creation of a
labor seat at the planning tables-were all in place within six months.

During their three years on the sidelines of the war, the Americans had
followed the mistakes and difficulties of British labor policy particularly
closely. The Labor Department published an immense compilation of Brit
ish war labor orders in 1917, and American progressives interested in labor
standards had quizzed British visitors on the effects of the rollback of work
rules in the war industries.41 Impressed by the apparent links between labor
exhaustion in the first months of the war and widespread labor unrest, the
Wilson administration, rejecting the British precedent, pledged itself to
maintain prewar labor standards. Rather than extracting a legally binding
no-strike pledge from the unions, which seemed in Britain by 1917 only
to have fueled an epidemic of wildcat strikes, the Wilson administration
settled for a voluntary no-strike pledge and a wartime federal mediation
servIce.

In all these ways, absorption of the experience of the European belliger
ents dramatically foreshortened the Americans' learning time and acceler
ated their rush into a war collectivism of their own. That was the logic
behind a phenomenon that otherwise would seem merely ironic: that the
United States, of all the nations in the North Atlantic economy the most
resistant to state undertakings, was in the war emergency the swiftest to
assume them. That speed-that leap into an organized war economy where
others had blundered their way without road maps-accentuated, in turn,
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the American progressives' sense of being catapulted by the war into a new
world where the old shibboleths no longer carried force.

The progressives' sense of leapfrogging over peacetime obstacles was par
ticularly strong on the housing policy front. War workers' housing, to be
sure, was only a minor facet of the mammoth war economy; compared with
the progressives who were drawn into labor policy, the numbers engaged in
the war housing work were never large. But resistance to state-assisted
housing before 1917 had been, as we have seen, particularly adamant. If the
wartime transatlantic connection could alter this, there was no telling what
the energies collectively focused by the war might accomplish.42

From the outset of the war it was clear that the war planners would have
to manage a crisis in war workers' housing. Recruits began to move by the
thousands into the shipyards and the war munitions plants in the summer of
1917, like a swollen river shifting out of its peacetime bed. In the shipyard
city of Chester, Pennsylvania, the National Housing Association's investi
gators estimated there were 40,000 more persons crammed into the city's
housing stock by 1918 than there had been four years before. So rapid a
population movement could not but throw the housing markets into chaos;
but nothing in simple need itself dictated the form a solution would take.43

The most straightforward expedient was to let the market take care of
itself, jacking up rents, raising the profit margin on lodgers, encouraging
overcrowding, and generally making do. Beyond this, at the first level of
intervention, was the makeshift solution of temporarily billeting workers
with local families. Improved transportation by special trains or jitneys from
population centers large enough to absorb the new industrial recruits was
another possibility, though fear that workers would become exhausted by
the long commuting journey weighed against it. The most obvious solution
was the erection of temporary barracks built as cheaply and as quickly as
possible, preferably by the industrial contractors themselves, with govern
ment loans if necessary, or, as a last resort, by direct government agency.
Temporary shelter as quick and impermanent as an army camp: had it not
been for the British example, that would certainly have been the American
way in war housing.

In Britain, however, the emergency war housing needs arose in the
context of different precedents and a different political setting. There, too,
the first expedient had been temporary barracks housing. At the royal arse
nal at Woolwich in southeast London, where the employment rolls had
swelled from 11,000 on the eve of the war to 74,000 by 1917, and at wholly
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new industrial towns, like Gretna on the Scottish border, where a Muni
tions Ministry explosives works of 11,000 employees sprang out of the
moors, there was no alternative to barracks housing: row on row of low
frame structures arrayed in military formation. Britain's timber shortage
soon moved the planners toward the permanency of concrete block con
struction. But it was Britain's prewar experience with municipal housing
that tipped the balance from temporary housing to permanent additions to
the nation's housing stock. By 1915, the government had committed itself
to a massive, wartime workers housing program built to the best garden city
and factory village designs. With Raymond Unwin in the lead, the garden
city architects moved as a group into the staff of a massive war housing
effort, this time with the nation-state as their patron.44

Barracks building did not cease after 1915, but the garden city designers
used the war's concentration of authority to bring a new scale and commu
nity vision to public housing design. The narrow, bylaw streets within
which the LCC suburban rim designers had had to work were abandoned.
At Woolwich, a village of some 1,300 houses for skilled arsenal workers was
constructed around a central green in as picturesque a suburb as was to be
built in twentieth-century England. At Gretna, Unwin folded the war bar
racks of 1915 into a village of gently curved streets and generously allotted
community facilities. In their four years of work, the Munitions Ministry
architects erected some 10,000 permanent dwellings, as many as the Lon
don County Council had built in the previous quarter century.

Heavily censored for fear of sabotage, reports of the munitions workers'
housing only gradually began to filter in to the United States. The key to
the transmission was the recently installed editor of the Journal ofthe Ameri
can Institute ofArchitects. A lushly formatted arbiter of architectural taste, the
Journal was the flagship of architectural elitism. What induced its managers
to hire Charles H. Whitaker, a charming cosmopolite, single-taxer, and
William Morris-style socialist is still not clear, nor is it clear how he hung
on as editor as long as he did amid the controversies he provoked. By the fall
of 1917, in any event, he had begun to fill the Journal with reports on
British war workers' housing. Printing what he could get through the cen
sors, he dispatched New York City architect Frederick Ackerman to bring
back still more.45

Ackerman proved an inspired reporter. His articles breathed a heady
compound of economic radicalism and war optimism. "To actually see
this," he was writing from Gretna by October: "to know that it was a reality;
to witness an enormous industrial community in which law, order and ar-
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rangement prevailed; to see no slums and to realize that in this community
there would be no slums; to sense the balance which it is possible to main
tain between intensive industry and the normal life of a worker-is to feel a
thrill such as one seldom experiences." The munitions towns were a living
example ofwhat the state could do when it acted in its "full power," extricat
ing itself from the dogmas of "super-individual rights and the rights of
property." He had seen more than houses in wartime England, Ackerman
wrote: "It has been my privilege to have had a glimpse down the vistas ...
opened to the future."46

It was not the hand of the state in itself or the aesthetics of the designs
that inspired this outburst on the Scottish moors. Ackerman resisted the
picturesque charms ofWoolwich, disappointed by its sparse public facilities.
It was in Unwin's visually more simple but socially more generous plans for
Gretna and Eastriggs that Ackerman thought he saw the future: in club
houses, civic institutes, schools, churches, dental clinics, public cinemas,
communal laundries, and the spirit "of social and industrial integration."47

At the Journal, Whitaker mustered Ackerman's reports and photos into
a full-throated campaign for a parallel housing program in the United
States. Edith Wood was recruited to describe the European systems of
public housing loans, Richard S. Childs to explain the British schemes to
circumvent speculation, and Sidney Webb to praise the coming partnership
of government and architect, while Whitaker himself wrote of the trans
valuation of values that was palpable in the war-torn air.48 Ackerman, for his
part, tirelessly promoted what he had seen in lectures and lantern slides:

Now is the time, as never before, when we must scrutinize our ultra-indi
vidualistic tendencies, our relative lack of accomplishment along broad
social lines of cooperative undertakings, our trembling fear of governmen
tal control, and, above all, our materialistic aims. For these tendencies,
unless overcome, will inhibit us absolutely from keeping pace with those
nations whose suffering and loss have been much greater than our own,
but who, through the integrated effort resulting from the war, have
learned to realize something of the meaning of social democracy.49

Edith Wood was later to claim that "the Ackerman articles were what
prevented our war housing from taking the form of temporary wooden
barracks."50 Her judgment may have exaggerated Ackerman's role but not
the force of the British precedent. In the circumstances of acute skilled
labor shortages and staggering turnover rates, it was the concreteness, the
"finishedness" of the British example, compounded by an exaggerated sense
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that good housing alone had stabilized British war labor, that carried the
day.

By the spring of 1918, a parallel program was under way in the United
States. Speed was war's imperative, and speed, in turn, gave an advantage to
those with a working knowledge of the British prototype. Ackerman him
self, largely on the basis of his Journal reportage, was named chief architect
to the Emergency Fleet Corporation. Arthur C. Corney, designer of the
Massachusetts Homestead Commission's development at Lowell, became a
district architect for the United States Housing Corporation. John Nolen,
Unwin's closest American correspondent, designed for both agencies.

None of the American war housing developments was an English copy.
More often than their British counterparts, the American planners laid
down centralized and symmetrical designs focused on civic center sites, as if
visual unity might in itself help dampen the "hot chaos" of their America.
As for the individual houses, bungalows, neocolonial imitations, pseudo
farm cottages, and neo-Georgian blocks all had their partisans. But in Wa
terbury, Connecticut; Newport News, Virginia; Eddystone, Pennsylvania;
and elsewhere, streetscapes pulled straight out of Unwin's Town Planning in
Practice or memories of Letchworth and Hampstead-row houses, massed
together under long, sheltering roofs, humped and punctuated in the Ger
man fashion that British garden city designers had so admired-formed
unmistakable pointers to the transatlantic origins of the endeavor. 51

The war housing program had barely gotten into gear before the armi
stice cut it short in November 1918. In the speed with which the program
had been launched and the planners' confidence in its direction, war work
ers' housing was, nevertheless, a particularly striking example of the re
sources inherent in policy borrowing. In less than ten months, the Emer
gency Fleet Corporation and the United States Housing Corporation built
half again as much permanent housing as the British Munitions Ministry
had constructed in four years of war. Measured against the surrounding sea
of speculator-built housing, even that, to be sure, was but a drop. It was not
the structures in themselves that made the war housing program seem
momentous; it was not even the fact of state ownership-for unlike the case
in England, where reversion to local government authorities had been man
dated from the first, the postwar disposition of the war housing in the
United States was anything but clear; nor was it the community facilities
still paper plans in the rush to get housing foundations into the ground. It
was the sense of a political culture cracking and reforming under the war's
strain.
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Elsewhere, too, in 1917 and 1918, confidence in the war's socializing
effect was hard to resist, as engineers like Herbert Hoover and professors
like Harry Garfield moved in to organized the nation's food and fuel sup
plies, as a coherent federally managed rail system began to form out of the
prewar financial buccaneering, as the War Risk Insurance Bureau turned
out government insurance policies by the thousand, as labor and manage
ment undertook to bargain under the eye of neutral government experts.

May 1918 found the president of the Rockefeller Foundation in Britain,
surveying with "tremendous enthusiasm" Gretna's structures and welfare
enterprises. How so "splendid" an enterprise could be translated into peace
time terms, how its collective accomplishment could be realized without the
top-down, emergency powers of the war state, George Vincent was not
sure. But the vision was clear. "We have been in this great war; we have
been fused together as never before in our history by this sense of commu
nity interest ... We cannot go back to the old idea of scramble and conflict
and individual struggle and mere group rivalry . . . This war must never
permit us to go back again to the old individualism of the early days."52

Society "More or Less Molten"

To make the transitory permanent; to secure for the peace the collectivist
spirit and institutions of the war: these were the challenges the emergency
war measures posed to progressives on both sides of the Atlantic. The word
that soon shaped itself around those aspirations was "reconstruction." From
its origins in France in discussions of the physical reconstruction of the
war-devastated northeast, it soon swelled into a general term for postwar
planning. When the British war government organized a committee in the
spring of 1916 to anticipate postwar problems, the name Reconstruction
Committee stuck to it from the first. From Britain, where reconstruction
ambitions soon infected virtually every corner of domestic political debate,
they were to cross the Atlantic to the United States.

In Britain, politics and morale played hard in reconstruction talk. As the
Belgian war atrocity stories began to lose the force they had commanded in
1914 and 1915, as the armies bogged down in a conflict without apparent
end, and as, in the growi11g war weariness, the labor movement began to
pick up the call for a negotiated peace, Lloyd George put the idea of a war
fought not merely for victory but for the postwar transformation of the
victors at the very center of the politics of promise. By the last years of the
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war, that gesture toward a better world for the common British soldier and
munitions worker came to be an indispensable means of bolstering public
morale. "There is no doubt at all that the present war . . . presents an
opportunity for reconstruction of industrial and social conditions of this
country such as has never been presented in the life of, probably, the
world," Lloyd George told a Labour Party delegation with calculated hy
perbole in March 1917. "The whole state of society is more or less molten
and you can stamp upon that molten mass almost anything so long as you
do it with firmness and determination."53

In fact, not one but two reconstruction movements swelled in Britain in
the last years of the war, one within the official ministries, the other in the
labor rank and file. The vehicle of the first was the Ministry of Reconstruc
tion, organized in the summer of 1917 with the task (as the cabinet put it)
not of "rebuilding society as it was before the war, but of moulding a better
world out of the social and economic conditions which have come into
being during the war." Its committees were stocked with prominent pro
gressives: Beatrice Webb, ]. H. Whitley (of the factory works councils
scheme), Seebohm Rowntree (at the head of the Munitions Ministry's wel
fare work), Alfred Zimmern, Patrick Geddes, Raymond Unwin, and the
expert on Germany, William Dawson. Together they pushed energetically
for translation of the war's social and economic lessons into the postwar
peace. The labor relations experts pressed for institutionalization of the
emergency joint labor-management committees in a full-blown, perma
nent consultative structure, ascending from the shop floor to a joint eco
nomic council at the top, so as to sustain the "cooperation of all classes,
established by the war." Beatrice Webb, as she had since 1909, pushed for
replacement of the Poor Law by a broad new Ministry of Public Health.
The garden city group urged expansion of the wartime housing efforts into
a large-scale, nationally funded, peacetime housing program. Labor colony
advocates and social insurance experts worried about the problems of post
war unemployment. The economists put their expertise to schemes of grad
ual demobilization and decontrol so as to soften the readjustment to a
peacetime economy. Above all to be guarded against was a return to "the
deadly doctrine of laisser faire, laisser passer," William Dawson wrote, sum
ming up the lesson of the expert reconstruction debate in terms that went
back to the German lecture halls of the 1880s. This was not the sum total of
the agenda British progressives had carried into the war, but the connec
tions were unmistakable. 54

In the ranks of British labor, in contrast, the reconstruction talk of 1917
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to 1919 proceeded against an experience of sharp wartime discontinuities.
The emergency rollback in work rules, the "dilution" of skill as craft work
ers had to make place for newcomers, the war profiteering and ascending
cost of living, and the co-optation of labor union leaders by the war govern
ment-all these factors eroded the patriotic mood of the early months and
led to an eruption of angry wildcat strikes by 1917. The next year there
were still more workers on strike, and in 1919-in a strike wave that rolled
across the entire North Atlantic economy-there were more strikers than at
any time ever before.

The war not only mobilized labor in Britain but radicalized it as well. In
the prewar debates over social politics, the labor organizations had played a
distant, ambiguous part, distrustful of state measures and fearful of diluting
the core trade union issues that were their raison d'etre. The British Labour
Party itself, launched in defense against a series of court reversals of union
rights to strike and picket, was still not much more than a creature of its
constituent trade unions in 1914. Now, with the war's politicization of
economic and social relations, labor's political ambitions expanded like a
giant balloon.

Part of British labor's transformation worked on the plane of interna
tional affairs. By late 1917, disillusioned with a war of too few victories and
patently unequal sacrifices, the Labour Party was moving rapidly toward
the idea of a labor-brokered, negotiated peace. Reports from Russia of
workers' soviets gathering the powers of the state into their own hands were
a heady catalyst. But ultimately it was the war collectivism itself that most
strongly shaped labor's new direction. Blurring the carefully defended lines
between economics and politics, absorbing the markets in the control of the
nominally democratic state, sliding underneath the old structures of owner
ship the potential agencies of joint, perhaps even democratic, control, the
British war experience mapped a world almost as new as anything taking
shape in Russia. Along with traditional wages and hours conflicts, erupting
faster than the labor relations experts could extinguish them in 1918-19,
there was no missing the new importance of industrial control. The ques
tion being raised more and more insistently in labor gatherings was not
merely how to sustain the war's partial abrogation of capital's prerogatives,
but how to democratize the structures of industry itself.

On the means to that end there was no agreement, only a sense of
enormous possibilities suspended in an unstable political moment. At labor
meetings, advocates of a dozen different varieties of workers' control
hunted for recruits. The mines were full of talk of permanent nationaliza-
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tion, managed, as the Miners' Federation's secretary imagined it, through a
joint council of workers and technical experts. The railway workers were
talking of squeezing the prewar managers out altogether and vesting con
trol in a board split between representatives of workers and the public.
Guild socialists like G. D. H. Cole dreamed of "dishing the state" and
building a point-of-production based economic democracy on its ruins.
Shop steward radicals were talking of the establishment of British soviets. 55

The rival utopias in the air swept the Labour Party along with them.
The party's famous reconstruction document of early 1918, Labour and the
New Social Order, was never quite the foundation text American progres
sives took it to be. Both its primary authors had been men on the party's
margins throughout most of the war-Ramsay MacDonald isolated by his
war pacifism, Sidney Webb self-marginalized by his never well disguised
contempt for the dullness of the labor leadership. But to the broader world,
Labour and the New Social Order carried an inspirational, rhetorical magic
that set it altogether apart from the official reconstruction documents. The
old order, the old individualistic system of capitalist production-indeed
the whole "civilization" erected on its basis-was dead, it declared: a casu
alty of the war. No amount of reconstruction "patchwork" would bring it
back. In its place, Labour proposed to build "a new social order, based not
on fighting but on fraternity; not on the competitive struggle for the means
of bare life, but on a deliberately planned co-operation in production and
distribution for the benefit of all who participate by hand or by brain."56

Of the four "pillars" of the new social order, two were distinctly
Webbsian ideas: a one-time massive "levy" on capital so that the common
folk would not be stuck with the costs of the war, and a "universal national
minimum," the Webbs' catchphrase for a guaranteed floor under work,
wages, health, and working standards. The third was the old radical share
the-wealth slogan: "the surplus for the common good." The last, pitched in
the terms erupting from the pithead and shop floor, was "the democratic
control of industry"-immediately through the nationalization of Britain's
railways, mines, and electrical supply, and, more generally, through "the
widest possible participation in power, both economic and political, which
is characteristic of democracy." The new social order, Webb and MacDon
ald promised, would not be one based, like the old, on narrow "class"
interests; it would be "a common house," dedicated to the "common good,"
home for "every grade and section of producers by hand or by brain."57

Reduced to specifics, the reconstruction platform the Labour Party
actually adopted in June 1918 looked a lot more like a committee-made
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assemblage of pieces than a "house" or a "social order." The metaphors
were pruned back. Webb's talk of universal minima, too reminiscent of the
poorhouse for most of the delegates, was set aside for a more orthodox
wages-and-hours plank. But the party platform also pledged that labor
would not be content with postwar "patchwork."58 As for the promise to be
a party of "hand and brain," the party made good by opening up member
ship not simply to its constituent unions and pressure groups but to indi
viduals as well. Radicalized by the war, the consumers' cooperatives were
already rapidly moving into a de facto labor alliance.59

In all these ways, in organizing and politicizing the economy, the war
galvanized the working class, firing its imagination with reconstruction vi
sions far more molten than Lloyd George had any intent of accepting.
When the radical American journalist Mary Heaton Vorse reached Britain
in November 1918, she found that

wherever you went, whether in the London Workers' Committee, or in
the Federation ofWomen Workers, this talk of a new England was forever
with you. You could not for a moment get out of earshot of this demand.
Talk flowed up and down England. It swept into the homes of working
people, through the shop committees and the workers' committees, from
the Guild Socialists, to the trade unions, and to the Women's Co-opera
tive Guild, over to the study classes of the Welsh miners. There was
everywhere a ferment, everywhere a demand for a new world.60

In the inevitable collision of ambitions that ensued in 1919, strikes set the
pace. The British government's carefully laid plans for gradual demobiliza
tion of the army so as to dovetail men with jobs and avert the massive
unemployment the Reconstruction Ministry planners feared would other
wise result, were scotched after a massive soldiers' demonstration in Janu
ary. A shutdown of the mines in February was averted only by appointment
of a special commission of inquiry-half its members nominated by the
mine owners, half (Sidney Webb and R. H. Tawney among them) by the
Miners' Federation. That spring the commission conducted an extraordi
nary public trial of the relative merits of private ownership and permanent
nationalization, in full view and with a stream of rival witnesses. An equally
unprecedented gesture was the summoning of a nationwide Industrial Con
ference in February, a massive gathering of some six hundred business,
labor, and government representatives-a kind of economic parliament in
embryo, it seemed to some of the guild socialists-to try to work out the
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terms of a postwar social contract for industry.61 But none of this stopped
the strikes from escalating or new recruits (almost a million and a half in
1919 alone) from rushing into the unions.

Under these combined pressures, the government turned all the more
to the politics of rewards. An emergency unemployment benefit was piggy
backed onto the existing unemployment insurance scheme to tide soldiers
past the initial strains of demobilization. Land in the empire was promised
to returned soldiers who wanted to farm it. Most important, a pledge to
replace the slums with decent housing was catapulted to the fore of the
reconstruction agenda and pushed through on generous financial terms that
(like those of the unemployment benefit) the government planners would
later regret. Publicly Lloyd George talked about houses: homes "fit for
heroes" with gardens, baths, perhaps even a parlor. Privately he talked
about revolution. Even if the housing program should "cost a hundred
million pounds, what was that compared to the stability of the state?" he
urged the cabinet.62

The disposition of the war-nationalized industries was a far harder nut
to crack. Labor was committed to permanent nationalization, businessmen
to immediate restoration of the antebellum status quo, the government
planners uncertain and divided. In early 1920, Arthur Greenwood, formerly
of the Reconstruction Committee staff, still thought that nationalization of
coal and the liquor trade was imminent and railroads, shipping, and banking
not far off.63 But the forces moving in the other direction were stronger: the
specter of Bolshevism, which Lloyd George had begun to manipulate with
increasing calculation and skill; the Conservative drift at the polls; and the
eagerness of investors and businessmen to get industry in shape for the
international competition they anticipated at the war's end. Rejecting the
coal commission's narrow decision for nationalization, the government of
fered instead a scheme of regionally reorganized coal companies, with un
ion representation on their boards of directors. A similar measure was pro
posed for the railroads. Step by step, the rest of the war economic controls
were dismantled. The key war economy departments, mere shells of their
wartime selves to be sure, were finally dismantled in 1921. The hopes of the
Industrial Conference's planners for a permanent labor-management coun
cil fell apart in 1921 with labor's withdrawa1.64

By the time miners finally struck in earnest in 1921, with the economy
sliding into recession and employers cutting wages and payrolls, it was too
late to reverse the trend of events. The utopian mood of the war, the heady
sense of embarking on an "entirely new epoch," as William Dawson had put
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it, of building the materials of war collectivism into a "new social order,"
was spent. "What this Government will not do," the new prime minister,
Stanley Baldwin, announced, "is to attempt to control the industries of the
country."65

But it had been a bumpy road down, and for all Baldwin's talk of
restoration, it left British social politics permanently changed. The emer
gency unemployment benefits of 1920 were to remain a key fixture of
postwar Britain into the Depression of the 1930s. The wartime housing
program endured as well (despite periodic Conservative shutdowns), slowly
spreading across the landscape a new Britain of public, working-class
"council" houses. Not the least, the war's transformation of labor politics
endured, not only in the pent up anger that would fuel the General Strike of
1926 but, still more, in the war's propulsion of the Labour Party past labor's
long-standing suspicion of the do-gooding state into the mainstream of
British social politics.

The details were English, but, in the last regard, the trend was general.
Whether in Germany, where the Social Democrats had unexpectedly in
herited the state they had so long distrusted, or in France, where they
remained on the margins of governmental power, the boundaries between
social-democratic and progressive politics had been profoundly changed by
the war. Throughout Europe, labor politics was now alive with talk not only
of works councils and joint control, but also of social insurance, housing,
planning, and economic regulation-all the issues of "bourgeois" social
politics from which orthodox socialists had once kept their distance. In this
respect the war's experiment in emergency economic collectivism, the
jerry-built structures of the social peace, the heady talk of reconstruction,
even the punctured utopias of 1919, all had lasting consequences.

On the western rim of the North Atlantic economy, the same arc and fall of
end-of-the-war hopes occurred. In the United States as in Europe, recon
struction ambitions burst out of the war to collide with a war-radicalized
labor movement and with employers eager to bring the state of industry
back as quickly as possible to prewar conditions of "normalcy." The spe
cifics were American, but the setting, consciousness, and influences were, to
a marked extent, international.

The key model abroad was Britain. Wartime and postwar Germany
were hidden behind a fog of propaganda; French reportage was over
whelmed by military events. American progressives followed British recon
struction news, however, with intense interest. The Survey began printing
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summaries of the British Reconstruction Ministry reports as soon as it could
obtain them. The Whitley commission's proposal for a broad array of joint
worker-management councils, dovetailing as it did with the intensifying
need for labor adjustment machinery and vague, morale-aimed talk of
bringing the war ideals of democracy into industry, attracted widespread
American attention. The New Republic commissioned a description of the
British scheme in the fall of 1917, pointing up the contrast between the
Whitley idea and "the smouldering hostility" that characterized labor rela
tions at home. "They are far ahead ofAmerica," the editors could not resist
adding-though by the end of 1918, with the imposition of more than a
hundred Whitley-inspired shop committees throughout the American war
industries, the war labor arbitrators had done a good deal to narrow the
gap.66

Of all the British reconstruction proposals, Labour and the New Social
Order made the biggest American splash. Billing it as "probably the most
mature and carefully formulated programme ever put forth by a responsible
political party," the New Republic ran it in full as a special supplement. The
Survey, having missed the boat in February 1918, printed the entire text of
the Labour Party's reconstruction platform in August. The United Mine
Workers' Journal republished Labour and the New Social Order; the Califor
nia State Federation of Labor copied large portions of it into its resolutions
in the fall of 1918. In the White House, President Wilson's secretary,
Joseph Tumulty, made sure the president saw a copy; when Wilson began
inserting mention of the coming "political and economic reconstruction"
into his speeches that spring, Tumulty urged him to be still bolder. Califor
nia progressive Meyer Lissner wrote Theodore Roosevelt that it was "the
most inspiring and suggestive piece of political writing published in many a
year." The New Statesman's conclusion that "after the arrival ... of Labour
and the New Social Order, there seemed to be hardly a club or association,
college, church, or forum, at least in the Eastern and Middle Western
States, which had not been stimulated to enquire into what organized La
bour in Great Britain was thinking and planning," had its self-serving side.
But it harbored a germ of truth.67

Why the American progressives should have plucked Labour and the
New Social Order out of the haystack of British wartime manifestos and
vested in it so many hopes of their own is not altogether easily explained.
The document's commitment to an outright socialist program, pledged to
the "elimination" of private capitalists from the control of industry and
nationalization of much of it, was no asset in American progressive circles.
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Herbert Croly had promised contributors at the New Republic's launching
that the journal would be "radical without being socialist." Kellogg's settle
ment house and social work audience was not, in the standard political
sense, radical at all. Among those unmoved by Labour and the New Social
Order was Theodore Roosevelt, who retorted to Lissner that its "five to ten
percent pure communism" contaminated it in the way a drop of sewage
polluted a spring. The New Republic's worries that the "timidities and tepid
ity of American progressivism" would stand in the way of taking the mani
festo's true measure were not ungrounded.68

Where American progressives were straining so hard to believe in the
war's transforming effects, however, Webb's and MacDonald's decision to
subordinate details to metaphors of historical transfiguration gave Labour
and the New Social Order a major advantage over its grayer, official rivals.
The British document promised what American progressives most wanted
to hear: reaffirmation that the old order was played out-"beyond repair,"
as the New Republic's editors put it-and that the war's social gains could not
be turned back. The transatlantic progressive connection had never been a
particularly finely tuned instrument for party distinctions. Blending in with
the general reconstruction talk, Labour and the New Social Order offered
American progressives what they half scorned and half adored in Wilson: a
vauntingly idealistic promise of a new society. From 1918 on, talk of a "new
social order" in the wake of the war was ubiquitous in American progressive
assessments of the conflict. "Capitalism will not come back unchallenged
and uncontrolled," the Survey was certain by fall. "The new social order is
coming," Will Durant wrote in the Dial in June 1918, "and that is all there
is to it."69

This absorption of the terms of British political debate, carried across
the progressive Atlantic connection, helps explain why by late 1918-barely
more than a year into the war, with only a tiny fraction of the sacrifices the
war had exacted in Britain, with the labor peace and the early patriotic
mood still intact, with no urgent need (as yet) to shore up flagging war
morale with postwar promises, and with business turning out war goods at a
rate that seemed to evidence anything but the collapse of capitalism-the
United States should have been awash in reconstruction plans, more than
even Britain itself. Wilson offered the phenomenon no leadership. When
the first British reconstruction committee reports began to filter across the
Atlantic, Wilson told proponents of reconstruction planning for the United
States that it was too early to consider such measures. When the armistice
suddenly came, in November 1918, he told reconstruction committee pro-
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ponents that it was far too late. In the first months after publication of
Labour and the New Social Order, he had talked abstractly of the coming
reconstruction, but by his annual message to Congress in December 1918
he had backed to down to simple "readjustment." Even here, with his mind
absorbed in international affairs, he had little to recommend. "I have no
confident judgment of my own," he told the Congress. "The process of
return to a peace footing ... promises to outrun any inquiry that may be
instituted and any aid that may be offered. It will not be easy to direct it any
better than it will direct itself. "70

Unguided from the top, the reconstruction enthusiasm seemed to burst
from the pores of society itself, fueled by its half-borrowed idealism,
clothed in half-borrowed language. By armistice, Frank Walsh wrote, the
United States was in the teeth of "a perfect hurricane of reconstruction
conferences and plans, projected by every group imaginable, highbrow,
reactionary, labor and every other hand." Between November 1918 and
mid-1919, the American Federation of Labor, the U.S. Chamber of Com
merce, the Federal Council of Churches, the National Catholic War Coun
cil, the Women's Trade Union League, social workers, farmers, and state
federations of labor all cobbled together reconstruction programs. Six states
established official Reconstruction Commissions. The Dial boasted a re
construction program of its own, coordinated by John Dewey, Helen
Marot, and Thorstein Veblen. William Jennings Bryan's Commoner pub
lished a reconstruction program as well. The Survey, which had been re
printing British reconstruction reports in a special reconstruction pamphlet
series since the fall of 1918, now dedicated the first number of each month
to reconstruction issues. At the Journal ofthe American Institute ofArchitects,
in the borrowed rhetoric of British guild socialism, Charles H. Whitaker
was calling for an architecture and a social order "beyond industrialism."
The pro-war socialists launched a wholly new journal in January entitled
Reconstruction: A Herald ofthe New Time. There were "twenty different kinds
of heaven being offered in the streets in 1919," Lewis Mumford later re
membered the moment. The New Republic's editors unconsciously fell back
on Lloyd George's phrases: "Our society today is as fluid as molten iron; it
can be run into any mold."71

Into the new reconstruction vessels a lot of old wine was poured; but
the quickness with which American progressives beat their way to England
in early 1919-as if their own future were to be found there-was a particu
larly striking sign of the international reach of the reconstruction move
ment. As early as July the Survey's special English correspondent, Arthur
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Gleason, was objecting to "the nuisance of shoals ofAmerican commissions
of investigation, committees, special delegates, who, in succession, trample
the same green grass till it is pulpy." Jane Addams, Walter Weyl, and Glea
son himself all turned up at the coal commission hearings in early 1919.
The Nation's Oswald Garrison Villard sailed for England after the armi
stice. So did Hull House veterans Julia Lathrop and Grace Abbott, to inves
tigate child welfare measures for the u.S. Children's Bureau; Charles H.
Whitaker, as a special Department of Labor agent studying guild socialism
in the British building trades; Mary McDowell, to look at British public
housing; and the AALL's John B. Andrews, for a first-hand look at British
experience with public health insurance. The u.S. Department of Labor,
the National Civic Federation, and the National Industrial Conference
Board all sent rival delegations of employers to study British industrial
relations. The National Civic Federation dispatched yet another delegation
to try to settle the health insurance issue.72

No more than before the war did the investigators agree on what there
was to be found, or how it should bear on policy at home. The employer
group organized by the u.S. secretary of labor in January reported that
union-based collective bargaining worked in Britain; indeed, beneath the
"seething unrest," it was the most hopeful force tending toward stability.
The National Civic Federation's delegation, which sailed in February, con
cluded that there was nothing to be learned from Britain at all. The Na
tional Industrial Conference Board's delegation in March reported that
Britain was on the road toward outright Bolshevism, with the employers
caving in to demands for joint control and the government lacking the
political will to resist the rising tide of labor. A whole vocabulary of "catch
words and slogans, such as 'nationalization,' 'collective bargaining,' 'democ
ratization of industry,' of wide appeal but of vague and uncertain import"
had been released, it reported-"protean phrases" that, "especially at this
time of violent agitation, or widespread discontent, both industrial and
political, are particularly dangerous."73

In this bedlam of conflicting ambitions and rival utopias, in the ubiqui
tous reconstruction talk of a "new era," a "new order," a "new world, whose
doors the war is breaking open," the imported British elements played only
a part.74 The collectivist experience of the war, the messianic strain in
American progressive politics, the fad that, for the moment, tied the tag of
"reconstruction" around every interest group's agenda, all figured in
the event. But just as the war was an international event, so, overflowing
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the nation-state containers, was the international outwash of postwar
ambitions.

In the riot of American reconstruction plans broached in the first six
months after the armistice, no thread was more common than the hope of
carrying over into the peace one or another aspect of the war economy. The
social workers in November called for perpetuation of the wartime public
employment service, completion of the war housing projects, and elabora
tion of the soldiers' and sailors' insurance into a full-scale social insurance
system. Church groups were eager to extend the wartime minimum wage
idea and expand the machinery of industrial peace that the war labor adjust
ers had put in place. The civic reformers in the National Municipal League
recommended preserving the core functions of the War Industries Board to
"hold the ground we have gained during the war." More surprising, still,
was the league's recommendation that the war-nationalized railroads and
telegraph and telephone services remain in federal hands, or if they were
returned to private investors, that this be done only after the "speculative
and anti-social features of the private ownership of the past" had been
removed. The California progressive Hiram Johnson thought it was "no
longer debatable" that the railroads should stay in the government's posses
sion.75

In the Wilson administration there were some who shared the belief
that the emergency collectivism of the war could not simply be dismantled.
After the Republican electoral victory in November 1918, Joseph Tumulty
had quickly backed down from his earlier suggestion for permanent public
administration of the railroads, but in its place he pressed on Wilson a
program very like Lloyd George's: old-age pensions, health insurance, a
federal minimum wage and maximum hours act, a government housing
program, "control" of basic raw materials, federal recognition of the right
of collective bargaining, permanent federal disputes machinery along the
lines of the War Labor Board, maintenance of the federal employment
service, and a national industrial conference, based on the British model, to
work out improved industrial relations-perhaps on lines "similar to the
Whitley programme." "The real antidote for Bolshevism is social recon
struction," he wrote in an echo ofLloyd George's idiom. Wilson's postmas
ter general went public with a plan for permanent government ownership of
the telegraph and telephone systems. William McAdoo at the Railroad
Administration proposed a five-year extension of federal railway manage-
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mente Harry Garfield of the Fuel Administration proposed establishment of
a peacetime fuel commission composed of labor, operator, and public repre
sentatives, to mediate disputes in the coal industry.76

As strong as these parallels between British and American reconstruc
tion ambitions ran, however, there were critical differences. Some of them
started at the top, with Wilson. Between his wartime leadership and Lloyd
George's there been much in common. In British parlance, both were "lib
lab" politicians: progressives with broad labor backing. Reelected in 1916
with active AFL support, Wilson had gone into the war with what was as
close to a formal labor alliance as any American president had had before
him. 77 But Wilson chose to preside over his labor-progressive alliance in
every regard except in his own mind. Where other American progressives
discovered, via Britain, a new interest in labor politics, where Lloyd George
labored to buy working-class voters back into the Liberal coalition, postwar
policy making bought out the universalistic, classless progressive rhetoric in
Wilson.

Lloyd George tried to ride the reconstruction whirlwind for his own
advantage; Wilson, in contrast, both feared it and disdained to go near it,
eschewing Lloyd George's politics of postwar social promises for a project
of extraordinary international reconstruction abroad and something close
to abdication at home. Had Theodore Roosevelt presided over the war
government, as he had lusted so painfully to do, the train of events might
have turned out differently; but Wilson, distracted and in Paris for the first
six months of 1919, could not shake his sense of having presided over a
temporary wartime aberration, the more quickly dismantled the better.

Thus, leaderless at the top and without well-rooted state structures to
maintain them, the war collectivist agencies began melting away almost
overnight. Harry Laidler of the Intercollegiate Socialist Society visited
Washington in January 1919, his head full of reconstruction schemes. The
first friend he talked to in the administration told him differently: "There
ain't going to be no reconstruction." Outside of Franklin Lane's Interior
Department, where staffers were deep in plans for a massive soldier reset
tlement program on federal reclamation land, the war agencies were pack
ing up as fast as possible. 78 The War Labor Board recommended its own
dissolution in early December. Most work on the war housing projects
ceased with the armistice. The finished projects were sold off, at a loss, to
private investors and the rest abandoned. The Food and Fuel Administra
tions were dissolved inJune. The railroads remained in government control
until early 1920, but McAdoo himself had returned to a more lucrative job
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in private industry within two months of the armistice. The war had not
lasted long enough to create a sense of its own normalcy or a cadre of
managers committed to its operations. The administrators on wartime loan
decamped for their business undertakings; the desks were barely in place
when their occupants began to empty out. Under the circumstances, no
amount of extragovernmental reconstruction ferment could stem the col
lapse of the emergency government agencies of the war.79

Ultimately it was not the progressives' paper plans but labor that
brought the Wilson administration back into action. Emboldened by war
time collective bargaining, radicalized by events abroad, organized labor
began the year in a militantly optimistic mood. As in Britain, issues of
workers' control spilled out of the wartime politicization of the economy.
The United Mine Workers, some of its key leaders caught up by the British
example, called for nationalization of the coal industry, labor comanage
ment of coal operations, and independent labor politics. The railroad un
ions, in a widely circulated plan drafted by labor lawyer Glenn Plumb,
proposed nationalization of the railroads and their operation by a tripartite
labor, management, and public board. Nationalization planks were a dime a
dozen in state labor federation resolves. The miner's and railroad workers'
unions made motions toward a strike alliance in explicit imitation of the
British "triple alliance" of miners, dockers, and railway workers. Gompers
and the AFL's craft-union leadership labored hard against the tide, drag
ging their feet on the creation of an AFL reconstruction committee, insist
ing on the superiority of old-fashioned trade unionism to the new-style talk
of labor comanagement, and explaining to anyone who would listen that
British labor's new political departure wouldn't last long. But even the AFL
was swept up by the expectations of 1919, bolting from Gompers's leader
ship at its 1920 convention to endorse the Plumb Plan.80

Still closer to the ground, the twelve months after the armistice brought
a cascade of strikes, more intense than in any previous period in the nation's
history. There were ground-shaking industrial battles in coal, textiles,
clothing, shipping, and steel, for pay raises and shorter hours, for normali
zation of the emergency gains the war administrators had awarded, and for
conversion of the emergency representation systems of the war into out
right union bargaining rights. All told, some four million workers walked
out in 1919. In only one other year of the twentieth century, 1946, were
there to be more.

Where in the face of similar forces Lloyd George promised, blustered,
and maneuvered, it was not until the fall of 1919, after almost a year of
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strikes, that the Wilson administration moved to shore up the broken social
peace. In the face of a walkout in the steel industry, the administration
called a special Industrial Conference, an explicit reenactment of the con
ference that in February had papered over labor relations in Britain. The
conference brought some sixty employers, AFL-nominated union repre
sentatives, and administration-chosen representatives of the public to
Washington, D.C., in early October. Wilson gave the conference no
agenda, assuming that the wartime cooperation of interests would somehow
naturally be reestablished. But where the British conferees kept at it for
almost two and a half years, the American conference broke utterly apart
after two weeks. The AFL delegates, intent on capitalizing on the tempo
rary gains of the war, insisted on the principle of union-based collective
bargaining. The employers were adamant on their right to bargain with
whichever employees' representatives they chose to recognize. The "pub
lic" group, stocked with welfare capitalists, proposed a form ofWhitleyism.
The common ground of bargaining and negotiation that British labor un
ionists and employers had gradually cleared over the course of the late
nineteenth century was not to be located in the United States. Everything
came down to the question of the labor unions' place at the tables of the
peacetime economy, and broke upon it.81

In the impasse, labor walked out. A second conference of "public" rep
resentatives, hastily convened to pick up the pieces, proposed a system of
labor dispute mediation boards akin to the British Industrial Courts Act of
1919.82 By then, however, the miners had joined the steelworkers on strike.
The Wilson administration, reactivating the wartime coal controls it had
been so eager to dismantle, suppressed the coal strike with as sweeping an
injunction as the prewar courts had ever delivered. The repressive legal
machinery built during the war was turned with a vengeance against alien
labor radicals. In these repolarized circumstances, the agencies of public
labor mediation, borrowed for the emergency from Europe, collapsed. The
tripartite Railroad Labor Board, established in 1920 to rule on wages and
working conditions, fell apart a year later when its management and public
representatives combined to abrogate the railroad shop workers' union
agreements. The most widely publicized American innovation in labor ar
bitration machinery, the Kansas Court of Industrial Relations, launched (its
author boasted) as a "complete departure" from foreign principles, began by
declaring strikes, boycotts, picketing, and work stoppages illegal under
every circumstance, in all the state's essential industries.83

With the collapse of effective public machinery, the initiative fell back
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on employers. Even before the failure of the Industrial Conference, they
had begun to gear up a new "open shop" drive to roll back the war-gener
ated growth of unions. The prestige of Whitleyism, shorn of the relations
to organized labor that the Whitley commission had given it in Britain, and
the rhetoric of "industrial democracy" were appropriated for an "American
plan" of company-controlled employee representation systems. Under the
employers' counteroffensive, the wartime organizing drive in steel col
lapsed, and the nationalization movement slowly fizzled out in coal. The
railroad unions, faced with a bill in Congress that would have stripped them
of their right to strike, were forced from the high ground of the Plumb
Plan. By 1923 union membership had fallen by almost one-third from its
postwar high-water mark, under the combined pressures of the employers'
counteroffensive and the postwar recession, which had set in a serious way
by the end of 1920.84

Finally, to the forces of reaction the "red scare" lent its weight with
peculiarly American ferocity. Just as the contagion of revolutionary ideas
was worldwide in the years from 1917 to 1920, so was the frightened reac
tion to it. Lloyd George had begun to play hard on fears of Bolshevism in
late 1919, fuming about the "small but active body of men who wrought
tirelessly and insidiously to exploit the labour organizations of this country
for subversive ends." By the end of 1920, with threat of a general strike in
the air, Lloyd George had won an emergency powers act of extraordinary
scope from Parliament that when the threatened general strike finally came
in 1926, gave the government all the suppressive power it needed.85

On the western edge of the North Atlantic economy, the Americans
might have been expected to have been shaken far less by the revolutions in
eastern and central Europe. But with its immigrant working class, which
not even the reddest Scots machinist could match as a lightening rod for
conservative political anxieties, American politics was, in fact, shaken far
more. In 1919's eruption of antiforeign and antiradical feeling, progressive
projects that too plainly showed their foreign borrowings suddenly found
themselves extremely vulnerable. The New York State legislature's com
mittee on seditious activities spread its label of "pacifist and defeatist or
ganizations" over the Survey, the Nation, the radical unions, and the settle
ment house crowd. The New York Times attacked the Plumb Plan as "a very
large step toward the principles of Lenin and Trotzky." Walter Lippmann
wrote in anger in November 1919: "At this moment the man who in domes
tic policy stands about where Theodore Roosevelt stood in 1912 and in
foreign affairs where Woodrow Wilson stood when he first landed in Paris,
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and in his doctrine of toleration where John Milton stood two and a half
centuries ago, is certain, absolutely certain to be called pacifist, pro-German
and Bolshevist."86

Health insurance, where heavy economic interests were already arrayed
in opposition, was among the conspicuous casualties. At the outbreak of the
war, health insurance's advocates had quickly scrambled to stave off accusa
tions of "Prussianism" by shifting their precedents from Germany to allied
Britain. But against addition of the "Bolshevist" tag to the "made in Ger
many" propaganda and the branding of health insurance as a form of social
istic "state medicine," the gesture barely made a dent. The AALL kept up
its health insurance campaign through 1921, beating in vain, as John An
drews put it, against the "tide of extreme reaction that set in with the
armistice." Rubinow had abandoned the fight in late 1919 to direct a medi
cal mission in Palestine.87

So intense the hopes, so sharp the fall. Differences in preexisting norms
for labor-capital relations, the differing play of the Bolshevist card, different
state structures, and different leadership at the top all made the downward
arc in the United States steeper than in Britain. Yet even in America the end
of the war did not mark a simple return to the status quo ante. Like swirls of
mud and gravel from a receding flood, the war's collectivist experiments left
a jumble of residues. The hallmark of 1920s labor relations, the formalized
company representation plan, was a direct war legacy. Herbert Hoover
brought his war experience with state-facilitated business cooperation into
the core of the Republican Party project of the 1920s. Still later, memories
of the wartime collectivist economy would playa key part in the New Deal.
The trajectory from wartime collectivist utopianism, through exagger
ated reconstruction promise, down to some heavily compromised residual
effect was international. Even those who had insisted all along that the
Americans stood providentially apart were pulled into a variant on this
international postwar dynamic, as into the war itself, by the transatlantic
connections.

Of the international residues of the war, one more remains to be examined.
For some American progressives in 1918 there had been more to Labour and
the New Social Order than simply a generalized promise of economic and
social reconstruction. In the workers "of hand and brain" formula, they saw
the announcement of a radically new kind of political party: a labor party,
speaking the language of idealism and the common good, with room for
intellectuals like Webb and MacDonald within it; or, to reverse the terms,
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an intellectual party empowered by the mass strength of working-class vot
ers. "The indispensable political task of liberal America in the near future,"
the New Republic's editors wrote to lead off their republication ofLabour and
the New Social Order, "is that of promoting the organization of American
workers for the comparable exercise of political power ... on a programme,
the more radical the better, of constitutional agitation."88

The idea of a political union of brain and muscle workers was, by and
large, new to American progressives. On a number of issues-the munici
palization fights and the workmen's compensation movement among
them-progressive reformers had labored in a common yoke with labor
union leaders. But it had not been an easy alliance, hindered on the one side
by a scarcely veiled contempt for the narrow group interests of the labor
leadership and on the other by labor unionists' sense that the progressives
had more of their heart in social peace (and in their own status as expert
arbiters of that peace) than in the tangible, material claims of workers. In
this sense the war marked a shift, tentative and incomplete, in the progres
sives' relationship to the working class, an offer of alliance on terms that
anticipated and helped prepare the way for the New Deal. To these visions
of a new-style labor-progressive alliance there were several roads. But one
of the broadest and most important for Americans ran through England.

As with so many other Atlantic connections, the American progressives
discovered a usable political model in the British Labour Party not all at
once but in bits and pieces. The New Republic's discovery of it was helped by
the magazine's English contributors, many ofwhom were themselves in the
process of shifting their footing from the Liberal Party toward Labour un
der the pressure of wartime events.89 The Nation's conversion ran, in con
trast, through war doubts. The Nation's owner and editor, Oswald Garrison
Villard, had been no economic radical at the war's outset. He had groped
his way through the election of 1912 looking for a candidate who would
take the country back to the paths of Grover Cleveland; he had chided the
prewar Survey for its excessive sympathy toward labor. But Villard's war
time pacifism brought the Nation up hard against the censoring hand of the
state, brought a new cast of radicals into the Nation's staff, and threw Villard
himself into contact with the antiwar British left. When the British Labour
Party, restless with a seemingly endless war, patched up its relationship with
its antiwar minority and published an appeal for articulated peace aims in
December 1917, the event made a deep impression on Villard. Traveling to
England in the weeks after the armistice, Villard sought out the architects
of the British workingmen's "people's peace," Ramsay MacDonald (Vil-
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lard's political "ideal") and the "saintly" George Lansbury. By 1919, his
prewar attitudes toward labor transformed, Villard was eager for a political
realignment at home that would be capable of bringing the democratic
forces of intellect and labor together in a British-style alliance.9o

Among the progressive editors, Paul Kellogg came closest of all to
sensing the British ferment at its source. Eager to see the relief and social
work of the American Red Cross in France, he had sailed to Europe in the
summer of 191 7. Unlike Villard, Kellogg was not a pacifist; he had resigned
from the American Union against Militarism after the American war decla
ration, lest foreign policy differences tear his subscribers apart. But there is
no missing Kellogg's distress at the war's brutalities and his anxiety that the
catastrophe should payoff in compensatory social gains. Shaken by what he
saw in France and hungry for more inspiring labor than the Red Cross's
Band-Aid work, he was "desperately lonely" in Europe, he recalled. Cross
ing to England in January 1918, he attended the Nottingham conference of
the Labour Party and was, to his surprise, swept away by the war aims
debate. Here, Kellogg thought, was Woodrow Wilson's idealism, Wilson's
dream of a democratic and nonimperialistic peace, spoken in the accents of
ordinary British workingmen. The British labor movement, he wrote Felix
Frankfurter in the spring, was "the freest force in all Europe today, and the
one most to be counted upon in paralleling the free statesmanship of the
President." The real Wilsonians, Ray Stannard Baker concluded from his
own British trip that same year, and in much the same tone, were not in the
governments but in the working class; "the Labor party to-day is about the
best thing in British public life. "91

Labour and the New Social Order did not at first inspire Kellogg. Its
nationalization planks were, he was sure, already out of touch with grass
roots labor's desire to devolve and democratize economic control. From
this starting point, however, Kellogg quickly moved to a deeper admiration
for labor's domestic program. The British labor movement is "different at
once from the old-time trade unionism or from the old-time class conscious
socialism," he was writing by April 1918. It was a movement "organic" and
"democratic," dedicated to carrying over the "communal features of war
time nationalism" without the war's regimentation and invasion of individ
ualliberty.92

Kellogg's rapidly widening admiration for the British labor movement
was encouraged by the man who guided him through England in early 1918
and eventually became the Survey's ambassador to the British labor move
ment, Arthur Gleason. Gleason's was as pure an example as the times af-
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forded of the fervor the war could inspire and how quickly that inspiration
could be displaced onto labor when the war governments failed to mirror it.
A quiet, intense, and intensely idealistic journalist who had gone from Yale
into New York magazine work as a writer of fancy "prose poems," Gleason
was in England working up a set of literary sketches of English life when the
war broke out in 1914. Rushing to the front as an ambulance unit volunteer,
he was immediately caught up in the Allied war cause. He testified on
German war crimes before Britain's official Atrocities Committee, beat the
drums for war in the American magazines, and, when the first American
soldiers finally reached Europe, lectured them on war aims. His Inside the
British Isles, published serially in the New York Tribune in 1917, was a
glowing description of Britain's economic and social galvanization by the
war, designed to stoke the interventionist cause among progressives at
home.93

The Labour Party was on the side-lines of war-socialized Britain, as
Gleason saw in early 1917. "It would be flattering to write that it is by labor
that the constructive thinking is being done, but it would be untrue." The
labor movement's turmoil he likened to "the muddle of a helpless creature
caught unawares in a tidal wave;" its leadership was without a constructive
program or a synthetic plan of reconstruction, its rank and file "unedu
cated" and "unimaginative." Gleason's contacts with labor issues in early
1917 came through Seebohm Rowntree and the welfare industrialists; his
political heroes were Alfred Zimmern of the Reconstruction Committee
and the social imperialists in the Round Table circle. From this perspective
British labor seemed barely to have begun to think the issues out.94

By the time Kellogg reached England in early 1918, however, Gleason's
idealism was rapidly being displaced onto the British labor movement in a
translation of political ambitions that would take him deep into the move
ment for workers' control. The awakening of the British Labour Party from
its trade union preoccupations at the end of 1917, its reorganization as a
genuine political party, not merely a political committee of allied unions,
and its appropriation of the rhetoric of democracy from a government
mired in the war's mechanics all helped move Gleason into the Labour
Party's orbit. In the face of the war state's swelling appetite for power,
labor's project of devolved yet socialized control sounded a powerfully clari
fying note for Gleason.

Enlisted as the Survey's special correspondent on British social politics,
Gleason worked his new material into a second book, British Labor and the
War, jointly written with Paul Kellogg-a compound of Kellogg's yearning
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for a democratic, people's peace and Gleason's growing interest in the
terms of industrial democracy.95 By early 1919, with a Survey stipend in his
pocket, Gleason was back in England again as the journal's correspondent
to the new world in the making. He hunted up Rowntree once more and
dutifully sent back an article on the Whitley councils, but the real news, he
was sure, was in the shop stewards' movement, the miners' case for nation
alization, and the burgeoning forces for workers' control. "The Govern
ment activities in Housing, Land Settlement, Emigration, Education, can
not be compared" with the grassroots stirrings of labor, "because they are
schemes and programs, not a movement of human beings," he wrote Kel
logg. Even Sidney Webb, with his dreams of efficiently organized power
disbursed through disinterested public administrators, barely knew which
way the tide was running.96

By mid-1919 Gleason was sure that history's drift was toward some
kind of socialism from below, coal pit and factory centered, a "revolution
without philosophy," inchoate and instinctive. "Whitehall bureaucracy is
mitigated by local government, just as State Socialism is mitigated by work
ers' control. As executive power grows, devolute it. It is the British balance
... Step by step, piece-meal, detailed, but workable. No tidy French finali
ties, no doctrinaire Philosophies, no German centralization of machinery."
And no American "hysteria." He tried again to describe the tidal movement
he sensed: "functional representation, industrial unionism, producers' share
in control, pluralistic sovereignties ... The whole recent impulse and for
ward thrust of labor is in it."97

All this Gleason poured back to the Survey offices during the heady
months of mid-1919. Under intense pressure from the older social work
establishment, Kellogg cut back Gleason's articles severely, though always
with apology. On Gleason's proposal that the Survey and New Republic coop
erate in establishing a permanent publishing outlet for the British labor
movement in the United States, Kellogg temporized. But in fact, by the end
of 1918, the two men had already pulled the Survey into an unabashed
alliance with the "new England" in the making from below.

Part of what drew Americans like Villard, Kellogg, and Gleason to the
British labor movement was their ability to see in it what was much harder
for them to see in the strange faces and accents of the immigrant-dominated
labor movement at home: a working class with an idealistic heart and, still
more, a thinking head. Set against Samuel Gompers's fulminations against
"intellectuals" who meddled in the labor movement, set against Gompers's
cresting feud with the AALL over social insurance, or set against what
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progressives saw as labor's insistence on trade union time-serving as the key
qualification for Labor Department appointments, the open invitation in
Labour and the New Social Order to workers of hand and brain was, in its own
right, electrifying.

Eager for evidence of a labor movement that was not only thinking but
also willing to take its thinking from others, the Americans hunted up every
scrap of evidence of British working-class intellectualism they could find.
The Labour Party's Fabian Society connection, the leading presence in the
party of journalists like MacDonald and Lansbury, the coal miners' choice
of an Oxford don as one of their representatives on the coal commission,
and the ability of pure "brain workers" like Sidney Webb or G. D. H. Cole
to work their way into the movement's inner circles all played into this
account.

Out of the same impulses, they fell eagerly on the labor movement's
educational arm, the Workers' Educational Association. Ray Stannard
Baker, on meeting Albert Mansbridge, the cooperative-society clerk who
had founded the association, was desperate to bring him back to the United
States. Mansbridge's alliance of Oxford tutors (with Alfred Zimmern,
G. D. H. Cole, and R. H. Tawney among the veterans), public funds, and
intellectually starved skilled workers, all brought together for a year's study
of economic and labor issues, seemed to many American progressives to
represent everything that was absent in the strained and distrustful relations
between workers and intellectuals in America. American representations of
the British labor movement after 1918 regularly described it as a house built
on four pillars: the unions, the parliamentary Labour Party, the cooperative
movement, and the workers' education movement. No matter that by any
realistic head count the last pillar was a mere toothpick in comparison to the
others. Baker wrote that the "unity of workmen and scholars" was one of
the most inspiring things to be found in wartime Britain; Gleason was to
teach two classes at the Labour College, the Workers' Educational Associa
tion's more radical rival, in the winter of 1919.98

Talking about Britain, they were all thinking about America, of course.
The subject might be British labor, but the core text was Gompers, Wilson,
and the future of progressive politics in the United States. In that context
the struggle to shape the meaning of British labor politics could not but
open up political fissures at home. Kellogg had barely returned from Britain
in the spring of 1918 before Gompers challenged him to a public debate
before a stridently prowar National Civic Federation audience. William
English Walling, speaking for the prowar minority socialists, smeared
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Kellogg's reporting as "pro-German pacifist propaganda." To the cheers
and delight of the listening businessmen, Gompers lambasted the "officious
intelligentsia," the Survey-New Republic-Sidney Webb crowd, who thought
they knew what American workers wanted better than they themselves
did.99

Gompers and Walling were already deep in an effort-precisely at cross
purposes to Kellogg, Baker, and Gleason's-to remold the British labor
movement in their own image of pure-and-simple trade unionism and
straight-out war patriotism. Gompers had, in fact, already picked from the
British Trades Union Congress's margins the man to do it: the General
Federation of Trade Unions' William Appleton, an antisocialist believer in
manly self-help after Gompers's own heart. Eager to stem the talk abroad of
a negotiated peace, the Wilson administration had sponsored a delegation
ofAmerican Federation of Labor leaders to try to bolster the war resolve of
like-minded trade unionists in England and France in the spring of 1918. In
July, it bankrolled a mission of Walling's prowar socialist colleagues to
lobby socialist leaders abroad. In September a delegation, including Gom
pers himself, was dispatched to an inter-Allied labor conference in London.
Gompers, the Labour Leader reported, planted himself in the center of the
hall-hat on his head, smoking one cigar after another-as a one-man dike
against any compromise with socialism or the central European labor
movements. The AFL delegation, Beatrice Webb wrote, "asserted and re
asserted that the war-at any rate since they entered it-has been a war
between Democracy and Disinterestedness, on the one hand, and Autoc
racy and Lust ofPower on the other. Whenever this thesis was controverted
the Americans repeated their credo-more slowly, more loudly, and alas at
greater length."loo

The fight over British labor politics was a fight both to control and to
represent it. It was inspired precisely by the contrast between the dogmas of
Samuel Gompers and the far more fluid, decentralized, "organic" labor
movement that Kellogg, Gleason, and the others sensed was in motion in
Britain in 1918 and 1919. Not all those Americans who called themselves
progressive in 1918 or 1919 rallied to the vision of a labor alliance on British
lines. Those for whom winning the war overshadowed the chimerical talk
of democratic reconstruction at home, those for whom any concession to
class interests violated their vision of a classless common good, remained
unmoved. Without the war's disruptions and labor unrest, without the tem
porary politicizing of every economic and industrial relation within the
swollen sphere of the war state so as to bring those relations to an unexpect-
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edly heightened democratic test, the events across the Atlantic would have
moved few American progressives at all. But in the context of the moment,
Britain was the bridge across which some American progressives began to
move from a middle-class politics of expertise and influence to the notion of
a democratic social-political alliance as broad as labor itself.

How to bring home the half-borrowed, half-imagined model was, as always,
the most difficult question. Some of the American progressives who under
took to forge a movement along the British Labour Party's lines went so far
as to enlist themselves in the labor organizations. Through their effort, the
role of labor intellectual, more familiar in Europe than in the United States,
began slowly to be filled out in the United States. Frederic Howe, whose
prewar reports on Europe had radiated a classless faith in the politics of the
common good, was a striking example. As immigration commissioner for
the Port of New York, Howe had come up hard against the powers of the
war state. Forced out in the end, after he tarried too long in deporting yet
one more catch of alien radicals, he abandoned middle-class social politics
to throw in his lot with the railroad unions as publicist for the Plumb Plan.
Benjamin Marsh, once the Congestion Committee's secretary, turned up as
head of another railroad union-sponsored operation, the People's Recon
struction League. lOl

Arthur Gleason turned his steps in the same direction. Returning home
from an England "all ... tired out" at the end of 1919, he found an outlet
for a while in the Freeman, where he plumped for an occupationally based
industrial parliament to be built alongside Congress's hollow shell. At the
Bureau of Industrial Research, he worked on coal issues, trying to raise the
American debate to the level of the British coal hearings. He helped the
mineworkers revive the case for coal nationalization as the expert member
on the union's Nationalization Research Committee in 1921-22. He was a
member of the board of Brookwood Labor College, founded in 1921 as an
American counterpart to the labor college movement in England. When
later that year progressive labor unionists combined to construct an Ameri
can offshoot of the Workers' Educational Association, Gleason served on its
founding committee as well. lo2

To most American progressives inspired by the labor party idea, how
ever, exhortation came more naturally than these examples of cross-class
permeation. The labor party they had in mind was not the cloth-capped
troops of the Trades Union Congress, or even a workers' education class
deep in the study of economic history, but a manifesto with truth and
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numbers behind it: cross-class but not class conscious. Inspired by Labour
and the New Social Order, they too easily mistook it for the Labour Party
itself. "Thousands ofAmerican liberals who heretofore rather scorned trade
unionism are asking 'How can we get in touch with Labor?'" the single-tax
Public noted in the spring of 1918 with no intended irony, for the Public was
among those pushing the question most urgently. 103

The progressives' opening move came with a "Call to Americans" ad
dressed to all workers "of hand or brain" and published in the Survey, the
Nation, the New Republic, and the Dial in March 1919. Supporters of the
"Call" included Howe, the New Republic's Herbert Croly and Walter Weyl,
the Nation's Oswald Garrison Villard, the Freeman's Albert Jay Nock, the
single-taxers Amos Pinchot and George L. Record, the social gospelerJohn
Haynes Holmes, Greenwich House's Mary Simkhovitch, Northwestern
University Settlement's Charles Zueblin, the feminist Charlotte Perkins
Gilman, the municipal socialist Carl D. Thompson, and such die-hard vet
erans of the 1912 Progressive Party as J. A. H. Hopkins-all loosely organ
ized, for the purposes, as the Committee of 48. 104

But the chasms of class were not to be vaulted by a manifesto alone.
The mainline labor organizations, pressed closer and closer to the wall on
the union recognition issue as labor struggles escalated in 1919, were unin
terested in diluting their own project with the vaguer aspirations of the
Committee of 48's middle-class intellectuals. In the face of labor's default,
the committee turned its sights to the Independent Labor Party, organized
by the Chicago Federation of Labor in late 1918. As weightless in its own
way as the Committee of 48, the Independent Labor Party, with its British
borrowed name, signed up several hundred local union affiliates and con
structed a platform of progressive planks: democratic control of industry,
public ownership of public utilities, complete equality for women, a capital
tax on war profits, social insurance, and full restoration of free speech rights.
Measured against the progressives' idealized notion of the British union
between Sidney Webb's brain and the Trades Union Congress's brawn,
however, the results could not but disappoint. There was no controlling
vision behind the platform, Charles Merz lamented in the New Republic:
"There is no attempt, in it, to build the structure of a new social order, as
the British Labor Party built."IOS

Eager to do the thinking where so much brain work was needed, the
Committee of 48 timed its 1920 meeting to coincide with the Labor Party's
convention in Chicago. But between the 48ers' steering committee, on
which those promoting a straight-out single-tax line now carried the upper
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hand, and the labor representatives meeting across town, there was precious
little convergence of ideas. The committee's leadership held out for a class
less workers' party, committed simply to public ownership of public utili
ties; the labor unionists demanded a workers' party committed to unioniza
tion rights and democratic industrial control. With the negotiators locked
in struggle, the Committee of 48's rank and file bolted to the labor conven
tion-marching in to the Labor Party's convention hall singing "Onward,
Christian Soldiers" as the Progressive Party convention delegates had in
1912-where their influence quickly dissipated. 106

The progressives sang "Onward, Christian Soldiers" once again at the
nominating convention of the Conference for Progressive Political Action
in 1924. This time the initiative for a political alliance of hand and brain
came, following more conventional European lines, from the labor unions,
and this time the consequences were much greater. In this revival of the
Progressive Party name, the railroad workers' unions took the lead. They
had done particularly well under state economic management in the war,
but by early 1922, with the Railroad Labor Board in collapse, the return of
the sweeping antistrike injunction, and a series of court judgments hostile to
union organizing rights, they were eager to try independent political action.
The brain workers, once again, were willing. Oswald Garrison Villard
signed on as the conference's assistant treasurer, Frederic Howe as its secre
tary, Benjamin Marsh as one of its field organizers. The socialists, depleted
by the fissures of 1917, enlisted with enthusiasm. So, with explicit reference
to the British example, did the New Republic and the Nation. Jane Addams,
Paul Kellogg, W. E. B. Du Bois, John Dewey, John R. Commons, Rexford
Tugwell, Felix Frankfurter, and Paul Douglas, among others, all lent their
support. When Robert La Follette accepted the conference's nomination
for the presidential race in 1924, even the AFL formally enlisted. 107

With its labor union base and middle-class superstructure, the Progres
sive Party of 1924 was the closest thing on the American scene yet to the
British Labour Party model. La Follette's 17 percent of the vote in 1924
was twice the maximum the Populists had achieved in a presidential election
and two and a half times the best Eugene Debs had mustered at the Socialist
Party's height. No other third party until the very end of the century would
exceed it. Under a parliamentary system, the Progressives of 1924 might
have built a significant congressional beachhead, a firm staging ground for
elections to come.

But this time it was the unions that were wary of labor party politics
and still more so, of their progressive allies. Even before November, as an
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outright La Follette victory began to seem increasingly unlikely and as the
Coolidge administration hastened to mend some of its labor fences, the
railroad brotherhoods began to edge back toward more familiar brokerage
politics. The habit of seeing politics as a marketplace in which labor did best
by holding its ultimate allegiances to itself and peddling its wares, election
by election, to whichever party bid the highest was hard to set aside. The
trainmen's union, eager not to exhaust all its political assets in one spending
spree, retreated to neutrality. The United Mine Workers, where John Le
wis had unseated the radicals of 1919, threw its support to Coolidge. The
AFL's endorsement paid little tangible return.

Encouraged nonetheless by the La Follette vote, the socialists and the
progressive intellectuals were eager to put the Conference for Progressive
Political Action on a permanent basis. But the unions cut their losses and
withdrew. When a de facto labor party was finally to be accreted to the
regional and ethnic coalitions within the Democratic Party after 1936, the
labor organizations would have no formal, constituent place within it. The
British Labour Party model, idealized and intellectualized in its very appro
priation, could not be made to stick in the United States. Atlantic progres
sive politics was full of misaligned connections of this sort, their timing just
far enough off to make a critical, structural difference.

If what remained in the war's ebb tide was at the level of aspiration, how
ever, we should not be too quick to sell it short. "Many there were," Harry
Laidler wrote in late 1919, "who felt that the Government at Washington
was destined to lead America right into the collectivist state-a collectivism
not without its ... bureaucracy and its generous support, through interest
on government bonds, of an army of former stockholders, but an industrial
order, nevertheless, far removed from Spencerian individualism."lo8 The
illusions are easily identified in hindsight. Progressives inspired by the war's
collectivist experiments wrongly presumed that the extraordinarily rapid
policy learning of 1917 and 1918 would be permanent. They misperceived
the momentum of end-of-the-war "normalization." They exaggerated the
neutrality of the war state vis-a.-vis class and partial interests. They over
stated the ease with which the common good could be perceived and its
agents held to account. In the confidence of 1917, however, they had recog
nized little of this. Searching, like Randolph Bourne in 1914, for an alterna
tive to their nation's excessively individualized way of life, most progressives
had come into the war eager, as H. G. Wells had put it for them, to see what
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the Great State could do when pulled together into efficient, common
action.

But for some American progressives the war and the postwar recon
struction fervor provided an unexpected lesson in class relations. Particu
larly among those closest to transatlantic politics, it taught a new skepticism
about consolidated power and a new appreciation for smaller-scale, even
class-related democratic arenas. From the smashup of their idealized Ger
many, they learned to be more shy of the big, centralized European states.
The wartime vision of a coordinated, unified economy, liberated from the
distortions of private greed and partial interest, remained; but so did a new
wariness about state authority as concentrated as many progressives had
hoped it would be in 1917 and 1918. Into the New Deal era, some would
look to the labor movement to democratize the economic structures the
markets had made. Others would hunt up whatever lay at the end of the
cooperative way. And still others would see what answers might be found in
smaller places on the European periphery.



Rural Reconstruction

Cooperative Farming

The agenda of social politics began with the new. Along the edges of mod
ernity, where the economic transformations cut most deeply, social politics'
proponents organized their forces, traded salves and redresses, and worried
over the problems of control. Old forms of poverty never interested pro
gressives as much as the new domain of wage labor, old forms of trade as
much as the outward rush of market commodification, old forms of produc
tion as much as the new world of concentrated force and massed economic
power. The diffuse and tradition-bound populations of the great rural hin
terlands did not, in the first instance, draw their attention at all.

No one brought the plight of the peasantry to the Verein fur Sozialpoli
tik's organizing conference in 1872, nor farmers' grievances to the organiz
ing meeting of the American Economic Association thirteen years later. In
Paris in 1900, the shadow that industrial wage labor cast over the social
economy pavilion was massive and unmistakable; to find the economic and
social disruptions of rural life within its labyrinth of exhibits took consider
ably more dedication. The "social question" was the wage-labor question;
the Arbeiteifrage; the great-city question; the question of combined labor
and monopoly capital. The countryside inhabited, at first, another category
of mind.

By any demographic reckoning of the age, however, the countryside
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remained a massive presence well into the twentieth century. Though its
people had been draining off for generations like rivulets from a vast leaky
population reservoir, village and rural Europe was still a virtual continent of
its own. From Ireland across the Scandinavian peninsula, down across the
plains of Prussia and central Europe and curving back around through the
Mediterranean littoral, agrarian Europe circled the continent's urban and
industrial core. As late as 1930, almost half the labor force in Ireland and
Italy was engaged in the "primary" sector of the economy: in forestry,
fisheries, and, above all, agriculture. In Sweden the comparable figure was
39 percent, in France 36 percent, in Denmark 30 percent, in Germany 29
percent. In the United States, where realms of corn, wheat, and cotton
stretched in seemingly endless recess west and south of the Philadelphia
New England-Chicago triangle, it was 22 percent. 1

Farm populations as large as these carried more than vestigial impor
tance. Agrarian political parties emerged with the extension of suffrage. In a
spectrum framed by the issues of the urban, industrial cores, the farmers'
parties occupied no stable, predictable place. The keys in which the inter
ests of the countryside could be raised ranged across the political scale from
the Populists in the late-nineteenth-century United States to the Junker
dominated Bund der Landwirte in late-nineteenth-century Germany, con
servative or radical as party leadership, market forces, and political context
molded them. Typically the agrarian parties played the role of political
makeweights in a field of stronger players. But where the farmers' political
blocs cast their lot with the parties of the working class, their impact on
progressive politics could be dramatic. Sweden was a case in point, where
the Social Democrats' breakthrough into long-term power was secured by
their alliance with the Agrarian Party in 1933. So, by the same token, was
the American New Deal, which was sustained in its bold, early years by an
electoral combination of northern working-class voters and southern cot
ton interests.2

Economically the countryside still carried weight as well. Danish but
ter, Swedish timber, New Zealand mutton, and American wheat and cotton
all played central roles in their respective export economies. In 1930s
France and Germany, agricultural products still made up a fifth of the
aggregate national product; in Italy they accounted for more than a quarter;
in the United States, despite its huge internal market in manufactured
goods and services, they made up one-tenth.3 The farmers' slogan, "Under
all, the land," simplified and moralized the economic point. In agrarian
rhetoric, artisans and factory workers, bankers and stock-ticker watchers,
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artists and preachers all ornamented civilization, but food came first; eco
nomically the farmers' land and labor supported it all. The claim was exag
gerated, but in economies with farm sectors as large as these, it held a visible
measure of truth. Not without cause did so many of the best and brightest
young New Dealers flock to the Department of Agriculture in 1933, there
to try to unlock the riddle of the farmers' depression, confident that, with
the countryside's purchasing power restored, the forces of general eco
nomic recovery would spring back into motion.

If the countryside held more importance economically, politically, and
demographically than urban progressives sometimes awarded it, it was, by
the same token, hardly as static as they sometimes allowed themselves to
imagine. The age's great engines of commodification were no less pro
foundly at work in the countryside than in the great cities and factory
towns. Attachment of price to land and the "commodities" produced on it
was not, of course, new. The disturbing force was the expanding scope and
scale of the agricultural market. As railroad, marketing, and credit networks
reached deeper and deeper into the countryside, older, smaller, less com
petitive trade networks broke apart under the strain. More farm goods
began to pass over more distant networks and through the hands of more
middlemen and processors, their prices set by more distant, more efficiently
organized, and much more highly capitalized players. Rural wage labor
followed the thickening paths of transportation and exchange, joining the
city and countryside in wage-labor markets that spanned the Atlantic itself.
As for the land, it was ground for increasingly complex pyramids of debts
and credits, liens and mortgages, and landlord and tenant bargains. The
peasantry might still wear their customary wooden clogs, countryfolk
everywhere might stoop from hoeing and betray themselves by their coun
try speech, landlords might exact from their cotters and croppers their
pound and a half of deference along with their pound of trade, but the
outward inertia of the countryside belied its increasing incorporation into a
world agricultural market.

Still, in one critical regard, the countryside was different from the city
dwellers' world. Amid the concentrated forces of the age, farm production
remained local, small scale, and individualistic. Not even the biggest
Junkers' holdings east of the Elbe River or the bonanza farms of the Red
River Valley operated on a scale comparable to that of the key players in the
transportation, banking, and manufacturing sectors of the economy. Or
ganization of industrial wage laborers, difficult as it was and hazardous as
the strike weapon proved to be, proved vastly easier than the organization
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of rural folk. One by one, the producers of farm products brought their
goods to markets over which they had less and less control and against
whose hazards they had increasingly little insulation. Between their diffuse
and splintered economic power and that of the agricultural markets' more
amply capitalized and better organized players, the distance was stark and
economically palpable.

In that standing imbalance, only a trickle of the age's gains in goods and
leisure reached peasant or tenant-farmer pockets. The early-twentieth-cen
tury agricultural market was a classic marriage of economic efficiency and
unpaid social costs: cheap food at the expense of education, health, and
ambition among its myriad small producers. Its weakest players-Irish
tenants, African-American sharecroppers, Danish farm laborers-formed
the largest nation of the exploited, laboring poor in the North Atlantic
economy.

In this context, it could not be long before the social question led
progressives to the countryside. The Verein rur Sozialpolitik added rural
economics to its agenda in the 1880s; Richard Ely was training American
farm economists by the 1890s. Slowly an international network of rural
social reformers took shape beside its urban counterpart. Farmers were not
prominent in it; their politics tended to be, like their social organization,
local and regional. The brokers of rural social economics between the na
tions of the North Atlantic economy were more likely to be publicists,
philanthropists, farm economists, or educators. Some acquired interna
tional reputations, like Friedrich Wilhelm Raffeisen, the Rhineland village
mayor who founded the German rural credit cooperative movement, or
that conscience of the Irish Protestant gentry, Horace Plunkett, Theodore
Roosevelt's favorite agricultural reformer abroad. But, as with the other
international networks of policy exchange, it was the rank and file of
smaller, more modest players that sustained it.

An example of the type was Wisconsin's Charles McCarthy. McCarthy
had been born not on a farm but in Brockton, Massachusetts, where his
Irish-born father worked in a shoe factory. Leaving home at age fourteen,
he tossed about in the world of urban wage labor, worked his way through
Brown University on his mental quickness and his talents at football, and
eventually arrived at Richard Ely's door in Madison, Wisconsin, as graduate
student and football coach. By 1901 McCarthy had an academic appoint
ment of his own at the University of Wisconsin and a post in the state
capital, where he was charged with helping legislators put their ideas into
more effectively drafted legislation. The Legislative Reference Library, an
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engine of progressive legislation, soon justified McCarthy's boast that he
had "been the man behind nine tenths of the movements for the betterment
of the state."4

McCarthy's first European trip was to Germany in 1910 as a member of
a special state commission on trade and industrial education, but his vicari
ous immersion in legislative experiments abroad went back further than
that. Visitors to McCarthy's statehouse office were struck by the interna
tional range of its pamphlets and model statutes, its "thousands of newspa
pers written in ... nearly every language known to the world." When
Horace Plunkett passed through Madison in 1911 preaching the gospel of
agricultural cooperatives, McCarthy soaked up that new idea like the rest.
McCarthy's political idealism, his Irishness, his cosmopolitan political in
terests, and his expert position in a key farm state all helped kindle an
instant mutual friendship between the two men. After arranging to see for
himself the results of agricultural reform in Ireland and Denmark in 1913,
McCarthy threw himself into the organization of an American farm coop
erative movement based on Plunkett's Irish model, dispatching its first
organizers to Dublin for training.5

The key southerner on McCarthy's general board, Clarence Poe, had
found his way into the international rural reform networks by a less circui
tous but equally unplanned route. Born on a North Carolina farm, Poe, like
McCarthy, struck out early to find another way of making a living. Signing
on as an apprentice writer for the Progressive Farmer, North Carolina's most
important Populist newspaper, he soon bought the paper for his own, and
for the next sixty years he used it as a pulpit from which to preach to
southern farmers the gospel of agricultural improvement. By 1908 Poe had
accumulated enough margin to afford a young man's grand tour through
Europe. He set out to see the museums and the poets' birthplaces, but what
unexpectedly caught his eye was the careful, intensive cultivation of the
European countryside. There were no broken fences or eroded fields to be
found in rural England, Poe marveled to his subscribers, no mud-clogged,
impassable roads, no culturally entrenched shiftlessness, none of the reck
less human agricultural waste that marked the American countryside. Rural
France stirred him in the same way: "No clods, no gullies, no weeds, no
poor houses and cattle, no scrub hogs, no disgraceful tenant cabins."6

No sharecroppers, no blacks, no illiteracy on the massive southern
scale, no laziness, no entrapment in cotton and tobacco: Poe's racially and
regionally charged point needed little decoding by southern readers. When
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the disfranchisement of African-American citizens had come before North
Carolina voters in 1899, Poe had defended the measure. But there was more
to Poe's European-kindled interest in an agriculture without "loose ends or
ragged edges" than simply the sight of a countryside free of the peculiar
burdens of the American racial system. What Poe saw in Europe helped
him bridge the gap between the hot, abstract rhetoric of Populism and the
practical, piecemeal style of the expert, agricultural reformer. Two Euro
pean trips later, in 1912, he knew his destinations like a seasoned social
political traveler: London for a first-hand look at Lloyd George's new social
programs, Plunkett's work in Ireland, and the Danish countryside.7

Like McCarthy, Poe brought back an enthusiasm for agricultural coop
eratives in all their tested European forms. The atheoretical practicality of
the European governments also impressed him: their investments in roads
and trade education; and their post offices, which not only brought mail to
the farmer's doorstep but also carried packages, sold life insurance annui
ties, and issued savings certificates. The dedicatory statement of his A
Southerner in Europe-"To All Alert-Minded Southerners Who Find Les
sons for Our Time in the History of Other Times, and for Our Country in
the Experience of Other Countries"-encapsulated Poe's new political
identity.8

Southerners like Poe had not been prominent in the early phases of the
Atlantic progressive connection. The region's universities had far fewer
European connections than those in the North. The city phase of progres
sive reform had not put down deep roots in the American South. More than
other Americans, white southerners had been prone to wrap themselves not
only in a general distrust of foreign borrowings but also in the peculiar
burdens of their regional history, so as to create a kind of double insulation
from the world. The discovery of an unknown continent of practical agri
cultural reforms struck southern progressives with particular force and pro
pelled them onto the Atlantic stage as municipal streetcars and the insecuri
ties of wage labor had not. With the poverty and backwardness of southern
agriculture on their minds, and, still more, the massive drag of that back
wardness on the South's general welfare, they strained to read the social
political lessons in the European countryside.

In that endeavor the Americans joined others: Irish progressives trying
to track down the exportable lessons of the Danish rural revival, English
investigators of Belgian agricultural organization, Indian and Italian rural
reformers in Germany. All were in pursuit of the secret of rural revival-of
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workable means to rebalance the market in agricultural goods in ways less
disadvantageous to the country's small producers.

The orthodox economists' answer to the riddle of farm poverty was simple:
let the processes of rural depopulation take their course until the surfeit of
farm producers, fated to permanent poverty by undercutting each other's
margins, shrank to a more advantageous level. The natural endpoints of
such a drainage operation were the cities. But already deeply worried about
social fractionation in the great cities, most progressives did not welcome
the notion of letting the natural flows of population simply take their
course. Colonization of surplus small producers on farms in less crowded
parts of one's empire was a much more attractive Atlantic-wide solution
but not all nations had an empire suitable for the purposes.9

An alternative course was to try to harness the promotionalist powers of
the state to the interests of agriculture. Tariff protection and export boun
ties fell in this category. So did the efforts of state agricultural experts to
prod farmers into more commercial modes of production, by teaching them
to keep closer accounts, invest more deeply in fertilizer, hybrid seed, and
updated machinery, and in effect, trade the identity of a peasant or landlord
for that of a businessman on the make. Large producers were the most
common beneficiaries of these endeavors, not smallholders or (rarer still)
the countryside's wage hands and sharecroppers. All the rival nations played
at this game, appropriating measures from each other as they competed
vigorously for advantage in the agricultural export trade. But promotional
ism was inescapably nationalist in intent, and weak in sustained interna
tional consciousness and connections.

It was yet a third set of solutions that dominated the international rural
reform networks. The key to this framing of the countryside's weakness lay
not in rural overpopulation or precapitalist consciousness; it lay, rather, in
the countryside's social and economic atomization. Its talismanic phrase
was social "organization." To foster a new level of cooperative, solidaristic
consciousness in the countryside, to promote among its splintered, mutu
ally suspicious small producers new institutions of collective endeavor-this
was the distinctive note in the debates that swept up the likes of McCarthy
and Poe.

As to means, however, there was considerable variation. The most
widely shared hopes centered on the promotion of rural cooperatives.
Credit cooperatives to provide an alternative to the local landlord or mort
gage banker, purchasing cooperatives as a means around the local feed and
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fertilizer merchant, dairy cooperatives as an alternative to the local com
mercial creamery, warehousing cooperatives, breeding cooperatives, and
marketing cooperatives all had their spokesmen, and in Europe, after half a
century's organizational work, their thickly planted associational networks.

Other agricultural progressives vested their hopes in better rural educa
tion. Arming the farmer with a firmer knowledge of economics, a broader
sense of history and society, a better grasp of the latest technical agricultural
methods, or a deeper cooperative spirit was heralded as the foundation of a
broader, less isolated rural culture. From cultural revitalization, it was be
lieved, economic revival would surely follow.

Most ambitious of all was the notion of creating new forms of agricul
tural settlement from the bottom up: rural communities laid out from the
first to promote cooperative enterprise and social solidarity. The planned
rural settlement idea was to the debates over the revitalization of the coun
tryside what utopian socialism had been to the nineteenth-century debates
over wage labor; the difficulty of its realization did not diminish the mag
netism of the idea itself.

All these solutions, in dozens of rival forms, circulated among North
Atlantic agricultural progressives from the late nineteenth century through
the Great Depression of the 1930s. From Raffeisen banks to the Federal
Farm Loan Act, from the Irish cultural revival to Wisconsin's cooperative
creameries, from reclamation communities in Victoria, Australia, to the
state agricultural colonies in central California, from the folk schools of
Denmark to their offspring in southern Appalachia, an intricate weave of
connections came into being. The internationally minded agricultural pro
gressives never called the whole tune, but into the New Deal their projects
carried weight, both intellectually and politically.

What strikes a modern observer as most remarkable about the agricul
tural progressives was their refusal to accept the countryside as fated either
to the inertia of its past or to the onward force of markets and prices. They
took it as an article of faith that the countryside was pliant and moldable, its
terrific inner motion bendable into consciously chosen channels-not the
least because the fate of so much else depended upon it. The countryside's
economic revival was the beginning of the matter, but beyond that
whether the hope found its expression in the evangelical fervor of the coop
erators or the lay preaching of the folk school principals-lay a sense that
new general principles of social organization were waiting to be born. The
isolation of each petty possessor in a competition that left all of them poorer
was not, to agricultural progressives, simply a peculiarity of the countryside.
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It was a mark, as the National Country Life Conference put it in 1919, of
the "individualistic tendency and tradition" of the age. 10

The social pattern of the countryside was the root pattern. To mold it
into more "sociable" forms, to infuse it with more intensive "collective
social action," was to take hold of a nation's core historical template. The
social pattern on the land lay under all. With this, the farmers' slogan took
on its distinctive, progressive meaning.

Of all the institutions within the agricultural progressives' bundle of re
forms, the one that flourished most vigorously in the Atlantic progressive
connection was the cooperative association. Through the Great Depression
of the 1930s, cooperatives were a fixture of the debates over rural recon
struction. In the eyes of their partisans, they were a means of reformulating
relations of production, a new mode of purchasing, and a template for the
reconstruction of moral and economic values themselves. For almost a cen
tury, cooperation was corporate capitalism's twin, its shadow, its progressive
alternative.

Historically the cooperative association, the investment corporation,
and the trade union had, indeed, important elements in common. All three
were legal-institutional attempts to move beyond a regime of proprietary,
possessive individualism. All three pooled a multitude of small resources
into larger, collective strength. The genius of the corporate form, as it
turned out, lay in its extraordinary capacity to amass and expand; the genius
of the labor union lay, over the long haul, in its ability to obstruct and
demand. The genius of the cooperative association-which was also its
weakness-lay in its fusion of entrepreneurial and democratic aspirations in
ways that, by the orthodoxies of contemporary economic and political sci
ence, should barely have been fusable at all.

Cooperation's first publicists were the utopian socialists. It was they, in
1820s and 1830s France and England, who broadcast the possibilities of
artisans banding together to ditch their bosses and repossess their labor's
value for themselves; of consumers uniting to oust the profiteers and money
lenders; of a world reborn from selfish economic exploitation into a "new
system of truthful and social commerce." Cooperation's more sober and
more lasting institutional form, however, was an invention of the post
Chartist English working class. The modern cooperative store made its first
appearance among handloom weavers in Rochdale, England, in the 1840s,
gathering its capital out of members' loans, selling goods to its members at
reasonable cost, distributing its profits back as membership dividends, and
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running its business according to its members' collectively deliberated
will. 11

The cooperative store was a corporation turned in on itself, as it were,
in which investors, consumers, and managers formed a single, common
body. Politically, the cooperative association was a small-scale, simple de
mocracy. In a corporation organized on capital shares, investments voted:
one share, one vote. In the cooperative association-as the mid-nineteenth
century English cooperators worked out its principles-members voted:
one person, one vote, whether wealth or mere economic competence stood
behind it.

So simple a form proved extraordinarily malleable, both functionally
and politically. In Britain, the cooperative store sank roots deep in the
economy ofworking-class and lower-middle-class life. Membership in Brit
ain's cooperative stores grew from 350,000 in 1873 to 1.7 million in 1900,
to 7.5 million by 1935. Forty-five percent of all English households and 55
percent of all Scottish households belonged to one in the 1930s. To supply
the local associations with cheaper goods, the jointly managed Cooperative
Wholesale Society moved aggressively into production with its own farms,
factories, coal mines, bakeries, North Sea fishing fleet, even a Ceylon plan
tation for the production of tea. 12

Different contexts promoted different cooperative forms. In France,
cooperators laid particular stress on producers' cooperatives in the small
shop and building trades, with the state, at times, as an active patron. In
late-nineteenth-century Germany, the most vigorous growth was in coop
erative loan associations. Introduced in the late 1840s by Hermann
Schulze-Delitzsch, an admirer of English working-class self-help, there
were more than a thousand cooperative credit banks in Germany operating
within the Schulze-Delitzsch umbrella association in 1892 and many more
outside it. Thirteen years later, the capitalization of the empire's coopera
tive credit unions, taken as a whole, stood at just over half the combined
capital of its five largest commercial banks. 13

So multiform an institution quickly crossed over to the countryside.
Friedrich Wilhelm Raffeisen organized his first peasant credit cooperative
in the Rhineland in 1864. By the mid-1890s the rural cooperative field was
full of rival patrons, including the Prussian state itself, and its expansion
across national boundaries was going on apace. Imported from Germany by
northern Italian reformers, cooperative people's banks and casse rurali qui
etly transformed the credit structure ofvillage Italy. In Denmark, a meeting
ground for both English and German cooperative influences, a still more
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striking transformation took hold in agricultural production and process
ing. The first Danish cooperative creamery began its work in 1882; by the
eve of the First World War, half the nation's hog raisers and almost 90
percent of its dairy farmers belonged to a cooperative slaughter house or
creamery. 14

In no two European countries did the agricultural cooperatives take the
same form. German rural cooperatives tended to pool a multitude of func
tions under a common, local roof. In Denmark, by contrast, specialization
was the rule. By the early twentieth century most Danish farmers belonged
to several cooperatives: a dairy cooperative with its mutually owned cream
separator, a cooperative slaughterhouse and bacon factory, and perhaps also
a breeding stock cooperative, an egg marketing cooperative, a cooperative
store, a purchasing cooperative for feed and fertilizer, and one or more
export marketing cooperatives. Beginning with an agenda of spiritual and
moral revitalization, the Raffeisen cooperatives slowly moved into the en
couragement of commercial farming practices. The Danish and Irish coop
eratives were aggressive modernizers from the first. When Charles
McCarthy saw his first Danish milk cows in 1913, each with a "control"
cooperative's posted record of its consumption and output, not roaming at
will like American cows but picketed each day to a precisely defined patch
of pasture, he thought it a mark of scientific management in action. IS

Whatever form they took, the cooperatives' role in the economic re
vival of the European countryside was unmistakable. Denmark was the
most dramatic demonstration of the point. Stripped by Prussia of its south
ern provinces, its grain production devastated by foreign commerce, Den
mark had been a nation in crisis in the 1870s-as American southerners,
struck by the parallels to their own history, often pointed out. The bottom
strata of its peasantry was as poor as any in Europe. By turning from grain to
intensive production of high-quality butter, eggs, and bacon for the English
export trade, and by pooling their strengths in their myriad, overlapping
production cooperatives, Danish small farmers worked their way back by
the early twentieth century to a prosperity envied throughout Europe.
Eager to hoist Irish farmers up by the same bootstraps, Horace Plunkett's
Irish Agricultural Organisation Society was laboring hard to "Denmarkize"
the Irish countryside by the early 1890s. To the extent that agriculture's
future lay not in the big, tenanted, grain-producing estates of the old re
gime but in small, more intensively farmed holdings that produced higher
priced, more carefully graded products for the great cities around them, the
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rapid growth of cooperatives in the European countryside after 1890 was
intimately linked to it. 16

Capable of so many different forms of work, from producing export
grade butter to promoting a new system of "truthful and social commerce,"
cooperation's political character shifted like a chameleon with context and
background. The Rochdale Pioneers had begun as Owenite socialists.
Schulze-Delitzsch was an economic liberal of the classic stripe. Raffeisen
was a Christian moralist; the French Union Cooperative's Charles Gide
was a dissident social economist. During the boom years of cooperative
formation from the 1890s through the 1930s, there was hardly a major
European social movement without its affiliated cooperative network. In
France, factory and mining town owners were among the most active pro
moters of cooperative retail associations, not the least (as they saw it) to
encourage in their workers bourgeois economic virtues. In Italy, the Catho
lic church moved aggressively into the formation of cooperative credit
banks. In the German countryside, Junker conservatives, Raffeisenites, anti
Semites, and state agricultural officials all pressed forward with their own
rival cooperatives. 17

By the end of the nineteenth century, the fastest growing cooperatives
were labor union or socialist sponsored. Orthodox Marxists, insistent on the
chasm between their own scientific socialism and the woolly utopianism of
their forebears, had a hard time seeing anything in the cooperative idea
other than the penny-pinching utopia of the petite bourgeoisie. But labor
and socialist cooperatives, vigorously promoted by unions and local work
ers' associations, had outstripped all the rest in members in Belgium and
Germany by the eve of the First World War. The cooperative societies were
not "socialism," Eduard Bernstein acknowledged in evolutionary social
ism's most important manifesto, but they bore "enough of the element of
socialism" to be "indispensable levers for the socialist emancipation."18

Into the dominant economic and political categories of the day, in
short, the cooperatives failed to fit. Cooperation, fiercely opposed by mer
chant middlemen, commercial creamery operators, and commercial lend
ers, was not capitalism. With the culture of competitive individualism in
ascent around them, the cooperators were profoundly at odds. Even
Schulze-Delitzsch required his affiliated credit cooperatives to write the
classic laborist slogan into their constitutions: "All for one and one for a11."19
But if cooperation was not capitalism, it was not socialism either. The
cooperators preached a vigorous form of self-help, albeit a self-help in
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which the cooperators mutually lifted themselves up by their combined
resources and character.

The result was a movement unstable at both its socialist and capitalist
edges. In Belgium, where the workers' cooperatives returned a fraction of
their profits straight into the Parti Ouvrier's coffers, the cooperatives func
tioned as the socialist movement's prime recruiting ground. In wartime
Britain, the cooperative movement folded in its lot with the Labour Party.
In other circumstances, however, it was the line between the cooperative
society and the joint-stock corporation that was unstable. Rooted in social
networks of skilled workers, artisans, and established small farmers, the
cooperative societies were rarely as interested in the poor and unskilled as in
the dream of getting ahead by hauling together on their jointly knotted
bootstraps. In the United States, in particular, the rank-and-file coopera
tors' eagerness for the main chance was to prove extraordinarily keen.

But for all its ambiguities and instabilities, the dissenting, alternative
thread in the cooperative idea could never by wholly obscured. The coop
erative association was not merely a carefully managed store, creamery, or
loan bank. Beatrice Webb saw the cooperatives as the organizing n0de for a
democratic transformation of economic life. French cooperators sang of the
"downfall of selfishness." They named their cooperative stores in the same
spirit: Union, Famille Nouvelle, Solidarite. To Charles Gide the coopera
tives were the next step beyond the reign of self-interest and competition:
the "economic system destined to supersede capitalism."20

So protean and deeply charged a movement could hardly escape being
pulled across the Atlantic. From the National Labor Union of the 1860s
through the Knights of Labor in the 1880s, American labor unions had
been a node of cooperative ambition. From the Civil War onward, every
farmers' organization, too, was caught up for a time in cooperative designs.
In the 1870s, in their struggle to break free of the country store dealers, the
Grangers moved from cooperative wholesale purchasing arrangements to
cooperative farm machinery purchases, and from there, when equipment
manufacturers refused to sell to Grange agents, to a heroic effort to design
and manufacture a special harvester for Grange members. In the 1880s the
Farmers' Alliance was alive with plans for statewide cooperative crop ware
housing. Between 1902 and 1910 the Farmers' Union and the American
Society of Equity grew on hopes that farmers could pool the majority of an
entire crop, hold it against the traders and speculators, and control its final
price. Overextending themselves, however, the farmers' cooperatives re-
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peatedly fell prey to the boomers' optimism all around them. The Grang
ers' bubble burst in the depression of 1873; the Alliancemen skidded off
toward the promise of free silver; the Farmers' Union's cotton pool and the
Equity Society's tobacco corner both collapsed by 1910. The American
weakness was not in vision but in the small-scale, locally based cooperative
infrastructure that was changing the European countryside.21

On this score the American record through the 1910s was "extraordi
narily weak," as the International Cooperative Alliance saw it, and with
reason. The foundation of the English cooperative movement, the solidly
established cooperative retail store, was practically nonexistent in the
United States. Uncounted until the 1930s, membership in American retail
cooperatives, measured as a fraction of the nation's population, cannot have
been more than one-tenth that of Britain. On the eve of the First World
War, cooperative credit societies, which numbered more than 16,000 in
prewar Germany, were scarcely to be found in the United States outside
New England, where French-Canadian textile workers had brought them
across the border, and among Jewish immigrants in New York.22

The American countryside repeated this lopsided pattern. In the upper
midwestern triangle formed by Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Iowa, a network
of grain elevator and dairy cooperatives, built in part on the solidarities of
German and Scandinavian immigrants, had begun to reshape the regional
rural economy. As much as half the nation's total agricultural cooperative
business was done in this region in 1915. In North Carolina a statute of
1915 registering and encouraging rural credit cooperatives had begun to
bear a first, thin crop. But beyond the upper Midwest and the fruit growers'
cooperatives in central California, stable agricultural cooperatives were as
rare as a summer frost. A quarter of the German peasantry is estimated to
have belonged to one of the some 15,500 local rural cooperatives on the eve
of the First World War; the comparable figure in the United States at the
time could not have exceeded 10 percent.23

The central role of the cooperative associations in the economic revi
talization of European agriculture, and their ambiguous, mediating politics,
so like the American progressives' own, created a circumstance ripe for yet
another attempt at importation-this time with the policy makers, not the
farmers, in the lead. The key intermediary in this transatlantic project was
Horace Plunkett. A slight, stubborn, Protestant, Anglo-Irish aristocrat,
Plunkett's Atlantic-spanning reputation was extraordinary at its peak.
Theodore Roosevelt claimed he would have named Plunkett his secretary
of agriculture had it been possible for a foreigner to be so appointed.
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Roosevelt's chief conservationist, Gifford Pinchot, was Plunkett's intimate
friend and admirer. Clarence Poe printed Plunkett's portrait as the frontis
piece to his How Farmers Co-operate. An astonishingly large number of
American progressives passed through Plunkett House in Dublin during
the decade preceding the First World War: Richard Ely; Henry D. Lloyd;
Poe; Pinchot; McCarthy; three of the eight members of the u.s. Country
Life Commission, which Plunkett himself had been instrumental in creat
ing; the agriculture secretaries of the Roosevelt and Taft administrations;
Woodrow Wilson's chief of southern agricultural extension work; and the
young Henry A. Wallace, who was to be agriculture secretary himself dur
ing the New Deal. Late-nineteenth-century American travelers had shud
dered at Ireland's poverty and the beggars who seemed to spring from
behind every country hedge. By 1913, in contrast, Walter Lippmann
thought Plunkett's Ireland the most stimulating country in Europe; he
wrote a friend that fall that he had been reading about nothing else for a
month.24

The object of this praise was not himself an original architect of coop
erative ideas. But Plunkett joined a publicist's indefatigable energies with
close ties to the United States and-as time went on-needs of his own for
an American connection. Born into one of the largest landholding families
in Ireland, he had come home from an Oxford education to the family seat
outside Dublin at loose ends for a career. Like many younger sons of
wealthy English families, he grasped at the notion of making a fortune in
America. From 1879 to 1889 he spent most of each year in the American
West, speculating in town lots, punching cows in Wyoming, investing in
cattle ranching syndicates, and developing a lasting interest in United States
affairs and politics. He was to visit the United States almost annually
through the end of his life to check on his investments, to take the rest cure
at the Kellogg sanitarium in Battle Creek, Michigan, where Gifford
Pinchot was a companion patient, and to spread his ideas for rural reviva1.25

Called home to manage the family estates in 1889, Plunkett turned his
interest to agricultural revitalization. Devastated by the famine of the
1840s, Irish agriculture had been pummeled once again in the 1870s and
1880s by the combined effects of intensive international competition and
the old Irish problems of minute agricultural holdings, ubiquitous farm
tenancy, and violent rent wars. The official government solution was a
massive program to subsidize tenants in the purchase of their rented hold
ings. Plunkett's work took a different direction: promotion of continental
style cooperative organization. By 1894 he had an organization in gear, the
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Irish Agricultural Organisation Society. Borrowing from the Danish exam
ple and exploiting a new change in cream separation technology, Plunkett's
organizers were soon dotting Ireland with cooperative creameries. By the
eve of the First World War, half of all Irish milk, markedly improved in
price and quality, flowed through cooperative organizations.26

Within the skein of tendencies in the cooperative idea, Plunkett spoke
most forcefully for efficient business organization. Of the elements of his
triadic slogan, "Better farming, better business, better living," the most
important, he insisted to his American friends, was better business. Ire
land's failings were not cultural, he maintained: "It is only in their economic
and business qualities that they are behindhand." For all Plunkett's pushing
of the business theme, however, his Irish Agricultural Organisation Society
never narrowed its program down to a single note. Though Plunkett de
plored "the political obsession of our national life," he claimed his family's
traditional parliamentary seat without hesitation and used it to lobby suc
cessfully for an Irish Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction.
As that department's head from 1899 to 1907, he launched an ambitious
program of government agricultural extension advice, a decade in advance
of the Smith-Lever agricultural extension act in the United States. As the
Irish Agricultural Organisation Society's secretary and editor of the Irish
Homestead, he recruited the poet George W. Russell who, under the pen
name AE, wrote with mystical intensity of Ireland's coming liberation from
poverty, isolation, and "fanatical" concentration on individual family sur
vival-all through the rebirth of rural cooperative institutions. In the
United States, all three generations of Iowa Wallaces devoured the Irish
Homestead; the young Henry Wallace, who grew up under AE's spell, was to
bring the poet himself to the U.S. Agriculture Department in the early
1930s to lecture on rural reconstruction. What made the Irish Agricultural
Organisation Society such a magnetic symbol of the possibilities of rural
revitalization was its fusion of elements: centrifugal cream separators and
poetry, mutualism and business principles, expert state assistance and care
fully graded butter.27

That and Plunkett's skill as a publicist. From the mid-1890s on,
Plunkett talked up the Irish Agricultural Organisation Society with every
prominent American his persuasive powers could reach. After 1907, when
Plunkett's published aspersions against the Catholic clergy cost him his
government office and the Irish Agricultural Organisation Society its mod
est government subventions, his desire for a transatlantic foundation of
support grew all the stronger. Plunkett wooed John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
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particularly hard, trying to lay aside his dislike of Rockefeller's conventional
mind, "poky house [and] second-rate cooking," in hopes of capturing some
of his millions for Ireland.28

Plunkett's most important catch, however, was Theodore Roosevelt. A
regular visitor at the White House, where the two aristocrats traded west
ern ranching tales, Plunkett by 1907 had won Roosevelt over to the creation
of a blue-ribbon commission on the ills and needs of rural life. Staffed with
agricultural college professors and progressive farm journalists, the U.S.
Country Life Commission reported in 1909 in favor of "nothing more or
less than the gradual rebuilding of a new agriculture and a new rural life."
Its key term, appropriated directly from Plunkett, was "organization." In an
organizational age, the countryside's crippling weakness was the lack of
neighborly cooperation and strong country institutions, the loneliness and
"social sterility" of dispersed rural life, the thinness of "organization" of
every sort. It was this that drove farm children off the land, weakened the
farmers' influence and status, and left them at the mercy of more organized
economic players. The Country Life Commission's manifesto represented
a conscious break with the agrarian radicalism of the past. To the country
life experts the essential villain was not the predatory interests, the railroads
with their monopolistic hold on shipment of the farmers' crop, the banks,
or Henry George's landlords; with a few conciliatory gestures toward the
farmers' "rights," most of the Populist agenda of the past was set aside. The
real villain was the absence of sufficient "common feeling," an enfeebled
"rural social sense"-the self-defeating individualism of the farmers them
selves.29

The Country Life Commission report crystallized the emergent pro
fession of rural sociology and solidified its agenda. Over the next two dec
ades, American rural sociologists would try to map country "communities,"
contrast the density of farmers' associations with those of city folk, and
preach the gospel of stronger schools and stronger rural churches.30 For
Roosevelt and for Plunkett, whom Roosevelt persuaded to address a book to
Americans glossing the report, the essential need was more specific: a sys
tem of farm cooperatives rivaling the density of Europe's. By 1913 Plunkett
was working hard on the creation of an American Agricultural Organization
Society to promote "a complete reorganization of [American] agriculture
upon cooperative lines." Pinchot was to head it, Plunkett noted in his diary,
and Wisconsin's Charles McCarthy was to do the work. Within two years
Plunkett had talked Andrew Carnegie into supplying the seed money. The
first two staff organizers, a Texas farm journalist and an organizer for the
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Wisconsin Society of Equity, were sent to Ireland for training in the sum
mer of 1915.31

The American Agricultural Organization Society was unabashedly a
product of the Atlantic progressive connection. Its marriage of progressive
ideals, Carnegie money, and displaced Irish ambition, harnessed to teach
the most modern nation in the North Atlantic economy the hard-earned
lessons of one of the poorest and most traditional, spoke profoundly to its
moment in that exchange. With Atlantic ties, however, came Atlantic li
abilities. When the First World War broke over Ireland, inflaming the
inner Irish tensions Plunkett had tried so hard to straddle, Plunkett's
American organization could not escape the consequences. A moderate
unionist in circumstances in which there was less and less middle ground on
which to stand, Plunkett found his cooperative creameries attacked from
both sides of the erupting Irish civil war. When nationalists finally burned
Plunkett's own Dublin house to a shell, he retreated to English exile. Cut
off by the war from their movement's commanding figure, Plunkett's
American allies moved on to other projects. Pinchot abandoned the task of
cooperative organization; McCarthy moved on to the staff directorship of
the Commission on Industrial Relations, a post in the wartime Food Ad
ministration, and an unsuccessful run for the United States Senate as a
progressive Democrat. As progressive admirers of Germany discovered in
1914, the Atlantic connection was double-edged; it both empowered reform
politics and made them peculiarly vulnerable.

Plunkett and Ireland had, nevertheless, gone a long way toward inject
ing cooperation into the core agenda of American progressives. For an
important circle of farm experts, the rural problem seemed now not so
much a matter of overstocked markets, soil exhaustion, or tenancy as of
inadequate social form and collective endeavor. The open question was not
whether the agricultural progressives would make a concerted effort at the
cooperative idea's promotion in the United States, but whether, in doing so,
they could keep cooperative practice from skittering off into the surround
ing sea of capitalist and individualistic ambitions.

The first and most critical test took place over farm credits. Credit had
always been a raw political sore on the countryside. Far from major banks,
at the mercy of the local credit monopolies of merchants and small-town
bankers, and often deeply and perennially in debt, farmers harbored a mul
titude of grievances against the existing credit system. Country interest
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rates were high, dramatically so in the bank-poor South; long-term amor
tized mortgages were unknown. Farmers borrowed on two- to five-year
terms, promising to return their loans, with interest, in a lump sum on due
day. Given the volatility of farm prices and income, it did not always work
that way. For many of the American farmers' needs the European farm
credit cooperatives were a made-to-order device, if they could be success
fully imported across national political and legal differences.

The middleman this time, David Lubin, was a maverick Sacramento
merchant who in any other moment in American history, when self-made
European expertise mattered less, almost surely would have been written
out of the part. Reared in an orthodox]ewish family in New York, he had
set out as a teenager to make his fortune in California. With his half
brother, Harris Weinstock, he made a success of a one-price, no-credit dry
goods store. Catching an enthusiasm for agriculture on a trip to the Holy
Land in the 1880s, the two men added a central California fruit farm to
their holdings. Weinstock went into California progressive politics, under
took a round-the-world quest for means to mediate labor disputes, and won
a seat on the nine-person U.S. Commission on Industrial Relations for his
effort. Lubin's travels also carried him to Europe, but with the conundrum
of inadequate farm prices on his mind. 32

Convinced that only worldwide dissemination of crop and marketing
information would allow farmers to match the shipping and financial trusts
in the tightening competitive game, Lubin knocked on doors all over
Europe until, in the king of Italy, he found a sponsor for a new International
Institute of Agriculture. Settling into the institute's headquarters in Rome
in 1908, Lubin immersed himself in what a generation of agricultural re
form had wrought in Europe. With a pamphlet mill at his disposal, a mail
ing list of some fifty thousand farm organizations, an inexhaustible stock of
Biblical quotations and moral parables, and the confidence of a self-taught
economist, he proceeded to bombard his countrymen with what he had
found.

Like markets, credit went to the core of the farmers' dilemma; so long
as farmers remained land rich and cash poor, it was clear to Lubin, they
could never adequately compete with the holders of liquid capital. He read
up eagerly on the Raffeisen and Schulze-Delitzsch cooperatives and the
Italian credit banks. But what caught Lubin's imagination was a more ex
otic, Prussian institution, the Landschaften. Landowners' associations organ
ized and managed by the Prussian state, the Landschaften were essentially
mortgage security pools; through them landowners combined the value of
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their holdings into units large enough to raise their collective bargaining
power with private mortgage lenders. By the principles of the cooperative
movement's working-class English pioneers, the Landschaften were not true
cooperative associations. Rooted in the corporatist past, with the state as
their managirlg patron, they made no pretense of internal democracy. But
with a salesman's eager conflations, Lubin saw the Landschaften as crystal
lizing the economic miracle that cooperation made possible. Rather than
farmers going one by one to beg their loans from local bankers, Lubin
imagined American farm-owners' associations floating gilt-edged land
mortgage securities in a nationwide investment market, acting with the
scope and freedom ofshare corporations, transforming their static, underly
ing land values into "dynamic dollars." The Landschaften represented the
American way in credit, he argued: the farmers' version of "the American
merger, the American corporation, the American trust."33

Taking his message-that unlimited credit lay, literally, under the farm
ers' feet-to the Southern Commercial Congress's meeting in Nashville in
April 1912, Lubin inspired the delegates to send an investigatory commis
sion to see for themselves the European rural credit systems at work. The
result, the American Commission on Agricultural Cooperation and Rural
Credit in Europe, was the most extraordinary of the era's institutions of
transatlantic policy inspection. Under Lubin's direction, some 120 Ameri
cans, almost half of them from the southern states, trooped across Europe
in the summer of 1913. Lubin took the commission on an obligatory pil
grimage to Raffeisen's family house near Coblenz. ("Millions of dollars
from nothing," the state of Washington's representatives enthused.) Most
of their time, however, they spent assembled as a kind of vast grand jury,
listening to delegations of state officials and agricultural experts present
their testimony-the expertise of Europe all assembled for the judgment of
the American common mind. 34

In the struggle to shape the commission's conclusions, rival players on
both sides of the Atlantic scrambled for advantage. William Howard Taft
tried to preempt the issue with an official administration report on Euro
pean rural credit systems, which praised both the Raffeisen cooperatives
and the Landschaften but saw no need for federal action in the promotion of
either. Woodrow Wilson, taking office on the eve of the commission's
departure, appointed a small official delegation to travel with it, and then
nervously dispatched yet another to cover the same terrain still more so
berly and skeptically.35 Plunkett, who had no love for Lubin, lobbied furi
ously to extend the investigation's scope beyond the land mortgage issue
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and to pry its itinerary out of Italy and Germany and into Denmark and
Ireland. When the commission finally turned up in Dublin for lectures by
AE and Plunkett, Plunkett could not contain his frustration at this "extraor
dinary body of semi-official-semi-political trippers."36

The commission's conclusion, in fact, could not but have pleased
Plunkett. The "astonishing" fact of European farming, the majority re
ported, was its networks of local cooperation. Within two generations the
cooperatives had brought about an agricultural prosperity that set on its
heels the stereotype of a backward European peasantry. Responsible for
one-third to one-half of the European farmers' total commerce, coopera
tion was "the characteristic way of doing farm business in Western
Europe." Though the commission majority was not short on specific pro
posals, Europe's overriding lesson was one of education. Rural revitalization
began by permeating the countryside with the cooperative "spirit," with the
ideals of "a social order ... where the struggle for existence will give way to
a brotherhood of workers; where men, dependent on the success of their
united efforts for their own prosperity, will instinctively think first of the
community and second of themselves."37

The commission's minority was small, but its dissent was biting. Ameri
can farmers, divided by race, religion, habits, and desires, had none of the
Europeans' mutuality on which to build. They had not settled down perma
nently enough, nor close enough to each other, to police each other's char
acter and credit. Unlike European farmers, the Americans were "ambitious,
individualistic and desirous of acquiring means and property." They were
"traders" by nature, with "an inherent disinclination to shoulder the finan
cial burdens of another." In short, Americans farmers were capitalists; the
contrast with Europe, they insisted, could not be more pronounced.38

If the character of the American farmer was one of the points at issue in
the ensuing debate, another was the relation between cooperative self-help
and state assistance. Lubin championed a Landschaften-modeled measure
that brought the federal government in as the mortgage bonds' guarantor
of last resort. The radical farm organizations demanded straight-out gov
ernment loans, without any of the complex European intermediaries.
Woodrow Wilson threatened to veto any bill that smacked of special subsi
dies for farmers. Plunkett insisted that the cooperative society must be built
from the neighborhood up; Lubin that cooperation's genius lay in tapping
investment capital at the top.39

In this cacophony of principles, the champions of state assistance had
the better grasp of European historical experience. Everywhere in Europe,
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as all the American reports conceded, the agricultural revival had been
propelled by a complex mix of collective self-help, philanthropic promo
tion, and state assistance. Without the state-financed buyout of the Irish
landlords, without the German agricultural tariff and state-sponsored cen
tral banks, which gave the local credit cooperative associations their needed
liquidity, without the semiofficial status of the Irish Agricultural Organisa
tion Society in its early years, the picture the Americans had seen would
have been unimaginable. The core of the matter was not in choosing sides
but in striking an effective balance.

The Americans' balancing act-a complicated legislative bundle of
European borrowings and home-grown inventions-was finally passed with
Wilson's belated assent in 1916. Side by side with a system of newly char
tered private land banks, the Farm Loan Act established a quasi-public
system of regional mortgage banks, to make loans not to farm owners but to
farmers' loan associations. Farmers who banded together in loan coopera
tives, approving the credit-worthiness of their members and accepting an
element of collective risk, were eligible for long-term, amortized, Euro
pean-style mortgages. The banks, in turn, would convert the mortgages
into bonds and market them to private investors. This was Lubin's Land
schaften system of sorts, top-heavy in federal investment guarantees but
recognizable in its origins. But as the Farm Loan Act's drafters envisioned
their work, mortgage bonds would only be the beginning of it. Around the
mandatory farm loan associations they were confident there would grow,
like a crystal around an injected seed, an ever ramifying set of specialized
farmers' cooperative associations for short-term credit, marketing, ware
housing, and processing. With the European agricultural revival on their
minds, the drafters of the Farm Loan Act yoked the farm credit problem
and the rural social organization problem into an ingenious whole.40

Measured by the eagerness of farmers to take advantage of its provi
sions, the Farm Loan Act of 1916 was an instant success. Against the critics'
predictions that its cooperative machinery would prove a dead letter, some
three thousand four hundred farm loan associations sprang up in accord
ance with the act's incentives. By 1929 the measure had funneled more than
a billion dollars into farm loans. But those who doubted the American
farmers' commitment to the cooperative ideal had a point. In the disturbed
financial climate of the war and amid uncertainty regarding the act's consti
tutionality, the promise of tapping virtually inexhaustible reserves of private
investment capital through the sale of cooperative mortgage bonds evapo
rated almost at once. Finding little to tempt them in the new mortgage
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system, private investors put their money elsewhere, leaving the federal
treasury to finance the system by default.41

At the local level, the distance between the Farm Loan Act's promises
and its results was even greater. With their eyes on the interest differential
like marketwise traders, farmers proved quite willing to establish the requi
site farm loan associations and to cash in their existing private mortgages for
cheaper, longer-term public loans. But they had no equivalent interest in
democratic management of the loan associations. Many appointed local
bankers and businessmen as their association managers. The short-term
cooperative credit associations that the bill's promoters had assumed would
spin off from the farm loan associations failed to materialize. If the potential
for a new rural social order indeed lay dormant in the countryside, a single
federal act and a shower of public credits had not been able to bring it forth.

The heyday of the farmers' cooperative movement, in fact, was to come in
the 1920s, in an alliance of Republican Party policy makers and en
trepreneurial organizers that looked very much like state-subsidized capital
ism. The effective organizing engine was not the locally rooted Raffeisen
cooperative, the small-scale cooperative creamery, or the village coopera
tive store, but the large-scale, regional marketing cooperative, pooling
farmers' products under a common label and striking a common bargain
with shippers and middlemen. Marketing co-ops of this sort were an Atlan
tic-wide phenomenon; a fifth of Danish butter exports in 1914 flowed
through farmers' export associations.42 But nowhere was the marketing co
operative to flourish more exuberantly or with higher entrepreneurial am
bitions than in the United States.

The first farmers to organize successfully in this way were the Califor
nia fruit growers; by 1917 two-thirds of the state's orange crop was being
sold through the California Fruit Growers' Exchange. Encouraged by the
postwar Republican administrations, cooperative marketing boomed in the
early 1920s. The Agricultural Credits Act of 1923 extended short-term
government credits directly to marketing cooperatives. The Capper
Volsted Act of 1922 exempted agricultural cooperatives from antitrust
prosecution; the Cooperative Marketing Act of 1926 exempted them from
federal business taxes. At the Commerce Department, Herbert Hoover
made marketing cooperatives the centerpiece of his agricultural program
partly in an effort to head off pressure for outright price supports, but
equally because Hoover saw in them an analogue to the efficient, modern
corporation. Just as businesslike organization had created corporate order
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out of the "extreme individualism" of industrial capitalism's early stages,
Hoover argued, businesslike marketing, with modest state encouragement,
could do the same for agriculture.43

To Hoover's corporatist ideals must be added the American farmers'
eagerness to-indeed their boomers' fantasies of-making agricultural
cartelization stick. If the antitrust exemption gave the farmers' cooperatives
the status of a kind of labor union, the vision the leading cooperative organ
izers peddled was the dream of monopoly advantage. The most prominent
proponent of these ambitions was the legal architect of the California coop
erative system and yet another member of the Lubin-Weinstock family
connection, Aaron Sapiro. A gifted evangelist, Sapiro spread the gospel of
collective control of farm prices from the Texas cotton fields to the tobacco
South.

The short-term effects of Sapiro's work were dramatic. At the high
point of the marketing cooperatives' boom from 1923 to 1926, virtually half
the nation's tobacco crop was marketed through one of two dozen tobacco
associations. Although cotton was never so well controlled, 300,000 cotton
growers were enlisted in more than a hundred cotton marketing associa
tions at the movement's peak. This was, as Sapiro insisted, business agricul
ture on big-business scale. Its secret was not local and democratic mutual
ism but price control. The project was not worth undertaking, Sapiro
cautioned, unless there was a good prospect of gaining at least half the total
crop and securing that market position through long-term, binding con
tracts with members. Power in the big cooperatives was tightly centralized
at the top. Cooperative agriculture flourished in the United States, in short,
by donning the clothes of the big-business trust.44

This appropriation of monopoly capitalism's forms and functions was
in some ways a now-familiar consequence of timing. Cooperatives in nine
teenth-century Europe found their initial footing in sectors of the economy
only weakly colonized by commercial interests. The German credit coop
eratives built on business unwanted by the commercial banks; in Ireland,
the dairy cooperatives took advantage of a technological revolution in
creamery production. By the early twentieth century, when the American
movement finally began in earnest, the available economic space was much
smaller and the contenders much better organized. It was hardly surprising
that the tobacco growers' cartel in these circumstances should have so
closely mimicked the tobacco processor's oligopoly, or the California fruit
and nut growers' cartels the size and market position of the railroads they
faced. Weak at the local level, where the merchant townfolk who dominated
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local politics succeeded in barring agricultural extension agents from en
couraging local cooperative undertakings, the cooperatives made their
opening at the top.

But if lateness held part of the answer to the top-heavy structure of
agricultural cooperation in the United States, the larger part of the answer
lay in the ambitions of farmers themselves. Most farmers, in a crunch, were
more interested in prices than in association, more eager for market control
than the near-at-hand sustained labor of cooperative work. The lines be
tween cooperative and capitalist association proved maddeningly porous in
the United States. Cooperative creameries and grain elevators did not auto
matically limit their membership to farmers; managed-sometimes initi
ated-by the very middlemen and capital investors they were designed to
supplant, many local farm cooperatives were all but impossible to tell from
commercial enterprises except for their special privileges under the law.45 At
the local level democratic management was weak; the regional market co
operatives made barely a pretense of being democratic at all. In their most
desperate moments, when struggling to keep their members from selling off
too early, the crop cartels degenerated into intimidation and violence.

Dreaming not of escaping the price system but of controlling it, most of
the big farmers' cooperatives instead fell victim to the market's dynamics.
Overreaching their effective market control in 1926, the tobacco associa
tions unraveled, shedding their members by the thousands. By 1927-1928,
they had effectively disappeared. The cotton marketing associations' for
tunes rode up and down as irregularly as cotton prices themselves; by 1927
1928 their membership had fallen to half its level at the height of "Sapi
roism." The smaller scale cooperatives proved better survivors. Where
there had been 3,000 agricultural cooperatives in the United States in 1913
there were 11,000 by 1927-28, half still located in the upper Midwest.
Collectively they shipped half of all livestock received at Chicago's Union
Stock Yards. They produced almost a third of the nation's cheese. Their
grain elevators dotted the northern plains states.46 With their boom-and
bust temptations and in their flashier, more commercial American dress,
cooperative associations had made their way into the countryside. In the
American heartland they deposited a European idea.

But the same malleability that had made the cooperative association so
exportable meant that cooperatives everywhere were an acutely sensitive
test of the surrounding political culture. The flexibility of form that had
eased the marriage of the cooperative idea to socialist politics in Belgium, to
Raffeisen's project of moral uplift in late-nineteenth-century Germany, or
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to AE's Irish poetry, exposed the cooperative idea in the United States to
the commercial ambitions all around it. Transplantation to the United
States squeezed out cooperation's anticapitalist impulses and exaggerated
its acquisitive ones. The cooperative form was more easily embraced in
America than the idea of a social order beyond capitalism. The culture
absorbed the catalyst that was to have transformed it.

Island Communities

To some of those who saw agricultural Europe through progressive eyes,
the most striking contrast between New and Old World rural life was not to
be found in Europe's workaday cooperatives. It lay, rather, in the very
patterns of settlement themselves. No Atlantic observer of the American
and European countryside failed to note the difference. The European
countryside unfolded to the eye as a series of rural hamlets. One moved
across intervening fields and pasture from farm village to farm village-each
a compact node of crooked streets and peasant dwellings huddled up against
a church or marketplace. To that pattern of clustered settlement, the widely
separated farmsteads of the American countryside were a striking excep
tion. The spatial design of the European countryside spoke to the eye of
bonds and obligations. The American pattern spoke the visual language of
individualism: each rural dwelling surrounded by its attached acreage, each
farmer the ruler of his private domain.47

As always, the eye exaggerated. The nucleated European farm village
was as capable of housing a festering nest of enmities, and as capable of
quick, violent eruption, as any place in the United States. The separate
farmsteads of the American countryside, by contrast, belied the social bonds
between them-mutualist connections, on the one hand, made of borrow
ing, shared work, and Sunday visiting, and coercive ones, on the other, of
landlordism and racial contro1.48 On both sides of the Atlantic, regional
exceptions varied the dominant pattern. There were areas of dispersed rural
settlement in Europe and of nucleated settlement in the United States: the
four-square village settlements that the Mormons, with godly discipline in
mind, planted on the Utah desert; the remnants of once-thriving agricul
tural villages in New England; the unplanned, clustered settlements of the
Appalachian coves and hollows.

Still, taking all these qualifications in mind, the contrast remained. The
American countryside possessed towns in good numbers: mercantile nodes
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boasting a store, crop transport facilities, a source of credit and agricultural
supplies, and an aspiring small-town bourgeoisie. But most working farmers
did not live in them. Thanks to the dynamics of frontier settlement, cheap
and easily transferable land, and the consciously designed policies of the
federal homestead acts and the railroads, farmers lived apart. The dominant
pattern on the land ran toward separation, distance, and independence. The
anomaly of the American countryside, from an Atlantic perspective, was the
absence of farmers living within close conversation and day-to-day coopera
tion-even within hollering distance-of one another.

Early-nineteenth-century Americans accepted the point with pride. To
the republican tourists abroad, the nucleated countryside of the ancien
regime was a confirming sign of Old World backwardness. Hemmed in by
the broad fields of the aristocracy so that priest and manor agent could lord
it more heavily over them, the peasants' tightly compacted villages seemed
to broadcast the continent's prevailing inequalities of power. The freed
slaves in the American South had done their best to escape their own
version of that rural pattern after 1865, dragging their cabins out to the
fields. The European rural hamlet-"a few miserable two-story houses
huddled together on crooked streets," one American carped in the 1890s
all a two- or three-mile walk from the fields its peasants had to work,
seemed to many American observers backward and inefficient, undemo
cratic and absurd.49

But in the transvaluation of social and political sensibilities in which the
progressives were engaged, rural reformers began to suspect that the
American pattern-marching farm by farm over the horizon, in a landscape
of formless, Lockean individualism-was the one more deeply mired in the
past. The dominant American design on the land was "archaic, unorgan
ized, [and] uncertain," Frederic Howe objected in 1919. "It is unsocial,
lonely, poor in all the things that all normal-minded men and women
want." The "fatal" defect of the American countryside, the University of
North Carolina professor of rural social economics E. C. Branson wrote
from southern Germany in 1923, was its "solitary farmsteads," its pervasive
"loneliness," its deficiency in true farm "communities." The thinness of the
American countryside reinforced the rural folk's economic and political
disorganization. Its diffuseness sustained their social weakness. To preach
economic cooperation in these circumstances was to whistle against a prai
rie wind. To truly revitalize the countryside meant finding a new American
form for one of the European countryside's most enduring institutions.50

The agricultural progressives of the early twentieth century were not
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the first to preach the need for closer settlement of the land. An archaeol
ogy of rural America would turn up all manner of private experiments in
more compact rural settlement that blended religious discipline, utopian
politics, and real-estate speculation in varying proportions. Progressive ad
vocates of the renucleated countryside inherited these precedents but de
parted from them. Their planned rural communities were to be secular and
scientific, not sacred or utopian. Their aim was to make out of many slender
holdings a new margin of collective, democratic strength. And because the
health of the countryside so depended on it, the engine of private idealism
would not suffice; this time, the state would be the planned rural commu
nity's patron.

Most of the American experts on country life thought the ambition of
refashioning the physical frame of rural life unrealistic. The overwhelming
majority of country folk dismissed it altogether. But through an intricate set
of interconnections between water and land politics in the mountain West,
arid Australia, the plains of eastern Prussia, and central California, the idea
of fashioning a new physical frame for agricultural settlement found its way
even into the United States.

The key intermediary for the planned rural settlement idea was an irriga
tion engineer and self-made community planner, Elwood Mead. A portrait
from the early 1920s shows an urbane, paternal figure, not easily distin
guishable from a typical 1920s businessman except for his lack of an arm,
severed in a trolley accident. Born and raised on his family's farm in south
ern Indiana, Mead lit out at the first possible moment for college and a
career as a civil engineer, landing a post as territorial engineer for Wyoming
in the late 1880s. The main job of a western-state engineer, where both land
promotion and mining hinged on water supplies, was water rights-a late
nineteenth-century rattlers' nest of competing claims, fantastic ambitions,
and outright fraud. Stream bank owners felt free to claim whatever they
could imagine as their potential water needs, leapfrogging upstream to
outmaneuver one another's water claims and then unloading their specula
tive irrigation developments on hapless farm purchasers. The system grated
deeply on Mead's orderly, work-driven character, and he helped write into
the Wyoming state constitution more extensive state water adjudication
powers than anywhere else in the West. That work launched Mead's career
as an irrigation and public lands policy expert. Lake Mead, impounded
behind Hoover Dam, whose construction he oversaw as director of the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation between 1924 and his death in 1936, is his most
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enduring legacy. Mead's irrigation work, in turn, made him an expert on
agricultural settlements. He became the most prominently placed advocate
of state-promoted farm villages for America and the godfather of the New
Deal resettlement work. But all this required gathering in experience from
well beyond the United States.51

Australia was Mead's detour. Offered the chairmanship of the Rivers
and Water Supply Commission of the state ofVictoria in 1907, Mead spent
eight years in Australia managing water development in the arid backcoun
try. The irrigation works he inherited were, as it turned out, an American
inspiration of the 1880s. Land was nineteenth-century Australia's most
volatile political issue. Ranchers, many of whom had begun as squatters
during the early years of the century, dominated the backcountry, while
labor radicals fumed with Georgite anger at land monopolization. Eager for
models of alternative settlement patterns, a reform state administration had
dispatched a commission to California in 1885 to study the gradual dis
placement of the California sheep ranchers by intensive, irrigated agri
culture.

The California irrigation developments the commissioners inspected
were private, speculative undertakings. Borrowing the ends but altering the
means, the Victoria government translated the idea into an ambitious pub
lic works project of dams and trunk canals with which to try to transform
the Murray River basin into a region of small farms. Enlistment of state
enterprise was in keeping with the tendencies of Australian politics. Short
on both settlers and private sources of capital, turn-of-the-century Austra
lians turned to state promotional investment with a readiness matched no
where else in the English-speaking world. A high tariff wall, a ban on
nonwhite immigration, generous public infrastructure investments, pro
gressive labor protection statutes, and publicly promoted land settlement
were all ingredients of Australian "settler statism."52

The problem when Mead arrived was that the trunk canals ran no
where, the fields were unwatered, and the state's investment was almost
completely unreturned. The ranchers and wheat growers who owned the
land abutting the state canals had no interest in developing their holdings
for more intensive agriculture; the urban working class, their anger at the
land monopolists notwithstanding, had no practical interest in intensive
farming. Critics then and since have suggested the prudent thing would
have been to write the investment off as an expensive mistake. But Mead
had larger ambitions and the power to get others to see his dreams as vividly
as if they had dreamed them themselves. Jacking up taxes on landowners
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who left their land unirrigated, Mead's agency proceeded to buy up sections
of their tracts, subdivide them into small parcels, layout irrigation ditches,
erect houses, plant an initial crop, and bring in European settlers to farm it,
loaning them a hefty portion of the purchase price and giving them supervi
sion to make sure they managed the land effectively.53

Mead's detractors claimed he tried to transplant an incongruous piece
of the California landscape on a terrain where intensive fruit and vegetable
cultivation could not be made to pay. Mead had, from the first, no love for
pastoral Australia; "the grim solitudes of the vast interior," he called it. He
saw Australia, as he had seen Wyoming, with a hatred of land speculators
that, if it did not amount to single-tax discipleship, came very close to
single-tax sentiments, and an eagerness to see land brought to what he
called its full, most intensive fruition. But if Mead imported some of his
land politics from the American West, he brought to Australia more distant
notions as well. He had spent the summer of 1903 in Italy's Po valley,
deeply impressed by the Italian smallholders' ability to manage their com
plex irrigation cooperatives with a minimum of litigious, water-grabbing
contentiousness. In 1910 he had made a still more extensive tour of Europe,
partly to advertise Australian settlement possibilities among potential im
migrants, partly to see what sorts of settler inducements would be necessary
to make intensive European farming take hold in the Murray River basin.
From Plunkett House to Denmark, he had hunted up European schemes to
stem the population tide flowing away from the land. Most impressive of
them all, in Mead's mind, was the work of the German Home Colonization
Commission, which, in a massive, nationalistic effort to prevent failing
estates in eastern Prussia from falling into the hands of Polish purchasers,
was buying up large holdings and resettling them with German small farm
ers, equipping them with seed, houses, tools, and expert help.54

The Australian political context, combined with what he had learned in
Europe, gave Mead the program he spent the rest of his life propagandiz
ing. The work he had begun in Victoria, he wrote in 1910, "would doubtless
be called Socialism gone mad" in the United States. In the Australian con
text, where the state owned not only the railroads but also refrigerator cars
and cold-storage warehouses to ease the farmers' access to their world mar
ket, where in the course of a strike that had threatened to close the rail lines
for lack of fuel the state simply bought its own coal mine, where the state
owned savings banks, forests, and streetcar systems, the public promotion of
farm settlement fit in without a wrinkle of contradiction.55

Returning to California in 1915 to take a post as professor of rural
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institutions at the University of California, Mead moved quickly into pro
gressive political circles, bringing his Australian notions of the state with
him. Land was, as usual, a key state issue. The state's private land develop
ment companies, accustomed to capitalizing on fancy advertising, farmer
naIvete, and half-truths about water supplies, were once again in the eye of
controversy. In Wisconsin, where land development companies were un
loading worthless cutover land on raw immigrant buyers, Richard Ely's
circle was laying plans for a state commission to regulate land development
enterprises. In California, Mead convinced the businessmen progressives in
the state's Commonwealth Club to back a bolder alternative for more or
derly development of the Central Valley: demonstration land development
projects run, as in Victoria, directly by a state agency. Harris Weinstock
engineered Mead's appointment as chair of a new state Commission on
Colonization and Rural Credits. After two years of intensive lobbying, the
legislature signed on to the land colony idea. With Mead overseeing the
work through a blizzard of correspondence from his office in Berkeley, a
dairy colony of some 140 families was launched in 1918 in Durham, near
Chico. A second, larger farm colony was begun in Delhi, in the San Joaquin
Valley, in 1920. If Mead had had his way, there would soon have been at
least a half dozen more.56

In most respects the state land commission projects recapitulated
Mead's Australian schemes, whose success he ballyhooed at every opportu
nity. The State Land Settlement Board purchased the land, replatted it into
ten- to sixty-acre smallholdings, graded and ditched it for irrigation, se
lected the most promising of applicants for occupancy, staked them to long
term mortgages, and planted an initial crop, all before the settlers took hold
of their parcels. In two respects, however, both ofwhich tapped strains deep
in American progressive politics, the California undertakings departed from
Mead's Murray River work. The first was the concentration of university
expertise on the projects. Professors swarmed over both colonies like
watchful hens. University of California soil scientists recommended the
colony sites, state architects designed the houses and farmsteads, a Univer
sity of California animal husbandry professor chose the breeding stock, and
resident, university-trained farm managers dispensed day-to-day loans and
agricultural advice. 57

Mead's second innovation was a notion of community far more in
tensely developed than anything that had been tried in Australia. In Victo
ria, Mead's "closer settlement" schemes had been scattered, infill projects.
Delhi and Durham, by contrast, were concentrated nodes of smallholdings
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designed to demonstrate the cooperative advantages of compactness. The
paper plans drawn up for both settlements included community centers on
the most up-to-date city planning lines. Durham's was to contain a meeting
hall, a school, a swimming pool, tennis courts, and a permanent stock show
building; at Delhi, the small farmsteads were to be anchored at each end by
a planned village center. While spatially the settlements' anchors were their
community centers, economically their essential institution was a compul
sory farmers' cooperative association. Seed, machinery, and livestock were
purchased through the co-op, milk marketed through it, breeding stock
regulated by it, and the farmers' self-government realized through it. Coop
eration, university science, Australian "settler socialism," a dose (from Mead
and the resident managers) of highly solicitous paternalism, a dash of some
thing like economic democracy, and a form of the community ideal long in
the progressive air all went into the design.

It would be hard to overestimate the attention this combination at
tracted between 1918 and 1921. With the fate of twentieth-century agricul
ture on their minds, scores of delegations came to see the neat bungalow
dotted farm plots beneath the scattered oaks at Durham, or to visit Delhi's
orchards, vineyards, and gardens struggling out of the blowing sands of a
scrubby sheep pasture. In Australia, Mead had offered state-planned land
settlement as a means of breaking up the big pastoral holdings and making
an idle investment in dams and canals pay. In the United States, in a whirl
wind of speeches and articles, Mead posed the colonies in different terms: as
the answer to a full-blown crisis in rural class relations. The owner-occu
pied farm of the past, Mead insisted, was being swept away. As the monot
ony and loneliness of conventional farm life drew farm children into the
cities, their families' lands were being gobbled up by well-capitalized specu
lators at prices the next pioneering generation could no longer afford and
leased out to a new peasant tenantry. With farm tenancy rates rising in
early-twentieth-century America, Mead's anxieties were lifted onto the
shoulders of broader, bigger urgencies.

To this portrait of a refeudalized countryside, Mead added a racist spin.
Although his racism ran no deeper than that of many of his fellow Anglo
Californians, who responded to the rumor that Delhi children were attend
ing school with neighboring Japanese-American farm children with a furi
ous, American Legion-sponsored protest, or that of his former Australian
coworkers holding the line against Asian immigration, or that of the Ger
mans whose work to reclaim eastern Prussia for German farmers had early
caught his eye, it was, nevertheless, strong in its own right. The population
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drift away from the family farm was an "American" drift; the tenants that
landlords were bringing in to fill their place, Mead protested, were Mexi
cans, Japanese, Chinese, Portuguese, and "Hindoos." The point was made
all the more urgent for the Land Settlement Board by the presence of a
privately backed Japanese-American agricultural settlement close by the
Delhi colony's northern border, with its own hard-working small farmers
and its own communitywide cooperative association.58

"California is at the frontier of the white man's world," Mead told a San
Francisco audience in 1920. African Americans who applied to take up land
at Durham and Delhi were shunted elsewhere; Asian Americans, given
Delhi's billing as an "All American" community and the American Legion
post planted conspicuously in the village center, knew better than to apply.
But to put "white" Americans back on the farm would take more than race
consciousness. Intensive, irrigated agriculture was the new frontier, Mead
insisted, and to make it pay required a union of state direction and coopera
tive enterprise utterly different from the "unplanned, individualistic rural
society of the past." Raw nativism, a cosmopolitan appeal to a worldwide
policy tide, utopianism, and alarm all fused together. The California State
Land Settlement Board colonies were not mere reclamation experiments;
they were the way of the future, models of "a new social fabric," of a "new
and better rural civilization. "59

The war, breaking into Mead's projects, gave all his visions a still
broader canvas. The California endeavor had barely been launched in the
summer of 1918 when Mead was summoned to Washington, D.C., where
anxiety for the economic future of the demobilized soldiers ran high. There
Mead helped put his stamp on the only official reconstruction scheme to
survive the puncturing of the war collectivist mood. At the Labor Depart
ment, Frederic Howe and Louis Post were already deep into plans for a
massive postwar public works program, modeled in part on David Lloyd
George's, with government-sponsored farm resettlement colonies to soak
up the jobless residue. At the Interior Department, Secretary Franklin K.
Lane was touting a scheme of government-sponsored soldier settlements
on the department's western reclamation projects to absorb the landless,
demoralized, and potentially revolutionary army of discharged soldiers.
Mead's contribution was to steer Lane away from a notion of land bonuses
to be dealt out individually from the unclaimed public land reserve, and into
the idea of planned community settlements. Promoted by Howe's and
Mead's publicity work, by Lane's lobbying, and by close to a million copies
of the Interior Department's pamphlet, Hey There! Do You Want a Home on
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a Farm? the department's soldier resettlement-colony proposal kept a rem
nant of reconstruction's banner aloft into 1920. The Delhi colony, opened
with special benefits for war veterans, was one of the idea's first bene
ficiaries. 60

However grandly proposed, a nationwide experiment in state-spon
sored, soldier-settled farm villages was not to be. Realization that the up
rooted veterans were not the Bolshevist tinder Lane had imagined soon told
against the idea. Clarence Poe lined up the Progressive Farmer on the farm
colony side, but the threat of government-sponsored competition in an
already crowded market turned most farmers and their congressional allies
against the scheme, all the more vociferously as the bottom fell out of
war-inflated farm prices in 1920-21.61

Mead's California colonies were particularly poorly armored for the
agricultural depression of the early 1920s. Delhi was the weakest point.
Built on a site that mandated an expensive system ofconcrete pipe irrigation
and overhead costs that only the immediate sale of its farmsteads could
recoup, Delhi opened in the teeth of the price decline. Throughout 1922
and 1923 Mead and Delhi's resident farm manager struggled with the prob
lem of weak purchaser demand, cranked the publicity mills, and sent re
cruiters east to look for potential buyers, trying by sheer energy and will
power to buck the general agricultural collapse. But the land would not sell
fast enough with so little prospect of return. When a supplemental bond
issue failed narrowly at the polls in 1922, Mead abandoned direct supervi
sion of the California land colonies for consulting assignments in New
South Wales and Palestine. Demanding that their loans be forgiven, the
Delhi settlers, emboldened by the war veterans in their ranks, took Mead's
portrait down from their community hall and hanged it from a tree. When
the Delhi settlers were eventually granted special hardship terms, the Dur
ham settlers filed a lawsuit for equivalent concessions. By the end of the
decade, the state, back in conservative political hands, had written off both
colonies at a loss and was selling out its interest in Mead's "paternalistic"
experiment.62

The economic difficulties of its flagship demonstration colonies did
not, however, exhaust the planned agricultural settlement idea. It was char
acteristic of the farm village ideal, so tightly did it weave together the
strands of progressive politics, that its rationale possessed an exceptional
fluidity, that it could be reconstructed around so many shifting needs. If
Mead had given a statist, Australian twist to the country life reformers'
concerns, if his vision of resocialized agriculture was top-heavy with expert
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management and advice, if his notion of "putting the government into
farming" (as his enemies called it) entailed costs and risks in excess of what
the public's representatives were willing to accept, if his sense of individual
istic agriculture at its wit's end raised hackles among farmers, the Mead
colonies, trailing their foreign pedigree so conspicuously, nevertheless
gathered up too many of the threads in the progressives' imagination to be
altogether abandoned.

Defeat, accordingly, sent the planned rural community idea in search of
a more propitious occasion. For a while Mead hoped the Bureau of Recla
mation would take up the work. Blocked on that front, he struck up yet
another set of converts among southern progressives. One of them, the
maverick land developer Hugh MacRae, had been drumming up interest
since the early 1920s in a privately financed, ruralized "American Letch
worth" to be built in rings of intensively cultivated, ten- to twenty-acre
farmsteads in eastern North Carolina. With an advisory committee that
glittered with prominent progressives (Poe, Pinchot, Lane, Kenyon But
terfield of the Country Life Commission, Albert Shaw, Ray Stannard Baker,
and Mead himself among them), with a site plan by Raymond Unwin's
closest American friend, John Nolen, and a platform blaming the flight
from farm to city on the country's failure to meet the modern "craving for
social and intellectual companionship," MacRae's Farm City project dis
tilled yet another variant of the progressive dream of somehow reshaping
the backward, atomistic countryside.63

What Mead offered the southern progressives who discovered him in
the late 1920s was potential access to Reclamation Bureau funds and a
ready-made solution still waiting for the right need and political opportu
nity. The alliance settled on a bill to establish a planned rural demonstration
community, along Durham and Delhi lines, on a tract of reclaimed land in
every southern state. The group that Mead and MacRae assembled to boost
the proposal was knee-deep in southern land and railroad investors, who
were eager to boost the market price of their cutover pineland holdings. But
to the country life reformers in the alliance, the bottom line of the scheme
was "human reclamation." Mired in isolation and ignorance, "the farmers of
the South ... live as no other farmers in the world live," University of
North Carolina rural sociologist E. C. Branson wrote in explaining the
planned settlement colony's newest rationale. No mere increase in schools
or farm agents would change that, only practically demonstrated alternative
settlement models. Thus, out of a scheme to recoup public irrigation works
expenses that had then become an answer to a crisis in rural class relations
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and, briefly, a device to absorb a demobilized army, Mead's southern back
ers drew a device to shame and educate southern farmers out of their ineffi
cient, individualistic ways.64

Flexibility is the key distinction between borrowable and context-fixed
policies, between the extractable and that which is so wedded to its political
and social environment as to be inextricably fixed to it. In conventional
cases the flexibility lies in means and form; in others, however, where the
form captures the imagination, the moveable part is the rationale. The
expert-planned, cooperative farm village, gathering as it did so many of the
contrasts and anxieties in the air, moved as a floating answer from problem
to problem into the early 1930s. It could not be realized; but neither, on the
eve of the New Deal, would it go away.

Vis-a-vis those who traced the countryside's weakness to the splintered,
individuated organization of its economy and those who traced it to the
dispersed and isolated settlement pattern on the land, there remained a
third alternative. The farmers' fundamental weakness might be, at bottom,
one of mind and values. The atomization of the countryside, the "lack of
organization and cohesion" that left the small farmer prey to the better
organized interests around him, the suspicion of cooperative enterprise that
made him all the more susceptible to those who would cash in on his
economic fantasies, might all be better traced, perhaps, to mores and cul
ture. 65

At a certain level, the point was irrefutable. The cooperatives ran or fell
by their members' ability to forge an ethos larger than possessive individu
alism. There was not a movement for rural reconstruction, from the Raf
feisen cooperatives to Mead's California farm colonies, that did not make
room for a strong, didactic effort in this direction. But if, under all, the way
of the land was ultimately set by culture, then the place to start was with the
schools.

The problem was knowing what to teach that did not intensify the
handicaps of the countryside. Literacy and technical agricultural education
clearly held rewards for country folk. Tenants who could reckon gained no
automatic immunity from the crooked arithmetic of their merchant-land
lords, but they stood a better bargaining chance. Technologically up-to
date farm cooperatives held far better cards in the agricultural market than
those that merely pooled the poverty and inefficiency around them. The
rub lay in finding a form of education that, in pulling farm children into the
heady streams of book learning and town life, did not spur the most ambi-
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tious to bolt the countryside all the sooner. The cities had only to nod and
beckon, AE wrote, and all over the world country folk fled to them-all the
faster as newspapers, books, and consolidated schools brought home the
contrast between the mental stimulation of the one and the intellectual
narrowness of the other.66 How could rural schools awaken the mind with
out accelerating the exodus of the brightest young country folk-without
leaving, in the end, the slow and the dull to inherit the earth?

For those who wrestled with the horns of this dilemma, the most im
portant country in the North Atlantic economy was Denmark. A number of
American progressives had sought out Denmark before the war, Poe and
McCarthy among them. In the course of a career that took him from a
Tennessee farm to the office of u.s. commissioner of education, Philander
P. Claxton had chanced on a Danish folk high school in 1896 and become
an active promoter of folk schools for the American South. Booker T.
Washington had pronounced Denmark the only bright spot in prewar rural
Europe. But the absence of a Plunkett to act as Denmark's intermediary and
the pull of the continent's bigger nations both worked against prewar Den
mark. The Institute of Educational Travel's Civic and Social Tour of
Europe in 1914 allotted Denmark three days, sandwiching in its credit and
creamery cooperatives with its castles and museums, its old-age pension
scheme, its model housing, and its model garbage disposal techniques. The
American Commission on Agricultural Cooperation and Rural Credit in
1913 dismissed Denmark with an optional side excursion.67

In the war's reconstruction of national reputations, however, Denmark
enjoyed a dramatic rise in the esteem of American progressives. Ireland in
the early 1920s was consumed in civil war; Germany was economically
prostrate. In the post-1919 disillusionment with the top-heavy war state at
home, smallness emerged for American progressives as having new advan
tages. Frederic Howe, one of prewar Germany's keenest progressive admir
ers, had transferred his longings to Denmark by 1920. Cooperative Den
mark, as Howe saw it, was a commonwealth with virtually none of the usual
trappings and pretensions of state power: a nation "concerned solely with
the intensive development of her own territory and the promotion of the
well-being of her three million people." That in itself made it, Howe
thought, "quite the most valuable political exhibit in the modern world."
Josephine Goldmark in the mid 1930s was to write about Danish social
policy in the same way. "Why should anyone want to go to Russia when one
can go to Denmark?" her brother-in-law Louis Brandeis was heard by New
Dealers to remark. Wholly removed from "the vortex of European poli-
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tics," as an American observer put it in 1927, Denmark was, for the mo
ment, at the crossroads of the progressives' world. 68

By 1923 E. C. Branson could report that Denmark was "over-run" by
foreign investigators. In the course of two months in the Danish country
side, he had met educators from]apan, Vienna, Berlin, Canada, the Hamp
ton Institute, and the Appalachian social settlements, to say nothing of a
trainload of English dairy farmers and a conference full of social workers, all
trying to learn the secrets of the Danish agricultural revival. "Denmark is
being examined by students of this sort more thoroughly at this moment
than any other country of the world," he was convinced.

They are farmers and farm organization officials, college professors and
teachers of every grade and rank, graduate students digging doctorate
dissertations out of life itself and not out of dust bins, legislative commit
tees and commissions, congressmen and field investigators from the agri
cultural department at Washington, members of the English parliament
and details from the Home Office, settlement workers, social secretaries,
public welfare officers, research students representing the social-work
foundations of America, authors assembling material for books on Den
mark, Scandinavian-American scholarship students, and so on and on.

They were "all using Denmark as a field laboratory in political science and
social economics, swapping addresses, exchanging letters of introduction."69

The American-Scandinavian Foundation, organized to promote mu
tual exchanges between the Scandinavian countries and the United States,
granted special traveling fellowships for the study of Danish cooperative
agriculture, Danish industrial organization, and the Danish folk high
schools. Chris Christensen, who was to become the u.S. Agriculture De
partment's first director of the division of cooperative marketing, held one
of them; Olive Campbell, founder of the first Danish-modeled American
folk school, held another. So did the young African-American sociologist
E. Franklin Frazier, though in deference to American racial sensibilities the
foundation pulled his name from its publicity release. 7o

Highest on the minds of most of Denmark's progressive visitors were
its farm cooperatives. Howe was sure the cooperatives had been the key to
the Danish rural revival. Branson, for whom the contrast between the Dan
ish farmers' standard of living and hard-scrabble North Carolina poverty
"literally kept my brain in a blaze" during his weeks in Denmark, came to
the same conclusion. The Farm City promoter Hugh MacRae confessed he
was "almost appalled by the possibilities" of Danish cooperative agriculture.
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From the other side of the South's racial divide, E. Franklin Frazier came
back from his nine months of intensive study to champion the formation of
small-scale farm cooperatives throughout the black South, as islands of
self-made economic democracy in a racially hostile sea.7!

Fewer Americans noticed the hand of the land-reforming state in the
Danish rural revival. Worried about rural political restiveness in the poorest
and most exploited sector of the rural economy, the government in 1899
had inaugurated a program of subsidized state loans to enable marginal
farm tenants to purchase smallholdings of their own. The government's
purposes were not wholly altruistic. Most purchases made under the act ran
to barely seven or eight acres, large enough to anchor their owners to the
countryside but too small, by design, to enable them to withdraw from the
pool of agricultural wage labor that the larger farm owners required. N one
theless the smallholdings act-extended, liberalized, and finally pushed by a
smallholder-socialist alliance into a tool for the breakup of some of the
largest estates-contributed to a dramatic drop in Danish farm tenancy. In
1850,42 percent of Danish farm operators had been tenants. By the end of
the First World War, though the smallholders remained a visibly separate
social and political group on the Danish countryside, only 10 percent were
now tenants. 72

Alarmed as they were by their own country's farm tenancy rate, which
had risen from 26 percent to 38 percent between 1880 and 1920, American
progressives might have been expected to broadcast the Danish smallhold
ings legislation. But land reform was constitutionally difficult, expensive,
and, in the South, mined by racial politics. Branson, though a member of
the North Carolina State Commission on Farm Tenancy and State-Aid to
Farm Ownership, barely noticed Danish land reform. Even Howe, who
deluded himself into thinking of Danish agriculturists as a single class with
a common interest, did not recommend it.

If American progressives systematically downplayed the hand of the
state in Danish social politics, the problems familiar from London or Man
chester barely crossed their consciousness in Denmark at all. There were far
more wage earners in Denmark, more periodic unemployment crises, more
socialists, and more conflict than an American reader of the reports from
progressive Denmark could ever have imagined. Danish workers had staged
a general strike in 1920. In 1924, contemporaneous with the first Labour
Party government in Britain, Danish socialists had formed their first, short
lived government. But American progressives did not go to Denmark to see
labor and capital at war, or Danish politics in action. They went to Den-
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mark with an agrarian commonwealth on their minds. They could barely
begin to see Denmark except in terms of their own countryside-"without
having North Carolina in the tail of one's eye," as Branson put it-and they
wrapped their impressions tightly around the spool they brought with
them.73

If the socialists and the state tended to skitter out of the Americans'
focus, however, Denmark's folk schools riveted it. In the folk schools pro
gressive Americans found the answer to what statistical enumeration of the
range of Danish rural cooperative undertakings only made enigmatic: how
the transition from peasant to cooperative commonwealth had come about.
The folk school story was one many Danes liked to tell themselves. Older
than the cooperatives, the folk schools had taken hold in the I860s, in the
aftershocks of German invasion. By the I870s some three thousand young
men and women were enrolled each year; by the late I920s it was guessed
that almost a third of the Danish farm population had, as young adults,
passed through them.

In practical terms, a folk school was a gathering ofyoung country adults
between the ages of nineteen and twenty-five, men and women in separate
sessions, drawn from their farms and villages for a single season in resi
dence. In pedagogical terms, the folk schools' mission was cultural revival.
Few of them taught the book-learned, commercial farming of the American
agricultural colleges. Most of them taught with virtually no books at all and
with neither grades nor examinations. Instead, their curricula mixed Danish
cultural nationalism, through talks on Danish literature and history, with
the experience of cooperative group living, all reinforced with singing,
group games, and inspirational lectures by the teachers. The folk schools'
founding philosopher, Nikolai Frederik Severin Grundtvig, had been him
self a key figure in the endeavor to extricate Scandinavian vernacular litera
ture from the scorn of salon aristocrats. The folk schools were to the Dan
ish agricultural revival what the poet-reformer AE tried to be for the Irish
agricultural revival-the spiritual adjunct to, if not the spiritual motor for,
the day-to-day business of practical cooperation.74

Within that frame the folk schools varied widely. Americans tended to
visit the most established: Roskilde, an easy hour's travel from Copenhagen,
or Askov, the training school for folk school teachers, where the white-col
lared students and collegiate setting reminded Americans of home. Beyond
these two were many more that rose and fell according to the individual
vision and charisma of their principals (Forstaender) , most of whom owned
their schools outright. Some gave special place to gymnastics, others to
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religion. There were special folk schools for smallholders; there was a so
cialist-sponsored school for young urban workers and another, with an in
ternational student body, for the promotion of international peace. In one
fashion or another, however, the experience of cooperative living and the
inspirational "living word" of the teachers was central to them all. N ational
istic yet highly varied, private and yet subsidized by state tuition assistance,
the folk schools mixed public and private energies as freely as the Danish
rural cooperatives, whose cultural adjunct they were.

Readily open to visitors, even those whose Danish was not up to the task,
and far easier to observe than the farmers' maze of cooperative connections,
the Danish folk schools quickly caught the eye of progressive American
travelers. Philander Claxton dispatched a team of special investigators from
the Bureau of Education to take the folk schools' measure. Booker T.
Washington, eliding the gulf between the Danish curriculum and the trade
school training of his own Tuskegee Institute, hitched his project to their
prestige. Hampton Institute's Southern Workman ran some of the earliest
reports on the folk schools, E. Franklin Frazier's among them.75 In the
1920s, progressive educators formed another node of admiring visitors.76

Matched to the educationalist strain in the American progressive imagina-
tion, the Danish folk school principals preached a message their American
visitors wanted to hear: that if the prerequisite for effective agricultural
revival was cooperation, the prerequisite for cooperation was education
not learning that stripped country folk of their rooted attachments but
education for cultural revitalization.

Inevitably, some Americans tried to take home what they had observed
and establish it on native ground. The effort most faithful to the Danish
model was launched in Wisconsin by Chris Christensen, an American
Scandinavian Foundation fellowship recipient and Agriculture Department
expert on agricultural cooperation, now dean of the University ofWiscon
sin's Agricultural College. As Christensen redesigned it in 1932, the Wis
consin short course for farmers brought young farm men in their twenties
to Madison for a four-month immersion in the things their isolation denied
them: lectures on history, art, sociology, and economics, together with
singing, public speaking, and sports. They wrote poetry, and under the
inspiration ofJohn Steuart Curry, were encouraged to paint. John Barton,
who had gone from a Missouri farm to Yale Divinity School to a position on
the faculty of the international folk high school in Elsinore, Denmark, was
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brought in to lecture on Danish land reform and social movements. The
class in cooperative organization was compulsory.77

But as deeply attractive as the Danish folk schools were-with their
energetic young farmers hanging eagerly on their teachers' "living word"
they were not an easy institution to transplant. The problem was the prob
lem of the folk. In one sense, the issue was a false one, an error in transla
tion. The more accurate rendering of the Danish Folkehnjskoler was
"people's high schools." The additional anthropological burden that the
word "folk" carried in the 1920s and 1930s was not, in a literal sense,
necessary. Still, folk schools without strong threads of common ways and
culture, without a living, collective tradition on which to build, were impos
sible to imagine.

But in the extraordinary cultural heterogeneity of the United States, its
countryside a patchwork of rival immigrant and racial subcultures, where
was the curricular content of an American version of the folk schools to be
found? Where could one find the folk songs and sagas and traditional
dances, the literature and history that young country men and women
would recognize as unproblematically theirs? Even the Wisconsin country
side, with its farm families barely a generation or two from Germany, Po
land, Sweden, or Finland, posed a challenge in this regard. In the face of
this difficulty, it was hardly surprising that the mainstream adult education
movement in the United States should run so strongly toward information
and technical skills-not toward group identity but toward more effective
individual competence.

There was, however, a region that seemed to many observers to meet
the cultural criteria for a Danish-inspired rural revival, and that was Ap
palachia-or, as it was then commonly called, the southern highlands. The
ambitions of southern admirers of the folk schools gravitated there quickly.
Racially more homogeneous than the rest of the South, far less schooled,
farther from the acids ofcommerce and modernity, the mountain South was
an obvious site for experiments in adult education. In the late nineteenth
century, outsiders to the southern mountains had written off the region's
culture as isolated and degenerate, a backwater of feuding, moonshining,
and illiteracy. By the early years of the twentieth century, however, ballad
and craft collectors had begun to seek out Appalachia for skills and cultural
remnants long discarded elsewhere: songs with a touch of Elizabethan cul
ture to them, old country dances, traditional quilting and woodcarving pat
terns. Here, in the threads of a culture older than commercial capitalism,
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was the stuff out of which a revitalization movement might perhaps be
made.78

The initiators of the highland folk school movement were active play
ers in this revaluation of southern mountain culture. Olive Campbell was a
pioneering ballad collector, one of several song collectors who had begun to
scour the mountain coves looking for country folk who still knew mountain
music as it had been played before the mail-order banjo had gotten hold of
it. Her husband, John Campbell, had come south from Andover Theologi
cal Seminary in Massachusetts in the 1890s to teach in the region's mission
ary-sponsored colleges and academies. In 1908 he convinced the new
Russell Sage Foundation to add a Southern Highlands Division-balancing
off its urban, industrial projects with a survey of social life at the other end
of the scale of economic development. Between 1908 and 1919, Campbell
was the division's one-man staff, seeking to bring the social survey tech
niques perfected in London and Pittsburgh to the region's needs and re
sources, and to refocus the work of its outside tutelary agencies.

If a living connection with history was the region's strength, "extreme
individualism," as John Campbell saw it, was the mountain South's weak
ness. Moonshining, feuding, and violence were its regional manifestations,
but the larger cultural burden was not Appalachia's alone. "Individualism is
the great American fault, and in the mountaineer, the surviving original
American, individualism is raised to the highest power," Campbell wrote in
1916; in the region, as in the nation at large, "cooperation ... is what we so
much need." As the Campbells' ambitions shifted from traditional educa
tional work to a program focused, somehow, on culture and cooperation, it
is not surprising that the Danish example should have caught their imagina
tion. Claxton first told them of the folk school idea. They were booked for a
trip to Denmark and were already trying to raise funds for a folk school of
their own in the southern highlands when the war broke out.79

It was Olive Campbell, after her husband's death in 1919, who put their
joint project into practice. With the aid of an American-Scandinavian
Foundation fellowship, she spent fourteen months in Scandinavia in 1922
and 1923, most of it as an acutely attentive observer of the Danish folk
schools, with a side trip to seek out AE in Ireland. By 1925 she had raised
funds to purchase a farmstead near Brasstown in the hills of western North
Carolina as the site of the John C. Campbell Folk School. For the first
several years it took in no students, concentrating instead on the develop
ment of a local cooperative creamery, cooperative chicken hatchery, and
cooperative purchasing association and credit union among the neighbor-
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ing farmers. On Saturday nights the school invited farmers in for lectures,
agricultural discussions, and singing. When the first students arrived in the
late 1920s, the curriculum consisted of history and literature, folk dances,
singing games, gymnastics, work on the school's demonstration farm, and
revived mountain crafts.

To stem the drift of mountain folk into the cities, whose effects Olive
Campbell deeply distrusted; to revitalize mountain folkways rather than
educate young highlanders out of them, all the while rechanneling the
self-destructive individualism of mountain culture into cooperative forms
these were the Campbell Folk School's ambitions. Compared with the typi
cal rural school, drumming book learning into the heads of its pupils, or
even to the work of the Pine Mountain Settlement in eastern Kentucky,
where visitors noted how clean and neat the resident students were, how
well they knew the use of napkins, how much they behaved "just like the
well brought up children of gentle-folk," Campbell's break with the tradi
tions of missionary uplift was striking. There were no examinations or
credits at the Campbell Folk School; after an experiment or two, she
scrapped Danish-style lectures for discussions, whose topics went round the
world and then came back again to the business of mountain farming. She
raised money for a fund to help graduates of the school purchase small,
neighboring dairy farms. Through the Conference of Southern Mountain
Workers, she helped encourage the region's craft revival. "School" was "a
misleading term" for the work she had undertaken, she readily admitted.
Through a mix of more intelligent farming, handicraft production, and
cooperative enterprises, she hoped to fashion a pattern for the highlands'
economic and cultural renewal. 80

None of this, however, quite resolved the problem of the folk-as an
issue both in Campbell's mind and in the contested mores of Appalachia
itself. Square dances were native enough, but their association with drink
ing and rowdiness made them anathema to many mountain church folk; the
banjo and its newfangled "hillbilly" music set the teeth on edge of those
looking for a living, archaic culture; at the centers of the mountain crafts
revival, outside experts censored bad design and farmed out models of the
good, all in the name of more authentic folk art. The folk schools' powers of
cultural revitalization depended on their ability to tap a deep, preconscious
strain of collective identity. When that strain failed, what was to be done?

In the face of this discord, Campbell could not fully resist the tempta
tion to sidestep the problem by leaning all the harder on her imported,
Danish borrowings. Early on she had brought over two young Danish
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teachers to manage the school's animals and the creamery. The gymnastics
taught at the school were Danish gymnastics. Danish songs mixed with
Campbell's beloved native Appalachian ballads, Danish dances (discreetly
renamed "games") with home-grown folk dances.

The problem of excessive literalism had been always a standing one in
the transatlantic progressive connection. The trick of vision that had al
lowed American city planners to see Paris's etoiles and triumphal arches in
their own city streets, or municipal ownership partisans to imagine Glasgow
streetcars buzzing down Chicago's elevated tracks, or Elwood Mead to
envision Po Valley vineyards in the Delhi sands, could not be kept out of
Campbell's North Carolina hills. Between the transformative and imitative
impulses within the Atlantic progressive connection the American folk
school pioneers struggled particularly hard for balance.

The Campbell School's most famous rival in the folk school movement, the
Highlander Folk School, seized the more radical way past the issues encap
sulated in the idea of the folk. Alarmist billboards in the 1950s South blew
up a photo of Martin Luther King, Jr., seated in a Highlander classroom
proof, it seemed to white southern segregationists, of King's communist
past. In fact, Highlander's origins were no less deeply entangled with Den
mark than those of the Campbell School. Highlander's founder, Myles
Horton, was himself a product of the Appalachian South, cut with a strong
dose of social-gospel Protestantism. Fleeing the region's mills and small
factories for Cumberland College and a stint of organizing work for the
Young Men's Christian Association, Horton had come back from college to
Ozone, Tennessee, one summer to organize Bible study classes. From that
summer on, Horton's notes for a long-term "Ozone project," full of self
doubt and confusion about method, grew in ever-thickening masses. He
was in search of blueprints when he arrived at Union Theological Seminary
in New York City in 1929, where he read John Dewey and where Reinhold
Niebuhr took him under his wing, and he was still searching when he
landed at the University of Chicago in 1930 to see if he could learn from
Robert Park and Hull House how social change happened. "I was trying
these ideas out on everybody. Everybody," he later recalled. "I could never
get this idea straight ... Every time I would get it to the place I wanted to
use it would get fuzzy." A Lutheran minister Horton met in Chicago told
him his Ozone project sounded like the folk schools he had attended in
Denmark as a young man. Within a year, Horton had worked his passage
to Denmark to see the folk school movement for himself.81
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His Danish sojourn, as Horton later chose to remember it, was a disap
pointment, the last stage before he finally broke through what Jane Ad
dams, in similar circumstances, once called the "snare of preparation." Only
the Workers' Folk School in Esbjerg caught his interest, he recalled years
later. In fact, he had read everything in English on the folk school move
ment and had taught himself Danish. Armed with Olive Campbell's book
and her letters of introduction, he sought out rural folk schools all across
Denmark. With every country Forstander he met, he tried out his ideas
about religion, psychology, and social change, struggling to penetrate the
secret of the movement's impact and the essence of its "living word."82

All these imported threads converged on Horton's project. High
lander's cofounder, Don West, had, like Horton, spent a year in Denmark,
and had written his divinity degree thesis on the application of Danish
educational methods to the Appalachian South. When the Highlander Folk
School opened in Monteagle, Tennessee, in 1932, folk dancing (both Dan
ish and mountain), piano lessons and folk music, lantern slide talks on
West's and Horton's European travels, a women's canning cooperative, and
Horton's class on how minds change were all part of its work. Olive Camp
bell's help was solicited on the organization of cooperative work. The land
for the Highlander Folk School was given by Lilian Johnson, a Wellesley
and Cornell-trained historian who had been in attendance at the Southern
Commercial Congress in Nashville in 1912 to see the audience swept off its
feet by David Lubin's oratory. Inspired herself,Johnson had gone to Rome,
immersed herself in the literature of European rural cooperation, drummed
up donors for the Commission on Agricultural Cooperation and Rural
Credit in Europe, served as the commission's staff assistant, and written
much of its report before moving to eastern Tennessee to see if she could
herself be the seed around which a local, thriving cooperative movement
could grow. Though Monteagle was at the ends of the earth, paths from all
over Europe converged on it.83

Unlike Campbell's Brasstown, however, Monteagle's farming days
were long in the past. Timber and coal interests dominated the county's
economy by the early 1930s. And Horton, unlike Campbell, was a socialist.
He had been so at least from his Union Seminary days. He brought John
Barton from Madison to lecture on cooperatives and Barton's wife, Re
becca, to teach labor literature, but much of the early faculty he recruited
from the ranks of Union Seminary students, many of them still more radical
than he. At Highlander the mountain songs and square dances blended with
courses in labor history and current economic conditions. Asked by a Dan-
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ish village Forstander what he wanted to teach, Horton had replied: "'I shall
teach sociology and history in the light of ethical principles (meaning love)."
By the time he sat down to write prospective donors, his aim was to develop
"a bit of proletarian culture" in the mountain South-an indigenous leader
ship, locally rooted but no longer ignorant of class and economics, able to
help the mountaineers effectively resist the coal and textile industries that
were lapping up their cheap, unorganized labor. Among the South's histori
cal resources, he thought, was its resistance to capitalism-"a defense, it is
true," he reminded himself, "but nevertheless of some value."84

Having started up the school in the teeth of the Depression with so
many delicately balanced ambitions, the Highlander staff was quickly
caught up in the labor struggles erupting around it. Within a month Hor
ton had been arrested for trying to write up the story of a coal strike in the
northern part of the state. The school put its students on picket lines, where
some of them were fired upon by factory guards. It undertook to unionize
the county's Works Progress Administration workers. In 1937, when the
CIO launched a concerted organizing drive in the South, the Highlander
Folk School, long active in strike activities, announced that its "total re
sources" were being devoted to the labor movement.

As its labor commitments grew, however, Highlander's local ties slowly
disintegrated. It won a grant for a local cannery cooperative from the Fed
eral Emergency Relief Administration's Self-Help Cooperative Division,
and almost immediately lost it when the Chattanooga papers took up the
cry that the money would go to "reds and labor organizers." After seven
years of intense local organizing, having been red-baited so thoroughly as
finally to be a liability to the projects it touched, the faculty decided to
withdraw altogether from local politics. From Horton's "Ozone" ambition
of creating a node of social change naturalized among southern mountain
folk, Highlander became a regional staging ground for the labor left (and
later for the civil rights movement)-a Brookwood Labor College, in its
own way, in a particularly rustic setting.

Olive Campbell had written Horton early on that it was hard for her "to
see how you can develop a real folk school on the basis on which you have
begun."85 Horton's own memories, in time, discounted his Danish borrow
ings no less completely. In fact, the Danish traces were not hard to find at
Highlander. In its emphasis on group cooperative living, in its dances and
games, in the mountain songs the Highlander staff and students extracted
from their neighbors to make a part of the radical subculture of the 1930s
labor left, and, not least, in Horton's own chosen role as its philosophical
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Forstander, hunting to the end for the "living word," Highlander's transat
lantic connections clung to it, in their own way, as clearly as Campbell's did
at Brasstown.

But in the end the secret of yoking local folk cultures and customs to a
thoroughgoing movement of social change eluded Horton as much as
Campbell. His construction of a CIO encampment in the Tennessee moun
tains was different from Campbell's reversion to her Danish borrowings.
But neither had found a way to bring the folk school's core promise home
not when so much many of the tendencies in the surrounding political
culture ran so hard against them.

"There is no doubt that the H.[igh] S.[chools] here were swept to fame by a
tide beginning in the early 19 cent[ury] which seems to be the hope made
possible by legislation regarding the land," Horton had written in a note to
himself while in Denmark. Contemporaneous with the experiments of the
early folk school Forstaender, an awakening in literature and culture had
swept through Denmark and helped carry their work along with it. "Is a
school like this possible without a tide or is there a tide in it?" Horton
w·ondered.86 His question went to the heart of the rural reformers' dilemma.
If under the land lay still deeper strata of institutions, expectations, and
culture, how could the whole geological structure itself be moved?

In one way or another, all the Europe-inspired rural reformers had
pressed against this point. Underneath their talk of Landschaften and cream
ery cooperatives, Danish cows and Australian statism, folk schools and farm
villages, the core discourse had been about values as much as market in
equalities-and about the United States as much as about the nation's farm
ing heartland. Rural folk, not always to their pleasure, stood for everyone.
The excessive individualism of the countryside stood in for a general
atomism, which might be the frontier's doing, the work of the barely
checked market, or the work of culture itself. The question was the one
Horton had worried so doggedly, filling so many notecards with its conun
drums and difficulties before finally taking his plunge in the Tennessee
mountains: where were the tides of cultural change generated?

The narratives out of which the transatlantic progressive connection
was woven-the stories the Danish Forstaender told about Grundtvig, AE
about Plunkett, Mead about his victories over land monopolists in the Aus
tralian outback, or the cooperators about the pioneer English band at
Rochdale-all collapsed the problem into biography. But if the tide of his
torical change was not in persons or institutions but in the culture itself,
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how could one expect a transplanted device as frail as a folk school or a
farmers' cooperative fundamentally to affect its course?

The question was not one of importability. That under the right cir
cumstances institutions could be successfully transferred across national
lines was clearly beyond doubt. Corporations and cooperatives had both
slipped across the territorial lines of Europe like gypsy migrants. It was
possible to say, without bending history past the breaking point, that from
the English Owenites to the Schulze-Delitzsch and Raffeisen movements in
Germany to the Italian people's banks pioneers a baton of sorts had been
passed. Through an idea as exotic as the Prussian Landschaften the American
farmers' long-standing demands for federal financial aid had come, finally,
to political fruition. The tides of culture were not inflexible, just as they
were not neatly contained by nation-states.

Boundary crossing itself was not the issue. The root problem the
American reconstructors of the countryside faced was that their imported
institutions would not stay fixed. Where the imported correctives to the
countryside's social weaknesses had held out promises at odds with the
surrounding culture of the market, they had been difficult to transplant.
Where the institutions had been successfully naturalized, it was by taking
on the traits of the market's culture. The big marketing cooperatives of the
mid-1920s, with their boomers' zeal and monopoly ambitions, formed the
most sobering case in point. When the imported measures could not but be
transformed in the very act of adaptation and appropriation, when every
thing was in motion, how could one find the Archimedean point for the
work of change?

That was a quandary the New Dealers would inherit, as they would
inherit so many of the other products of the Atlantic progressive exchange.
Each of the interwar projects of rural reconstruction was to flow into their
capacious agenda. The Irish and Danish cooperatives, Mead's farm villages,
the folk school idea, Plunkett's preoccupation with rural "organization" and
AE's with the "fanatical ... isolation and individualism" of rural life, all
ended up in the corridors of the New Dealers' Washington, along with a
profound, new sensitivity to culture itself.87 It would be theirs to discover
what second chance the temporary suspension of normal politics in the
1930s might bring to the project of reconstructing the particularly atomized
economy of the American countryside.



The Machine Age

The American Invasion ofEurope

Of all the countryside's reformers, the one who ignited the most extrava
gant expectations in the era between the wars was not Horace Plunkett, or
Elwood Mead, or even Aaron Sapiro. It was Henry Ford. Made cheap
enough so that every farmer could own a car and a tractor, his machine
would revolutionize farm labor, Ford liked to boast. It would eliminate
drudgery. It would knit city and country together. It would bring to the
masses the array of goods and the freedom of motion that in every other
historical era had been the special preserve of elites. What social politics
had failed to do, technological change would accomplish. The "new era"
was the machine age, and Ford was its prophet.

The new era was as much a public relations coup as an accomplished
social fact, but it had important effects on the flow of influence within the
Atlantic progressive connection. European social policy framers had been
just as adept as their American counterparts at scavenging across national
frontiers in the generation before the First World War, but they had places
more important and nearer at hand in which to hunt for social-political
innovations than the United States. The extraordinary curiosity of the At
lantic-facing American progressives about European social politics was, to
the Americans' chagrin, only weakly reciprocated by informed European
interest in progressive America. Against the main tide in the prewar social-
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political connection, a number of European progressives had indeed trav
ersed the Atlantic in the other direction to see what extractable lessons they
could find in American schools and playgrounds, juvenile courts and settle
ment houses, bureaus of labor statistics and standards of living. But the very
dynamic of the Atlantic progressive connection in America turned not on
its symmetries but on its imbalances-on its participants' sense of distance
and lag and on the embarrassments of behindhandedness.

The 1920s marked, in this regard, a critical shift in both fact and con
sciousness. The rhetoric of leading and lagging nations endured. Others
might talk of distinctive national geniuses and incomparable political desti
nies, but it was the mark of those who shaped the Atlantic progressive
connection to see the world as a long line of runners pumping down a
common track of progress, some in advance, others straggling in the rear.
The 1920s did not fundamentally upset the metaphor of a common race,
but on both sides of the Atlantic the decade scrambled and confused the
order of the participants.

The first break in the prewar asymmetry came not through the techno
logical and economic transformations that Europeans were soon bundling
together as "Fordism," but with the war itself. Into the heart of guidebook
Europe the American expeditionary army had rushed in the summer of
1918, not as a junior partner in an entangling foreign alliance but, as the
American progressives preferred to see it, in a crusade to rescue civilization
itself. "America had the infinite privilege of fulfilling her destiny and saving
the world," Woodrow Wilson put the war's moral in a nutshell in late 1919,
in the messianic rhetoric that American war propaganda agencies had dis
seminated wholesale on both sides of the Atlantic. With Wilson mapping
out the future of democracy in liberated Europe, with cheering crowds
lining his procession through Dover, Paris, and Rome, it was not hard to
imagine that the torch of world progress had indeed passed, once more, to
the United States. 1

None felt the war's role reversals more keenly than the progressives
who followed the American troops into France as part of a great civilian tail
of Red Cross organizers, ex-charity association visitors, and amateur relief
workers. Enlisted, for the most part, to help sanitize the war for the Ameri
can army recruits, the American social workers quickly expanded their work
to embrace the needs of war-devastated French civilians. The largest of the
French relief enterprises was the American Red Cross's Department of
Civil Affairs. Staffed with social work leaders temporarily on loan for the
war's duration, it cared for French refugees and repatriates, distributed
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relief supplies, assisted in the rehabilitation of the civilian war wounded,
and ran baby clinics, child health centers, and health and hygiene demon
stration courses.2

Even as they rushed to aid war-torn France, the American relief work
ers could not resist the temptation to change it. The most important arena
in this regard was the so-called devastated region northeast of Paris, a
wilderness of shell holes, blasted trees, twisted and abandoned barbed wire,
rubble, and hunger left behind by the German retreat in late 1914. The
Marne and Meuse districts were already the territory of British Quaker
relief workers. The Somme and Oise became the Americans' project. The
first in the field was the Smith College Relief Unit, which undertook the
care of fifteen small villages near N oyon in the summer of 191 7. Other
relief units were organized at Vassar, Barnard, Wellesley, Goucher, and
Stanford, amounting in all to a women's moral equivalent of the work of the
war's male ambulance volunteers. Settling into their shell-devastated vil
lages, the Smith College women inventoried inhabitants and resources in
social survey style, established medical dispensaries, gave out sewing so that
the village women might have a tiny stream of income, and distributed
emergency food, circumventing the male village officialdom in favor of
distribution networks of village women. Distressed by the aimless recrea
tion of French peasant children, they organized American-style play pro
grams and team games.3

They behaved, in short, like settlement workers, not the least in their
concern for the social disorganization, the "extreme individualism," with
which they found themselves embattled. When they dreamed of a perma
nent legacy for their work, their minds ran toward organization of the
faltering French civic sense. As Ruth Gaines of the Smith College Relief
Unit imagined it, every reconstructed village would include a new House of
the People, built hard by the church in the town's symbolic center, with
shower baths, a medical dispensary, club rooms, a library, a consulting nurse
for mothers with infants, and a room for civic exhibitions: a civic center in
miniature, returned, in improved American form, to Europe.

The Americans' eagerness to reshape France on lines closer to the
Europe of their own imagination was made even more graphic in the com
petition for the reconstruction of Reims. The most important city in the
devastated region, Reims was virtually a tabula rasa of rubble at the war's
end, more than half its buildings hollowed out or destroyed. The man who
presided over the work, George B. Ford, was a veteran of the American
settlement house network, the Congestion Committee and the campaign
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for zoning in New York City, and European travel. After coming to France
as head of the American Red Cross Reconstruction Research Service, he
stayed on to become a roving French government expert on city planning
and, in 1920, to win the design contest for Reims's rebuilding.

Ford's plan was an extraordinary amalgam of the influences that had
swept from Paris into American progressive city design. Through the old
city's tangle of crooked inner streets, Ford imagined cutting a network of
boulevards and etoiles straight out of Haussmann. His sketches swept away
the houses and shops that crowded up against the cathedral, blurring, as
Ford saw it, the city's mandatory civic focus. He dotted Reims's outskirts
with new parks and American-style playgrounds for supervised and social
ized play. In the city's four main quarters, in a move that had no analogue in
Haussmann's Paris, he penciled in American-style community centers,
much as Gaines had envisioned them, with health services, meeting rooms
for civic groups, auditoriums, libraries, perhaps even temperance cafeterias.
The progressives' yearning for civic unity, the visions of coherence they
themselves had picked up in Paris or projected onto the old market squares
of village Europe, Ford brought back-more socialized than Europe it
self-to Reims's design.4

The social workers' European expedition was temporary, but the flood
of American consumer goods that began to pour into Europe out of the
apparently limitless, mechanized cornucopia of the United States at the
war's end was more permanent and had a much more profound effect.
European concern at the American commercial invasion of Europe had
arisen before the war. German businessmen were talking nervously of the
"American danger" as early as 1902. But none of this held a candle to the
shift in trade flows after 1918.5

The invasion of American goods was most striking in Central Europe,
where the war had brought the most smoothly oiled economic machine in
prewar Europe to a virtual standstill. Under an Allied food blockade until
the peace treaty was signed in mid-1919, steeply taxed for reparations pay
ments, thrown into the maw of hyperinflation in 1922-23, Germany was in
economic wreckage in the first half of the twenties. Visitors to Berlin in the
early 1920s reported a city near despair, without laughter, strained and
hungry. Even the prostitutes who now haunted every major street were said
to wear looks of need and desperation. Half of the city was "wallowing in
fleshpots," the writer MatthewJosephson thought, while the rest was "half
famished." Sociologist Robert Lynd's more sober eye was fixed by the
middle-class Berliners queued up at the free municipal kitchens, their soup
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pots wrapped up in a newspaper or hidden in a satchel as they struggled to
preserve their last vestiges of dignity.6

Half a decade later, Berlin seemed to visitors to be bursting with Ameri
can goods. There was scarcely a store window in central Berlin that did not
remind American visitors of the United States, Joseph Wood Krutch wrote
in 1928. One could now buy American-style ice cream sodas, Boston baked
beans, and "griddle cakes mit syrup" in a new, gleaming, American-style
cafeteria on the Kurfiirstendamm, and see the results of imported American
engineering techniques everywhere. "No other European city that I have
ever seen looks so much like New York, and the effort to make it look more
so is continuous and conscious," Krutch wrote. There were American plays
in the theaters, American news in the papers, American movies in the
cinemas, and a ferocious debate over Amerikanismus in the bookstalls.7

Berlin was a particularly striking case of the commercial Americaniza
tion of 1920s Europe, thanks in part to the Dawes Plan loans pouring into
Germany after 1924 to ease the reparations burden. But Berlin was hardly
alone. There were American-style five-and-ten-cent stores in nearly every
British city, Charles Beard reported in early 1929. Under pressure from
Woolworth-style magasins it prix uniques, French retail cooperatives were
scrambling to modernize their methods through professional managers and
bolder advertising techniques. American-style advertising was now to be
seen everywhere. "Paris is plastered with American signs," Beard wrote.
Billboards in Berlin proclaimed the pleasures of American chewing gum;
the great Ringstrasse in Vienna blazed with American-style electric adver
tising. In the cinemas, America was on screens from Stockholm to Turkey.
At the high point of the American movie makers' invasion of Europe in
1925, just before retaliatory quotas took hold, 60 percent of all movies
shown in Germany, 70 percent in France, and 95 percent in Britain were
American made-and all brought with them, larger and more tempting
than life, an extraordinary display of American consumer goods.8

America "bores its way into European consciousness," Beard wrote. Its
jazz, its tempo, its chrome, and its commercialism penetrated the continent.
But above all it was as a machine of almost magical efficiency, turning out
mass consumer goods at a rate never seen before, that the United States
reentered the symbolic universe of European progressives. Where its gen
ius had once crystallized in its democracy, and later in its monopolists and
plutocrats, it now crystallized around "Fordism." The term was ubiquitous
in 1920s Europe. Ford's business innovations-his construction of a mas
sive, assembly line-driven machine for the production of a standardized
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motor machine for the masses, together with his boast of paying workers
wages high enough that even they could buy one-made a profound im
pression on European social observers. In Germany alone, Beard noted, the
bibliography on efficiency and Rationalisierung ran into the hundreds of
titles. Henry Ford's autobiography was a best-seller in 1920s Germany; the
Frankfurt Social Museum entered the already crowded lists with a sympo
sium pointedly entitled "Ford and Us." The hottest topic at the combined
meetings of the International Association for Labor Legislation, the Inter
national Association on Unemployment, and the International Committee
on Social Insurance held in Vienna in 1927, an American participant re
ported, was the effects of "Fordism" on labor and society.9

To see the land of machine production for themselves, a new cadre of
reporters steamed their way across the Atlantic. "Pilgrimages across the
Atlantic were made," Gustav Stolper writes; "America, so to speak, was
discovered all over again." The Musee Social sent Andre Siegfried, son of
its founder, to take the measure of 1920s America. The International Gar
den City and Town Planning Federation convened its 1925 meeting in
New York City, in the shadow of the city's new skyscrapers. German engi
neers came by the dozens, and hard on their heels came German trade
union and Social Democratic delegations to make their own independent
assessments. German reviewers ~Tere noting the "flood" of books about
America by 1927. Automobiles, city life, factories, department stores, the
great Sears and Roebuck mail order mart in Chicago, and always, if one
could manage it, the Ford factories in Highland Park and River Rouge,
Michigan: these were the destinations on the new American tours. IO

On one point, everyone agreed. Measured by access to consumer
goods, the advantages of American over European wage earners were now
beyond doubt. These were urban comparisons; they bypassed the rural,
race-divided American South, and about the comparative lot of the conti
nents' poor they made no judgments. But clearly the rough parity between
the real earnings of average, unskilled industrial wage earners during the
prewar era no longer obtained. Herbert Hoover's boast that "our workers
with their average weekly wages can today buy two or even three times
more bread and butter than any wage earner in Europe" cannot be taken
literally. But informed German observers in the mid-1920s put the conti
nental differential in average real wages at not less than two to one. II

Consumer goods statistics reinforce the point. In 1932 there were three
and a half times as many radio listeners per inhabitant in the United States
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as in Europe, eight times as many telephone service subscribers, and
twenty-six times as many automobiles. Forty percent of the world's indus
trial production by 1928 now issued from factories and workshops in the
United States; Russia excluded, Europe's combined share was 42 percent.
"We are the wealthiest people in the world," I. M. Rubinow concluded in
the early 1930s: "the wealthiest nation in history."12

Beyond recognition of the astonishing material productivity of the
United States, the impressions of European progressives fell quickly into
disagreement. The unabashed commercialism of 1920s American cities
astonished even Londoners and Berliners. "The very goods had tongues.
'Buy me; sell me,'" H. W. Massingham reported. "We don't build houses,"
a knowledgeable American told Arthur Feiler in Chicago, "but commodi
ties with which we can speculate." Manhattan, the first stop on virtually
every European traveler's itinerary, pushed these initial impressions to the
limit. Bathed in early morning fog or in the illumination of its electric lights
against the twilight, Manhattan's 1920s skyline enchanted. A "fairyland"
was the cliched response. But up close it was all elbows and competition,
buildings that "seem[ed] to attack the sky" in their fierce competition for
light and prestige, buildings that "spurted" up like hot geysers-hoisting
"the powers of finance to 20 or 50 stories," as the architect Erich Mendel
sohn put it. "Dollar scrapers," the German urban planner Robert Schmidt
called them. "An indescribable chaos of degrading, dreary, scandalous ugli
ness" was the judgment of Die Form's editor, Walter Curt Behrendt. 13

What struck critical Europeans most of all in 1920s America was not its
commercialism or chaos but its uniformity. Standardization and regimenta
tion ruled. Set against the sharp internal conflicts of the era-the bitter
rural-urban cultural battles of the American 1920s, its Klansmen, its labor
struggles, and its new, northern racial ghettos-this seems at first glance a
puzzlingly misplaced judgment. But to those who encountered for the first
time the material culture of standardized parts, it did not seem so. Every
one, it struck them forcefully, dressed the same, donned the same brand
name Arrow shirt collars, accepted the season's dictates of the Sears and
Roebuck catalog. "Everywhere one encounters the same objects," Alfred
Riihl complained; "everything is a mass product."14

The startling profusion of standardized consumer goods, standardized
clothing sizes, and mass-advertised dictations of taste accounted for part of
this impression. The other part was Prohibition's work. Andre Siegfried
thought the American mind of the 1920s doubly imprisoned by Ford and
Calvin, the combination conspiring to draw every ounce of its imagination
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toward production. Georges Duhamel imagined a wickedly satirical conver
sation with an American on the mechanical possibilities of hygienically
regulating excessive sex. Posing as it did culture against mere machine civi
lization, spirit against materialism, higher against lower desires, the critique
of the standardized and regimented American was particularly congenial to
conservative Europeans. But this critique was not confined to them alone.
Lujo Brentano took the "standardization of persons" under the regime of
mass advertising as a fixed point in the America reports. To critics of
Americanization, the land of the machine was the land of machine-made
persons, their very desires captive to the psychological engineers' new pow
ers of persuasion. 15

Orthodox Marxists also dismissed machine-age America, not because
the era's material preoccupations were ethically false but because under the
direction of its business owners the machine's material promise could not
be fulfilled. Sapped and undermined by relentless capital accumulation,
burdened with a productive capacity that far outran the economic ability of
its working masses to consume, as they saw it "late capitalism" could only
stagger toward its inevitable internal collapse. That certainty did not pre
clude imitation of American production techniques, as Soviet recruitment
of American engineers and Lenin's well-known embrace of Taylorism at
tested. But the compliment of appropriation was carefully bounded. In the
after~ath of the war, the young, angry Bertolt Brecht had soaked up every
thing he could find about America, its gangsters, its slang, its novels, its
popular songs, and its big city skyscrapers. But when Brecht's inchoate
radicalism of the early 1920s turned into more orthodox Marxist channels
after 1926, America became old for him, exhausted and frazzled. 16

It was not on the right or left edges of European politics that the
interest in the material promises of 1920s America was keenest, but on the
progressive terrain where radicals, left liberals, and pragmatic social demo
crats met. Where conservatives saw mechanical regimentation and left
Marxists saw hyperexploitation, capitalism's progressive critics were struck
by something else: the machinery of industrial capitalism no longer turned
inward toward the extraction of surplus labor but outward toward the needs
of the many. The astonishing achievement of America, the New Statesman's
correspondent wrote in 1929, was not to be found in its prosperity per se, so
easily explained away by accidents of geography and resources. The lasting
American achievement was the mental "revolution" inherent in the mass
production economy: the recognition that only a mass purchasing base
could sustain prosperity. Where European employers, absorbed in day-to-
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day cost calculations, skimped on wages and technical investments, Ameri
can employers poured their profits into new machinery and made a vast,
new market out of well-paid workers. They had "flung overboard our old
conceptions of capital, profits, and wages," the New Statesman reported;
they had discovered "that there are no such 'laws' as were laid down by
Adam Smith, Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, and even Karl Marx." All these had
dissolved in the logic of machine production. 17

In high wages, efficiency, rationalization, and mass production of con
sumer goods-in "Fordism," in short-Americans had not only discovered
the secret of permanent prosperity. They had also, as Philip Kerr seconded
the conviction in the London Nation, "solved the elementary problem
which is still convulsing Europe." They had invented a mass-production
economy without antagonistic class interests, without inherent political
warfare, without hard political trade-offs. IS

Fordism invaded Europe as a progressive idea: future-oriented, flexible,
and melioristic. Visiting European businessmen, fearful of the large and
risky investments Fordism entailed, tended to tiptoe warily past the applica
bility of its moral to them. Socialist and trade union delegations to the
United States, in contrast, were much more profoundly swept up by the
possibilities of Americanism's machine-produced plenty. A sea voyage
could not itself expunge the critique of barely checked capitalism in the
United States. In progressive and working-class Europe, radical and uto
pian assessments of the United States met in complicated and often contra
dictory conjunctures. But at its best, the machine democratized. "None of
them had ever seen America," Maria Piscator remembered of her husband's
leftist theater group in the 1920s, but they knew that America meant "the
objective existence of the land of plenty, its material genius, with its pros
perity, its slogans, and the great god-the machine."19

Machine civilization in the United States gelled, finally, not only in its
consumer goods and economic concepts but also for some radical Europe
ans as an aesthetic. The fourteen photos of broad-windowed American
factories and massive grain elevators that the young industrial designer
Walter Gropius had assembled in the leading German design forum in
1913, just before the war, did much to shape the machine-age's symbolic
language. As images of stripped-down utilitarian form, free of false fronts
and bourgeois ornamentation, they reverberated powerfully through the
continent's radical, modernist circles. Le Corbusier picked up the grain
elevator photos from Gropius, exaggerating their elemental, geometric
forms, to illustrate Vers une architecture in 1923. Bruno Taut led off his
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Modern Architecture with them. Erich Mendelsohn put Buffalo on his itiner
ary in 1924 to see the machine age's new icon; long before he landed in
New York, he wrote, he had had Buffalo's "silos" on his brain.20

The grain elevators of the architecture books, with their spare utilitar
ian lines, were not America, of course, any more than Fordism or the Sears
and Roebuck catalog was America. They were fragments of an America
much more complicated than any photographic icon could encompass.
European architects in America in the twenties quickly had Gropius's pic
tures jolted out of their heads. Only in a half-built, skeletal state did the
American skyscrapers match the modernist aesthetic of the machine. Fin
ished, in their borrowed historical ornament and their savage competition
for prestige and height, they were hardly utilitarian at all. You could buy
pattern-book buildings in America in any aesthetic or historical style you
chose to pay for, Bruno Taut reported caustically: mock-Tudor houses,
mock-Spanish gas stations, Greek columns out of mass-produced cast iron,
or tiles weathered (so the advertisement ran) to look "exactly like the roofs
of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges." The simple, unadorned machine was
not art in 1920s America; the European profession of industrial design had,
as yet, barely reached the United States. But the American steel skeletons
and bridge girders, grain silos and Fordson tractors, assembly lines and
Model Ts, fold-down beds and efficiency kitchens helped give machine
civilization a set of powerful symbolic representations.21

In all these ways the 1920s marked a rebirth of America in European
social-political consciousness and a partial rebalancing of the intellectual
traffic between Europe and the United States. The terms, as usual, con
densed and simplified. Fordism, the standardization of taste, the functional
ist revolution in forms, the democratization of goods-they were all threads
pulled out of the American tangle, just as Frederic Howe's or Clarence
Poe's Europe had been threads pulled out of Europe's tangles. They joined
all the other Americas invading Europe in the interwar years: the Dawes
loans, the jazz tunes, the screen idols, and the temperance restaurants for
devastated France. The resulting interwar movement of ideas and
influences could still hardly be called symmetrical. But when American
progressive interest in Europe picked up again after the First World War,
the exchange was far less one-sided than before.

Up close, machine-age America looked far less attractive to American pro
gressives in the 1920s that it did to many of those who tried to take
Fordism's measure from abroad. The consumer goods revolution was unde-
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niable, albeit much less equitably shared than European progressives some
times imagined. But the internal social-political machinery of the era fell a
long way short of the agenda most of the Atlantic-facing progressives had
carried into the war.

On the labor relations front, the most heavily publicized innovation of
the decade was the spread of "industrial democracy" systems through many
of the largest American industrial firms. A carryover from the grievance
resolution systems imposed during the war, the new employee repre
sentation plans were a major break from the autocratic and confrontational
management styles of the prewar era. Systems of regularized, factory-level
employer-employee negotiation had been a central feature of progressive
reconstruction programs across the North Atlantic economy. German so
cialists wrote them into the law in 1920 in a statute mandating the estab
lishment of works councils virtually across the board in the postwar Ger
man economy. The results of American voluntarism never approached that
level, but with some of the largest corporations in the lead, the number of
workers covered by the new employee representation plans shot up from
391,000 in 1919 to 1.2 million in 1924. The aggregate membership of the
nation's labor unions in that year was 3.3 million.22

Nowhere else, however, were factory representation systems so closely
linked to the project of forestalling union organization as in the United
States. Only in the garment trades did the new industrial democracy sys
tems include a place for wage earners' independently organized labor un
ions. Though called on to advise on wage matters, virtually none of the
American works councils had even the theoretical access of their German
counterparts to their firms' profit accounts. After 1924, when it was clear
that employers had broken the back of the wartime and postwar unioniza
tion drive, the organization of new employee representation systems slowed
dramatically. Ford's own plants, where the five-dollar day, the open shop,
and managerial autocracy ruled, made no pretense of industrial democracy
at all. 23

When it came to everyday security against the risks of wage labor, the
contrast between the reputation and the accomplishments of machine-age
America was even more pronounced. As the social insurance drive stalled in
the statehouses, the largest welfare capitalists and insurance firms moved in
to stake out the most desirable parts of the new territory as their own. The
most common of the era's new employment benefits were group life insur
ance and a modest, company-financed retirement pension. Group health
insurance, resisted by doctors, was much more rare. Against the most
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dreaded risk of labor, unemployment, a few employers made dramatic ges
tures, helped by the first accurate cost accounts of seasonal labor turnover.
The Procter and Gamble Company guaranteed the jobs of 5,000 of its
lowest-wage employees in a widely noted move in 1923. In the garment
industry, notorious for its abrupt seasonal hiring swings, employers and
International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union's representatives in Cleve
land established a guaranteed minimum number of paid work weeks each
season; in Chicago and New York, employers and the Amalgamated Cloth
ing Workers Union set up a structure of jointly financed and jointly man
aged out-of-work funds. 24

But in comparison with the European systems of social insurance,
which were thickening and deepening in the 1920s toward more systematic
and broader coverage, the one-by-one innovations of American welfare
capitalists barely changed the overall odds in a wage earner's life. On the
eve of the Depression, not more than 1 in 5 wage earners was covered by an
employer's group life insurance plan, 1 in 8 by a company retirement pen
sion program, not more than 1 in 20 by group health or accident insurance,
and not more than 1 in 100 by unemployment insurance benefits of any
sort.25

The politics of welfare capitalism showed the same double face. The
Republican governments of the 1920s marked no rollback to the laissez
faire ideals of the mid-nineteenth century. The Commerce Department
under Herbert Hoover's direction was, to the contrary, a virtual factory of
public policy innovation. Streamlining and rationalizing the nation's private
economic machinery was Hoover's goal, and he turned formidable energy
and ingenuity to it. Commerce Department administrators encouraged
standardization of products, regularization of employment, and the swifter
flow of economic information. They promoted the farmers' marketing co
operatives to stabilize the volatile agricultural markets. They formulated
the first systematic federal policies for countercyclical public works spend
ing. "The American Plan" in politics did not leave out the promotional
state.26

But this was social politics of a highly attenuated sort. Hoover's dedica
tion to restructuring the market's key institutions was matched by no corre
sponding interest in shrinking the markets' scope at those places where
commodification had worked its sharpest human injuries, or setting tighter
legal and constitutional bounds on the markets' work; still less was he inter
ested in building a democratic counterforce to concentrated market power
at the top. The "welfare" in welfare capitalism trickled down from the top;
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it oozed through the paychecks of workers in the mass-production indus
tries; but its patrons were not the solidaristic and civic associations that had
fired the imagination of a Frederic Howe or a Jane Addams. The resulting
overall balance did not keep many of the leading progressives from casting
their votes for Hoover in 1928, as Jane Addams was herself to do. But
neither did it keep the 1920s from unfolding as a series of defeats for the
projects on which the Atlantic-facing progressives had staked so many
hopes.

Social insurance was a clear-cut casualty of the decade. Publiclyadmin
istered health insurance was a dead letter after its defeats in California and
New York in 1918 and 1919. Even the sharp postwar employment crisis
could not get British-style unemployment insurance past the Harding ad
ministration's firm resistance. The labor party idea was in disarray after
1924. In a key victory for the progressive women's network, Congress
passed an Infancy and Maternity Protection Act in 1921-only to defeat its
renewal under the pressure of the doctors' lobbies in 1927. On the constitu
tional front, the defeats were still more bitter. The National Consumers'
League coalition's second try at a federal child labor act, designed to short
cut the laborious work of state-by-state reform, was, like the first, disal
lowed as unconstitutional. After 1923 the Supreme Court began to vacate
state minimum wage statutes as well, dismissing the Goldmark-Brandeis
"sociological" briefs in favor of the principle it now insisted was constitu
tional bedrock: that governments could not legitimately usurp markets to
set the price of goods or labor.

In all this there was no missing a new arrogance vis-a-vis social politics
abroad. Clarence Darrow wrote bitterly of the era that a "spirit of super
patriotism" reigned. The isolation of the Americans from the International
Labor Organization, the League of Nations' agency for international labor
standards, became for many progressives an embarrassing symbolic injury.
The adjective "American" was now cast all across the field of social politics.
Doctors defended entrepreneurial medicine as the "American" way; em
ployers billed their anti-labor union drive as the "American Plan" in indus
trial and economic relations. "We have builded the America of today on the
fundamentals of economic, industrial and political life which made us what
we are, and the temple needs no remaking now," President Warren Hard
ing said in explaining why he removed unemployment insurance from the
agenda of a White House conference on unemployment in 1921.27

In this context of progressive isolation and defeat, it was no wonder that
the old tropes and hungers should have been revived. Watching the specta-
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cle of an international labor legislation conference unfold in Washington,
D.C., in late 1919 without any Americans officially present, W. L. Chenery
thought the United States surely among the "backward" nations. "The old
notion that Europe is ancient, idealistic and traditional, while we are practi
cal and businesslike, was completely shattered during my recent trip
abroad," Abraham Epstein reported in the mid-1920s after observing the
contrast in old-age provisions. Europe gave an American a "sense of tidal
things" and a feeling of motion, Paul Kellogg wrote in the wake of the
international social work convention in Paris in 1928, in contrast to the
"dead sea of disillusionment, prosperity, [and] materialism" at home. By
1923 Lincoln Steffens was once more writing of Europe-all of it, from
Lenin's Russia to Mussolini's Italy to Labour Britain-as a vast "experiment
station." "America cannot help Europe, but Europe can help enlighten,
amuse and lead us, if only we will humbly stop, look, and listen to the
struggling peoples there."28

Slowly, in keeping with the growing mood, the European pilgrimages
resumed, and advertisements for the sociological grand tour began to spring
up all over again in the liberal magazines. By the 1930s there were a half
dozen agencies in the business of European study-tour arrangements-in
cluding, by 1933, the Survey itself.29 Still better organized were the new,
privately funded European study fellowships. The American-Scandinavian
Foundation's traveling fellowship fund supported a stream of students in
both directions. The Oberlaender Trust did the same on a larger scale for
American-German relations after 1931. American recipients of the trust's
fellowships over the next seven years includedJane Addams (though she was
too ill to make the journey), Hull House veteran Alice Hamilton (for a study
of German industrial sickness insurance), W. E. B. Du Bois (for a study of
German industrial education), the city planner John Nolen, and rafts of
American mayors, foresters, experts in public administration, and recrea
tion and public health workers. 30

The Europe that American progressives found in the twenties was dif
ferent than before-more Americanized and, in the wake of the war's up
heavals, more democratic. Social-democratic and labor parties now formed
the major political opposition groups. If they rarely held governmental
power, they stood everywhere on its doorstep, and American progressives
learned to see more clearly than before their affinities with reform social
democracy abroad.

Finally, over progressive politics on both sides of the Atlantic fell the
shadow of the revolution in Russia. No one looking for the cutting edge of
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change in 1920s Europe could ignore the new Soviet experiment. Lillian
Wald, John Dewey, W E. B. Du Bois, Robert La Follette, Sidney Hillman,
Rexford Tugwell, Paul Douglas, and Lincoln Steffens all visited the Soviet
Union in the 1920s. By 1926 the American Russian Institute was in the
business of promoting Russian-American exchanges, with Wald and Dewey
among its honorary vice presidents. The magnitude of the llussians' eco
nomic development plans, their attempt to build a new society on a wholly
different basis than "acquisitiveness," as E. C. Lindeman put it, could not
fail to move American progressives, many of whom were quick to read the
Americans' once vigorous experimental spirit into the new Russia. But the
vast majority of progressives, even those inspired by Soviet idealism, did not
choose Russia as their model. Reports from the Soviet Union were the
hottest items of international social reportage in the 1920s; they crowded
out some of the space prewar Germany and Britain had occupied in Ameri
can progressives' minds. But the Soviet Union came through in progressive
reportage as a raw, undeveloped frontier, barely modern economically,
hardly comparable to the United States except in natural wealth and ambi
tion. 31

The Russian experiment fascinated American progressives, but it did
not eclipse the older, more developed Europe, struggling to contain and
harness capitalism rather than shatter and transcend it. Once more, Ameri
cans went hunting in it for tested means to mitigate the regime of market
individualism. But this time, in the more complicated intellectual economy
of the 1920s, their eagerness to tap the social-political experience of the
European nations passed in mid-ocean the new European fascination with
the social possibilities of American machine production. From different
convictions of backwardness, progressives on both continents now sought
their future in each other. In the ensuing traffic of aspirations and appro
priations, the two currents did not often meet. The European influences on
American social politics and the American invasion of European economics
and culture were largely independent events. But where the influences did
join, just before the bottom fell out of Weimar Germany, they created
social-political forms whose promise and originality illuminated, for a mo
ment, both sides of the Atlantic.

The field of that encounter was housing. Like automobile production,
housing production was one of most striking phenomena of the machine
age. In the second half of the 1920s a housing construction boom swept
across the North Atlantic economy. In Germany by the late 1920s, new
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housing units were being built at a rate of more than 300,000 a year, twice
the prewar peak. In Britain, where new housing starts had run at 86,000 a
year in 1910, they reached 261,000 in 1927-28. In the United States, the
average number of new houses built per year in the five years before the war
(1912 to 1916) had been 505,000; in the five years before the Depression
(1924 to 1928) it was 848,000. In an industry marked by long-term boom
and bust cycles, the late 1920s was a boom of unprecedented proportions. 32

In the United States, the housing boom was a private undertaking. In
flats and elevator apartments, duplexes and bungalows, and a suburban riot
of historical revival styles, investors in land and construction rebuilt Amer
ica in the twenties. Employing the public powers of zoning and subdivision
platting, they planted the exclusive, middle-class, automobile suburb on the
American landscape. In virtually every major American city, aggregate
housing densities fell in the twenties, in several cases for the first time since
1870. Home ownership rates inched upward. In 1890 in only six of the
twenty-eight "great cities" had the fraction of dwellings owned by those
who lived in them been as high as one-third; by 1930, home ownership in
twenty-one of those same cities had reached that leve1. 33

"To possess one's own home is the hope and ambition of almost every
individual in our country," Herbert Hoover told the nation in 1931. At the
Commerce Department, he had worked hard to introduce more cost
efficient methods into the highly fractionated construction industry so as to
put the price of a modest new house within the range of most Americans.
Standardized specifications for construction materials, standardized build
ing codes, and model zoning ordinances all issued from this work. On their
own, a handful of well-capitalized firms tried to bring efficiencies of scale
and mass-production techniques into housing. But in an industry of small
players and high profits, none of these piecemeal efforts to bring the prom
ise of the machine to bear on housing made a dent in costs or supply. In
Chicago, historian Gail Radford notes, the price of an entry-level home
grew more than twice as fast as the overall cost of living between 1885 and
1925. Housing experts at the end of the 1920s took it as a rule of thumb that
a new house costing $4,000 or more was within the reach of only the
wealthiest third of American families. In Cleveland in 1932, there had been
no new homes constructed below that price in the past five years; in Phila
delphia during the same period, the cheapest new construction had been
marketed at $3,990. Houses were the most basic "machine" of the 1920s,
but in the land of high wages and mass production, they were a luxury
good. 34
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In postwar Europe, by contrast, housing ran down double tracks: mar
ket housing for the well-to-do and publicly assisted housing for the masses.
In Britain, both public and private housing construction boomed simultane
ously from the mid-1920s until the Second World War. During the briefer
housing spurt in late-1920s Germany, about half the total housing invest
ments came from private sources, half from public. In all, between 1919 and
1933 some six million new dwellings were built in Europe, three million of
them outside the framework of the private housing market. In an age that
prided itself in the democratization of goods, large-scale production of
houses for the masses was a European achievement. 35

Measured simply by the magnitude of the endeavor, the big story of the
postwar years was Britain's. Alongside the 900,000 new commercial hous
ing units built for the white-collar middle class in 1920s Britain, Labour and
Conservative governments collaborated to construct 600,000 new working
class dwellings, making tax-financed, publicly initiated housing a key pillar
of British social politics. "Council" housing estates they were called, named
for the town councils that initiated and administered them; by the end of
the decade, they sprouted on the suburban edges of virtually every British
city, as if Coketown itselfwere finally emptying its human contents out into
the sun. The largest of the English undertakings had no match anywhere in
the North Atlantic economy. At Becontree, outside London's eastern city
limits, the London County Council constructed a satellite working-class
development of "great city" dimensions, housing 115,000 LCC tenants at
its completion in 1934, many of them employed in the neighboring Ford
Motor plant. Manchester city authorities talked of rebuilding half the city
by the century's end. Flying over England in 1932, Lewis Mumford wrote,
an air traveler could see two nations laid out below him: old, Black England,
with its "row upon row of dingy roofs piled close together ... , street upon
street without a touch of green," built through "the untrammeled action of
the classic laws of supply and demand," and a new, publicly built, Green
England of brick and grass, lapping at the edges of the old urban environ
ment and destined, he was sure, soon to overwhelm it.36

The British council house of the 1920s was no architectural inspiration
either in design or production techniques. Four-square and two-story, neo
Georgian in design, built as double houses or in short rows, scattered like
hip-roofed shoeboxes according to Raymond Unwin's loose twelve-to-an
acre formula along miles of meandering suburban streets, they made no
pretensions of modernity. Recreation facilities and sites for shops were few;
pubs, Becontree's residents complained, were desperately scarce. "It was all
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houses, houses," George Orwell wrote of the typical council estate, "little
red cubes of houses all alike, with privet hedges and asphalt paths leading up
to the front door."3?

The social revolution in British housing was an inner revolution in
finances and class standards. Council houses democratized space. With
their baths and inside toilets, their kitchens-too small, to be sure, for the
likes of families that had traditionally lived next to the cook stove, but much
better equipped than before-and with their three bedrooms, giving ordi
nary families a privacy between adults and children that had hitherto been
reserved for the middle class, they elevated at a stroke the standards of
British working-class housing. With their front and back garden patches
and their setting in the green, council housing was working-class Britons'
ticket into the suburban environs that prewar private builders had pre
empted for the professional and middle classes.

Britain's construction of a new working-class suburbia represented one
form of the European housing endeavor; Vienna's municipal tenements
embodied a different, explicitly collectivist one. With its city council in the
hands of a socialist majority from 1919 through 1934, Vienna was the most
important laboratory of municipal socialism in postwar Europe. Faced with
the familiar quandary of somehow promoting an economic revolution they
had no power directly to effect, Vienna's municipal socialists turned to
culture and the environment. German and Austrian socialists had long cul
tivated a party network of sports and gymnastic clubs, youth groups and
discussion clubs, lectures and choral societies-all designed to promote the
social personality that the coming reconstruction demanded. In Vienna this
inner world of socialism was turned public side out. One arm of Viennese
municipal socialism, attendant to maternity and the body, constructed one
of the most elaborate public prenatal and child health care systems in all of
Europe; the other, in a city even more wretchedly housed than Berlin, took
on housing. 38

Vienna's first housing endeavors were on its urban rim, where returned
soldiers and their families, forced out of the city's fiercely overburdened
housing market, had set up squatters' colonies in the months after the war.
Out of the initial chaos, with the help of city authorities and Quaker relief
workers, the homeless formed themselves into market gardening coopera
tives and, in time, stable subsistence settlements, later to become an impor
tant template for the New Deal subsistence colony program. But the major
thrust of Vienna's housing program, after the acquisition of new tax powers
in 1923, was the construction of large-scale municipal apartment com-
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plexes, big enough to form a world within the world of late-capitalist soci
ety. Between 1923 and 1934, when civil war toppled the socialists from
power and the victors shelled the largest of the new city housing complexes
to force out the holdouts, an average of thirty new municipal apartment
buildings went up each year. By 1934, 12 percent of Vienna's population
was housed in one.39

As housing, Vienna's municipal dwellings offered much to criticize.
The standard municipal apartment held barely more than half the interior
space of the standard council house in Britain. A kitchen, living room, and a
single small sleeping room were the norm, plus a toilet and a tiny entrance
hall; very few had baths. Even these standards, however, were well above
what the private market had provided in prewar Vienna, where inside
plumbing, cross ventilation, gas lighting, and separate sleeping rooms be
yond a kitchen and all-purpose Stube had been beyond the reach of the
working class. Cutting economies close, the Vienna designers poured the
margin instead into collective space and public amenities. The larger com
plexes boasted nurseries and kindergartens, public baths and laundries,
meeting rooms, workers' libraries, mothers' clinics, sandlots and play
grounds, cooperative grocery stores and restaurants, perhaps a local health
insurance society office, and space for political rallies-all governed by a
complex network of social rules and inspection.40

The inner revolution in socialist Vienna housing went hand in hand
with an external monumentality, boldly enough proclaimed that not even
the most casual passerby was in danger of missing it. Where British council
housing was spare and (except for its repetition) nonintrusive, the Vienna
projects broadcast themselves with statues and strikingly articulated fa
cades, four to six stories high, through which one passed, often through a
monumental archway, into the building's inner world. The most famous of
the municipal apartment complexes of the 1920s, the Karl Marx Hof, incor
porated 1,325 dwellings and stretched for three-fifths of a mile along Heili
genstadterstrasse. There were a half dozen others on almost the same scale,
including the Georg Washington Hof.41

Vienna public housing was class-based housing. City authorities
boasted of constructing workers' housing with house and luxury-goods
taxes extracted from the propertied bourgeoisie. Their efforts effectively
pinched off private housing investments in Vienna, but nowhere else in the
North Atlantic economy did tax-subsidized, working-class housing rent at
levels so low that even the families of unskilled workers could afford it.
"Every visitor to Europe who had any interest whatsoever in reform, hous-
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ing, social progress, went as a matter of course to look at the magnificent
workers' apartments that Vienna had built," Marquis Childs wrote of the
city's work. The English housing expert Elizabeth Denby called Vienna's
the "greatest housing achievement of the century."42

The most eventful meeting of the machine age and the housing question,
however, occurred in Weimar Germany. There, the English garden suburb
tradition, the Vienna socialists' commitment to labor solidarity and com
munity design, the modernist aesthetics of the American grain silos, a
younger German generation's revolt against bourgeois pretensions, and a
socialized variant of American Fordism joined to create some of the best
working-class housing in Europe. The moment of this convergence was
short. But in the brief springtime of the Weimar Republic, between stabili
zation of the economy in 1924 and the Depression, the task of creating
living machines for the masses was pursued there with a creativity un
matched in the North Atlantic economy.43

In Germany, more than elsewhere, the First World War and recon
struction fervor radicalized the younger architects. Bruno Taut, who would
design some of the best of Berlin's new housing in the 1920s, spent 1919 to
1921 absorbed in fantastic utopias. When the socialist city council of Mag
deburg named him city architect (Stadtbaurat) in 1921, he proceeded to
paint the town's old facades with a riot of fauvist color. Taut's chief collabo
rator, Martin Wagner, spent the early 1920s endeavoring to organize Ber
lin's building trades into craft guilds capable of shedding the capitalist mid
dleman. Working-class housing in Germany was born out of utopian
strivings, a reaction against the pretensions of the empire and the prewar
bourgeoisie, and a determination to yoke politics and architecture in a
common revolution.44

The financial occasion for this endeavor arrived with the abrupt end of
hyperinflation in 1924 and the introduction of a new tax on landlords'
income. The tax, designed to recoup a portion of the unearned gains land
lords were expected to reap from the sharp drop in interest rates, was
earmarked for the "right to decent housing" that was guaranteed in the
Weimar constitution. The result was to give a cadre of architects steeped in
the social promise of machine-age modernism a canvas as big as that en
joyed by their traditionalist English counterparts.

Frankfurt, where housing initiatives had been on the progressive
agenda since the 1880s, was the first important city to experiment with the
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new tools of finance and design. Under the direction of Oberbiirgermeister
Ludwig Landmann, a left democrat, and the city's new socialist Stadtbaurat,
Ernst May, the city plunged into new working-class housing construction
from 1925 to 1931-some of it directly built by the city, some through
limited dividend companies in which the city was a major stockholder. In
neighborhoods designed as community units in May's offices, a startlingly
new kind of housing development began to make its appearance in Frank
furt: cubistic, precast concrete houses with sunning decks on their flat roofs,
their stucco facades a rainbow of color, set in low rows amid intensely
cultivated garden plots.45

"Liberated dwellings," their architects called them. Even now when
one walks through the workers' housing district laid out near the municipal
harbor according to Franz Adickes's original zone plan of 1891, the en
counter with the early May houses is striking. One moves from the labor
union-sponsored buildings on Raffeisenstrasse and Schulze-Delitzsch
strasse, where nine or twelve apartments are heaped up under high,
four-story gabled or hump-backed roofs, like bourgeois villas blown up to
an exaggerated scale, to the row houses constructed by the city after the war,
clinging to the threads of bourgeois taste with their arched doorways and
shuttered windows, their third stories tucked up in dormers under their
heavy, pitched roofs, and then suddenly to May's low, two-story, cubistic
row houses along Lassallestrasse, Marxstrasse, and Engelsplatz, their fa
cades stripped of every ornament or disguise.

"Light," "air," and "sun" were the catchwords of the new style. But the
liberation of housing from its old forms went beyond an assault on the
constraints of the pitched roof and shuttered window. The deeper aim of
social modernism was to shatter the nineteenth-century connection be
tween aesthetics and emulation-not to monumentalize shelter, as in Vi
enna, but to simplify and democratize it.

May's most noted achievements were the satellite developments of
Praunheim and Romerstadt, constructed at the end of a new, city-owned
streetcar line across the Nidda flood plain from Frankfurt proper. Having
worked in Raymond Unwin's Hampstead office for two years before the
war, May knew the principles of garden city design. Scrapping Unwin's
aesthetic traditionalism for modernist forms, he built a sweeping curve of
low row houses and three- to four-story apartment blocks surrounding
schools, playing fields, a riverside swimming establishment, cooperative
nurseries, laundry facilities, grocery stores and garden plots. Machines in a
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garden, his buildings were, their brightly colored walls shining down on the
old city like a giant billboard for what architecture might be, when married
to functionalism and social purpose.

Frankfurt, where some 15,000 municipal houses in the modernist style
were put up between 1925 and 1931, was the showpiece of modernist social
housing in interwar Germany. In the republic's second showplace city, Ber
lin, authority and initiative were more democratized than in Frankfurt.
There the principal builders of new workers' housing were labor union
based building societies, subsidized by public funds. The biggest of them
was Martin Wagner's Gehag. Its Hufeisensiedlung, built to Taut and Wag
ner's designs between 1925 and 1927, was the city's most famous example of
the new social architecture. With its row houses and gardens and great
horseshoe curve of apartments, all set off from the encircling capitalist
metropolis behind the deep red row of apartment buildings that served the
part of a medieval town wall, it was a stunning blend of vernacular, roman
tic, and modernist forms. Still larger was the Gehag project at the edge of
the Berlin city woods at Zehlendorf. There Taut and others built a work
ing-class garden suburb of almost two thousand dwellings in the modernist
style, joining its fiat-roofed, elementary forms with oversized windows, low
densities, gardens, trees, and color. Almost a dozen more planned large
scale developments, or Grosssiediungen, soon appeared at the edges of the
old "rental barracks" city. By 1932 almost as many low-cost dwellings had
been built in the new, radical style in Berlin as in Frankfurt, 70 percent of
them with labor union sponsorship.46

Stylistically the new buildings mixed appropriations from Rotterdam
architect].]. P. Oud and Frank Lloyd Wright, from modernist painting and
American factory design, and from Le Corbusier and the Bauhaus. Un
matched in skills of self-publicity, Le Corbusier and the Bauhaus dominate
the history of 1920s architectural modernism. But they did not give the
modernist aesthetic its engine of realization. The Bauhaus was an
astonishingly fertile meeting point for the radical aesthetic ideas circulating
through 1920s Germany; its exhibition house of 1923 helped set the form of
the "liberated dwelling." But the architectural action in Weimar Germany
was not in Dessau or even in the small suburban working-class housing
project Gropius designed there; it was in the great cities, and the working
class parties and labor unions were its patrons.

To the new architecture's labor-union and public-housing-agency
sponsors, modernism was not a style but the kernel of a new social and
economic form. To popularize it, May launched a journal in November
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1926, Das neue Frankfurt. "A new people, a new era must rework the inner
and outer world of forms," Ludwig Landmann wrote in its first issue. Hous
ing, architecture, store signs, transportation, furniture, swimming pavilions:
all were ripe for redesign. May's assistants worked on functional chairs and
bedsteads, lamps, wardrobes, doors, door handles-not simply to create
furnishings sized to fit the space restraints of the new dwellings but, still
more, to bust up the aesthetics of the prewar bourgeoisie, with its over
stuffed chairs, draperies, knickknacks, and disguises. Functionalism was the
outer form of a socialized society. Who, Taut asked, would choose "life
among ruins of past culture" when a new one beckoned?47

The middle-class housing societies reinforced these polarities by cling
ing to the pitched roofs and small windows they thought matched to their
members' status, and by raining down on the new, flat roofed buildings the
charge that it was soulless, mechanized, poor people's architecture. Bending
to the winds after Hitler's appointment to the chancellorship in 1933, Zehl
endorf's planners finished off its last units with pitched, red tile roofs and
dull, gray, Nazi stucco. Even in the building boom of the late-1920s, most
Weimar cities, scurrying from controversy, had shunned the new aesthetics.
The cry of the social modernists, in contrast, was to liberate the house from
its impossible load of private ambitions and emulative strivings: to create
communities and buildings for a postbourgeois society.

The ingredient that completed this mix of social reconstructionist am
bitions was Americanism. The point often caught Americans off guard, for
neither public nor social-modernist housing was anywhere to be found in
the United States. When the young American Catherine Bauer visited the
German architect Erich Mendelsohn in Berlin in 1932, Mendelsohn tipped
out his folding Murphy bed to show her, pointedly, its American label.
Mendelsohn's gesture was not a casual one. Although American visitors like
Louis Pink might see "freak" buildings in May's new rim cities, Germans
looking at the stripped-down, often prefabricated functional forms, the
machine-influenced lines, the folding beds and standardized kitchens, saw
Fordism-and America.48

Social modernism's architects had, in fact, been eager conduits for
American efficiency techniques from the first. Like Taut and Gropius,
many of them had a special place for American industrial architecture in
their kit of forms. From 1920 on, Wagner's journal Soziale Bauwirtschaft had
been full of reports on American engineering techniques. Rotterdam's mu
nicipal architect, ]. ]. P. Oud, talked of his buildings as "dwelling Fords."
Wagner and May both visited the United States in the 1920s, hunting
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among its inflated steel-frame skyscrapers and capitalist excesses for ration
alized production techniques and efficient designs. Both May and Taut had
been profoundly struck by Christine Frederick's The New Housekeeping,
translated into German in 1921, which treated the kitchen as an exercise in
the scientific management of space and effort. In Frankfurt, May's design
ers produced a standardized, highly efficient, Pullman-style kitchen for ten
ants to purchase. Beds in May's developments folded, swung, or rolled with
a space-saving ingenuity that mirrored the skill ofFord's engineers in cram
ming production machinery closer and closer together.49

In both Berlin and Frankfurt the modernist architects experimented
with the mass-production construction techniques that, in the absence of
patrons on the German scale, had continually eluded American investors.
Precast concrete slabs, standardized building units, great traveling cranes,
and rationalized work tasks were key to the German economies of scale. In
aesthetic and social terms, the results were worlds away from American
assumptions about shelter and housing. But in the idea of a house as a
dwelling machine, a contrivance designed to give its inhabitants space, air,
privacy, and community facilities, the Fordist connection, however startling
the transformation, was deep and essential. Nothing was less and at the
same time more American than Weimar social housing.

The worm below the surface, in Germany as in the United States, was
economics. Taut's Hufeisensiedlung entailed land and construction costs
that, in the end, priced it beyond the reach of working-class Berliners.
May's Romerstadt was affordable only by skilled workers, despite its mass
production economies. After the initial burst of inventive designs from
1925 to 1929, the drive for ever greater economies drew Weimar architects
into more spartan formulas. The interior space of publicly financed work
ing-class housing shrank; by May's last major Frankfurt project, at West
hausen in 1930 and 1931, it had come down to Vienna's bare-bones stan
dards. The prevailing scale rose from two to four or five stories. The
sweeping curves separating inner from outer social worlds were scrapped
for the mathematics of Zeilenbau: long, parallel blocks, laid with a ruler
according to the one best angle at which, by expert calculation, a house was
thought to face the sun. By 1930, with the North Atlantic economy already
falling apart, the focus of the German housing effort was on defining the
minimums of space and air a family needed: Existenzminimum. May and
much of his architectural team left Frankfurt that year for the Soviet Union,
where, with dozens of instant cities in the making, the future for architec
ture still seemed open. Wagner protested that further efficiencies were
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futile in the face of the economic juggernaut. Two years later, overwhelmed
by the fiscal crisis, German cities were building virtually nothing but rude
rim settlements for the unemployed: minimal houses without inside toilets
or accessible transportation. 50

Even in its Zeilenbau phase from 1929 to 1932, however, the new Wei
mar housing had amenities well beyond those of prewar working-class
housing-amenities that even middle-class American purchasers in the new
bungalow developments could not count on. However battered by the fall
ing markets, the impulse behind Weimar's fusion of American engineering
techniques, modernist aesthetics, and social democratic politics was still
visible in its latest phases: to turn the privatized, possession-displaying
house outward to its natural and social environment, to unload it of its
burden of ornament and status, to socialize its design and its finances, to
cheapen its cost until decent housing became as ubiquitous as a Model T
Ford. Public housing, the 1980s icon of political and economic despair,
began wrapped in utopian hope. In Weimar housing, transformed by its
new setting and patrons, a piece of machine-age America took root in
Europe. It would be no less complicated a test of politics and patrons to
bring it home again.

The Politics ofModernism

As so often before in the Atlantic progressive connection, the visual connec
tions were the first to form. In photos and word pictures, a sense of the
magnitude of the European revolution in housing and class standards began
to filter back to 1920s America. Edith Elmer Wood was in Europe again as
early as 1922, gathering the material she would shape into Housing Progress
in Western Europe, the decade's most important book in its field. Appointed
to Governor Al Smith's New York State Board of Housing in 1926, Louis
Pink made his first major undertaking an inspection tour of European hous
ing work from London to Vienna. John Nolen was a regular traveler
abroad. Dozens more Americans turned up in Vienna (1926), Paris (1928),
and Berlin (1931) for the congresses and postcongress tours of the Interna
tional Housing and Town Planning Federation, of which Nolen himself
was elected president at the Berlin meeting in 1931. When housing heated
up as an American political issue in the mid-1930s, the transatlantic traffic
picked up accordingly, bringing even the National Association of Real Es
tate Boards into the game. "Europe is the great sociological and economic
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laboratory," Nolen repeated the familiar point of conviction in 1927.
Where local examples failed, Europe was the critically important repository
of information: a rotating exhibit of contrasts, alternatives, possibilities, and
embarrassments.51

American experts on European housing took it as incontestable that in
the democratization of decent housing for the masses, the United States,
with its one-legged reliance on commercial building, increasingly lagged
behind. "Campaign orators, from force of habit, may continue to talk for
some years about the 'American workingman's standard of living' as though
it were something vastly superior, but our leadership in that respect has
already passed from us," Edith Elmer Wood warned at the outset of the
decade. "We have more automobiles, it is true ... [But] the working people
of western Europe all have the eight-hour day. They have health insurance,
unemployment insurance, old age pensions ... Most important of all, in a
few years the working people ofwestern Europe will be living, rank and file,
in such homes as only the fortunate minority can attain under our hit-or
miss system." At the decade's end, she thought the gap only wider. Every
where in Europe the "right to a home" was being broached as a social
promise, while in America "we are still thanking God that we are not as
other men and that we do not interfere with the sacred laws of supply and
demand in the matter of providing homes for those who need them."52

In most American assessments of European housing in the 1920s, the
German experiments in the machine-age democratization of shelter did not
cut a very large figure. Pink stopped briefly in Frankfurt in 1927 but skipped
Berlin and saved his superlatives for Vienna. Wood, for whom Britain and
Holland set the standard in publicly assisted working-class housing, had not
bothered to put Germany on her route in 1922 at all. The work of transmit
ting German social modernism to America fell to a young outsider, as so
often before in the Atlantic progressive connection. From her first sketches
ofLe Corbusier's Paris villas to her emergence as the American Federation
of Labor's chief housing lobbyist, Catherine Bauer cut an extraordinary
swath through housing's political tangles. In the transatlantic progressive
connection, her part was both striking and emblematic.

Art was Bauer's starting point. She had first traveled to Europe, fresh
from college in 1926, as a political naIf, to spend a year living the life of an
art student and writer on Paris' Left Bank. Insofar as modern meant post
bourgeois, Bauer was saturated with the modern mood of the 1920s: ironic,
detached, amused by social mores and the legions of men who fell to her
smart, intense, bohemian charm. With an elementary training in architec-
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ture and an eye for novelty, Bauer sought out the new, strikingly modernist
buildings under construction in late-1920s Paris: expensive avant-garde vil
las that shockingly admitted their concrete and steel girder underpinnings.
Of the leftist, social variant of modernism across the Rhine she had not an
inkling in 1926 and 1927.53

Nor did she in 1930 when, her job at Harcourt, Brace swept away by
the crash, she sailed for Europe again "to look at modern architecture from
a purely aesthetic angle." This time Paris could not contain her curiosity.
The new showplace of European architectural modernism was now the
Werkbund's Weissenhof exhibit, built high on a hill above Stuttgart in
1927, with gleaming modernist villas by Taut, Le Corbusier, and Gropius
and, tucked away behind them, a row of Oud's spare, minimalist dwelling
Fords. Bauer hunted it up. A letter from Lewis Mumford introduced her to
Die Form's Walter Curt Behrendt in Berlin, and Behrendt's circle intro
duced her, in turn, to Weimar social modernism. Plunging into this un
known world of politics and forms, Bauer quickly saw that the real architec
tural event in Europe was the revolution in workers' housing. She enrolled
in a short course in the new social architecture at Frankfurt, the only
American among the 150 participants who fanned out, Ernst May in the
lead, over Romerstadt, Praunheim, and Westhausen. Working hard at her
German, she interviewed the leading practitioners of modernist
Siedlungsbau. As she liked to remember the story, "What I saw in Europe in
1930 was so exciting that it transformed me from an aesthete into a housing
reformer."54

Coming home, Bauer turned her excitement of discovery into a prize
winning article on May's work for Fortune magazine in 1931. Early the next
year, she helped organize the first American exhibit of the new European
housing designs. Hung as a small annex to the Museum of Modern Art in
New York's Modern Architecture show, it featured photos of Romerstadt and
Oud's work in Rotterdam along with a scale model of one of the early
Zeilenbau projects. In the summer of 1932, Bauer was back in Europe once
more, this time as Lewis Mumford's research assistant, guide, and lover.
Mumford, at the peak of his career as a critic of culture and society in
America, had a Guggenheim fellowship to study the history of technology
and a commission from Fortune for a series of articles on European solutions
to the housing industry's economic woes. Bauer took on the work of the
housing series, assembling its material and formulating a good number of its
"convictions" as well. When Fortune scrapped Mumford's contract after the
first three installments after Bauer and Mumford refused to downplay the
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imperative of government aid in working-class housing, Bauer found her
self left with a mountain of unused research material. Over the next two
years she wrestled the mound into a book, Modern Housing, which-with its
force of argument and its command of European experience-made Bauer,
overnight, a housing expert. 55

Modern Housing was, in effect, an updating of Edith Wood's report on
European housing initiatives a decade earlier. With a sharper eye for form
and politics than Wood possessed, Bauer set out to guide her readers
through the theory and practice of the best European work in low-cost,
working-class housing design. Bauer billed it not as a book about Europe,
however, but as about basic human standards in shelter. By the time Modern
Housing came off the presses in 1934, it would have been an exercise in
political nostalgia to have done otherwise. She herself had barely seen mod
ernist Weimar housing before its moment was over; by 1932 many of
Romerstadt's units were empty, their tenants driven back to the city in an
effort to save on transportation costs. Bauer had met Ernst May on the very
eve of May's departure for the Soviet Union. By 1934, discouraged by
Soviet bureaucracy, May was in exile in Kenya; Taut was in Japan; and
Martin Wagner was packing for Turkey. The Karl Marx Hof and Georg
Washington Hof in Vienna had fallen into the hands of their arch-critics
during the Austrian political upheaval. British Conservatives had turned
back once more to slum clearance. In Germany the assault on modernism as
the fever sign of "cultural bolshevism" was already under way, and the Nazis
were beginning to dot Germany with their own reactionary vision of utopia
in pitched roofs and shutters.

Extracting "modern housing" from its political specifics, Bauer empha
sized its pure, straightforward functionalism. The "freak" buildings that had
startled Louis Pink in Frankfurt represented housing stripped down to its
physical and community essentials. "Light, air, spaciousness, the sense of
urgent and pleasant use. Sun. Grass. Color. Form." Greenbelts. Low densi
ties. "Community unit" planning. These were housing's true standards. Set
against the speculative builders' hawking of facades and pseudohistorical
references, even the mathematics of Zeilenbau had for Bauer a clarifying and
liberating logic. Modern housing meant the socialization of art in neighbor
hood and community designs; it meant forms dedicated straightforwardly
to comfort and use; it meant the reconstruction of architecture not on a
foundation of price but on inviolable biological standards.56

This was American practicality set to a solution of need so straightfor
ward, she warned American readers, that it would take an effort to recog-
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nize it. "The thing which will make it [modern housing] incomprehensible
to most Americans," she wrote in 1932,

is the positive program ofwants, the direct affirmation and solution of physi
cal and economic and social and esthetic needs. Not, heaven knows, that
the American's environment is unimportant to him; but that he has little
direct or participating relation with it. He is too abstract to want good
architecture. Houses are things to look at, like amusements; or shown off
as a possession or a literary symbol of culture; or lived in as a daily re
minder of isolated personality in competition against the rest of the world;
or merely a place to hang a hat, equipped with the latest gadget for hang
ing hats. While at least a few Europeans apparently want good houses,
effective leisure, health, participation in an orderly society ... what do
Americans really want? Just one more chance, dear Lord, and by God next time
I'll get out before the crash. 57

"There is no getting around the fact," she wrote more soberly in Mod
ern Housing, that the premises underlying modern housing "are not the
premises of capitalism, of inviolate private property, of entrenched nation
alism, or class distinction, of governments bent on preserving old interests
rather than creating new values." Modern housing could n.ot be achieved
with patchwork; "it is not 'reform' within the old pattern. It is either an
entirely new method of providing an entirely new standard of urban envi
ronment, or it is nothing."58

If decent working-class housing demanded nothing less than that the indus
trial machine be set to entirely new purposes, how was the transformation
to come about? This was the core issue for all those in the early 1930s who,
like Bauer, had begun to imagine that a new "use" econoJuy might be made
to grow alongside the Depression-shattered "price" economy of the past.
"Utility" moved from the engineering shops in the 1930s into the decade's
social-political vocabulary; even Frank Lloyd Wright was talking about his
new "Usonian" houses. But if social politics now demanded not merely
legislation but the yoking of the productive capacities of the machine to
new ends, where was a historical motor capable of producing that change to
be found?

This was the question on the mind of Bauer's traveling companion,
when, in the summer of 1932, Lewis Mumford followed her lead down the
path to Weimar social modernism. The two books Mumford was to make
out of that transatlantic encounter, Technics and Civilization (1934) and The
Culture of Cities (1938), count among the most celebrated social-historical
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critiques of the thirties. Bauer, who took along the latter book as reading for
her European trip of 1939, picking away at what now seemed to her the
flabby patches in Mumford's politics, worried that he had glossed over the
"enormous political-administrative difficulties" in the way of change. Like
so many progressives before him, Mumford thought he saw the forces of
renewal not in politics but in history itself.59

The future of machine-dominated civilization was an old theme for
Mumford. Growing up in a German-American household on Manhattan's
Upper West Side, he had sought escape from its narrow, petit bourgeois
mores in books and authors. He soaked up the English and Irish critics of
industrial capitalism: John Ruskin, H. G. Wells, George Bernard Shaw,
Ebenezer Howard, AE, and, most important of all, his "master," Patrick
Geddes.60 Like Geddes, Mumford had no affection for the money-centered,
coal-begrimed, railroad-centralized, "paleotechnic" nineteenth century
that had overrun the "life economy" of the past. Mumford's books of the
1920s had been an archeological exercise, an endeavor to dig out of Ameri
can history whatever buried cultural resources it might hold against the
American machine- and money-dominated present.

The project of finding a meaningful tradition of literature and art in
America-of extracting its Melvilles and Frank Lloyd Wrights, the func
tionalist beauty of its clipper ships and Conestoga wagons, from under the
massive shadow of its financiers and moralizers-was just under way in the
1920s and Mumford was a key participant. For the old New England village
or the prophetic voice of a Thoreau or Whitman, Mumford was full of
praise. But the subsequent course of American history, down into the pre
sent "mechanical aJ.1d metropolitan civilization," had followed a falling line
of degradation-inlto barren utilitarianism, economic and artistic timidity,
the standardizatioIl of forms, mechanized and dehumanized industrialism.
Matthew Josephson remembered Mumford in the late 1920s, handsome
and eloquent, denouncing with "blazing conviction" the bankruptcy of ma
chine-dominated ci,rilization. From the breakup of the collective life of the
colonial village there had been no turning back; the pioneer's eagerness "to
barter all his glorious heritage for gas light and paved streets and starched
collars and skyscrapers ... made the path of a dehumanized industrialism in
America as smooth as a concrete road."61

Mumford had found Europe no different when he first saw it. His
editorial position at the Dial having evaporated in the postreconstruction
disillusionment of 1920, _he had sailed for England for a five-month stint as
editor of the journal of Patrick Geddes's Sociological Society. Tramping
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through London with Geddes's associate Victor Branford, the England he
saw was not Arthur Gleason's, still burning with the embers of political
reconstruction from below-though Mumford himself attended a Labour
Party conference and was proud to have caught a glimpse of the miners
union's Robert Smillie. The England he saw through Branford's and Ged
des's spectacles was a "nightmare," crushed under the forces of industrial
ism and land monopoly. There was nothing in Europe's legacy from indus
trialism, he was sure, that was not "just as disagreeable and desolating as
anything we can show in America." If anything was worth seeking out in
Europe, he wrote, it was not modern but old: "certain institutions, habits of
living, and material monuments which ... Europe has lost sight of" but
whose spirit "still lingers like a faint aroma about the guild-halls and mar
ket-halls and cathedrals."62

Some ofMumford's strident criticism of the machine age had begun to
soften by the end of the 1920s. Geddes had been an ultimate optimist about
the tendencies of history. Even in turn-of-the-century New York City, "a
pandemonium city" if there ever was one, Geddes wrote, he had thought
the signs of the "neotechnic" future were already visible. In the coming
world of clean, decentralized, electric power and cooperative mores, the
nineteenth century's imbalance would be righted. "Neotechnic" civilization
eventually succeeded "paleotechnic" civilization in the neologisms on
which Geddes hung history's frame: electricity succeeded coal, biology
overrode mechanism.63

Mumford, too, was not without utopian ambitions. In the early 1920s
he had attached himself to a brilliant group of architects and planners as
sembled around Charles Whitaker, dedicated to keeping the community
planning idea alive in the face of the war housing program's debacle. From
this work, a small garden suburb project inspired by Letchworth was estab
lished in Queens, New York, and into Sunnyside Gardens Mumford and his
family had moved. He was already at work there in 1930 on a new book,
"Form and Personality," in which he was trying to construct a clearer bal
ance sheet of machine civilization's gains and losses. Still, it was only in
shards and lists and pieces-Howard's garden city idea, John Roebling's
Brooklyn Bridge, or Louis Sullivan's office buildings-that Mumford could
sense the neotechnic possibilities Geddes had envisioned.64

What Mumford saw in Europe in the summer of 1932, at the very last
moment before Weimar's promise winked out, gave his balance sheets, at
last, a historical dynamic. Hunting up the radical new architecture in Ger
many, tramping through the modernist Siedlungen in Frankfurt and Berlin
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and the workers' housing complexes in Vienna, haunting the late-medieval
facades in old Lubeck, and reading in the library of the Deutches Museum
in Munich, he immersed himself in history. He was later to write that his
summer's discovery was the cultural strengths of the late-medieval world of
wood and water power: history's "eotechnic" phase, which the paleotechnic
complex of coal, rails, money, and war had run over so disastrously. But it
was in fact the likeness between the "eotechnic" past and the postcapitalist
future that he saw breaking in all around him in late-1920s Europe that
most profoundly caught his imagination.65

The simple, direct, medieval facades that entranced him in Lubeck and
the new social modernist Siedlungsbau took on an unexpected kinship. With
its starkly mechanistic aspect, so different from the traditionalist designs of
Mumford's Sunnyside Gardens collaborators, social modernist architecture
had adopted the "vernacular of the machine," but not as the American
skyscraper builders had employed it. Here was architecture, Mumford
wrote, rooted in a "mode of thinking [which was] rational, co-operative,
practical, non-invidious"-architecture dedicated to "a maximum of use
and a minimum of mere pretense and show and romantic wishfulness," the
machine dedicated not to private, pecuniary display but to cooperative and
common ends.66

No one in Germany in the summer of 1932 could miss the signs of the
republic's fragility. There were Brownshirts everywhere in Germany by the
end of that summer, Mumford later recognized. The crash had brought
public works projects to a halt. Still, "on any realistic scale of values, Amer
ica is the poor country and Germany is the rich one," he wrote. It was not in
"backward" Russia or in "advanced" America, but in the social democratic
housing built in Germany between 1924 and 1930 that "one had a glimpse
ofwhat the new world might be once class distinctions and pecuniary values
were supplanted by a functional economy." "The machine is again for the
European an instrument of human purpose," he wrote, in summing up the
summer's lesson. The precapitalist past and the postcapitalist, modernist
future came round into a social-political whole.67

It would be too much to suggest that Mumford's prophetic social an
ticipations of the 1930s were formed in his summer's encounter with Wei
mar modernism. The economic underpinning of neotechnic civilization
was something Mumford had been calling "basic communism" since
1930-a reorientation of the economy from profit to use and a concentra
tion of its resources on the production of basic life goods.68 But to shape the
future, nothing helps more than to have already seen it. In works that
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leaned as hard on visual as on analytical politics, it was Mumford's architec
tonic sense of history's tendencies that gave his books of the 1930s their
prophetic power. "A new world has come into existence; but it exists only in
fragments," he had written soon after returning from his European sum
mer. The logic of the machine itselfwas beginning to pull history forward. 69

By the time The Culture ofCities appeared in 1938, Mumford was able to
include a raft of illustrations ofwhat neotechnic civilization might look like:
the Tennessee Valley Authority's spillways, the Welwyn and Sunnyside
garden city experiments, glass-walled factories in Detroit and department
stores in Prague, a Christine Frederick-inspired kitchen and a starkly mod
ernist Oud-designed church, gracefully simple dwelling machines from
Switzerland and]apan. The first New Deal public housing projects received
a page of photos; the New Deal demonstration suburb in Greenbelt, Mary
land, with its European-inspired, modernist forms, got another. 70

Mumford was to take them all out in 1961 when he rewrote the book, in
a vastly more pessimistic mood, as The City in History. The earlier book,
with its "cheerful expectations and confident hopes," he thought now
"something of a museum piece." His Weimar-imbibed optimism, his 1930s
enthusiasm for modernism's elemental forms-"generic, equalized, stan
dardized, communal"-and, not the least, the eotechnic-paleotechnic
neotechnic sequence itself all seemed to him, in retrospect, mistaken. 71

But in 1938 it seemed otherwise. In a book that leaned hard on its
illustrations, Mumford's culminating page of plates was given to Frankfurt's
Romerstadt. As in the plates in Bauer's Modern Housing, May's spare geo
metric forms arced through a green expanse of parks and allotment plots;
machine and garden were once more made one. But for Mumford, shelter
was only the least of it. Here were not houses so much as anticipations of
history. Here, Mumford wrote, "the needs of the individual and the com
mon life are effectively reconciled." Here were "forms prophetic of a new
civilization: a civilization in the same embryonic state that capitalism and
mechanism were in the seventeenth century. Our generation faces the alter
native of courageously going forward toward this civilization-or of relaps
ing into barbarism, marked by the muddled timidities of a disintegrating
capitalism, and that neurotic substitute for an integrated order, fascism ...
Forward!"72

If the future already lay in history's wallet, the social-political task was to
call its impending forms into being. Into that task Mumford entered boldly.
With his connections to reformist architectural circles and his open access
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to the New Republic, Mumford waded into the politics ofhousing in the early
1930s. Together with Bauer and the Sunnyside Gardens group, he helped
organize a series of exhibitions of the best new European working-class
housing and planning designs. Their answer to the housing question en
tailed not merely shelter. "Housing is reform: Siedlungen is new form,"
Mumford had written in a note to himself in Germany. The solution was to
ring the old, dying, "pandemonium" cities with new planned communities,
each of ten to fifteen thousand persons, with low densities and generous
civic spaces: Howard's garden city idea, not in its early philanthropic form
and Unwin's picturesque setting, but modernized and democratized as
Ernst May had remade it. At the newly formed Housing Study Guild,
Mumford's associates were hard at work on designs and cost calculations to
show how it could be done. Had vision and expertise alone made public
policy, as progressives had so often believed, the Depression-radicalized
garden city circle would have succeeded in making it. 73

What was missing in Mumford's social politics was an immediate, tan
gible patron: a social-economic motor for his transatlantic visions that was
more capable of the hard work of political-cultural transformation than the
rational, non-invidious tendencies of technics themselves. Mumford, with
his early enthusiasm for AE and Ralph Waldo Emerson, had no love for the
apparatus of the big, central state-nor for Franklin Roosevelt, who was too
ready to patch and mend, Mumford thought, than to accept that the ma
chinery of finance capitalism was irrevocably broken. With the New Deal
Mumford had soon fallen deeply out of sorts. A brief interest in a labor
based housing movement evaporated.

But the social-political problem went beyond the particulars of Mum
ford's politics. It had always been a hazard of the Atlantic progressive con
nection that the mechanism of travel emphasized a kind of visual politics.
Drawing its participants to its finished products, it diminished the economic
and social processes that had been essential to their creation. It made
wholes more visible than parts. Like Howe or Bourne before him, Mum
ford saw the values of the historical age for which he yearned better than he
saw the politics that might bring it into being, and its forms even more
clearly than its values. Dotting small-town America with its first social
modernist art and modernist public buildings in the 1930s, the New Deal
ers were soon to know many of the same tensions.

The conundrum in cultural politics was deep-seated. Mumford urged
social reconstruction; at the same time, he despaired of reconstruction
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within the existing cultural-economic frame. Our communities are "cha
otic," he wrote in 1934,

because capitalism is chaotic; they are socially misplanned and economi
cally disorganized because capitalism is misplanned and disorganized; they
do not sustain human values because capitalism puts pecuniary values first
... If our communities display in their structure mainly the predatory and
parasitic aspects of modern society, it is because our civilization as a whole
has not been organized economically so as to produce what one may call,
with the biologist, a flourishing symbiosis, that is, a cooperative life group
ing.74

The seeds of cultural regeneration lay in the rebirth of community forms;
the rebirth of forms waited on a transformation of values. Discount the
utopian, transformative ambitions of the social modernists' "new Berlin"
and "new Frankfurt," reduce their work to mere class and interest politics,
and one played false to their core project; raise the symbolic level of their
work too high, and one made transfer all but impossible. Squeezed between
poles like these, the politics of cultural transformation were capable of
veering quickly from prophecy to historical pessimism. The retreat of
Toledo's Brand Whitlock into European aestheticism in the 1920s and the
New Republic's Herbert Croly into philosophy were cases in point. Even
Frederic Howe temporarily decamped from politics in the late 1920s to
philosophize on a Nantucket farm.

Mumford had not retreated to the position of pessimism yet. His at
tempt to bring back to America the seeds of the neotechnic future he had
sensed in Weimar social modernism had plumbed the possibilities ofvisual
historical social politics. But anticipation alone could not move the wheels
of politics. If functional, democratic modernism was to find a niche in the
United States, it would have to have a patron closer at hand than the
classless force of history itself.

Catherine Bauer's own reading of Weimar social modernism had shifted by
the mid-1930s to an altogether different direction. She had supported her
self from 1932 to 1934 with part-time work for Mumford's circle of archi
tects and planners; her photos had formed the backbone of social modern
ism's first American exhibits. By the time she completed Modern Housing,
however, Bauer had become convinced that Weimar's root lesson was not in
forms or functions but in politics: that modern housing was not the product
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of historical evolution but of working-class agency, and that only a mass,
politically aroused labor movement could break the prevailing frame of
shelter economics to make it happen. When John Edelman met Bauer, he
assumed she was some sort of "red," a charge she was eventually hauled
before Congress to deny. Mumford despaired that she had become a polit
ico and a mere "houser." Whatever the justice of the label, Bauer and
Mumford had broken apart over class and politics by 1934, and Bauer was
searching hard for the kernel of an effective, labor-based housing move
ment.75

The raw materials for such a movement were not hard to find in De
pression America. If the inner social world of labor had been far less inten
sively cultivated by American labor organizations than by their European
counterparts, there were nevertheless a few important exceptions. The
most active were the garment workers' unions. Nodes of continental no
tions of labor solidarity, less captive to the cult of manly independence than
other unions, and open to a broader range of social issues, they helped
sustain a vigorous inner as well as outer social democratic politics in the
early twentieth century. In New York City the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers Union ran a labor bank and credit cooperative, an employment
exchange, and a joint labor-management unemployment insurance fund. It
conducted evening education classes and a summer camp for union chil
dren; promoted choral and gymnastic clubs for adults; organized bulk pur
chases of food and electricity; and distributed ice and milk at cost to union
families. By the early 1930s, the union had also constructed the two most
important labor-sponsored apartment complexes in the country. The sec
ond of them, set in the Lower East Side and designed by a young Hungar
ian immigrant architect, took its bold, heroic forms and inner social ameni
ties straight from socialist Vienna.76

The project of mobilizing materials like these into an American coun
terpart to the union-based housing associations that had left so striking a
mark on 1920s Berlin fell to an alliance of political and aesthetic mavericks,
all with connections stretching across the Atlantic. Bauer's point of entry
came through Oskar Stonorov, a young, cosmopolitan, Frankfurt-raised
architect, who had worked briefly in Le Corbusier's studio before emigrat
ing to the United States in 1929. Trying to drum up contracts by knocking
on labor union doors, Stonorov had met the American Federation of Ho
siery Workers' John Edelman. A newspaperman raised in an English Tol
stoyan community, Edelman, in turn, had moved from war resistance circles
into a variety of radical political undertakings, including work as a paid
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organizer for the La Follette campaign of 1924, before landing a job as the
Hosiery Workers' publicist and lobbyist. Edelman first learned of union
sponsored housing through an Amalgamated Clothing Workers' organizer,
who had showed him, with a convert's intense conviction, a sheaf of photos
of the socialists' housing work in Vienna.77

The hosiery workers, some of whom had bought a precarious toehold
in Philadelphia's new bungalow suburbs, only to lose it again under the
weight of their mortgage indebtedness, supplied the demand and organiza
tional muscle. The union's leadership supplied the project's social demo
cratic politics. Stonorov supplied the link to aesthetic modernism.
Stonorov's initial design for the Hosiery Workers' housing, three extremely
tall, parallel, ten-story buildings, was a potentially disastrous marriage ofLe
Corbusier's monumentalism and Gropius's Existenzminimum mathematics.
But after the design was reshaped in accordance with a systematic survey of
union members' housing desires, the completed project approached the
best models of Weimar labor housing. Constructed in Philadelphia's textile
factory district with one of the first New Deal public-works housing loans,
the Carl Mackley Houses incorporated three-story modernist forms, pre
cast concrete construction, windows so undisguisedly foreign that the
building authorities initially balked at approving them, and a range of inner
amenities unthinkable in commercially supplied working-class housing.
The inner courtyards contained a tennis court and small swimming pool;
the buildings harbored a cooperative grocery store, meeting rooms, a well
equipped nursery, and below-ground automobile parking; the flat roofs held
laundry facilities and children's sandboxes; lectures, political discussions,
and art classes flourished in the auditorium. If Romerstadt brought a piece
of Ford's America to the Nidda Valley, the Carl Mackley Houses repre
sented an authentic piece of European social modernism brought home.78

Well before the first tenants had settled in, Stonorov and Edelman were
working hard to leverage the project's precedent into a broad-based, grass
roots labor housing movement. Together with Stonorov's Bauhaus-trained
partner, Alfred Kastner, Charney Vladeck of the Jewish Daily Forward, and
William Jeanes, the maverick Quaker philanthropist who became the
Mackley Houses' resident manager, they set up an organization they opti
mistically named the Labor Housing Conference, lodged in a corner of
Stonorov's office. It was this that Bauer joined in 1934, as the Labor Hous
ing Conference's theorist, publicist, occasionally paid staff, and lobbyist. By
1935, Bauer and Edelman had successfully wrung an endorsement of a
federal public housing program from the AFL's leadership and had shifted
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their lobbying to the inner congressional circles out of which the Wagner
Housing Act was eventually to come. The representative they found to
introduce Bauer's draft housing bill had himself grown up in Vienna.79

Politicizing "modern" housing gave it a political dynamic and a con
stituency. It made social modernism's complex of social, economic, and
aesthetic ambitions potentially portable across the transatlantic institutional
differences. Against those who saw public housing as slum betterment, or
poorhouse improvement, or the fulfillment of Ebenezer Howard's commu
nity visions, the Labor Housing Conference worked hard to inject the
interests of the working class into housing politics-not merely as housing's
producers (though this played a major role in the building trades unions'
endorsement) but as its ultimate consumers. Their project of labor-spon
sored working-class housing, financed through public loans and built with
the best efficiencies the machine age could manage, would have fit easily
into social democratic politics in most great cities in continental Europe.

Within the context of the Atlantic progressive connection, however,
class politics, like culture politics, offered no smooth route to success. To
generate a grassroots labor demand for housing was not an overnight task in
the best of circumstances; where the labor unions' social infrastructure was
as patchy as in the United States, it was slower work still. Attaching that
demand to state policy without the aid of a labor-based political party was
doubly problematic. Where timing mattered intensely, as it did in the rela
tively narrow political window the Depression had opened, the transmis
sion machinery was slow. And in the endgame of legislative maneuvering, as
we shall see in chapter ten, the process ran the risk of breakdown and
crippling, last-minute compromise as better-organized interests muscled in.

In the hard times and organization struggles of the mid-1930s, no other
labor unions stepped forward to sponsor working-class housing. By the time
the Wagner Housing Act was completed in 1937, the window of public
subsidies had closed once more. The best-designed of labor housing dem
onstrations notwithstanding, modernism was not mobilized in the United
States as a working-class project. The dwelling machines of 1930s America
were not to be for the machine workers.

In all these ways, inertia restricted the politics of a working-class housing
movement in the United States. If one wanted quicksilver speed, however,
nothing worked faster than the markets themselves. All they demanded of
modernism was that it be stripped down to commodifiable units, its politics
forgotten, and its patrons exchanged. Where so much was up for sale, not
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the least of which was taste, it was hardly surprising that the project would
be tried. Commercial modernism, to be sure, was not a distinctly American
phenomenon. Art in the service of commodity design had been honed to a
craft in the prewar German Werkbund and set out for display in the Paris
Exposition internationale des arts decoratifs et industriels modernes in
1925, which set the fashion for the art deco style. Still, nothing matched the
speed or thoroughness of modernism's depoliticization in the United
States. In Weimar Germany, functionalism had momentarily stuck its
thumb in the eye of bourgeois culture. But it was in keeping with the
transformative potential within the Atlantic connection that the functional
ist aesthetics of radical Weimar first swept into 1930s America not as the
form of a new social order but as a tonic for skyscraper builders and the
consumer goods industry.80

The first hints of the marketing of modernism began to show up in
fashionable store windows in the late 1920s. By the beginning of the De
pression, a new corps of professional product designers, many of them with
ties to design studios in Paris, Germany, and Vienna, were hard at work on
ways to make machines appear more machinelike than they had any func
tional reason to appear: modernist forms for telephones and teakettles,
streamlined sheet-metal sheathing designed to boost railroad ridership and
refrigerator sales out of their Depression slump, eye-catching store signs in
the Das neue Frankfurt's idiom, and store interiors that made Oud's cubes
and semicircles into marketable novelties. 81

The Century of Progress exhibition in Chicago in 1933 and 1934 gave
most Americans their first clear look at commercial, Depression-era mod
ernism, and there the alliance between avant-garde form and its eager com
mercial patrons could not be missed. The Century of Progress exhibition
was sited on downtown parkland reclaimed from the lake and the railroads
according to Daniel Burnham's designs; two of Burnham's sons sat on the
exposition's planning boards. But where the iron-frame buildings of Burn
ham's Chicago fair of 1893 had been painstakingly covered with beaux arts
frosting, this time the mechanical elements were everywhere on conspicu
ous display. The guidebooks touted the style as "moderne," and one saw it
in exhibition buildings whose roofs were suspended from external towers, in
buildings with their internal skeletons exposed, in buildings hung from
central steel pylons, and in still more massed like functional, flat-roofed
building blocks, all painted a riot of colors under the supervision of the
Vienna emigre Joseph Urban and lit with neon at night. The General
Motors building boasted a working automobile assembly line, Firestone's a
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complete tire factory. The fair's architects claimed not that the overall
effect was beautiful but that it was new-that the modernist architecture
served as a dramatic billboard for the companies spending their scarce
money for exhibition space. Nothing less daring, the design committee
explained, could have drawn the paying crowds that the fair needed.82

In a corner of the fair originally planned to hold a complete model
town, before Depression cost cutting took hold, a housing section boasted
eleven futuristic houses built of steel, glass, precast stone, and masonite, put
up by construction product firms. The majority of them were billed as
affordable and functional. Their cubistic forms, starkly plain facades, and
broad windows would have fit into May's Frankfurt without a remark.
Many were prefabricated, their steel sections bolted together like children's
blocks for quick assembly. But they were not elements within larger soli
darities. They were living machines peculiarly for America: detachable alto
gether from both place and community.83

If motion and novelty were essential to the success of modernism in the
commercial markets, the modern also needed to be disencumbered of its
social democratic past. To this task those who appointed themselves mod
ernism's official curators in America were quick to turn their hand. Philip
Johnson and Henry-Russell Hitchcock, Jr., were not yet thirty when they
organized the Museum of Modern Art's pathbreaking exhibit of modern
architecture in 1932 and wrote the catalog that defined the "international
style." Functionalism, to them, had no part in it, nor did the reattachment
of architecture to a life economy of physical and social needs, nor did
politics. They opened an annex of the exhibit to Bauer and Mumford for
their housing display. In fact, through the 1930s the Museum of Modern
Art sustained an attention to the design of social housing unthinkable in a
later day. But in Johnson and Hitchcock's codification of the "modern,"
housing was set aside as irrelevant. The "typical family," on whose needs
May's designers had spent so much ingenious thought, they wrote off as a
"statistical monster."84

It was an extraordinary accomplishment, this brash, young, aesthetic
commodification of modernism. The fusion of radical politics and radical
forms in which modern architecture had been born was cleansed of its
utopian strivings. Modernism's social democratic and labor union patron
age was erased from the historical record, though as Sibyl Moholy-Nagy
was later to protest, the reputation of virtually every modernist architect
rested on publicly financed Siedlungsbau. Out of the social ferment of 1920s
Europe they extracted a purely aesthetic code-an emphasis on open vol-
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urnes rather than mass, on regularity rather than axial symmetry, on facades
free of applied decoration-the canon, in practice, of the "modern" curtain
wall commercial skyscraper. In one of the most striking transformations in
the Atlantic connection, it was in this form that machine-age modernism
came home to America.85

The future was not yet sewn up with]ohnson's and Hitchcock's manifesto
of 1932. In comparison with the revolution in shelter that had occurred in
Europe, the Museum of Modern Art catalog and the temporary pavilions
erected in Chicago were mere transient displays. In Europe by the end of
the 1920s, a significant part of a continent had been rebuilt with decent,
affordable houses; elements of a new, postbourgeois social aesthetics had
been broached; in English brick and German glass and precast concrete,
new forms of community had taken shape.

In the American context, however, the borrowed elements threatened
from the first to dissociate into fragments. Uprooted from politics and
patrons, social modernism broke into a bundle of contradictions. It was the
external shell of the postcapitalist future; it was a revolution in class rela
tions brought to bear on shelter; it was a principle of pure form; it was the
latest advertising card of capitalism itself. In bits and pieces, the late
Weimar fusion of labor housing politics, machine production techniques,
and radical aesthetics found its way into 1930s America. But the elements
would not stay put. The Atlantic crossing scrambled and dissolved relations
in the very process of extraction and appropriation.

Speed was, as usual, part of the matter. Ideas, politics, and goods moved
at profoundly different rates through the Atlantic connection. Under the
circumstances, no cluster as complicated as social modernism was easy to
hold together. But the more fundamental issue had to do with patrons and
politics. It was in the nature of the need to recreate alliances anew for each
imported policy that the very process of borrowing destabilized the politics
of the social forms and recast them in a dozen variants. In a system where
ideas and inventions were so much more movable than patrons and politics,
hybrid reassemblages were built in to the very structure of international
exchange. Thus the marriage of Fordism with social democratic politics in
1920s Europe; thus the marriage of revolutionary modernism with sky
scraper commerce in the United States.

Against these quixotic transformations the importers struggled, hunting
for stable foundations for their borrowed forms, seeking to minimize the
entropy of the borrowing relationship. Had the bridges that Atlantic pro-
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gressives made, one by one, been supplemented by party-based connective
institutions, these destabilizing tendencies might have been better con
tained. As it was, patronage was always problematic and transformation
always close at hand.

The 1930s was to be, in these regards, the crucial decade for the Atlan
tic progressive connection. On both sides of the Atlantic the Depression
shook and remade existing structures of politics and patronage. It wedged
open the institutions of politics as no other event had in twentieth-century
American history. Into that breach a flood of pent-up progressive projects
were to flow, all trailing their Atlantic connections: Clarence Poe's farm
cooperatives, Elwood Mead's planned rural settlements, the American As
sociation for Labor Legislation's plans for social insurance, the civic designs
of municipal progressives, the war collectivists' ambitions for economic
controls, Mumford's sense of neotechnic civilization rising from the ashes
of industrial capitalism, and Bauer's dreams for labor housing. The latter
two projects were still in the making in the early 1930s, proof of the as yet
unexhausted resources within the Atlantic progressive connection. The
question was how, in the Depression-reconfigured structure of politics, the
selective, sometimes capricious machinery of transmission and adaptation
would sort them all out.



British Workman's Social Insurance Protection Compared with American Workman's

Which um brella would you prefer on the inevi
table "rainy day"?

The Politics of Lag. The American Association for Labor Legislation published
this comparison of social insurance protection in Britain and the United States in
1919, when the first American campaign for public health insurance was at its
height. All but the industrial accident insurance section of the British worker's um
brella had been the work of the Liberal government between 1908 and 1911.
(American Labor Legislation Review 9 [March 1919]: 65)
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The Working-Class Suburb
(a) London County Council suburban working-class housing at White Hart

Lane. Built north of London between 1904 and the First World War, this was sub
urbia thrown open for working-class Londoners: shelter democratized. (London
Metropolitan Archives)
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(b) Designs for United States Housing Corporation war workers' housing
near Chester, Pennsylvania. (U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Industrial
Housing and Transportation, War Emergency Construction (Housing War Workers):
Report ofthe US. Housing Corporation, vol. 2, 1919)
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Streetscapes
(a) The working-class section of Letchworth, England, Ebenezer Howard's

pioneer garden city. (First Garden City Heritage Museum, Letchworth Garden
City, England)

(b) War workers' rental housing by the United States Housing Corporation in
Waterbury, Connecticut, 1918. This reconstruction of an English village lane in
an American munitions manufacturing city was a particularly striking manifesta
tion of the international social politics of the war. (National Archives)
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The Labor Diaspora
(a) The Karl Marx Hof, Vienna. Built by the city in the late 1920s, this was

the most famous example in its day of socialist working-class housing. The monu
mental wall enclosed an inner world saturated with cooperative and party activi
ties. (Electa archive, Milan, Italy)

(b) The Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union's cooperative apartments on
Grand Street in New York City. The garment workers' housing project in the
Lower East Side was the most important example of union-sponsored housing in
late 1920s America. It echoed not only the architecture of the Vienna projects but
also their labor pride and their inner hive of collective endeavors. (Museum of the
City of New York)
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Machine-Age Social Politics. The cover of the second number of Das neue
Frankfurt showed Frankfurt's new city-owned working-class housing under con
struction. The politics were European but, as the photographer took pains to
show, the construction techniques were consciously "Fordist" and American: pre
fabricated, precast concrete slabs, hoisted into place by moving cranes. (Das neue
Frankfurt)
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The Politics ofTaste
(a) The interior of a living-sleeping room at R6merstadt, Frankfurt's most fa

mous social modernist housing development of the late 1920s. The city architects
designed both the buildings and the furniture in a consciously modern style, incor
porating ingenious schemes to economize on space, like this moving curtain
"wall." (Das neue Frankfurt)

(b) The "Frankfurter kitchen," 1927. Designed by Grete Lihotzky for the
city's working-class housing developments, this was the high point of the radical,
social modernist style. (Das neue Frankfurt)
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(c) The model living room in the South]amaica public housing complex as
furnished by the New York Housing Authority in 1940. The space-saving impera
tives were no less severe in New York City than in Frankfurt, but the designers
took pains not to let them disturb the canons of bourgeois taste. (Museum of the
City of New York)

(d) The model kitchen at the South]amaica public housing project, 1940. In
the land of machines, the kitchen was all but immune to the modernist currents
around it. (Museum of the City of New York)
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Cooperative Economics. The booth of the Workers and Farmers Co-op Com
pany at a Wisconsin county fair in the 1930s. The cooperative ideal spoke, as al
ways, simultaneously to commercial and anticommercial sentiments: "The profits
ofyour co-operative belong to you." (Survey Graphic 25 [1936]: 31)
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Resettling America
(a) A panel from a traveling exhibit explaining the New Deal Resettlement Ad

ministration's rural resettlement work in 1936. At the middle right is the West
moreland subsistence homestead colony in western Pennsylvania. The photos at
the bottom right show farm colony managers and home economics experts at
work. (Library of Congress)
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(b) The New Deal's greenbelt suburban program, as advertised by a Resettle
ment Administration placard, 1935. At the lower left is the site plan for Greenbelt,
Maryland. The photos at the bottom right depict two scenes of Radburn, NewJer
sey, designed by Raymond Unwin's and Ebenezer Howard's American disciples,
Henry Wright and Clarence Stein; a new development at Nottingham, England;
and the green at George Cadbury's Bournville, England. (Library of Congress)
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(c) Franklin Roosevelt at Greenbelt, Maryland, November 1936. In this
highly publicized, symbolic endorsement of the greenbelt suburb program,
Roosevelt is in the lead car, accompanied by an entourage of officials and, on the
right, the site's construction workers. (Library of Congress, reprinted by permis
sion of the Associated Press)
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Transatlantic Social Modernism
(a) The Praunheim Siedlung in Frankfurt, Germany, in the late 1920s. (Vas

neue Frankfurt)
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(b) An apartment house at the most architecturally radical of the New Deal
greenbelt suburbs, Greenbelt, Maryland, in the late 193Os. (Library of Congress)
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Solidarity Imagined
(a) An entryway to Harlem River Houses in New York City in the late 1930s.

(Museum of the City of New York)

(b) Day nursery at Harlem River Houses. (Museum of the City of New York)

In its community design, this all-black public housing project, built with Public
Works Administration financing, epitomized the social-political aspirations that
the Atlantic progressive connection brought into the New Deal.
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New Deal

The Intellectual Economy ofCatastrophe

"Aimless experiment, sporadic patchwork, a total indifference to guiding
principles or definite goals," Lewis Mumford scolded Franklin Roosevelt's
policies in the fall of 1934; there was no logic to the New Deal, he objected,
only drift through a sea of "confused and contradictory nostrums." Mum
ford was in a particularly radical mood that season as the Roosevelt admin
istration moved into its second Depression winter. But his exasperation at
the incoherence of the New Deal was a commonplace of the 1930s. Even
administration insiders like Rexford Tugwell and Frances Perkins admitted
that finding the central tendency in Roosevelt's moves took a kind of lucky
divination. The editors of the London Economist thought the National In
dustrial Recovery Act, the centerpiece of the administration's economic
recovery hopes in 1933 and 1934, had probably collected "more divergent
economic and social theories under the roof of a single enactment than any
other piece of legislation known." The outgoing president of the American
Political Science Association, Walter Shepard, put his own gloss on the
point late in 1934. "The ideology of the New Deal is illogical, inconsistent,
and turbid," its program "a mass of undigested and contradictory experi
ments," he complained. "If there is leadership, it is the leadership ofmount
ing one's horse and dashing off in every direction at once."l

To historians since, the New Deal's makeshifts still hang upon it like a
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cloak of so many incongruous colors as to confound agreement on either its
sources or effects. Cutting the New Deal in two, as Rexford Tugwell and
others were later to do, so as to separate the "first" New Deal of 1933 and
1934, with its confidence in large-scale economic management, coordina
tion, and planning, from the "second" New Deal of 1935 to 1938, a rever
sion (so Tugwell complained) to the atomistic, anti-big business policies of
Woodrow Wilson's day, does not stand up to close examination. The New
Deal divides not into clear phases but, rather, into a maze of divergent
tendencies. "Ideologically Roosevelt and the New Deal were a no-man's
land," a recent historian of New Deal economic policies writes: less a pro
gram than a free-for-all of competing ideas and interests.2

Claims about the New Deal's legacy quickly lead to similar contradic
tions. The New Deal was a triumph for labor; it was capitalism's ambulance
wagon. It was a moment of extraordinary public compassion for the poor
and the unemployed; it was shaped by the class and racial prejudices of the
white southerners who still dominated the Democratic Party. The New
Deal casts its shadow over politics and political argument like no other
domestic event of the century. It constitutes the defining moment of twen
tieth-century American progressive politics. But its logic still eludes us. 3

How the same event can simultaneously be so defining and so incoher
ent is the first of the riddles the New Deal presents historians. The second
is how such an extraordinary burst of legislative action should have occurred
at all. In a land filled with the wreckage of so many earlier social policy
designs, the surge of policy energy and initiative in the New Deal remains
little short of extraordinary. It reversed overnight the Progressive-era pat
tern of transatlantic political influences. Not even Henry Ford had riveted
European attention as Roosevelt did. Through the Tennessee Valley
Authority's model town of Norris, Tennessee, the Resettlement Adminis
tration's community projects, the beehives of planning activity in Washing
ton, D.C., and, with luck, an audience with Franklin Roosevelt himself,
European progressives now streamed. As Americans had once set off for
social-political laboratories in Germany, Denmark, or New Zealand, John
Maynard Keynes, William Beveridge, H. G. Wells, Gunnar Myrdal, and
others now came to the United States to take the New Deal's measure.

Not all of the New Deal's foreign observers liked what they saw. Ap
palled by the massive Blue Eagle parades staged to whip up enthusiasm for
the National Recovery Administration in 1934, the British Independent
Labour Party's Fenner Brockway felt he might as well have been in Nazi
Germany. But to most European progressives, the New Deal came as an
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unexpected beacon in the decade's darkness. There was a "real revolution of
ideas ... sweeping through America," Margaret Bondfield, fresh from a trip
across the Atlantic, told her Labour Party colleagues in 1933, reversing the
trope Bondfield's American friends had used so often; against the current of
events in New Deal America, she thought, the stagnation of political ideas
in Britain was an acute embarrassment. Keynes saw in the New Deal the
"middle way" American progressives so often looked for in Europe: a "half
way house" between Marxism and laissez-faire. In France, Leon Blum led a
socialist-radical government to power in 1936 with a rhetoric of progressive
experimentation explicitly derivative of the American New Deal. In Britain,
David Lloyd George staged the Liberal Party's quest for renewed power as
a "new deal" for Britain. There were three political experiments "upon the
success of which the whole course and outlook of the world depends,"
Lloyd George was sure in the early 1930s: Russian collective planning,
Italian corporatism, and the American New Deal-"the American being by
far the most important."4

So striking a reversal of roles within the Atlantic exchange was an event
in itself, but under the rhetorical exaggerations lay a nugget of truth. In no
other nation in the North Atlantic economy was the progressive response to
the world Depression of the 1930s as vigorous as in New Deal America.
Political scientists have long remarked on the point. When they write of
American social policy as lurching forward in an "erratic" pattern of fits and
starts, stasis and dramatic "policy breakthroughs"-through intermittent
"big bangs" rather than the slower, continuous development of other na
tions-the big bang that clinches the point is the New Deal. 5

European progressives, by contrast, stumbled through the hard times of
the 1930s with considerable difficulty. In Britain, the Labour government of
1929 to 1931 proved helpless in the Depression's grasp. The Conservative
dominated governments that followed were content to muddle through on
lines of policy tradition and least resistance. France went through more
than twenty governments between 1929 and 1939, in a pattern that ensured
that none of them left much permanent effect; Leon Blum's Popular Front
government, more long-lived and far more ambitious than most, survived
barely a year. In Germany, the object over the years of so many American
progressive hopes, both liberals and social democrats were politically extin
guished in the Nazi seizure ofpower. Sweden's Social Democratic coalition,
alone among the European progressive governments, steered an innovative
and highly successful course through the 1930s. Its combination of a labor
farmer political alliance with an aggressive policy of social investment was a
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harbinger of the social Keynesianism of the post-World War II era. Still, in
sheer volume of legislative initiative, even Sweden does not begin to com
pare with the record of the New Deal United States. Between 1933 and
1938 the North Atlantic social economy's laggard whirled into extraordi
nary action. The American tortoise became a hare.6

Here, then, is the conundrum the New Deal poses: how to square its
energy, in a decade that dealt so cruelly with progressive governments else
where, with its monumental confusions. Without intellectual and ideologi
cal passion, the New Deal is all but inexplicable, yet virtually every quest for
the New Deal's logic seems only to unravel in contradictions. The riddle of
the New Deal is how to understand the marriage of such striking success
with such massive apparent incoherence.

The conventional historical wisdom stresses the unusual severity of the
crisis in America. If political innovation was more vigorous in the United
States than elsewhere, the argument runs, it was because the strain on
habits and institutions was more intensely felt. Big responses point to big
causes and immense social strains. Such is the logic of commonsense func
tionalism.

That the market collapse of the 1930s bore down with exceptional
severity on the United States cannot be doubted. Nowhere else had the
interwar boom carried both speculative values and material standards of
living so high; nowhere was their collapse more staggering or long lasting.
Only in Germany did the Depression hit comparably hard, and in Germany
the joblessness crisis, as measured by years of more than 20 percent unem
ployment, lasted a little more than half as long as in the United States.
Construct an index by totaling the estimated national unemployment rates
for each of the years between 1930 and 1938 (the last year before war broke
out), and one can derive a "cumulative misery" figure for each nation. That
figure is 93 for France, 142 for Sweden, 148 for Britain, and 196 for Ger
many; for the United States, it is 235.7

Such a catastrophic breakdown of the economy was a searing and indel
ible experience. The bread lines and bank runs of the 1930s, the unem
ployed men at the relief offices and the women scrimping on food and
clothing, banks without assets and industries without markets, farmers des
perately on the move or stuck with the consequences of thirty-cent wheat
and five-cent cotton-all this, traumatic in itself, was doubly unnerving for
having fallen in on what had been called an era of limitless prosperity. The
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more jolting the collapse, the assumption runs, the stronger the ultimate
policy-making reaction.

But in the transatlantic pattern of events, severity of circumstances
alone turns out to be a markedly weak predictor of political innovation in
the 1930s. In Germany and the United States, it is true, dramatic-and
dramatically dissimilar-policy shifts went hand in hand with dramatic eco
nomic collapse. But in Sweden, innovative policy response conjoined with a
crisis far less severe than in either Germany or the United States. In Britain,
where the unemployment pattern closely resembled Sweden's, the Labour
Party was all but bereft of new ideas. In France, though the Depression's
effects there were weakest of all, the Popular Front seethed with plans and
programs.8 Across the North Atlantic economy, levels of innovative re
sponse simply cannot be made to correlate in any straightforward way with
relative degrees of crisis.

Nor, on reflection, should one expect otherwise. The notion that sys
tematic breakdown is conducive to innovative ideas is largely myth. "That
social thought of any sophistication could emerge from an experience as
shattering as the depression was itself surprising," Richard Pells writes in
the best extant study of 1930s social thought in the United States. "No
period of crisis is especially conducive to calm analysis or new concepts;
men are much more prone to fall back on inherited and instinctive values in
an effort to cope with a totally unprecedented situation."9 Calm is the
moment for reflection on fundamentals; with the seas pouring in over the
bow, one reaches numbly and by rote for the bailer.

Crises promote innovation in a different way. Sustained long enough,
they can bring the established structure of responses into deep discredit.
Almost everywhere, the political parties unlucky enough to preside over the
early phases of the Depression-Labour in Britain, Liberals in Sweden, the
established parties of every stripe in Germany-suffered dramatic losses in
credibility. The same was true in the United States. The New Deal was not,
as memory too simply puts it, a response to the Depression, which was
already more than three years old by the time Roosevelt took office; it was a
response to the failure of the Republicans' recovery program. The New
Deal moved into space created by the inability of the Hoover administra
tion to stem the economy's ever-downward slide and the attendant devalu
ation of the idea of the market's self-adjusting capacity. By eroding the
conventional wisdom, extended crises may create room into which innova
tions may flow.
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The paradox of crisis politics is that at the moment when the conven
tional wisdom unravels, just when new programmatic ideas are most ur
gently needed, novel ones are hardest to find. The need for well-formulated
solutions goes hand in hand with conditions least suited for reflective policy
formulation: haste, confusion, the opportunism of expediency, the impossi
bility of perspective on the onrushing events. One of the most important
effects of crises, in consequence, is that they ratchet up the value of policy
ideas that are waiting in the wings, already formed though not yet politically
enactable.

In modern politics, this phase of a crisis is the social policy experts'
moment. Suddenly given a more attentive hearing, they enter the political
arena with satchels full of prepared solutions. The fact that those solutions
have been constructed and refined prior to the crisis they will be expected to
cure does not necessarily devalue them. Rather, in the intellectual economy
of catastrophe, their very finishedness, the possibility of taking them di
rectly off the shelf, as it were, gives them special value. Crises lead to a
frantic rummaging through the existing stock of policy notions-notions
that can be adjusted and refigured for the circumstances, but that carry
authority precisely because they possess a pedigree older than the present
moment. It is this rapid movement of ready-made ideas into the political
center that warps the normal threads of time in crisis politics. The policy
ideas pressed into service in the emergency are, as often as not, old, formu
lated in other circumstances to meet other conditions. They are an eruption
of the past into the present.

What gives consequence to this urgent ideational movement, finally, is
that crises alter the conditions of the politically possible. In devaluing and
delegitimizing certain agendas, they devalue those attached to them. The
grid of powers, patrons, interests, and institutions that control political
outcomes shifts. This reconfiguration of influence, legitimacy, and veto
rights is the doorway through which premade but untried policy steps to
center stage. During a far-reaching and extended crisis, a host of policy
ideas may crowd through at once.

The New Deal follows this model with exceptional accuracy. Innova
tion came not with the crash of 1929, even with the moment, in the summer
of 1931, when it finally became clear that the economy was not going
through a temporary adjustment like that of 1920 to 1922 or 1913 to 1915
but a wrenching collapse on a scale that had not been seen since the 1890s.
Only when Hoover's reinvestment policies had run up to their outer limit
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with desperately little to show for the effort did the authority of the prevail
ing wisdom unravel. Then, into the vacuum and urgent need of the new
administration rushed a legion of proposals-in-waiting. The Civilian Con
servation Corps Act, pushed through in the first month of the New Deal,
was a reworking of the soldier resettlement plans of 1918 to 1920. The
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), which came out of the same emergency
session, had, in one fashion or another, been before Congress for a decade.
The National Recovery Administration was a resuscitation of the wartime
economic planning apparatus of 1917 and 1918. And so the list went.

Some of the New Deal's accomplishments had no extensive prehistory.
Its Keynesian experiments in the public management of aggregate eco
nomic demand were the most important case in point. Hastened by the
unexpected recession of 1937-38, the intellectual transformation that
would put fiscal policy first had begun to make an important mark on inner
New Deal policy debates by the end of the decade. Io But to a striking degree
the New Deal enlisted its ideas and agenda out of the progressive past.
Old-age and unemployment insurance, public housing, the National Labor
Relations Act, the Fair Labor Standards Act, emergency work relief, rural
electrification, banking and securities regulation, holding company legisla
tion, and agricultural reform all had precrisis roots. In style, in urgency, in
federal-state relations, and in political alliances there was no missing the
administration's new departures. But as a legislative program, it is far more
accurate to see the New Deal as a culmination: a great gathering in from the
progressive political wings of a generation of proposals and ideas. 11

Constructed initially for different circumstances, many of those pro
posals were only weakly related to the recovery of the shattered economy.
Some of them, like the old-age insurance taxes instituted in 1935, at a time
when any contraction of consumer spending was a hazardous undertaking,
ran directly counter to what almost everyone knew to be the needs of the
crisis directly at hand. William Beveridge, who spent a gloomy month in
the United States late in 1933, came home convinced that there was a
reform aspect and a recovery aspect to the New Deal, and that the two
worked, to a great extent, at cross purposes to each other. I2

By now it is trite to note that Beveridge was right. Of all the tasks the
New Dealers set for themselves, the one they found most intractable was
the task of economic recovery. What they did best was to throw into the
breach, with verve and imagination, schemes set in motion years or decades
before. The logic of the New Deal is not best to be found by hunting
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horizontally among its enacted pieces. The New Deal was a great, explosive
release of the pent-up agenda of the progressive past; its clearest logic was
the vertical logic of history.

In that great release of projects long in the making, an extraordinary
number-more than New Dealers at the time were prone to admit, and far
more than historians since have chosen to recognize-bore somewhere
upon them marks of the Atlantic progressive connection. The point is not a
casual one. The problem of New Deal innovation and the problem of
transatlantic policy borrowing were joined in two fundamental ways. If
there was more progressive innovation in New Deal America than in any
other polity within the North Atlantic economy in the 1930s, it was, in the
first instance, because the policy backlog was so much larger there. Meas
ures that had gradually worked their way into law elsewhere had been
sidetracked so often in the United States as to create an unusually large
number of waiting proposals. At the bottom of the Depression, with the
authority of conventional business enterprise at its low ebb, the courts
under exceptional pressure, ideological convictions in flux, and the field of
interests temporarily reformed, some of the central resistances momentarily
gave way. Restriction and release: an overly hydraulic metaphor, perhaps,
but it is a familiar phenomenon in politics.

Still, the release of a massive logjam entails not only a previous constric
tion. It also demands the presence of a lot of logs in the stream. Having
waited, watchfully, so long on the periphery of European social policy de
bates, the experts whose moment came in the New Deal had accumulated
an exceptionally large store of unfulfilled policy ideas. Their file drawers
groaned with pamphlets on German social insurance, London housing,
Danish farm revitalization, Australian labor courts, English garden cities,
and unemployment measures from around the world. The North Atlantic
economy had been for them less a laboratory, as they had optimistically
described it, than a swelling cupboard of politically unobtainable projects,
stored up in hopes of a shift in the structures of power. In the crisis of the
mid-1930s, those borrowed projects were propelled into the political cen
ter. In gathering in so much of the progressive agenda, the New Deal
gathered in large chunks of European experience as well.

If the transatlantic past was present in the New Deal, so, of course, was
the transatlantic present. As in the crisis of the First World War, the De
pression triggered among the key players in the North Atlantic economy
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much common watchfulness of each other's policy moves and a wide array
of common responses.

Public economization was a virtually universal response to the onset of
the Depression. As tax revenues fell, governments cut their expenditures,
struggling to maintain the balanced budgets that orthodox economists and
government planners thought were the first step toward renewed economic
health. Where governments did not move fast enough to cut expenses, bank
creditors forced their hand in what the left, in anger, called a capitalists'
"strike." The Labour government in Britain in 1931 and the Popular Front
government in France in 1937 were both brought down by the refusal of
private creditors to float the loans on which day-to-day government opera
tions depended. More cautious politicians learned to wield the budgetary ax
themselves. The last Weimar governments were absorbed with emergency
budget cutting; so were the treasury secretaries in both the Hoover and
Roosevelt administrations. Roosevelt himself set his first mark on legisla
tion with the Economy Act of March 1933, slashing soldiers' bonuses and
government salaries in an effort to bring expenditures in line with crisis
shrunken revenues. 13

Government manipulation of credits and interest rates was a second
general response as the economic crisis wore on. Infusion of emergency
government credits into the shattered sectors of the economy was at the
heart of Hoover's recovery program; Roosevelt took the institutional cen
terpiece of Hoover's program and extended it, using the government's
credit not only to refinance banks, insurance companies, and railroads from
the top of the financial structure down but smaller economic actors from
the bottom up. Britain ultimately put its recovery hopes in cheapened
credit; so, to a great extent, did the Swedish Keynesians.

No matter how much or how little governments did along these lines,
the key economic interests everywhere clamored for more immediate relief:
farmers for price supports, labor for work and wages, business for release
from marketplace competition. The simplest to satisfy was the business
interests' plea for protection from foreign competition. Countries with high
tariff and trade barriers raised them still higher in the 1930s; those commit
ted to free trade reversed themselves. The most striking policy turnaround
occurred in Britain, long the leading exemplar of free trade, where within a
year of the Labour government's fall in 1931 its Conservative-dominated
successor was busy building a tariff wall to rival those in protectionist Ger
many and the United States. Business' desire for exemption from internal
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market forces was a harder nut to crack. In Germany, Italy, and the United
States (during the New Deal's National Recovery Administration phase),
governments moved into outright industrial cartelization, dividing up mar
kets and production quotas in an effort to stem the Depression's relentless
pressure toward price and profit cutting. Even Britain cartelized outright its
sickest industry, coal, and, in more piecemeal fashion, shipbuilding and
textiles. Fair-weather capitalists, businessmen everywhere scurried for pro
tection from market pressures during the Depression-into alliances with
the state, if necessary.

Even more quickly than businessmen, farmers threw over the market
ideal to press for tariff protection, market stabilization, or outright govern
ment-administered prices. Agricultural marketing boards with monopoly
control over prices and supply were a common makeshift, as were bounties
and price guarantees in the most critical crop sectors. In Britain, price and
marketing regulations were limited to a few key crops; in France, the gov
ernment's attempt to maintain a minimum wheat price was short-lived and
ineffective. In Sweden, on the other hand, commitment to a system of
broad-based, cooperative-administered price supports was key to the
farmer-socialist alliance of 1933. In Nazi Germany, the state controlled
farm prices and market share allocation virtually across the board. In this
sense, the price and production controls of the New Deal's Agricultural
Adjustment Act were a chip floating on a much broader international tide.

Labor, for its part, was thrown on the defensive by the economic col
lapse. As jobs evaporated in the early years of the crisis, depressing union
membership and strike activities, union coalitions that had long resisted
government adjudication of the terms of collective bargaining turned to the
state to broker new pacts between labor, government, and stability-seeking
employers. The National Labor Relations Act of 1935, the French Ma
tignon Agreement hammered out in the opening weeks of the Popular
Front in 1936, and the Swedish "Basic Agreement" of 1938, though they
mixed compulsory and voluntaristic elements in different ways, were all
products of a common dynamic. 14

Still more critical to workers was the restoration of jobs and wages.
Among planners, the old labor colony idea had not yet lost its appeal. The
German Randsiedlungen, government-sponsored shantytowns of semisubsis
tence workers on the cities' rims; the New Deal's Civilian Conservation
Corps camps and subsistence homestead projects; and the French and Brit
ish subsidies to encourage urban workers to relocate in the countryside or,
better yet, in the outer reaches of the empire all flowed from the same
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desperate hope to drain the wage economy of some of its redundant work
ers. Wage workers themselves preferred cash in their pockets. British labor
unions lobbied doggedly for extension of emergency unemployment insur
ance payments. In France, the trigger issue was the forty-hour week, a
work-spreading demand that helped fuel a firestorm of strikes in May and
June of 1936. In Germany, Sweden, and the United States, governments
bought off labor's demand for jobs through public works, investing heavily
in labor-intensive emergency construction projects-roads, public build
ings, and housing-sometimes eschewing labor-saving machinery to make
the work go farther.

Governments mixed these ingredients into outcomes as varied as their
prior experiences and the balance of interests and politics within them. The
United States leaned exceptionally heavily on emergency work relief, na
tionalizing a familiar city response to the poor in hard times. IS In Britain the
pull of preexisting policy ran in just the opposite direction, closing off
repetition of the work relief experiments of 1905 to 1907 to steer policy
makers into repeated, emergency amendments to the unemployment insur
ance act of 1911 in a dogged effort to make the act cover a general economic
breakdown it had never been designed to fit. In Sweden, Social Democratic
policy making focused on public works employment at prevailing wages.
With a much weaker labor component, the New Deal coalition tended
toward emergency makeshifts of resuscitation and relief. German social
policy, beneath its heavy public works investments, had a violence all its
own. Still, the difference was in the mix of policy ingredients; the family
resemblances themselves were, from country to country, largely the same.

Behind these common responses lay long-standing transnational net
works of ideas and assumptions. Fiscal conservatives throughout the North
Atlantic economy shared a commitment to economization, balanced budg
ets, and currency stability. The "Treasury view," as this was called in Brit
ain, was influential precisely because it incorporated the collective wisdom
of economists across a dozen national boundaries: that economic crises had
a natural, ultimately self-correcting, deflationary course to run until wages
and prices fell back to levels low enough to stimulate renewed investment.
Labor organizations, too, had a common program, passed internationally
from hand to hand. Reduction of the labor surplus and stimulation of con
sumer demand were at its core: shorter hours and better wages, more ade
quate pensions to encourage retirement of older workers from the labor
force, longer compulsory schooling to keep more of the young from enter
ing it, public works to reemploy the jobless, and unemployment compensa-
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tion for those still out of a job. Progressives, for their part, talked of steering
the market's forces through "planning." Reform socialists in France and
Belgium were as keenly interested in planisme as were Liberals like
Beveridge; in the United States, the idea of using the planning capacities of
the state to construct a more stable concert of interests than market compe
tition itself could achieve was the pivot on which discussion in Roosevelt's
inner circle of advisers, the so-called Brains Trust, turned in 1932 and
1933.16 Circulating through the North Atlantic economy, policy "lan
guages" like these formed the piecemeal demands and emergency measures
into larger patterns.

So did the nations' considerable watchfulness of one another's success
and failure. Much of the talk of economic planning was inspired by experi
ments in Mussolini's Italy. Corporatism's reputation was still in its high tide
in the early 1930s, even among those repelled by the thuggish side of Italian
fascism. Rexford Tugwell, on a quick inspection tour of agricultural policies
in Europe in 1934, thought Italy's the only government that was not simply
drifting with events. "It's the cleanest, neatest, and most effectively operat
ing piece of social machinery I've ever seen," he confided to his diary; "it
makes me envious."17 Others looked to the Soviet Union's immunity to the
surrounding collapse. At the bottom of the economic and political crisis in
1932 and 1933, even Paul Kellogg's Survey was plying its social work and
social reform audience with Soviet news. Kellogg himself joined the inspec
tion expeditions to the Soviet Union in 1936, traveling a path trodden by
progressives on both sides of the Atlantic. Ernst May, as we have seen,
abandoned Depression Frankfurt to try his hand at Soviet city design. The
Webbs, casting off their last shreds of interest in the United States, were
intensely caught up in the Soviet experiment. 18

Progressive interest in the Soviet Union notwithstanding, the older
lines of Atlantic connection remained strong. Britain, despite its mounting
economic troubles, still cast a formidable shadow across American policy
debates. As the Depression reopened the idea of insurance against the risks
of unemployment, a phalanx of American investigators descended on Brit
ain once more to mine its experience for data and arguments. In the fall of
1933, the Rockefeller Foundation brought William Beveridge to the
United States to explain the lessons of unemployment insurance to Ameri
can audiences and, in private, to Roosevelt himself. In an effort to reframe
the housing policy debates, the U.S.-based National Association of Housing
Officials organized a roving commission of European housing experts,
headed by the grand old man of the British war housing and garden city
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movements, Raymond Unwin. At the Agriculture Department, Henry
Wallace brought the poet-philosopher of the Irish rural revival movement,
AE, to lecture to an audience of department employees. 19

Depression Germany was much more enigmatic and troubling. Alice
Hamilton, studying industrial health and safety methods in Germany in the
summer of 1933, filed a set of early storm warnings on the persecution of
the Jews, the destruction of the labor unions, and the demise of the progres
sive women's movement in Hitler's Germany. But most visitors, she wor
ried, had little inkling of the fear and danger below the surface.20 As late as
1938, the Oberlaender Trust continued to funnel social policy experts
through the familiar stations of German social progress. In 1934, it dis
patched a delegation of highly placed American municipal officials to study
municipal administration in Germany; in 1935, a delegation to investigate
German street cleaning techniques; and in 1936, a delegation of public
foresters, including the chief of the U.S. Forest Service himself. 21

Progressive interest in Scandinavia boomed in the mid-1930s. Frederic
Howe, still touting the social-political example of cooperative Denmark,
wangled a commission to visit Denmark once more in 1935. Josephine
Goldmark mined the familiar Danish social-political stories for yet another
account in 1936. Will Alexander, head of the Farm Security Administration,
made his own inspection tour of Denmark in 1938. The still bigger draw for
progressives both within and beyond the United States was Sweden. Mar
quis Childs's admiring report on its cooperative movement, Sweden: The
Middle Way, reached a wide American audience in 1936. Sensing a political
issue in that election year, Roosevelt dispatched a high-level inquiry com
mission to study consumer, credit, and housing cooperatives throughout
Europe, with Sweden as its first stop. Two years later, he sent a similar
commission to study industrial relations in Sweden and Britain, with
Gerard Swope, president of General Electric, among its members.22

Still, for all these points of contact, time and circumstances had eroded
some of the Atlantic connection's earlier strengths. Few of the key players
in the New Deal had been members of the cohort that had awakened, with
such surprise, to the idea of a socially progressive Europe in the years before
the First World War. Frederic Howe turned sixty-six in 1933; the New
Dealers found a place for him as a member of the Consumers' Advisory
Board of the National Recovery Administration, as consumers' counsel in
Henry Wallace's Agriculture Department, and, after he was "purged" with
other social radicals from the Agriculture Department, as special consultant
to the president of the Philippines on cooperatives and farm tenancy, but he
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was too old to influence the course of events. The generation in their fifties
played a much more central policy-making part. Isaac Rubinow among the
social insurance experts, the Survey's Paul Kellogg, and the American Asso
ciation for Labor Legislation's John Andrews still brought to bear, from
outside the New Deal's core, the cosmopolitan progressive politics of the
earlier era. Within the administration, Roosevelt's secretary of labor,
Frances Perkins, did the same. Having started out under Florence Kelley's
influence as an investigator for the New York Consumers' League, Perkins
sustained the cosmopolitan social feminism of the prewar years deep into
the 1930s. When the United States government officially joined the Inter
national Labor Organization in a long-overdue symbolic gesture of interna
tionalism, the lion's share of the credit was Perkins's.23

Weak in labor ties but full of persons with extensive settlement house
and Consumers' League connections, Perkins's Labor Department was, in
fact, a particularly active site for permeation by the cosmopolitan social
progressives. New York senator Robert Wagner's office was another mag
net for social progressives, many of whom, like Wagner himself, had ex
tended family connections abroad. Henry Wallace's Agriculture Depart
ment had its core of persons who had been awakened by AE, Clarence Poe,
or David Lubin. The federal housing agencies, as we shall see, buzzed with
persons with European precedents on their mind.24

Many of the key New Deal policy drafters, on the other hand, barely
knew Europe in its optimistic era. Rexford Tugwell had spent a sabbatical
year in France studying agricultural policies in the late 1920s, but he had
not found much to inspire him. The cohort still younger than Tugwell,
arriving in Washington fresh from college or law school with only the
sparest ideological baggage, were too young and too modest of means to
have developed significant Atlantic ties at all. Leon Keyserling of Senator
Wagner's staff, a key player in the drafting of both the National Labor
Relations Act and the United States Housing Act of 1937, was only twenty
five in 1933; Thomas Eliot, one of the principal drafters of the Social
Security Act, was twenty-six. By origin, the New Dealers were far more
cosmopolitan than their prewar progressive counterparts. There were more
Jews and Catholics among them, and more second-generation immigrants
with extended family ties to continental Europe. But they themselves
brought far less world experience to their work.25

Compounding this more distanced relationship to European social
politics was Franklin Roosevelt's own attitude toward Europe, which was as
mercurial as so many of his other attitudes. Nothing helped a worn-out
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mind and body more, he thought, than travel. When Harry Hopkins with
ered under the strain of relief administration, Roosevelt sent him to Europe
with a mandate to hunt up material on social insurance and housing; but he
quizzed him on his return only on Mussolini's character. When Roosevelt
finally faced up to the necessity of firing Hugh Johnson as head of the
National Recovery Administration, he did it by suggesting that Johnson
undertake an investigatory trip to Europe.26 He dropped the Inquiry on
Cooperative Enterprise when the consumer cooperative idea ran into po
litical turbulence, and buried the report of the commission on Swedish and
British industrial relations.

The New Dealers were intellectually too omnivorous to fall in with
Herbert Hoover's conviction that the Depression was essentially an exter
nal event. Hoover's notion of a unique "American system" momentarily
and innocently engulfed by the "malign" economic and political conse
quences of the Europeans' war was not theirs.27 They were ready to take
ideas and policy lessons wherever they found them. They knew enough
about capitalism to recognize its common outlines elsewhere and to respect
the common devices of repair and restoration. But there was too little time
under the extraordinary pressure of events to develop a strong network of
transnational exchange in the 1930s, even if the European experiment with
anti-Depression policies had been strong enough to inspire the New Deal
ers to it.

For all these reasons-the scarcity of clear success stories abroad, the
age and experience of the participants, and the immediate needs of the
crisis-the Atlantic progressive connection functioned differently in 1930s
America than it had before. Spatial connections remained important: travel,
the inspection tour, and the fact-finding mission all continued as before.
But the vertical connections in time were more important still. Of the
products of the Atlantic progressive connection that found their political
opening during the New Deal, the great majority were older than the
1930s; they had made their Atlantic crossing years before. Stored up in the
progressive lobbying agencies and expert reports, these held the privileged
place in the intellectual economy of the catastrophe.

Thus it was no accident that when Roosevelt himself was asked about
European parallels to the New Deal, his mind ran back to David Lloyd
George's legislative breakthrough of 1909 to 1911. When criticized for the
frenetic pace of New Deal legislation, Roosevelt retorted that "Lloyd
George a quarter of a century ago put through in two years a greater body
of radical reforms than the New Deal has attempted in five." The "liberal"
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label that Roosevelt drew around his program, in preference to the older
term "progressive," was a mark of the same affinity with British Liberal
politics in its prewar moment of social-political innovation.28

Roosevelt's admirers often pointed out the same parallels. After hearing
Roosevelt outline his social security hopes to a delegation of social progres
sives early in 1934, Paul Kellogg wrote that "we came away feeling that
history might be repeating itself; and that just as Lloyd George put over the
social insurances in England a quarter of a century ago, so F. D. R. . . .
might put such a rounded scheme through the next Congress, and do in a
year what might otherwise take a generation." English observers frequently
made the connection as well, particularly after the demise of the National
Recovery Administration shunted the New Deal back onto tracks more
familiar to them. Harold Laski had concluded as early as 1934 that
Roosevelt "sought, with a passionate suddenness, to do, as it were over
night, something akin to what the Liberal Government in England had
sought to do after 1906."29

For British observers, the self-serving element was strong in statements
like these. The social insurance issue made the Roosevelt-Lloyd George
parallel too neat and colored too many judgments. The critical point is that,
in thinking internationally, American and European progressives thought
backward in time to draw the lines of connection between 1930s America
and an earlier Europe. Instinctively they came back to the rhetoric of his
toricallag. When Perkins was tapped as secretary of labor in early 1933, she
wrote out an ambitious New Deal agenda. "None of it was radical," she
recalled telling Roosevelt. "It had all been tried in certain states and foreign
countries." As a general characterization of the New Deal, Perkins's claim is
not entirely accurate, but neither was it very wrong. 30

The "European" ingredients came into the New Deal agenda through
many different channels and processes. Some of them were revivals of the
war collectivism of 1917 and 1918, descendants of the Wilson administra
tion's close and careful watchfulness of the European belligerents. No
where, indeed, was the eruption of the past into the present more visible
than in the way the New Deal crisis managers reached instinctively for the
administrative tools that had seen the nation through the war. The Recon
struction Finance Corporation, centerpiece of Hoover's anti-Depression
program before the New Dealers co-opted and enlarged it, was a direct
descendent of the War Finance Corporation. The showpiece of New Deal
industrial policy in 1933 and 1934, the National Recovery Administration
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(NRA), was likewise a revival from wartime, stocked, like the Reconstruc
tion Finance Corporation, with former administrators of the war economy
and ballyhooed with techniques explicitly drawn from the war mobilization
campaigns. New circumstances made the NRA different from its War In
dustries Board predecessor. Labor, at a low ebb in early 1933, got not even a
symbolic place on the NRA's directing board. In labor's weakness and in
the absence of any clear public goal for the NRA beyond business revival
itself, the businessmen who staffed it co-opted the NRA even more thor
oughly than they had co-opted the War Industries Board. By the time the
NRA was declared unconstitutional in 1935, it was functioning essentially
as a trade association price- and production-fixing cartel. But even if the
road from David Lloyd George's Munitions Ministry to Roosevelt's NRA
was paved with unexpected turnings and hasty appropriations, it was never
theless unmistakable.31

Other transatlantic imports were injected into the New Deal by the
university experts and social-political pressure groups. The National Em
ployment System Act of 1933 was an explicit adaptation of the British labor
exchange system of 1909, a centerpiece of expert progressive unemploy
ment prevention programs on both sides of the Atlantic since the publica
tion of Beveridge's Unemployment in 1909. The drafters of the old-age and
unemployment insurance sections of the Social Security Act, as we shall see,
were steeped in European precedents.

In still other instances, the role of the pretested, European borrowing
was catalytic. Blocked itself from enactment, it set persons scrambling to
construct preemptive alternatives. The genesis of federal minimum wage
legislation, a key Perkins project, was a case in point. The proposals Perkins
first set out on the table in 1933 were a close adaptation of the British Trade
Boards Act of 1909, a core measure for American social feminists since
Florence Kelley had discovered the scheme at an international consumers'
league convention in Geneva the year before. Case-by-case administrative
judgment was its distinctive marker. Sweated trade by sweated trade, after
careful investigation of both employers' profits and employees' living stan
dards, wage minima were to be set by specially appointed trade boards in
what amounted to a kind of publicly administered adjudication process.
This idea held a key place in the minimum wage bill the administration sent
to Congress in 1937. But there it foundered on the opposition of employers
(who had no interest in opening their account books to the public), south
ern economic interests (jealous of their low-wage regional advantage), and
the AFL (still confident of the "manlier" course of strikes and bargaining).32
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The solution to this impasse, brokered by the progressive labor unions,
turned minimum wage legislation in the United States down a very differ
ent course than Perkins had imagined. Stripped of its investigative flexibil
ity and reframed as a straight wages and hours demand, the minimum wage
section of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 entered the statute books as
an across-the-board forty-hour maximum work week and forty-cent mini
mum hourly wage for most industrial trades. The result was a distinctively,
and distinctly legalistic, American measure, catalyzed into being by a bor
rowed European one.

A similar process took place in the field of labor relations. Most of the
early New Deal labor relations proposals had looked to joint employer
trade union labor policy and dispute mediation boards to inject a deeper
public element into wage bargaining. Proposals of this sort flowed out of
memories of the war labor peace of 1917 and 1918 and the reconstruction
fervor of 1919, and were mobilized by foreign precedents stretching from
the Canadian and British industrial disputes acts of 1907 and 1919 to the
economic councils of the Weimar Republic. The National Labor Board of
1933, a tripartite body of labor, management, and public representatives,
was set in this mold; Senator Robert Wagner's original labor relations bill
of 1934 followed the same basic structure. But in the cauldron of violent
and polarized passions that had been the special mark of labor relations in
the United States, with employers fiercely resistant to independent union
organization and workers just as fiercely determined to capitalize on what
they took to be the National Industrial Recovery Act's statutory protection
of their organizing rights, the labor relations structures of 1933 and 1934
could not hold. In the impasse, Wagner traded in the corporatist models for
the legal-judicial system of explicit fair labor practice rules and expert
administered regulations that has been the distinctive mark of labor rela
tions in the United States ever since-dragging Congress and a reluctant
Roosevelt along with him. 33

In other corners of the New Deal, borrowed and invented ingredients
mixed in still different forms. The New Dealers' preoccupation with elec
tric power policy-their crusade against the public utility holding compa
nies; their employment of cheap, publicly produced power from the Ten
nessee Valley project as a stick with which to beat back the monopoly
pricing of private electric utility companies; and their construction of a
public rural electrification system-had roots that stretched back to munici
pal "socialists" in late-nineteenth-century Birmingham, Glasgow, and Lon
don, and to the natural monopoly concerns of the insurgent economists
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before that. The Resettlement Administration was a hive ofmeasures carry
ing marks of the transatlantic connection somewhere on them: suburban
demonstration projects with a lineage reaching back to Letchworth and the
British garden city movement, subsistence homesteads with ties to Elwood
Mead's Australian imports, cooperatives and tenant purchase plans with
links to Ireland and Denmark. The city planning idea cropped up every
where. The work of the public housing agencies trailed a host of European
connections.

On a broader political plane, war- and reconstruction-generated visions
of a political alliance of brain and labor, dashed with La Follette's defeat in
1924, took wings again in 1936 as Franklin Roosevelt began to nudge the
Democratic Party from its nineteenth-century basis in the white South and
urban Catholic North into something much closer to the social democratic
parties of Europe. As for the political language of the New Deal, key ingre
dients of it went back still further, to the rhetorical oppositions that had
filled the German lecture halls in the 1870s and 1880s between the active
state and the blind forces of the market, between social conscience and (as
Henry Wallace put it) "the whole laissez-faire doctrine, the Manchester
school."34

All these Atlantic imports mixed with homegrown measures far less
affected by ideas or models from abroad: farm production controls, banking
and securities policy, emergency work relief, silver purchase, currency tink
ering. The trust busting of 1938 to 1940 was sui generis. So, for obvious
reasons, was Roosevelt's ill-fated attempt to bring the Supreme Court un
der closer presidential control, on which he exhausted so much of his politi
cal capital in 1937. Modify and tinker with individual elements on this
balance sheet, nonetheless, and the lopsided dominance of measures bear
ing the marks of the Atlantic progressive connection remains striking.
Whether the European measures served as working legislative models, as
generalized forms to be remade for American circumstances, or as catalysts
for preemptive legislative substitution, their cumulative impact was pro
found.

The polarity between the appropriated and the homegrown is, of
course, false and artificial. No policy measure has a single root, a clear and
crystalline origin, by which it can be tagged as either local or foreign goods.
The point is a simpler one, that lopping off the story of the New Deal at the
borders of the United States is a task that would keep a dozen Procrusteses
busy. The New Dealers lived within a world of social policy debate and
social policy invention that for two generations had extended far beyond the
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nation's borders. Those sources had helped stock progressive imaginations
with an agenda far larger than anyone polity could have constructed in
isolation. Seal the United States off from the world beyond its borders, and
the New Deal is simply not comprehensible.

First came the crisis: the unsettling of axioms, the sapping and under
mining of the ascendant structure of power and authority, the playing out of
the existing lines of policy into perceived futility, until the businessmen's
talk of a "new era" of permanent, virtually automatic prosperity seemed to
too many Americans mere words thrown against the wind. Into the vac
uum, into the temporary breach in the notion of a national genius so
unique, so providentially blessed, as to make the nation immune from the
misfortunes of the Old World, the social policy experts moved, carrying
with them their blueprints, their ready-made designs, their waiting agenda.
Even they did not always realize how deeply affected their agenda was by
the international flow of information and designs throughout the North
Atlantic economy and by their years ofwatching the making of social policy
abroad. Consciously or half-consciously, however, they pressed a vast
amount of that unfulfilled legacy into the political center.

Even the rhetoric of lag endured. "In five years I think we have caught
up twenty years," Roosevelt himself mused, with his mind on British social
policy in 1938. "If liberal government continues over another ten years we
ought to be contemporary somewhere in the late Nineteen Forties."35 The
polar contrasts and projections, the peripatetic searchings and sociological
grand tours, all knotted together in the 1930s. In the New Deal the Atlantic
progressive connection reached its culmination.

Of all the New Deal measures, the one that most clearly illustrates the
politics of the Atlantic progressive connection in its culminating, crisis mo
ment was Social Security. More than half a century later, the Social Security
Act of 1935 bids to be one of the New Deal's longest-running political
successes. The National Recovery Administration, the keystone of
Roosevelt's economic program, was gone before Roosevelt's first term was
out. The 1930s experiment in federal emergency public works was closed
down with the Second World War. New Deal housing and farm support
measures expanded in the postwar years, only to overwhelmed, at last, by
their critics. But the Social Security Act has endured. Indifferently received
by labor, whipsawed by Republican critics who made it central to their case
against the New Deal, Social Security survived nonetheless, weathering the
anti-Roosevelt forces of the late 1930s, the Republican recapture of power
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in 1952, even the social-political counterrevolution of the 1980s. The "un
American" charge thrown at the act at the time of its passage has been
quietly forgotten. Social Security's post-facto success has made it hard to
recover how near a thing its inauguration was in the 1930s and how critical
were events beyond Depression American in bringing it into being.36

Any attempt to explain the Social Security Act as a straightforward
response to the economic collapse of the 1930s has a steep, uphill road
ahead of it. Social insurance came into the Depression United States trail
ing twenty years of failed importation efforts. It had no powerful political
lobby, grassroots movement, or interest group behind it. Many of its early
supporters were tired and discouraged. With its first old-age insurance
benefits not scheduled to begin until 1942, it promised no immediate relief
from the suffering of the Depression. By draining money from wage earn
ers' pockets at a moment when there was none to spare, its net economic
effect was to retard rather than encourage recovery. Its record in Depres
sion Europe was spotty. Social insurance in 1930s America had everything
against it, in short, but the Atlantic progressive connection and the politi
cal-intellectual dynamics of crisis.

That the risks of unemployment and old-age poverty that the Social
Security Act addressed had been profoundly exacerbated by the Depression,
of course, hardly needs reemphasis. The everyday pains of the market econ
omy multiplied in the financial collapse. The unemployed haunted the
mid-1930s: "shabby men leaning against walls and lamp-posts, and standing
on street corners singly or in twos or threes," Louis Adamic reported from
Lowell, Massachusetts, in 1930, "pathetic, silent, middle-aged men in torn,
frayed overcoats or even without overcoats, broken shoes on their feet (in a
town manufacturing shoes!)." The elderly poor kept farther from public
sight; but few families did not know firsthand the risks of a gradual descent
into lower and more meanly paid work until employers eased the old out of
work altogether and forced them back on their children and grandchildren
for support. If family experience was not enough, a highly vocal lobby for
universal old-age pensions, spearheaded by the California physician Francis
Townsend, made headlines out of the issue of old-age poverty. Through its
councils of the unemployed, the Communist Party worked hard to do the
same for unemployment. The aged and the out of work were not the De
pression's only victims, but they were among its most important and most
needy. 37

But if that much was clear, it was not at all clear that what the old and
the unemployed needed in the depths of the Depression was a system of risk
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insurance. Even on the European side of the North Atlantic economy, as we
have seen, social insurance systems were only part of a complicated reper
toire of social-political devices designed to cushion men and women against
the risks of the labor market. Policy makers had several systems from which
to choose: compulsory, contributory social insurance as first outlined in
1880s Germany; categorical grants to the poor, on the model of the Danish
and British old-age pension systems; state subvention of voluntary mutual
assistance organizations, still the dominant scheme in the 1920s in France,
Belgium, and throughout Scandinavia; employer-administered employee
benefits as practiced by model employers everywhere; and, finally-along
the line toward which social democratic opinion had been running since the
Webbs' attack on Lloyd George's National Insurance Act of 1911-across
the-board social provision of minimum health and income benefits, tax
financed and universally available. When the New Zealand Labour Party
wrote its social security act along these lines in 1938, with provisions for
medical and maternity care, unemployment assistance, and old-age relief,
whose comprehensiveness contrasted sharply with the exemption-riddled,
administratively complex u.S. act of 1935, contributory insurance played
no role in it at al1. 38 The puzzle of the Social Security Act is not why the
New Deal Congress should have addressed the economic hazards of unem
ployment and old age, but why it should have done so through insurance.

To be sure, of the factors running in social insurance's favor, among the
strongest was its rapid expansion in 1920s Europe. Sometimes in answer to
popular demand, more often in an effort to co-opt and diminish public
pressure, systems of social insurance had broadened in the wake of the war.
Health, old-age, and accident insurance systems were expanded to cover
broader classes ofworkers and to include their survivors and family depend
ents. Although state-administered systems of unemployment insurance re
mained rarer than other forms of risk insurance, they, too, had developed
markedly since the British experiment of 1911. In Britain itself, in a rush to
satisfy the demands of demobilized soldiers, unemployment insurance cov
erage had been extended in 1920 from the seven specified cyclical trade
sectors of 1911 to embrace industrial wage earners across the board, in
creasing fivefold the number of covered workers. In Germany, where un
employment insurance had been under discussion since the opening decade
of the century, the republic made good on an early promise with a compre
hensive unemployment act in 1927.39

More striking was the grafting of social insurance systems onto older,
differently configured social policies. In Britain in 1925, rather than accede
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to labor demands for expansion of the old-age pension act of 1908, a Con
servative government added a contributory old-age insurance system for
wage earners between ages sixty-five and seventy. In France, where popular
resistance had quashed an early experiment in compulsory old-age insur
ance in 1910, the Parliament signed on to comprehensive health and old
age wage earners' insurance in 1928-nationalizing a system the Germans
had installed in Alsace-Lorraine before the First World War.40

But if social insurance was far more widespread in 1929 than in 1914, it
would be a mistake to assume that it had eclipsed the other alternatives.
Belgium retained its policy of subsidizing voluntary health insurance mutu
als into the Second World War, Sweden into the early 1950s, and Denmark
until 1960. In Canada, Australasia, and Britain itself, straight tax-financed
pensions remained the linchpin of old-age social policy, not contributory
insurance. Even after the German unemployment insurance act of 1927,
state-subsidized labor union unemployment benefits remained the Euro
pean norm.41

While social insurance systems grew in 1920s Europe, in the United
States social insurance made so little headway during the 1920s that many
of its friends had begun to back away toward more politically promising
alternatives. The American Association for Labor Legislation, seared by its
defeat on the health insurance front, hunkered down in the early 1920s on
its old, core issues: improved standards of workmen's compensation, mine
and factory safety legislation, and the prevention of occupational diseases.

In 1923 the AALL edged back into more controversial waters by join
ing forces with a revived movement for state-based pensions for the elderly
poor. The alliance for old-age pensions, a coalition of progressive labor
federations, fraternal organizations, and university-trained social policy ex
perts, came closer than any of its pre-World War I counterparts to replicat
ing the progressive-labor coalitions familiar in western Europe. Among its
prime movers was James Maurer, president of the Pennsylvania State Fed
eration of Labor, a key figure in the Conference for Progressive Political
Action, and a labor socialist with broad commitments to workers' education
and labor politics. Its administrative energy was provided by Abraham Ep
stein, a young Russian-born economist who had served as research director
for Maurer's state commission on old-age pensions before moving on to
direct the old-age pension lobbying efforts of the Fraternal Order of the
Eagles.

Epstein, who had an accent thick enough to cut with a hatchet, his
friends recalled, was a very different figure than John Andrews or John
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Commons, but his path toward policy expertise was the stock one: graduate
work in economics, a stint of social policy research, and European contacts.
Early on, Epstein struck up a correspondence with the leading social insur
ance experts in London, Vienna, and in the International Labor Organiza
tion offices in Geneva and Montreal. He arranged for himself a year abroad
to study social welfare provisions in Russia and western Europe, pouring
the fruits of his investigation into the 140-page summary of every public
old-age assistance and insurance program in the world that was the climax
of his The Challenge of the Aged in 1928. But Epstein's labor allies and
fraternal employers had no interest in the mandatory wage checkoffs en
tailed in compulsory old-age insurance. Accommodating themselves to
their constituencies and the times, Epstein and the AALL experts went
along with the case for simple, British-style, means-tested grants to the
elderly poor.42

When unemployment came back on the AALL's agenda in the late
1920s, the association's tactical retreat from the social insurance principle
was even more clearly pronounced. In Wisconsin Andrews's teacher John
Commons had already departed from the idea that temporary unemploy
ment was an insurable, fated risk. To Commons and his students, the key
task in unemployment policy was to turn the social costs of frequent layoffs
back onto the industries responsible for them. Workmen's compensation
was their model: a compensatory levy against businesses for every out-of
work employee they dumped back on society. The Commons proposal was
an ingenious invention, half radical, half reactionary depending on which of
its facets one fastened on. By raising the cost of boom-and-bust hiring
practices, the Commons proposal was designed to force structural changes
toward more stable payrolls. At the same time, to protect businesses from
limitless penalties, the Wisconsin scheme capped the unemployment liabil
ity employers might accrue. During good times, industries would be re
quired to pay into a "reserve" fund to compensate workers they laid off; if,
in bad times, the fund should be exhausted, that would be the end of the
matter. Regularization of employment was the goal of the Commons pro
posal, not risk insurance; its focus was on the employers' incentives and
pocketbook, not the wage earners' guaranteed minimum.43

In the early 1920s, when the idea of employment "reserve" funds was
new, Commons had defended the scheme as a direct outgrowth of Euro
pean experience. By the end of the decade, however, swinging with the
rhetorical winds of the "new era," he and his coworkers were touting the
idea as "extraordinarily an individualistic and capitalistic scheme"-"poles"
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apart from European unemployment insurance. When the AALL launched
a nationwide campaign for the Commons bill in the winter of 1930-31, it
followed suit. In an extraordinary turn on its internationalist past, An
drews's organization now trumpeted the "distinctly American" genius of
the plan, which was indebted to no nation's experience but its own.44

While the experts hesitated over the social insurance principle or, like
Commons, decamped outright, employers resisted it. A handful of employ
ers experienced in company-based group insurance benefits joined the
AALL itself, where they gave its key committees a less university-centered
and more conservative look than before. For most employers, however,
keeping vigilant watch against state incursions into the benefits field was the
simpler and more common course. The National Civic Federation and the
National Industrial Conference Board both campaigned actively against
state social insurance initiatives throughout the early 1930s. So did the
major insurance companies, even in fields, like unemployment insurance,
that they admitted were commercially unprofitable.

All these factors-the resistance of employers and insurance companies
to public incursions into areas they were determined to stake out as their
own; the labor legislation experts' retreat toward safer, more "American"
ground; and the absence of a popular constituency for contributory social
insurance-effectively countered the policy drift toward more systematic
systems of social insurance abroad. In a profoundly weary address to the
American Association for Labor Legislation in 1930, I. M. Rubinow la
mented the need to explain, from the bottom up, the social insurance prin
ciples that such an audience would already have understood, without elabo
ration, fifteen years before. Progressives, he complained, now talked of
"workmen's compensation, mothers' pensions, sick benefits, medical organiza
tion, old age security, wage fund reserves, and what not." No one now talked
of social insurance. The comprehensive social insurance agenda of the 1910s
had fallen apart into a dozen issues, conceptually and administratively iso
lated from one another.45

If Rubinow exaggerated the dissolution of the prewar social insurance
movement, the Depression in itself did little to return it to public favor. To
the contrary, where social insurance systems were most systematically
elaborated, in Germany and Britain, the economic crisis swept over them
like a massive sea. In Britain, acute strains on the unemployment insurance
system had begun shortly after the war. The economic contraction of 1920
21 was relatively brief as market crises go, but it was sharp enough to
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exhaust the unemployment fund established under the 1920 act before it
had had a chance to build up an adequate reserve. Under intense pressure
not to default on the promised benefits, British policy makers slowly backed
into a system of simple, tax-financed, out-of-work relief. The "dole," as it
became known, preserved the rhetorical facade of an insurance system, but
patched together out of emergency supplements and extensions, it was
never one in fact. By 1931, the system's books showed the reserve fund in
arrears by 115 million pounds.46

British unemployment insurance was, in short, a conservative's night
mare made flesh: a system of politicized entitlements broken free of its
initial economic restraints, a Band-Aid on an economy that ran recession
level unemployment rates in every year of the 1920s. To organized labor, on
the other hand, out-of-work benefits were a rock from which it would not
be moved. Forced into a crisis by London bankers who refused to float new
government bonds in the summer of 1931 without substantial cuts in gov
ernment outlays in general and in the dole in particular, the two-year-old
Labour government caviled, compromised, and finally broke apart. British
Conservatives succeeded in putting unemployment insurance back on a
more modest and stable footing in 1934. But by the mid-1930s few British
policy makers still imagined that social insurance alone could avail against a
full-blown, cyclical collapse of market values.

In Germany, the unraveling of the interwar unemployment insurance
system proceeded even faster than in Britain, and the political fallout
proved far more grim. From almost six million recipients in the unemploy
ment insurance system's first winter, in 1927, the number of persons receiv
ing benefits had tripled to almost eighteen million by 1930. Where the
British chose to sustain payments and bankrupt the reserve fund, the last
Weimar governments exhausted themselves in slashing unemployment
benefits-notwithstanding their contractual obligations to workers, whose
wage checkoffs had been duly paid into the system fund. Either way, the
cardinal principles of insurance went by the boards. By mid-1931 the Ger
man government was simply shedding the unemployed as rapidly as possi
ble onto local poor relief funds. After 1933 the National Socialists were
content to let the rest of the social insurance system stand, once they had
cashiered the principle of democratic self-management in the health insur
ance mutuals; but the heart of Nazi social politics lay not in the insurance
idea but in party-controlled charity funds, raised through mass rallies and
thinly disguised business extortion and distributed as local party bosses saw
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fit. Conceived as a means of easing short-term irregularities in the wage
labor market, unemployment insurance had proved, in short, no match at
all for a general crisis of capitalism itself.47

Health and old-age insurance systems weathered the Depression better
than unemployment insurance. But it did not take any exceptional eco
nomic wisdom to see that the institution of a new social insurance system
with its long delays and reserve-fund requirements-was economically
counterproductive in depression times. Old-age insurance, given its need
for exceptionally large long-term reserves, was particularly problematic.
Labor unionists, businessmen, and the proto-Keynesians in the Roosevelt
administration all warned of the contractionist consequences of any new
social insurance wage taxes. The administration's calculation that an unem
ployment insurance fund instituted in the United States in the early 1920s
would have accumulated a surplus large enough to have significantly damp
ened the investment contraction of 1929 and 1930 was, in the context,
beside the point.48 Burdening the economy with new wage taxes near the
bottom of the business cycle's deflationary phase in order to build up long
term social insurance funds for the future would almost certainly delay the
moment of economic recovery. When the flood waters lap at one's door
step, the prudent thing is not to begin to stockpile a long-term supply of
sandbags; it is to shore up the levees.

Given all these constraints, it is hardly surprising that the institution of
new social insurance systems came virtually to a halt in the early 1930s.
Canadian Conservatives pushed through an unemployment insurance act
on the New Deal's example in 1935, only to be voted out of office and
watch their Liberal successors nullify the measure in the courtS.49 The
Swedish unemployment benefits act of 1934 was a belated, subsidarist
measure. New Zealand's Social Security Act of 1938 eschewed insurance
principles altogether. Only in the United States was there a major push
forward in social insurance during the Depression decade. From both a
comparativist and a functionalist point of view, in short, the Social Security
Act of 1935 can only seem the product of peculiarly misplaced timing.

Public pressure offers no easy answer to the American anomaly. Nei
ther public outcry nor broad-based interest-group coalitions forced the
social insurance breakthrough of the 1930s. The key interest groups were
indifferent or divided. The AFL had dropped its long-standing objection to
contributory social insurance in 1932, but its heart was where it had always
been, in higher wages, shorter hours, guaranteed union recognition, and
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countercyclical public works employment at union wages. Granted a place
on the Committee on Economic Security's advisory council, labor's repre
sentatives rarely attended and did nothing to affect the legislative outcome.

A handful of leading welfare capitalists-General Electric's Gerard
Swope and Eastman Kodak's Marion Folsom most prominent among
them-played a much more active role in the act's construction. As their
corporate welfare provisions became increasingly difficult to sustain in the
early 1930s, some welfare capitalists found themselves attracted to the idea
of mandating across-the-board packages of employer-provided risk assur
ances so as to equalize their own labor costs with those of their competitors.
But the great majority of businessmen were deeply, instinctually hostile to
compulsory social insurance. The National Association of Manufacturers
testified vigorously in opposition to it. The National Industrial Conference
Board bent its energies to demonstrating that unemployment was not an
insurable risk. Even the welfare capitalists, when the administration's draft
bill came out of Frances Perkins's committee, lobbied heavily for special
exemptions from it. In a poll of attitudes toward New Deal legislation in
1939 and 1940, only the National Labor Relations Act, the Undistributed
Profits Tax, and the Works Progress Administration (WPA) were more
unpopular among business executives than the Social Security Act. Given
the history of social insurance politics in the United States, even the
qualified endorsement of prominent large-scale welfare capitalists was an
event of no mean consequence, but it does not begin to approach
sufficiency as an explanation for the act itself. so

The strongest popular mandates ran toward simple, immediate relief.
On that, both left and right agreed. The biggest noise on welfare issues was
Townsendism, with its program of old-age pensions for everyone over age
sixty-provided they agreed to leave the wage force and did their economic
part by spending their pensions as quickly as they received them. The
radical left backed a bill that would have guaranteed wages for every worker
for as long as he or she was out of work, without either workers' contribu
tions or any pretense of insurance. Conservatives rallied around traditional,
means-tested relief; centrists around state pensions for the elderly poor. S1

Social feminists, for their part, were too well aware how little security
wage-based insurance offered women and children to be enthusiastic. Dur
ing the formative debates over the Social Security Act in the winter of
1934-35, Grace and Edith Abbott's Social Service Review kept up a steady
drumbeat of dissent from the social insurance idea, buttressing the case with
a flurry of quotations from the British left. The Abbotts' ideal was not
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insurance but straightforward assistance grants on the mothers' pension
model-adequate to need, without stigma, work requirements, or wage
deductions. 52 European progressives, as the Abbotts knew, were already
thinking their way toward universalizing the same principles: tax-financed
social provisions unlinked from wage earning, uncomplicated by the com
plexities of reserve funds and actuarial mathematics, unmediated by the
institutions of (male) working-class mutualite. Amid all these crisscrossing
voices, not even Roosevelt claimed to have heard a public clamor for social
Insurance.

The breakthrough of social insurance in 1930s America, in short, can be
laid to none of the conventional causal motors: economic need, interest
group insistence, grassroots political pressure, or the exigencies of the
emergency itself. Only within the intellectual economy of catastrophe does
the logic of the Social Security Act begin to fall into place. In the moment's
hunger for solutions, social insurance came into the crisis premade and
pretested, its arguments fully formed and elaborated.

Social insurance was part of the policy agenda of the past. But if, as the
Atlantic-facing progressives had so long believed, the world's nations were
arrayed in a common line of march, then the very anachronism of social
insurance turned in its favor-transforming it into a symbolic marker, a
milepost past which, sooner or later, even the laggards must progress. It was
this conviction that eased the New Dealers past the otherwise unsettling
spectacle of the unraveling of social insurance abroad, past the economic
inopportuneness of launching their experiment at the depths of the business
cycle, past the counterarguments that there should be no distraction from
the urgencies of immediate relief. Its very pastness helped make social in
surance compelling.

Franklin Roosevelt himself knew this logic as well as anyone. It is a
commonplace to describe Roosevelt as a naIf on issues of labor and capital,
his eclectic mental storehouse stocked with barely a shred of economic
learning. The list of those who claimed to have been his tutors is yards long.
Frances Perkins, his chief adviser on labor affairs first in Albany and then in
Washington, was one of them. It was she, she herself liked to remember,
who during Roosevelt's years in the New York governor's office between
1929 and 1933 had served as matchmaker between Roosevelt and experts on
unemployment relief and employment stabilization. As labor secretary she
deserved no small credit for shaping New Deal labor policy along the lines
the AALL had outlined as early as 1914: British-style public labor ex-
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changes, public works, employment regularization, and unemployment in
surance. But when Rexford Tugwell, another eager tutor, entered the
Brains Trust's conversations with Roosevelt in the spring of 1932, he found
social insurance was one of the things Roosevelt knew a great deal about,
and with expansive conviction. Perkins's concentrated focus on unemploy
ment insurance was not Roosevelt's. What he had in mind was comprehen
sive risk insurance for everyone: universal insurance against old age, unem
ployment, ill health, and disability, administered simply and efficiently
through the Post Office.53

There was no mystery to the provenance of Roosevelt's convictions.
New York State had long been the cockpit of the social insurance battles;
most of the major clearinghouses of social welfare ideas were headquartered
there. Even as blithe a young progressive as Roosevelt could not keep them
altogether out of his formative air. To this one must add Roosevelt's in
stinctual fiscal conservatism, to which the contributory aspects of social
insurance were, from the first, congenial. He had been severely disap
pointed as governor when a special New York commission in 1930 had
recommended tax-financed pensions for the elderly poor rather than a self
financing system of contributory old-age insurance.54 Add, finally, the ele
ment of national rivalry that had helped propel social insurance schemes,
leapfrog-fashion, toward ever more comprehensiveness, and one has a
pretty fair reading of the convictions that Tugwell found fully formed in the
campaign summer of 1932. As Lloyd George had boasted in 1911 of beating
Germany at Bismarck's game, one cannot miss Roosevelt's desire to go
down in history as having trumped them both.

What ultimately put social insurance back on the agenda in early 1930s
America, however, was not Roosevelt's ambitions-important as they
were-nor even Perkins's. It was the quiet, structural, behind-the-scenes
institutionalization of European-acquired social insurance knowledge in the
key university economics departments and policy centers. If John An
drews's AALL, scarred by defeat, was in no mood to refight the social
insurance battles of the 1910s in the old, bloodied trenches, a rival, largely
younger cohort, primed with the best social policy expertise the North
Atlantic economy afforded, had fewer inhibitions. There were many exam
ples of the type: William Leiserson, who had gotten his start in 1910 as
director of the European investigations of the New York state commission
on employers' liability and unemployment relief and now chaired the Ohio
Commission on Unemployment Insurance, whose model bill for Euro
pean-style contributory unemployment insurance in 1932 competed with
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the Commons plan for expert approval; economists Paul Douglas and Alvin
Hansen, key players in the unemployment insurance revival, both of whom
had honed their ideas in Europe while on Guggenheim fellowships; Isador
Lubin of the Brookings Institution and Robert Wagner's staff, and a key
administration adviser on economic issues after 1934; Eveline Burns, who
had brought her expertise in wage maintenance policies from the London
School of Economics faculty to Columbia University in the late 1920s.55

Health insurance ideas found their refuge in the private philanthropic
foundations whose public health endeavors had kept them close to issues of
medical economics. In the late 1920s the Milbank Memorial Fund had
commissioned the one-time chief medical officer of the English Local Gov
ernment Board, Arthur Newsholme, to conduct an exhaustive, country-by
country survey of the relationship between public and private health efforts
that culminated in Newsholme's stirring restatement of the social impera
tive in medical care, compulsory public health insurance included. Within
its own staff, the fund quietly accumulated a key cluster of public health
insurance experts, two of whom were to become the primary framers of the
health insurance section of the administration's social security proposals in
1934 and 1935.56 Even I. M. Rubinow returned to the social insurance cause
in the late 1920s. On ground that the AALL had once claimed as its own,
Abraham Epstein's American Association for Old Age Security broadened
its name and program in the early 1930s to embrace all the social insur
ances. "The [social] insurance crowd has swooped down on [the administra
tion] with a program all ready as to what to do to-day, tomorrow, and the
day after," Grace Abbott reported with some dismay in the fall of 1934; "the
rest of us talk on rather general principles."57

What gave these conduits of European social insurance ideas their po
litical opportunity was, as so often before, an impasse, this one over emer
gency federal relief. Everyone had recognized that the emergency federal
relief payments of the first New Deal winter, 1933-34, were a policy stop
gap, an extraordinary, temporary effort to shore up local relief funds that
had long passed their point of exhaustion. The emergency federal works
program, which somehow found a place for more than four million persons
in the New Deal's first year, was a stopgap of the same sort. By February
1934 an astonishing 22 percent of the nation's population was dependent on
the three major federal emergency relief agencies. 58 Levels of this sort
would have been impossible to sustain, even had the New Dealers them
selves not harbored deeply ambivalent feelings about the course into which
the crisis had backed them. That first winter was not to be the end of



emergency work relief; the WPA was still to come. But most New Dealers,
and most especially Roosevelt himself, were uneasy with emergency relief.
Harry Hopkins would eventually propose making the WPA part of the
permanent New Deal, but Roosevelt could not rid himself of the sense that
even work relief was simply another kind of "dole."

By the end of the New Deal's first winter, the New Dealers' mounting
questions about their own Band-Aid work suddenly raised the value of
whatever structural, longer-run programs the policy makers could con
struct. As the administration's primary work relief agency, the Civil Works
Administration, began to shutter its doors in the spring of 1934, more
urgent still was the administration's fear that Congress might be stampeded
into a program of straight-out grants or Townsend-style "pensions." In this
double pinch, speed was of the essence. When in haste the New Dealers
ransacked their cupboards for ready-made, structural alternatives to the
clamor for relief, what they found, fully enough formed to make it quickly
serviceable, was the progressives' project of social insurance.

Once more the testing ground became Europe, this time less for new
ideas than for administrative experience and, above all, rhetorical advan
tage. Britain, where the collision between the Labour government and the
London bankers had put British unemployment policy in the headlines in
1931, was the focal point, and on it both critics and advocates of social
insurance descended anew. Lee Frankel, veteran of the Russell Sage Foun
dation's social insurance investigation of 1908, spent the spring and sum
mer of 1931 in Europe gathering social insurance data on assignment for
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. Teams of investigators from the
National Industrial Conference Board and the Rockefeller-financed Indus
trial Relations Counselors were sent abroad, the former to prove that un
employment was essentially an uninsurable risk, the latter to demonstrate,
in a series of carefully structured monographs, that it was not. Edwin Witte,
successor to Charles McCarthy at the Wisconsin Legislative Reference
Library, who would soon find himself tapped as head of the Social Security
Act's drafting team, undertook a study of European methods of social insur
ance and relief in 1931. Frances Perkins herself made the trip to Europe the
same year at Roosevelt's urging. 59

The chances that the investigators would find much common ground
were small. To the National Industrial Conference Board's team, the criti
cal fact in Britain was the fiscal breakdown ofunemployment insurance into
a scheme of permanent, expensive, politically driven relief that propped up
wages at artificially high levels and undermined the general will to work.
Social insurance's partisans, to the contrary, struggled to turn the focus of
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the argument to the morale of the unemployed. Helen Hall, Lillian Wald's
successor at the Henry Street Settlement, set out for England in 1932 with
that specifically in mind. Perkins, like Hall, thought the most important
lesson to be learned from England was that working-class dignity and self
respect had been far more effectively preserved under the "dole" than under
the humiliations and irregularity of American-style charity. The British
themselves, Molly Ray Carroll noted, talked casually of "revolution insur
ance." The point of these journeys was not agreement; the point was, even
as their own domestic crisis stared them in the face, how much of the
American argument ran through other nations' experiences.6o

When in the summer of 1934 Roosevelt authorized Perkins to gather
together an interdepartmental cadre of experts to draft a comprehensive
federal social insurance act, she drew her staff exceptionally heavily from
persons with an expert knowledge of the European precedents. "We ex
pected them to be familiar with every experiment in social insurance in
every country," Perkins remembered her staff appointments years later.
"We expected them to make reasonable, practical choices among patterns
tried in different countries. [And] we expected them to remember that this
was the United States in the years 1934-1935. "61 In an effort to sidestep the
interexpert rivalry over unemployment policy, she snubbed several of the
most prominent Atlantic-traveled progressives-Andrews, Rubinow, and
Epstein among them. But among the younger, technically trained experts
recruited for the work, there was ample enough knowledge of European
social insurance practices to shape the results to their borrowed template.

To take charge of drafting the key, unemployment insurance provisions
of the act, Perkins appointed a Canadian-American expert on European and
American unemployment measures, Bryce Stewart. A former director of
the Canadian public employment service, itself modeled closely on the
British Labour Exchanges Act of 1909, Stewart had moved to Chicago in
the early 1920s to administer the Amalgamated Clothing Workers' new
joint union-employer unemployment board, and from there to join Indus
trial Relations Counselors, where he helped direct investigations of Euro
pean unemployment insurance. Beveridge's writings had years before con
verted Stewart to belief in the principle of a comprehensive unemployment
policy, including publicly-administered unemployment insurance. The U.S.
Labor Department's expert on Perkins's task force, Isador Lubin, had him
self just sent to press a highly positive assessment of British unemployment
and relief administration. 62

Leadership of the old-age insurance section of the drafting team went
to Barbara Nachtrieb Armstrong, a professor of law at the University of
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California, whose Insuring the Essentials-an extraordinarily comprehensive
digest of European provisions for income maintenance-had been publish
ed two years before. "The laggard nation of the western world in the field of
socio-economic administration," she had called the United States: "the
most backward of all the nations of commercial importance." Perkins was
not deeply committed to the old-age section of the committee's work;
Thomas Eliot of the Technical Board was virtually certain the old-age
insurance section would not survive its congressional opposition. But Arm
strong, hard driven and sharp tongued, used her distance from the spotlight
on unemployment to draft the only section of the Social Security Act to go
to Congress with a workable social insurance scheme actually spelled out.
Drafting of the health insurance section went to I. S. Falk and Edgar Syden
stricker, who were on loan for the purposes from the Milbank Memorial
Fund.63

The staff head of the Committee on Economic Security, Edwin Witte,
a Commons protege brought from the Wisconsin Industrial Commission,
was a much less cosmopolitan figure, but he too had made his sociological
pilgrimage to Europe. Among the first tasks to which he set his young
University of Wisconsin assistant, Wilbur Cohen, was compiling every
thing Cohen could find about social insurance systems abroad. At one point,
for good measure, the committee quietly imported a pair of social insurance
experts from the International Labor Organization for advice.64

The European-informed experts on the committee's staff did not have
the arena all to themselves. In the key working groups they rubbed shoul
ders with others recruited for their knowledge of commercial insurance or
company pension and benefits plans. The influence of this latter group was
not unimportant. But the concentration of Europe-based expertise remains
striking; in almost any other era, it would have been politically unimagin
able. With other nations' experience in the front of their minds, the drafters
refit the social insurance idea for the United States.

The shapers of the Social Security Act were in no danger of forgetting
that they were making policy for the United States in 1934 and 1935; they
were policy constructors, not copyists. The point is more subtle and more
important: how much the very definition of social knowledge and expertise
in 1930s America had become bound up in the Atlantic progressive connec
tion, and how fully the idea of economic security had taken shape within it.

The experts' moment in the making of social policy is fundamental, but it is
transient. Even as the Committee on Economic Security's staff debated and
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drafted policy behind closed doors, and at breakneck speed, the cruder
forces of politics began to dispose of it. Health insurance was the first
casualty. When Falk and Sydenstricker bogged down in their drafting, the
American Medical Association seized the initiative with a preemptive vote
in opposition to any form of public health insurance. Perkins, whose heart
did not stray far from the unemployment provisions of the bill, thought a
protracted fight over health insurance would kill the rest, and Roosevelt
agreed. Though Falk and Sydenstricker labored on with their report, health
insurance effectively dropped off the table.65

Politics of a different sort overwhelmed the interexpert competition
between "reserve" and insurance principles in unemployment benefits. Ste
wart lobbied for a nationwide unemployment insurance system, with provi
sion for the largest employers to opt out of it with equivalent benefits of
their own. Paul Kellogg tried to rally left-wing progressives around the
establishment of stringent national standards for state-run plans. But fearful
of entangling the act in a contentious dispute over the Commons scheme
for unemployment "reserves," and still more fearful of the Supreme Court's
looming veto opportunity, Perkins forced the unemployment insurance sec
tion of the act into a constitutionally minimalist mold that left virtually all
the administrative details to the individual states. Even the term "insur
ance" was carefully concealed within the bill behind a screen of euphe
misms, though only blindfolded Justice herself could have held any doubt
about the act's intentions.66

To the old-age and unemployment insurance sections of the act, Chil
dren's Bureau staffers added subsidies for state mothers' pension systems
and, still closer to their heart, some of the key child health provisions that
the Republican Congress had let lapse in the late 1920s. To make the whole
thing politically palatable, direct grants-in-aid were extended to the states
for a number of family welfare and public health programs and, more gen
erously still, for categorical, British-style payments to the elderly poor.

It was the popularity of the last section that ultimately pulled the rest
through Congress. The insurance sections, by contrast, ran into much more
considerable flack. Conservatives, beating the old corruption drum, worried
that the reserves proposed under the old-age insurance section of the act
would become simply a gigantic political slush fund. Southerners wielded
their potential veto power to slice out every phrase in the act that the courts
might have construed as equalizing black and white welfare benefits-and,
with the help of Roosevelt's always fiscally cautious secretary of the treas
ury, to cut workers in agriculture, which was still the core of the southern
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economy, out of both the old-age and unemployment insurance provisions
of the act.

By the time other congressional constituencies had stricken domestic
servants and (for the unemployment purposes of the act) small business
employees from coverage, the act's targeted population had been contorted
into a form unlike anything seen in the prototypes abroad. Social insurance
came into 1930s America not as universal, citizenship-based insurance, as
Roosevelt had let himself imagine it. Neither was it insurance targeted, like
Bismarck's or Lloyd George's, at wage earners, with their special economic
insecurities and special political loyalties. Coverage under the Social Secu
rity Act of 1935 wound its way across the socioeconomic map like a gerry
mandered congressional district, according to the political strength of the
affected groups.

The familiar gauntlet of politics, in short, did its work-compromising,
amending, crippling, revising. Further from sight but no less effectively, the
dominant preexisting institutions did their work as well. The big insurance
companies, having themselves come onto the public dole through their
Reconstruction Finance Corporation loans in the early 1930s, no longer
had the political standing to block social insurance as they had between
1915 and 1919. This time they contented themselves with defeating a Euro
pean-style provision for supplementary old-age annuities that would have
been purchased through the Post Office. But the logic of commercial insur
ance so pervaded the air in 1930s America (as the friendly societies once had
in Britain, and the Hilfskassen before that in Germany) that the New Dealers
could not escape it. To Roosevelt the difference between relief and insur
ance was absolute. It was he who insisted that the system of old-age insur
ance be self-financing, even at the expense of delaying the first benefits
under the act until an actuarially sufficient fund could be built up. Only with
considerable difficulty was he won over in 1939 to the common European
expedient of transition benefits to bring in those who were too close to
retirement age to make significant contributions. It was Roosevelt, too, who
rejected an imitation of the British move, in 1934, to integrate social insur
ance with relief, dovetailing the systems designed to keep workers from
falling into poverty with the systems designed to sustain them should the
safety net fail to work. "Sound insurance finances" occupied a deeply fixed
place in Roosevelt's mind; it was when Britain and Germany had departed
from it, he was sure, that their unemployment benefits systems had un
raveled.67

More deeply than they knew, the technical drafters of the Social Secu-
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rity Act also absorbed assumptions from the commercial models all around
them. In Britain the flat-rate principle of the turn-of-the-century old-age
pensions campaign still carried weight. German social insurance grouped its
beneficiaries into a few broad wage classes. In the United States, in contrast,
the Social Security Board, like a well-run insurance company or employer
administered pension plan, was expected to peg each person's benefits pre
cisely to his or her individual earnings record in a discreet, individualized
account. The editors of the London Economist thought the idea of individu
ally tracked lifetime accounts so extraordinarily expensive and administra
tively top heavy that it could not conceivably survive, but their judgment
underestimated the force of preexisting ideas and institutions. Reliant for
their risk calculations on experts borrowed from insurance companies and
corporate benefits offices, on the defensive in pressing social insurance into
the breach where public opinion would have chosen a simpler system of
tax-financed relief, and deeply nervous about the ability of their work to
survive constitutional scrutiny, the drafters of the old-age insurance section
of the Social Security Act took refuge in the commercial principles around
them.68

New Deal social insurance took the form not of a broad contract be
tween social groups but of myriad private contracts between individuals and
the state. Unlike most models abroad, no general tax funds supplemented
the system's employer and employee taxes, despite Epstein's and Kellogg's
urging on the matter. Of the intermediary social institutions in 1930s
America-labor unions, churches, fraternal societies, and the rest-only
employers were recognized by the Social Security Act. The garment trades'
joint labor-management boards were set aside as a false start. There was to
be no devolution of responsibility onto smaller, more democratic agencies,
no recognition of intermediate solidarities, no clumping of persons to
gether. When Epstein and others objected that social insurance and com
mercial insurance were instruments for fundamentally different purposes,
they might as well have been shouting upwind.69

Still, for all these compromises and limitations, 1935 brought a social
insurance variant, unmistakable in its European progeny, past the obstacles
that had so long blocked its importation into the American polity. Epstein,
never an easy compromiser, hoped the Supreme Court would set it aside
and let the experts, under less drastic pressures of time and politics, see if
they could get it right. But if it is a mistake to ignore the profound remold
ings through which social insurance passed in its Atlantic crossing, it would
be a still greater mistake to ignore the ways in which the Atlantic connec-
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tion had shaped and empowered it. The Social Security Act was not an
answer to the economic insecurity of the Depression. Its social insurance
provisions did virtually nothing for the third of the nation that was hungry,
ragged, and ill-housed, on whose behalf Roosevelt would campaign in 1936.
Social insurance had everything against it in the 1930s except the piled up
logjam of the past, the behind-the-scenes institutionalization of social-po
litical expertise, and, most important, the weight of other nations' prece
dents.

What the social insurance revival in the 1930s showed was that in cases
in which the social policy experts could do their initial drafting work in
relative political isolation, or piggyback their imports on other, more popu
lar measures, crisis itself could ease a borrowed social-political measure
across national differences in customs, law, and politics. It should not
diminish the experts' work to recognize that the problems the act addressed
were problems of other times and contexts. The New Deal was full of such
things; it was an overstocked warehouse of reform proposals tumbling into
the political center. Where the crisis's need for speed gave them space in
which to work, the New Deal was the cosmopolitan progressives' moment.
It was their opportunity to match their years of observation, their sense of
behindhandedness, and their fact-crammed digests of international prece
dents to a brief sense in the public at large-if only a crisis-born hint and
suspicion-that the United States might not be, after all, in the lead in
progress's race.

Solidarity Imagined

The New Dealers did not often enjoy the distance from day-to-day politics
that the basic framing of the Social Security Act had granted them. The
larger collective and community visions they inherited from the progressive
past could not be realized in the expert work of a technical committee.
Constructed much closer to the public eye and to the gauntlet lines of
interest-group politics, none of their community designs survived with the
longevity of the Social Security Act. But one misreads the New Deal if one
seeks its meaning only in the pages of statute books. The New Dealers had
their own style ofvisual social politics, their own imagined forms of solidar
ity-their own community and cooperative visions no less intense than
those of the prewar and 1920s progressives, not the least because they were,
in so many respects, extensions of them.
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The affinity between the community ideals of the early-twentieth
century progressives and their New Deal successors has not always been
well acknowledged. It is a commonplace to describe the 1930s progressive
imagination as national not local, economic and political not moral or so
ciological. As capital's wings spread, so did the field of progressive politics.
For the old, uphill task of bringing each state legislature, model bill by
model bill, up to the standards of enlightened social-political practice, the
New Dealers had little remaining patience. Nationalizing the "general wel
fare" clause of the Constitution, firing off new federal agencies like alpha
betic Roman candles, they rode as hard as Congress and the courts would
permit over the carefully defended barriers between the general powers of
the states and the restricted and enumerated powers of the federal govern
ment. In a land where, in 1906, H. G. Wells had thought a sense of the state
so weak as barely to exist at all, the New Dealers produced a quantum
growth in the scope of central governance.

With a political canvas as large as the nation itself, the New Dealers no
longer focused their political imagination on the great cities, as Howe and
Ely's generation had. Pieces of the progressives' urban agenda, to be sure,
endured into the 1930s. In a few cities, municipalizers took advantage of the
business collapse to draw private, Depression-weakened transit lines into
public hands. In New York City, Mayor Fiorello La Guardia engineered the
consolidation of the city's financially exhausted subway lines into a single
public system, realizing the ambitions municipal ownership campaigners
had first broached forty years before. In Washington, D.C., the New Deal
ers gave Daniel Burnham's 1902 city plan a second wind in a spate of vista
and monument building. But not even Frederic Howe himself still thought
of cities, now shaken to their fiscal core by the Depression, as free-standing
laboratories of democracy-or, even less, that the nation's political destiny
might hinge (as it had once seemed) on streetcars and municipal lighting
plants, convergent boulevards and civic centers. The most profitable of the
urban utility monopolies had long since burst their city boundaries, faster
than the municipalizers could follow, to establish themselves as regional
electric power grids or national holding companies. Urban progressive poli
tics was hardly played out in the 1930s, but the cities, awash in crises of
relief and employment, no longer served as the key experiment stations for
social politics.

The solidarities that caught the New Dealers' imagination most vividly
were smaller in scale than the great cities and stronger in face-to-face rela
tions than the nation or even the "people" to whom the New Dealers often
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appealed. Although it was in the nature of the new federal agencies to
collect power, jockeying with each other in a running struggle over author
ity and appropriations that took all of Roosevelt's negotiating skill to hold
in check, in looking back on the New Deal from the bureaucratic and
administrative state that it, half inadvertently, helped to create, it is hard not
to be struck by the decentralist elements in the New Deal political imagina
tion. Under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, local farmers' associations
voted on acreage controls, setting production quotas, as it were, for the
great commons of wheat and cotton. Soil conservation and grazing districts
were run by the vote of local growers and ranchers; labor representation
issues were put to a referendum of each work site's wage earners. Local
cooperatives distributed power under the rural electrification program; co
operative associations marketed agricultural goods in the Resettlement Ad
ministration's farm communities; cooperatives essayed to bridge the gap
between the huge new power dams the Tennessee Valley Authority was
laying across the region's watercourses and the valley's local folk. Early
New Deal public housing developments were hives of associational activity.

These community and cooperative projects were not mere emergency
shelters against the decade's storms. To their architects they were templates
of a better social order than price and property alone could devise. "Hard
headed, 'anti-utopian,' the New Dealers nonetheless had their Heavenly
City," William Leuchtenburg wrote acutely, years ago:

the greenbelt town, clean, green, and white, with children playing in light,
airy, spacious schools; the government project at Longview, Washington,
with small houses, each of different design, colored roofs, and gardens of
flowers and vegetables; the Mormon villages of Utah that M. L. Wilson
kept in his mind's eye-immaculate farmsteads on broad, rectangular
streets; most of all, the Tennessee Valley, with its model town of Norris,
the tall transmission towers, the white dams, the glistening wire strands,
the valley where "a vision of villages and clean small factories has been
growing in the minds of thoughtful men."70

That the New Dealers should have ventured so deeply into projects of
community design when there was so much more pressing emergency work
to be done, so many values to prop up and private investments to be sus
tained, dismayed their critics. But here, too, the dynamics of the crisis
worked to warp the normal threads of time, pulling the progressive agenda
out of its Atlantic-connected past into the exigencies of the present. The
wartime planned village program, cut off so abruptly in 1919, was resusci-
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tated for a new life; dreams of the socialized countryside were given a
second wind; the cooperative way, as Horace Plunkett and the Danish dairy
farmers had once embodied it, was pressed again toward center stage; the
democratic revolution in housing standards was propelled, at last, across
the Atlantic; Weimar social modernism gained a toehold, of sorts, in New
Deal America; even Elwood Mead's farm community projects were lifted,
Phoenix-like, out of the California sands.

Within and outside the administration ranks, all these designs were
mined with controversy. The right denounced them as blueprints for out
right communism; many New Deal centrists, for whom repair of the falter
ing engine of capitalism was the Depression's one necessity, thought them
romantic folly. But even tough-minded New Dealers, convinced that the
culture of laissez-faire individualism had played itself out to its endgame,
found it hard not to hope that out of the Depression would come not
merely economic recovery but a new set of social and solidaristic forms, less
anarchic and individualistic than in the past, more stable than the boom
and-bust patterns of the past, less driven by private property's preroga
tives-more like, in short, the "organic" European villages that, set in polar
fashion against the landscape of American individualism, had haunted the
progressives' imagination so long.

The Social Security Act's drafters labored on a relatively precise piece
of social machinery; the New Deal's community builders hoped to reshape
a social ethos. The former did their work quickly and, for the most part, in
camera; for the latter there was no escape from the snares of either politics
or publicity. Against these odds, however, they tried to create a landscape
beyond individualism. No other administration before or since has ever
taken that task so seriously. In urban housing projects, model suburbs, and
remote farm villages, the New Dealers dotted 1930s America with the
images of solidarity in their political mind's eye. In the process, they gath
ered in another piece of the Atlantic progressive connection.

A key, early site for the New Dealers' social blueprints, as for progressives
before them, was the countryside. The urbanity of the New Dealers not
withstanding, the administration had come into office with a much clearer
sense of agricultural than of economic policy. On Inauguration Day,
Roosevelt's advisers still had barely a shred of an industrial policy ready.
The National Industrial Recovery Act was put together at breakneck speed,
late in the administration's first emergency session, largely to head off legis
lation the New Dealers thought worse. With organized labor, even after
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1936, Roosevelt's and Perkins's relations were always strained and complex.
Agriculture, by contrast, had been on Roosevelt's mind for more than a
decade.71

The notion that the front lines of 1930s policy might lie in agriculture
was not just Roosevelt's personal conceit, not just part of the seriousness
with which he took his work as a scientific gentleman farmer or one of the
ways in which he tied himself instinctively to his cousin Theodore
Roosevelt's rural life movement. The brightest and most ambitious of the
Brains Trusters, Columbia University economist Rexford Tugwell, was an
expert on business economics, but when allowed to write his own ticket in
1933, he chose an assistant secretaryship in the Agriculture Department.
With one in five Americans still directly dependent on the farm economy,
there seemed to many of Roosevelt's key early advisers no quicker or surer
road back to prosperity than through the economic revival of the country
side.72

To that end the New Dealers set about, from 1933 onward, to funnel
money into the farm economy as rapidly as they could find administrative
and constitutional means to do so. In quick order the federal farm loan
machinery of the previous two decades was dramatically expanded in scope.
In exchange for production controls, the government bought up millions of
dollars of acreage and livestock production rights to try to stem the down
ward slide of prices in the leading agricultural commodities. Though the
Agricultural Adjustment Act had to be reworked twice before the decade
was over, the New Dealers did their price-bolstering work well. For another
fifty years, parity and prices were to remain the hardpan of the post-New
Deal agricultural order.73

Yet if a long-term regime ofprice and production controls was what the
New Dealers got, it would be a serious mistake of retrospection to suppose
that it was what they most wanted. No one in 1933 outside the farm lobbies
imagined a permanent policy of price supports that would put farmers on
the "dole" for most of the rest of the century. Like emergency work relief,
price supports and production controls were designed to be a temporary
expedient until the New Dealers could find means to bring rural society and
markets into lasting balance.

For some, the key structural need was to drain the rural economy of its
most marginal producers, emptying its economically redundant population
into the urban wage economy, where something other than the permanent
poverty ofmarginal agriculture and overstocked markets might offer them a
new chance. Tugwell, the most outspoken structuralist in the Agriculture
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Department from 1933 to 1935, thought the planned resettlement of at
least a half million persons was none too small. Matching population to the
economically sustainable capacities of the land was the first desideratum of
agricultural planning. The second was matching the nation's rural lands
more closely with their viable economic uses than the private land market
with its boomer's overconfidence, reckless overtaxing of the soil, gullible
buyers, and disastrous price collapses-could achieve. A key tool here was
zoning, plucked from the urban planners' tool kit of the 1920s for broader
national uses. A start in the direction of rural zoning had been made in
Wisconsin in 1929 with an act restricting land promoters from marketing as
farms cutover land so poor that only poverty could grow on it. More ambi
tious agricultural economists talked of a national inventory of land re
sources, reserving each parcel (in the rhetoric urban zoners had made fa
mous) for its best and highest use, and retiring the least productive to
publicly owned grass and forest reserves.

As deeply as the inefficiencies of small-scale, hard-scrabble farming
struck the New Deal agricultural structuralists, however, none was ready to
turn the countryside over to large-scale agribusiness if means could be
found to let modest country folk hang on. Cooperation fell into place in this
set of ideas as a tool of microefficiency: a way in which local communities of
small farm owners or tenants might pull themselves out of poverty by de
mocratizing efficiencies of scale. None of this talk of restructuring the
atomized agricultural market was popular among the business farmers who
controlled the major farm lobbies. But to those New Dealers who prided
themselves on deep thinking, land retirement, rural replanning, a deliberate
rebalancing of city and country populations, and stronger forms of social
and economic cooperation among the farmers who remained were not di
versions or sideshows; they were the main thing.74

None of the key architects of the New Deal's long-range agricultural
program initially had their minds on Europe-or on the past. Tugwell, who
had seen the traditional Russian mir through Veblenite eyes in 1927,
thought the long walk from its clustered farmhouses to its widely scattered
fields absurdly inefficient. Milburn L. Wilson, architect of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act's acreage reduction mechanism, had read AE, but he mod
eled his answer to the expected overflow from the land on the carefully
ordered Mormon towns of rural Utah, where opportunities for part-time
wage work joined with small farm plots sufficient to produce most of a
family's food. When Tugwell thought of the resettled rural folk's economic
destination, it was the city wage economy. But where so many frustrated
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blueprints for small-scale cooperative community design still hovered in the
wings of progressive politics-drawn from Horace Plunkett or from
Clarence Poe, from Raymond Unwin or Ebenezer Howard, from the Dan
ish cooperatives or the California state land settlements-it should not be
surprising that, in the crisis, some tumbled into being.75

Grassroots political talk had, in fact, been full of community and coop
erative notions since the outset of the crisis. Barter cooperatives, as cash and
wages evaporated, were particularly commonplace; reading letters sent to
the New Republic's editors, George Soule was struck by how large a place
they played in the popular mind in the early 1930s. Another common
suggestion was the encouragement of subsistence settlements on the cities'
rims-Randsiedlungen, the Germans called them-where, in the shadow of
the shrunken wage economy, unemployed urban workers could keep their
families afloat through part-time employment and subsistence gardening.
In the early years of the Depression, Roosevelt had let his mind run in that
direction. Clarence Pickett of the American Friends Service Committee,
whose community development labors among out-of-work miners in the
Appalachian coal valleys were to catch Eleanor Roosevelt's eye, took his
model from the Quaker-assisted subsistence homesteads set up on Vienna's
outskirts in the aftermath of the war. Southern progressives, still hunting
for exits from the region's rural poverty, brought back the planned coopera
tive farm-community idea they had imbibed from Elwood Mead; Hugh
MacRae of the failed Farm City project was, among others, vigorously
pleading its case in early 1932.76

Into the early New Deal agencies these suggestions flowed. Under an
authorization slipped into the National Industrial Recovery Act by Alabama
senator John Bankhead, brother of one of Mead's key southern boosters,
the Interior Department established a Division of Subsistence Homesteads
in the summer of 1933, with M. L. Wilson as its head and Pickett as its
assistant administrator. Among its first grant recipients were Pickett's
"stranded" miners' settlements in West Virginia and a revived version of
MacRae's Farm City project in North Carolina. The Federal Emergency
Relief Administration set up a Division of Self-Help Cooperatives and, for
rural distress, a Division of Rural Rehabilitation and Stranded Popula
tions-the latter of which soon had a handful of planned cooperative farm
colonies in gear. In form and rationale, the early New Deal planned com
munity work was anything but tidy. By the time Tugwell's new Resettle
ment Administration absorbed all these early ventures in the summer of
1935, the New Deal was acting as landlord for urban workers moving out
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toward the country, for farm workers moving in toward the city, and for
others moving nowhere at all; for small communities ofunemployed miners
whose pits had been boarded shut, for unemployed city wage earners trying
to start anew as part-time subsistence farmers, for migrant crop workers
desperate for a decent camp, and for tenant farmers and small farm owners
trying to make a new start on a government farm. 77

That out of this early, eclectic confusion Elwood Mead's farm village
designs would emerge as the dominant template for the agency's resettle
ment work no one expected in 1933. Tugwell, who had persuaded
Roosevelt to hive off long-term agricultural planning into an agency sepa
rate from the Agriculture Department so as to insulate it from the day-to
day pressures of the farm lobbies, had his eye on larger structures. From the
midwestern cutover region, the Appalachian highlands, the desertified
Great Plains, and elsewhere, the Resettlement Administration's land utili
zation division set about to purchase some ten million acres for the public
domain. The Rural Rehabilitation Division undertook to try to hold in
place-by loans, lessons in account keeping, and generous quantities of
advice-thousands of country folk temporarily caught in the market's pinc
ers. But with the cities overflowing with their OW!l unemployed, something
had to be done for those pushed off the land by dust, gullies, broken mort
gages, or federal land purchase agents.78

In this pinch, Mead's proposals came into their own, trailing their sci
entism, their community and cooperative ideals, and their Australian and
European connections. Mead's project had its well-placed southern sup
porters. It offered a politically essential gesture toward the needs of the
marginal and the displaced. Its intellectual start-up costs had been paid off
in full years before. Stripped of its connection with irrigation and land
reclamation, it reemerged as the germ of a less atomized farm economy, less
vulnerable to the market's instabilities. By the summer of 1937, with the
former farm manager of the Delhi, California, land colony at the head of
the agency's resettlement work, the Resettlement Administration was oper
ating, or had under construction, fifty-eight planned, government farm
colonies, three quarters of them in the South.79

Speed being of the essence, most of Mead's devices were taken over
virtually intact: small plots and prebuilt houses, long-term lease and pur
chase arrangements rather than fee simple ownership, careful supervision,
and an elaborate network of cooperative devices. A paid farm manager
administered each resettlement project, equipped, as Mead's had been, with
loan funds, efficiency notions, and strong doses of authority and advice. On
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the largest projects, a resident home economist taught women's classes,
distributed pressure cookers and nutritional information, and checked up
on housekeeping. In three instances and for target populations thought to
bring the least skill to the operation, Resettlement Administration planners
experimented with outright collective farms, putting former sharecroppers
and migrants to work as agricultural wage hands. But the modal govern
ment farm colony was a community of leaseholders held together by a
carefully spun web of cooperative associations. Cooperatives ran the colo
nies' stores, warehouses, breeding barns, repair shops, cotton gins, and grist
mills, and marketed their members' crops. Health cooperatives contracted
with local doctors for prepaid group medical care. Umbrella cooperative
associations operated each colony's community center and served as its local
government.80

The administration's political enemies, quick to see red, lambasted the
resettlement colonies as beachheads of Soviet agriculture. In fact, with
4,441 government colony farmers at work by 1937, the New Deal rural
settlements formed, as yet, only the narrowest strip of sand. The Resettle
ment Administration's rehabilitation loan program, by comparison, en
rolled half a million farmers. But with their compact, European-style land
use patterns and intensive farming techniques, their schools and community
centers, their cooperative enterprises, and their collective and democratic
aspirations, the farm settlements made suddenly tangible a generation of
aspirations for alternatives to the private, dispersed, frontier pattern on the
land.

The second focus of the Resettlement Administration's community-build
ing work was its model suburbs, and here, too, the Atlantic progressive
connection played a central part. When the agency's Suburban Resettle
ment Division was organized in 1935, Tugwell himself had not much more
in mind than a set of catchment basins within commuting distance of urban
wage markets to hold the planned rural influx. This time it was the veterans
of the war workers' villages of 1918 and the English garden city movement
who moved into the breach, carrying their community designs with them.
Three of the division's nine chief consultants had worked on the war hous
ing projects or the reconstruction committees that had spun off immedi
ately from them; at least five had made a pilgrimage to Letchworth. Cather
ine Bauer and the Housing Study Guild's Henry Churchill were sought out
early for advice; so were Clarence Stein, Henry Wright, and Frederick
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Bigger, who, with Lewis Mumford and others, had spent much of the 1920s
enlisted in Ebenezer Howard's garden city cause; so was Unwin's close
American friend John Nolen, along with two younger planners, Tracy
Augur and Jacob Crane, who had gotten their start in Nolen's planning
office. To the need for quickly realizable designs they brought their unreal
ized agenda, ready-made. The sixty greenbelt town projects Tugwell origi
nally envisioned failed to materialize. But before a court challenge brought
a loss of nerve, the Resettlement Administration had launched three work
ing-class satellite suburbs, bringing into New Deal America the best the
international garden city movement had to offer.81

None of the resettlement suburbs was a precise copy of its European
progenitors. Letchworth had been an experiment in largely middle-class,
not working-class, housing-a limited-dividend investment, not a govern
ment project; Hampstead was a philanthropy. Architecturally, each of the
American projects marched to a different drummer. At the most visually
radical of the projects, in Greenbelt, Maryland, rows of startlingly geomet
ric two-story townhouses arced across a ridge in the borrowed aesthetic of
Weimar social modernism. Greendale, Wisconsin's planners, with a con
scious aversion to foreign designs, chose a town center patterned on eight
eenth-century Williamsburg and small, free-standing houses of a simple
vernacular design. 82 But beneath the competing facades, the European
influences ran deep. Not even the designers of British council housing had
hewed as closely as the greenbelt suburbs' planners to Ebenezer Howard's
single-tax precepts. The land beneath each greenbelt town was to be collec
tively owned so that there could be no unearned, speculative increments, no
chaotic growth, no standing clash between private and public economic
advantage.

To make sure the public element could not be missed, each of the three
greenbelt suburbs was built around a town center. Greenbelt's housed a
school which doubled as the town's recreation center, meeting rooms for
the town's clubs and the community church, a library, and a community
theater, now called the "Utopian." Generous bands of public, recreational
space ran through each settlement. Doctors' care in all three suburbs was
provided through a health cooperative, loans through a credit cooperative,
groceries through a cooperative general store. With their young, working
class and lower-middle class families, small dwellings, and generous public
facilities, the greenbelt suburbs turned inside out the customary class rela
tionships of the commercial suburbs. Across the community center's walls
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in Greenbelt, Maryland, illustrated by relief sculptures of men and women
farming, laboring, and deliberating together, ran the opening sentence of
the federal Constitution: "We the people ..."83

Ringing each of the settlements, finally, just as Howard had prescribed,
was a broad green buffer. For these greenbelts the planners never found a
viable economic use, though they talked about cooperative farms, small
industrial parks, and the need to bring town and country products into a
closer, more balanced relationship. But symbolically there was no mistaking
the greenbelts' meaning: to shelter the encircled towns (as town walls had
once protected their medieval predecessors, Clarence Stein thought), mark
ing them off from the conventional, commercial boom town, with its streets
stretched out toward the four points of the compass as far as speculative
fancy would carry them; sealing these oases of New Deal solidarity from the
whims and planless forces of the capitalist land market just outside.84

Nowhere else in the 193Os North Atlantic economy was there anything
to match these investments in models of the democratic community, visual
ized and constructable. From their bold suburban extension plans of the
1920s, British council house builders turned back inward to slum clearance
in the 1930s; not until the New Towns Act of 1946 did Howard's satellite
city idea finally get a public trial in Britain. On the reclaimed Pontine
Marches, Italian Fascists undertook a handful of new town projects in the
1930s. In Germany, where the Nazis had rallied loyalists by railing against
the "un-German" social-modernist housing of the Weimar era, the Na
tional Socialists invested in a number of counterdemonstration community
projects for party members. Ostentatiously reactionary in their steeply
pitched tile roofs and half-timbered facades, and in their breakup of the row
house into free standing single-family cottages, they were built as antibod
ies to the "cultural bolshevism" of the social modernists. But once that
statement had been made, the National Socialists reverted to the architec
ture that truly moved them: massive, imperial arenas for the militarized
party faithful. In France and Scandinavia, the Depression state had other
imperatives than model village building. Only in American was the pent-up
political agenda that was released in the 1930s so full of collective, already
imagined community designs.85

Where planning formed the outer shell of the New Dealers' community
visions, the cooperative association formed their socioeconomic heart. At
Greendale the flag of the International Cooperative Association hung from
the rafters of the town cooperative store. The Tennessee Valley Authority
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actively promoted small-scale cooperatives, particularly under the aegis of
its first chairman, Arthur Morgan. Two of the authority's first cooperative
loans went to the Campbell Folk School's cannery and dairy co-ops. Mor
gan's arch rival on the TVA board, David Lilienthal, despised the TVA's
handicraft cooperatives as economic anachronisms yet actively promoted
local utility cooperatives for retail distribution of the authority's electric
power. The Resettlement Administration farm colony managers fanned the
co-op idea with missionary zeal, conducting night classes in the principles
of cooperative economics. Laboratories in more intensive civic life, the
New Deal communities were also to be laboratories in small-scale demo
cratic economics.86

In 1936 it looked, indeed, as if the cooperatives' hour was finally about
to strike. That was the year in which Marquis Childs's Sweden: The Middle
Way took off as a political best-seller. As a report from a foreign promised
land, Childs's genre was as old as Henry Lloyd and Frederic Howe. Part of
Childs's ability to reinvigorate the form lay in his inspired subtitle, which
spoke volumes to those who, fearing themselves caught between uncon
trolled capital and the totalizing state, felt the pincers of history closing in.
The other part lay in Childs's ability to package Sweden's social politics
into a simple, extractable element, importable across differences in institu
tions and culture.

It was in the nature of the genre to underplay politics, and Childs barely
touched on them. Sweden's Social Democratic government did not deeply
interest him. Sweden's long-standing backwardness in social insurance pro
visions played little part in Childs's account. A late industrializer, a follower
nation in socioeconomic policy making, Sweden in the 1930s was playing as
conscious a game of catch-up as were the New Dealers. But of the eco
nomic revisionism of the "social Keynesians" in Ernst Wigforss's Finance
Ministry Childs knew next to nothing. For Childs the middle way did not
run through the government offices in Stockholm; it ran through Sweden's
cooperative societies.87

In Britain, Childs admitted, the cooperatives commanded a much
larger share of the consumer market than in Sweden. But where the British
cooperators' vision was circumscribed by a shopkeeper's mentality, the
Swedish cooperatives, as Childs relayed the story, had taken on monopoly
capitalism and begun to best it on its own ground. When the European
electric lamp cartel had refused to budge on prices, the Swedish cooperative
umbrella association had constructed its own light bulb factory and beaten
prices back in line. Rather than accept the rubber trust's price for galoshes,
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the Swedish cooperators had gone into galoshes manufacturing on their
own. In flour, oleomargine, and fertilizer production, the story was the
same. Still other cooperative associations were dotting Sweden with new
low-cost housing complexes; 15 percent of Stockholm's population already
lived in one, some of which, like the famed Kollektivhus, had facilities far
beyond those of any housing in the United States.

The cooperatives had not tried to extinguish capitalism in Sweden,
Childs reported. Their achievement had to been to make capitalism "work"
by "subjugating" its rawest and most destabilizing characteristics. By halting
capital accumulation short of its last, monopoly phase, by staying the proc
esses of relentless accumulation, the cooperatives had served to "check the
very tendencies by which capitalism tends to destroy itself." Balance was the
key. "If anywhere in modern life a balance has been struck" between indi
vidualist and collectivist extremes, Childs wrote, he was sure it was in Swe
den. There one found "stability, order, sanity . . . a certain wholeness, a
certain health, that is rare in the present period." In phrases like this, the
distinctive language of the Atlantic progressive connection returned once
more, harnessed to the cooperative way.88

By the fall of 1936, amid a flurry of talk about holding in check the
year's rising consumer prices, an official presidential fact-finding commis
sion was once more on its way from the United States to Europe, to see if
cooperative economics could be made to work in the United States.
Roosevelt told reporters that Childs's book had made him "tremendously"
interested in Sweden. His critics were to call the Inquiry on Cooperative
Enterprise in Europe an election ploy, and, as in every earlier inquiry com
mission, politics ran deep in it. Having dispatched the commission early in
the campaign season, Roosevelt made sure its report was postponed until
the election was past. When the farm lobbies objected to the neglect of
their interests, Roosevelt added two farm bloc members. When women
objected that their needs as consumers had been ignored, Emily Bates, who
was active in Midwest consumer cooperative circles, was added-so late
that she barely caught up with the others in Europe.89

About the commission's core members, however, Roosevelt could have
had no doubt. Jacob Baker, one of Harry Hopkins's principal lieutenants in
the Works Progress Administration, had spent the early years of the De
pression administering a cooperative barter and labor exchange in New
York City. Rumor had it that when the expected federal agency for the
promotion of consumer cooperatives was created, Baker would head it.
Leland Olds, once a labor press journalist and now a member of the New
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York State Power Authority staff, had been worrying about the "disease of
individualism" in language half religious, half political for a long time.
When AE had been recruited for an American lecture tour in 1930-31,
aIds had been tapped to manage it. He had worked with Baker to organize
barter exchanges in the early years of the Depression. The commission had
not been gone a month before aIds was writing home that Sweden was "a
more truly organic society than anything we conceive of in America
except in our dreams." The third original member, Charles Stuart, was a
mining engineer who had been active in promoting trade with the Soviet
Union. Robin Hood of the farm marketing co-ops' National Cooperative
Council and Clifford Gregory of the Prairie Farmer were thought to be
skeptics, but Bates was an acknowledged partisan.90

From the cooperative inquiry commission to the farm colonies, these
interlaced streams of cooperative and community politics rose to a crest in
1936 and 1937. With a staff of 16,000, the Resettlement Administration was
now the seventh largest civilian agency in Washington. Wallace and Tug
well made a well-publicized swing through the administration's southern
farm colonies in November 1936. On a single Sunday the month before,
20,000 Milwaukeans had come out to see the street layout and foundations
at Greendale; over the next year, they were to be followed by another
600,000 visitors. Others descended on the TVA model town of Norris, hard
by the towering, concrete face of the Norris public power dam. Matthew
Josephson thought Norris was "the prettiest town ... in all America."
Coming on it was "as ifwe had arrived in a new world, a new age placed fifty
years in the future." In the spring of 1936, the progressive Boston merchant
Edward A. Filene announced the organization of a million-dollar Con
sumer Distribution Corporation to promote the organization of consumer
cooperatives. There were already eight times as many cooperative stores in
1936 as experts had counted a decade earlier and, by 1938, twenty times as
many cooperative credit unions. "The cooperative way of life must pervade
the community," Henry Wallace wrote, summing up these intertwined am
bitions in the book he sent to press in 1936.91

Woven through all these strands, finally, was a project for adult educa
tion as bold as the Denmark's folk school undertaking. Some of the impetus
behind the New Deal educational program came simply from a desire to
make an advantageous response to the employment crisis. Putting unem
ployed teachers to work in adult-education classes made more economic
sense to the administration's work-relief planners than setting teachers to
road work or street sweeping. But the New Dealers' commitment to adult
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civic education, drawing on the models of the English workers' education
movement and the Danish folk schools, went far beyond the labor market
circumstances.

The TVA sponsored "people's colleges" for the discussion of public
issues. The WPA ran "public affairs" classes. At the Office of Education,
John W. Studebaker promoted a nationwide program of public affairs "fo
rums," local town meetings for open discussion of the headline issues of the
day. Henry Wallace led a series on the agricultural crisis, the Hungarian
economist Karl Polanyi a series on contemporary Europe, and Harvard
University's Thomas Nixon Carver a series on "Re-examination of the
Foundations of Our Economic System." The U.S. Housing Authority
sponsored civic affairs forums for public housing tenants. A unit of the
Federal Emergency Relief Administration conducted workers' education
classes. The unit's chief, Hilda Worthington Smith of the Bryn Mawr Sum
mer School for Workers, had spent a sabbatical year in the mid-1920s
studying workers' education programs in Germany, England, Sweden, and
Denmark. Her Bryn Mawr sponsor, Carey Thomas, had herself brought
the college's workers' education project home from Ruskin College, Ox
ford, in the early 1920s. Out of these strands and the emergency labor
problem, the New Dealers constructed, virtually overnight, an adult civic
education program of unprecedented scope in America.92

Town meetings were the model for New Deal social and civic educa
tion, not the lectures of the Danish folk school Forstaender or the intensive
group study of Albert Mansbridge's Workers' Educational Association in
Britain. But the goal of constructing cooperative social groups was no less
central to the American project. Forum leaders for the TVA warmed up
their audiences with group games and group singing. Teachers in the Fed
eral Emergency Relief Administration's workers' education program were
trained in labor songs and folk dancing. At the Resettlement Administra
tion, Charles Seeger's music program sponsored resident music teachers at
the larger farm colonies, to find out what music "the people have in them
already" and help them use that shared cultural foundation to move from
"rugged individualism" (as one of Seeger's musicians put it) to "group ac
tion." The first two songs the division printed up were the old Grangers'
song, "The Farmer Is the Man Who Feeds Them All," and "Cooperation Is
Our Aim."93

In hindsight, to be sure, all these projects, from the farm colonies to the
civic forums, fell short of the economic democracy they professed. The
TVA ran a line of racial segregation through its hiring practices and services
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that was not much less stark than that in other southern institutions. The
Resettlement Administration built farm projects for both black and white
Americans, but none in which the two might mix as equals; the greenbelt
towns were for whites only. The prevailing relations of class and power, like
those of race, set their mark down hard on the New Deal community
projects. Studebaker's civic forums grew more tightly controlled and organ
ized as the decade went on; the Civilian Conservation Corps' educational
program never escaped the heavy hand of its military managers. In the farm
colonies, the resident managers' authority was far too great and the eco
nomic knowledge of the farm project colonists much too weak. The farm
cooperatives' ambitions routinely exceeded their resources; their manage
ment stayed, by and large, in the farm managers' hip pockets. The greenbelt
suburbs came closer to the democratic ideal, but even they could not escape
the economic and constitutional pressures toward the centralization of
power. The desire to buy up land before speculators jacked up its price had
led the planners to do their initial work in secrecy, even from local authori
ties whose cooperation they needed. In the end, in the default of any consti
tutionally acceptable title owner other than the federal government, the
greenbelt towns never did own themselves.94

Together these were serious flaws. Still, measured against the prevail
ing standards around them, the New Deal community planners had reason
to think they had resisted at least as much as they had acquiesced. The
community they imagined-an island of rational planning within a world of
economic chance, its civic life abuzz with committees and town meetings,
its cooperatives as thickly planted as Denmark's, its private and public af
fairs held in a new, more even balance within an economy less growth and
bust driven, less fiercely individualistic than before-drew hard on a gen
eration of blocked progressive ambitions. Realized in bits and pieces else
where, it did not seem unrealizable in America in 1936.

The urban phase of New Deal community building was slower to emerge
than the New Deal's rural projects, and it was worked on a canvas still more
crowded with well-organized interests. But here, too, the dynamics of At
lantic progressive politics controlled the basic structure of events, from the
agenda-setting role of a cadre of experts steeped in European precedents to
the sudden, crisis-facilitated breakthrough of their premade policy propos
als into the sphere of the politically enactable, to the play of the heavy
commercial interests in the endgame of the legislative process.

The focus of this phase of the New Dealers' civic ambitions was hous-
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ing. "I see one-third of a nation ill-housed, ill-clad, ill-nourished,"
Roosevelt was to say in 1937.95 In fact, in the early years of the New Deal,
enlistment of the state in a major effort to change the prevailing standards
of working-class housing had not been on the administration's mind at all.
Roosevelt himself had to be enlisted, with effort, to the idea. As in the case
of Social Security and agricultural reconstruction, public housing was an
undertaking shaken out of the New Deal's social-political past by the dy
namics of crisis politics.

Poor housing conditions themselves were not the critical causal motor.
That urban shelter was often miserable, as the housing reformers had long
insisted, goes without saying. That the Depression worsened the housing
crisis, however, is a more complicated matter. Rent money, to be sure,
disappeared with the collapse of jobs and the overnight evaporation of
savings. Hoovervilles of the unemployed and homeless sprouted in every
one of the nation's cities: in vacant lots, along the rail yards, and under
overpasses-wherever the authorities turned a tolerant eye. As new housing
construction ceased, the "filtering up" of working-class families into the
vacated shelter of the middle class-never a reliable process to begin with
broke down. Substandard housing grew older and worse. At the same time,
sheer crowding had eased considerably since Mary Kingsbury Simkho
vitch's Congestion Committee had begun its work a quarter century earlier.
Even as new construction ground to a halt in the Depression, the pause in
net farm-to-city migration, together with the virtual cessation of foreign
immigration, went a long way toward offsetting the pressure on the existing
housing stock. The housing crisis of the 1930s was not a crisis in shelter per
se, but in income: a crisis not in rooms and structures but in wages, rents,
and mortgages.96

To many of those at the New Deal's center, the credit markets were,
from the outset, the sum and substance of the matter. The administration's
first move on the housing front, the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, was
to bail out the bankrupt mortgage loan system with easier refinancing
terms. A follow-up measure, the National Housing Act of 1934, endeavored
to unlock private investments in housing construction by extending govern
ment loan insurance over a broad array of mortgages. Both measures were
in the well-worn traditions of the promotional state, putting the shoulder of
government aid behind the temporarily balked machinery of private mar
kets. Propping up middle-class homeowners and-still more-the banks
and construction industries that served them, they carried clear recovery
potential.
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That the New Dealers should have added to this a program of low-cost
housing construction was another matter. But here, as in so many other
aspects of the New Deal, 1930s social politics was a product of its past. For
forty years, American progressives had debated the merits of state and
quasi-state housing for the urban working class in the context of housing
policies across the Atlantic. From the orphaned experiment in model work
ing-class housing at Lowell, Massachusetts, in 1917, from the British
inspired emergency war housing program of 1918, from Edith Wood's and
Catherine Bauer's reports of European social housing progress, and from
three decades of debate in the international housing congresses, lines of
unfulfilled reform converged on the 1930s. Lawrence Veiller might still
oppose publicly assisted housing as "foreign to the genius of the American
people," but by the 1930s his National Housing Association had shriveled
around its one-issue program into a mere paper projection of Veiller him
self.97 Like the New Deal's greenbelt towns and farm villages, public hous
ing was an eruption of the progressive past into the political possibilities of
the Depression.

As in other cases of New Deal policy initiation, the experts had com
pleted the basic outlines of a progressive housing policy well before the
crisis began. The aim would be to build for the broad strata of urban,
working-class families whose incomes fell just below the commercial build
ers' market. To the housing reformers it was self-evident that publicly as
sisted housing should raise the standards of shelter and community facilities
to which wage-earning families could aspire; it would build not housing,
merely, but neighborhoods and solidarities. That it would combine the best
of European innovations they took for granted.

The key ingredients in the experts' program of the early 1930s were the
limited-dividend and cooperative housing associations of the European
continent, assisted by cheap, long-term public credits. This was the policy
Edith Elmer Wood had brought back from Europe in 1922. This was the
financial motor behind the social democratic housing that had fired Bauer's
imagination in Weimar Germany, as it was for the housing cooperatives
that were to inspire Marquis Childs in Sweden. Under the prodding ofNew
York City housing progressives, Governor Al Smith had successfully
steered a weakened version of the same device through the New York state
legislature in 1926, granting tax exemptions (but not low-cost state credits)
to nonprofit and limited-dividend builders of decent low-cost shelter.
Among the first projects to take advantage of the act had been the Amalga
mated Clothing Workers' apartment cooperatives.98
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Among those who had lobbied for the New York statute, the most
prominent was Greenwich House's Mary Simkhovitch, who had headed the
New York City Congestion Committee twenty years before. Since her days
as a graduate student in economics in Berlin in the 1890s, Simkhovitch had
knit together in her own person an extraordinary number of the interlock
ing threads of American social politics. She had been one of Florence
Kelley's key allies at the National Consumers' League, a campaigner for
public baths and parks in lower Manhattan, a board member of Abraham
Epstein's American Association for Old Age Security, and, since 1931, head
of a lobbying group optimistically named the National Public Housing
Conference. She had been a Progressive Party member in 1912, a war
collectivist in 1917, a signer of the Committee of 48's "Call" in 1919, and a
Roosevelt supporter in 1932. In the emergency mood of the administra
tion's first hundred days, Simkhovitch was able to convince Senator Robert
Wagner to add to the National Industrial Recovery Act the social housing
program that housing reformers had long since settled on: long-term, sub
sidized credits to municipalities and limited-dividend housing associations
that undertook to construct decent low-cost housing.99

Through the rest of the 1930s the initiative in public housing policy
would come, like Simkhovitch's intervention in 1933, from outside the
administration's core. Roosevelt was elusive and noncommittal. The first of
the housing bills drafted in Senator Wagner's office was written by Sim
khovitch's National Public Housing Conference, which also lined up the
expert witnesses for the Senate committee hearings. Public housing was a
classic case of extragovernmentally framed social policy that squeezed
through the momentary political opportunity the crisis created. lOa

In the public housing endeavor, the Atlantic connections were forma
tive. The most active of the municipal housing authorities organized under
the National Industrial Recovery Act, the New York City Housing Author
ity of 1934, was a case in point. Of its first five board members, three had
substantive connections abroad: Louis Pink, the settlement house-linked
lawyer who, as a member of the New York State Housing Board, had
sought out publicly assisted housing undertakings in Europe for their im
portable lessons in 1927; Charney Vladeck of the Jewish Daily Forward, a
long-time municipal socialist and labor-housing advocate; and Simkhovitch
herself. The authority's chief architect was Frederick Ackerman, whose
dispatches from England had made the British Munitions Ministry's hous
ing work news in the wartime United States. lOl

To stoke broader public interest, the National Association of Housing
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Officials arranged to bring a three-person International Housing Commis
sion to the United States in the summer of 1934. Headed by Raymond
Unwin, the commission undertook a seven-week, fourteen-city lecture and
inspection tour, capped by a conference of the nation's leading housing
reformers that in October issued an American call for construction of low
cost, publicly assisted housing. The signers of the conference statement,
written largely by Unwin himself, included most of the nation's leading
housing reformers: Ackerman, Simkhovitch, and Langdon Post of the New
York City Housing Authority; Edith Elmer Wood; Catherine Bauer, Oskar
Stonorov, and John Edelman of the Labor Housing Conference; John
Nolen and Jacob Crane from the city planning associations; Henry Wright
and Albert Mayer from Lewis Mumford's circle; Tracy Augur and Earle
Draper from the TVA; Robert Kohn of the war housing program of 1918;
even the manager of the National Housing Association's 1914 tour of Eng
land, John Ihlder. Coleman Woodbury, who coordinated the Unwin tour
and its concluding conference, had cut his teeth on housing issues in Eng
land as a Rhodes Scholar in 1926 and 1927.102

The leaders of Simkhovitch's National Public Housing Conference
were all seasoned European observers. To drum up constituent support, its
executive secretary, Helen Alfred, conducted annual European housing
study tours from 1936 to 1938, timed to coincide with the meetings of the
International Housing and Town Planning Federation. 103 The Labor
Housing Conference, as we have seen, was no less thick with European
influences.

A particularly striking example of the Atlantic route from housing ama
teur to housing expert was the New Deal career of Atlanta's Charles Pal
mer. A Republican businessman and real estate promoter, Palmer was first
drawn to the public housing idea by the commissions to be earned in assem
bling public-housing land parcels. In 1933 and 1934 he had engineered two
early Public Works Administration (PWA) slum clearance and rehousing
projects, one for whites, one for blacks, in downtown Atlanta. Emerging
from that experience bitten with the low-cost housing idea, he set off not
for the slums of Charleston or Birmingham, Alabama, or New York, but for
two months' intensive study of public housing in Europe. From Naples to
Vienna, Moscow, Berlin, and London he progressed, returning with a
stump speech and a homemade film, The World War against Slums. He took
his speech and film wherever he could get a foot in the door: to builders'
conferences, to housing reform gatherings, and to New Deal Washington,
where he showed his film to Henry Wallace at the Agriculture Department,
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to Harry Hopkins at the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, to the
PWA's Housing Division staff, to Perkins and Ickes at a large gathering at
the Interior Department, and finally, through Eleanor Roosevelt's media
tion, to FDR himself at a White House dinner in early 1937.104 With a
program patched together out of boundless faith in American business en
terprise and a fiscal scheme drawn unabashedly from "red" Vienna, Palmer
was an odd figure on the housing circuit. But he was hardly the only hous
ing advocate whose program came home, as it were, in a transatlantic suit
case. The same could be said of Louis Pink; of Nathan Straus, the Macy's
heir whom Roosevelt was to name the first head of the United States Hous
ing Authority in 1937; of Edith Wood a generation earlier; and, of course,
of Catherine Bauer. lOS

When the housing reformers turned their lobbying efforts to Washing
ton, D.C., their connections and influences came with them. Robert Wag
ner, the Simkhovitch group's key sponsor in Congress, was a regular visitor
to Europe, where he retained close family ties; as housing moved to the fore
in 1936, he devoted much of that summer's European trip to housing study.
The Labor Housing Conference's point man in Congress, Henry Ellenbo
gen, had been born in Vienna and knew its great socialist housing projects.
Of the fourteen experts Wagner convened to vet the Wagner-Ellenbogen
housing bill in early 1936, a least seven had had firsthand, often extensive,
exposure to housing programs in Europe. To shepherd the finished product
through the congressional battles of 1936 and 1937, Wagner tapped two of
them: Coleman Woodbury and, with her labor connections, Catherine
Bauer. In time, as homegrown experience in low-cost public housing accu
mulated, the value of European expertise would diminish. But in the move
ment of public housing from idea to potentially enactable measure, it was
practical knowledge that counted; in practice that meant familiarity with
the social-political laboratory that was Europe. l06

The European reference points jostled with American ones in a com
plicated counterpoint of oppositions. The housing exhibition arranged by
the New York City Housing Authority at the Museum ofModern Art in the
fall of 1934 began by focusing the visitor's eye on domestic conditions. The
exhibition's walls were hung with photographic exposes of the city's slums;
its centerpiece was a life-size reconstruction of a dark, cramped, "old-law"
New York City tenement apartment. But a viable social politics cannot be
mobilized on negativities alone. When misery has no socially imaginable
alternative, it has no political place to go. Past the grim representations of
their own American present, then, exhibit organizers led visitors toward an
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already-made alternative future, culminating in the photos Bauer, Mum
ford, and others had brought back from Europe. "Realizations Abroad," the
section was titled: "Why Doesn't the American Worker Live Here?" How
could American slum dwellers know what decent housing might be? Albert
Mayer asked in the Nation in 1934, in a rhetorical question that underscored
the dynamics of juxtapositional Atlantic politics: "How could they ... for
they have not traveled in Germany and Holland and England."lo7

In all these ways and down all these tracks, it was the Atlantic progres
sive connection that brought something more than lenders' and mortga
gors' bailouts into the early New Deal. Public housing was an offshoot of
European social politics, set on the Depression agenda by progressives who
had built their expertise by standing, as it were, on their European counter
parts' shoulders. In transit, however, there was inevitably transformation.

The least anticipated sticking point was administration. The issue had
seemed relatively settled in 1933. Beyond Austria and Britain, the heavy
administrative work in European working-class housing construction had
been done by limited-dividend housing companies-philanthropic, labor
based, or cooperative. This device fit into American traditions of govern
ance far better than the top-heavy machinery of the British system. It was
flexible and voluntaristic; it was well tested; it matched the solidarities that
the New Dealers imagined. In a simpler world, it should have worked in the
United States, too.

The same crisis dynamic that momentarily pried apart the political
structure so as to put public credits for low-cost housing construction on
the agenda, however, placed a terrific premium on speed. And speed was the
limited-dividend program's undoing. Under the National Industrial Recov
ery Act, the PWA's Housing Division opened its door to applicants. The
Hosiery Workers' Mackley Houses was one of the first and best. But out of
the other five hundred or so applications the division's examiners received,
only twenty proposals were found to be worthy of financing, of which a
mere seven were ultimately built. The most vigorous petitioners were
small-scale speculative builders who were more than happy, when profits of
any sort were as scarce as two-dollar bills, to convert their enterprises tem
porarily into limited-dividend corporations. Beyond these, the pickings
were embarrassingly thin. The big insurance companies, some ofwhich had
found model housing an attractive investment in the late 1920s, were skit
tish and unwilling; the major philanthropies were strapped for capital; the
state social insurance funds, which had played such a major role in low-cost
model housing finance in turn-of-the-century Germany, were nonexistent.
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As for the cooperative and trade union groups that had been at the core of
low-cost housing construction in Weimar Germany and elsewhere, the vac
uum in the United States was too large to be filled overnight. The active,
voluntary, not-for-profit association, so highly praised in America, was
barely to be found there-not, at any rate, in the hard times of the 1930s,
not quickly enough, and not as concerned housing. lo8

With critics crying to see men back at work in late 1933, the Public
Works Administration shifted abruptly from subsidarist principles to a cen
tralized program of direct low-cost housing construction along the lines of
the war workers' housing program of 1918. Harold Ickes was eager for
centralized control. The Housing Division's head, Robert Kohn, had
served as chief of housing construction for the war-time Emergency Fleet
Corporation. Down the grooves of past policy experience, once more,
emergency policy making rolled.

The PWA Housing Division did heroic work over its three-year span
from 1934 to 1937. It built low-scale housing, in clusters and neighborhood
groups, with standards of space and amenities far better than surrounding
working-class housing and with community facilities unknown in commer
cial apartment construction. Many included the clinics, laundries, and pub
lic rooms that had been the mark of good working-class housing in Europe
for a decade. The all-black Harlem River Houses boasted an on-site nursery
school, access to city tennis and handball courts, a community newspaper, a
tenants' association, and community meeting rooms in which WPA teach
ers conducted dramatics and dance classes and ran an afternoon day-care
program for schoolchildren. Lewis Mumford called Harlem River Houses
the closest approximation to housing's ideal one could find in New York
City in 1938. This was Siedlungsbau, American style: not mere shelter build
ing but the construction of working-class communities. As such, urban
public housing joined the greenbelt towns and farm villages, the coopera
tives and the civic forums as representations of a world within reach, be
yond sheer price and profit. lo9

All of this, however, was emergency work in 1936 and 1937. The Resettle
ment Administration was an administrative makeshift, based on executive
order rather than congressional legislation. The PWA's Housing DiVision
was an extrapolation of the emergency public works mandate of the
Roosevelt administration's first hundred days. Neither had, as yet, a firm
constitutional or political base. In the process of moving from makeshift to
permanence, the interest groups would have their moment.
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The most vulnerable of the community undertakings were the resettle
ment projects. Bypassing the agricultural agent-commercial farmer nexus,
Rexford Tugwell had done his best to insulate the Resettlement Adminis
tration from the established farm lobbies. He staffed the agency with out
siders not subject to the normal claims of politics: he drew his deputy
director, Will Alexander, from the presidency of Dillard University, two
of his division directors from his own Columbia University economics de
partment, and a third division head from the rural sociology faculty at
North Carolina State University. But partly because Tugwell himself had
too active and controversial a tongue, and more because the field of the
Resettlement Administration's work was too deeply mined with preestab
lished investments and fixed political positions, insularity from politics was
not in the cards. It was in the very nature of the civic designs of the New
Deal that their framers' work could not long be held in secret, that their
missteps, their cost overruns, their warts and deficiencies would become
immediate grist for journalists, politicians, and the most threatened interest
groups.

By 1936 Roosevelt's critics were already making political hay out of the
Resettlement Administration's work, its "Tugwell towns," its "communist"
notions of agriculture, its impracticalities, its "foreign" ideas. The govern
ment suburbs were, to Roosevelt's critics, symbols ofNew Deal collectivism
gone mad: Moscows in Maryland, "The First Communist Towns in Amer
ica," as a headline in the Chicago American put it. By May 1936,James Farley
was warning Roosevelt that the "two main points of the greatest attack by
the Republicans will be WPA and Tugwell." With the election safely
weathered in December 1936, and after a face-saving visit by the president
himself to Greenbelt, Maryland, Tugwell bowed out of government. But
his resignation did not much change the political circumstances. IIO

Interest groups and ideology both weighed against the New Deal's
community and cooperative endeavors; everywhere the planners turned
there were claimants with territory to protect. Private builders and land
developers had seen red from the start in the government-built suburbs.
Before 1936 was out they had obtained a court ruling declaring the fourth
planned greenbelt town, slated for New Jersey, to be beyond the federal
government's "general welfare" bounds. Rather than challenge the ruling,
the administration slogged on with the other three and scuttled its plans for
more. Doctors saw in the Resettlement Administration's health coopera
tives the threat of government-run medicine. Retail merchants, already up
in arms over chain-store competition, saw in the specter of government-
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assisted retail cooperatives yet another rival for their shrunken trade. With
his advisers warning him of a lower-middle-class, shopkeepers' revolt on the
part of "millions of small businessmen," Roosevelt pocketed the report of
the Inquiry on Cooperative Enterprise and quietly let talk of Sweden
drop. 11 1

As for the farmers, though ready enough to embrace the promotional
state when it proposed to extend them cheap credits or buyout their crops
at an advantageous price, the best organized of them wanted nothing to do
with an experiment in social reconstruction that might put rural America's
bottom rail on top. The welfare of tenant farmers and sharecroppers under
the Agricultural Adjustment Act had brought right- and left-wing New
Dealers into a sharp, angry struggle in early 1935 that cost the tenants' most
outspoken advocates in the Agriculture Department their jobs. Over the
Resettlement Administration's policy of advancing its southern farm colony
tenants money to pay their poll taxes, the conservative howl of protest was
intense. In a deeply depressed market, commercial farmers were no friends
of additional, government-sponsored competitors. 112

To these objections, the established farm cooperatives offered no sub
stantial counterweight; the large milk producers' cooperatives had already
deserted the New Deal coalition in 1936 over the dairymen's objections to
production controls. The chameleonlike social politics of cooperation
played itself out in the tension between the administration and the estab
lished farm cooperatives. In Europe, even when cooperative movements
had made formal or tacit alliances with labor-based social democratic par
ties, they had all maintained a wary eye on the state. The Inquiry on Coop
erative Enterprise looked in vain for a European authority to recommend
that governments should deliberately set out to foster a movement that,
from England's Rochdale band forward, had wrapped itself in a narrative
more one-sided than the facts might well have admitted-of cooperation's
stateless, organic growth. "Cooperation can grow in the main spontane
ously only, from its own soil and roots," even Leland aIds of the coopera
tive inquiry soon concluded. But where the European cooperative move
ments walked a narrow line between opposition to big capitalism and
wariness of the state, the farm marketing cooperatives in the United States
barely hesitated. "Farmers' cooperatives are not anti-capitalistic," Robin
Hood of the cooperative inquiry had told a farmers' gathering in early 1936:
"The farmer is a capitalist ... in the true sense of the word." Between the
big farm marketing cooperatives of the 1930s and the interests of the com-
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mercial farm lobbies in the United States, an expert observer might find a
line, but it was eggshell thin. l13

Compounding interest-group objections were ideological controver
sies. A half a century and more of agricultural tenancy had done nothing to
quench the equation of manhood with ownership of a freestanding house
and solely owned farm. Many of the farm colony settlers looked on their
government tenancies as temporary, as a time when they might hope to lay
away a little cash against the moment when they could move off and buy a
farm of their own. Many southern progressives were of the same mind; by
early 1935 Alabama's John Bankhead, whose amendment to the National
Industrial Recovery Act had set the first subsistence communities in mo
tion, was lobbying hard for a program to help tenant farmers up the "agri
cultural ladder" to individual farm proprietorship. "Farm ownership?" Tug
well remarked in early 1937, in one of those statements that kept him in
political hot water: "Yes, some day for some, under the right conditions, at
their own choice and with a clear view of its costs and after they have
demonstrated their ability to rise. But now, most importantly for many,
treatment of disease, better diet for children, a mule, some seed and fertil
izer, clothes to lift the shame of going ragged to town, some hope for the
future, a friendly hand in every farm and home crisis." But Tugwell was out
of the government by 1937. "The mind of the country ... is on the individ
ual farms," his successor, Will Alexander, acknowledged. "The psychology
runs toward individual farms."114

Ownership was the more American way in farming; but it was yet one
more mark of the times that, to promote it, the agricultural progressives
brought in European borrowings all over again. This time the leverage
point was the Irish and Danish land reform measures. At the hearings on
the first Bankhead farm tenancy bill, Henry Wallace retold the story of
Gladstone's Irish land purchase program as he has seen its results from
Plunkett House in 1912. Clarence Poe, at the head a new National Com
mittee on Small Farm Ownership, recommended the Irish and Danish land
reform examples. L. C. Gray, who was soon to be tapped to direct the staff
of the President's Committee on Farm Tenancy, testified that "the United
States is virtually the only civilized nation of consequence that has not set
up some system to correct the evils of tenantry." There was nothing "new"
or "untried" in land reform, he assured the Senate committee. Citing the
same Irish and Danish precedents, Roosevelt gave the program his endorse
ment just before the 1936 election. lls
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By September 1937 the Resettlement Administration had been re
placed by a new government entity, the Farm Security Administration
(FSA), designed to absorb the old agency's operations but with a mandate to
give the yeoman ideal a second chance. Like the Resettlement Administra
tion, the Farm Security Administration's chiefwork was to administer reha
bilitation loans for farm families in distress. But $50 million a year was set
aside to boost more rural folk into the ranks of small farm owners. With
that money the FSA was authorized to buy farms, regrade the land against
erosion, repair the houses and barns, and sell the farms on long-term loans
to tenants and sharecroppers who local county committees thought might
stand an especially good chance of making a go of farm ownership. Repre
sentatives of the radical Southern Tenant Farmers' Union objected that the
program had shunted aside the cooperative farm colony idea for faith in "an
economic anachronism, foredoomed to failure." Gardner Jackson, among
the victims of the Agriculture Department purge of 1935, told Congress
that the times needed "a new type of farm organization" that "must perforce
be a communal or village farm economy." The progressive Southern Policy
Association made the same point. 116

In fact, the two ideals were not altogether antagonistic. If the Irish and
Danish examples showed anything, it was that small farmers in a world of
large-scale capital could not go it alone, without a supporting network of
cooperative, mutual-aid, and educational associations-the cooperative
creameries, folk schools, credit cooperatives, and the rest, to which Plunkett
and the Danish rural life reformers had bent their organizational energies
so hard. Quietly the Farm Security Administration planners tried to knit
the necessary pieces together. Among hard-pressed tenants and small farm
ers, FSA staffers promoted the organization of small-scale cooperatives,
discussion groups, and cooperative medical-care contracts. Against the right
of government-aided tenant purchasers to sell their new land at will,
thereby dumping the public's investment back into the speculative land
market, the agricultural progressives won an important symbolic victory.
Even the farm colonies persisted, though a rider to the Bankhead act stipu
lated that no more new ones be established. 117

But the scale of the FSA's efforts was too small to build the political
constituency that might have sustained the New Deal's community and
cooperative enterprises. Even the Farm Security Administration's tenant
purchase allocations barely made a dent in a growth rate of 40,000 new
agricultural tenants a year. By the time Congress closed down the FSA
altogether in 1947, it had managed to move 47,000 tenant families, dispro-
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portionately white and disproportionately better off to start with, into farm
ownership. At that rate, Edward Banfield calculated, the elimination of farm
tenancy was 400 years in the future. l1s The emptying out of the South's
sharecropping millions was to be left to the postwar, market-led exodus of
persons and poverty into the northern cities. Oddities in a regime of private
property, the New Deal community ventures were abandoned one by one.
The last remnants of Elwood Mead's farm colony idea were folded up in
1948. That same year a commercial development firm purchased Norris,
Tennessee. The greenbelt suburbs were sold off between 1950 and 1954.

Out of a patchwork of borrowings, the New Deal community planners
had set out to see if they could create an alternative to the private markets in
land and agriculture, the isolated farm, the speculator-built suburb, the
fee-simple owner. The intellectual economy of catastrophe gave them what
normal times had not. In the uncertainties of the early 1930s their premade
plans, their cooperative ventures, their versions of the "organic" villages
and small cities that had so long caught the imaginations of American
progressives in Europe, all found their moment. One can still find vestiges
of their work, tucked away in today's much more smug and insular America.
But these constructions of specific contexts and dynamics were not destined
to last. In the face of hostile publicity and top-heavy solicitude, they did not
have the resources to survive the exceptional conditions of their inception.

The endgame in housing was more complicated. In the effort to establish
federally assisted low-cost housing on a permanent basis, the European
inspired progressives carne first. Both Simkhovitch's National Public Hous
ing Conference and Bauer's Labor Housing Conference put housing bills
before Congress in 1935-the latter, in a turnabout in the fall of that year,
with American Federation of Labor support. After the bills had been
welded into one in Senator Robert Wagner's office, a unified public hous
ing measure cleared the Senate in 1936. The next year, sensing passage was
imminent, the administration finally carne aboard, although with a rationale
yet different than either Simkhovitch's or Bauer's. As news of the British
economic recovery had begun to filter into Washington in 1935 and 1936, a
number of New Dealers had begun to note the relationship between Brit
ain's economic upturn and its sustained public investments in workers'
housing. Herbert Morrison, head of the Labourite London County Coun
cil, brought the message to Washington in early 1936, where Robert Wag
ner and others picked it up. Within the administration's ranks, a cadre of
proto-Keynesians was beginning to coalesce, convinced that recovery came
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down, finally, to simple aggregate national spending. Following that line of
reasoning, a big public housing program held many attractions. The 1936
hearings on the Wagner-Ellenbogen bill were full of this sort of talk, both
from experts knowledgeable about Britain and from labor union wit
nesses. 119

Around a permanent low-cost public housing program all these argu
ments coalesced. Publicly funded housing for the masses was a health and
sanitation measure; it was the node around which a democratic workers'
and consumers' housing movement might grow; it was a way to set unem
ployed men to work; it was a pump priming measure for the economy as a
whole. The surplus of not altogether compatible rationales behind the so
cial housing idea was typical of social politics. The open question was not
coherence; it was what would happen once the measure emerged from the
experts' drafting conferences into the field of everyday, interest-group poli
tics.

Some of the housing bill's opponents wanted outright rejection. The
Wagner measure "is going to be the beginning of the end of private owner
ship of real estate," the president of the Bronx Taxpayers' League had
testified at the bill's Senate hearings in 1936. The key opposition groups,
the u.s. Chamber of Commerce, the u.s. Building and Loan League, the
National Association of Real Estate Boards, and the National Retail Lum
ber Dealers' Association, had been rallying their constituencies on the issue
for months. But as passage of a federal housing bill began to seem likely in
1937, they took their stand on the only line that truly mattered to them.
Government housing for the poorest segment of the nation was acceptable
so long as the rest of the housing market was clearly walled off from en
croachment. That meant housing for the most poorly housed-slum recon
struction for existing slum residents. 12o

Simkhovitch and the National Public Housing Conference were not
altogether unsympathetic to a housing program focused on the slums. To
the social work and settlement house wing of the public housing movement,
it seemed obvious that public housing should set down its roots where
housing standards were at their worst and the population to be rehoused
was closest at hand. 121 Bauer's circle, to the contrary, saw inner-city recon
struction as an economic trap. Slum land purchases were the slum land
lord's godsend. Slum rebuilding meant propping up the existing structure
of values by buying up substandard property from the very owners who had
let it go to ruin. It meant saddling social housing with staggeringly high
land costs and crippling physical constraints. It meant an end to the hope of
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setting new standards in working-class housing design. It meant defeat for
the social-democratic idea in housing. 122

At every stop on his 1934 lecture tour, Raymond Unwin had made the
same point: a successful public housing program could not begin with the
slums. Public housing needed to build a solid political constituency in the
working class, he cautioned, before tackling the thorny issues of condemna
tion prices and site values that slum rebuilding posed. Everywhere in
Europe, Unwin maintained, publicly assisted housing had made its success
ful start not with the poor but with the working class, including the steadily
employed, skilled workers in the middle-income triad. Brought to the
United States in 1937 to spread the lesson of British public housing work,
Richard Reiss made much the same point; it was "entirely wrong" to begin
with slum clearance.123

But the Atlantic tides were already shifting fast toward other outcomes.
Only Britain and Sweden had sustained heavy public investments in low
cost housing construction into the mid-1930s. The distinctive tools of
Swedish low-cost housing policy-extensive municipal land purchases and
construction by cooperative housing societies-were politically out of the
question in 1930s America. With the Viennese and German experiments
in ruins, American attention turned all the more intensely on England.
Charles Palmer had traversed all of Europe in search of low-cost housing
ideas in 1934, but by his second trip, in 1936, he was sure that all he needed
would be found in England. Nathan Straus in 1935 barely bothered to put
any other country on his agenda. In the default of cooperative and limited- .
dividend builders, it was already clear that the administrative machinery of
British public housing was going to have to carry the task in the United
States. 124

In this context, the shift in British housing policy back to slum clear
ance in the mid-1930s carried exceptional weight on the American side of
the Atlantic. Politically the slums were a Conservative project. Sensing that
Britain's suburban building task was now largely complete, the short-lived
Labour government of the early Depression years had added new subsidies
for inner-city rebuilding. In 1933, however, its Conservative-dominated
successor ended all other housing subsidies, leaving the entire weight of the
British program on slum clearance and rehabilitation. With considerable
fanfare, the government promised to eliminate the slums within five years
time. Plans for the razing and rebuilding of a half million dwelling units
were advanced. In a carryover from the 1919 act, local authorities were
authorized to condemn and purchase decayed slum properties at their un-
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derlying land values alone-without any additional compensation for the
building itself or for the landlord's loss of rent. That the success of the
British attack on the slums might be inseparably linked to its aggressive
treatment of slum owners' investments was hardly mentioned in the repre
sentations made for the British policy turn in Congress-though Unwin,
among others, went to pains to point it out. Slum clearance and rebuilding
had the endorsement of the real estate interests; by the mid 1930s it had,
unexpectedly, the cachet of transatlantic example as well. 125

With the deck already stacked toward slum rehousing, the cards held by
the courts-always the special handicap of American progressives-carried
all the more value. The courts had not balked at the New Deal's first moves
in housing. Injection of public money into private mortgages and mortgage
guarantees had cleared the courts without particular difficulty. The element
of social and economic redistribution in promotionalist policies had always
been relatively easy to disguise. But in narrowing the range of commodified
things, social politics inevitably intensified questions of ownership. In parts
of the judicial system, the claim that governmental housing construction
was not a "public use" was still good law in 1937. The most effective coun
terargument, enunciated most clearly by the New York Court of Appeals in
1936-that public housing conferred a public safety benefit as part of gen
eral attack on the crime- and disease-breeding social environment of the
slum-was hardly a ringing endorsement of a public housing program as
broad as the working class itself. 126

Both wings of the housing reform movement resisted the endgame of
amendments from the House and Senate floor. But with European prece
dent now stacked against a broad housing program and the constitutional
issues hanging in uncertain balance, the real estate lobbies, building and
loan associations, and chambers of commerce quickly whittled the Wagner
bill down to its least objectionable denominator: cheap public housing for
the poor. The power of the new U.S. Housing Authority to build demon
stration projects was stripped away. The limited-dividend and cooperative
housing associations so dear to Bauer were eliminated from the act. Only
local housing authorities could tap the new federal housing credits. They
were to build only for the "lowest income group"-the "lowest of the low
income group," Senator David Walsh insisted in debate-within a cost
ceiling of $5,000 per unit. The PWA's average cost in the urban Northeast
had been slightly more than $7,500. 127

No matter that even in the housing construction boom of the 1920s
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private builders had not effectively built for any but the top income third. 128

The aim of the construction interests was not to preserve their existing
market from state competition but to preempt one they did not and, under
the current economic conditions, could not fill. Lest a growing stock ofnew
houses should cut into the value of old ones, municipal housing authorities
were required to buy up and demolish a slum dwelling for each new unit
they built. Rejecting the English experience with compensation, the slum
lords' price was left, without much doubt about the outcome, to the courts.

The Housing Act of 1937 was "modeled on the most successful public
housing experience in the world, that of England," the U.S. Housing
Authority's first director, Nathan Straus, was to write two years later, and in
an important sense Straus was right. More than most New Deal measures,
the Housing Act drew not only on lessons of the European past but also on
current European events. Shuttling across the Atlantic, 1930s housing re
formers acted out the roles and relationships that for two generations had
been characteristic of the transatlantic progressive connection. The lan
guage of a common social policy race came as second nature to them. "The
only question in our country should be," Charles Palmer had pleaded in the
Senate committee hearings in 1937, "how quickly can we begin to catch up
with the rest of the world?"129

As Depression Americans lined up eagerly for access to the new hous
ing projects, the question had, on the face of it, an easy, affirmative answer.
The first projects built under the 1937 act were besieged with applicants:
16,000 families applied for the Queensbridge project in New York City,
62,000 for 2,500 units at the Red Hook project in Brooklyn. Bauer moved
into the U.S. Housing Authority as director of its Division of Research and
Information in 1937, confident that its mandate would grow broader, not
thinner, with time. Expansion was a common enough phenomenon in social
provision; the Social Security amendments of 1939 and 1950 were to be an
important case in point. Minimizing the battles lost in Congress, Bauer
wrote that the Housing Act had come out of Congress "battle-scarred but
still in fairly workable shape." Into the late 1940s, housing reformers were
certain that a second tier of publicly assisted housing would be built for the
middle income third of the nation, through limited-dividend and coopera
tive housing associations. 130

But between public policy for the poor and public policy for the work
ing class, the distance, however narrow statistically, was politically im
mense: ideologically mined and politically hazardous to traverse. Beginning
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with the nonpoor, Social Security's constituency gradually broadened out
over time. Beginning with the poor, public housing in the United States was
never successfully to extricate itself from its origins. Squeezed between
slum land values and congressionally imposed cost and income limits,
Bauer's hope to establish, outside the commercial market, new standards in
working-class housing and community design proved beyond reach. There
were to be no gleaming Romerstadts in America, no sweeping horseshoes
ofTaut housing with union backing, no more Mackley Houses, no Swedish
housing cooperatives, not even a sprawling, British sea of decent, low-cost,
suburban, working-class shelter. When the U.S. Building and Loan League
crowed to its members in 1937 that there was to be no "broad, unlimited"
housing program under the United States Housing Act, its reading of the
signs was not misplaced. 131

By the early 1940s, Bauer herself was already worried about the "fatal
charity smell" that clung to American-style public housing. Height and
scale had been pushed too high, architectural cost cutting had resulted in
structures too grim and interior spaces reduced to the bottom lines of
Existenzminimum. The rules of eligibility had been made too rigid, manage
ment too paternalistic, the contact points between the housing program and
the groups that needed housing too few and sterile. "Our worst obstacle all
along to getting popular support for public housing has been the social
work-crime-and-disease smell which we couldn't help when we got started
in the thirties," she wrote. The breakout from lowest-income housing to
working-class housing required more political resources than American
housing progressives proved able to muster. What Congress had estab
lished, as it would turn out, was another sort of poorhouse. There was a
kind of savage irony in the fact that many of the earliest examples were
clothed in the brave, new, now tragically deflated aesthetic ofWeimar mod
ernism. 132

New Deal public housing was a triumph of Atlantic social politics and,
at the same time, a reminder of the obstacles and limits within that relation
ship. The European examples gave the project of decommodifying a sliver
of the housing market its political impetus in America. Once more the
arena of social politics stretched out across the North Atlantic world. But
American public housing was a European borrowing transformed in the
very politics of appropriation. It was an effort to catch up to European
standards that shuttled the Americans, once more, off on exceptionalist
tracks. It was a distinctly American product born within a system of
influences and rivalries, adaptations and transformations that, for the mo-
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ment, still bound North Atlantic social politics inextricably together. In
deed, it would be fair to say the same of the New Deal itself.

Through all these channels, and past all these obstacles and transfor
mations, the dammed-up contents of the transatlantic progressive connec
tion were swept into the New Deal. Never again in the twentieth century
would the agenda of American politics be so deeply stocked with imported
policy ideas as it was in the 1930s. And yet, between act and word a rift
widened in the 1930s. Even as the New Dealers set into the statute books a
raft of foreign borrowings, even as they edged the liberal wing of their party
toward the politics of European-style social democracy, they wore their
cosmopolitanism more hesitantly than progressives before them. They
were more apt to veil their foreign reference points behind doubts and
disguises.

Some of the evasions of the 1930s were Roosevelt's doing-master that
he was of the art of coalition building through indistinctness. Still more
were a tactical response to the rhetoric of the New Deal's opponents. Ever
since doctors and insurance companies had shown how effectively the eco
nomics of medical care could be swept behind a spiked helmet and a "made
in Germany" charge, there could be no doubt of cosmopolitan progressive
politics' vulnerability to the objection that its schemes were unpatriotic,
foreign to the distinctive genius of American politics. "We talk so much in
terms of comparison with what has happened in Norway, Sweden, Great
Britain, and elsewhere," Congressman Everett Dirksen complained in the
public housing hearings in 1937. "I think that we ought to forget about
their experiences ... If we are going to have a housing program, we ought
to forget what is going on in the old country and try to resolve it in a
characteristically modern, American manner."133

Amid the arsenal of arguments thrown against the progressives-that
their schemes were inefficient and ineffectual, that they weakened the
springs of moral and economic action, that they whetted the appetite of a
leviathan state-the un-American charge had not always been the most
prominent. By the 1930s, however, that cry was everywhere. Just what "the
peculiar genius of the American people" might be, Royal Meeker com
plained in 1934, "I have never been able to discover, ... but it is always
referred to."134

Rexford Tugwell, with his imagination full of sweeping reforms and a
summer's trip to the Soviet Union in his professorial past, was a particular
magnet for the un-American charge. The Farm Security Administration
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was lambasted by its critics for its "collectivist" fantasies, its "social experi
ments," and its "foreign" assumptions; Congress's chief FSA critic com
plained in 1944 that it had been, from the first, "an experiment station of
un-American ideas." The greenbelt towns were un-American. So was the
"dole" un-American. Public housing was un-American. Unemployment in
surance was not the American way. Public housing was un-American. The
New Deal itself was un-American. "If there are any items in the march of
European collectivism that the New Deal has not imitated," Herbert
Hoover groused in 1936, "it must have been an oversight." Isaac Rubinow
was moved to protest wearily in 1934: "We Americans, most of us anyway,
hold these truths to be self-evident, that we are the greatest, richest nation
and people in the world and by implication the wisest as well; that we are
entrusted with the special historic mission to teach the old and effete world
and not to learn from it."13s

Despite the onslaught, many American progressives retained the cos
mopolitan faith. Rubinow thought the "great caution in quoting European
experience, European ways of meeting problems as an example to follow"
was a mistake. Abraham Epstein, testifying at the unemployment insurance
hearings, could not be budged from retelling, at length, the story of Eng
land's attack on poverty. Pilgrimages abroad continued. Edith Wood at
tended the international housing congress in Stockholm in the summer of
1939. With a Guggenheim fellowship to study housing in Sweden and the
U.S.S.R., Catherine Bauer was in Europe that same summer, though an
automobile accident in London caused her to miss the Stockholm confer
ence and she was in the Soviet Union only a week before the outbreak of
World War II forced her home. To draw in the lessons of the "civilized
world," improving and reworking them for American conditions-this re
mained an explicit goal for many 1930s progressives. 136

But under the barrage of un-American charges, others beat a tactical
retreat. One of the first to show the way had been John Commons at the
University of Wisconsin, which was one of the key laboratories for cosmo
politan progressive politics. Commons himself had never had deep Euro
pean ties; he had missed out on graduate study in Germany, one of the few
prominent social economists of his generation to have done so. His junket
through Britain with the National Civic Federation's commission on mu
nicipal ownership in 1906 had struck him as a monumental waste of time.
Still, he had been one of Richard Ely's star students and, like his teacher, a
Christian socialist in the 1890s. He had fought the municipal ownership
fight; he had declared himself a "solidarist." The American Association for
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Labor Legislation, stocked as it was with German-trained social econo
mists, had tapped him as its executive secretary. On his own at the Univer
sity of Wisconsin, Commons had routinely sent his students foraging
through foreign statute books for administrative models and devices. At one
point he had engaged fifty undergraduates to chart the labor laws of all the
world's countries, hanging the results in large sheets around his seminar
room. 137

In the wake of the First World War, however, the gravity of Com
mons's interests began to shift. Splitting with the La Follette progressives
over their "softness" toward Germany, he began to talk more about incen
tives to harness business instincts than about direct control. By the late
1920s he had not only reworked the principles of unemployment compen
sation on these lines but had also begun to insist, more and more vocifer
ously, that his was a distinctly "American" plan that "totally reversed" the
principles of its European competitors. In the search for political efficacy,
the nativist polarities had begun to come home. 138

The American Association for Labor Legislation was a still more strik
ing case of a progressive pressure group turning on its past. The most
important organizational carrier of cosmopolitan progressive politics in the
prewar years, the AALL had always worn its transatlantic face openly. The
rhetoric of lags and contrasts was first nature to it. It had waged its health
insurance campaign in those terms. Its widely circulated cartoon of 1918
juxtaposed a British worker, secure under a broad umbrella of protective
social insurances, with an American worker, possessed only of a nearly bare
frame, the umbrella overhead all holes except for the thin protection of
industrial accident insurance. Even in the health insurance campaign's de
feat, the AALL had clung to the cosmopolitan style. When the Interna
tional Labor Organization's Albert Thomas embarked on a speaking tour of
the United States in the early 1920s, the American Labor Legislation Review
tipped his photo into every issue. When critics attacked the British dole, the
Review enlisted the Labour Party's Margaret Bondfield to make the rebut
tal. Its special issue on unemployment in September 1930 featured articles
by Bondfield and Mary Gilson on the British unemployment insurance
system, Mollie Ray Carroll on the German unemployment insurance law,
and an endorsement by Albert Thomas himself. 139

Deeply shaken by the "tide of extreme reaction" in which health insur
ance had foundered, however, John Andrews had been rethinking the
AALL's tactics for some years. In its December 1930 issue, the association's
American Labor Legislation Review suddenly abandoned its carefully culti-
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vated European connection to crusade for a distinctly "American Plan" on
the unemployment front, with the Wisconsin bill as its centerpiece. For the
next five years, Andrews pitched a line in social reform as stridently Ameri
canist as Gompers in his day had managed. There was no point wasting
time with foreign comparisons or "extended inquiries abroad into the op
eration of systems foreign to American experience," he wrote. Not until
passage of the Social Security Act did the Review finally let down the barri
ers and allow Europe to seep back into its pages. 140

Not all of the AALL's retreat to native ground can be explained as
merely tactical; but in the fall of 1930, with the German unemployment
insurance system staggering under its load of jobless claimants and the news
reports full of unemployment insurance's distress in Britain, there could be
no doubt that the rhetoric of international juxtaposition was more full of
hazards than ever before. Unemployment insurance "did not originate in
America, nor was it conceived by an American mind," the National Associa
tion ofManufacturers' president was preaching in the winter of 1930-31. At
the House of Representatives hearings on unemployment relief in 1934, it
was unemployment insurance's critics who were most eager to talk about
Europe. With European precedents at a discount in the 1930s, with the
antiprogressive forces revving up the un-Americanism machine for a new
run, it was expedient to fold the movement's cosmopolitan wing, drop its
European reference points, and struggle for the rhetorical advantage of the
American way. 141

For most 1930s progressives, however, tactical abandonment was less
common than flip-flops and ambivalence. The Social Security debates were
a good illustration. The early leaflets put out by the Committee on Eco
nomic Security made no bones of the European roots of Social Security.
Social insurance was "not a new idea." "Even the small and so-called 'back
ward'" nations of Europe had it. "We Pride Ourselves on Being Progressive but
in Social Security Legislation We Are at Least 25 Years Behind the Times,"
another Committee on Economic Security pamphlet declared. Harry Hop
kins reiterated the point in a radio broadcast in March 1935: there were no
"untried principles" in the Social Security Act. Instructed by the president
to find measures that had stood the test of experience, he said, "We did that.
We studied the experience of Europe which runs back fifty years. And right
now I want to point out that European plans are not being recommended
for America." The content of the last sentence turned on specifics only an
expert could fully appreciate, but its presence was significant. To draw upon
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the world's experience and to appear to remain immune from it: both were
politically essential. 142

The same dynamics shaped the greenbelt projects' publicity. An early
pamphlet by the Suburban Resettlement Division had juxtaposed photos of
Bournville and Welwyn Garden City, May's Romerstadt, and Taut's Zehl
endorf against American slums, tenants' shacks, and eroded fields, bread
lines of American workers, and acres of monotonous, speculator-built
American housing. To make the point clear for all, a graph showed the
number of houses built with state aid in Germany, Britain, France, Holland,
and (lagging far in the rear) the United States. When Tugwell took the
greenbelt city case to an Ohio citizens' meeting in 1936, he began by talking
about Ebenezer Howard. But then denial followed quickly. The greenbelt
town planners were not really planning at all, he went on to explain, much
less drawing on other nations' ideas. They were merely "taking the plans
which have been drawn for us" in the towns and villages of New England
and the Ohio Valley. The New Deal was a catching up to international
standards; it had nothing to do with Europe at all. It was heir to the world's
experience; it was as native and natural as the land itself. Even the official
publicity wore aJanus face. 143

Nineteen thirty-six was a better year in this regard than 1939. As the
promise of Europe crumbled once more into war, many American progres
sives found it all the more necessary to place a native tradition behind
lessons learned abroad. Even as cosmopolitan an intellectual as Lewis
Mumford felt the temptation. In the last year of the 1930s, Mumford col
laborated on a movie setting of his The Culture of Cities. Set to a score by
Aaron Copland, The City put in cinematic imagery the great U-curve of
history that Mumford had worked out at the decade's beginning. From an
eotechnic harmony of water, wood, and village, the film plunged viewers
into a paleotechnic hell of coal and iron. Downward still history ran, into
the fevers of the megalopolis itself until, as a car spins crazily over a cliff,
finance capitalism comes at last to wreck, and a neotechnic balance slowly
begins to return. The City reiterated Mumford's The Culture of Cities in
every respect but one; this time Mumford lopped off Europe. From the
high Middle Ages, the eotechnic age was transported centuries ahead to
late-eighteenth-century Shirley Center, Massachusetts. From there the his
torical descent led not through England's "black country," as before, but
through Pittsburgh and New York. As glimpses into the neotechnic future,
Mumford gave film viewers Hoover Dam and the Tennessee Valley
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Authority, the gentle vistas of Connecticut's Merritt Parkway (when it was
still new and uncrowded), and finally the New Deal town of Greenbelt,
Maryland. Romerstadt was an abandoned memory. 144

There was every reason by 1939 to deny the false spring of Weimar
social democracy, to slip into its place a firmer set of native referents. Years
afterward Mumford would insist that the New England village had been, all
along, the source of his 1930s utopianism. Others, too, would let their
memories shift in the same direction, pushing the internationalism of 1930s
social politics into smaller and smaller recesses, redrawing 1930s politics as
a distinctly American movement. As memory it was wrong, but as prognosis
it was not entirely off the mark. Battered by events abroad and opponents at
home, the transatlantic progressive connection was under palpable strain.
The New Deal was the climax of that connection. It hinted at a quite
different future.
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London, 1942

The Plan to Abolish Want

In the history of the North Atlantic economy, the First World War was an
interruption, the Second World War a watershed. On every level it altered
the Atlantic world's social and intellectual landscapes. Out of the furnace of
World War II came a dramatically altered balance of regional economic
forces, dramatically enlarged expectations of state responsibilities, new so
cial-political ambitions, and a new, elaborately articulated tracery of Atlan
tic connections. In the United States the Second World War marked a
triumph of cosmopolitan political consciousness. No one expected that it
would also mark the closing of the Americans' Atlantic social-political era.

Among the contrasts across the watershed of the Second World War,
the construction of the modern era's welfare states was particularly dra
matic. On the near side of that departure, where this story has l1nfolded, lie
sixty-odd years of social-political patchwork: a socioeconomic ipjustice cor
rected here, a social good de-commodified there, a handful of particularly
acute risks insured, the market amended piece by piece at some of the places
where it pinched most tightly and where a workable corrective could be
successfully imagined or borrowed from elsewhere. On the other side of the
Second World War lie the much more tightly elaborated "welfare states" of
our own day, with their permanent staffs of social experts, their commit
ment to continuous economic management, their more systematic provi-
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sions, and their much more broadly targeted populations, everywhere in
cluding the middle classes.

The contrast between piecemeal and systematic social politics is, of
course, imperfect. The safety nets of the post-World War II welfare states
still fail many of those who tumble into them; the capacity of the welfare
states' administrative structures to deliver social goods efficiently and fairly
may slip; the markets' public regulators may wink an eye, or doze off alto
gether in the arms of those they are charged with regulating; the ability of
the state economic managers to steer their national economies past the
economic cycles' hazards may give way; the coherence of the system may be
(and usually is) exaggerated. In the mixed economies of modern welfare
states, as in the patchwork social economies before them, public agencies do
not do all the nation's social-political work. Employers, labor unions,
churches, charities, and cooperatives still shoulder major burdens.

Facets of welfare state politics likewise remain intensely controversial.
The recipients of particular social provisions may be stigmatized or scape
goated, their assistance severely reduced or eliminated altogether-and this
is all the more likely if they are poor or racially marked to begin with.
Tax-payer revolts and privatization crusades may erupt, with a Thatcher or
a Reagan to articulate and effect them. Still, as sharply contested as the
politics of welfare states may be, and fight as their constituents do over who
should receive their benefits and protections and who should pay for them,
the continuous presence of the state in steering and taming the market
economy is, at a deeper level, broadly accepted. As stabilizer, regulator,
social goods provider, and ensurer of a modicum of social justice, the state is
taken for granted.!

The transition from patchwork to system took place within a broad
array of political regimes-the policy makers borrowing and competing
across their differences, as usual. The first of the twentieth-century welfare
states was the one the British Labour Party forged in a rush between 1945
and 1950. Out of a bundle of preexisting progressive ideas, the collectivist
experience of the war, and a radical, reconstructionist, victory mood, the
Labour government swept the piecemeal accumulations of three genera
tions of social politics into something approaching ideological and practical
coherence. In Sweden after 1948 the same work was done more gradually,
without the goad of dramatic wartime sacrifices, under Social Democratic
auspices. In West Germany, the postwar "social market" state was a con
struct of a centrist political regime, harried from the left by those who
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thought the real point of action lay in the ownership of the banks and key
industries. Elsewhere, in still different political contexts, other variants took
shape. The "welfare state," a phrase Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., thought was
barely months old in the fall of 1949, was within another decade the North
Atlantic economy's norm.2

In this general movement toward wider and more systematic social
provisions, the United States was an active participant. The end of the New
Deal regime in 1953 brought no wholesale reversal in social politics, how
ever deeply many in the Republican Party desired it. Slowly the surviving
elements of the emergency policy making of the Depression were moved to
a more permanent status, their coverage expanded, their promises enlarged,
their administration made more systematic. The most glaring exclusions of
the Social Security Act were remedied. Into the breach where they feared
the breakthrough of a national health care system, large-scale employers
collaborated with industrial unionists in shoving a system of employment
based health insurance, privately administered but subject to collective bar
gaining and mediation. Farmers and suburban home owners hung on to
their Depression-era subsidies. In the cities, urban "renewal" projects pro
liferated. Out of the structures and expectations set in motion in the prewar
years there emerged, even in America, a kind of welfare state.

More dramatically still, the war internationalized American politics. It
pulled the Americans out into the world and held them there as the hot war
of 1939 to 1945 bled into the cold war of 1947 to 1989, precipitating an
investment in global management without precedent in American history.
There were American policy makers everywhere after 1945-inspecting,
administering, financing, and pacifying. There were more Americans in
motion, more international conferences and agencies, more foreign report
age and foreign data exchanged than at any previous moment in history.
The geopolitical marginalization of the United States on the hither edge of
the world's power centers was, by the end of the 1940s, a thing of the past.
Ray Stannard Baker's "geocentricity" was gone beyond recovery.

On the surface, all these factors seemed to bode well for the North
Atlantic progressive connection. Linked together more deeply with other
nations than ever before, the United States seemed to many veterans of
prewar progressive politics ripe for a period of continuous and regularized
engagement with the half-idealized, half-distrusted social-political world
beyond its shores. Certainly at no time before in its history had the United
States been more like the Old World nations-with its new peacetime
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standing army, its geopolitical ambitions, its expanded state apparatus, its
politically mobilized labor movement, and its cosmopolitan intellectuals
gathered from all over shattered Europe.3

But the promised culmination was not to be. Postwar Americans found
themselves suddenly in the world, but politically they were not ofit. Their
Atlantic connections proliferated, but these did not function as before. Far
more foreign news reached the United States, but domestically it now mat
tered less. Reports of other nations' social policies piled up in American
research libraries, but they no longer moved the wheels of politics. Between
the welfare state regimes in Europe and the United States, relationships
became more and more attenuated. The entrance of the United States onto
the international political stage was also an exit; the advent of the "Ameri
can century" was also a closure. At the very moment when one might have
predicted its success, the North Atlantic progressive connection unraveled.

Endings are never less complicated than beginnings. Closure of the
transatlantic age in American social politics was a complex affair, full of false
starts, abandoned opportunities, and ironic turns. As a window on the post
war culmination that turned out to be no culmination at all but a return of
the old exceptionalism, however, there is no better vantage point than Lon
don in 1942, where the construction of the first of the postwar welfare states
began.

It was a much grimmer year, this third year of the second global war,
than 1900, where our story began. No one put on a fair in 1942; had anyone
done so, there were no ladies with parasols now to stroll through it, no
William Tolmans to organize its materials on ingeniously hinged boards
and cabinets, no Patrick Geddeses to synthesize its tendencies around a
master trope of progress, no international gatherings for earnest discussion
of the "social question." London itself was much a much grimmer city, too,
than it had been forty-two years earlier. Battered and hollowed out by the
furious German bomber raids of 1940 and 1941, its people forced into a
bare-bones regime of shortages and food rationing, the recent military vic
tories in North Africa hardly a consolation for almost thirty straight months
of disasters and retreat, the city was a far cry from John Burns's and Sidney
Webb's turn-of-the-century showplace swelling with municipalist am
bitions.

Out of this setting burst, nonetheless, in the last months of 1942, a
social-political blueprint of instant, transnational importance. A Report to
the Inter-Departmental Committee on Social Insurance and Allied Services
it was officially titled, though the name that stuck, in honor of its author,
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was the Beveridge Plan. Of all the welfare state programs and platforms that
were to follow, none was to match its influence or the electricity of its
reception. Reaching back into the progressive past to map the postwar
progressive promise, its status as a foundational document of welfare state
politics fell to it almost instantly.

The Beveridge Plan was intensely discussed throughout the North At
lantic economy, including the United States. Virtually everyone, for a mo
ment, seemed to want to catch hold of its political coattails. But though
Americans in the North Atlantic progressive network were keenly attentive,
they were not listening in the same way as before. In the journals that had
followed British progressive politics so long, that had leaped with hope at
Labour and the New Social Order, one cannot miss the intrusion of a new tone
of critical superiority. Like progressives before them, progressives in 1940's
America hankered for their future. But Beveridge did not hold it for them
nor did Europe. In European history, 1942 stands at the juncture between
the old and new eras in social politics. In the history of the United States, it
marks a moment of closure, when American history was set adrift once
more on its own cherished, providential tide.

Beveridge's report on the social insurances in 1942 was a twice-made docu
ment-first by William Beveridge, and all over again by the public that
invested it, in the hard and discouraging third year of the war, with such
palpable political hope. Beveridge himself had not wanted to write it. An
expert on manpower questions since the demonstrations of the London
unemployed had pulled him out of Toynbee Hall's uplift work into the
politics of unemployment in 1904, he had rejected invitations to sit on
official committees on old-age and health insurance on the grounds that
they did not fall within his field of expertise. The post he dearly wanted in
1941 and 1942 was the directorship of wartime labor allocation policy.
Beveridge was not even a particularly advanced thinker on social policy
questions. Roosevelt's New Deal had not impressed him in 1933: it was
"trying all the wrong medicines" in its flurry of first-year contradictions, he
thought. New Deal work relief he thought a mistake and the National
Recovery Administration a particularly grotesque one. He would have pre
ferred less meddling in the "natural" forces of the business cycle, more
attention to business's need for lower interest rates and more stable money.
In his own British context, Beveridge was a social Liberal, not a Labourite,
a centrist not a radical. Among the puzzles of the Beveridge Plan, the
London press noted in early 1943, was how a "reformer so sedate had been
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able to fashion a weapon so sharp, and how a government so timid should
have presented materials for its fashioning."4

In fact, the Ministry of Labour's purpose in giving Beveridge chairman
ship of an interdepartmental inquiry on the coordination of social insurance
benefits had been primarily to get Beveridge out its hair, to safely remove
him from day-to-day policy making and influence. Accepting his political
fate, Beveridge had focused his energies relentlessly on the only outlet open
to them. For anyone with as systematic a turn of mind as he, the social
insurances presented an extraordinary tangle of questions. Even in Ger
many the social insurances had developed one by one in hodgepodge fash
ion and were administratively uncoordinated and logically incomplete. In
countries like Britain, which had appropriated them from elsewhere and
tacked the imports onto preexisting institutional structures, the confusion
in the social insurances was even more pronounced. In 1940s Britain, each
of the social insurances was financed differently from the others and cov
ered a different segment of the population. Some of the insurances were
designed to replace a fraction of a worker's lost wages; others determined
benefits according to need; still others were set by design to payout at less
than subsistence levels. Health insurance under the 1911 act was limited to
wage earners, without statutory benefits for family dependents, and admin
istered through the friendly societies at widely differing support levels.
Old-age pensions were for the poor and were centrally administered. Un
employment insurance, patched together again in 1934, was its own pecu
liar bundle of compromises.

Playing his committee like a one-man band, Beveridge moved into this
mix of administrative agencies, delivery vehicles, and benefit levels with a
single-minded determination to standardize and simplify them. His aim, as
others had laid it out before him, was a single, "all-in" system of insurance
for everyone against all the major economic risks of a laboring family's
working career: sickness, old-age, unemployment, disabling injury, and
childbirth. Working these principles into practical specifics was a task of
immense detail. As published in November 1942, the Beveridge Report was
a mind-taxing compendium of 461 highly detailed numbered paragraphs,
together with a brace of appendixes, all filled with the most minute cost
calculations and policy recommendations. But it was detail work at the
service of a profound simplicity. Out of the existing materials around him,
out of long-standing criticisms of the existing social insurances' failings,
together with the Webbs' old case for a national subsistence minimum,
Beveridge outlined a social insurance structure of enormous moral clarity.
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Every working person (or almost everyone, married women being treated
not quite equally in Beveridge's scheme) was to pay into the system at the
same rate; everyone hitting one of the life's critical risks was to be tided over
at the same, subsistence level. One rate, one level ofbenefits, one socio-eco
nomic class as broad as the nation itself. The Beveridge Plan was Bismarck's
scheme wrenched out of Bismarck's context of labor control and political
repression; it was social insurance universalized, made democratic and
egalitarian. 5

To this reorganization of the social insurances, Beveridge added three
essential "assumptions," each as wide-ranging as the body of the report
itself. The first was a system of universal, state-financed children's allow
ances, designed to help families over one of the key moments when the
likelihood of precipitation from competence into poverty lay particularly
close at hand. The second was to uncouple doctors' services from social
insurance and establish medical care as a free public service. The third was
systematic central-government economic responsibility for full employ
ment. Like the insurance ideas in the body of the report, none of the ideas
behind these assumptions was new. British feminists had been agitating for
universal children's allowances since the First World War; Beveridge him
self had been titular president of Eleanor Rathbone's Family Endowment
Society since 1925. Complaints of inefficiencies and inequities under the
health insurance act of 1911 had been widespread for years. As for employ
ment, Beveridge's mind had been focused on the issue since his Toynbee
Hall days. When he was eased out of government in 1943, he would turn
his full attention to it, convening a private committee for research and
policy recommendation, and issuing, ultimately, one of the most important
statements of the 1940s on the possibilities ofKeynesian economic manage
ment for full and stable employment.6

All this was vastly more than Churchill's wartime government had ex
pected or was willing to swallow. Endorsed neither by the government nor
by the departments represented on Beveridge's committee, his report on
the social insurances was printed with only Beveridge as a signatory. This
inauspicious launching notwithstanding, the popular response to the
Beveridge Plan was sudden and extraordinary. Within a month 100,000
copies had been sold; the final sales figures ran well over half a million.
Taking advantage of every turn at the publicity mills he could take,
Beveridge threw himself into the report's popularization. "A revolutionary
moment in the world's history is a time for revolutions, not for patching,"
he urged, in rhetoric that mirrored the war's urgency. He lifted his cost
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calculations out of the everyday with a metaphorical flourish drawn from
John Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress. In the road ahead of wartime Britain,
where Bunyan's pilgrim had long before faced the giants of Slay-Good,
Maul, Diffidence, and Despair, Beveridge now saw five new "Giants on the
Road": Want, Disease, Ignorance, Idleness (by which Beveridge meant un
employment), and Squalor (by which he meant the "hideous" unplanned
chaos of the distended capitalist city). All could been slain, he insisted, by a
nation that put its political will to the task, even the giant Want itself.7

Beveridge's packaging helped garner attention, but on its own it did not
sell the Beveridge Report. In the people's remaking of the report from a
technical document to a postwar promise, the essential point of the
Beveridge Plan was the way in which its ethical simplicity caught, reflected,
and magnified the popular political temperament of the war. Beveridge's
proposals did not promise much more than subsistence-level assistance
across life's hard patches, but they promised that much equally to all-with
out means testing and without intrusive deterrents. In a time that put a
premium on unity, the riveting point of the Beveridge Plan was not the level
of its benefits but the democratic assumption behind them. It drew on the
sense of common risk forged by bombing alerts and rationing-the war
made recognition of the nation as its citizens' common lifeboat in a threat
ening sea. Beveridge himself had not played hard on the war's perils. He
had not even played hard on the idea that social guarantees to men and
women, as citizens, were a democratic right. In the document the people
made out of Beveridge's cost calculations, metaphors, and efficiencies, both
these themes were pushed to the forefront. 8

Crystalizing these hopes of a better and fairer world after the war, the
Beveridge Plan suddenly turned up everywhere. On a mistaken under
standing that the report had the government's backing, the Ministry of
Information printed up a special cheap edition to tell the troops what they
were fighting for. Clandestine abridgments were circulated through the
Nazi-occupied countries of Europe. The report was discussed at church
group gatherings, labor union rallies, community service organization
meetings, and university symposia; endorsements flowed into the govern
ment from organizations across the spectrum, from radical union gather
ings of Clydeside workers to staid churchmen's conferences. Within two
weeks of the report's publication, nine out of ten Britons were already
telling pollsters they approved of it. "Beveridge has become almost a com
mon noun in the English language," the New York Herald Tribune's London
correspondent reported in 1945. "It stands for hope."9
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For this popular tide the government's caution was no match. Dipping
back into World War I precedents, the government had already appointed a
set of reconstruction committees to try to map the social character of the
postwar peace. Now, in the wake of the Beveridge Plan, their work was
cranked up to a rapid pitch. Even before the war was over, the Conserva
tive-dominated war government had already set much of Beveridge's
agenda in motion. A far-reaching democratization of education and a family
allowance program (though at a lower level than Beveridge wanted) were
passed in 1944 and early 1945; government white papers endorsed a new
national health service, countercyclical peacetime spending, and most of
Beveridge's social insurance proposals. The town planners were at work
again on a broad range ofproposals, including still more effective capture of
the unearned increment in public improvements and the ringing of even
swollen London with a new, broad girdle of green space. With these accom
plishments behind them, the Conservatives went to the polls in the summer
of 1945 as new-made champions of the Beveridge Plan. So did the Liberal
Party, claiming Beveridge, justly, as one of its own. So did Labour, finally
letting go its objections to the contributory social insurance idea to bring
Beveridgism into its fold. lo

When the election was over, it was Labour that had captured the aspira
tions Beveridge had helped unleash. Turning their backs on Churchill's bid
for peacetime power, the voters swept in a Labour government-the first to
make a significant mark on British politics since the party's founding. In
quick order it passed a National Insurance Act along Beveridge's lines, a
National Health Service Act decommodifying basic health service ("termi
nating the custom of buying and selling medical practices," as the new
minister of health, Aneurin Bevan, put it), a Town and Country Planning
Act with strong recoupment powers, and a plan for massive housing invest
ment. The New Towns Act of 1946 launched the state on the construction
of fourteen new greenbelt cities-public realizations of Ebenezer Howard's
idea on a still bolder scale than the U.S. Resettlement Administration had
attempted. Beveridge himself was soon to move into one of the new towns,
as chair of its development corporation. Cashing in on the precedents of
prewar municipal "socialism," the Labourites nationalized most of the na
tion's transport systems and electric power. The socialists in the party could
not be denied their day; coal, iron and steel were all nationalized as well. ll

Conservatives lumped these policies all together as the "road to serf
dom": England gone "red" and radical. In truth, most of the ingredients of
the Labour program of 1945 to 1950 came not out of the Marxist heritage
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but the progressive one. Gathering up a backlog of reform projects, the
governmental revolution of 1945 was Britain's New Deal, its recapitulation
of the dynamics of crisis politics in a Labourite key. Nationalization of the
basic industries tapped a core socialist tradition. But in practice the Labour
government evinced little interest in central state planning and still less in
wresting fundamental economic control from capital. Its most popular
measures were those that built upon the social politics of the past, that
sought not to abolish capitalism but to assuage its excesses, extracting from
it a few key social goods and setting a common floor under a few of its most
acute risks.

It would be wrong to suggest that the Beveridge Report was the blue
print for the entire result. But the tie Beveridge's own person made between
the social politics of the 1910s and the welfare state of the post-1945 future
was important, both symbolically and politically. The Labour government
asked him for no advice; the war government had tried to rusticate him; yet
his report articulated many of the central moral and political assumptions of
the postwar social order. From an Atlantic perspective, finally, it did one
critical thing more. It gave the reconstruction mood in wartime and postwar
Britain a program. And in crystallizing aspirations into policy, principle,
and metaphor, it made them potentially exportable.

Having felt the force of so many British manifestos before, progressive
Americans did not escape the effects of the Beveridge Plan whirlwind.
Their own Social Security system, every expert recognized, was a makeshift
with vastly more holes and incongruities than Britain's. In 1942 none of it
was universal. Only old-age insurance was nationally administered, and
even it was so regionally skewed, with its exclusions of agricultural and
domestic workers, that it barely touched the rural or African-American
South. The rest was a patchwork of state-made standards. Of the oldest of
the social insurances, health insurance, there were still no American exam
ples, despite yet another try in Congress in 1939. As war materials spending
finally achieved the economic recovery that had so long eluded the New
Dealers, the giant Want, to a great extent, skulked away in the 1940s. But
there was no systematic insurance against his return. The relevance of the
Beveridge Plan to contemporary American conditions was, on all these
grounds, too close to be mistaken.

Equally in the Beveridge Report's favor was the severely limited scope
of postwar planning in the United States in the first years of the war. One of
the lessons Roosevelt had learned from Wilson's debacle of 1919 was that
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he would not run the war as an ideological crusade. This time there was to
be no all-out propaganda campaign; no model, centralized war economy; no
celebration of emergency "war socialism." As before, the war made private
business public. But unwilling to countenance rival centers of control on
the scale of the War Industries Board of 1917 and 1918, Roosevelt devolved
the management of war production and pricing onto a set of partial, over
lapping agencies. He kept the Amalgamated Clothing Workers' Sidney
Hillman at his side for the course of the emergency, far closer than Gom
pers had ever been to Wilson, but there was no symbolic rearrangement of
the seats of power to make institutional room for labor. 12

The old war economy issues recurred, this time to be met with more
cautious answers. Faced once again with intense housing needs at the war
production plants, the planners, under heavy pressure from real estate in
terests, opted not for model town construction but for cheap, emergency
housing. A short-lived attempt to enlist distinguished architects brought
Walter Gropius, Existenzminimum's keenest proponent among the Weimar
social modernists, briefly into the wartime housing program, but his spare,
ungainly "Aluminum City" project in western Pennsylvania was a public
relations disaster. As workers began streaming into the aircraft manufactur
ing plants in Detroit, Walter Reuther teamed up with Oskar Stonorov to
propose an ambitious wartime model city just outside the sprawling Willow
Run works, but the Ford Motor Company refused to sell the surrounding
land to be developed into a bastion of social unionism. 13

As for the postwar reconstruction committees at work once again in
Britain, Roosevelt wanted none of them. "We must start winning the war
... before we do much general planning for the future," he admonished his
critics on the left. He told Congress in early 1941 that the future must
eventually bring the "simple" things at democracy's foundation: broader
Social Security coverage, better opportunities for medical care, "security for
those who need it," and "jobs for those who can work." But into reconstruc
tion specifics he would not gO.14

Roosevelt had ample political grounds for caution. For Churchill's
Conservative-dominated government, the road to national unity lay
through promises of postwar renewal. In Britain, as the official historians of
the war put it in the late 1940s, "there existed, so to speak, an implied
contract between Government and the people: the people refused none of
the sacrifices that the Government demanded from them for the winning of
the war; in return, they expected that the Government should show imagi
nation and seriousness in preparing for the restoration and improvement of
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the nation's well-being when the war had been won. The plans for recon
struction were, therefore, a real part of the war effort." For Roosevelt,
stalemated by an anti-New Deal congressional majority that was quick to
read every war policy measure (as Robert Taft put it in 1942) as a sub-rosa
scheme to "make the country over under the cover of war," the path to
national unity, in contrast, lay in shelving the social-reconstructionist
rhetoric of the New Deal past, promising generous postwar benefits to the
returning soldiers, and leaving the matter at that. Intent on everyday gains,
the labor unions raised no striking reconstructionist banners; a brief flurry
of talk in the CIO of labor-management codetermination along the lines of
the German Social Democrats of 1919 and 1920 quickly evaporated. Not
until early 1944, with the promise of a new "economic bill of rights" for
everyone, would Roosevelt try to take the old Wilsonian ground and stake
out a progressive agenda for the conflict. IS

In this vacuum of articulated postwar aspirations in the early years of
the Americans' war, the Beveridge Report, with its high and relevant prom
ises, was assured of all the more eager attention. The progressive journals
were quick to point up its significance. A special American edition quickly
sold some 50,000 copies. The National Policy Committee, a wartime coali
tion of progressive employers, journalists, and labor unionists, devoted its
annual dinner meeting in early 1943 to the Beveridge Report. In March
Beveridge himself sailed for the United States for a Rockefeller Founda
tion-sponsored lecture tour. Over the course of three months he delivered
more than a hundred speeches, conferred in private with Roosevelt, Frances
Perkins, and dozens of other highly placed public and private officials, and
basked in the public attention. I6

Within the Roosevelt cabinet in early 1943 there was deep concern that
the administration had been upstaged. Within weeks of the Beveridge Re
port's publication, Roosevelt was musing to confidantes about going to
Congress with "a kind of Beveridge Plan." Even his eternally cautious treas
ury secretary urged an American counterpart. "Every single person in Eng
land is going to be insured," Henry Morgenthau wrote in his diary in late
1942; "they are going to get unemployment insurance; they are going to get
sickness insurance, and the whole business." When in early 1943 Roosevelt
made public a broad-gauged National Resources Planning Board (NRPB)
report on security and public works programs that had been gathering dust
since late 1941, when he had sequestered it as untimely, he was happy to
have the press bill it as an "American Beveridge Plan." Progressive and
conservative commentators alike picked up the comparison. To clinch the
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point, Newsweek offered readers a chart comparing the planning board's
suggestions, category by category, with the British scheme. By the spring of
1943, Senator Robert Wagner had introduced yet another "American
Beveridge Plan," this one a bill for an integrated system of health and social
insurance provisions. In all these ways, the North Atlantic progressive con
nection did its work once more-slipping the alien noun "Beveridgism"
into the American vocabulary; rekindling the old fears of behindhanded
ness, rivalry, and inadequacy; sweeping up nation-state politics in transna
tional systems of emulation and exchange. I7

And yet, this time there was a difference. An early hint was to be found
in that bastion of Anglo-American progressive politics, the New Republic.
Since its founding in 1914, the journal had boasted a long roster of English
contributors and connections. At the war's end in 1945, two of its four
editors set off almost immediately for London, to take their bearings there,
like so many New Republic figures before them, on the future. The New
Republic's more maverick and leftist rival, the Nation, saving its enthusiasm
for the Labour electoral victory, had had little to say in the winter of 1942
43 about Beveridge's work. The New Republic, by contrast, gave the
Beveridge Plan a strong, early endorsement. But by the early spring the
editors had transferred their enthusiasm in toto to the National Resources
Planning Board report. Touting it as a "Charter for America," they devoted
a special supplement to its proposals in April 1943. The NRPB's recom
mendations went "far beyond the Beveridge report," the editors advised. It
was a "better and sounder" plan, Max Lerner wrote, a more American plan,
and a more "revolutionary" one. The Nation, making the same comparison,
agreed. IS

Exactly what there was in the National Resources Planning Board re
port to trigger these editorial comparisons is not, at first glance, easy to see.
An unwieldy assemblage of proposals coordinated by an English emigre
progressive, Eveline Burns, the NRPB report was essentially a review and
justification of the key New Deal programs, with special emphasis on WPA
work relief and public works employment policies. It had none of the
Beveridge Plan's moral and administrative clarity; it offered no cost esti
mates; on the social insurance front, its suggestions were cautious in the
extreme. Roosevelt deposited it at Congress's door without endorsing it.
When the Congress left it there, orphaned and undebated, conservative
columnists thought it a sign of political good sense. I9

To the progressive editors, however, comparison of the social insurance
provisions of the Beveridge and NRPB reports missed the point altogether.
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Beveridgism, in their minds, was not revolutionary at all. With its pinched
and meager talk of subsistence minima, it was about salves and crutches.
Out of the National Resources Planning Board's mass of suggestions, in
contrast, they extracted what they saw as a fundamentally different seed of
hope: a promise of work and jobs ample enough to eliminate the old boom
and-bust rhythms of the business cycle. What made the planning board's
proposal "thoroughly American" (as the Nation's editors put it), was its
emphasis not merely on security but on an economy set permanently at full
capacity: "It represents an abrupt break from the defeatist thinking that
held us in economic thralldom through the thirties." It meant abandonment
of the Depression era's preoccupation with poverty, abandonment of the
notion of permanent economic stagnation that had slipped into the subsis
tence homestead projects, abandonment of all this for the promise of a
full-employment, full-production economy stabilized by public emergency
work and permanent publics works planning.20

Outside the editorial conferences, the same controlling polarity could
be heard. What was the point of selling cut-rate tickets on the national bus
for the invalid and crippled if the bus itself wouldn't move? G. Hartley
Grattan asked of Beveridge's scheme in Harper's Magazine. The very prem
ises of the British scheme, it was said, were fixed in scarcity; a truly Ameri
can alternative would have to be pitched in terms of economic growth.
Henry Wallace thought Beveridge's proposals not fundamentally relevant
to a "dynamic" economy like that of the United States. Harry Hopkins,
pushing for a permanent Works Progress Administration, did not think that
Beveridge's scheme could be "the cornerstone of any American program."
"Social-security programs, desirable as they are, constitute a minor part of
the total stream of purchasing power required to sustain a high level of
production and employment," Wallace wrote, returning to the point in
1945. As these polarities intensified, Beveridgism was invested with dingier
and dingier trappings of poverty. Beveridge's flat-rate, subsistence-level
benefits, his Webbsian talk of guaranteed minima, his democratization of
risks-all this ran counter to the promise of a full-employment economy, to
the new upward-to-the-stars notion of economic possibility.21

Part of what one overhears in these comments is the conceptual revolution
in macroeconomics around which the term "Keynesianism" was to form.
The idea that the boom-and-bust cycles of the unmanaged market could be
overcome by continuous, carefully calibrated public investment was an idea
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brewing in nlany pots in the 1930s, from Stockholm to New Deal Washing
ton-though it was Britain's John Maynard Keynes who gave it the deepest
theoretical statement and pushed hardest for it on the international cir
cuit.22 The notion that maintenance of aggregate national spending and
demand might be the most important task of governance came into the
late-thirties economic debate as a dazzling simplification of social politics.
One need not do everything all at once, in the furiously eclectic manner of
the early New Deal. One need not worry overly about which goods were in
or outside the market, or even where, in this profoundly mixed system, such
a line might be drawn. One crucial thing was needed: to keep one's eye on
aggregate investment and demand.

In 1938, when they persuaded Roosevelt to try spending his way out of
the year's sharp economic relapse, there had been only a handful of proto
Keynesians in Roosevelt's government. The famous meeting between
Keynes and Roosevelt four years before had left both men mystified and
frustrated. But as the war economy boomed with government purchases,
spewing out more goods than any expert had imagined possible, the tenets
of "Keynesian" economic management quickly gathered converts. Under
the influence of Harvard economist Alvin Hansen, the National Resources
Planning Board was soon steeped in the new paradigm. The market econ
omy cornucopia, empty so long, stood ready to deliver once more, now that
its workings were properly understood. By 1945, Henry Wallace was prom
ising sixty million jobs, created not by planning or controls but by the magic
of sustained and adequate demand. In a symposium on postwar liberalism
that brought the threads of the new progressive creed together, Seymour
Harris put the moral: "The core of modern economic policy is stabilization
of demand."23

Between left "social Keynesians" (with their eye on automatic public
works and public spending adjustments) and right "commercial Keynesi
ans" (with their much narrower notion of the central government as an
interest-rate-conscious central bank) the economic argument was far from
closed in the early 1940s. Most businessmen remained profoundly skeptical
of the whole enterprise of aggregate economic management. Full-employ
ment promises, Newsweek's business columnist objected, entailed "nothing
but economic Fascism"; the New York Times editors thought that only "to
talitarian" economic management could bring full employment into being.
For its pains in putting together a Keynesian program of public investment,
Congress closed down the National Resources Planning Board six months
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after Roosevelt released its report. For their part, Seymour Harris's pro
gressive collaborators were still full of public goals and projects: more Ten
nessee Valley Authorities; improved health, housing, and education; a pub
lic jobs program. As the nation's aggregate public and private spending
accounts should require, each of these projects stood ready to absorb the
needed additional investment. But social need now came second.
Beveridge's Giants on the Roads were only a sideshow. The first imperative
was spending itself.24

All these newly absorbed convictions flowed into the American read
ings of the Beveridge report. Their eyes fixed on the frontiers of growth,
the prophets of managed aggregate demand could barely disguise their
irritation with Beveridge's preoccupation with poverty; for them, the very
language of a "national minimum" struck the wrong note. In fact, as the
thoroughly Keynesian analysis of Beveridge's own Full Employment in a Free
Society was quickly to show, the idea of an inherent contradiction between
economic growth and economic security was profoundly misplaced from
the outset. Beveridge and Keynes were friends and collaborators who bor
rowed freely of each other's ideas. Between subsistence floors and jobs,
between risk assurance and economic growth, there was no inherent con
tradiction. On the "American" promise of sustained and managed growth
that they juxtaposed to Beveridge's, the Americans clearly had no local
patent. The Stockholm economists had been "Keynesians" as long as
Keynes himself, and considerably longer than Keynes's new American con
verts. Keynesianism was an idea of just as much international force as
Beveridgism in the 1940s; it was hard to find a social-political blueprint or
welfare state design in the postwar North Atlantic economy that did not, in
one combination or another, absorb them both.

Something more was clearly at work in the American depreciations of
the Beveridge Plan-something simpler, cruder, and more lasting in its
effects. Europeans might speak the language of Keynesian multipliers and
sustained economic growth, but the war that had made Europeans desper
ately poor had made the United States uniquely rich. No one in 1939 had
anticipated the difference in fortunes the war would make. By 1945, how
ever, the economic comparabilities on which the North Atlantic progressive
connection had rested were in a shambles. American reports from 1940s
Britain focused on the point. Britain was a nation of "desperate shabbiness,"
the Nation's London reporter wrote in early 1945; "the watchword is still
'austerity,' a word which summarizes with characteristic understatement the
whole process of stripping the civilian economy as nearly as possible to the
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bare bones." A year later England was "still shabby, pockmarked, and un
derfed." Britain was not "dying," as many reports had it. But limping along,
as it was, on rationed food and fuel (bread rationing persisted into 1949 and
meat rationing into 1954), and with consumer goods of every sort in acutely
short supply, Britain was poor. As for Germany, it was desperately poor,
kept alive in the immediate aftermath of the war only by the victors'
charity.25

There had been sacrifices on the American home front as well: gasoline
rationing, "victory gardens" for home-grown food, scrap metal drives, and
(for far more Americans than ever before) a federal income tax. But on the
whole, the domestic economic sacrifices had not run deep. The Dunkirk
lesson of a nation crowded into a frail, common lifeboat was not the Ameri
cans' war moral. Partly through the policy makers' design, but still more
through the special geographic dispensation that insulated the United
States from the ferocious destruction of the war, the great European catas
trophe left the Americans rich. The war's lesson on the American home
front was one of jobs and full larders-the ability of the capitalist economy,
when pressed hard enough and managed well enough, to spit out both guns
and butter in extraordinary quantities. Almost half the world's total manu
factured goods in 1945 came from the factories of the United States; five
years later, half the world's monetary reserves were still located in the U.S.
No single nation's economy had ever before so dominated the world as the
economy that Europe's catastrophe gave to the United States. At the war's
end, the world had for the moment only one major economic player, and
that was the United States.26

In the face of imbalances on this scale, the older notion of a common
economy, a common social question, a social landscape rolling across the
North Atlantic world from Berlin to San Francisco, could not endure.
Europe was cramped and poor. Its social-political needs were not those of
the United States. The aura of defeatism the American progressives hung
around Beveridgism, the new gulf in their own minds between growth and
"security," and their reembrace of the market economy's promises all
flowed from this starting point. Weary of war sacrifices, the British might
take Beveridgism as a noun of hope, but to the Americans-even to pro
gressive Americans-it smelled too much of limits and poverty. Economic
minima were an Old World problem; the most famous social-political
document of the twentieth century was not fundamentally the Americans'
affair. In the sea change the war had made, American progressives repos
sessed hope as their own providential dispensation.
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The Phoenix ofExceptionalism

The Beveridge Plan was hardly the first blueprint for the future to founder
in the Atlantic crossing. The Atlantic progressive connection had always
had its full share of failures, frustrations, missed conjunctures, and broken
communications. But an acute reader of the progressive journals could
hardly miss the larger pattern at work. It was not simply that the Beveridge
Plan was irrelevant to Americans. As a social-political experiment, Britain
itself had become irrelevant, as had, for that matter, the western European
democracies as well. The overseas models, strained in the 1930s, fell apart
in the 1940s. This time there was no putting them back in the old ways
agaIn.

The irony of the unraveled connection was that it ended with the
Americans more deeply ensconced in European affairs than at any previous
moment in their history. Into the prostrate continent in 1945 the American
armies came, and in their wake, once more, followed a broad tail of civilian
experts to prop up, manage, and Americanize. On West Germany, as if on a
tabula rasa, the American occupational government wrote its eighteenth
century notion of checked and balanced powers: a federal governmental
structure, an independent judiciary, a bicameral central government of
strictly limited powers, and a written constitution. In social legislation the
American authorities were much less interested, except to put up road
blocks against economic nationalization and to help restore and rationalize
the institutions of German social insurance. In contrast to their counter
parts in the British and French military zones of occupied Germany, the
Americans left the replanning of German cities to the Germans themselves.
But if the American proconsuls acted with restraint, there was no missing
the war's upending of prewar relations.27

The postwar American economic and cultural invasion of Europe, so
long prophesied abroad, was even more striking. The Marshall Plan
brought not only billions of American dollars to Europe but also teams of
economists, cultural attaches, u.s. Information Agency administrators, and
Central Intelligence Agency officials to oversee their investment. Marshall
Plan officials sponsored the visits of thousands of French business and labor
figures to the United States, wheeling them through itineraries designed to
promote American methods in labor relations, consumer marketing, and
productivity. Traveling displays of American consumer goods toured pro
vincial French towns; American-sponsored radio brought the details of
American automobile production to Austrian households. In chewing gum,
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movies, advertisements, and Coca-Cola, American goods penetrated day
to-day European life. "America bestrides the world like a colossus," Harold
Laski summed up the postwar order. In large ways and small, the continent
was, suddenly, America's.28

Or almost America's. As hot war gave way to cold war, refiguring the
globe as a deadly earnest contest between the United States and the Soviet
Union and drawing the United States economically, militarily, and diplo
matically into European history more deeply and intimately than ever be
fore, every twist and turn of the continent's politics now suddenly carried
geopolitical significance. Never had western Europe been so minutely scru
tinized by so many Americans. But they were no longer looking for lessons,
for "marching orders" from the older continent's experience, as Paul Kel
logg had once put it. As they folded the European democracies into their
military-economic protection in the late 1940s, the Americans refigured
Europe's importance. In the repolarized circumstances of the cold war,
Paris, London, and Berlin were no longer focal points for American imagi
nations. Europe was the arena of struggle, the client continent, the place
between. Even American progressives had a hard time seeing anything
abroad other than themselves and their Manichaean opposite, the Soviets.

The lasting consequence of the war and the postwar crises, in short, was
not as much a displacement of force as a displacement of mind. American
progressives no longer marched toward the future with an eye cocked on
their western European competitors. They no longer imagined themselves
in a race with the world's other "civilized nations"-still less that they
themselves might be found straggling along in the rear. Those very meta
phors now seemed part of an impossibly distant, more innocent age. The
late twentieth century's terms were sterner, and the special place of the
United States within its dispositions unproblematically clear.

Two political grand tours made almost a half century apart illuminate
the contrast. Like William Jennings Bryan in 1905, Adlai Stevenson was a
defeated Democratic presidential candidate in 1953, hoping to find rest and
political rehabilitation through a trip abroad. Both Bryan and Stevenson
circumnavigated the world from Tokyo east to London. Both traveled in a
blaze of publicity, Bryan with a contract from the Hearst papers, Stevenson
surrounded by an entourage of photographers and correspondents from
Look magazine. Both knew the rhetoric of mission: of western Christianity
for Bryan, western freedom for Stevenson. Of the two, Stevenson's back
ground was by far the more cosmopolitan. He had taken his first grand tour
at age twelve and made many Atlantic crossings since. But in keeping with
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the inward-looking globalism of cold-war progressive politics, Stevenson's
report was, in its way, much the more provincial.

Bryan's globe was a great, eclectically stocked cupboard, its shelves
overflowing with usable and interesting things. Stevenson's was a world
shot through with dangers and "ordeals," responsibilities and "burdens,"
whose every facet pressed the imagination back on the special destiny of the
United States. Stevenson's world was no storehouse of usable social-politi
cal experience, no world-circling string of foreign "experiment stations."
From it no "salad" of progressive ideas, as Henry D. Lloyd had once put it,
waited to be made. It was an arena in which the Americans' "test of leader
ship" could not be evaded, where the "heaviest burden of greatness" waited
to be assumed. Bryan in England, elated by the Liberal victory in 1906, was
keen to see what answers to the "natural monopoly" issue the British expe
rience might provide. Stevenson's England gave no respite from the special
burden of American destiny. The Americans "had saved the world," Win
ston Churchill told Stevenson-and the triumph had left them, like Atlas,
with the globe on their shoulders. In the "ordeal of the mid century," all the
questions converged on one: "how shall we [Americans] bear what Provi
dence has assigned US?"29

In new-found eloquence and urgency, the rhetoric of a common
footrace down the track of progress gave way to talk of exceptionalist gifts,
exceptionalist burdens, an exceptionalist "American way of life," and an
exceptionalist history all America's own. Historians and political scientists
by the early 1950s were deep in studies working out this point.30 The old
comparative policy questions no longer seemed worth asking, so clear were
their answers, so starkly different the cards providence had dealt out to the
world's players. For most American progressives there were no longer so
cial-political lessons to be learned abroad, or lags to be overcome. The
shutters of self-referentiality closed down again as the Americans recon
ceived themselves as an exception, once more, in world history. The war
that had brought Americans deep into European affairs left them, unex
pectedly, all alone.

The unraveling of the North Atlantic progressive connection did not bring
progressive politics to a halt. The political dynamics already in motion in
1940s America were powerful enough to go a long way further on their
own. Between the eagerness of Roosevelt's opponents to shut down the
vestiges of the New Deal, and the determination of labor and the progres
sive Democrats to extend them, there was energy enough in American
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social politics that the fading of broader, cross-national referents was not
immediately noticed. Harry Truman went to the polls in 1948 pledged not
only to a hard line vis-a-vis the Russians in Europe but also to a new lease
on the New Deal's promises: expansion of Social Security, a New Deal
inspired program of national health insurance, a large-scale housing pro
gram, new public power projects, a higher minimum wage, permanent price
supports for agriculture, rural electrification extension, and expanded labor
bargaining rights. Into Lyndon Johnson's Great Society project and well
beyond, these issues would continue to frame social-political debate. 31

But for the most part, American progressives no longer talked openly of
European analogues or connections. At the congressional hearings on hous
ing legislation in the late 1940s, European references were thinned to the
vanishing point. At the congressional hearings on medical insurance in
1949, progressive proponents refused to be pinned down in cross-national
comparisons. The 1939 hearings on Social Security Act revisions had, in
contrast, still been full of European references. J. Douglas Brown, chair of
the administration's Advisory Council on Social Security, had filed with his
House testimony not only a chart of the world's social insurance provisions
but also a copy of the British insurance stamp book, which he hoped would
be soon instituted in the United States. At the counterpart Social Security
hearings of 1950, the only witness to lean heavily on the Atlantic connec
tion was a disgruntled former Social Security administration employee,
Marjorie Shearon, who claimed to have proof that the Roosevelt-Perkins
plot to foist Social Security on the United States had first been hatched by a
"socialist" cabal at the International Labor Office in Geneva. 32

Shearon was only a newsletter writer with a particularly vivid imagina
tion. But as the cold war came home in domestic American politics, it
handed the keepers of the providential, uncontaminated American way a
powerful advantage. When the Social Security Administration picked a
sympathetic investigator to report on New Zealand health insurance in
1947, congressional conservatives raised the alarm at this endorsement of
"the Moscow party line" on socialized medicine. The labor-progressive
lobby for health insurance was attacked as a communist front. Senator
Robert Taft, a Republican with no inconsiderable social-political ambitions
of his own, charged the framers of the Full-Employment Bill in 1946 with
taking their program straight from the Soviet constitution. To those fearful
of the social powers of the state, the cold war added a tactical advantage of
extraordinary sweep and power; it freighted talk of lags and deficiencies
with heightened political danger. 33
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Not all postwar American progressives, of course, fell into exceptional
ist step. Historically more international than the world of middle-class re
form, the world of labor remained crisscrossed with transnational social
political connections in the postwar era. Cold war geopolitics pulled Ameri
can labor unionists and their funders in government deep into European
labor affairs, not only to replay the bluff and bluster of Samuel Gompers in
1918 and 1919 but also with less expected domestic consequences. The
Reuther brothers were key players on the European scene, preaching the
gospel ofAmerican productionism at every opportunity. "The Pied Piper of
Hope," the British Daily Herald called Walter Reuther in 1957, on one of
his annual trips abroad; he was the evangelist of "the American dream, the
dawn of the era ... of unprecedented abundance." In 1951, in one of the
more curious turns of Marshall Plan politics, Victor Reuther helped funnel
union funds into a pilot production plant to demonstrate American manu
facturing and labor-relations techniques to the skeptical French. But the
Reuthers were also key conduits of European-style social unionism, which,
with its conscious affinities with social democratic politics abroad and its
internal infrastructure of consumer and credit cooperatives, sports and rec
reation centers, education programs, and political ambitions, found a home,
for the moment, in the CIO.34

The experts, too, renewed their international ties in the wake of the
war. In the machinery of the new United Nations organizations, in the
academic exchanges, in international gatherings of experts and policy spe
cialists, ideas continued to be brokered across nation-state boundaries
international monetary policy being one of the most visible examples. The
world after 1945 was intellectually smaller and much more tightly intercon
nected than the world of Ely's and Bryan's generation, access to its informa
tion was gained more quickly, and it was much easier to move around in.
During flurries of interest in central European corporatist industrial plan
ning, Swedish economic policy, or continental European land-planning
techniques, the older dynamics of the Atlantic progressive connection
would make a momentary reappearance on the American social-political
scene. Even at the height of exceptionalist politics, more international so
cial-political connections were sustained than the public theater of politics
displayed.

But with Americans bestride the world and the fortunes of the Euro
pean social democracies profoundly diminished, with the hazards of cold
war politics weighing hard against employment of foreign examples, with a
new exceptionalist literature growing fast in historical and political science
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circles, with the markets working miracles of abundance that seemed, for
the moment, uniquely American, the transatlantic progressive connection's
ability to shape the agendas of politics no longer had its old force. The key
institutions of the North Atlantic progressive connection gave way with
age. John Andrews's American Association for Labor Legislation and Abra
ham Epstein's American Association for Social Security had both closed up
shop by the war's end, upon the death of their founders. Kellogg's Survey
ceased publication in 1952. Mumford and Bauer continued to campaign for
their old causes into the early 1950s, but the dominant language in postwar
urban politics was that of New York City planning czar Robert Moses, who
dismissed Mumford as "an outspoken revolutionary" and scorned foreign
ideas "which don't belong here."35

The next progressive generation came to its task with none of the
earlier cohorts' intense, reflexive feelings about Europe. The renewal of
social politics in Europe in the late 1940s and 1950s, spinning off welfare
states in a half dozen potentially exportable models, had only a fraction of
the impact on American politics of the social-political experiments of the
earlier era. When postwar social politics in the United States set off down
its own track toward a set of welfare state provisions and compromises
peculiar to it, there was no longer a ready, interconnected lobby of persons
to raise those peculiarities for public debate, or to ask-outside the rhetori
cal polarities of an exceptionalist, expansive America and a "dying" (though
never quite dead) Europe-where the divergences from other nations'
precedents were wise and where they were not.

The North Atlantic progressive connection had had, to be sure, not a
few overextended polarities of its own-and not a few illusions. From the
1870s forward, it had never been easy for Americans within that connection
to convey their convictions and borrowed enthusiasms except in a language
that ran hard toward exaggeration. Their simplifications were often naive
and sometimes-as in the case of Germany admirers like Howe or Dawson
in 1914-downright embarrassing. They had trafficked in national stereo
types as the only rhetorical tool they knew with which to wedge into their
countrymen's consciousness an understanding that the American balance
between markets and politics was not inevitable: that things were done
differently, and better, elsewhere. The goods they picked up in the social
political bazaars in Paris and elsewhere were not flawless. Their Glasgow
streetcars, their Irish creamery cooperatives, their Haussmannized Paris,
their Letchworths, and their German ethical economics were never all that
Atlantic-facing progressives cracked them up to be. All this, too, was in the
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nature of their work and, still more, in the deep, provincial resistance it
encountered.

The historical importance of the transatlantic phase of American pro
gressive politics lies not in the exaggerated polarities of its rhetoric but in its
experienced connections. It marked a moment when, across the counter
vailing pull of nationhood, the world of capital seemed to many a world
akin. For all the "un-American," "made in Prussia" furor that met their
work, the Atlantic progressive travelers made other nations' social policy
headline news. They sustained not only highly visible structures of interna
tional exchange but also a public debate that bound choices in American
social politics with choices elsewhere. From one side of the Atlantic to the
other, the dynamics of an interrelated social politics could be felt, connect
ing-always with rivalry and controversy but connecting nonetheless
what the nation-state political structures endeavored to set apart. Even in
America, indeed especially in America, the phenomenon could be felt.

In Paris in 1900, the Americans in the North Atlantic progressive con
nection were still latecomers to a European-centered debate-by turn eager
for entry and prideful of their separateness. A half century later, their efforts
had done a great deal to transform the agenda of progressive politics in the
United States. Strewn as their transatlantic bridges were with failures and
unexpected transformations, a good deal had crossed over. Their expanded
world of social-political referents and solutions made politics out of mere
economic fate. It energized and framed the vocabulary of progressive re
form. It infused the crisis politics of the 1930s. But by the end of the 1940s
the era was over. Having saved the world, it would not thereafter be easy to
imagine that there was still much to learn from it.
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